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The  Markan  Matrix: 
(A  Literary-  Structural  Analysis  of  the  Gospel  of  Mark) 
David  G.  Pahner 
This  thesis  takes  account  of  the  basic  need,  in  regard  to  all  study  of  Mark's  Gospel,  of  an 
understanding  of  his  outline  plan,  and  his  presentational-method.  A  thorough-going,  purely 
literary-structural  analysis  is  tackled.  It  is  a  task  that  has  been  waiting  to  be  done  in  this  era  of 
modem  biblical  criticism. 
In  the  Introduction,  it  is  recognised  that  through  the  years  investigative  methodologies  have 
been  developed,  and  that  today  still  more  are  being  added  to  the  Est.  That  fundamental 
questions  remain  unanswered,  however,  is  also  recognised.  On  matters  of  Mark's  leading  idea, 
and  his  theological,  literary  and  compositional  abilities,  all  these  methodologies  have  led  so  far 
only  to  a  bewildering  increase  in  contradictory  views.  An  analysis  of  the  text  is  needed  still. 
The  cultural  and  historical  context  of  the  Gospel,  therefore,  is  addressed  afresh.  Underlying 
issues  regarding  the  functionings  of  the  'new'  literary  genre  of  Gospel  are  raised.  The 
particular  requirements  of  a  plan  and  a  presentational  method  are  also  explored.  Against  this 
backdrop,  the  primary  importance  of  "Days"  in  Mark's  presentation  is  introduced,  and  Mark's 
"Day"  is  defined.  Literary-structural  analysis  begins  with  identifying  the  signals  of  primary 
structure.  It  develops  as  Mark's  construction  method  becomes  clear. 
In  chapters  2  to  7,  the  text  of  the  Gospel,  as  it  stands,  is  examined  and  analysed  fully.  The 
gospel  narrative  (1.21-16.8)  is  found  to  consist  of  twenty-eight  days  which  are  presented  in 
four  Series  of  seven  "Days".  Each  Series  represents  a  Stage  in  the  Mission  of  Jesus.  Contrary 
to  accepted  scholarship,  the  Prologue  is  defined  as  the  first  twenty  verses  (1.1-20),  and  a 
reduced  "longer  ending"  of  nine-and-a-half  verses  (16.9-16,19,20a)  is  deemed  to  be 
representative,  in  its  form  and  in  the  majority  of  its  details,  of  an  Epilogue  which  Mark  himself 
created  with  the  Prologue  as  a  frame  to  his  Gospel.  The  Prologue  appears  to  establish  that 
Mark's  "Good  News"  is  for  the  Jews,  but  his  Epilogue  makes  it  clear-that  it  is  for  the  "World", 
for  both  Jews  and  Gentiles.  The  gospel  narrative  (1  .  21-16.8)  explains  why  this  is  so. ￿S 
In  chapter  8,  the  Markan  matrix  is  fully  presented,  in  tables  and  charts.  The  gospel  narrative  is 
represented  by  a  chiasm,  ABBW,  where,  taking  account  of  the  correspondences  between  the 
Series  and  also  the  numbers  of  verses  of  each  of  the  Series,  the  middle  two  Series  parallel  each 
other  as  B  and  B',  and  the  outer  two  Series  as  A  and  A.  The  Series  themselves  are  internally 
arranged  in  a  chiastic  ABA'  scheme,  where  B  represents  the  central  and  pivotal  Day  in  the 
scheme,  around  which  are  sub-Series  of  three  Days,  denoted  by  A  and  A'.  Introductions, 
developments  and  correspondences  of  themes,  subjects  and  details  support  this  deduction. 
Additionally,  the  outer  two  Series  exhibit  the  three  compositional  characteristics  of  the  Greek 
Tragedy  Play,  of  'complication,  'turning  point',  and  'denouement'.  All  four  Series  exhibit  the 
same  threefold  thematic  developments:  Jews  and  the  Old  Covenant;  Jews/Gentiles;  the  New 
Covenant  and  Gentiles. 
What  is  fundamental  to  the  construction  of  the  gospel  narrative  of  twenty-eight  days  and  also 
to  the  Prologue  and  the  Epilogue,  is  Mark!  s  use  of  an  ABB'  presentational  scheme,  whereby, 
simply-speaking,  A  is  introductory,  B  is  the  first  development  and  B'  is  the  second  and 
concluding  development.  B  and  B'  are  oftentimes  in  parallel,  verbally  and  syntactically,  in 
their  more  detailed  use:  in  their  larger  use,  they  balance  in  terms  of  their  themes  and  contents, 
where  13'  completes  B  and,  therefore,  the  whole  of  an  individual  construction.  At  the  higher 
levels  of  literary  order,  in  the  four  Series  of  seven  Days,  the  sub-  Series/threesomes  of  Days 
can  be  represented  by  ABB'  (where  A  is  day  one  of  the  sub-Series,  B  is  day  two,  and  B'  is  day 
three).  The  structure  of  each  Day  is  based  also  on  this  same  ABB'  progression,  either  in  its 
simplest  form,  or  in  composite  forms  (ABB'/ABB'  and  so  on).  Each  Day's  presentation 
demonstrates  a  conscious  completion  on  Mark's  part  of  his  application  of  his  determinative 
construction  method.  In  chapters  2  to  7,  its  use  is  identified  in  the  lower  seven  levels  of 
literary  order.  In  the  more  detailed  presentations,  employments  of  parallelism  (a,  a`),  listings 
(a,  p,  y,  5  ),  and  chiasms  (a,  p,  p',  co  are  also  discemed. 
This  literary-structural  analysis  of  Mark's  Gospel  is  informed,  from  the  beg'  i  g,  by  the  rules  uInIn 
of  ancient  rhetoric.  The  end  result,  it  is  judged  in  chapter  8,  is  that  Marvs  leading  idea,  and 
his  theological,  literary  and  compositional  abilities  are  appraised  properly  in  the  first  instance 
only  in  regard  to  those  rules.  Such  an  appraisal  is  begun.  At  the  last,  an  agenda  is  drawn  up 
of  further  work  which  now  needs  to  be  tackled. 3 
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Chapter  One 
INTRODUCTION: 
Methodological  Issues  in  the  Study  of  the  Gospel  of  Mark: 
Since  literary  comparison  of  the  Synoptics  in  the  second  half  of  the  nineteenth  century  led  to 
the  conclusion  that  it  was  the  earliest  example  of  the  literary  genre  "gospel",  Mark's  Gospel 
has  come  out  from  under  the  shadows  of  the  longer  gospels  and  become  a  focal  point  of  New 
Testament  study  and,  therefore,  of  an  ever-increasing  volume  of  monographs  and  articles. 
Indeed,  it  can  be  stated  that  the  supply  of  secondary  literature  on  this  Gospel  is  growing  so 
rapidly  today  that  even  those  who  are  professionaUy  engaged  in  Markan  studies  find  it  difficult 
if  not  impossible  to  master. 
A  number  of  summaries  of  much  effort  devoted  to  understanding  and  interpreting  Mark's 
work  are  available'.  We  need  not,  therefore,  see  it  as  a  requirement  here  to  rehearse  the  whole 
history  of  the  development  of  approaches  to  it,  for  its  own  sake:  rather,  I  would  endeavour  to 
identify,  from  the  methodological  approaches  that  have  been  and  are  being  made,  the  key 
questions  that  have  continued  to  be  raised  and  those  which  patently  still  require  answers,  or,  at 
the  very  least,  new  attempts  at  answers. 
Over  the  past  one-and-a-half  centuries,  an  appreciation  I of  the  three  stages  in  the  growth  of  the 
Gospels,  which  focuses  on  (1)  the  actual  words  and  deeds  of  the  historical  Jesus,  (2)  a  period 
of  oral  transmission,  and  (3)  the  writings  of  the  evangelists,  has  led  to  the  development  of  a 
multitude  of  investigative  methods.  In  the  nineteenth  century,  source  criticism  was  developed 
as  New  Testament  critics  were  primarily  interested  in  Mark's  Gospel  as  a  historical  source  for 
the  life  of  Jesus  and  his  life-setting.  At  the  beginning  of  the  present  century,  scholars  became 
more  interested  in  the  life  and  life-setting  of  the  early  church  and  began  to  develop  and  employ 
form  criticism.  Halfway  through  this  century,  a  new  generation  turned  its  attention  to  the 
I  W.  G.  KUMmel,  Introduction  to  the  New  Testament,  SCM  Press  Ltd,  1979,  ch.  6;  H.  Miiiinen,  The 
'Messianic  Secret"  in  Mark,  T&T  Clark,  Edinburgh  1990,  ch.  1;  F.  J.  Matera,  nat  are  They  Saying  about 
Mark?,  Paulist  Press,  New  York/Mahwah,  1987;  E.  Best,  Mark:  the  Gospel  as  Story,  T&T  Clark,  Edinburgh, 
1986,  ch.  XVI;  and  M.  A.  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  GospeL  Mark's  World  in  Literaty-Historical  Perspective, 
Fortress  Press,  Minneapolis,  1989,  p.  106. 9 
evangelist  and  his  theology  and  the  fife-setting  of  his  Christian  community  and  began 
developing  the  methodology  of  redaction  criticism. 
During  the  last  half  of  this  century,  a  rash  of  new  methodologies  has  been  developing.  Some 
scholars  have  begun  applying  the  tools  of  social  science  to  the  text,  to  understand  the  social 
structure  and  values  behind  the  gospel.  Others  are  reading  the  text  with  the  assistance  of 
categories  learned  from  anthropology.  Structuralists  have  been  entertaining  both  a  philosophy 
and  a  critical  methodology  and  they  have  been  developing  highly  abstract  categories  based  on 
two  presuppositions:  that  "appearances  are  not  reality";  and  that  deep  structures,  below  the 
surface,  "express  themselves  as  codes".  Also  literary-critical  study  has  undergone 
development'  and  rhetorical  criticism  has  been  established.  It  is  these  latter  two 
methodologies  which  many  would  argue  are  potentially  the  most  fruitful. 
The  approach  of  literary  and  rhetorical  critics  begins  with  seeing  the  text  as  a  unity.  Earlier 
literary  criticism  focused  on  the  analysis  of  texts  to  establish  their  structure  and  composition, 
their  possible  use  of  sources,  their  integrity  and  their  style.  Now  much  more  attention  is  given 
to  the  rhetorical  techniques  employed  by  the  author  to  narrate  his/her  story.  We  distinguish 
between  two  approaches  in  recent  years:  some  scholars  have  been  attempting  to  identify  the 
rhetorical  genre  of  the  Gospel  by  comparing  it  with  similar  literature  of  the  Greco-Roman 
world  of  the  first  century;  others  have  been  employing  the  tools  of  contemporary  literary 
criticism,  arguing  that  since  Mark's  Gospel  is  a  narrative,  it  is  capable  of  being  analysed  like 
any  other  story,  in  terms  of  plot,  character,  development,  narrative  technique,  and  so  oný- 
Redaction  critics,  since  the  beginning  of  the  third  quarter  of  this  century,  did  indeed  view 
2  See  the  Introduction  in  particular  to  A  Complete  Literary  Guide  to  the  Bible,  eds.  Leland  RYken  & 
Tremper  Longman  111,  Zondervan  Publishing  House,  Grand  Rapids,  Michigan,  1993. 
3  E.  g.  and  so  henceforth:  G.  G.  Bilezikian,  The  Liberated  Gospel:  A  Comparison  of  the  Gospel  of 
Mark  and  Greek  Tragedy,  Grand  Rapids:  Baker,  1977;  B.  Standaert,  LIEvangile  selon  Marc:  Commentaire, 
Lire  ]a  Bible  61,  Les  Editions  du  Cerf,  Paris,  1983;  V.  K.  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher  (A  Socio-Rhetorical 
Interpretation  ofMark),  Fortress  Press,  Philadelphia,  1984;  J.  Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate:  Literary 
Technique,  Concentric  Structure,  and  Theology  in  Mark  2.1-3.6,  SUDS  48,  Scholars  Press,  Chico  CA,  1980; 
Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel...;  John  Painter,  Mark's  Gospel:  Worlds  in  Conflict,  Routledge,  London  and  New 
York,  1997;  and  for  an  introduction  and  guide  to  scholarship  in  rhetorical  criticism,  Burton  L.  Mack,  Rhetoric 
and  the  New  Testament,  Fortress  Press,  Minneapolis,  1990. 
4  E.  g.  and  so  henceforth:  N.  R.  Petersen,  Literary  Criticismfor  New  Testament  Critics,  Fortress  Press, 
Philadelphia,  1978;  R.  M.  Fowler,  Loaves  and  Fishes.  The  Function  of  the  Feeding  Stories  in 
, 
the  Gospel  of 
Mark,  SUDS  54,  Scholars  Press,  Chico  CA,  198  1;  J.  D.  Kingsbury,  The  ChristO109Y  OfMark  s  Gospel, 
Fortress  Press,  Philadelphia,  1983;  C.  H.  Tannehill,  "The  Disciples  in  Mark:  The  Function  ofa  Narrative 
Role",  JR  57  (1977);  D.  Juel,  Messiah  and  Temple:  The  Trial  OfJesus  in  the  Gospel  ofMark,  SUDS  3  1, 
Scholars  Press,  Missoula,  Montana,  1977;  and  D.  Rhoads  and  D.  Michie,  Mark  as  Story.  An  Introduction  to 
the  Narrative  ofa  Gospel,  Fortress  Press,  Philadelphia,  1982. 10 
Mark  as  both  author  and  theologian,  but  they  often  read  the  Gospel  in  a  piecemeal  fashion  by 
concentrating  primarily  on  the  evangelist's  supposed  additions  and  alterations  to  the  traditions 
he  received. 
The  study  of  Mark's  Gospel  has  never  before  been  so  diversified  and  the  questions  being  put 
have  never  before  been  so  wide-ranging.  The  methodological  tool-box  is  full  to  over-flowing 
and  specialisms  of  craftsmanship  have  grown  beyond  any  early  expectation,  but  the  fact 
remains  that  fundamental  questions,  spanning  the  last  century-and-a-half,  still  remain 
unanswered  to  the  satisfaction  of  scholarship  in  general. 
Fundamental  Questions  in  the  Study  of  Mark's  Gospel: 
Fundamental  questions  in  the  study  of  Mark's  Gospel  focus  upon  his  leading  idea  and  upon  his 
theological,  literary  and  compositional  abilities. 
In  1901,  Wrede's  rigorous  historical  analysis  led  him  to  define  Mark's  "leading  idea"  "or 
purpose"  as  the  constructing  of  his  Gospel  on  the  basis  of  a  dogmatic  theory  of  a  messiahship 
that  was  to  be  kept  secret  until  after  Jesus'  resurrectioný..  He  was  dissatisfied  with  his  own 
work,  however,  because  he  recognised  the  limits  of  his  own  methodological  approach.  He 
identified  a  need  for  a  literary-critical  analysis  which  would  make  clear  the  particular  character 
of  the  book  and  the  factors  which  had  contributed  to  its  production.  In  taking  this  position,  he 
much  anticipated  the  founding  of  redaction  critical  study  in  the  fifties  and  the  more  recent 
literary-critical  approaches.  The  situation  today,  however,  is  that  we  still  await  sure  results 
from  these  quarters. 
In  1919,  K.  L.  Schmidt  raised  issues  in  regard  to  Mark's  "framework"  to  his  history  of  Jesus. 
Mark's  Gospel,  he  concluded,  stemmed  from  the  linking  together  of  material  handed  on  to  him 
as  single  units  of  traditioný.  He  further  deduced  that  Mark's  framework  was  "artificial",  but  it 
5  W.  Wrede,  The  Messianic  Secret,  Eng.  Tr.,  James  Clarke  &  Co.,  Cambridge/London,  1971. 
6  K.  L.  Schmidt,  Der  Rahmen  der  Geschichte  Jesy,  Literarkritische  Untersuchungen  zur  111testen 
Jesusýberlieferung,  Trowitzsch  &  Sohn,  Berlin,  1919.  For  a  recent  and  most  comprehensive  challenge  to 
Schmidt's  methods  of  argument,  see  David  P,  Hall,  The  Gospel  Framewvrk.  Fiction  or  Fact?  (A  critical 
evaluation  ofDer  Rahmen..  ),  Paternoster  Press,  Carlisle,  1998. was  still,  even  then,  only  loosely  and  variously  describable.  Literary-critical  analysis  has 
attempted  clearer  deftition,  but  it  has  not  yet  resolved  the  issue.  A  framework  exists:  it  is 
one  framework;  there  are  not  two  or  more  options.  Just  as  any  building  has  a  structure  which 
can  be  described  objectively  and  in  all  its  detail,  so  too  Mark's  Gospel  has  a  single  structure 
which  demands  defmition.  When  it  is  revealed,  it  will  be  one  with  which  scholarship  will  be 
able  to  work,  with  a  unanimity  of  a  kind  which  we  have  not  yet  seen. 
Since  Wrede,  we  have  witnessed  an  ever-growing  number  of  propositions,  but  "on  the  basis  of 
which  leading  idea  has  the  evangelist  conceived  his  blending  of  material?  "  asks  KUmmel.  7  Best 
poses  a  similar  question:  "What  is  the  glue  or  cement  which  holds  the  material  together?  "' 
"The  question  is  extremely  difficult  to  answer,  "  says  Kfunmel,  "since  it  must  be  answered 
exclusively  on  the  ground  of  an  analysis  of  Marles  Gospel  itself  " 
A  study  of  Bultmanifs  starting  point  displays  one  aspect  of  the  problem.  He  begins  with  a 
recognition  of  Schmidt's  "careful  analysis",  but  in  freely  addressing  the  issue  of  the  parts,  the 
units  of  earlier  tradition,  he  fails  to  address,  in  as  open  and  critical  a  manner,  the  issue  of  the 
whole,  which  to  Schmidt  is  just  as  important.  Bultmann  starts  with  the  preconception  that 
"the  most  ancient  tradition  consisted  of  individual  sections  and  that  the  connecting  together  is 
secondary"'.  He  falls  prey  to  his  second  preconception  that,  "when  one  tries  to  determine  the 
leading  ideas  of  Mark's  arrangement  of  his  material,  one  has  to  take  into  account  the 
collections  of  material  that  he  had  in  front  of  him.  ""  This  may  sound  like  good,  common 
sense,  but  before  one  can  determine  Mark's  reasons  for,  and  method  of  organising  his  material, 
one  has  to  be  able  to  describe  the  result,  that  is,  the  arrangement  itself,  of  his  compositional 
work.  Knowing  the  shape  of  the  Gospel's  presentation  is  not  dependent,  in  the  first  instance, 
on  understanding  Mark's  sources.  Bultmann  was  set  on  a  course,  from  the  beginning,  which 
would  lead  him  inexorably  to  the  conclusion  that  "Mark  is  not  sufficiently  master  of  his 
material  to  be  able  to  venture  on  a  systematic  construction  himself"',  apart  from  a  turning 
point  at  8.27ff.  "  A  tension  is  well  exhibited  here.  Mark  can  be  credited  with  creating  a  new 
7  Kýmmel,  Introduction-,  p.  85. 
8  Best,  Mark:  the  GospeL..,  p.  100. 
9e  Th  ry  P,  Bultmann,  Die  Geschichte  der  Synoptischen  Tradition,  Wing  n,  193  1;  e  Histo  of  the 
S 
, 
ý,  nqptic  Tradition,  tr.  John  Marsh,  Basil  Blackwell,  Oxford,  1972,  p-338-  I  Bultmann,  Yhe  History-,  p.  349. 
II  Bultmann,  Yhe  History...,  p.  350. 
12  My  analysis  below  shows  that  he  is  at  least  right  about  the  one  , turning  point"  he  recognises. 12 
literary  genre,  but  he  lacked  both  the  freedom  and  ability  to  create  and  control  it.  Bultmann's 
understanding  was  that  Marles  material  controlled  him. 
Where  Bultmann  gave  up'on  attempting  to  define  Mark's  "leading  ideas"  others  ventured. 
Dodd  sought  to  show  that  the  order  of  narratives  in  Mark!  s  Gospel  is  basically  and  essentially 
the  traditional  sequence  of  events  of  the  history  of  Jesus,  as  discernible  in  Acts  10.37-41  ". 
Farrer  proposed  a  theological  scheme,  repetitive  of  typological  ftilfilment  of  Old  Testament 
14 
texts  .  Carrington  proposed  that  the  sequence  was  the  result  of  a  liturgical  intention  for  the 
Gospel"  (an  idea  that  Goulder  later  developed  further").  Beach  identified  what  he  thought 
were  six  stages  in  the  revelation  of  Jesus'  messiahship".  Bowman  claimed  to  have  discovered 
parallels  to  the  Jewish  Passover  Haggada".  And  Kýmmel  despaired,  "Close  examination  of  all 
these  schemes  leads  to  no  proof  based  on  the  text  itself"'.  Again  we  are  presented  with  the 
same,  basic  requirement.  The  text  and  the  text  alone  requires  analysis.  Or,  to  quote  Urnmel 
once  more,  the  question  of  Mark's  leading  idea  "must  be  answered  exclusively  on  the  ground 
of  an  analysis  of  Marles  Gospel  itself  " 
On  Mark's  theological,  literary  and  compositional  abilities,  not  surprisingly  we  meet  with  a 
wide  range  of  opinion  too.  To  Bultmann,  Mark  was  simply  a  collector  or  hander  on  of 
traditions,  not  a  theologian.  -  On  the  other  hand,  Marxserf  s  pioneering  redaction  critical 
studies'  led  him,  and  Schweizer"  in  turn,  to  the  view  that  Mark  was  a  profound  interpreter, 
whose  theology  may  also  be  used  on  the  contemporary  scene'.  Schreiber  sees  the  Gospel  as  a 
kind  of  kerygmatic  allegory  and  that  "every  line  of  Mark's  Gospel  must  be  explored  for  its 
allegorical  meaning"  (the  historical  form  of  the  Gospel  is  but  an  external  wrapping)'.  Pesch 
13  C.  H.  Dodd,  "The  Framework  of  the  Gospel  Narrative",  ExpT,  43  (1932),  pp.  396ff. 
14  A.  M.  Farrer,  A  Study  in  St  Mark,  Dacre  Press,  Westminster,  195  1:  compare  J.  Marcus,  who  confines 
his  study  of  Old  Testament  texts  to  Christological  considerations  only,  The  Way  of  the  Lord:  Christological 
Exegesis  of  the  Old  Testament  in  the  Gospel  ofMark,  T&T  Clark,  Edinburgh,  1993. 
15  P.  Caff  ington,  The  Primitive  Christian  Calendar.  A  Study  in  the  Making  of  the  Markan  Gospel, 
Cambridge  University  Press,  Cambridge,  1952. 
16  M.  D.  Goulder,  7he  Evangelists'Calendar  (A  Lectionary  Explanation  of  the  Development  of 
Scripture),  SPCK,  London,  1978. 
17  C.  Beach,  The  Gospel  ofMark:  Its  Making  and  Meaning,  Harper  &  Bros.,  New  York,  1959. 
18  J.  Bowman,  "The  Gospel  of  Mark:  The  New  Christian  Passover  Haggada",  StPB  8  (1965). 
19  Kammel,  Introduction-,  p.  86. 
20  W.  Marxseh,  Mark  the  Evangelist,  Ger.  orig.  1956,  Eng.  tr.  J.  Boyce,  Abingdon,  Nashville,  1969. 
21  E.  Schweizer,  7he  Good  News  according  to  Mark,  tr.  D.  H.  Madvig,  John  Knox  Press,  Atlanta,  1970. 
22  E.  Schweizer,  "Die  Frage  nach  dem  historischen  Jesus",  Ev7h  (1964),  pp.  403419,411  f:  the  mystery 
of  Jesus  Christ  "can  always  be  preached  and  never  really  described";  compare  also  Marxsen,  Mark...,  p.  216. 
23  J.  Schreiber,  "Die  Christologie  des  Markusevangeliums.  Beobachtungen  zur  Theologie  und 
Komposition  des  zweiten  Evangeliums",  ZThK  58  (196  1),  pp.  154-183. 13 
argued  that  Mark  handled  his  traditions  in  a  very  conservative  way,  that  his  work  was 
ltscarcely  governed  by  any  sweeping  compositional  viewpoint",  but  is  rather  "a  kind  of 
"unliterary  writing",  and  that  he  did  not  attempt  to  "unify  the  traditional  material"".  Pesch's 
hypothesis  that  the  Gospel  is  an  extended  passion  narrative  has  not  attracted  wide  support. 
Best  argues  that  Mark  had  "a  positive  respect  for  the  material  which  he  used"  and  that  he 
altered  the  individual  units  as  little  as  possible  with  a  result  that  "we  should  not  look  for  a 
coherent  and consistent  theology  in  the  Gospel  but  be  prepared  to  find  unevenness"". 
Meagher  takes  the  view  that  Mark's  Gospel  is  "clumsy  construction",  that  it  has  "an  air  of 
great  ordinariness"  and  that  it  "is  not  egregiously  bad...  nor  memorably  good"  as  a  literary 
work".  Schmithals  distinguishes  between  the  final  redactor  (Mark)  and  the  Grundschrifl,  the 
bulk  of  the  Gospel:  Mark  is  a  very  ordinary  churchman  without  literary  skill;  the  author  of 
the  believed  Grundschift  is  an  "excellent  theologian7.  Williams  contends  that  Mark  is  "hardly 
a  collector  or  editor"  but  "a  maker,  a  poet  in  the  strict  sense.  08 
RAisanen  notes  that  Williams'  work  is  informed  by  the  new  literary  approach  and  that  in  recent 
years  the  focus  has  turned  to  Mark's  Gospel  as  a  narrative.  "Historical  or  tradition  historical 
questions  need  not  be  wholly  excluded,  "  he  says,  "but  have  to  be  postponed  until  a  purely 
literary  analysis  has  been  carried  out.  In  such  an  analysis,  the  plot  and  the  rhetoric  as  well  as 
the  settings  and  the  characters  of  the  gospel  are  scrutinised.  ""  He  refers  to  the  pioneering 
work  of  Petersen'  and  to  the  narrative  work  of  Kingsbury  on  the  "messianic  secret"".  He 
quotes  from  Rhoads'  and  Michie's  work:  "The  study  of  narrative  emphasises  the  unity  of  the 
final  text....  A  literary  study...  suggests  that  the  author  succeeded  in  creating  a  unified 
narrative.  ""  Rkisiainen  confidently  states  himself  that,  "Mark  does  have  a  plot.  He  has  a  point 
of  view  of  his  own.  He  has  composed  his  work  according  to  a  plan.  Let  there  be  no  doubt 
24 
. 
R.  Pesch,  Das  Markusevangelium  1.  Teil:  Einleitung  und  Kommentar  zu  KaP.  1.1-8.26,  Herders 
Theologischer  Kommentar  zum  Neuen  Testament  11,  Herder,  Freiburg,  1976. 
25  E.  Best,  Disciples  and  Discipleship:  Studies  in  the  Gospel  according  to  Mark,  T&T  Clark, 
Edinburgh,  1986,  pp.  46f. 
26  J.  C.  Meagher,  Clumsy  Construction  in  Mark's  Gospel.  A  Critique  ofForm  and  Redaktionsgeschichte, 
Toronto  Studies  in  Theology  3,  New  York,  1979. 
27  W.  Schmithals,  "Das  Evangelium  nach  Markus",  1-2,  VTK  2/1-2,  GUttersloh  (1979). 
28  J.  G.  Williams,  Gospel  against  Parable.  Mark's  language  ofMystery,  Sheffield  University  Press, 
Sheffield,  1985. 
29  RifisAnen,  The  Messianic  Secret....  p.  14;  see  also  Matera,  "at  are  the  saying  about...?  p.  92  for  a 
similar  view  and  for  his  reflection  on  the  nineteenth  century  search  for  the  historical  Jesus  that  investigations 
would  have  been  more  profitable  if  they  had  begun  with  a  literary  critical  study.  - 
30  N.  R.  Petersen,  Literary  Criticism 
..;  also,  "The  Composition  of  Mark  4.1-8.26",  HThR  73  (1980), 
pp.  185-217. 
32 
Kingsbury,  The  ChristoloSy.... 
Rhoads  &  Michie,  Mark  as  Story... 14 
about  that.  The  question  remains,  however,  just  how  much  skiH  and  sophistication  does 
Mark's  work  display9  Just  how  weU  did  he  succeed  in  creating  a  unified  narrative?  "" 
Again,  the  requirement  of  a  "purely  literary  analysis"  is  called  for.  If  Mark  has  a  plot,  what  is 
it?  If  he  has  a  plan,  let  it  be  defined.  Only  when  these  things  are  known  will  it  be  possible  to 
proceed  with  an  objective  evaluation  of  Mark's  theological,  literary  and  compositional  abilities. 
It  follows  that  a  greater  degree  of  unanimity  between  scholars  would  be  possible  also.  It  is  my 
purpose,  therefore,  in  this  thesis  to  demonstrate  that  an  analysis  of  the  text  and  the  text  alone, 
with  the  employment  of  methodologies  appropriate  to  the  task,  is  able  to  establish  what  is  the 
Markan  framework  and  his  methods  of  organisation  and  presentation. 
It  may  be  asked,  "If  Mark  employed  both  a  plan  and  a  method  of  presentation,  why  have  they 
not  been  identified  before  now?  "  The  answer  must  lie  somewhere  between  the  fact  that  in  the 
biblical-critical  era  there  was  an  early  loss  of  contact  with  first  century  literary-compositional 
method'4  and  the  fact  that  today  we  have  an  abundance  of  methodologies  for  analysis  to 
employ.  Those  who  have  approached  the  Gospel  text  as  a  unified  whole  and  who  have 
attempted  a  careful  and  thoughtful  outlining  of  the  overall  organisation  of  Mark's  Gospel  have 
had  their  influence  on  this  thesis.  In  addition  to  the  work  of  Williams,  Petersen,  Kingsbury, 
Rhoads  and  Mitchie,  as  referenced  above,  I  include  that  of  Robbins,  TrocmE,  Faw,  Lang, 
Scott,  Stock,  Culpepper,  Tolbert  and  Noble.  "  The  rhetorical  structure  I  present,  however, 
runs  contrary  to  them  all  and  while  it  adds  to  the  Est  of  potential  solutions  to  the  still  open, 
fundamental  questions  regarding  Mark's  Gospel  it  is  offered  as  an  alternative  which  meets  the 
challenges  of  criticism  levelled  at  all  previous  attempts. 
33  Rifisanen,  ne  Messianic  Secret....  p.  15  (my  italics).  Further,  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher....,  P.  19, 
identifies  with  C.  H.  Holman,  when  he  says,  "Virtually  every  literary  document  has  a  formal  structure  that  is  a 
Vanned  framework,  and  the  framework  is  likely  to  be  a  clue  to  the  interrelation  of  forms  in  the  document.  " 
In  his  Introduction  to  Rhetoric  and  the  New  Testament-,  pp.  q.  11,  Mack  demonstrates  how  "the 
knowledge  of  rhetoric  actually  was  lost  to  us  in  the  twists  and  turns  of  twentieth-century  scholarship.  We  now 
know",  he  writes,  "that  interest  in  rhetoric  waned  around  the  turn  of  the  century,  ushering  in  approximately 
four  generations  of  scholarship  without  formal  training  in  rhetoric  and  with  very  little  knowledge  of  the 
tradition  of  rhetorical  criticism.  "  (p.  11). 
35  V.  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher...,  pp.  19-5  1;  Ef.  Trocme,  The  Formation  of  the  Gospel.  4ccording  to 
Mark,  tr.  P.  Gaughan,  London,  SPCK,  1975,  pp.  215-259;  C.  E.  Faw,  "The  outline  of  Mark",  JBR  25  (1957), 
pp.  19-23;  F.  G.  Lang,  "Kompositionsanalyse  des  Markusevangeliums",  ZAK  74  (1977),  pp.  1-24;  M.  P.  Scott, 
"Chiastic  Structure:  A  Key  to  the  Interpretation  of  Mark!  s  Gospel",  B770  15  (1985),  pp.  17-26;  A.  Stock, 
"Hinge  Transitions  in  Mark!  s  Gospel",  B7hB  15  (1985),  pp.  27-3  1;  &A.  Culpepper,  "An  Outline  of  the  Gospel 
According  to  Mark",  R&E  75  (1978),  pp.  619-622;  M.  A.  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel  ..;  and  D.  F.  Noble,,  4n 
Examination  of  the  Structure  ofMark's  Gospel,  PhD  Thesis,  University  of  Edinburgh,  1972. is 
The  Cultural  and  Historical  Context  of  the  Gospel: 
The  underlying  issues,  which  we  recognise  at  the  outset,  concern  the  functionings  of  this  new 
literary  genre  of  "gospel".  We  necessarily  consider  the  life-setting  of  the  early  Christian 
community  and  of  the  Gospel  itself 
Readily,  we  acknowledge  that  the  first  audiences  of  Mark's  Gospel  shared  with  him  the 
mind-set  of  the  first  century  populace  in  refigio-cultural  ways.  In  matters  literary-cultural, 
immediately  we  note  that  few  first  century  Christians  would  possess  any  literature  of  their 
own,  sacred  or  secular,  and  that  the  populace,  on  the  whole,  would  be  "un-bookish"  and 
mostly  ifliterate.  6  Only  the  wealthy  will  have  possessed  their  own  copies  of  Biblical  books. 
For  one  indication  of  this,  according  to  Luke,  an  Ethiopian  eunuch  was  in  possession  of  a 
copy  of  the  book  of  Isaiah,  and  he  was  an  important  official,  in  charge  of  all  the  treasury  of  the 
Candace  of  Ethiopia  (Acts  8.27,28).  Christians  from  conscientious  Jewish  family  backgrounds 
will  have  memorised  the  Torah  in  full,  or  many  of  its  principal  parts,  and  other  scriptures  too.  " 
Some,  indeed,  will  have  been  well  educated  in  the  sacred  scriptures.  Apollos  (Acts  18.24)  was 
one  who  was  named.  We  know  that  the  scriptures  were  being  read  aloud  in  the  assemblies 
(ITirn.  4.13)".  Such  was  the  practice  of  the  synagogue,  in  reading  from  the  Law  and  the 
Prophets  every  sabbath  (Lk.  4.16,17;  Acts  13.15,15.21).  And  Luke  tells  us,  indirectly,  that 
Jesus  himself  was  literate  (Lk.  4.17  again).  The  first  followers  of  Jesus  we  are  told,  however, 
36  William  Harris  has  sought  to  discover  the  extent  of  literacy  in  the  ancient  world:  using  a  broad 
definition  of  literacy  as  the  ability  to  read  and  write  at  any  level,  he  draws  on  wide  and  varied  evidence  - 
explicit,  circumstantial  and  comparative  -  and  takes  some  account  of  the  types  and  the  uses  of  literacy. 
Granting  regional  and  temporal  variations,  throughout  the  entire  period  of  classical  Greek,  Hellenistic  and 
Roman  imperial  civilisation,  the  extent  of  literacy  was  about  10  per  cent  and  never  exceeded  15  to  20  per  cent 
of  the  population  as  a  whole  (Ancient  Literacy,  Harvard  University  Press,  Cambridge,  Mass.,  1989). 
37  According  to  Josephus  (Contra  Apion.  2.204,  Ant..  4.211;  cf.  T.  Levi  13.2;  Philo,  Ad  Gaium,  pp.  115, 
210):  in  first  century  Judaism  it  was  a  duty,  even  a  religious  commandment,  that  children  be  taught  to  read. 
Instruction  may  have  been  given  in  the  home  by  parents,  but  rabbinical  sources  suggest  that  schools  were 
common  in  towns  and  were  heavily  enrolled.  Before  its  destruction  in  70AD,  Jerusalem  is  said  to  have  had 
480  synagogues,  each  with  a  "house  of  reading"  (bet  sefer)  and  a  "house  of  learning"  (bet  midrash)  attached. 
The  former  provided  young  children  with  instruction  to  read  scripture:  the  latter  offered  older  children 
instruction  in  the  oral  Torah.  The  capacity  to  read  and  understand  scripture,  especially  the  Torah,  stood  at  the 
centre  of  instruction.  For  the  development  of  Jewish  schools,  see  M.  Hengel,  Judaism  and  Hellenism,  Fortress 
Press,  Philadelphia,  1974. 
38  For  extra-biblical  evidence,  we  might  turn  to  Justin  Martyr  (Apology,  1.67)  who  describes  the 
procedure  of  Christian  assemblies  in  the  middle  of  the  second  century  (this  dating  itself,  of  course,  limits  this 
as  "evidence"):  "And  on  the  day  which  is  called  the  day  of  the  sun  there  is  an  assembly  of  all.  those  who  live  in 
the  towns  or  in  the  country,  and  the  memoirs  of  the  apostles  or  the  writings  of  the  prophets  are  read  as  long  as 
time  permits.  Then  the  reader  ceases,  and  the  president  speaks,  admonishing  and  exhorting  us  to  imitate  these 
excellent  examples...  " 16 
were  not  (Acts  4.13,  they  were  "illiterate  and  uneducated"),  but  they  need  not  have  been 
without  a  good  oral  education. 
Even  for  the  majority  of  people,  who  remained  illiterate,  rhetorical  conventions  permeated 
their  universe  and  their  culture,  the  way  they  heard  and  the  way  they  spoke"9  for  the  rhetorical 
theory  of  the  schools  found  its  immediate  application  in  almost  every  form  of  oral  and  written 
communicationýo,  of  Jews,  Greeks  and  early  Christians  alike,  with  none  excepted".  In  the 
public  place  and  the  place  of  education,  everywhere  in  the  first  century,  there  was  a 
considerable  degree  of  dependence  on  rhetorical  conventions  for  transmitting  and  for 
memorising  informatioe.  A  widespread,  customary  use  of  rhetorical  figures  and  patterns  of 
argumentation  had  established  itself  cross-culturally.  Perelman  and  Olbrechts-Tytecaý'  in  their 
research  on  ancient  rhetoric  re-established  its  classical  definition  as  "the  art  of  persuasion". 
described  a  logic  of  communication  that  could  be  applied  to  widely  ranging  modes  of  human 
discourse,  and  immersed  the  study  of  speech  events  in  social  situations.  They  well 
demonstrated  the  importance  of  the  situation  or  speech  context  when  calculating  the 
persuasive  force  of  an  argumentation.  And  they  well  rescued  the  understanding  of  rhetoric 
from  that  of  mere  ornamentation,  or  embellished  literary  style,  or  extravagance  in  public 
oratory,  and  placed  it  at  the  centre  of  a  social  theory  of  language.  Like  grammar  in  culture 
and  language,  rhetoric  in  an  ancient  society  and  in  its  discourse  had  its  rules  which  developed 
39  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel...,  p.  4  1. 
40  G.  A.  Kennedy,  New  Testament  Interpretation  through  Rhetorical  Criticism,  University  of  North 
Carolina  Press,  Chapel  Hill,  N.  C.,  1984,  p.  10. 
41  Burton  L.  Mack,  Rhetoric...,  pp.  12-17. 
42  Ian  H.  Thomson,  Chiasmus  in  the  Pauline  Corpus,  JSNT,  Sheffield  Academic  Press,  Sheffield,  1995, 
p.  17:  he  writes,  "Throughout  classical  education,  learning  by  heart  was  given  a  prominent  role.  As  the  pupils 
progressed  through  stages  of  schooling,  ever-increasing  attention  had  to  be  devoted  to  the  scriptio  continua.  " 
And  he  quotes  from  A.  Stock:  "Chiastic  Awareness  and  Education  in  Antiquity",  BW  14  (1984),  pp.  23-27, 
p.  24.  "Thus,  in  the  Greek  system,  for  those  14-21  years,  the  grammarian  based  his  instruction  on  poetry,  with 
Homer  in  the  first  place.  At  the  beginning  of  the  Christian  era,  the  treatment  of  an  author  had  four  stages: 
textual  criticism;  expressive  reading  (for  this  the  scriptio  continua  had  to  be  broken  down:  words  separated, 
punctuation  determined,  phrases  and  sentences  found,  questions  distinguished,  lines  made  to  scan);  literal  and 
literary  "planation  of  both  form  and  content;  and  ultimately  moral  judgement  of  the  text.  Effectively,  to 
sustain  this  level  of  attention  to  the  text,  it  was  learned  by  heart.  " 
"The  ancient  educational  system,  both  Greek  and  Roman,  made  even  its  youngest  pupils  much  more 
aware  of  the  movement  and  structure  of  a  passage  than  modems  are.  Thus  in  both  systems,  a  child  was  not 
deemed  to  have  learned  the  alphabet  until  it  could  be  recited  both  from  alpha  to  omega  (A  to  X  in  Latin  -Y 
and  Z  were  looked  on  as  "foreign"),  and  also  from  omega  to  alpha,  and  then  both  ways  at  Once,  alpha-omega, 
beta-psi...  mu-nu.  "  Thomson  suggests  that  "this  approach  to  the  alphabet  could  not  but  help  contribute  to 
chiastic  awareness.  " 
43  Chaim  Perelman,  and  L.  Olbrechts-Tyteca,  7he  New  Rhetoric:  A  Treatise  on  Argumentation, 
University  of  Notre  Dame  Press,  Notre  Dame,  Ind.,  1969. 17 
over  centuries  and  which  by  trial  and  error  and  usage  became  acceptable.  It  was,  therefore, 
identified,  studied  and  re-applied  in  succeeding  generations. 
A  full  treatise  on  what  features  of  literacy  and  methods  of  learning  characterised  the  early 
Christian  community  may  not  be  possible  today",  but  we  now  know  that  certain  common 
patterns  of  interaction,  communication  and  education  existed  throughout  the  cultural  milieu  in 
which  Christianity  was  born,  despite  the  variations  within  Mediterranean  culture.  Robbins 
informs  us  that  "rhetorical  forms  and  the  figure  and  concept  of  the  sage  intersected  with 
established  traditions  to  provide  a  common  cultural  base  for  Greek,  Roman,  Jewish  and 
Christian  communities.  Within  this  setting  small  forms  like  the  proverb,  the  apophthegma,  and 
the  chreia  provided  a  bridge  between  oral  and  written  culture.  ""  Of  the  larger  literary  forms, 
of  oration,  diatribe,  essay,  symposium,  epistle,  biography  and  novel,  Robbins  suggests  that 
they  "represented  the  meeting  ground  for  rhetorical  forms  and  patterns  of  influence  from  the 
wise  personages  in  the  culture.  "46 
.  47 
Identifying  conventional  repetitive  and  progressive  forms  in  Mark's  Gospel,  Robbins  viewed 
Mark's  accomplishment  as  that  of  adopting  and  modifying  such  forms  as  were  present  in 
prophetic  biblical  literature  and  in  non-biblical  literature  associated  with  Greco-Roman 
refigio-ethical  teachers  who  gathered  disciple-companions. 
In  terms  of  'biblical  form'  sources,  he  particularly  discovered  in  I  and  2  Kings  (concerning 
Efijah  and  Elisha)  and  Jeremiah  a  socio-rhetorical  pattern  containing  three  essential  elements: 
I.  the  word  of  the  Lord'Comes  to  the  prophet; 
2.  the  prophet  does  and  says  the  word  of  the  Lord; 
3.  events  occur  according  to  the  word  of  the  Lord  as  pronounced  by  the  prophet. 
In  terms  of  extra  biblical  material,  Robbins  sees  Xenophons  Memorabilia  (dating: 
390-35513C)  as  the  most  informative  document.  Other  similar  documents  from  the  second  and 
third  centuries  AD  are  known  which  similarly  tell  of  people  possessing  wisdom  who  gathered 
44  In  his  book,  Books  and  Readers  in  the  Early  Church:  A  History  of  Early  Christian  Texts,  Yale 
University  Press,  New  Haven  and  London,  1995,  Harry  Y.  Gamble  gathers  some  evidence  on  the  subject  of 
education  and  social  class,  and  recognises  also  the  influence  of  the  multicultural  and  multilingual  settings  of 
the  church:  for  instance,  a  Christian  in  Palestine  would  be  well  versed  in  Aramaic,  less  so  in  Hebrew,  in  Greek 
only  a  little,  and  in  Latin  probably  not  at  all;  a  Christian  in  Rome  would  likely  know  no  Aramaic  or  Hebrew, 
but  would  be  well-versed  in  Greek  and  best  of  all  in  Latin. 
45  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher....,  p.  2. 
46  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher...  p.  2;  H.  A.  Fischel,  "Story  and  History:  Observations  on  Greco-Roman 
Rhetoric  and  Pharisaism",  AOS  (1969),  pp.  59-88,  see  pp.  61-63;  and  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel...,  pp.  81-83. 
47  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher...,  chapters  3  to  6. 18 
disciple-companions.  The  socio-rhetorical  pattern  he  discerns  contains,  again,  three  essential 
elements: 
1.  the  teacher  himself  does  what  he  teaches  others  to  do; 
2.  the  teacher  interacts  with  others  through  speech  to  teach  the  system  of  thought 
and  action  he  embodies; 
3.  through  his  teaching  and  action  the  teacher  transmits  a  religio-ethical  system  of 
thought  and  action  to  later  generations  through  his  disciple-companions. 
Additionally,  Robbins  usefully  notes  how  early  Christian  writers  during  the  second  century 
referred  to  the  gospels  as  "Ai7opvijVovWpaTa  (Latin:  Memorabilia)". 
In  Mark's  Gospel  he  discerns  a  shift  in  terminology  from  the  Old  Testament  'word'  to  'gospel' 
and  a  development  by  Mark  of  what  in  the  biblical  material  is  often  only  simple  repetition,  but 
after  the  Greco-Roman  method  is  progressive  repetition  (by  which  minor  changes  are 
introduced).  He  discerns  a  three-step  pattern  that  dominates  the  narrative,  as  follows: 
I.  Jesus  comes  into  a  place  accompanied  by  his  disciples; 
2.  people  interact  both  positively  and  negatively  with  the  action  and  speech  of 
Jesus; 
3.  Jesus  summons  his  disciple-companions  to  transmit  features  of  his  action  and 
thought  that  he  has  enacted  before  them. 
And  based  on  this,  he  argues  that  the  formal  structure  of  Mark's  Gospel  as  a  whole  is 
established  on  such  three-step  progressions  as  he  identifies. 
For  Tolbert,  the  two  major  formative  influences  on  Mark's  stylistic  development  were 
Greco-Roman  rhetoric  and  popular  culture. 
- 
To  the  evidence  of  elite,  first  century 
Greco-Roman  literature"  which  has  been  much  studied  already  for  its  Gospel  links  in  terms  of 
aretalogy,  biography  and  memorabilia,  Tolbert  usefully  draws  in  a  consideration  of  early 
examples  of  the  ancient  popular  novel'o.  Whilst  she  acknowledges  that  Mark's  Gospel  does 
not  share  with  them  the  same  story  line,  she  demonstrates  that  the  similarities,  nevertheless, 
between  their  rhetorical,  stylistic  and  linguistic  features,  are  conspicuous.  She  writes,  "Both 
are  synthetic,  conventional  narratives  that  combine  historiographic  form  with  epic  and 
dramatic  substance.  Episodic  plots,  central  turning  points,  final  recognition  sequences, 
48  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Yeacher....,  p.  65. 
49  E.  g.  The  Histories  of  Herodotus;  also  Virgil's  Eclogues,  Georgics  and.  4eneid;  Homer's  Iliad  and 
Odyssey;  Xenophon's  Memorabilia;  the  works  of  Plutarch,  Catullus  and  Thucydides. 
50  Gamble  (B6oks  and  Readers...,  p.  39)  raises  the  question,  "In  what  sense  may  we  speak  of  there 
having  been  a  popular  literature  in  the  Roman  empire?  "  He  argues  that  the  capacity  to  read,  the  interest  and 
leisure  to  do  so  and  the  financial  means  to  procure  texts,  belonged  to  a  few,  and  this  circumstance  must  limit 
the  idea  of  popular  literature.  But,  he  reminds  us  that  much  ancient  reading  was  aloud  and  occurred  in  public, 
quasi-public  and  domestic  settings  where  those  listening  might  include  the  semiliterate  and  illiterate  as  well  as 
the  literate. 19 
dialogic  scenes  with  narrative  frames,  sparing  but  crucial  use  of  monologue,  repetition, 
narrative  summaries,  foreshadowing,  and  monolithic  illustrative  characters  are  some  of  the 
elements  the  Gospel  and  ancient  novels  have  in  common  -  and  all  of  these  are  presented  in  a 
simple,  crude,  conventional  style  suitable  to  popular  dissemination  across  a  broad  spectrum  of 
socie  y.  1151 
For  Hooker,  Mark's  Gospel  functions  like  a  drama,  after  the  manner  of  a  contemporary  Greek 
drama  as  described  by  Aristotle  (in  Poetics  10-  12,18  and  Rhetoric  111.14).  Following  the  basic 
pattern  of  a  tragedy,  after  the  'prologue'  (which  in  practice  provides  the  audience  with 
whatever  they  need  to  understand  the  play),  the  Gospel  presents  firstly  the  'complication!, 
secondly  the  'turning  point'  or  'reversar,  and  thirdly  the  'denouement'  (fit.  'untying').  Hooker 
identifies  8.27  to  be  the  likely  candidate  for  such  a  'turning  point.  Without  conviction,  she 
writes  that  an  Aristotelian  Greek  tragedy  "may  be  rounded  off  with  an  epilogue"".  In  her 
commentary'  she  identifies  16.1-8  as  'the  last  section  of  the  Gosper,  but  titles  it  'the  Epilogue' 
as  many  other  commentators  do.  My  reading,  however,  is  that  16.9-20,  although  generally 
considered  an  addition  to  Mark's  writing,  appears  more  separated  from  the  preceding  text", 
and  exhibits  more  the  qualities,  therefore,  of  an'epilogue'  after  the  manner  of  a  Greek  tragedy. 
Macles  interesting  observations,  about  the  historical  probability  of  New  Testament  writers  and 
even  bearers  of  Palestinian  traditions  being  influenced  by  Greco-Roman  rhetorical  theory  and 
practice,  fuel  the  argument  that  Mark  deliberately  and  understandably  employed  literary 
conventions  available  to  him  from  the  cultural  milieu  of  his  age.  In  referring  to  the  classical 
handbooks"  he  summarises  the  five  aspects  of  the  practice  of  rhetoric  that  were,  in  general, 
addressed': 
a)  Invention  (heuresis,  inventio):  the  conceptual  process  of  deciding  on  the 
su  ect  to  be  elaborated,  the  pos  ion  one  would  te  on  an  issue  of  debate,  or  the  thesis  one 
wished  to  propose.  It  also  referred  to  the  search  for  materials  one  might  use  which  was  more 
a  matter  of  finding  or  discovering  the  right  material  for  making  a  point,  and  less  a  matter  of 
51  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel...,  p.  78. 
52  Morna  D.  Hooker,  Beginnings:  Keys  that  open  the  Gospels,  SCM  Press  Ltd.,  London,  1997,  p.  4. 
53  Morna  D.  Hooker,  The  Gospel  according  to  St  Mark,  Black's  New  Testament  Commentaries,  A&C 
Black,  London,  199  1,  p.  3  82. 
54  See  most  commentaries  for  arguments  of  dislocation  between  16.8  and  v.  9. 
55  Principally:  Aristotle's  Ars  Rhelorica,  Cicerds  De  inventione,  the  Rhetorica  ad  Herennium  and  the 
Progymnasmata  of  Theon  and  Hermogenes. 
-%  Mack,  Rhetoric.  -,  pp.  32-34. 20 
creating  a  brand-new  idea  (for  a  'clever'  example,  he  turns  to  Mk.  2.23-28,  because  it  is  taken 
from  the  objectors'  own  literary  tradition  and  used  against  them). 
b)  Arrangement  (taxis,  disposito):  the  work  of  ordering  material  into  an  outline, 
paying  attention  to  such  things  as  the  best  sequence  to  use,  or  whether  one  should  expand  on 
this  or  that  point,  or  how  best  to  develop  a  sub-theme.  Skeletal  outlines  were  standard  and  in 
crafting  a  speech  in  particular,  rhetors  were  expected  to  "hide  the  standard  outline"  (an 
example  of  this  is  possibly  the  4-8-4-8-4  scheme  of  Luke's  Sermon  on  the  Plainý'). 
Arrangement  was  as  important  and  creative  a  process  as  invention. 
C)  Style  (lexis,  elocutio):  the  way  in  which  material  was  handled  in  the  process  of 
composition.  Grammar,  syntax,  rhythm  and  the  selection  and  repetition  of  words  were 
matters  of  importance.  Style  was  a  matter  of  aesthetic  effect  and  an  important  factor  in 
persuasion;  it  also  had  a  mnemonic  function. 
d)  Memory  (mnýmý,  memoria):  the  process  of  memorising  the  speech  so  that 
delivery  would  be  natural.  Techniques  in  writing  were  devised:  the  most  interesting  is  the 
imaginative  creating  of  a  scene  in  which  vivid  and  striking  images  of  persons,  objects  and 
events  would  be  set  by  association  with  the  points,  words  and  figures  of  speech  one  wished 
remembered  (Ad  Herennium  III.  xvi.  28-xxiv.  40). 
e)  Delivery  (hypocrisis,  pronunciato):  it  referred  to  voice,  pauses,  and  gestures 
appropriate  to  a  speech  occasion. 
With  Robbins,  in  the  literary-structural  analysis  I  present,  I  will  agree  on  the  importance  of 
three-step  progressions  in  the  Markan  text,  but  not  with  his  thematic  description  of  the  three 
steps.  Rather,  I  will  show  that  the  three-step  progressions  are  of  a  purely  literary-structural 
kind.  Based  on  syntax,  grammar  and  word  repetition,  the  three  steps  read  as  'introductory, 
the  'first  development',  and  the  'second  and  completing  development'.  I  will  agree  with 
Robbins  that  three-step  progressions  indicate  the  nature,  of  the  structure  and  plan  of  the 
Gospel  as  a  whole,  but  I  will  not  be  found  to  be  agreeing  with  him  on  his  outline  of  Mark's 
Gospel.  Fundamentally  it  is  because  many  more  three-step  progressions  exist  by  this  definition 
than  by  his.  The  interest  he  shows  in  I  and  2  Kings  and  Jeremiah  appears  justified.  A  few  of 
the  three-step  progressions  I  define  do  correspond  to  his.  it  may  well  be  the  case  that  Mark 
was  influenced  by  the  forms  of  prophetic  biblical  literature.  Additionally,  however,  there  is  the 
57  Mack,  Rhetoric-,  p.  52. 
58  David  G.  Palmer,  Sliced  Bread.  The  Four  Gospels,  Acts  and  Revelation:  7'heir  Literary  Structures, 
Ceridwen  Press,  Cardiff,  1988,  p.  70. 21 
possibility  that  Mark  was  also  influenced  by  the  methodology  and  content  of  the  first  Priestly 
document  of  the  Pentateuch  (Genesis  1.1-2.4a,  dated  538-45OBC)  and  the  compositional 
method  of  the  editors  of  the  Pentateuch  (of  only  a  slightly  later  period). 
On  the  structural  parallelism  of  the  first  eleven  chapters  of  Genesis,  1.1-7.24  and  8.1-11.26, 
for  parallels  between  'creation'  (chs.  1,2)  and  're-creatiod  (8.1-9.17),  and  further  meaningful 
parallels,  see  Barry  L.  Bandstra".  We  will  see  that  Mark  displays  similar  sectional,  simple 
parallelism,  denoted  A:  A!.  And  specifically  on  the  structure  of  Gen.  1.1-2.4a,  Bandstra 
discerns  two  three-day  sub-seriee.  My  literary-structural  analysis  will  demonstrate  that  Mark 
repeatedly  employs  a  'seven  day'  scheme,  and  we  will  see  that  each  of  Mark's  seven-day 
schemes  (four  in  all)  exhibit  similar  three-day  sub-series,  though,  in  Mark's  case,  each  side  of  a 
central  day's  telling.  (Day  seven  of  the  Priestly  'creation  story  is  included  in  the  Epilogue.  ) 
Attention  is  attracted  also  to  the  fact  that  Mark  opens  his  Gospel  Prologue  with  the  words 
"The  beginning  of  the  Gospel...  "  (see  Gen.  1.1)  and  the  longer  ending  includes  a  reference  to 
"creation"  too  (Mk.  16.15).  Further  to  this,  I  observe,  as  does  Painter,  that  Mark  quotes  from 
Gen.  1.27  in  Mk.  10.6.  In  my  presentation  of  my  structural  analysis,  we  will  see  that  it 
significantly  falls  in  the  central  Day's  telling  of  Mark's  third  series  of  seven  days,  the  turning 
point  of  the  series.  Painter's  contribution  is  important  and  worth  mention  here:  to  him,  Mark's 
Gospel  "is...  an  attempt  to  proclaim  the  good  news  of  God  in  a  world  dominated  by  evil... 
While  Mark  lacks  a  full  account  of  creation  of  the  world  by  God,  10.6,  'From  the  beginning  of 
the  creation  male  and  female  he  made  thern,  is  enough  to  show  full  dependence  on  the  Genesis 
account...  In  earlier  Jewish  historical  writings  all  being  and  action  were  understood  as 
expressions  of  the  will  of  God,  and  if  Israel  suffered  it  was  understood  to  be  a  consequence  of 
disobedience  to  God.  ""  We  may  observe  also  that  in  the  accounts  of  the  flood,  by  which  God 
is  said  to  have  first  dealt  with  all  the  evil  in  the  world,  there  are  other  references  to  seven-day 
passages  of  time  (Gen.  8.10,12),  and  references  also  to  forty-day  periods  (Gen.  7.12,17;  8.6; 
cf  Mk.  1.13)  and  a  twenty-seventh  day  (Gen.  8.14,  the  day  that  "the  earth  was  completely 
dry";  cf  Day  27  in  Mark's  account,  the  day  of  Jesus'  death  and  burial).  Another  possible  point 
of  contact  is  Mark's  identification  of  the  Spirit  as  coming  down  on  Jesus  as  a  "dove"  (Mk. 
1.10;  cf  Gen.  8.8-12). 
59  Barry  L.  Bandstra,  Reading  the  Old  Testament:.  4n  Introduction  to  the  Hebrew  Bible,  Wadsworth 
Publishing  Co.,  International  Thomson  Publishing  Inc.,  1995,  p-72.  60  Bandstra,  Reading  the  Old  Yestament...,  p.  62.  61  Painter,  Mark's  Gospel...,  pp.  19,20. 22 
My  reading  of  Gen.  1.1-2.4a,  in  brief,  is  as  Mows: 
Prologue:  1.1,2  God  created  the  heavens  and  the  earth 
AI  Day  One:  1.3-5  denoted  A  light;  day  and  night 
2  Day  Two:  1.6-8  B  water/water;  sky 
3  Day  Three:  1.9-13  B'  water/land,  vegetation 
A!  I  Day  Four:  1.14-19  A  fights;  day  and  night 
2  Day  Five:  1.20-23  B  water/sea  -  creatures;  sky  -  birds;  "be  fruitful...  " 
3  Day  Six:  1.24-31  B'  land;  creatures;  man;  "be  fruitful...  ";  vegetation 
Epilogue:  2.1-4a  the  heavens  and  the  earth...  created 
(incl.  Day  Seven) 
ABB'  is  a  denotation  which  I  deem  reflects  the  relationship  of  the  contents  of  the  days  within 
each  of  the  two  three-day  sub-series,  where  A  is  'introductory',  B  is  the  'first  development', 
and  B'  is  the  'second  and  completing  development'.  We  will  discover  similar  three-day 
arrangements  in  Mark's  Gospel,  A(ABB'):  A!  (ABB),  but  with  an  inserted  middle  day,  B,  hence 
A(ABB'):  B:  A!  (ABB').  Further,  a  literary-structural  analysis  of  Gen.  1.1-2.4a,  as  a  whole, 
demonstrates  AN  formations  (in  the  structures  of  the  contents  of  the  parts)  and  ABB' 
formations  (in  the  structures  of  the  sub-parts).  We  will  see  how  Mark  employs  these  forms. 
From  the  Prologue:  Aa  In  the  beginning 
b  God  created  the  heavens 
V  and  the  earth. 
A'a  The  earth  was  without  form 
b  and  darkness  was  upon  the  face  of  the  deep 
V  and  the  Spirit  of  God  was  moving  over  the  face  of  the  waters.  6' 
From  the  First  Day:  Aa  And  God  said,  "Let  there  be  li  ht.  " 
b  And  there  was  light. 
V  And  God  saw  that  the  light  was  good. 
A'a  And  God  separated  the  light  from  the  darkness. 
b  God  called  the  light  "day" 
V  and  the  darkness  he  called  "night". 
And  there  was  evening/  and  there  was  morning/  one  day. 
(a  repeating,  concludingformula) 
Tolbert,  we  note,  omits  to  give  consideration  to  this  or  any  other  possible,  third  formative 
influence  on  Mark's  style,  that  is  of  Old  Testament  composition.  And  such  composition,  as  I 
demonstrate  above,  itself  exhibits  a  possible  'Greco-Roman'  influence.  It  need  not  be 
considered  'out  of  the  question':  clearly  Homer  was  being  read  from  the  eighth  century  BC, 
and  his  Iliad  pre-dated  the  completion  of  the  Pentateuch  by  several  centuries. 
62  it  is  interesting  to  note  that  Luke,  writing  about  twenty  years  after  Mark,  opens  his  Gospel  with  a 
threefold  protasis  and  threefold  apodosis  which  can  be  described  similarly,  in  broad  terms,  by  A:  X,  and  in  its 
more  detailed  form  as  abb':  abV.  Lk.  1.14,  however,  is  significantly  longer  than  Gen.  1.1,2. 23 
Fascinatingly,  we  will  see  that  the  'arrangement',  the  skeletal  outline  of  Homer's  Iliad  finds  a 
parallel  of  a  kind,  like  that  of  the  creation  account  in  Genesis,  with  that  of  Mark's  Gospel.  The 
whole  tale,  of  the  beginnings  of  Greek  civilisation  (compare  the  beginnings  of  Christian 
civilisation  in  Mark's  Gospel),  is  told  in  fifty-two  "days".  We  will  compare  Mark's 
twenty-eight  "Days",  in  his  telling,  of  Gospel  Narrative,  and  other  days  in  its  framing,  that  is  in 
both  Prologue  and  Epilogue.  Book  one  of  the  Iliad  covers  the  following  in  order:  one  day, 
an  interval  of  nine  days,  one  day  and  an  interval  of  twelve  days;  the  last  book  (twenty-four) 
covers  the  following:  an  interval  of  twelve  days,  one  day,  an  interval  of  nine  days  and  one 
day.  It  is  the  first  booles  scheme  in  reverse.  In  other  words  the  epic  both  begins  and  ends 
with  episodes  covering  twenty-three  days  each.  The  six  remaining  days  of  Homer's  scheme, 
that  is  the  main  days  of  his  telling,  are  arranged,  around  a  central  episode  (book  nine),  the 
envoy's  visit  to  Achilles,  which  is  the  turning  point  in  the  whole  epic.  The  first  'three  days'  are 
told  in  books  2-8  (seven  in  all)  and  the  second  'three  days'  in  books  10-23  (fourteen  in  all). 
The  scheme,  according  to  my  own  summary,  is: 
23  days 
------------- 
Book  I 
- 
Days  1,9,1,12 
----- 
3  days 
-------------------- 
Books  2-8 
--------------------------- 
Books  2,3  Day  I 
------------------- 
beginning  with  night 
Books  4-7  Day  2  begmnm*g  with  Zeus  and  Hera 
-------------  -----------  - 
Book  8  Day  3  beginning  with  dawn 
-------- 
x 
-  -------- 
Book  9 
--------------------------- 
the  turning  point 
-------- 
------------  m 
3  days 
--------  m  ------  m  ----- 
Books  10-23 
---------------  m  ------  m--m  - 
Books  10-14  Day  I 
--------------  mm  -------- 
beginning  with  night 
Books  15-18  Day  2  beginning  with  Zeus  and  Hera 
------------  --------- 
Books  19-23  Day  3  beginnig  with  dawn 
-  23  days 
----  m- 
Book  24 
--------------------------- 
Days  12,1,9,1 
m.  -m  ------------- 
We  will  observe  Mark's  employment  of  a  similar  'skeletal  outline'ýarrangement'  for  each  of  his 
four  Gospel  Series  which  is  very  similar  to  the  above:  that  is  'three:  one:  three',  where  at  the 
centre  of  each  of  Mark's  seven-day  schemes,  he  has  a  day's  telling  (in  distinction  to  Homer's 
separated  'heavenly  scene  of  a  turning  point)  which  acts  as  a  fulcrum,  hinge  or  turning  point  to 
the  two  sub-series  of  three  days  around  it. 
On  the  issue  of  'style',  we  will  discern  only  a  vague  similarity  between  'sixes'  and  'threes'.  In 
the  epic  poem  it  is  a  hexameter  with  rich  and  subtle  cadences,  and  in  the  'epic  gosper  it  is 
fundamentally  a  three-piece,  ABB'  presentation,  which  we  will  identify  as  simultaneously 24 
employed  at  a  number  of  literary  levels.  Lastly,  in  this  much  abbreviated  comparison,  in  terms 
of  'delivery',  the  meter  of  Homer's  poetry  is  based  on  pronunciation  time  and  not,  as  in  our 
language,  on  stress,  whereas  Mark's  prose  for  its  clausal  constructions  will  be  shown  to 
reflect  a  breathing  rhythm. 
The  histories  of  criticism  of  both  'epics'  demonstrate  similarity,  in  consideration  of  the  parts 
played  by  oral  and  written  tradition,  and  of  the  freedom  of  the  author  to  control  his  production 
and  create  something  new.  The  uncoverings  of  Homer's  structure  leads  his  critics  and  myself 
on  Mark  to  similar  convictions  too:  consider  Sinclair's  two  summaries:  "the  use  of  words  in 
subtle  and  recurrent  patterns  as  well  as  the  complex  formation  of  the  whole  point  irresistably 
to  the  genius  of  one  man"',  and  "without  understanding  the  complexity  of  the  Iliad  there  can 
be  no  understanding  of  Homer  himself"'.  I  am  happy  to  say  the  same  of  Mark's  work.  But  I 
am  not  saying  that  Mark  modelled  his  work  expressly  on  Homer's.  My  understanding  is 
simply  this,  that  the  Homeric  presentational  methods'  were  known  in  Mark's  day  and  to  Mark 
himself,  as  likely  in  the  day  of  the  PentateucWs  completion.  His  rhetorical  conventions  were 
learned,  imitated  and  built  upon  over  the  centuries,  over  which  time  they  maintained  an 
acceptance  cross-culturally.  It  may  be  that  we  will  not  be  able  to  identify  with  certainty  the 
link  specifically  between  Mark's  Gospel  and  any  one  work,  or  the  collected  works  of  an 
ancient  rhetor,  either  as  reviewed  here,  or  above.  It  is  a  matter  more  of  understanding  the 
background  literary  culture  in  which  Mark's  Gospel  was  fashioned.  In  Genesis,  I  and  2  Kings, 
in  Tolbert's  identification  with  the  ancient  popular  novel,  in  Hooker's  reference  to  form  in 
Aristotelian  Greek  tragedy,  and  in  Mack's  specific  reference  (as  with  others)  to  Xenophons 
Memorabilia,  I  do  find  parallels  in  Mark's  Gospel  which  will  be  identified  in  the  following 
chapters. 
It  is  accepted  that  structure  and  organisation,  of  that  which  was  written  to  be  read  aloud,  had 
an  immediate,  two-fold  practical  purpose  of  aesthetiC67  and  mnemonic.  The  memorising  of 
63  Bernard  Knox,  "Introduction"  to  Robert  Fagles'  translation,  The  Iliad'  Homer,  Viking  Penguin,  1990, 
12. 
Andrew  Sinclair,  "Appreciation",  Homer's  Iliad,  tr.  W.  H.  D.  Rouse,  Thomas  Nelson  &  Sons  Ltd., 
London/Heron  Books,  undated,  p.  503. 
65  Sinclair,  "Appreciation",  Homer's  Iliad,  p.  496. 
66  See  again  Introduction,  note  42.  Further,  the  chronological  scheme  for  Homer's  Iliad  is  interpreted  by 
some,  by'day-reports'(i.  e.  two  in  both  Prologue  and  Epilogue),  as  an  eleven-section  chiasm  (so  also  Odyssey). 
In  my  book,  Sliced  Bread..,  I  present  eleven-sectioned  chiasms  for  Matthew's  Gospel  and  for  Luke's  two 
books.  The  case  may  be  put,  therefore,  that  these  writers  too  followed  Homeric  methods  of  ancient  rhetoric. 
67  We  observe  that  the  aesthetic  component,  in  interior  design,  artefact,  architecture  and  town-planning 
today,  is  often  considered  separately  from  function:  in  first  century  literature,  created  for  reading  aloud, 25 
texts,  by  listening  to  what  is  read  aloud,  is  in  any  culture  or  civilisation  assisted  and  enhanced 
by  rhetorical  conventions.  It  was  especially  so  in  the  first  centuries  BC  and  AD.  Examples  of 
these  include  the  organisation  of  information  in  listings,  acrostics  and  symmetries  of 
presentation  by  both  simple  parallelism  and  chiasm  also  the  exercise  of  rhythm  and  the 
repetitions  of  words-,  phrases,  sentence-constructions,  paragraph-forms,  and  so  on.  The  fact 
that  we  are  discovering  applications  of  all  of  these  methods  and  such  characteristics  within  the 
Biblical  corpus  (both  Old  and  New  Testaments)  should  not  be  a  surprise  to  us.  Literature 
which  is  structured  at  every  level,  and  which  has  its  repetitions  and  its  rhythms  of  themes  and 
details,,  assists  not  only  the  process  of  oral  education  and  clear  communication  but  also  the 
memorising  of  it,  for  private  recall,  at  one  end  of  the  scale,  and  for  a  perfect,  public 
re-presentation,  at  the  other  end  of  the  scale. 
No  literature  of  the  first  century  will  have  been  without  an  'arrangement,  a  plan  and 
framework',  nor,  we  add,  its  detailed  presentational  system  which  is  the  rhetorical 
methocVstyle'  the  writer  employed  to  construct  his  sentences  and  paragraphs.  It  simply 
would  not  have  functioned  without  it.  It  is  difficult  to  argue  otherwise  therefore,  than  that  the 
first  requirement  of  a  gospel  was  that  it  needed  a  simple,  memorable,  rhythmic  structure  for 
the  whole,  and  a  system,  or  method  of  presentation  used  throughout,  for  its  parts.  My  analysis 
of  Mark's  Gospel  will  show  that  its  author  well  met  these  requirements,  and  that  he  did  so  by 
employing  rhetorical  conventions  in  use  in  his  day.  If  the  new  literary  genre  of  gospel  was  to 
function  well,  it  had  to  be  compiled  and  composed  to  fit  its  life-setting  of  the  first  century.  , 
We  turn  now  to  a  brief  consideration  of  the  likely  historical  context  to  Mark's  writing  of  his 
Gospel.  The  first  issue  focuses  on  the  tradition  which  is  judged  to  link  the  writing  of  Mark's 
Gospel  with  the  time  of  the  death  of  Peter  (in  AD64).  According  to  the  tradition  of  John  the 
elder  and  passed  onjin  about  AD130)  by  Papias,  Bishop  of  Hierapolis,  and  recorded  by 
Eusebius  in  his  Ecclesiastical  Hisjojý71 
,  we  can  read  the  fouowing,  that: 
function  and  aesthetic  could  not  be  so  separated.  Literature  functioned  through  its  aesthetic. 
68  See:  C.  H.  Talbert,  Literary  Patterns,  Theological  Themes,  and  the  Genre  ofLuke-Acts,  SBLMS  20, 
Missoula,  Montana,  Scholars  Press,  1974,  p.  81,  (in  regard  to  Homer);  Birger  Gerhardsson,  Memory  and 
Manuscript  (tr.  Eric  J.  Sharpe;  Uppsala),  C.  W.  K.  Gleerup,  196  1,  p.  147  (in  regard  to  Jewish  haggadah). 
69  See  note  33  above. 
70  Barthes  says:  11  ...  there  does,  of  course,  exist  an  'art'  of  the  storyteller  which  is  the  ability  to  generate 
narratives  (messages)  from  the  structure  (the  code).  "  Roland  Barthes,  "Introduction  to  the  Structural  Analysis 
of  Narrative",  Image  -  Music  -Text,  ed.  &  tr.  Stephen  Heath,  Ifill  and  Wang,  New  York,  1977,  p.  80. 
71  Eusebius,  HE,  iii.  39.15,  also  reproduced  in  Henry  Bettenson,  Documents  of  the  Christian  Church, 
Oxford  University  Press,  2nd  Ed.,  1963,  p.  27,  from  which  the  translation  quoted  is  taken. 26 
"...  Mark  became  the  the  interpreter  of  Peter  and  he  wrote  down  accurately,  but  not  in  order, 
as  much  as  he  remembered  of  the  sayings  and  doings  of  Christ.  For  he  was  not  a  hearer  or  a 
foflower  of  the  Lord,  but  afterwards,  as  I  said,  of  Peter,  who  adapted  his  teachings  to  the 
needs  of  the  moment  and  did  not  make  an  ordered  exposition  of  the  sayings  of  the  Lord.  And 
so  Mark  made  no  mistake  when  he  thus  wrote  down  some  things  as  he  remembered  them;  for 
he  made  it  his  especial  care  to  omit  nothing  of  what  he  heard,  and  to  make  no  false  statement 
therein.  " 
Those  who  wish  to  affinn  the  historical  reliability  of  Mark's  Gospel  frequently  appeal  to  this 
testimony,  though  there  is  much  that  can  be  discussed  about  its  reliability: 
1)  it  is  likely  that  after  the  first  sentence  everything  else  is  what  Papias  has  added; 
2)  Papias  may  have  identified  Mark  with  Peter's  companion  on  the  basis  of  I  Peter 
5.13  (compare  other  references  to  a  John  Mark  in  Acts  12.12,25;  15.37-39;  and  presumably 
the  same  person  in  Col.  4.10,  Philemon  24  and  2  Tim.  4.11); 
3)  though  dependency  may  have  been  upon  Papias,  we  may  stifl  consider  the  support 
for  the  linking  of  Mark  with  Peter:  of  Justin  Martyr  who  refers  to  the  'memoirs  of  Peter'  (c. 
150);  of  the  Anti-Marcionite  Prologue  (c.  160-180)  which  tells  us  that  Mark  was  the 
interpreter  of  Peter  and  that  he  wrote  his  Gospel  after  Peter's  death  in  Italy;  of  Irenaeus  (c. 
180-200)  who  describes  Mark  as  the  disciple  and  interpreter  of  Peter,  who  wrote  after  the 
deaths  of  both  Peter  and  Paul;  of  the  several  records  of  Clement  of  Alexandria  (c.  180)  which 
tell  of  Mark's  writing  down  the  words  of  Peter,  but  in  contrast  to  the  former  support,  during 
the  latter's  lifetime;  and  of  Origen  (c.  200)  likewise,  who  tells  how  Peter  instructed  Mark. 
We  cannot  here  develop  the  discussion;  space  does  not  allow.  But  it  is  clear  that  the  tradition 
that  Mark  was  a  "disciple  of  Peter"  could  have  been  either  the  cause  or  the  result  of  the  early 
churclfs  view  that  all  the  canonical  gospels  required  apostolic  authentication.  We  cannot  be 
certain  either  way.  And  the  debate  about  whether  or  not  Mark's  Gospel  really  connects  with 
Peter  is  an  open  question  too.  Nevertheless,  we  can  deduce  simply  that  it  is  most  likely  that 
the  'Gospel'  was  required  because  the  eye-witnesses  of  the  life  of  Jesus  were  dying  out.  Thus, 
the  church  will  have  had  a  justifiable  need  for  written  material,  or  written  record  of  the 
'beginnings'  of  the  faith.  The  deduction  is  that  this  need  did  indeed  lead  Mark  to  write,  and  did 
lead,  in  turn,  to  the  contributions  of  the  other  three  evangelists. 27 
Equally,  other  questions  arise  and  they  are  still  open  too.  Where  was  the  Gospel  written? 
And  what  was  the  date  of  its  writing?  (Or  given  the  above:  How  long  after  the  death  of  Peter 
was  it  written?  )  They  are  recognised  as  important,  but  they  are  not  best  addressed  separately 
at  this  juncture'.  Rather,  we  ask,  "Was  Mark  motivated  to  write  his  Gospel  because  of  a 
significant  historical  event  which  marked  an  upheavel  that  was  both  political  and  religious?  " 
We  consider  what  may  have  been  the  possible  reaction  of  Mark  and  the  early  church  to  the  fall 
of  Jerusalem  and  the  destruction  of  its  temple  in  the  year  70,  because  of  which  the  Jewish 
revolt  which  began  in  66  was  coming  to  its  end  in  73.  If  Mark  had  been  in  Rome  around  that 
time',  he  would  have  seen  for  himself  the  victorious  Titus  return  with  the  spoils  from  the 
temple;  if  he  had  been  other  than  in  Rome,  he  would  certainly  have  heard  about  it. 
Clearly,  the  defeat  of  the  Jews,  the  destruction  of  the  temple,  and  the  re-occupation  of 
Jerusalem  by  the  Roman  legions  will  have  spelt,  somewhat  emphatically  to  early  Christians  and 
to  outsiders  of  the  Jewish  faith,  the  end  of  Judaism,  the  end  of  the  era  of  the  'Old  Covenant. 
We  will  see  from  literary-structural  analysis  that  there  is  in  Mark's  'arrangement'  of  his  Gospel 
an  important  emphasis  ongood  news'.  'Good  news'is,  of  course,  a  counter  to'bad  news'.  We 
properly  ask,  therefore,  "Might  the  'bad  news'  that  was  countered  with  'good  news'  have  been, 
more  than  anything  else,  the  considered  dernise  of  the  Old  Covenant?  "  If  so,  the  'good  news' 
was  fundamentally  God's  establishing  of  a  New  Covenant,  to  replace  the  Old.  We  will  see 
from  fiterary-structural  analysis  that  Mark's  'arrangement'  does  indeed  place  a  strong  emphasis 
on  the  role  of  Jesus  in  establishing  a  New  Covenant,  and  replacing  the  Old.  Indeed,  given 
what  we  shall  see  of  the  ordering  of  the  contents  of  his  Gospel,  we  win  be  able  to,  picture 
Mark  writing  at  a  time  when  the  nationalistic  religion  of  Old  Israel  was  already  in  ruins, 
literally  in  terms  of  its  temple,  but  also  morally-  and  spiritually-speaking.  And  his  'good  news' 
72  All  commentaries  raise  these  issues  and  present  the  evidence  for  different  options.  We  note  that 
Gamble  (Books  and  Readers-,  p.  102)  says  of  Mark!  s  Gospel  that  "wherever  it  was  composed,  it  must  have 
circulated  widely  within  ten  to  twenty  years  of  its  origin.  How  else  might  it  have  come  independently  into  the 
hands  of..  Matthew  and...  Luke  ...  T'  Etienne  Trocrne,  71e  Formation  of  the  Gospel  according  to  Mark,  SPCK, 
London,  1975  (first  publ.  in  Fr.  1963),  p.  242,  asks,  "How  could  a  work  as  distinguished  as  Mark  have 
circulated  widely  and  enjoyed  a  measure  of  authority...  despite  the  competition  of  Matthew,  Luke  and  John  and 
of  its  distant  claim  to  descent  from  an  apostolic  source?  The  only  plausible  explanation  is  that  it  was  covered 
by  the  prestige  of  a  very  important  church  which  gave  special  credit  to  it,  no  doubt  because  the  book  was 
written  by  one  of  its  members  and  for  its  own  use.  All  things  considered,  this  important  church  could  only 
have  been  the  Church  of  Rome,  as  ancient  tradition  suggests.  " 
73  According  to  Clement  of  Alexandria,  Mark  wrote  his  Gospel  in  Rome;  the  Anti-Marcionite  Prologue 
says  he  was  in  "the  regions  of  Italy";  and  Irenaeus  implies  that  the  Gospel  was  written  in  Rome.  See  note  70 
also  for  Trocrne's  view.  But  the  belief  that  he  wrote  there  could  have  been  attributed  to  the  link  between  Mark 
and  Peter.  Further,  Chrysosturn  (in  the  fourth  century)  said  he  wrote  in  Egypt,  and  others  have  suggested 
Antioch,  and  still  others  (ref.  Marxsen)  Galilee. 28 
about  the  new,  universal  faith  of  a  New  Israel,  in  which  both  Jew  and  Gentile  would  share, 
simply  had  its  focus  on  the  One  who,  by  his  call,  mission,  death,  resurrection  and  ascension, 
had  been  demonstrating  God's  new  way  of  dealing  with  evil  in  the  world  (an  evil  which  was 
bringing  down/had  already  brought  down  the  Old  Covenant),  and  who  was  establishing  a  new 
kingdom,  the  Kingdom  of  God,  which  would  have  no  boundaries  either  in  creation,  or,  for  that 
matter,  even  between  heaven  and  earth. 
To  summarise  at  this  point,  we  may  simply  state  that  the  immediate  requirement  of  the  new 
literary  genre  of  gospel  was  to  fill  a  vacuum  created  by  the  decease  of  the  first  witnesses,  and 
to  provide  for  the  church  a  mission  statement  for  a  new  age  that  was  born  of  the  greatest 
upheaval  the  world  had  ever  seee.  We  will  return  to  such  matters  when  we  have  a  surer 
understanding  of  the  primary  document  itself 
There  remain  many  other,  open  questions.  Those  which  impinge  on  the  actual  process  of 
producing  the  first  Gospel,  and  on  the  functions  for  which  the  Gospel  was  intended,  as  well  as 
its  status  in  the  church,  are  numerous  indeed.  There  is  every  reason  to  rehearse  some  of  them 
here.  Was  the  Gospel  simply  completed  in  one  operation,  or  was  it  first  written  and  then 
re-written  by  the  same  person  after  input  or  reflective  comments  from  others?  Did  it  attempt 
to  satisfy  requirements  laid  down  by  any  other,  or  others,  than  the  writer?  When  it  was  first 
read  was  it  publicly  or  privately?  Did  it  need  approval?  Or  did  it  attract  approval?  And  when 
it  was  first  circulated  was  it  as  one  manuscript,  only?  When  were  copies  first  made?  And  how 
many  copies  ...  ?  For  what  purpose  might  they  have  been  made?  To  whom  was  the  task  given 
to  read  it  aloud  publicly?  Or  was  it  first  circulated  by  being  committed  to  memory  for  recital 
in  Christian  or  other  gatherings?  How  many  people  would  have  been  appointed  initially  to 
"present"  it?  Would  they  have  had  training  in  its  presentation,  both  in  how  it  was  composed 
and  how  it  was  to  be  read?  Was  it  to  be  read,  or  presented  in  one  sitting?  Or,  was  it  to  be 
serially  presented  or  read  over  a  number  of  meetings?  And  when  it  was  read  or  presented 
whole,  or  in  parts  at  a  time,  what  was  then  expected  to  follow?  Were  questions  invited  and 
discussion  encouraged?  Did  its  reading  in  public  lead  to  people  making  commitments,  or 
re-commitments  to  Jesus?  Did  it  have  a  mission  effect? 
74  "The  war  of  the  Jews  against  the  Romans  was  the  greatest  of  our  time;  greater  too,  perhaps,  than  any 
recorded  struggle  whether  between  cities  or  nations...  This  upheaval,  as  I  said,  was  the  greatest  of  all  time  ...... 
so  wrote  Josephus  in  his  Preface,  1,7,  The  Jewish  War,  tr.  G.  A.  Williamson,  Rev.  Ed.,  Penguin  Books, 
Harmondsworth,  1980. 29 
Accessibility  to  the  answers  to  all  these  and  similar  questions  is  not  ours  today,  but  they  are 
posed  here  simply  because  they  need  to  be  asked.  In  some  way  or  another,  the  church  chose 
to  "own"  the  Gospel  of  Mark,  to  show  it  respect,  to  use  it  for  its  own  purposes,  and  to 
preserve  it.  That  it  was  later  re-written  by  Matthew  and  Luke  in  turn  and  added  to  for  other 
purposes  by  them  is  another,  though  much  associated  matter. 
An  Interest  in  "Days": 
A  number  of  readers  of  Mark's  Gospel  have  identified,  almost  in  a  cursory  manner,  the 
presence  of  days.  Bultmann,  whose  focus  is  the  first  century  Hebrew/Palestinian  Day  which 
begins  and  ends  with  sunset,  says,  "Jesus'  last  ministry  in  Jerusalem  is  somewhat  awkwardly 
compressed  along  with  the  Passion  itself  into  a  sequence  of  seven  days,  and  the  components  of 
the  last  act  are  divided  among  the  hours  of  the  day:  the  first  watch  of  the  night  starts  at 
14.17  ......  For  Drury,  "at  both  the  beginning  and  the  end  of  the  book,  days  are  marked  out, 
together  with  times  of  day,  with  a  precision  lacking  elsewhere.  And  in  both  the  familiar 
pattern  is  discernible.  "  (He  sees  the  correspondence  between  1.35,  Jesus'  rising  up  a  great 
while  before  day  "prophesying"  his  early  morning  resurrection  at  the  end.  The  pattern  in  both 
is  "action  followed  by  withdrawal  leading  to  further  action".  )  He  writes,  "The  early  passage 
1.21-38  covers  some  twenty-four  hours  from  morning  to  morning  ...... 
'.  As  such,  Drury 
shows  an  interest  in  what  is  termed  the  "civil  day"  (see  my  note  82)  which  can  be  qualified 
either  as  beginning  at  sunset,  or  as  beginning  at  sunrise,  but  which  is  identified  by  Drury  here 
as  beginning  with  sunrise.  "The  last  chapters  cover  a  series  of  days  and  of  times  within  them, 
beginning  at  14.1  "  he  says. 
Drury's  Est  includes  1.21-3  8  and,  it  might  be  deduced  (because  he  does  not  state),  14.1  -11; 
14.12-72;  15.1-47  and  16.1-8.  These  limits  satisfy  the  criterion  of  the  "civil  day"  as 
beginning  at  sunrise.  We  can  add  others,  on  the  same  principle:  11.1-11;  11.12-19  and 
11.20-13.37.  (This  makes  initially  eight  days  in  all,  by  simple  reading.  )  In  a  number  of 
commentaries'  these  last  three  days  are  discerned,  and  Hooker  notes  that  they  are  "three 
successive  days".  Schweizer  ornits  any  consideration  at  all  of  these  day-divisions  in  chapter 
75  Bultmann,  7he  History...,  p.  34  1.  76  J.  Drury,  "Mark",  The  Literary  Guide  to  the  Bible,  eds.  k  Alter  &  F.  Kemode,  Collins,  London, 
1987,  p.  4  10. 
77  E.  g.  D.  E.  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  The  Pelican  Gospel  Commentaries,  Penguin  Books  Ltd., 
Harmondsworth,  1963,  pp.  303  and  305;  also  M.  D.  Hooker,  The  Gospel...,  p.  255. 30 
11.  It  would  appear  from  his  notes  on  11.12-26  that  he  is  distracted  fully  by  the  so-called 
Markan  preference  (he  cites  only  5.2143  as  another  example  at  this  point)  for  sandwich 
construction.  Indeed,  many  scholars  see  the  two-part  story  of  Jesus'  withering  of  the  fig  tree 
as  a  whole  (11.12-14  and  w.  20-26),  enveloping  a  central  part,  telling  of  Jesus'  action  in  the 
temple  (11.15-19)78.  The  arrangement  and  the  possible  significance  of  the  arrangement  of 
Markan  "Days"  is  lost  on  them:  their  interest  is  in  other  matters. 
Elsewhere  in  the  Gospel  "Days"  seem  not  to  be  important  beyond  mention  of  other  sabbaths  in 
2.23  (possibly  3.1)  and  6.2,  and  references  to  the  passing  of  days  in  2.1,8.1,2  and  9.2.  To  the 
eight  "Days"  discerned  already  above  we  add  two  sabbaths  (we  judge  2.23-3.6  to  be  one 
sabbath  day)  making  now  ten  "Days"  in  all.  To  these  ten  we  now  add  the  three  "Days"  which, 
as  our  analysis  will  show,  begin  at  2.1,8.1  and  9.2.  These  "Days"  begin  with  summary  tellings 
of  other  days  that  are  otherwise  left  unreported.  (In  this  way  Mark  makes  it  perfectly  clear 
that  he  is  not  reporting  every  day  in  the  n-dssion  of  Jesus.  )  The  tally  of  defined  "Days"  in 
Mark's  telling  is  now  thirteen.  Additionally  in  the  Gospel  we  discover  references  to  times  or 
periods  of  days:  1.32,35;  4.35;  6.35,47,48;  11.11,19,20;  14.17,72;  15.1,25,33,34,42; 
16.2  (also  16.9,14).  Given  the  references  to  'evenings'  in  4.3  5  and  6.47  we  discern  two  more 
days  to  add  to  the  Est.  The  first  of  these  can  be  deduced  to  begin  at  3.7  and  the  second  of 
these  to  begin  at  6.30.  Fifteen  "Days"  are  definable  simply  from  the  text. 
It  is  the  case  that  other  "Days"  are  less  clearly  delineated  by  Mark.  Good  story-telling  requires 
no  continuing  repetition  of  detail  to  establish  a  rhythm,  a  pattern  or  a  sequence.  It  is, 
therefore,  most  significant  that  the  first  "Day"  of  Mark's  narrative  (1.21-38)  covers  a 
twenty-four  hour  period  from  sunrise  to  before  sunrise  the  following  day.  He  clearly  presents 
it  as  one  which  begins  with  the  beginning  of  daylight,  proceeds  through  the  daylight  hours  and 
the  sunset  into  the  evening,  and  ends  in  the  night  before  the  new  dawn. It  acts  as  a  model,  a 
type,  a  pattern.  Mark  presents  it  as  an  indication  of  what  he  has  in  mind  for  his  narrative 
presentation  and  the  form  it  will  take  -a  presentation  of  "Days"  -  and  he  establishes  it  right  at 
the  beginning.  All  other  "Days",  that  is  reportings  of  events  and  teachings,  will  fall  into  the 
same  temporal  mould.  They  will  not,  indeed  they  cannot  extend  beyond  the  twenty-four  hour 
period  defined  by.  Day  One.  What  is  reported  as  an  event  or  succession  of  events  or  teachings 
will  be  told  within  the  parameters  of  a  twenty-four  hour  day  which  begins  with  sunrise. 
78  Compare:  Eduard  Schweizer,  7he  GoodNews  according  to  mark,  tr.  Donald  H.  Madvig,  John  Knox 
Press,  Atlanta,  1970,  pp.  229-236;  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  297ff.;  and  Hooker,  7he  Gospel...,  pp.  260ff. 31 
It  follows,  therefore,  that  other  "Days"  are  inferred,  and  that  they  can  be  deduced  from  the 
text.  Simple  deduction  is  possible  by  giving  consideration  to  "Days"  which  stand  in 
juxtaposition,  for  instance  where  a  sabbath  day  precedes  a  "Day"  in  sequence  and  where  the 
activities  of  the  "Day"  following  are  non-sabbatical.  An  example  of  this  is  the.  "Day"  of 
3.7-4.41  w1*h  follows  that  of  2.23-3.6.  The  "Day"  of  3.7-4.41  is  the  fourteenth  "Day"  added 
to  the  list  (see  above).  The  activities  described  in  the  introductory  passage,  3.7-12,  are  clearly 
not  introductory  activities  to  a  Day's  telling  which  has  its  beginning  in  the  evening  of  a 
Hebrew/Palestinian  Day,  which  begins  with  sunset.  They  are  the  introductory  activities  with 
which  Mark  begins  a  new  Day's  telling  at  a  time  after  sunrise,  hence  within  the  temporal 
parameters  of  the  Civil  Day  defined  as  beginning  at  sunrise.  This  particular  Days  telling  takes 
us  to  the  evening  and  night-time  event  (4.35:  "And  he  says  to  them  on  that  day,  evening 
having  come...  ").  The  story  which  follows,  of  5.1-20,  is  one  that  is  set  in  the  day-time:  it 
allocates  to  another  "Day",  the  sixteenth  for  the  Est. 
Other  deductions  are  based  on  phrases  which  speak  of  Jesus'  "rising"  (see  7.24  and  10.1) 
meaning  "getting  up  from  sleep";  on  new  journey  beginnings  (as  in  9.30,  "And  thence, 
going  forth...  ")  or  on  new  arrivals  (as  at  5.1,  "And  they  came  to  the  other  side  of  the  sea...  ";  or 
as  at  10.46,  which  is  a  most  interesting  juxtaposition  of  statements,  literally,  "And  they  come 
to  Jericho.  And  as  he  was  going  out  from  Jericho...  ").  For  Bultmann,  "the  spatial  fink  is  also 
a  temporal  one.  This  expresses  the  temporal  sequence...  "'O 
. 
In  the  presentation  of  my 
analysis,  in  which  the  Markan  "Days"  and  Series  of  "Days"  are  established,  these  matters  are 
fully  presented  and  discussed.  We  will  see  many  times  over,  in  his  opening  pieces  to  new 
"Days",  and  simply  nowhere  else  in  his  "Day"  presentations,  that  Mark  references  other  days 
which  pass  between  his  formal  tellings  of  "Days",  either  specifically  (by  number  or  dating),  or 
by  inference  (with  brief  journey  details  which  suggest  numbers  of  days  which  are  taken  up 
with  travel,  which  are  otherwise  not  reported). 
In  his  discussion  of  the  Markan  outline,  Taylor  makes  comment:  "it  is  soon  manifest  that  he 
(Mark)  has  no  day  to  day  account  of  the  progress  of  the  mission,  but  he  shows  a  good 
historical  judgement  in  using  an  impressive  record  of  a  typical  day  in  the  life  of  Jesus 
(1.21-39)...  There  is  little  ordered  sequence  but  it  is  notable  howparticular  days  stand  out"81. 
79  In  1.35,  Jesus'  rising  is  'from  sleep';  it  is  judged  that  there  is  no  good  reason  for  changing  the 
meaning  for  7.24  and  10.1.  Further,  we  observe  that  the  rising  of  Jairus'  daughter  in  5.42  is  also  from  'sleep, 
see  5.39. 
80  Bultmann,  The  History...,  p.  340. 32 
He  sees  4.1-5.43  as  one  day,  "remembered  not  only  for  its  teaching  but  also  for  its  crossing 
and  re-crossing  of  the  lake  and  a  series  of  events  perhaps  telescoped,  but  given  in 
chronological  order.  "  A  number  of  issues  are  raised  here.  What  are  the  other  days  that  "stand 
out"  for  Taylor?  Is  the  'day'  really  1.21-39?  And  is  it  really  part  of  the  tradition?  Or  was  it 
compiled,  or  even  created  by  Mark?  Further,  could  the  passage  4.1-5.43  possibly  be  only  one 
day?  We  read  at  4.35  that  evening  had  come.  Is  it  possible  that  the  stories  of  4.35-5.43  were 
set  in  the  night  watches,  with  so  many  people  about,  and  without  Mark  telling  us  which 
watch?  Or,  rather  are  there  not  three  days  of  activities  told  in  these  verses,  so  deduced 
because  there  is  one  night-crossing  of  the  lake  and  one  return  crossing  at  the  end  of  another 
day's  episodes? 
Clearly,  an  examination  of  the  whole  text  of  Mark!  s  Gospel,  for  "Days",  was  an  exercise 
waiting  to  be  done.  The  possibility  did  indeed  exist,  contrary  to  what  Taylor  understood,  as 
recorded  above,  that  the  Gospel  Mark  created  consisted  of  reports  of  "Days".  Another 
distinct  possibility  also  existed,  that  the  Gospel  outline  combined  both  Days  and  Series  of 
Days  in  a  framework  or  matrix,  artificial  or  otherwise.  In  my  analyses  of  Chapters  3  to  6,1 
present  the  arguments  which  support  my  view  that  the  main  Gospel  Narrative,  from  1.21  to 
16.8,  consists  of  twenty-eight  Days,  in  Mark's  telling,  and  that  these  Days  are  arranged  in  four 
Series  each  of  seven  Days.  The  definition  of  "Day"  which  Mark  employs  consistently,  for  the 
purpose  of  his  presentation,  as  defined  by  Day  One,  1.21-38,  is  the  period  from  the  dawn  of 
one  day  to  the  beginning  of  dawn  the  next  day,  that  is  from  sunrise  to  just  before  sunrise'.  I 
will  argue  that  clear  correspondences  between  Days  and  Series  of  Days  are  evident,  with  the 
result  that  the  Markan  matrix  can  be  defined  in  some  detail.  In  Chapters  2  and  71  give  careful 
consideration  also  to  the  "Days  preceding"  and  "following"  the  main  Gospel  Narrative,  which  I 
define  in  turn  as  the  Prologue,  for  which  read  1.1-20,  and  a  near  representative  form  of  the 
original  Epilogue,  for  which  read  16.9-16,19-20a. 
81  V.  Taylor,  The  Gospel  according  to  St  Mark,  MacMillan&  Co.  Ltd.,  London,  1952,  p.  146:  my  italics. 
92  From  InIDB,  Vol.  1,  (1962)  Abingdon,  Nashville,  198  1,  p.  783,  S.  J.  De  Vries:  The  civil  day  can  be  a 
space  of  twenty-four  hours,  extending  from  sunrise  to  sunrise  or  from  sunset  to  sunset.  Early  Hebrews 
reckoned  the  civil  day  from  one  dawn  to  the  next.  Gradually,  they  began  to  Count  from  sunset  to  sunset  in 
accordance  with  the  rising  importance  of  their  lunar  festivals. 
We  observe  that,  while  we  define  a  'day'  in  the  world  today  as  being  from  just  after  midnight  to  the 
next  midnight,  we  now  have  a'TV  Day  of  twenty-four  hours  which  begins  with  dawn,  or  thereabouts  (see  any 
programme  chart).  We  also  often  talk  of  "tomorrow,,  (even  after  midnight)  as  meaning  when  we  wake  from 
sleep.  Mark  was  as  aware  as  we  are  today  of  different  reference  points  to  the  start  of  the  day,  for  he  shows  that, 
while  he  plans  his  Days  to  a  dawn  beginning,  as  when  Jesus  "rises"  from  sleep,  he  also  understands  the  other, 
alternative  civil  day  definition,  which  is  the  Hebrew/Palestinian  Day,  whereby  when  evening  comes  prior  to  a 
sabbath,  see  15.42,  the  new  day's  own  particular  obligations  begin. 33 
A  Methodology  for  identifying  "Days",  their  intra-  and  inter-  relationsh  i  ps,  and  their 
literary-structures: 
It  may  be  that  some  days  do  "stand  out"  more  than  others  but,  as  we  have  seen  above,  any 
definition  of  a  "Day"  needs  testing.  Fundamental  to  establishing  that  the  text  is  actually 
structured  in  "Days"  is  the  defining  of  the  beginnings  and  the  endings  of  the  "Days" 
themselves.  Temporal,  geographical  and  place-defining  terms  all  have  value  and  all  such 
references  have  to  be  weighed  carefully.  Arguments  based  on  vocabulary,  syntax  and  style 
have  their  value  for  not  only  are  there  Markan  introductory  formulae  to  be  defined,  but  also 
there  is  a  Markan  method  (of  writing)  to  be  understood.  Further,  a  structural  relationship 
exists  between  Series  of  Days,  Days,  their  sections,  their  parts,  their  sub-parts  and  their 
sub-sub-parts,  and  it  requires  description.  Points  in  the  text  where  Mark  introduced  new 
themes  require  identifying.  And  his  development  of  his  themes,  as  also  his  repetitions  of 
keywords  and  phrases,  needs  to  be  understood  for  the  ways  in  which  they  locate  within  any 
particular  "Day"  or  within  associated  "Days"  (either  in  juxtaposition,  or  in  balance  through  a 
vertical  reading  or  a  horizontal  reading  of  the  Gospel's  Series). 
During  the  early  stages  of  analysis,  because  nothing  was  known  with  any  certainty  about 
Mark's  framework  and  plan,  and  nothing  at  all  about  either  Mark's  framework  of  "Days"  and 
his  "Series  of  Days",  and  further,  because  so  very  little  was  known  with  any  certainty  about  his 
rhetorical  method  (beyond  the  possibilities  of  limited  chiastic  arrangements,  his  threesomes  of 
details,  and  some  threesomes  of  construction),  it  was  simply  a  case  of  trial  and  error,  of 
attempt  and  renewed  attempt,  of  developing  one  hypothesis  after  another  and  putting  each  to 
the  test.  It  was  a  "messy"  but  most  important  stage  in  the  process  of  analysis.  "  But  once  a 
focus  began  to  be  secured  upon  the  signifiers;  of  Mark's  primary-structure  of  "Days"  and 
"Series  of  Days",  and  upon  meaningful  and  significant  correspondences  between  these 
elements,  the  process  of  literary-structural  analysis  became  more  methodical.  To  meet  the 
need  of  a  purely  literary-structural  analysis  of  the  Markan  text  in  the  beginning  no  single 
methodology  on  its  own  was  sufficient  to  the  task.  Not  until  1.1-16.8  disclosed  its  Prologue 
83  The  similarities  between  the  first  stage  in  the  process  of  examining  the  'design'  of  a  text  -  for  its 
structure  and  its  construction-method,  and  the  first  stage  of  designing  a  building  are  worth  paralleling.  In  both 
it  is  the  most  demanding  stage.  The  scheme-design  stage  (of  a  building)  is  literally  the  most  mind-bending 
and  yet  the  most  exciting.  Further,  it  is  the  stage  which  is  most  influential  upon  the  end-outcome.  It  is 
typically  one  in  which  no  single  methodology  is  sufficient  to  the  task,  for  it  is  a  time  for  discerning  all  the 
influential  factors  and  for  considering  all  the  possibilities. 34 
(1.1-20)  and  its  Gospel  narrative  of  Four  Series  of  Seven  Days  (1.21-16.8)  did  it  appear 
pertinent  to  examine  Mark's  work  for  any  systematic  presentational-method  he  may  have  used 
to  form  the  elements  of  his  work.  In  other  words,  the  basic  'structure'  of  the  book  had  to  be 
discovered  first;  it  was  only  then  that  the  question  could  be  asked  if  Mark  had  a  'construction 
method'  too.  For  the  purpose  of  presenting  the  analysis,  it  was  deemed  sensible  to  present  the 
disclosures  of  these  characteristics  of  his  composition  simultaneously.  The  discovery  of 
Mark's  repeated  use  of  the  same,  complete  rhetorical  constructions  qualifies  not  only  the 
nature  of  the  structural  organisation  of  1.1-16.8,  but  also  facilitates  a  new  reading  of  16.9-20. 
That  this  analysis  has  been  carried  out  at  a  time  when  more  methodologies  exist  than  could 
ever  have  been  dreamed  of  in  ancient  times  means  that  it  can  be  well-tested  against  the 
propositions  which  have  resulted  from  many  other  fines  of  enquiry.  Clearly,  commentaries  and 
studies  are  available  for  comparisons  to  be  made  between  my  findings  and  those  of  others 
who,  through  source,  form,  redaction  and,  principally,  rhetorical  criticism,  have  been  exploring 
for  possible  answers  to  age-old  questions.  The  commentaries  which  we  employ  include 
principally  four:  that  of  Taylor,  which  is  typical  of  the  British  scholars  of  his  period, 
approaching  the  Gospel  from  the  stand-point  of  source  critics  (the  commentary  was  first 
published  in  1952  and  has  been  judged  "a  classic"  by  other  commentators);  that  of  Nineham, 
published  in  1963,  reflective  of  the  position  form  critics  were  then  taking;  that  of  Schweizer, 
published  in  1967,  which  is  the  first  recognised  commentary  based  on  the  redaction  critical 
method";  and  that  of  Hooker,  published  in  1991,  which  takes  account  of  many  late 
twentieth-century  Markan  studies  and  represents  a  work  of  scholarship  which  is  the  result  of 
many  years  of  teaching,  much  valued  by  her  students.  In  the  discussions,  we  also  draw  on 
traditional  and  contemporary  studies  for  the  valuable  insights  of  those  who  have  practised  an 
openness  to  possibilities,  holding  at  the  same  time  to  sound  exercise  of  reason  and  scholarship. 
In  Chapters  2  to  7,  during  the  course  of  our  examination  of  the  Gospel's  component  parts, 
re-present  the  Nestle-Aland  text,  which,  with  annotations  and  underlinings,  demonstrates  what 
I  discern  to  be  the  literary-structure  of  each.  For  each  Day's  presentation,  Mark  employs,  in 
simple  form  or  composite  forms,  an  A,  B,  B'  structure,  whereby  A  is  introductory,  B  is  the  first 
84  John  K.  Riches,.  4  Century  ofNew  Testament  Study,  The  Lutterworth  Press,  Cambridge,  1993, 
pp.  153f.:  Schweizer's  commentary  on  Mark  "remains  one  of  the  most  balanced  examples  of  redaction  critical 
work,  even  if  there  is  never  any  real  doubt  about  his  commitment  to  a  broadly  Barthian  conception  of  the 
freedom  and  radical  grace  of  God.  " 35 
development,  and  B'  is  the  second  and  concluding  development.  This  phenomenon  can  be 
observed  throughout  the  Gospel  at  several  different  levels  of  literary  order. 
As  an  example,  I  present  my  analysis  of  the  first  two  verses  of  Day  One,  1.21,22: 
Aa"  Kai  E[CMOPEUOVTat  Eig  K#apvaoup. 
P 
22  Kai  EtMq  Td-tq  aappaatv  daCA06V  Eig  TýV  cruvaywyýv  Mi6aams. 
P,  Kai 
14E7TATICYCTOVTO  1171 
Tfi  8t8axfl  aOTOO,  rllv  yap  &i&dcmwy  at3TOOg 
t 
wq  14oucrlavE'Xwv  Kai  odX  W'q  oit  ypappaTEIg. 
In  Chapter  Three  we  will  sift  the  evidence  for  concluding  that  Day  One  (1.21-38)  comprises 
two  halves,  each  containing  three  main  parts  A,  B,  B'.  Here  A  denotes  1.21,22  as  the  first  and 
introductory  part  of  the  three  parts  which  make  up  the  first  halfs  telling.  -B  is  the  first 
development,  which  is  w.  23-25.  And  B'  is  the  second  and  completing/concluding 
development,  which  is  w.  26-28.  (The  second  halfs  telling  of  the  Day  comprises  A  which  is 
1.29-31;  B  which  is  w.  32-34;  and  B'which  is  w.  35-38.  )  Here  in  A  (1.21,22),  part  a  is  the 
introductory  part  at  this  level  of  literary  order.  In  it  Mark  establishes  the  geographical  place. 
In  part  P,  his  first  development,  he  details  the  day  and  the  time  of  day  (Kal  EU306;  Td^tg 
adppaaiv),  movement  into  the  locality  of  the  event,  and  the  activity  (teaching)  of  the  subject 
who  is  Jesus,  un-named  here,  as  in  many  other  similar  occurences.  In  part  P',  his  second  and 
completing  development  of  this  construction,  Mark  reports  the  response  of  the  people  to 
Jesus'  activity  (teaching)  as  well  as  the  reason  for  their  response,  in  two  balancing  parts  ("for 
he  was  teaching  them  as  having  authority",  "and  not  as  the  scribes.  ").  The  key  words  which 
suggest  balance  between  parts  P  and  P'  are  underlined. 
Further  detailed  breakdown,  at  the  next  level  of  literary  order,  can  be  exhibited: 
Aa  "[d]  Kat  E[CnTOPEUOVTat  VI  E(q  K#apvao6p. 
0  [a]  i(al  EdOOg  Td'tq  crappactv  [p]  EI(YEA06v  E(q  TýV  cyuvaywyAv  [PI  18(SamEv. 
P'  "[a]'Kalt  t4EI7A4CYCTOVTO  tTrL'  Tfl,  8t8aXfi  adTOO,  W1  q1v  yap  Wacrmv  aOTOOg 
0  wg  t4ouatfav  E'xwv  Kal  OOX  Og  01  YpCqlpaTE7tg. 
Part  a  breaks  down  into  sub-parts  [a]  and  [al.  Part  P  breaks  down  into  sub-parts  [a],  [P]  and 
[P*I.  (In  this  case  the  [P]  [PI  relationship  holds:  [P'l  completes  [PI.  )  And  part  P'  breaks  down 
into  sub-parts  [a]  and  [c(],  where  VI  explains  or  completes  [a]. 36 
It  may  be  judged,  quite  properly,  from  these  analyses  that  Mark's  rhetorical  method  at  this 
level  of  literary-structural.  order,  app',  does  not  require  that  these  parts  are  equal  either  in  their 
number  of  words  or  in  their  more  detailed  structural  compositions. 
Lastly,  further  detailed  breakdown  is  possible  in  P',  and  it  can  be  annotated  as  follows: 
"[cd  [.  a]  ical 
ý4EITATJWOVTO  L&I  1171  Tfl,  8t8aXq  atJTOO, 
W1  [.  a]  Aiv  yap  Maoxwv  at3TOOg  [.  P1  ik.  t4ouatav  E'Xwv  [.  P*l  i<al  WX  (%.  ol 
ypappaTEIg. 
In  [a]:  [.  a]  and  [.  a']  are  in  balance;  [.  a')  completes  [.  a].  In  [al:  [.  a]  is  introductory;  [.  P1  is  the 
first  development;  and  [.  P"I  is  the  second  and  completing/concluding  development. 
In  this  way  all  the  clauses  of  these  verses,  1.21,22,  are  identified  and  defined  for  their  settings 
and  their  relationships  in  the  complete  presentation.  We  observe  here  four  levels  of 
literary-structural  order  in  all,  as  annotated  by  A,  a,  [a]  and  [.  a]  (B,  B'  and  so  on).  The 
annotational.  method  itself  may  be  deemed  somewhat  cumbersome,  but  it  is  my  best  approach. 
Hence,  in  the  following  chapters  this  kind  of  detailed  analysis  which  is  here  presented  in  stages 
will  appear  as  a  composite,  as  presented  below: 
Aa  "[a]  Kalt  EICTITOPEUOVTat  [d]  Eig  K#apaoup. 
[a]  Kait  EOOOC  Td-tg  adippacrtv  [P]  Et'cFEXOw'v  E(c  Thv-OUvaYwYhv  [jY1  181'bacw 
P'  "[a]  La]  i(alt 
14E17A  'CYCFOVTO  [.  dl  tTT't  Th  Waxt  WTOO,  [Cel  La]  qv  yap818dCrKWY-  q 
adTOOq  [-P1  Or,  t4ouatav  E'XWV  [.  P'l  Kalt  oOX  Or,  ol  ypappaTEIg. 
All  the  words  which  are  underlined  will  have  significance  in  one  way  or  another  in  the  whole 
scheme  of  Mark's  telling  of  a  "Day".  Clearly,  explication  of  all  these  and  of  all  the  detailed 
arguments  by  which  I  determine  my  view  of  Markan  organisation  at  the  lower  levels  of  literary 
order  will  not  be  possible.  Limited  space  simply  does  not  allow  such  a  luxury.  In  one  sense 
they  will  have  to  be  viewed  as  unsupported  evidence,  because  their  presentations  will  have  to 
be  interpreted  by  the  reader,  in  the  same  way  as  the  higher  levels  of  literary  ordering,  which 
are  discussed.  What 
, 
can  be  stated,  however,  is  that  the  full,  detailed  structural  breakdown 
which  I  present,.  has  been  fully  checked  against  Neirynck's  most  detailed  and  most  helpful 
analysis".  A  reading  of  his  work,  to  which  I  was  referred  after  making  my  initial  analysis, 
85  Frans  Neirynck,  Duality  in  Mark..  Contributions  to  the  Study  ofthe  Markan  Redaction,  Rev.  Ed., 
Leuven  University  Press,  Leuven,  1988. 37 
confirmed  much  of  what  I  had  found  already  at  the  higher  levels  of  literary  order,  and  led  me 
to  revise  significantly  more  than  I  ýnight  have  been  prepared  to  believe  was  required  in  the 
middle  and  lower  orders. 
Of  particular  value  in  Neirynck's  analysis  is  his  Part  II  where  he  tabulates  all  references  to 
"dualities"  (and  other  repetitions)  under  a  total  of  thirty  separate  headings.  By  this  method  he 
ably  draws  attention  to  dualities  and  repetitions  that  otherwise'might  be  overlooked.  The  chief 
categories  are  listed  below: 
1)  Compound  verb  followed  by  the  same  preposition;  ...  4)  Multiplication  of  cognate  verbs; 
5)  Double  participle;  6)  Double  imperative; 
...  8)  Double  negative;  9)  Double  statement: 
negative-positive;  10)  Double  statement:  temporal  or  local;,  11)  Double  statement:  general 
and  special;  ...  13)  Synonymous  expression;  14)  Translation;  ...  16)  Double  Group  of 
persons;  17)  Seriesofthree;  18)  Correspondence  in  narrative;  ...  21)  Command  and 
Fulfilment;  ...  22)  Request  and  Realization;  ...  25)  Double  question;  26)  Correspondence  in 
discourse;  ...  28)  Sandwich  arrangement;  29)  ParaHefismin  sayings;  and30)  Doublets. 
In  his  Part  III,  Neirynck  presents  "Mark  in  Greek"  and  so  displays  a  synthesis  of  the  data  in 
fines  and  spaces  (the  latter  vertically  to  portray  sections,  and  horizontally  to  portray 
sub-sections  and  parts).  Whilst  it  is  not  the  case  that  I  can  agree  with  his  synthesis,  for  the 
reason  that  he  does  not  discern  what  to  me  is  the  fundamental  'arrangement'  by  Mark  of 
material  in  Days  and  Series  of  Days,  in  the  higher  orders  of  Mark's  literary  structure,  I  do  find 
myself  agreeing  significantly,  nevertheless,  with  his  detailed  correspondences,  in  the  middle 
and  lower  levels  of  literary  order.  As  will  be  demonstrated,  in  a  case  study,  mi  my  evaluation 
of  my  synthesis  of  MarVs  Prologue  (in  chapter  2),  the  dual  expressions  that  Neirynck  discerns, 
in  the  majority  of  usages,  fall  into  the  B  and  B'  parts  of  Mark's  ABB'  structures,  in  the  middle 
and  lower  orders.  They  do  also  significantly  fall  in  the  introductory  pieces  of  balancing  halves 
of  Day-structures  (as  in  Day  1:  1.21,29;  and  as  in  Day  3:  2.1,13);  in  the  introductory  pieces 
of  Days  beginning  balancing  three-day  sub-series  (as  between  Days  22  and  26:  11.1-6  and 
14.12-16);  in  the  introductory  (first)  Days  of  new  Series  (as  between  Days  I  and  22:  1.21 
and  11.11;  and  as  between  Days  8  and  15:  6.1  and  8.27,  see  also  here:  6.14,15  and  8.28); 
and  in  the  final  Days  of  Series  (as  between  Days  14  and  21:  8.22-26  and  10.46-52;  and  as 
between  Days  7  and  28:  5.22,23,35-43  and  16.1-8). 38 
Matrix:  a  working  definition: 
In  turning  to  any  commmcntary,  we  usually  look  to  the  contentspage  or  to  some  presentation 
in  the  introduction  to  ý  see  what  understanding  the  writer  might  have  concerning  the 
composition  of  the  book  under  examination.  The  very  positioning  of  this  listing  or  table  and 
the  designation  which  is  given  to  it  seem  to  say  as  much  about  the  commentators  and  their 
attitude  to  their  work  as  about  the  biblical  text,  they  are  handling.  Their  terms  include: 
contents,  structure,  analysis,  plan,  arrangement,  outline,  plot  and  framework. 
In  a  publication,  a  few  years  ago,  I  was  content  to  apply  the  term  "infra-structure"  to  the  study 
of  Mark!  s  Gospel  arrangement".  An  architect  is  pleased  to  use  a  term  with  which  he  is 
familiar.  It  is  a  perfectly  good  planning,  engineering  and  architectural  term  which  describes  a 
basic  structure,  to  which  attach  other  sub-structures  and  into  which  all  other  services  and 
provisions,  parts  and  details  connect.  I  am  not  suggesting  that  Best's  use  of  "cement"  (if  he 
really  means  "mortar")  makes  him  out  to  be  a  bricklayer".  but  we  are  here  talking  about  more 
than  what  is  the  glue  or  mortar  which  holds  Mark's  work  together. 
My  choice  of  "matrix"  was  not  consciously  stirred  by  "structuralists"'  use  of  the  term;  but  it  is 
useful  because  it  holds  in  one,  single  term  the  two  aspects  of  whole  design  on  the  one  hand 
and  detailed  construction  on  the  other. 
A  "inatrix",  according  to  the  Concise  Oxford  Dictionary",  has  six  defk-ýitions: 
1)  a  mould  in  which  a  thing  is  cast  or  shaped,  e.  g.  gramophone  record; 
2a)  an  environment  or  substance  in  which  a  thing  is  developed;  2b)  a  womb; 
3)  a  mass  of  fine-grained  rock  in  which  gems,  fossils,  etc.  are  embedded; 
4)  (Math)  a  rectangular  array  of  elements  in  rows  and  columns  that  is  treated  as  a 
single  element; 
5)  (Biol.  )  the  substance  between  cells  or  in  which  structures  are  embedded; 
6)  (Computing)  a  gridlike  array  of  interconnected  circuit  elements. 
All  may  be  considered  to  have  illustrative  and  metaphorical  value,  but  it  is  defHtion  four  I 
have  in  mind.  Structuralists"  establish  charts  and  "sets",  for  example,  for  parables,  or  saymgs, 
86  David  G.  Palmer,  Sliced  Bread..,  p.  22. 
87  Best,  Mark.  -  the  Gospel...,  pp.  I  00M 
88  R.  E.  Allen  (ed.  ),  Concise  Oxford  Dictionary  of  Current  English,  Clarendon,  Oxford,  8th  ed.  1990. 
89  E.  g.  and  so  henceforth:  R.  Funk,  Language,  Hermeneutic,  and  the  Word  of  God,  Harper  &  Row,  New 
York  1966;  E.  GUttgemanns,  Offene  Fragen  zur  Formgeschichte  des  Evangeliums,  Christian  Kaiser  Verlag, 39 
and  then  determine  their  meaning  by  both  a  "serial  reading"  (horizontal:  across,  say,  listings  of 
meaningful  units  of  each  parable)  and  a  "formal  reading"  (vertical:  down  the  list  of  parables 
and  their  meaningful  units),  thus  proceeding  to  a  definition  of  the  "generative  matrix"  (out  of 
which,  in  this  illustration,  all  parables  come  by  means  of  certain  laws  of  transformation).  As 
we  discuss  the  "Days"  and  their  Series  and  Sub-Series,  also  the  linkages  between  the  "Days", 
that  is  the  correspondences  between  the  "Days"  and  their  Series  in  regard  to  the  distribution  of 
themes  and  details  throughout  the  whole  of  the  gospel,  it  will  be  seen  that  "matrix"  is  an  apt, 
current  ten'n  to  apply  to  a  piece  of  literature  which  demands  to  be  appreciated  as  much  for  its 
overall  unity  and  plan  as  for  its  systematic  arrangement  of  themes  and  details. 
An  identification  is  made  between  the  "generative  matrix"  of  Mark's  Gospel  and  the 
framework  which  is  revealed,  which  can  be  read  at  once  both  horizontally,  across  a  charting  of 
each  Series  of  seven  Days,  and  vertically,  down  through  the  charting  of  the  four  Series  of 
Gospel  Narrative,  and  which  plots  also  the  Prologue  at  its  beginning,  and  the  near  original 
Epilogue  at  its  end.  For  examples  of  horizontal  readings  in  the  second  Series,  the  feeding  of 
the  five-thousand  Hes  diametrically  opposite  the  feeding  of  the  four-thousand,  and  in  the  third 
Series,  in  the  same  positions  (as  the  above)  stand  the  transfiguration-glory  accompaniment  of 
Jesus  by  'two'  and  opposite,  the  request  of  'two'  to  be  each  side  of  Jesus  in  his  future  glory. 
For  examples  of  vertical  readings,  the  last  Days  of  the  middle  two  Series  end  with  the  only 
descriptions  in  the  Gospel  of  healings  of  blind  people,  and  the  last  Days  of  the  outer  two 
Series  end  with  the  Gospers  two  only  "raisings  from  the  dead".  In  Chapter  8,  we  take  the 
results  of  Chapters  2  to  7  and  re-construct  what  was  Mark's  overall  plan  and  matrix. 
The  conclusion  to  the  presentation,  as  a  result  of  the  findings  of  literary-structural  analysis, 
necessarily  begins  over  again  a  discussion  of  Mark's  leading  idea,  and  of  his  theological, 
literary  and  compositional  abilities.  At  the  last,  I  draw  up  an  agenda  of  further  work  which  is 
needing  to  be  done  if  we  are  to  be  respecting  Mark's  intentions  for  the  reading,  understanding 
and  sharing  of  his  Gospel. 
MUnchen,  1970;  E.  Leach,  Genesis  as  Myth  and  Other  Essays,  Cape,  London,  1969;  E.  Leach  &  D.  A. 
Aycock,  Structuralist  Interpretations  ofBiblical  Myth,  Cambridge  University  Press,  1983  (reviewed  by 
Ihii  ry  R.  Carroll,  Religious  Studies,  21/1  (1985),  pp.  116-1  8);  D.  O.  Via,  The  Parables:  Tj  erL  tera  and 
Existential  Dimension,  Fortress  Press,  Philadelphia,  1974;  and  Kerygma  &  Comedy  in  the  New  Testament:  A 
Structuralist  Approach  to  Hermeneutic,  Fortress  Press,  Philadelphia,  1975. 40 
Chapter  Two 
THE  DAYS  BEGINNING  THE  GOSPEL  (1.1-20): 
The  Prologue: 
The  question,  through  the  years,  has  been:  is  the  prologue  the  first  eight  verses,  the  first 
thirteen,  the  first  fifteen,  or  the  first  twenty  verses? 
In  recent  years,  a  great  many  scholars  and  commentators  have  thought  it  is  the  second  option'; 
a  few  the  third';  and  a  very  few  the  fourth  (and  one  of  these,  likely  by  default,  argues  for 
w.  1-15  and  attaches  w.  16-20  without  comment').  Which  choice  does  the  weight  of  evidence 
and  argument  support,  as  being  the  introduction  Mark  had  in  mind?  Clearly,  if  the  Gospel 
narrative  is  arranged  in  "Series"  of  individual  presentations  of  "Days"  from  1.21,  as  I  state  in 
my  Introduction,  then  there  is  a  literary-structural  argument  for  the  Prologue  being  twenty 
verses.  In  Chapter  Three,  Day  One  (1.21-38)  will  be  examined;  here,  we  rehearse  the  now 
traditional  arguments  and  sift  new,  literary-structural  evidence. 
Content  Considerations: 
A  glance  at  the  New  English  Bible  will  show  that  the  translators  who  were  responsible  for  it 
viewed  the  first  thirteen  verses  of  Mark's  Gospel  as  his  Introduction.  The  belief  that  a  division 
should  be  made  at  this  point,  after  v-13,  goes  back  to  R.  H.  Lightfoot4  . 
He  argued  that  the 
printed  Greek  texts  of  his  day  were  wrong  to  leave  a  gap  after  v.  8;  rather,  it  should  be  after 
v.  13.  Lightfoot's  influence  has  been  of  great  importance;  few  commentators  have  ignored  his 
insight  that  these  thirteen  verses  form  a  closely  connected  section.  For  him,  this  re-created 
gap  defined  the  limits  of  an  opening,  christological  section  which  provides  the  key  to 
I  Lightfoot,  Wilson,  Cranfield,  Schweizer,  Hooker,  Nineham,  English,  Standaert,  Robbins,  Kiimmel, 
Farrer,  Matera,  Hengel,  Tolbert  and  Painter. 
2  Keck,  Pesch,  Drury,  Best  and  Dewey. 
3  Goulder,  7he  Evangelists,  Calendar....  (by  default);  F.  Belo,  A  Materialist  Reading  of  the  Gospel  of 
Mark,  Maryknoll,  New  York,  198  1:  he  supports  1-21  a.  4  R.  H.  Lightfoot,  The  Gospel  Message  ofSt  Mark,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford,  1950. 41 
understanding  the  rest  of  the  Gospel.  The  introduction  was  not  just  two  or  three  incidents 
leading  up  to  the  ministry  of  Jesus. 
Possibly  following  Lightfoot's  argument,  Nineham  understands  the  "prologue"  to  be  w.  1-13, 
and  that  it  is  "what  the  reader  learns  about  the  secret  about  Jesus  before  the  story  of  the 
ministry  begins.  "  He  argues  that  the  incidents  of  these  verses,  from  the  evangelist's  view. 
formed  a  fully  coherent  unity;  that  the  passage  stands  apart  from  the  rest  of  the  gospel  as  a 
sort  of  curtain-raiser;  and  that  "the  curtain  goes  up"  at  v.  14.  -'  Nineham  argues  that  the  Gospel 
is  written  from  the  viewpoint  of  Jewish  eschatological  hope  and  that  for  Mark  this  hope  found 
fulfilment  in  Jesus;  that  in  his  life  we  see  the  beginnings  of  God's  final  intervention  in  history, 
the  first,  but  decisive,  stage  in  the  overthrow  of  the  powers  of  evil  and  the  establishment  of 
God's  sovereign  rule.  He  further  observes  that  the  introduction  establishes  the  identity  and 
authority  of  Jesus  beyond  any  doubt. 
To  Hooker  also,  the  "first  thirteen  verses  stand  apart  from  the  rest  of  the  gospel  and  provide 
the  key  for  what  follows".  '  Following  Ninehan-4  she  sees  the  similarity  between  Mark's 
introduction  and  that  of  John  (John  1.1-18).  Though  different  in  character  they  both, 
nevertheless,  set  out  to  give  information  about  Jesus  which  will  provide  the  key  to 
understanding  the  rest  of  the  gospel.  Both  prologues  explain  who  Jesus  is  by  comparing  him 
with  the  Baptist  and  by  stressing  Jesus'  superiority.  For  Hooker,  the  first  thirteen  verses 
describe  events  "different  in  character  from  those  that  take  place  in  most  of  the  remaining 
pages  of  the  gospel",  though  she  has  to  recognise  some  parallels  -  with  chapter  9,  for  visions 
and  voices  (9.2-7),  and  chapter  3,  for  mention  of  the  activities  of  the  Holy  Spirit  and  Satan 
(3.23-29).  We  are  "allowed  to  view  the  drama  from  a  heavenly  vantage-point  before  Mark 
brings  us  down  to  earth.  " 
Where  the  supporters  of  a  thirteen-verse  Prologue  discuss  their  case,  we  observe  the  similarity 
of  their  appeal  to  evidence.  A  common  argument  is  that  w.  14  and  15  are  separate  from  the 
Prologue  because  these  verses  introduce  the  first  major  section  of  the  Gospel,  which  is  Jesus' 
Galilean  Ministry  (e.  g.  see  Nineham  and  Tolbert)'.  Hooker  recognises  that  other  scholars 
argue  that  w.  14-15  should  be  included.  "But,  "  she  says,  11w.  14-15  lead  us  into  the  story  of 
5  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  55. 
6  Hooker,  Yhe  Gospel-,  p.  3  1. 
7  E.  g.  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  67;  also  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel...,  pp.  1  Off. 41 
the  ministry  of  Jesus  with  a  summary  of  his  proclamation  of  the  Kingdom,  whereas  vv.  1-13 
provide  us  with  the  key  to  understanding  that  story,  and  the  basis  for  his  declaration  that  the 
Kingdom  is  at  hand.  "  Later,  however,  she  argues  that  according  to  Mark's  summary  in  1.15, 
the  Kingdom  of  God  was  the  central  theme  of  Jesus'  teaching,  borne  out  by  the  rest  of  the 
gospel.  It  is  exactly  this  kind  of  consideration  which  suggests  to  me  its  inclusion  in  Mark's 
introduction.  For  both  Drury  and  Best,  vv.  14-15  "conclude"  the  prologue.  For  Drury,  it  is  an 
"active"  ending,  the  announcement  of  "the  Gospel"  of  the  first  verse  of  the  book,  and  "the 
story  is  set  on  its  way"'.  For  Best,  the  prologue  concludes  with  an  amalgam  and  summary  of 
terms  Jesus  himself  used  ("the  Kingdom  of  God  is  at  hand")  and  terms  the  church  used 
Crepent  and  believe  the  gospel"). 
On  1.16-20,  Hooker  argues  that  "the  theme  of  discipleship  is  prominent  in  Mark's  gospel".  It 
may  be  considered,  therefore,  appropriate  for  inclusion  in  the  introduction.  An  introduction, 
even  in  much  biblical  and  other  ancient  literature,  opens  up  a  consideration  of  themes  that  the 
book  is  to  address.  John  1.1-18  for  example  does.  Hooker  argues  that  the  impression  given 
by  Mark  is  that  the  personality  and  authority  of  Jesus  were  such  that  four  men  responded  to 
his  cal]  at  their  first  meeting.  Mark  impresses  his  readers  with  Jesus'  authority.  And  for  both 
Nineham  and  Hooker  this  authority  of  Jesus  is  one  of  the  insights  we  are  given  in  the 
introduction,  w.  1-13.  Vv.  16-20  arguably,  therefore,  extend  the  introduction.  It  is  this  that 
Belo  sees,  in  judging  that  the  narrative  of  Mark  actually  begins  at  1.21b.  And  for  him  the 
story  proper  begins  in  Capernaum,  with  the  sabbath'o.  Goulder's  support  for  1.1-20  being  a 
whole  is  based  on  his  interest  in  possible  lectionary  parallelism:  but,  he  covers  only  vv.  1-15  in 
his  argument". 
Continuing  our  discussion  centred  on  matters  of  content,  we  might  consider  the  repentance 
that  John  looked  for  (1.4)  and  the  extension  of  this  theme,  the  repentance  which  Jesus  looked 
for  (1.15).  Further,  John  preaches  a  "baptism  of  repentance  for  the  forgiveness  of  sins",  also 
that  the  one  who  is  coming  is  "stronger 
.......  :  we  observe  that  Jesus  preaches,  in  addition  to 
repentance  (and  the  Kingdom...  )  "belief  -  in  the  Gospel".  Additionally,  there  is  the  theme  of 
"attraction",  in  1.5,  of  John,  and  of  "greater  attraction",  in  1.18  and  v.  20,  of  Jesus,  for  there  is 
not  only  a  going  'to  Jesus,  as  to  John,  but  a  following  and  a  giving  up  of  life  as  it  had  been, 
8  Drury,  The  Literary  Guide-,  p.  409. 
9  Best,  Mark:  the  Gospel-,  p.  129. 
10  Belo,  A  Materialist  Reading... 
11  Goulder,  The  Evangelists,  Calendar.... 43 
which  is  a  fuller  expression  of  the  repentance  which  John  the  Baptist  was  preaching.  If  as  both 
Hooker  and  Nineharn  say,  the  introduction  compares  and  contrasts  John  and  Jesus,  then  the 
introduction  cannot  be  concluded  at  1.13,  leaving  such  an  issue  incomplete.  1.14  makes  the 
fink  so  strongly  anyway:  John!  s  ministry  is  over,  Jesus'  is  beginning.  There  is  an  argument,  on 
content  consideration  alone,  for  understanding  Mark!  s  Prologue  to  be  the  first  twenty  verses. 
We  may  consider  another  line  of  argument,  based  on  contents:  the  Gospel  of  Mark,  as  a 
single  whole,  not  only  presents  the  story  of  Jesus,  but  also  includes  a  call  to  its  reader/its 
listeners.  No-one  can  just  sit  there  and  listen:  there  are  things  to  be  done!  Repenting, 
believing  and  following  are  stated  early  on  (1.15,17,20).  These  are  in  addition  to  being 
"baptised  in/with  the  Holy  Spirit"  (1.8)  and  becoming  "fishers  of  men"  like  the  first  disciples 
(1.17).  To  the  introductory  content  of  verses  1.1-13,  therefore,  we  may  consider  adding  the 
contents  of  w.  14-20".  It  may  well  have  been  in  Mark's  mind  that  his  Prologue  had  a  two-fold 
purpose:  to  present  infonnation  about  Jesus  that  those  who  were  there  around  him  did  not 
know  at  first,  and  to  lay  down  at  the  outset  issues  of  discipleship  and  matters  which  will  need 
to  be  addressed  in  future  generations. 
Content-wise,  the  first  thirteen  verses  link  (according  to  Schweizer's  summary,  for  example)  a 
resume  of  the  story  of  John  the  Baptist  with  both  the  Baptism  of  Jesus  and  the  Temptation  of 
Jesus.  Schweizer  sets  these  under  the  title  of  "The  Beginning"  13 
.  The  verses  which  follow  are 
placed  under  a  new,  sectional  title,  "The  Authority  of  Jesus  and  the  Blindness  of  the  Pharisees" 
(1.14-3.6)  and  a  sub-title,  "The  Authority  over  Demons  and  Illness"  (1.14-45)  and  then  the 
descriptive  titles  of  "Jesus  proclaims  the  Kingdom  of  God"  (1.14-15)  and  "The  Call  to 
Discipleship",  (1.16-20).  That  is  a  lot  of  titling,  and  it  is  not  all  helpful.  The  passages  of 
1.14-15  and  1.16-20  sit  comfortably  under  the  specific  headings  but  uncomfortably  under  the 
larger  headings.  The  "blindness  of  the  Pharisees",  it  may  be  noted,  is  not  specifically  an  issue, 
until  3  .  514  ;  Jesus'  "authority  over  demons  and  illness"  appears  first  in  1.23ff.;  and  the  issue  of 
Jesus'  "authority"  is  not  verbalised  until  1.22.  For  Schweizer,  "The  Demonstration  of  the 
Authority  of  Jesus"  does  come  with  1.21-28.  Almost  as  if  she  were  paraphrasing  Schweizer, 
12  In  his  most  recent  commentary,  Mark's  Gospel,  1997...,  Painter  argues  that  w.  14-20  are  the 
Introduction  to  the  Galilean  Mission,  which  follows  the  Gospel's  Prelude,  1.1-13,  -pp.  ix,  33-37. 
13  Schweizer,  The  GoodNews...,  pp.  281T. 
14  In  2.6,  what  is  raised  is  the  "blindness"  of  the  scribes;  in  2.16,  the  scribes  of  the  Pharisees  question 
only,  and  in  2.18  the  same  (it  may  be  judged)  question  Jesus  about  fasting  only,  and  in  2.24,  the  Pharisees 
question  only. 44 
Hooker  titles  1.14-3.6,  "Authority  at  work:  success  and  opposition  in  Galilee.  "  Again, 
"authority",  considering  simply  her  own  references,  comes  into  her  titling  of  the  piece 
beginning  only  at  1.21.  "  The  case  is  similar  with  Nineham,  who  identifies  the  section  "The 
Galilean  Ministry"  as  beginning  at  1.14  but  continuing  to  8.26.  For  Tolbert,  Jesus'  Galilean 
Ministry  extends  from  its  specific  introduction  in  w.  14,15,  from  1.14  to  10.52.  "  It  is  true  that 
Mark's  grasp  of  Palestinian  geography  is  suspect,  but  would  he  have  thought  that  the  country 
of  the  Gerasenes  (S.  1)  and  Tyre  and  Sidon  (7.24  and  v.  31)  were  all  in  Galilee?  Clearly, 
Nineham.,  ending  this  section  at  8.26,  is  convinced  that  Mark  does  not  think  that  Caesarea 
Philippi  (8.27)  is  in  Galilee.  These  things,  and  the  fact  that  Mark  himself  introduces  at  10.1 
the  Judaean  element  of  Jesus'journeying,  bring  into  question  Tolbert's  bi-sectionalising  of  the 
Gospel  into  a  Galilean  Ministry  and  a  Jerusalem  Ministry  only.  These  and  other  attempts  to 
separate  w.  14,15  and  w.  16-20  from  the  earlier  verses  of  1.1-  13  are  wholly  problematic. 
Literary-structural  Considerations: 
We  consider  now  the  contributions  of  fiterary-structural  evidence  to  the  debates  over  the 
opening  verses  of  the  Gospel,  and  we  begin  with  Robbins,  who  identifies  three-step 
progressions  in  relation  to  the  formal  structure  of  Mark.  His  "Introduction"  is  1.1-13.  "The 
first  three-step  progression  in  the  narrative...  is  1.14-15,16-18  and  19-20""  (he  explains: 
Jesus  came  ...  ;  and  passing  along...;  and  going  on  a  little  further 
... 
).  His  structural 
understanding  of  these  verses  is  one  to  which  I  hold,  but  it  is  not  the  earliest  three-step 
progression.  An  earlier  structural  threesome  can  be  observed  in  1.9,10-11  and  12-13  (And  it 
came  to  pass,  Jesus 
....  ;  and  immediately...  the  Spirit  ...  ;  and  immediately...  the  Spirit  .... 
).  The 
earliest,  structural  threesome  of  the  Gospel,  of  such  scale,  however,  is  that  of  1.1-3,4-5  and 
6-8  (The  beginning  of  the  gospel  of  Jesus 
...  ;  it  came  to  pass,  John  ....  ;  and  there  was  John  .... 
). 
In  each  of  these  cases,  a  structure  is  identified  which  might  be  described  by  a,  P,  P',  that  is 
where  a  is  the  introductory  piece,  P  is  the  first  development  and  P*  is  the  second  and 
completing  development,  where  P  and  P'  balance  and  parallel  each  other.  Simple, 
15  Hooker,  7he  Gospel...,  pp.  52ff.,  61. 
16  For  Tolbert,  following  the  arguments  of  R.  H.  Lightfoot,  Locality  and  Doctrine  in  the  Gospels, 
Hodder  &  Stoughton,  London,  1938,  and  E.  S.  Malbon,  "Galilee  and  Jerusalem:  History  and  Literature  in 
Marcan  Presentation",  CBQ  44  (1982)  pp.  242-248,  the  Galilean  Section  of  the  Gospel  extends  to  10.52. 
17  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher...,  pp.  27ff.  for  Robbins,  three-step  progressions  begin  all  the  sections  of, 
the  Gospel's  formal  structure. 45 
literary-structural  analysis  does  indeed  suggest  that  the  Prologue  is  the  first  twenty  verses  of 
the  Gospel.  It  suggests  that  the  Prologue  itself  is  a  three-step  progression,  of  vv.  1-8,9-13  and 
14-20.  We  will  return  to  a  consideration  of  this  after  we  have  reviewed  the  literary-structural 
propositions  of  others. 
It  is  presently  the  case  that  published  structural-analyses  of  pieces  of  Mark's  writing  focus 
much  upon  his  possible  chiastic  organisation  of  material.  We  consider  three  such  serious 
analyses  of  the  Prologue:  Dewey's  (1.1-8  of  1.1-15)",  Drury's  (1.1-15)"  and  Tolbert's 
(1.1-13)'0.  It  may  be  argued  straightway,  because  they  all  differ  appreciably,  that  they  cannot 
all  be  what  Mark  had  in  mind.  Chiasn-4  it  is  noted,  is  the  simplest  thing  to  argue  wrongly".  In 
the  attempt  to  establish  any  pattern  by  one  set  of  criteria,  another  set  of  criteria  either  is 
rejected,  or  simply  unidentified.  A  later  and  simple  illustration  of  this,  chosen  particularly 
because  it  arose  in  my  search  for  Mark's  'design  criteria',  is  found  in  11.12-25.  For  many 
scholars  it  is  a  typical  example  of  Markan  envelope-structuring  (11.12-14 
,  the  first  part  of  the 
fig-tree  incident;  w.  15-19,  Jesus'  clearing  of  the  Temple;  w.  20-25  the  second  part  of  the  fig 
tree  episode).  The  "Day"-division  at  11.19,20,  however,  which  to  me  is  Mark's  clearest  signal 
of  his  structural  method,  slashes  right  through  such  a  scheme.  ' 
In  presenting  her  scheme,  Dewey"  first  describes  the  larger  rhetorical  unit  of  the  prologue  as 
1.1-15  and  as  delimited  by  the  inclusio  of  the  word  "gospel".  For  her  the  prologue  divides 
into  two  parts,  w.  1-8  which  is  concerned  with  John,  and  w.  9-15  which  is  concerned  with 
Jesus.  The  second  part,  w-9-15,  is  marked  off  by  its  own  inclusio,  "came  Jesus",  vv.  9,14. 
Further,  the  conclusion  of  the  first  part,  "John's  preaching  concerning  the  coming  of  Jesus" 
(w.  7,8),  parallels  the  conclusion  of  the  second  part,  "Jesus'  preaching  concerning  the  coming 
of  the  kingdom  of  God"  (w.  14,15).  She  sees  the  two  parts  as  closely  interrelated  by  extensive 
and  varied  use  of  word  repetitions  (e.  g.,  wilderness,  baptism  spirit,  preaching,  repentance  and 
messenger).  She  restricts  her  analysis  after  this  to  w.  1-8  and  presents  a  five-part  chiasm  for 
the  first  eight  verses: 
19 
Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate...,  pp.  144  ff. 
Drury,  The  Literary  Guide...,  p.  408;  and  in  "Mark  1.1-  15:  An  Interpretation",  Alternative 
4pproaches  to  New  Testament  Study,  ed.  A.  E.  Harvey,  SPCK,  London,  1985. 
20  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel...,  pp.  108-113. 
21  See  Thomson,  Chiasmus...,  pp.  290-292. 
22  Refer  to  Chapter  Six,  The  Fourth  Seven-Day  Series,  and  the  discussions  on  Days  Twenty-three  and 
Twenty-four.  -  23  Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate...,  pp.  144ff. 46 
A  1,2a 
B  2b,  3 
C  4,5 
B6 
A  7,8 
The  symmetrical  rhythm  is  indicatc 
Jesus 
description  of  John 
a  pair  of  presentations  on  John'  s  mimistry 
description  of  John 
Jesus. 
d  by  the  content.  She  sees  it  as  significant  that  in  the 
opening  verses  of  the  Gospel,  "Mark!  s  audience  is  alerted  from  the  very  begmining  to  Mark's 
use  of  symmetrical  and  chiastic  patterns  04 
. 
At  first  sight,  it  appears  a  most  promising  analysis  of  not  only  w.  1-8,  but  also  of  w-1-15.  Yet 
it  begs  several  questions:  can  we  really  say  A  parallels  A  (when  v.  2  might  connect  better  with 
v.  3,  and  Jesus'  name  is  missing  in  w.  7,8),  and  B  parallels  B  (when  the  issues  regarding  John 
are  so  different,  and  when  v.  4  and  v.  6  mention  John  only,  and  in  their  opening  phrases),  and  C 
is  a  pair  of  central  statements  (when  there  are  really  more  than  two  statements,  and  the 
ministry  of  John  well  covers  w.  4-8,  in  all)?  Further,  given  that  her  basic  contents-reason,  for 
her  identification  of  two  parts  to  the  Prologue,  is  that  the  first  is  concerned  with  John  and  the 
second  with  Jesus,  she  does  seem  to  be  simplifying  the  argument  too  much  as  Jesus  and  John 
are  mentioned  in  both.  We  move  on,  but  we  will  continue  to  consider  her  case. 
When  Drury's  analysis  was  first  published",  he  claimed  that  the  first  fifteen  verses  of  the 
gospel  were  set  in  a  four-part  chiasm,  ABBA:  where  in  the  outer  pieces,  Jesus  is  announced 
in  the  first  and  arrives  in  the  last;  and  where  in  the  inner  pieces,  John  is  announced  in  the  first 
and  arrives  in  the  second.  It  is  left  to  his  readers  to  unravel.  It  may  be  read  as:  A:  v.  1,  B: 
vv.  2,3,  B:  vv.  4-8  or  vv.  4-13  and  A:  vv.  9-15  or  vv.  14,15.  Drury's  second  attempt"  describes  a 
six-part  chiasm  of  ABCCBA: 
AI  (Gospel) 
B  2,3  Wilderness 
c  4-8  Jordan 
c  9-11  Jordan 
B  12,13  Wilderness 
A  14,15  (Gospel). 
Immediately,  comparison  with  Dewey's  chiasm  demonstrates  that  Drury  and  she  are 
identifying  different  content  criteria  (to  which  problem  for  defining  chiasm,  refer  above). 
24 
ibid. 
25  Drury,  The  Literary  Guide...  p.  408. 
26  Drury,  "Mark  1.1  -  15  ...  11. 47 
Drury's  focus  for  his  middle  four  pieces  is  on  place;  Dewey's  is  on  persons;  though  they  both 
refer  to  the  locating  of  the  word  "gospel"  in  similar  ways.  We  consider  Tolbert's  analysis. 
Tolbert's  contribution  to  the  debate  is  that  of  a  four-part  chiasm  for  the  first  thirteen  verses. 
For  her,  the  first  thirteen  verses  comprise  the  prologue,  and  the  prologue  she  argues  is 
"carefuUy  organised  rhetoricaUy  into  four  sections  by  patterns  of  word  repetition".  Her 
sections  are: 
A  1-3  'ApXý  Jesus,  Son  of  God,  messenger,  voice,  in  the  wilderness 
B  4-8  tyEVETO  John,  baptising,  Jordan 
B'  9,10  Kai 
tyýVETO  Jesus,  baptised,  John,  Jordan 
A'  11-13  Kai  ýwvij  tyZVETO  Jesus,  beloved  Son,  voice,  in  the  wilderness,  angels. 
She  identifies  that,  after  the  opening  three  verses,  an  anaphoric"  use  of  the  impersonal 
ly&Uo  begins  each  section.  (Immediately,  we  see  that  her  criteria  for  delimiting  the  parts 
are  different  again  from  Dewey  and  Drury.  )  Additionally,  she  identifies  that  the  four  sections 
are  related  to  each  other  by  an  anastrophe,  whereby  a  keyword  or  hook  word"  near  the  end  of 
each  section  is  repeated  near  the  beginning  of  the  next:  that  is,  between  sections  A  and  B:  & 
Tfl,  lpqpq)  ;  between  B  and  B':  tpaTrTtaa,  PaTTTicet  and  ýPaTTTtaft  and  between  Wand  M 
o6pavo6q,  T6  TmOpa  and  &  TCOV  oOpavCov,  To'  iTvEOpa. 
She  says,  "The  tendency  to  Supply  linking  words  or  phrases,  often  but  not  always  indicative  of 
major  themes,  close  to  the  end  of  one  division  and  near  the  beg'  ig  of  the  next,  is  a  very  innin 
common  practice.  It  serves  to  alert  the  reader  to  the  shift  in  material  while  at  the  same  time 
smoothing  the  transition.  "  She  further  recognises  that  this  type  of  stylistic  feature  is  what 
Lucian,  writing  in  about  165  A.  D.,  had  in  mind  on  a  grander  scale  in  recommending  that  the 
historian  adopt  a  smooth,  even  style  of  narration.  He  wrote:  "Only  when  the  first  point  has 
been  completed  should  it  lead  on  to  the  next,  which  should  be,  as  it  were,  the  next  fink  of  the 
chain.  There  must  be  no  sharp  break,  no  multiplicity  of  juxtaposed  narratives.  One  thing 
should  not  only  He  adjacent  to  the  next,  but  be  related  to  it  and  overlap  it  at  the  edges.  "' 
27 
Anaphora  (or  epanaphora)  is  the  repetition  of  the  same  word  or  phrase  at  the  beginning  of  successive 
clauses,  sentences  or  sections.  See,  eg.,  Demetrius,  On  Style,  pp.  59-62;  and  Rhetorica  adHerrenium  4.13.19. 
28  fr  She  agrees  with  Dewey  (Markan  Public  Debate.  p.  32)  that  "hook  word"  is  probably  a  better  term  o 
this  type  of  repetition,  because  it  is  more  neutral.  See  also  H.  Parunak,  "Oral  Typesetting:  Some  uses  of 
Biblical  Structure",  Bib  62  (198  1):  pp.  153-168. 
29  Lucian,  De  conscrihenda  historia  p.  55  (tr.  D.  A.  Russell  in,  4ncienj  Literary  Criticism:  ThePrincipal 
Texts  in  New  Translations,  eds.  D.  A.  Russell  and  M.  Winterbottom,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford,  1972,  p.  545- 48 
Tolbert  views  her  four  sections  of  the  prologue  as  distinct  but  that  "they  overlap  one  another 
at  the  edges". 
She  rightly  sees  further  thematic  and  verbal  correspondences  between  the  sections,  which  I 
have  included  in  the  above  summary  presentation  of  her  work.  We  can  observe  some 
problems,  however.  Whilst  her  fourth  section,  1.11-  13  is  about  "Jesus"  it  does  not  mention 
his  name.  Further,  her  section  B  is  twice  as  long  as  her  other  sections;  it  mentions  John 
twice;  in  regard  to  anastrophes,  the  matter  of  "baptism"  is  rehearsed  more  times  than  she 
acknowledges;  and  much  more  material  is  found  here  which  does  not  connect  with  any  in 
section  B.  And  her  appeal  to  anastrophes  is  unconvincing.  Besides  the  problem  of  the  link 
between  sections  B  and  B'  on  "baptism",  there  is  mention  of  the  "spirit"  at  the  end  of  B,  but 
not  at  the  beginning  of  B'.  If  it  is  that  a  keyword  is  identified  in  one  section,  the  same 
key-word  cannot,  surely,  be  identified  as  anon-keyword'  (such  as  "spirit",  in  B,  v.  8)  in  another 
section  within  the  same  construction. 
Reviewing  these  three  proposals  for  chiasm,  we  expose  the  difficulties  which  are  always  faced 
when  attempts  are  made  to  define  structure  from  such  a  mix  and  repetition  of  themes,  details 
and  words.  To  these  proposals,  and  to  Dewey's  additional  proposal  for  2.1-3.6'0,1  will 
present  counter  arguments  that  lead  me  to  the  view  that  the  first  detailed  chiasm  in  the  gospel 
appears  only  at  5.3-5.  "  Literary-structural  analysis  of  the  first  twenty  verses  of  the  Gospel 
pursuades  me  that  chiasm  was  not  in  Mark's  n-dnd  as  he  composed  his  Prologue.  To  this 
method  of  analysis  we  now  return. 
While  reviewing  Robbins'  analysis  I  stated  that  the  evidence  suggested  that  the  Prologue 
comprises  the  first  twenty  verses  of  the  Gospel,  on  the  grounds  that  it  is  a  three-step 
progression  itself  of  w.  1-8,9-13  and  14-20.  Below  we  annotate  these  A,  B  and  B"  in  turn, 
because  step  A  may  be  considered  introductory,  step  B  may  be  considered  to  be  the  first 
development,  and  step  B*  may  be  considered  to  be  the  second  and  concluding/completing 
development.  We  identified  above  that  each  of  these  steps  were  themselves  three-step 
progressions:  w.  1-3,4-5,6-8;  w-9,10-11,12-13;  and  vv.  14-15,16-18,19-20.1  present 
below  the  fiifl  results  of  Eterary-structural  analysis  on  the  first  twenty  verses  of  the  Gospel, 
which  may  be  judged  to  be  the  Markan  Prologue: 
30  Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate...,  pp.  109ff.,  which  we  discuss  under  The  First  Seven  Days. 
31  We  discuss  this  under  The  First  Series  of  Seven  Days,  and  Day  Six. 49 
Aa  [a]  '  La]  LA  'ApXý  TOO  WqyEAtfou  [..  Pl  'lilcyoD  XptcyToL3  [..  P'l  [uIQo  fto0l- 
'[.  a  I  [..  a]  xa0w"q  yýypaTTML  Tp  'Hcycctq([..  P"I  TW-  7TPOý11TTjj 
[p]  La]  WoO  [.  Pl  [..  a] 
eXTrOCYTAAW  T6v  a'yycXov  pou  [..  dl  1TP6  7TPOCY67TOU  CFOUý 
Wl  t%  p  og  i<aTacFKEuaCY,  -L  T&  686v  cTou- 
[PC  ]3  [.  a]  [..  a] 
ýýPOCOVTO;  [..  dlývTbýp4W,  [.  P]'ETOtpa(YaTETAV686  KUPL'OU, 
[.  P'l  Edftfag  17OHITE  Ta;  Tptpoug 
WTOO. 
[a)  "  [A  'Eybuo  'Iwavvilc  [.  Pl  La]  f6l  0aiTTtCwv  [..  c(l  &  Tfi  tp4W 
Lpel  [..  a]  Kai  Kllpu(jcFwy-  [--Pl  Odunclia  guavolac  [..  P'l  i:  fg  a'#cYtv  6ppnLy. 
'[.  a]  Kai 
14EITOPEUCTO  Trpo'q  adT6V  [.  Pl  TTaca  ý  'louSata  yw"pa 
[.  P'l  Kai  ol 
'IEPOGOXUýflTat  TrC[VTE;, 
[P'l  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  t5amtCovm  Ldl  6Tf  adTo()  [.  Pl  &  TO  'I  p-Myu  ITOTap? 
[.  P'l  140POXOYOUVEVOL  Ta;  dqiapnTf=a  aOTCOV. 
P`[al  'Ta]  Kai  fiv  6  'IwdvvK  [.  Pl  La]  iV8f:  8Up&Og  Tpt'Xa;  Kap  "Aou  [..  dl  Kai  ý6vqv  q 
SEppaTL'VqV  1TEPI  Týv  6aýOv  adTO0,  [.  P*l  [..  a]  Kai  toOL'wv  axpt8aq  [..  dl  Kai  PEAt 
ayptov. 
[Pl  '[.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  &4puamy  [..  dl  Xiywv,  [.  pl  'EpXi:  Tat  6  I(IXUPOTEPOg  POU 
[.  P*l  67Ttp(:  Tw  [IOU, 
[P'l  La]  [..  a]  oL  odx  Elpl  'tKav6g  [..  Pl  KUýag  [..  P'l  Xoaat  T6V  lpaVTa  T(BV  6TrO8qpaTWV 
aOToO- 
[..  a] 
lyW'  tDdintca  Ldl  Oban, 
[.  P*l  [..  a]  aOT6g  R  OaTrTtcF,  -t  6  [..  c(l  &  TrvEUVaTt  6(YtW,. 
Ba  [a]  '[.  a]  Kai  ýY'  t  Tj  Epatq  EvETO  1.4  &  ixr;  "vatg  Tdtg  "p' 
[01  [.  a]  Inoo0c  [.  01  aTT6  NaýapiT  [.  P'l  TfiC  raAlAal". 
[PI  [.  a]  KalJ0aTrTtcfiR  Lpl  -(C  T6v  'lop8avnv  [.  P'l  6176  'Iwdvvou. 
[a]  NA  [.  Pl  dvapatvwv  [.  p"I  IK  TOO  68aToc 
IN  [-a]  et8f:  v  OXtýop&ouq  To6c  oOpavoOC  [.  Pl  Kai  T6  lmDga  (5q  Tr,  -PtGTEP&v 
[.  P"I  KaTapd'tVOV  Eig  adTOV* 
[P'I"  [.  a]  [..  a]  mxL  &ml  lybm  [..  dl  IK  100Y  0  pavCov,  [.  Pl  [..  a]  F.  0  fl,  6  utdc-Ilou 
[..  a']  6  ayaTrljT6q,  [.  P*l  tv  Golt  E05OKqCFa. 
Plal  "[.  a]  Kai  E606c  [.  Pl  T6  TrvEOva  adT6V  IKPaXEt  [.  frl  E19  Ift  EP11poy- 
13  [.  a]  II  Trupaýopcvoq  6Tr6  TOO  Kai  IJV  tV  1ý  IP4"  [.  Pl  TEcycEpaKOVTa  ýgpaq 
IaTava. 
[.  a]  Kai  ýV  [IETa  TCOV  Oqptwv,  [.  dl  Kai  ot  a'yy,  -Xot  8Lqi<6vouv  a6TC0. 
B'a  [a]  "'[.  a]  M  ETa'  R  [.  a  I  T6  rapa8oO  fivat  T6v  'Iwdvvity 
[.  a]  [..  a]  AAOi:  v  6  'blao0c  [..  dl  eig  T4v  raXtAatav  [.  Pl  [..  a]  KnpOcTawv  [..  C(l  IdL 
WayyýAlov  TOO  OEoO  [.  P'l  '5  [..  a]  Kai  AýYWV  [..  dl  OTt  IIMAýPWTat  6  Katp6g 
[.  a]  Kat  9'yyti<Ev  ý  paatA,  -ta  Too  OEoO-  [.  01  imajoElITE  [.  frl  Kat  rucyndEn  tv 
To  EOayy,  -XW. 
[a]  16  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  Trapaywy  Trapdt  Thy  0dAaaaav  [..  P'l  Tfic  EaAtA 
I-PI  1--a]  Elt8Ev  7-tpwva  Kai  'Av8pEav  [..  P"I  T6v  &10Y  I:  IPWY" 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  dpýtp6AAOVTaq  Tq,  06aaaq*  [..  p'l  T91cFav  yap  6ALCLC. 
-  "[.  a]  [..  a]  Kat  E7tTrEv  [..  Pl  aOTO-Lc  [..  P*l  6  ljq(jo()qý  [.  d]  [..  a]  AFOTE  dTrtcyw  pou, 
1-.  Pl  Kai  notTlaw  6paq  [..  P*l  yEv6c0at  MtElIc  dvOp6TTwv. 
[.  a]  KjxLEdOO(ý  [.  pl  &O_vu 
L  Plal  "[.  a]  Kai  TrpoD&C-dAffyov 
(;  jdLhjKnm  [.  p']  41(oXo6ollcav  adTQ0. 
[..  a]  dt8Ev  'laKwPOV  TO"V  TOO  ZEPE8atou  [..  Pl  Kai  'Iwavvqv  [..  P'l  T6v  d6i:  U& 
adTOO, 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  Kai  aOTOOg  [..  Pl  &T  LnXot'w  [..  P*l  KaTapTt'ýOVTq;  IdL&KTU-a- 
[p]  '0[.  cd  Kai  EOOOC  I-a7l  ?  KdAE(YEv  adTo6c. 
TQ  TrXot'w  [P'l  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  doL=  T6V  TraTlpa  adT(BV  ZEpE8CCtOV  141  ?V 
[..  P*l  PETC'(  TCOV  PtCFOWT(BV 
[.  c(l  [..  a]  dn&KQy  [..  dl  diTt'  &mdQa. 50 
In  this  fiterary-structural  presentation,  I  have  underlined  not  only  the  significantly  repeated 
name  of  "Jesus"  but  also  what  is  likely  an  equafly  important  signifier  of  the  structure  and, 
therefore,  of  the  literary-structural  completeness  of  his  introduction.  Mark's  use  of  ZpXopat, 
apparently  so  strategicafly32,  warrants  close  attention.  In  A,  starting  with  "the  beginning  of  the 
gospel",  the  focus  begins  on  Jesus,  moves  onto  John,  and  then  returns  to  Jesus,  the  one  who 
"is  coming"  (Ep-XE=).  In  B,  he  has  come:  Jesus  came  (ýXftv)  to  John.  And  in  13%  Jesus 
came  (Uftv)  into  Galilee  to  begin  his  ministry,  according  to  Mark,  after  John  was 
imprisoned.  The  "complete"  structure  of  the  Prologue  is  expressed,  therefore,  by  ABB'. 
The  analysis  breaks  down  the  text  of  the  Prologue  into  five  different  levels  of  literary  order 
expressed  in  turn  by:  ABB',  app",  [a]  [P]  [P'I,  La]  LP]  Lpl  and  Lct]  Lal,  [..  a]  [..  Pl  [..  P'l  and  [..  a] 
[..  a'].  We  may  discern  Mark's  use  of  his  literary-structural  three-part  presentational  principle 
at  each  of  these  levels,  and  note  at  the  lower  and,  therefore,  more  detailed  levels  only,  a  use 
also  of  an  alternative  'two-part'  construction-method.  The  basic  principle  of  his  writing 
method  is  that  he  establishes  an  introductory  part,  follows  it  with  a  first  development,  and  then 
completes  the  whole  piece  with  a  second  development,  whereby  the  first  and  second 
developments  balance  each  other.  By  employing  this  method  throughout  his  Gospel- 
presentation  (at  every  level  of  literary  order)  he  signals  his  definition  of  sections,  parts, 
sub-parts,  etc.  This  uncovering  of  his  rhetorical  method  is  of  fundamental  assistance  in  the 
establishing  of  his  framework  and  plan  for  the  Gospel  as  a  whole,  as  well  as  in  the  defining  of 
its  constituent  parts.  In  the  larger  constructions  (of  ABB  ',  app'  and  [a]  [P]  [P  1)  his 
presentations  balance  for  content  and  detail,  and  in  the  smaller  constructions  (of  La]  [.  Pj  I.  P1, 
[.  a]  Lal  and  [. 
-a] 
I. 
-P] 
[..  a]  Lal)  the  parts  and  sub-parts  balance  by  reason  of  their  detail 
and  their  function  in  the  text  (for  qualifying  and  completing  purposes). 
In  analysing  the  Gospel  text,  the  question  arose  as  to  how  far  the  analysis  of  the  detailed 
presentations  was  going  to  be  meaningful.  Simply,  it  is  the  case  that  as  the  analysis  was  once 
begun  it  developed  its  own  momentum  and  could  not  be  stopped.  As  a  result,  it  demonstrates 
how  much  the  three-part  presentational  method  of  Mark's  choice  governed  his  writing  effort. 
The  breaking  down  of  the  text  into  clauses  and  words  has  its  purpose. 
32  See  under  Day  Two,  for  further  examples  of  the  importance  to  Mark  of  'EpXopat. 51 
The  fiterary-structural/rhetorical  analysis  of  the  Gospel's  Prologue  provides,  then,  an  excellent 
example  of  how  Marles  rhetorical  method  signals  the  delimiting  of  his  Gospel  sections.  It  is  a 
method,  as  we  will  see,  which  he  applies  consistently  from  beginning  to  end  of  his  Gospel. 
Not  only  is  his  method,  on  discovery,  a  cause  of  some  amazement,  but  also  is  his  ability  to 
work  it  at  so  many  levels  of  literary  order  simultaneously. 
In  the  Introduction,  page  37,1  promised  a  case  study  which  would  determine  whether  or  not 
there  was  a  meeting  point  between  Neirynck's  analysis"  and  mine.  It  is  judged  a  good  moment 
to  present  it.  The  apparent  difference  between  our  findings  is  that  he  discerns  dualities  and  I 
discern  three-part  presentations.  In  afl  he  discerns  forty-six  dualities  in  the  verses  which  make 
up  Mark's  Prologue.  They  are  to  be  found  under  nineteen  of  his  thirty  Group  headings.  We 
examine  them  group  by  group: 
Group  1,  Compound  Verb  FoRowed  by  the  Same  Preposition: 
1.16  Trapdywv  Trap&  I  read:  [..  a]  Kal  Trapdywv  [..  Pl  -rrapd(-TAv  OdAaaaav 
l7aAtAafaC  0  nap  ;  Trapaywv  is  introductory;  is 
the  first  development,  and  Tfic  -aAtAaL'  is  the  second  and 
completing  development. 
Group  4,  MultipEcation  of  Cognate  Verbs: 
1.4,9  LyLvm  iYLETO  I  read  a  third  in  1.11,  and  hence  discern  no  'duality'  as  such. 
Their  employments  at  w.  4,9  are  not  structurally  significant. 
1.8  ?  061TTt(ya  00r,  I  read:  [.  P1  [..  a]  iyW'  i0diatcra  Opk  Lx(]  Man, 
Own  (CE  L  [..  a]  a6TO'q  R  OaTTILM-144C.  [..  C(I  tv  TTvEupaTt 
dlycy. 
Hence,  they  are  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three-part 
construction. 
1.10  dvapat*vwv  tic  I  read:  [a]  [.  a]  Kal  EOO.  [.  P1 
dvapaLVWV  Lfrl  tK  TOO  GbaToc 
i<aTapcCtvov  cig  [P]  La]  E18EV  0)(LýOJI&Mq  106ý  OOP.  (XVOOC. 
I  ý&  TTvEC)va  6g  TrEP  tCYTEP6(V  [.  P1  i(all  I 
I.  P1  KaTapcCLvov  E(q  adTOV* 
IPI  La]  [..  a]  Kd'  ýiý  Ly&M  1--d]  v  o6payCov, 
jM  [..  c(l  6'  aTrqT'  I-P]  La]  1:  6  it  6  ul  i;  dy  0; 
1-P*1  tv  croll  E0801<qaa. 
Hence,  avaPatvwv  tic  is  part  of  the  introductory  clause,  and 
iKaTapcrLvov  Eig  is  simply  included  in  the  first  of  two  balancing 
and  completing  clauses. 
33  Neirynck,  Duality-,  Part  11,  pp.  73-135. 52 
1.13  fw  AY_  I  read:  [P]  [.  a]  mill  Av  &  Tfi  I'[.  Pl  TE,,,,:  pa  PIM  'KOVTa  ýpýpa; 
[.  Ptl  MtpaýOPEVO;  6Tr6  TOO  Emma. 
[PI  La]  Kal  &  PETa  T(BV  Oqptwv,  [VI  iml  ot  ayyEXot 
8tilKovouv  a6TQJ. 
Hence,  they  are  to  be  found  intrýducing  the  second  and  third 
parts  of  a  three-part  construction. 
Group  5,  Double  Participle: 
1.4  161  Paim'Wv  I  read:  [.  a]  [..  a]  'Eyývijo  'IwdcvvnC 
Kal  [..  a]  [61'PalllLCWV  1--C(l  LJj_WW 
[.  P'l  [..  cd  Kal  KrIpOcyaw  [..  Pl  Wmopa  gjsxy=; 
[..  frl  dq  &#mv  6ga=ay. 
Hence,  they  are  to  be  found  introducing  the  second  and  third 
parts  of  a  three-part  construction. 
1.6 
-4y 
1  read:  [.  cd  Kal  &6  'Iwdvvnc 
&86UPEvog  [..  a]  &86UPEVOg  TPtXaq  icapflAou  [..  d)  i(al  ýw'vqv 
icat  taolfwv  8,  -ppaTtVTjV  TrEpt  TýV  dcyýOv  WTOO, 
[..  a]  xall  tcFOt'wv  di<pt8ag  [..  c(l  Kall  Pf'..  At  a'yptov. 
Hence,  they  are  to  be  found  introducing  the  second  and  third 
parts  of  a  three-part  construction. 
1.14,15 
1 
It  I  read:  [a]  La]  M  f:  Ta  R  Ld  I  -r6  iTapa8oO  qvat  T6v  'Iwdvv" 
Kai  XýYwv  [P]  La]  [..  a]  &ftv  LlnaoO;  [..  dl  clq  TAv_laAtA 
0  [..  a]  Knpucr  v  [..  c(l  T6  EdayiAtom  To()  OEo() 
[..  a]  iml 
AýYWV  [..  dl  OTtm: 
ýAqPWTat  6  Katp6; 
IP"I  La]  Kai  4yytKcv  ý  PaatAf:  ta  ia_CLOLaQ* 
puavodm 
Kai  nto-m  J.  ETI:  IV  TO  Wmy'-Mv. 
Hence,  they  are  to  be  found  introducing  the  second  and  third 
parts  of  a  three-part  construction. 
Group  6,  Double  Imperative: 
1.3  see  Group  13,1.3 
1.15  see  above,  for  1.14,15,  LaTavoelm  ,  Kai  Trtandcm  they  are 
to  be  found  in  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three  part 
construction. 
Group  7,  Repetition  of  the  Antecedent: 
r 
1.7  Q-u  adToo.  I  read:  [..  a]  Qa  o6j<  Elpt  11<av6q  [..  Pl  i(Oaq  [..  P'l  AOcYaL  T6V 
LVdVTaTCOV  6TroSqpaTWV  adnO':  it  is  a  resumptive  pronoun 
preceded  by  the  relative;  see  also  only  7.25,9.3,  and  13.19.  In 
this  instance,  the  words  introduce  and  complete  the  clause. 
1.11,10  &  -rQ5v  o6pavoy,  See  under  Group  4  above,  1.10:  they  are  both  to  be  found  in 
Oxtýoptvouq  JDýQ  the  first  lines  of  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three  part 
o6pavoOQ  construction. 53 
1.16  1  (Lima  ZlUwm2Q  I  read:  [..  a]  Elb-u  Vgwy-a  [..  Pl  xal  'Av8piav 
[..  P*l  T6v  ds,  -Aý6v  Et'llwyoc 
The  first  use  is  introductory;  the  second  use  is  qualifft  in  the 
third  part  what  is  stated  in  the  second  part  of  a  three-part 
construction. 
1.16  Trap&  TAv  OdAaaaav  I  read:  La]  [..  a]  Kal-Trapdywv  [..  Pl 
Tfl,  Oa;  kaCFCq'  [..  P'l  ific  EýAtlctfac 
[.  P]  [..  a]  db&y  7-fliu)v  [..  Pl  Kai  'Av8piav  [..  frl  idy 
d5EAOv  Zfilwvoc 
[..  a] 
dpýIP&A0VTag  [..  Pl  &  Tq,  OaAdaaq- 
[..  frl  6cyav  y6p 
atElic. 
The  first  use  is  introductory;  the  second  use  in  the  third  part  is 
qual4ing  what  is  stated  in  the  second  part  of  a  three-part 
construction. 
1.19  WTOOg  I  read:  [a]  La]  Kai  npoDdc  dAtyov 
'lddcwPov...  `lwdvvTjv  [.  P1  [..  a]  Elý&WWWPOV  T6V  TOO  ZEP,  -8atfou 
[..  Pl  Kal'lwavvrlv  [..  P"I  T6v  dSEXov  a6TOO, 
[.  P*l  LA  i(al  adTOOg  [. 
-P1 
&  TO  IrAOhV 
[..  P*l  iKaTaPTtý0VTaq  Tý  St'KTu 
WTOOg  may  be  "a  redundant  pronoun",  but  it  does  seem  to 
have  literary-structural  significance  here  in  strengthening  the 
balance  between  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three-part 
construction. 
1.20  1  read:  [P]  La]  Kai  j:  606C  [.  d  I  &&Emv  akodc. 
T6V  TraTEpa  aUT(BV  ZEPE8dtoV  [frLaLal  Kai  ftýVTEC  T6V  TTaTEpa  aOT6V  ZEPE8CCtOV 
TOV  TOO  ZEPE8atou  (1.19)  [..  Pl  &  TCO  Trxoff(ý 
L.  01  VETa'  TOV  PtOlOWT(BV 
[x(]  [..  a]  difflMov  [..  dl  617t'(Yw  adToO. 
For  the  full  three-part  construction  read  the  above  with  this, 
i.  e.  w.  19  and  20  together.  The  first  use  is  introductory;  the 
second  use  is  in  the  third  part,  and  bonds  the  whole  rhetorical 
urdt  firmly  together. 
Group  10,  Double  Statement:  Temporal  or  Local: 
1.12,13  1  read:  [a]  La]  KaLEOOAIý  I-PI  :  [d_TDL&Oga  aOT6V  IKPdAAE  t 
E19  ThV  91211110V  [.  P'l  eig  Thy  ýPTIVOY. 
_WW 
[.  P]  TE(YCYEP  '  OVTa  ýpýpaq  LIU  [01  La]  KaLAY  I-Y_T4  ax 
Lpl  Trctpaý6pEvoq  6TO  TOO  IaTava. 
IPI  La]  KCXI-IIY  PET&  TCOV  OqPtWV,  [.  dl  xal  ol  &yyEXot 
8tqKOvouv  aOTQP. 
The  first  use  is  introductory;  the  second  use  is  in  the  first  of  the 
two  completing  parts  (regarding  which,  see  Group  4  above). 54 
Group  11,  Double  Statement:  General  and  Special: 
1.5  1  read:  [.  a]  xal 
14VTOPEOETO  iTp6q  aOT6V 
i7acra  ý  'louSata  Xwpa  [.  Pl  Traca  ý  'lou8ata  Xwpa 
i(al  01  'IEEPOCYOAUýrtTat  [.  P"I  Kal  01  'IEPOCYOAUýrtTat  TrC[VTEq 
J 
TrdVTEg  Hence,  they  are  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three-part 
construction. 
V.  5  tells  how  those  who  came  to  John  were  baptised  by  him  in  the  Jordan  river; 
v.  9  tells  how  Jesus  was  baptised  in  the  Jordan  river  by  John. 
They  fall  in  sections  one  and  two  (A  and  B)  of  the  Prologue. 
Section  A  is  introductory.  Sections  B  and  B'  complete 
the  three-section  Prologue  focusing  on  Jesus  who  "came" 
(in  w.  9  and  14,  compare  Bdpl  and  Wdpl). 
Group  12,  Double  Statement:  Repetition  of  the  Motif- 
1.2,3  1  read:  [a]  [.  a]  [..  a]  'ApXý  TO  EdayyEA  t  ou 
og  icaTacrmaiact  XPtCFT06 
Thy  656v  cou-  &-a. 
ETOtpa(YaTE  14V  686V  [.  dl  [..  a]  KaOW'q  ytypaTrTat 
KUPtOU  &  TQ  "HadtQt 
TCO  7TP0ý1Tq,, 
[.  a]  "MoO 
[.  P1  [..  a]  dTroCYTWW  T6v  ayyEXov  pou 
(..  C(1  TTP6  TrPOCFW,  TTOU  GOU, 
Wel  Og  KaTacwwaan  TAv  686v  crou- 
[fr]  [.  a]  [..  a]  ýý  POCOVTOg  [..  C(I  LY-T4-W", 
[.  P1'ETOtPaaaTE  TAV  686V  KUP(OU, 
[.  P'l  Wktaq  7TOtE71TE  Tag  Tptpoug  a6ToO. 
They  are  found  in  the  second  and  third  parts  of  the  three  part 
construction,  1.1-3. 
1.7 
'EpXETat  6  taXUPOTEPOg 
vA  Pou  OTTtcyw  Pou, 
'r  ou  oOi<  i:  'tp't  'ticav6q  Kdýaq 
AOcat  -rov  ipaVTa  TCOV 
6l7o8qpaTWV  W-TOO' 
1.17 
xat  -rrotTlaw  6paq 
These  occupy  the  second  and  third  parts  of  the  three-part 
construction,  1.6-8. 
I  read:  [-a]  [..  a]  Kai  doxv  [..  Pl  mlicX  1--Pl  6  lqao0g, 
I-c(l  [..  a]  AF:  OTE  6TrtoAa-pw, 
[..  Pl  Kal  TTotlcrw  6paq  yf:  vtcOat  (&XtE7tc  avOpw'Trwv) 
[..  P*l  yevýaOat  6ýMLX  dv0p(ýTrwv. 
These  Occupy  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three-part 
construction. 55 
Group  13,  Synonymous  Expression: 
1.3  These  are  found  in  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three  part 
'ETOtpaaaTE  Ift  686v  construction.  See  Group  12,1.2,3. 
Kuptou, 
wktaq  TrOtEITE 
Tag  Tptpoug  a6TOO. 
1.4  JI  read:  [..  a]  1<a't  lKjjpOaawv 
eig  d'ýEatv  dqlapnOov  Ddimaua  wjmD!  = 
-Iq  d'ýwtv  6uapTtGv- 
These  occupy  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three-part 
construction. 
1.13  4Y  &Tfl  Ww  I  read:  [P]  [.  a]  iml  Av  &Th  Wpia 
... 
Kai  &  VETa  TCOV  OljPtWV  [01  La]  Kai 
4V  [ICT&TCOV  OqPtWV 
These  occupy  the  second  and  third  parts  of  a  three-part 
construction. 
1.15  For  presentation,  see  Group  5,1.14,15.  These  occupy 
rlf:  7TXTIPWTat  6  imtpk  [P]  [P'l  positions. 
imt  ýyyti<Ev  PaotAEta 
1.15  UElayoulT  r-  For  presentation,  see  Group  5,1.14,15.  These  occupy 
i(at  TricyTEOETE  Iv  [.  P"I  positions. 
To  EOayyEXt'w. 
Group  15,  Substantive  foRowed  by  Apposition: 
'InGoo 
XPtCYTOO  I  read:  [a]  [-a]  [..  a]  'ApXq"  Too  -OayyEA  f  ou 
VbO-Q  ka.  [..  Pl'lncoC)  Xpto-roG 
These  occupy  positions. 
Group  16,  Double  Group  of  Persons  (Two  Individuals): 
1.16  SeeGroup7,1.16; 
1.19  See  Group  7,1.19.  (And  an  additional  note: 
in  the  Prologue,  we  observe  two  calls  of  two  named  individuals,  four  in  all; 
in  the  first  Series,  they  are  named  again  in  the  first  day,  Day  1,1.29; 
in  the  second  Series,  the  first  day,  Day  8,  the  disciples  are  sent  out  "two  by  two",  6.7; 
in  the  third  Series,  'two',  who  are  named,  meet  with  Jesus  at  his  transfiguration  on  the 
second  day,  Day  16,9.4;  and  in  the  balancing  day  of  the  series,  Day  20,  'twol  I 
who  are  named,  ask  to  sit  either  side  of  Jesus  in  his  glory,  10.37; 
in  the  fourth  Series,  on  the  days  beginning  both  sub-series  of  three  days,  Days  22  and 
26,11  .1  and  14.13,  Jesus  sends  'two'  (not  named),  each  the,  to  make 
preparations  for  him; 
and  in  the  longer  ending,  Jesus  appears  to  'two'  (not  named),  16.12. 56 
That  is  a  lot  of'twos',  and  it  is  also  a  reasonably  well  balanced  distribution  of  the  same.  For  a 
possible  significance,  we  need  to  return  to  the  Introduction,  and  to  matters  raised  on  page  21 
in  regard  to  the  motif  of  the  flood  which  we  observed  might  have  had  an  influence  on  Mark's 
compositional  arrangement.  Clearly,  in  the  flood  story,  it  is  animals  which  go  into  the  ark  and 
are  saved  from  God's  judgement  in  order  that  they  might  "multiply  on  the  earth  and  be  fruitful 
and  increase  in  number  upon  it"  (Gen.  8.17).  The  story-line  does  appeal,  nevertheless,  as  a 
parallel  to  judgement  and  salvation,  and  to  mission,  as  they  pertain  to  followers  of  Jesus.  We 
shall  return  to  such  matters.  ) 
Group  18,  Correspondence  in  Narrative: 
1.4,5  1  read:  [a]  La]  'EyLETo  'Iwdvvilc 
Ty&ETo  'IwavvnC.  161  DaiTTtCwv  [.  P1  [..  a]  161  OaiTT(Cwv  [..  c(l  ty-TU24W 
KrIPUCTaw 
Od1TTtCqJ  [..  a]  Kai  Knpdaaw  [..  pl  Odimcwa  IIETavotaC 
Eig  #Ectv!  %iapT0v  [..  P'l  -Ig  d'ý,  -atv  6UapnCLY. 
[P]  La]  Kai 
14EMPEUETO  Trp6;  aOT6V 
Kai 
tQaTTTtCovTo  6Tf  adTou  ...  Trcxaa  ý  'louSata  Xw'pa 
140POXOYOUPEVOI  [.  P"I  Kai  Ot  'IEPOCYOAUýrtTat  TraVTE;, 
T&;  dUapTiK  a6TGV  [P'1  La]  [..  a]  Kai 
loannCovm  LVI  OnLadiQ0 
[.  P1  &  TO  '1OPM" 
TrOTaVQ, 
[J']  140POXOYOUVEVOI  Tag  6pDpI_(aQ  all'TCOV. 
These  occupy  [a]  and  [fr]  positons.  This  rhetorical  unit  is 
introduced  and  concluded  with  the  same  material,  but  it  is  still  a 
three-part  unit,  where  thefirst  part  introduces  the  subject,  the 
second  develops  it,  and  the  third  completes  it,  by  completing  the 
second.  Mark  follows  his  usual  three-step  principle;  he  is  not 
intentionally  creating  a  chiasm,  (a]  [P]  [d). 
1.16,18  1  read:  [a]  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  iTapdywv 
[..  Pl  JMaLTJ))j  b&(X!  2CYaV  [..  P'l  Ifl;  FaXIA 
dPýtP&XOVTaq  [.  P1  La]  d&s  Y-t'ljwv 
=I...  dgymr,  Tdi  8tKTua  LPI  Kai  'AvSpýav  [..  P'l  T6V  dSEAOV  VP_UYK 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  dPýtPdXAOVTaq 
f..  Pl  &  Tq,  OaXacycyq,  ýaav  y&p  dAvI;. 
IN  La]  La]  Kat 
dtTrEv  [..  Pl  akdltc  [..  P'l  6  'Iqcroog, 
Ldl  La]  AEOTE  dmfc&Lýuw, 
Kai  Trotqcrw  6pa; 
W  yMaOat  &AW-q,  dvOP  'Trwv. 
IWI  [.  a]  KCLEOD_ýQ 
I-PI  dý_ý  I&EKWO 
I-PI  AKoXoOOnaav  aOTCO. 
These  occupy  [a]  and  [PI  positons.  This  rhetorical  unit  as 
above,  is  introduced  and  concluded  with  the  same  material,  but 
it  is  still  also  a  typical/standard  three-part  unit.  Again,  Mark 
follows  his  usual  three-step  principle;  he  is  not  intentionally 
creating  a  chiasrn,  [a]  IPI  [d  1.  The  third  part  follows,  story-wise, 
the  second  part.  Thefirst  is  introductory. 57 
1.19,20  See  Group  7,1.19  and  1.20,  for  my  reading.  As  the  other  two 
xal  WTOU"q  To  ITAO(V  examples  in  Group  18  demonstrate,  so  here  too  these 
1(ait  ftýVlEg  T6V  -rraTE"pa  correspondences  occupy  [a]  and  [P'  I  positions,  in  linear 
allTCOV  ZEPE8d'tOV  three-step  progressions.  I 
&  TO-TrAO(W 
Group  19,  Exposition  and  Discourse: 
1.16,17  See  Group  18,1.16,18,  for  my  reading.  These  occupy  parts 
Ir i1crav  y&p  &Attlic  [a]  and  [P],  that  is  the  introductory  part  and  the  second  and 
iTotTlcyw  60;  yr;  vEaOat  first  developing  part  of  the  three-part  construction,  1.16-18. 
atell 
dvopw,,  7TWV 
Group  20,  Narrative  and  Discourse: 
1.5,8  These  occupy  P[P"I  and  fr[pl  parts.  See  the  Prologue  in  full. 
ovTo  OTC-  a0TOO 
To  'lOP8dVU  170TCqICO, 
IyW%  10dmtaa-ý  a  LVI  Man, 
1.7,14  My  reading  is  that  the  first  occupies  AJY,  the  third  part  of  the 
"EpXfm  6  IOXUPOTEPO;  first  section,  and  the  second  occupies  B'a  ,  the  first  part  of  the 
5  third  section.  See  the  Prologue  in  full.  No  chiasm  should  be  POU  OTrtCYW  POU, 
MET&H  TO'  TTapaSoOqvat  read  here,  even  though  section  A  begins  with  reference  to 
T6v  'I  '  "gospel",  as  does  B'twice-over.  All  Mark's  sections  are  linear 
WEv  6  'Inao0c  ABB'.  B'simply  completes  the  whole  construction  which  is 
begun  in  A  and  first  developed  in  B.  B'will,  therefore,  by 
Marles  method,  connect  regularly  with  A  in  one  way  or  another. 
1.8,10 
ýyO  ?  QdTrTtaa  Man, 
at3TOq  U  Damian  Opaý. 
tv  Imah=  &Yty. 
dvapatvwv  &  TOO  68aToc, 
mt  T6  TrvE()Va  ... 
KaTapd'tVOV  Et'g  adTOV' 
Refer  to  the  Prologue  in  full.  The  first  occupies  the  closing 
fines  of  the  first  section;  the  second  occupies  the  second  part 
of  the  second  section.  I  discern  no  detailed  structural 
relationship  between  the  two,  save  that  section  B  well  develops 
from  the  introductory  section  A  and  its  concluding  piece. 
Group  21,  Command  and  Fulfilment: 
1.17,18,20  The  call  of  Jesus,  and  the  response  of  each  pair  of  brothers, 
in  each  presentation,  1.16-18  and  1.19,20,  both  significantly 
occupy  101  and  [0'  1  positions  in  turn. 
Group  23,  Direct  Discourse  Preceded  by  Qualiýag  Verb: 
1.14,15  See  Group  5,1.14,15 
T6  EdayyýAIOV 
00  OEOU 
1<al 
AýYWV  OTt  nETrAIIPWTaL 
6  1<atp6; 58 
Group  24,  Quotation  and  Cormnent: 
1.2,14  The  first  occupies  the  opening  part  of  section  A;  the  second 
'18oO  aTroaTEXXw  T6v  occupies  the  opening  part  of  section  B'.  See  the  Prologue  in 
ayyEXov  Vou  i7p6  fuH.  I  note  how  both  sections  B  and  B'  include 
TrPOCYWTTOU  COUP  4XOEv  161  'Irlao0c  in  the  same  position,  ofol.  As  developing 
METa  U  T6  Trapa8oOqvat  and  completing  sections  they  both  relate  to  the  introductory 
T6V  'I  ,  section  A,  but  more  specifically  to  each  other,  in  an  ABB' 
&ftv  6  'Iricyo%  scheme. 
1.3,4  Refer  to  the  Prologue  in  full.  The  first  completes  the  first  part 
0194  POCOVTOg  &  Tfi  Ip4W  which  is  introductory;  the  second  begins  the  second  part  which 
'Fyývuo  'Iwavvq;  is  the  first  development. 
[61  OaTrTtCWv  &  Tfi  Ww 
KaL 
Group  27,  Inclusion: 
1.1,15  Edayydtou  For  references  to  "gospel",  see  not  only  1.1,15,  but  also  1.14. 
See  notes  under  Group  24,1.2,14.  All  sections  are  linear  ABB'; 
and  section  A  begins  with  reference  to  "gospel",  as  does  section 
B'twice-over;  the  two  connect  strongly  and  so  help  to  defme 
the  limits  of  the  Prologue  itself.  The  opening  of  the  closing 
section  B'  echoes  the  opening  of  the  introductory  section  A. 
1.9,14  Refer  to  Group  24,1.2,14.  The  positionings  of  these  two 
AAO,  -v  161  'Inco0c  usages  are  a  clear  indication  of  B  and  B'  sectional  beginnings. 
When  read  with  the  opening  of  Section  A,  we  then  discover  a 
significant  mention  of  "Jesus"  very  near  the  beginnings  of  aH 
three  sections. 
Group  30,  Doublets: 
1.11  and  9.7  We  compare: 
oi<qaa.  Kd  OIJ4  ZYLETO  IK  TCOV  00pavCov,  7-6  dt  6  u16C  ljou  6  dyal7r)Td;.,  tV  CYOI  C68  ' 
and 
dKo  xal  ýY&ETO  0144  A  Tfiq  VE#Aqqj  OU5T6q  ta-rtv  6  ul  jr  UETE 
aOTOU.. 
The  common  words  are  underlined.  In  the  first,  the  voice  addresses  Jesus  at  his  baptism.  In 
the  second  the  voice  addresses  the  disciples  present  at  the  transfiguration.  Clearly,  it  may  be 
simply  stated  that  what  Mark  included  in  his  three-section  Prologue  cannot  have  a 
literary-structural  correspondence  with  anything  that  is  written  in  any  of  his  four  main  series. 
It  could  only  have  correspondence  with  material  in  an  Epilogue,  as  both  Prologue  and 
Epilogue  in  ancient  rhetoric  frame  the  main  presentation.  We  might  rather  compare  I-  10,11 59 
and  16.19.  In  the  first,  the  heavens  are  opened  and  the  Spirit  descends  on  Jesus;  in  the 
second,  from  the  longer  ending,  Jesus  is  taken  up  into  heaven.  Herein  is  a  possibility  of 
structural  relationship  to  which  we  shall  return. 
1.16-18,19-20  and  2.  (13)-14  The  calls  of  the  two  pairs  of  brothers  and  the  call  of  Levi  do 
display  common  words  and  other  details  (that  they  were  each  at 
their  work  and  were  called  to  follow): 
KaLnapdy-uy  i7apa  TiQv  OdAacraav 
... 
d&s 
...  iKat  F-'tiTEv  ad-rcac  ... 
AEOTE  dITt(YW  POU 
ical  EOOU%g  ... 
eX#VTEg 
... 
AI(OXoOOnaav  mjjQý. 
KaL 
...  EtSEY  ...  T6v  ToO  ZEPESatou 
...  xa't  Eu'06q  &&amv  aOT00g. 
Kat  d#EVTEg 
... 
dTtqXOov  dTrfaw  adToo.  t 
Kgj  ý4flAftv  Tr&tv  Trap&  Thv  O&acycav- 
...  Kai  iTapdywv  d&y- 
... 
T6v  ToO  'AAýatou 
Kai  Aýyu  aOTQ 
, 
'Al<oXouOEt  pot...  Kai 
dvaCYTd(q  41<QA'QQQIIaEv  aOTO. 
The  three  stories  are  clearly  closely  related.  But  again,  while  the  first  two  stories  are 
structurally  related  in  their  setting  in  the  Prologue  as  P  and  P'  sub-sections,  because  they  are 
included  in  the  Prologue,  and  the  third  story  is  not,  the  three  stories  cannot  and  indeed  do  not 
share  a  structural  relationship.  Again  we  have  to  look  to  a  possible  Epilogue  for  any  balance 
with  the  Prologue,  and  in  the  longer  ending  there  is  found  in  the  closing  scene  several  points 
of  contact:  Jesus  talks  with  "the  eleven"  and  sends  them  out  into  the  world  to  preach  the 
gospel.  My  reading  of  the  reduced  longer  ending's  conclusion  at  16.20a,  is  emphatic:  they 
went  out  "and  preached  everywhere".  That  is  the  call  and  the  promise  attached  ("I  win  make 
you  fishers  of  men")  become  the  commission  and  an  actuality. 
My  case  study  based  on  Neiryncles  correspondences  must  now  be  concluded.  Of  his  forty-six 
'dualities',  when  compared  with  the  structural  breakdown  of  the  Prologue  which  I  present: 
25  link  first  and  second  developments,  hence  they  have  ABW  relationship; 
9  fink  introduction  and  first  development,  hence  ARB'; 
9  fink  introduction  and  second  development,  hence  ABff  ; 
and  3  only  display  no  structural  relationship  (of  which  two  are  extra  to  the  Prologue). 
It  is,  of  course,  particularly  telling  that  over  one  half  of  Neiryncles  identified  dualities 
correspond  in  simple  BB'  relationship.  The  remainder  which  fink  introduction  and  first 
development,  and  introduction  and  second/completing  development  are  positively  significant 
also.  Indeed  all  three  identifications  of  relationship  serve  to  demonstrate  that  Mark  is  creating 
three-part  wholes.  This  identification  of  his  style'  of  presentation  in  his  Prologue  is  important. 
It  is  the  writing  method  which  he  adopts  for  the,  whole  of  his  Gospel. 60 
We  can  now  review  my  presentation  of  the  literary-structure  of  the  first  twenty  verses,  in  the 
rhetorical  ternis  in  which  Tolbert  presents  her  own. 
At  the  beginning  of  each  of  the  three  sections,  we  identify  the  anaphora  of  "Jesus"'  name: 
consider  1.1,  annotation  Adal.  aL.  01,1.9,  annotation  BolpLal  and  1.14,  annotation  13"cip] 
[A. 
-al. 
We  observe  that  the  anaphora  is  strengthened  at  1.9  and  1.14  by  the  common 
application  of  4XOEv.  The  name  of  Jesus  is  given  the  definite  article,  in  the  third  and  final 
case,  and  its  use  suggests  emphasis.  The  name  of  "Jesus",  at  the  beginning  of  all  three  sections 
in  our  literary-structural  analysis,  would  appear  to  be  more  convincing  than  the  tYEV,  -T0  Of 
Tolbert's  three  of  four  sections.  "Jesus"  is  the  central  figure  of  Mark's  work,  beyond  any 
question. 
The  relationship  between  the  three  sections  of  the  analysis,  A,  B,  B',  can  be  described.  A 
introduces  literally  "the  beginning"  of  the  Gospel,  which  is  developed  by  descriptions  of  John 
the  Baptist's  ministry,  as  it  fulffls  the  scriptures.  B  continues  the  story  with  Jesus  con-drig  to 
John  from  Galilee:  his  baptism  at  the  hands  of  John  leads  on  to  the  heavenly  disclosures  and 
his  John-/Moses-/EHjah-Uke  time  in  the  desert.  And  B*  completes  the  introduction  and 
Prologue:  John's  imprisonment  marks  the  time  of  Jesus'  return  to  Galilee  and  the  beginning  of 
his  preaching  the  'Gosper  (linking  back  to  the  opening  of  A)  and  his  calling  followers.  A  is 
introductory;  it  is  developed  by  B,  and  in  turn  B'  develops  B,  completing  the  whole. 
Anaphoras  are  in  evidence  also  at  the  next  level  of  literary  order,  in  sections  P  and  P':  in  A,  at 
1.4  and  1.6,  in  the  name,  'lwdvvqq;  in  B,  at  1.10  and  12,  in  the  term,  Kalt  E006q;  and  in  B', 
at  1.16  and  19,  in  repetitions:  of  place;  of  dt&v;  and  of  pairs  of  brothers  who  immediately 
repond  to  Jesus'  call.  Close  investigation  of  the  lower  literary  orders  shows  also,  at  their 
levels,  many  verbal  correspondences,  hence  other  anaphoras.  At  all  levels,  what  is  discerned, 
is  the  paralleling  of  P  and  P",  the  second  two  parts,  over  and  against  the  introductory  role  of  a, 
the  first  part  of  the  construction.  These  are  not  heavily  dependent  on  verbal  paralleling: 
rather,  at  the  more  detailed  scales  of  presentation,  La]  [.  p]  [.  p"I  and  [..  a]  [..  Pl  L-PI,  they  are  more 
dependent  on  meaning,  syntax  and  balance.  We  use  the  first  two  full  examples  at  the  lowest 
order,  1.1,2a,  to  demonstrate  this: 61 
Aa  [a]  '  [.  a]  [--a]'ApXý  TQO  EdayyEAlou  Xpt=O  [..  P'l  fdoG  OMOI. 
'[.  c(l  [..  a]  l(aOw'q  yEypaITTat  TP  'Hacc'tq  [..  P*l  TQ  TrPOýT'JTTJ,  4) 
The  introductory  parts  in  both  lines,  parts  [..  a],  are  first  qualified  by  [..  Pl  which  are,  in  turn, 
qualified  by  We  could  say  that  La]  is  completed  by  both  [..  Pl  and  though  without 
any  repetition  of  words.  Two  additional  points  are  worth  making  as  we  look  at  the  opening 
verse.  Manuscript  evidence  for  uloo  OEoo  is  by  no  means  unanimous,  but  literary-structural 
analysis  does  strongly  suggest  it  is  Markan.  Here,  we  might  argue,  is  indicated  the  potential  of 
fiterary-structuraI  analysis  for  helping  settle  disputes  of  this  nature.  Additionally,  we  identify  a 
fine  example  of  parechesis,  in  fine  one,  a  repetition  of  the  same  sound  in  immediately  following 
words.  In  fact,  a  welter  of  them  can  be  identified  in  the  opening  piece,  and  many  of  them 
conclude  clauses: 
Aa  [a]  '[.  a]  La]  'ApX'  mG  EdayyEAM'  [..  Pl  'I  TlaQ  IQO  LOD  QW  TI  ma  Xpt-Q  [..  P'  I  [u  0  F-  - 
'[.  dl  [..  a]  1<aOw'g  yEypalTTat  [..  Pl  N  To  'Hcrd4tq([..  P'l  Tp  7TPOý4Tq,, 
[p]  La]  [.  Pl  [..  a]  (11TOCYTEAAW  T6v  a'yyEAov  ý=  [..  c(l  7Tp6  TTPOcYw'HQU  Mu, 
og  KaTaaKf:  uacEt  TT'IV  680V  QQU* 
]3  [.  a]  [..  a]  ýWVý  POCOVTOg  Tq,  ýpfj",  [.  P]'ETOtpacyaTE  Týv  686v  KupM, 
[.  P'l  EOOEta;  1TO19-tTE  Td(q  Tptpoug  a6icO. 
It  would  appear  that  Mark  has  given  thought  not  only  to  what  he  was  going  to  write,  but  also 
to  how  it  was  going  to  sound.  Reworking  the  LXX  and  MT  versions  of  scriptures,  which  he 
chose  to  knit  together  and  to  ascribe  to  Isaiah,  he  has  also  applied  a  rhetorical  device  which 
would  enhance,  for  his  audience,  his  opening  presentation. 
Another  feature  we  observe  here  in  this  Prologue  is  that  at  the  beginnings  and  endings  of  the 
sectional  constructions  are  shortened  presentations,  at  the  fourth  level  of  literary  order,  either 
of  one  part  or  two  parts.  We  first  consider  those  at  the  begH*=*  gs  of  the  sections,  which 
attract  the  annotations  ofaLal  and  [.  c(]: 
1.1,2a:  Aa  [a]  '  La]  [..  a]  'Ap)(A  TOO  EdayyEXtou  [..  Pl  'InaaG  XptcrTOL3  14r]  IULQ-Q  OLa. 
'I-d]  [..  a]  1<aOw'g  yýyp=Tat  [..  Pl  &  TQ  'HcYa'Iq([..  P"I  TQ  ITPOýq'T% 
1.9:  Ba  [a)  '[.  a]  Kalt  ýyEVETO  [VI  &  &Eivatq  TM9  ýVipatq 
1.14:  Ba  [a]  ltal  MET&  R  I-d]  T6  7Tapa8oOqvat  T6V  "lWdvV9V 
At  the  conclusions  of  the  first  two  sections,  which  attract  the  annotations  PIP'Lal  and  [d),  we 
consider  the  fbHowing  shorter  presentations: 62 
1.8  [..  a] 
iyW'  l0diutcya  6paq  f..  c(l  USaTt, 
[..  a]  aOT6q  R  DaTuffan  6ptig  [..  dl  tv  lTv,  -upaTt  6(yty. 
1.13b  [.  a]  Kalt  ýV  [IET&  TW-V  OqptWV,  [.  dl  Kai  ol  a'yyf:  Xot  8tqKovouv  aOTCO. 
(We  note  also  at  the  beginning  of  both  [p]  and  [P'I,  in  1.13a  and  b,  the  common  use  of  Kal  T'lv.  ) 
And  at  the  completion  of  the  third  section  and  of  the  Prologue  itself,  we  actually  discover  a 
double-use  of  [.  a]  Lal  presentation,  which  we  might  describe  as  emphatic  of  the  end  of  the 
presentation,  beginning  at  both  PIPI.  al  and  PIP'Lal: 
1.20a  [P]  "[.  a]  1<a't  i:  600q  [d]  b(dA,  -acv  adToOC. 
1.20b  [PI  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kall 
ftLTEC  T6V  nctTipct 
WTOW  Zi:  pE8CCtOV 
[..  Pl  ZV  T(?  7TAOt(p  [..  P'l  PETd(T(7JV  PtOlOWTCOV 
[.  c(l  [..  a]  aTrqXOov  [..  c(l  dmaw  adTOO. 
At  1.17,  we  observe  the  only,  other  [.  a]  Lal  presentation,  that  is  at  the  fourth  level  of  order  in 
the  Prologue.  Everywhere  else,  we  otherwise  discern  an  La]  [.  P1  [.  P*  I  structure.  It  would  seem 
that  in  place  of  the  anastrophe  for  which  Tolbert  looked,  at  the  conclusions  and  beginnings  of 
sections  in  juxtaposition,  is  generally  a  structural  adjustment  that  would  "sound"  (without 
repetitions  of  words,  but  by  changes  of  rhythm)  the  conclusion  of  one  section  and  the  opening 
of  the  one  following.  The  rhyming  of  flnes  at  the  closures  of  Acts  in  Shakespearean  plays 
might  be  representative  of  another,  similar  rhetorical  style  which  has  survived  from 
Greco-Roman  fiterature. 
At  the  second  level  of  literary  order,  of  the  Prologue's  sections,  concerning  the  parts:  a,  O,  P', 
we  can  now  record  what  we  observe  of  the  balance  of  content  in  the  sections: 
In  the  first  section,  1.1-8:  in  a,  it  is  the  prophetic  scriptures  wl-&h  find  their  fulfilment;  in  P,  it 
is  through  Johifs  baptising  and  preaching  work;  and  in  p',  it  is  in  his  pointing  beyond  himself 
to  another. 
In  the  second  section,  1.9-13:  in  a,  it  is  Jesus'  baptism  which  leads,  in  the  first  place,  to  PIS 
heavenly  disclosures  and  Jesus'  receiving  of  the  Spirit  and,  in  the  second,  in  P',  to  the  Spirit's 
sending  Jesus  into  the  desert. 
In  the  third  section,  1.14-20:  in  a,  it  is  Jesus'  arrival  in  Galilee  and  the  beginning  of  his  mission 
which  leads,  in  the  first  place,  in  P,  to  his  calling  two  brothers  by  the  lakeside,  and  in  the 
second,  in  P',  a  little  further,  along  the  shore,  to  calling  two  more  brothers. 63 
In  summary,  the  contents  of  the  introductions  three  sections  hold  together,  on  the  theme  of 
beginning(s).  Further,  John  and  Jesus  are  fully  compared  and  contrasted.  It  is  the  beginning 
of  Jesus'  mission,  after  the  imprisonment  of  John,  which  completes  this  beginning  of  the 
gospel.  He  is  preaching  the  Gospel  of  God  (1.14)  and  is  calling  followers.  Repentance  and 
belief,  immediacy  of  following,  these  are  the  true  responses.  The  first  twenty  verses,  we  may 
conclude  therefore,  describe  fully  and  adequately  for  Mark  (and  presumably,  therefore,  for  his 
Church)  the  background  and  beginning  to  the  Days  of  Jesus'  messianic  mission:  "the  time  is 
fuMed".  the  waiting  is  over. 
We  refer  to  a  classic  essay  on  stylistics,  in  which  Ian  Watt  demonstrated  that  all  of  the  major 
themes  in  Henry  James's  "The  Ambassadors"  could  be  found  in  its  first  paragraph  alone.  As 
many  commentators  have  pointed  out,  finding  the  themes  depended  upon  having  read  all  of 
"The  Ambassadors"  and  not  just  the  first  paragraph.  '  It  is  also  the  case  with  Mark's  Prologue, 
but  not  only  for  identifying  the  main  themes:  the  Prologue  demonstrates  also  Mark's 
presentation-style  which  he  applies  throughout  his  gospel.  Whether  in  its  ABB',  simple  form, 
or  in  compounds  of  the  same,  ABB/ABB',  ABB/ABB/ABB',  etc.,  he  uses  the  same  basic 
method  of  writing  for  his  individual  "Days",  and  he  always  completes  his  successions  of 
three-part  wholes  before  proceeding  to  another  "Day's"  telling. 
And  finally,  completing  the  structural  argument,  we  note  that  one  of  the  earliest  manuscripts 
lends  some  support  also  to  the  view  that  1.1-20  is  Mark's  opening  presentation.  Codex 
Vaticanus  (B)  clearly  exhibits  its  first  edentation",  a  sure  sign  of  a  recognised  break  in  the 
text,  at  1.21.  This  edentation  is  a  single  protruding  letter  in  the  left  hand  margin  (which  has  its 
parallel  in  our  traditional  paragraph-signifying  indentation,  from  the  left  hand  margin);  it  is 
also  preceded  in  the  line  above,  by  a  large  space,  in  an  incomplete  line  of  characters. 
Furthermore,  other  spaces  (much  smaller)  appear  prior  to  1.4,9,14,16  and  19,  that  is,  at  each 
of  the  major  sub-divisions  of  the  text  as  we  identify  (1.1,9  and  14)  and  at  three  of  the  six 
minor  sub-divisions  (1.4,16  and  19).  Codex  Vaticanus,  it  might  be  argued,  has  preserved  a 
number  of  Mark!  s  signifiers  of  structure,  but  demonstrates,  nevertheless,  a  stage  in  the  process 
of  loss  of  his  signifiers,  as  one  copy  after  another  was  made  from  the  one  which  preceded  it. 
34  1.  Watt,  "The  First  Paragraph  of  7he  Ambassadors:  An  Explication",  in  Contemporary  Essays  on 
Style:  Rhetoric,  Linguistics,  and  Criticism,  eds.  G.  Love  and  M.  Payne,  Scott,  Foresman  and  Co.,  Glenview, 
Ill.,  1969,  pp.  266-283. 
35  Codex  Vaticanus  displays  only  nine  edentations  in  all:  compare:  Sinaiticus  which  has  319  and 
Alexandrinus  which  has  316. 64 
This  basically  three-section,  twenty-verse  introduction,  it  may  be  judged  only  very  broadly. 
covered  a  minimum  of  fifty  days.  To  the  forty  days  of  Jesus'  sojourn  in  the  desert  we  add  the 
days  (unstated  by  Mark)  which  John  spent  in  the  desert  before  Jesus,  and  the  days  (also 
unstated)  between  the  end  of  Jesus'  forty  days  in  the  desert  and  Johns  arrest.  What  follows 
thereafter,  from  1.21,  is  a  narrative  which  has  as  its  framework  a  presentation  of  twenty-eight 
individual  "Days",  through  the  telling  of  which  Mark  captures  the  full  extent  and  implication  of 
Jesus'  mission,  for  those  who  read  and  those  who  hear  his  gospel.  It  is  not  as  such  a 
day-to-day  account  (in  consecutive  terms)  as  we  shall  see;  Jesus  is  no  'twenty-eight  day 
wonder'.  In  Mark's  reporting  of  "Days"  he  makes  reference  to  many  more  days  than  he 
actually  tells,  by  report  and  by  suggestion.  In  his  introductory  pieces  to  three  of  his  tellings  of 
"Days"  in  particular  (at  2.  Iff,  8.1ff.  and  9.2ff),  he  makes  it  plain  that  there  are  other  days  to 
Jesus'mission  which  he  does  not  report.  Simply,  Mark  adopts,  from  1.21,  a  particular  method 
of  presentation,  which  he  employs  to  the  end  of  his  narrative,  16.8.  We  will  discuss  these 
matters  much  more,  as  I  present  my  evidence. 65 
Chapter  Three 
THE  FIRST  SERIES  OF  SEVEN  DAYS  (1.21-5.43): 
Day  One:  1.21-38: 
Arguably,  the  Day  is  1.21-34,1.21-38  or  1.21-39. 
Drury',  sees  the  day,  1.21-38,  as  "some  twenty-four  hours  from  morning  to  morning". 
Ninehamý  writes  of  1.2  1-34  as  "a  specimen  day"  and  of  vv.  35-39  that  "we  are  meant  to  take 
this  incident  closely  with  what  precedes  -  as  a  sort  of  appendage  to  the  "specimen  day"'. 
Wilson  titles  the  day,  1.21-39,  "A  Day  in  the  Life  of  Jesus"'.  Hooker  speaks  of  1.21-39  as  a 
"closely  knit  series  of  events"'  (but  see  below).  Schweizer  treats  1.21-28,29-31  and  32-39  as 
separate  stories6,  though  he  suggests  that  it  is  likely  "that  vv.  23-26,29-32,34a,  35-38  had 
been  told  in  a  connected  form  before  Mark"".  Pesch  discerns  a  pre-Markan  tradition  also,  and 
terms  it  "a  day  in  Jesus'ministry  at  Capernaunf';  though  he  estimates  that  it  is  1.21a,  29-39'. 
Kuhn  sees  1.16-3  9  as  pre-Markan!. 
The  Day  begins:  Kai  fA`(MOPEOOVTat  Eig  K#apvaoup.  i<at  EOOO;  Td'tq  aappaatv 
EI(YEAOW"V  Etig  TýV  auvaywyq'v  1&8aaKm  The  day's  telling  begins  with  an  introductory, 
'dramatic'  historical  present  tenselo.  For  Nineham",  "the  day  opens  after  an  unspecified 
interval.  "  For  Schweizer 
12 
,  Mark  here  begins  a  new  unit  (i.  e.  vv.  21-28);  "not  only  is  nothing 
Drury,  The  Literary  Guide-,  p.  4  10. 
2  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  73,82. 
3  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  83. 
4R  McL.  Wilson,  "Mark",  Peake's  Commentary  on  the  Bible,  Eds.  Black  &  Rowley,  Nelson, 
Sunbury-on  Thames,  1977,  p.  801;  see  also  Taylor,  The  Gospel...,  p.  146. 
5  Hooker,  The  Gospel...,  p.  77. 
6  Schweizer,  7he  GoodNews...,  pp.  49-56. 
7  Schweizer,  7he  GoodNews...,  p.  50. 
8  Pesch,  Das  Markusevangelium...,  p.  67. 
9  H-W.  Kuhn,  Altere  Sammlungen  im  Markusevangelium,  Studien  zur  Umwelt  des  Neuen  Testaments 
No.  8,  Vandenhoeck  &  Ruprecht,  G6ttingen,  1971. 
10  H.  St.  John  Thackeray,  Yhe  Septuagint  andJewish  Worship:  A  Study  in  Origins,  2nd  Edn.,  The 
Schweich  Lectures,  Oxford  University  Press,  London,  1923,  pp-20-22:  speaking  of  the  dramatic  type  of 
historical  present,  he  says  (p.  2  1),  "The  tense  as  a  rule  is  ...  "dramatic"  in  the  sense  that  it  serves  to  introduce 
new  scenes  in  the  drama.  It  heralds  the  arrival  of  a  new  character  or  a  change  of  locality  or  marks  a 
turning-point  in  the  march  of  events...  The  main  function  is...  to  introduce  a  date,  a  new  scene...,  in  other 
words  a  fresh  paragraph  in  the  narrative.  "  For  a  discussion  of  the  historical  present,  see  under  Day  Two. 
II  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  73. 66 
said  of  any  disciples  accompanying  Jesus,  but  most  important  is  the  fact  that  the  events  in 
vv.  16-20  could  not  have  happened  on  the  Sabbath,  when  fishing  and  the  repairing  of  nets  were 
strictly  forbidden.  "  Schweizer's  method  of  argument  may  be  correct  in  terms  of  distinguishing 
the  break  between  vv.  20  and  21,  but  as  all  four  disciples  (who  are  called  in  1.16-20)  make 
their  re-appearance  in  1.29-3  1,  the  first  part  of  his  argument  appears  too  strong.  Also  we  may 
note  that  he  undermines  his  own  argument  somewhat,  and  shows  perhaps  a  little  too  much 
confidence,  in  considering  v.  32.  He  says  of  the  verse  that  it  "has  little  significance  unless  the 
setting  sun  marks  the  end  of  the  Sabbath,  so  that  from  that  time  on  it  was  permissible,  once 
more,  to  carry  the  sick.  "  He  says,  "It  does  not  have  this  meaning  for  Mark,  since  whenever  he 
refers  to  Jewish  customs  he  explains  them  to  his  readers  (7.3f)"  We  note,  nevertheless,  that 
at  1.32  Mark  has  at  least  defined  "evening"  for  his  audience  by  the  phrase,  "when  the  sun  set". 
One  might  deduce  from  this  that  Mark  assumed  his  audience  would  understand  the 
significance  of  this  moment  of  the  day,  for  the  Jew. 
Contrary  to  what  Schweizer  suggests,  Mark  does  have  an  understanding  of  the 
Hebrew/Palestinian  Day  which  begins  with  sunset  and  which  in  the  case  of  the  beginning  of  a 
sabbath  involves  new  obligations  for  the  Jews  (see  15.42).  He  would  seem  to  have  a 
comprehensive  grasp  of  its  structure.  He  is  informed  about  the  four  watches  of  the  night  and 
the  twelve  hours  of  daylight,  for  on  the  third  day  on  which  Jesus  is  in  the  Temple,  Mark 
records  all  four  watches:  late,  midnight,  cock-crowing  and  early  (13.35),  and  on  the  day  of 
Jesus'  crucifixion,  he  refers  to  the  third,  the  sixth  and  the  ninth  hours  of  daylight  (15.25,33 
and  34).  Bultmann"  may  think  that  Mark  begins  a  new  day  at  14.17  with  the  first  watch  of 
the  night,  that  14.27-65  takes  up  the  second,  14.66-72  the  third,  and  the  fourth  (npwl)  begins 
at  15.1,  but,  given  Mark's  own  evidence,  while  he  understands  the  Hebrew/Palestinian  Day  to 
begin  with  sunset,  he  chooses  to  present  his  gospel  scheme  of  "Days"  in  terms  of  the  civil  day 
which  is  qualified  as  from  sunrise  to  Oust  before)  sunrise". 
The  key  question  is  then,  what  does  Mark  mean  by  Kal  E606g  Td-ig  aappaatv,  in  1.21?  Does 
he  mean  'from  the  evening  of  the  day'  (thus  following  the  Jewish  Day,  as  beginning  with 
sunset),  or  does  he  mean  'beginning  with  daylight'  (i.  e.  from  sunrise,  so  following  the  "civil 
day"  as  qualified  by  beginning  with  sunrise)?  It  is  clearly  the  second  of  these;  the  contents  of 
12  Schweizer,  7he  GoodNews...,  p.  502. 
13  Bultmann,  The  History-,  p.  341. 
14  See  note  82,  in  the  Introduction. 67 
1.21-38  demand  this  understanding  because  the  action  is  continuous  through  the  daylight 
hours  to  the  evening  and  the  hours  of  darkness  (1.32,  'Oýtaq  R  yi:  vop&T1q)  and  well  into 
the  night  (1.35,  Kai  17pwL  E'vvuXa  Atav).  As  was  stated  in  the  Introduction,  Mark  chose  to 
present  all  his  Days'  reports  for  his  Gospel  according  to  the  "civil  day"  which  is  qualified  as 
begi  i  with  sunrise  and  ending  just  before  the  following  sunrise.  We  will  keep  on  returning  InnIng 
to  this  matter  because  it  is  a  most  important  feature  in  the  literary-structural  analysis  of  Mark's 
Gospel. 
Linking  the  first  two  sentences  of  this  Day's  report,  Hooker"  expunges  any  possible  reference 
to  'the  disciples'  by  her  translation  "And  he  entered  Capernaum",  so  substituting  "he"  for 
"they"  for  which  there  is  no  textual  support.  (She  sees  w.  21-28  as  a  separate  unit,  also 
w.  29-31,32-34,35-39,40-45,  and  so  on:  twelve  units  in  all  from  1.14  to  3.6.  )  The  literal 
translation  "And  they  entered  into  Capernaum"  in  itself  points  to  the  coupling  of  1.21-28  to 
what  follows  from  1.29.  This  coupling  can  be  suggested  because  the  four  who  were  called  by 
Jesus  to  follow  him  (in  1.16-20),  who  together  with  Jesus  justify  the  "they"  of  1.2  1,  are  all 
named  in  vv.  29-31.  In  1.32-34  no  disciples  are  mentioned,  but  in  1.35-38  Simon  is.  It  is  not 
until  3.16,  on  Day  Five,  when  Jesus  is  choosing  the  twelve,  that  Simon  is  mentioned  again. 
Mark  may  well  have  "revised  extensively  the  style  of  the  tradition  he  received"",  for  the 
overall  outcome  of  his  presentation  has  its  unity  as  a  Day  primarily  in  the  temporal  references 
at  1.21  ("And  immediately  on  the  sabbath"),  at  1.32  ("And  when  evening  came")  and  at  1.35 
("And  rising  very  early  in  the  night").  Consider  also  Mark's  references  to  'place':  in  1.21 
("And  immediately  on  the  sabbath  entering  into  the  synagogue"),  in  1.23  ("And  immediately 
there  was  in  their  synagogue")  and  in  1.29  ("And  immediately  leaving  the  synagogue"). 
References  to  both  time  and  place  bind  the  separate  units  into  a  whole.  Consider  also  the 
day-time  exorcism  and  the  day-time  healing  and  the  night-the  multiplications  of  both,  and  the 
common  emphatic  editorial  record  of  Jesus'  commands  to  the  demons  to  silence  (1  .  24  and 
v.  34)  because  "they  knew"  him.  The  presentation  following,  of  the  literary-structure  of  Day 
One,  shows  how  well  Mark  created  a  balanced  structure  of  two  halves.  At  the  beginning  of 
the  first  half  Jesus  enters  the  synagogue:  at  the  beginning  of  the  second  Jesus  leaves  the 
synagogue.  We  will  discuss  these  balancing  features  below  after  we  have  rehearsed  the 
arguments  for  establishing  Mark's  first  day's  conclusion. 
15 
Hooker,  The  Gospel...,  p.  6  1.  16 
Schweizer,  Yhe  GoodNews...,  p.  54. 68 
1.35a  requires  discussion:  Kal  TTPW'L  EvvuXa  Afav  dvaaTd(g  14flAftv...  Schweizer  uses  the 
Good  News  translation  "Very  early  the  next  morning,  long  before  daylight,  Jesus  got  up  and 
left  the  house...  "  Hooker  translates  similarly,  "And  early  in  the  morning,  while  it  was  still 
dark,  he  got  up,  left  the  house...  "".  Clearly,  both  Schweizer  and  Hooker  (and  others),  on  this 
basis,  appear  to  argue  that  a  new  day  starts  at  this  juncture.  In  our  normal,  Western  parlance 
it  is  surely  the  case,  because  for  us  a  new  day  starts  at  midnight,  but  in  Mark's  terms  a  new 
Day  of  his  reporting  does  not  start  until  dawn.  We  ask  then,  how  should  we  translate  and 
interpret  Trpwl  E'vvuXa  Atav,  which  Cranfield  characterises  as  "odd  but  vivid""  and  which 
Drury,  as  above  mentioned,  sees  as  prefiguring  16.2?  " 
Problems  of  translation  and,  therefore,  of  interpretation,  in  these  matters,  are  not  solved 
simply  by  recourse  to  Greek,  which  here  is  ambiguous  in  its  use  of  Trpwl.  The  word  can  mean 
"early",  but  it  can  also  be  understood  to  be  the  technical  term  for  the  fourth  watch  of  the  night. 
The  problem  occurs  most  acutely  for  Hooker  at  16.2.  Here,  she  translates  mit  Aim  TrPWI  Tfl 
Vt4  TOV  cyappaTWV  EI'PXOVTat  &rl  T6  VvqpE7tov  dvaTUXaVTOg  TOO  ýAtou,  "And  very  early 
in  the  morning  on  the  first  day  of  the  week  they  came  to  the  tomb  just  after  sunrise  00 
. 
She 
points  out  an  inconsistency  between  the  first  and  last  temporal  parts  of  the  sentence.  For  her, 
the  first  means  "in  the  early  hours  before  dawn".  She  is  determined  to  see  the  expression  in  its 
technical  usage,  but  it  cannot  be  squared  with  "just  after  sunrise".  She  notes  that  attempts 
were  made  "at  an  early  stage  to  tidy  up  this  anomaly  by  altering  one  phrase  or  the  other"  but 
explains  weakly,  "probably  Mark  was  not  being  as  precise  as  his  critics".  Rather,  the 
explanation  would  seem  to  be  that  nowhere  outside  of  6.48  and  13.35  does  Mark  appear  to 
have  written  about  the  fourth  watch,  and  nowhere  outside  of  13.35,  in  a  listing  of  the  night 
watches,  does  he  use  Trpw'L  in  the  technical  sense.  We  note  that  at  6.48  he  might  have  written 
Trpwl,  but  he  in  fact  writes,  "at  about  the  fourth  watch  of  the  night  ...... 
His  use  of  iTpwl 
elsewhere  (in  11.20;  15.1;  and  16.2)  describes  the  time  soon  after  dawn  and,  therefore,  defines 
the  beginning  of  new  days. 
1.35a  may  translate  literally  and  perfectly  acceptably  therefore,  in  Mark's  terms,  as  "And  very 
early  in  the  night  ......  Mark  makes  no  reference  to  any  watch;  it  may  have  been  the  fourth 
17  Hooker,  The  Gospel...,  p.  75. 
18  C.  E.  B.  Cranfield,  7he  Gospel  according  to  St  Mark,  gen.  ed.  C.  F.  D.  Moule,  The  Cambridge  Greek 
Testament  Commentary,  Cambridge  University  Press,  Cambridge,  1959,  rev.  1977,  p-88. 
19  Drury,  The  Lilerary  Guide...,  p.  4  10;  see  also  Hooker,  The  Gospel-,  p.  76. 
20  Hooker,  7he  Gospel...,  pp.  382-384. 69 
watch  or  it  may  have  been  the  third.  (It  is  unlikely  that  any  implication  is  intended  of  either 
the  second  or  the  first:  1.32-34  records  Jesus  beginning  his  healing-work  at  sunset,  and  he 
healed  many;  and  when  he  rises  (1.35)  it  is  surely  from  sleep.  )  Rather,  Mark  qualifies  iTpw't 
by  EvvuXa  AM.  Compare  then  16.2  xal  AM  npwlt,  but  note  the  contrast:  there  is  no 
reference  to  "night"  in  this  verse.  In  the  telling  of  the  Gospel's  last  Day,  the  "night"  lies 
between  16.1  and  16.2;  Mark!  s  report  of  the  Day  is  16.2-8.16.1  is  purely  introductory  to  that 
report,  in  that  it  gives  the  names  of  the  women,  and  the  reason  for  their  going  to  the  tomb. 
We  continue  with  our  consideration  of  the  text,  and  note  that  Schweizer"  sees  vv.  32-39  as  a 
whole:  it  is  surely  the  case  as  Mark  presents,  that  knowing  who  Jesus  was  (v.  34)  and  what  he 
was  present  to  do  (08)  are  issues  which  are  indissolubly  joined.  (See  also,  as  above, 
Schweizer's  suggestion  that  vv.  23-26,29-32,34a,  35-38  were  connected  before  Mark  edited 
them.  )  Concerning  verses  1.35-39,  Taylor'  says  the  passage  "derives  its  significance  from 
(the)  three  preceding  stories...  The  story  ends  with  the  words  of  Jesus,  'Let  us  go  elsewhere 
into  the  neighbouring  towns,  that  I  may  preach  there  also,  for  to  this  end  came  I  forth'  (1.38).  " 
The  case  can  be  put,  therefore,  in  terms  of  temporal  connections  (1.21,32  and  35)  and  in 
matters  of  place  and  related  content,  for  understanding  Mark's  First  Day  as  continuous  from 
1.21  to  38/39.  And  Taylor  himself  thinks  there  is  a  good  case  for  ending  the  passage  at  1.38. 
Where  does  1.39  belong,  at  the  end  of  the  first  Day,  or  the  beginning  of  the  following  Day? 
We  refer  to  Taylor  again,  who  appears  to  be  contradicting  himself.  "The  statement  in  v.  39  is  a 
summary  passage  which  rounds  off  the  section  and  prepares  the  way  for  what  follows.  "  We 
have  three  choices  before  us:  it  may  have  been  in  Mark's  mind  that  it  performed  as  a 
conclusion  to  his  First  Day;  it  may  have  been  in  his  mind  that  it  was  introductory  to  the 
second;  or  it  may  have  been  his  deliberate  link  between  the  two.  Both  Hooker'  and  the  Good 
News  Version  which  Schweizer  uses  read,  "So  he  travelled...  "  Nineham  uses  the  RSV,  "And 
he  went  throughout  ... 
"  Hooker  and  Schweizer  have  strengthened  the  link  between  1.38  and 
39  by  their  acceptance  of  a  looser  translation  of  Kai.  And  there  is  another  consideration:  the 
verb  is  either  ýAftv  or  1v.  The  latter  has  the  support  of  ACDW  and  the  great  majority  of 
MSS.  Cranfield"  suggests  that  1v  is  probably  to  be  preferred.  It  is  "supported  by  the  Lukan  T1 
21 
Schweizer,  Yhe  GoodNews,  p.  54. 
22  Taylor,  The  Gospd..,  p.  182,  my  italics. 
23  Hooker,  The  GospeL..,  p.  75. 
24  Cranfield,  The  GospeL..,  p.  go. 70 
parallel;  the  periphrastic  imperfect  is  characteristic  of  Mark;  and  ýWcv  looks  like  a 
grammatical  improvement  due  to  Eig  (which  if  ýv  is  read,  is  equivalent  to  tv).  "  The  choice  is 
an  awkward  one.  On  balance,  as  the  earlier  and  more  reliable  witnesses  read  xal  i'j'X0t:  v  and 
other  new  days  begin  similarly  (5.1  and  9.33,  Kai  4XOEv;  6.1  and  8.27,  Kai  14fiXOEv;  8.22 
and  10.46,  Kai  EvPXOVTat),  v.  39  more  likely  begins  the  next  Day  in  Mark's  telling,  and  v.  38 
does  more  likely  end  the  telling  of  this  first  Day,  with  Jesus  speaking  (as  in  the  days  ending  at 
2.22,8.20,26,9.1,50,10.31,45  and  13.37)  and  with  emphasis  (as  in  the  days  ending  at  3.6, 
4.41,5.20,43,6.52,7.30,37,9.29,10.52,14.11,72  and  16.8).  Additionally,  1.35-38  (the 
ending  of  Day  One)  compares  for  content  with  1.45  (the  ending  of  Day  Two):  this  will  be 
presented  under  the  examination  of  Day  Two,  1.39-45. 
We  come  to  the  point  now  where  the  literary-structure  of  Day  One  as  a  whole  can  be 
presented.  We  first  summarise  the  literary-structure  of  Day  One  as  we  will  do  for  each  Day. 
It  is  properly  described  as  having  an  ABB'/ABB'  form.  Mark  well  created  a  balanced 
structure  of  two  halves:  in  part  A  of  the  first,  Jesus  enters  the  synagogue;  in  part  A  of  the 
second,  Jesus  leaves  the  synagogue.  In  the  first  half,  and  series  ABB',  part  A  (1.21,22)  is 
introductory  of  geographical  place,  day  and  time  of  day  (KaL-EOOýQ  To-tq  (:  TdPPaGtv), 
movement  into  locality,  the  activity  of  the  main  character,  Jesus,  and  the  response  of  the 
people  and  their  reason  for  their  response.  Part  B  (1.23-25),  in  the  same  setting  (and 
connected  by  Kalt  -000c),  first  introduces  a  new  character  into  the  scene  who  because  of 
what  he  says  evokes  a  response  from  Jesus.  Part  13'  (1.26-28)  completes  B  by  first  reporting 
the  effect  of  Jesus'  response  and  then  two  outcomes.  In  the  second  series  ABB',  part  A 
(1.29-31),  linking  with  the  setting  of  the  first  series  (by  reference  to  'synagogue'  and  by  Kd 
E606C),  establishes  the  new  setting  and  introduces  a  new  character  to  whose  need  Jesus 
responds.  Part  B  (1.32-34),  in  the  same  setting,  first  establishes  the  new  time  of  the  day  and 
then  introduces  new  characters  to  whose  needs  Jesus  responds.  Part  B'  (1-35-38)  first 
establishes  the  new  time,  the  movement  to  a  new  locale  of  the  principal  character,  his  being 
sought,  and  his  response  to  those  who  find  him. 
The  first  half  (and  three-part  series)  concludes  with  Jesus'  being  reported  in  all  Galilee  (1.28); 
the  second  half  (and  three-part  series)  establishes  that  Jesus  is  then  known  by  everyone  in 71 
Capernaurn  because  of  what  he  had  been  saying  and  doing  (see  1.33  and  37),  but  his  purpose 
was  in  other  local  towns  too. 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  One  is  viewed  as: 
Aa"  [a]  Kai  -laTropi:  6ovTat  [d]  Eig  K#apvaoup. 
0  [a]  Kai  EOOOC'Td'tg  aappacrtv  [p]  elaEX06v  dc  T4vouvaywyA  IP'l  L&t'8a(YKEV. 
fr  22  [a]  [.  a]  Kai 
t4EITAICYCTOVTO  [.  C(I  tTri  Tfl,  8t8axfi  aOT013, 
v  [a  I  [.  a]  im  y&p  8t8daKwv  adTOOg  [.  pl  t4  i4wcytav  ZXWV  [.  P'l  Kai  oOX  t5-(;  ol  rim 
ypappaTElg. 
Ba  "[a]  Kalt  E606c  Zy  iv  Tt  auvaywyfi  aOT(3V  [frl  a'VOPW1709  D 
dKaOdPTW. 
[a]  [.  a]  xat  dviKpa4i:  v  [.  c(l  "'  Aiywv,  Wl  [.  a]  [..  a]  T14WLY  [. 
-Pl  I<al  cot',  I. 
- , 
P'l  'LIJUD-u 
t  ay  Naýapljw;  [.  Pl  ýAftg  d-rroAtaat  ýpag;  [.  P'l  [..  a]  C718a  aE  T';  et,  1--dl  6'  tOg  TOO 
OE00. 
"M  [.  a]  i(al  iTTETtprjcrcv  adTo  6  'lilcroC)c  Ldl  Aýywv,  [p]  (DttlW'OTITt  [P'l  La]  Kal 
ELEME  [.  c(l  tL  adToo. 
B'  a  "[d]  Kat  (mapd4av  adT6V  T6  lwd3pa  T6  dKdOapjQy  [p]  Kai  ýwvqcav  ýwvfi, 
gydAq  [P'l  [.  a]  IýfiAftv  [.  c(l  It  adToo. 
"[a]  [.  a]  Kal  t0appJ09cav  aTTaVTE;,  [.  Pl  W"CTTE  CFUýqTEIV  l7p6q  LaUTOOg 
[.  frl  Myovmc,  [o(I  [.  a]  IL  LyTty  To()To;  [.  Pj  [..  a]  &&M  Katvý  [..  C(l  KaT' 
-TOLr. 
bTtT  t,  ..  a  at  laoucyfaw  [.  P*l  [..  a]  Katl  Td%  TmOpaut  ToIC  dKQodp  dcraE  [IK 
6TTcn(ououatv  aOTw-. 
`[a]  Kai  WAOEv  ý  dxoý  adToo  [01  WOOg  TraVTaXoO  [fV1  d;  O'Aqv  Týv  TrEptXwpov 
Tqg  raAtAata;. 
.0  Aa  "[a]  Kait  -006c  [p]  bc  Tfl.  C  cyuvaywyfiC  t4EX06vTEC.  IP'l  La]  1'1?  'AOOV  I-PI  E(q  TýV 
olKlav  Y-ttlwvog  Kai  ,  Av8ptou  [.  P'l  pf:  Ta'lctKw'pou  Kai  'Iwavvou. 
p  'O[al  ýU  TrEvOf:  pa'  Ittiwvo;  icaTEKEtTO  [p]  Trupýcuoucya,  [P']  Kai  WOOq  A.  Youcrtv 
adTQ  1TEpt  adTqq. 
P*  "[al[.  cdicatiTpocrEXOw"v[.  plýyEtPEVaOTýv[.  P'li<paT4CYa;  TfigXEtpo;  -[pl[.  a]Ka'L 
dýjlcEv  adTýV  [.  dl  6  7TUPETOgý  [P'l  Kai  8tqKOVEL  aOT6'tq. 
Ba  lal'OO'aC  R  Yf-YQIILMQ,  IN  6TEE  98U  6  hAlOC,  Irl  I-al  4EPIv  TTp6q  aOT6V 
17aVTag  TOOg  I(aKCog  Et 
"XOVTag  [.  P*l  Kall  TOOg  &WOYIý04LYOAn- 
"[a]  Kal  TIV  00  upaV. 
191  "ATI  ý  1T'*Xtg  IC(I  iTrtOUVIIYVtVTI  TTp6g  TýV  0' 
"[a]  Kal 
10epaTrEu(yr-v  iToXXoO;  KaKCog  E'XOVTag  17oti<tXatg  VoaOtg,  (p]  Kal 
8aw6vt  lToAAa  ý4tpaXEv,  IP'l  [.  a]  i(all  ooK  ýýtEv  AaAE7Lv  -ra  &mji6vt  , 
[.  dl  OTt 
l',  18,  -tG(XV  adTOV. 
B'  a  "M  [.  a]  Kai  Trpwl  [.  01  dvaaT&q  [.  pl]  j4qAOEv  [P]  [.  a]  Kai  aiTqXOEV 
[.  a  I  r;  lg  E'pll[lOV  TOTrOV  [P*I'KdXt-t  TTPOCYT16XETO. 
`[a][.  a]Ka'tKaTE8tw  t  upov  4Ev  adT6v 
ZtPWV  [.  dl  Kai  ol  PET'  WTOO,  "[P]  Ka'  E 
adT6V  [P'l  [.  a]  Kai  Myoucytv  aOT(ý  [.  dl  OTt  F]aVTEg  411TOL3CYtV  CTE- 
"M  Kai  94a  aOTd-tg,  [d]  [.  a]  'AywpEv  &XaXoO  E19  -rdt;  IXop&ag  Kw[loTr6XEtg, 
[.  Pl'tva  Kai 
lialt  'KTJP64W*  [.  P"I  EtIg  TOOTO  yap  14flMov. 72 
where:  A,  B,  13'  and  in  turn,  a,  P,  P',  [a],  [P],  [P"),  and  so  on,  denote  three-part  series  and 
where  the  annotation  a,  P,  P'  is  deNberately  preferred  to  the  possible  a,  P,  y  for  the  reason 
that  the  first  part  is  introductory,  the  second  is  the  first  development  and  the  third  part  is  the 
second  and  concluding  development,  whereby  the  third  part  qualifies  and  completes  the 
second  part,  and  so  completes  the  whole.  At  the  lower  levels  of  literary  order,  as  was  stated 
in  the  Introduction,  there  are  also  paraHelisms  to  identify,  represented  by  [a]  [al  and  La]  La"). 
The  most  significant  words,  for  the  purpose  of  structural  analysis,  are  underlined. 
Further,  in  the  Introduction  is  a  preview  of  the  more  detailed  structural  breakdown  and 
method  of  annotation;  1.21-22  provided  the  example  . 
2'  All  the  parts  which  make  up  the 
whole  of  this  Day's  report  perform  in  very  similar  ways.  To  present  detailed  arguments  for 
them  all,  and  for  all  the  constructions  of  all  the  Days  of  Mark's  narrative,  is  judged  impossible; 
it  would  require  much  more  space  than  is  available.  However,  ftirther  explications  will  be 
shared  as  we  proceed,  as  evidence  of  Mark's  consistency  and  as  an  aid  to  understanding  his 
rhetorical  method. 
Mark's  rhetorical  style  is  simple,  tightly-controlled  and  rhythmic.  It  will  be  demonstrated  that 
he  repeats  it  consistently  for  all  his  presentations  of  the  "Days".  Here,  it  can  be  stated  that 
this  discovery  of  his  "compositional-structure",  because  it  confmns  "Day"  presentation- 
completion  (in  this  case,  in  the  completed  composite  form  of  ABB/ABB'),  is  as  important  a 
signifier  in  the  setting  of  the  parameters  of  "Days"  as  the  temporal,  geographical,  locational, 
verbal  and  material  evidence,  which  Mark  also  supplies. 
Day  Two:  1.39-45: 
We  begin  with  the  consideration  that  the  Day's  telling  which  Mows  that  of  Day  Two  clearly 
begins  at  2.1,  Kal  E(CFEXOw'V  MAW  E1q  KaýapvaoOti  Ejý-  it  Mows,  therefore,  that 
1.45  ends  Marks  telling  of  Day  Two.  In  this  closing  verse  to  his  second  Day  we  see  features 
as  found  in  1.35-38,  the  closing  verses  to  the  first  Day.  In  both,  Jesus  chooses  "desert  places", 
and  just  as  he  was  known  by  "everyone"  in  Capernaum  (at  the  end  of  the  first  Day)  so  he  is 
now  known  in  "al-l"  Galilee  (at  the  end  of  the  second  Day).  Day  One  teUs  both  where  and  how 
25  See  pages  35,36. 73 
Jesus  first  became  known  and  where  and  how  popular  knowledge  of  him  increased;  Day  Two 
continues  the  telling,  presenting  a  further  stage  in  the  same  process.  The  incident  of  the 
healing  of  the  leper  and  the  leper's  disobedience  in  telling  all,  added  to  the  summary  account  of 
Jesus'continuing  work  in  Galilee  (1.39),  leads  to  the  result  described  in  v.  45. 
We  continue  with  consideration  of  1.39.  In  this  opening  verse  to  the  second  Day,  we  see  that 
what  Mark  says  took  place  in  Capernaurn  is  what  all  of  Galilee  experienced  in  turn:  previously 
they  had  only  heard  (see  1.28).  Hooker  writes,  "It  matters  little,  therefore,  whether  the  closely 
knit  series  of  events  from  v.  21  to  v.  39  are  understood  as  they  have  often  been  understood,  as 
the  recollection  of  the  first  sabbath  that  the  (four)  disciples  spent  with  Jesus,  or  whether  we 
interpret  the  links  as  artificial,  and  see  the  narrative  as  an  account  of  a  typical  sabbath;  whether 
or  not  this  particular  series  of  events  took  place  in  Capernaum  during  one  particular  period  of 
24  hours,  Mark  uses  them  to  present  to  us  the  impact  Jesus  made,  not  only  there,  but  in  the 
whole  of  Galilee.  06 
.  This  comment,  of  course,  bridges  both  Days  One  and  Two:  it  is  in  the 
report  of  Day  Two  that  we  learn  how  it  is  that  people  came  to  Jesus  from  all  over  Galilee. 
1.39  summarises  Jesus'  mission  in  Galilee  and  v.  45  details  the  outcomes  of  the  Day's  specific 
incident.  But,  how  is  1.39  to  be  viewed  as  introductory  to  vv.  40-45? 
Clearly  1.39  describes  activities  over  many  days,  even  maybe  several  weeks  (KflpUCYCFWV  Eig 
T&;  cYuvaywy&;  aOTCOV  suggests  the  possibility  of  a  number  of  sabbaths).  The  verse  is  a 
summary  with  which  Mark  defines  the  context  for  this  new  Day's  report.  At  the  beginnings  of 
other  days  Mark  also  defines  or  infers  a  passage  of  time  between  his  last  Day's  report  and  his 
next  Days  report  in  his  introductory,  scene-setting,  context-establishing  opening  pieces.  We 
note  the  temporal  links  which  he  defines  clearly:  2.1  "after  some  days";  2.23  "And  it  came  to 
pass  on  the  sabbath"  (we  note,  it  is  likely  not  consecutive  with  the  Day  before);  8.1,2  "In 
those  days....  three  days";  9.2  "And  after  six  days"  (we  list  further  examples:  11.12;  11.20; 
14.1;  14.12;  15.1  and  16.1,2). 
Further,  Bultmann  noticed  how  Mark  employs  geographical  links  which  behave  temporaUy17  : 
all  these  that  are  of  my  listing  below  begin  new  Days  of  Mark's  telling: 
26  Hooker,  The  GospeL,  p.  77. 
27  Bultmann,  The  History-,  p.  340. 74 
1.21  "And  they  entered  Capernaum"  (we  have  noted  above  its  disjunction  with  preceding 
verses,  for  reasons  of  sabbath  prohibitions); 
6.30  "And  the  apostles  assemble  to  Jesus"  (they  have  been  places  and  carried  out  their 
mission  -  the  whole  verse  behaves  Eke  that  of  1.39;  the  parenthetical  placing  of  the  story 
about  Johrfs  death,  from  6.14-29,  strengthens  the  impression  that  days  have  passed"); 
7.24  "And  from  there  rising  up  he  went  away"  (see  10.1,  which  is  very  similar:  notably, 
these  begin  the  middle  Days  of  the  two  middle  Series  of  seven  Days,  7.24-30  and  10.1-16); 
one  was  written  with  the  other  to  hand/in  mind); 
7.31  "And  again,  going  out  of  the  city  of  Tyre  he  came  through  Sidon  to  the  sea  of  Galilee"; 
8.22  "And  they  came  to  Bethsaida"; 
8.27  "And  Jesus  went  forth  and  his  disciples  to  the  villages  of  Caesarea  Philippi"; 
9.30  "And  from  there  going  forth  they  passed  through  Galilee"; 
9.33  "And  they  came  to  Capernaum"; 
10.1  "And  from  there  rising  up  he  went  into  the  territory  of  Judaea  and  beyond  the  Jordan"; 
10.17  "And  as  he  went  forth  into  the  way";  and 
10.46  "And  they  came  to  Jericho.  And  as  he  was  leaving  Jericho". 
And  at  the  beginning  of  other  Days,  we  note  that  Mark  employs  a  combination  of 
geographical  and  temporal  links: 
1.21  "And  they  entered  Capernaum.  And  immediately  on  the  sabbath"; 
3.7  "And  Jesus  with  his  disciples  departed  to  the  sea  and  a  large  crowd  from  Galilee 
foflowed"  (a  temporal  change  is  inferred,  for  with  3.6  the  sabbath  day  activities  conclude; 
compare  Schweizer's  argument  on  the  temporal  change  between  1.20  and  21  above); 
5.1  "And  they  came  to  the  other  side  of  the  sea  into  the  country  of  the  Gerasenes"  (after  a 
"night  crossing");  5.21  and  6.53  are  similar  to  5.1;  and 
6.1f  "And  he  went  from  there  and  came  into  his  own  country...  and  when  the  sabbath 
camelf. 
The  content  of  1.39,  reflective  of  many  of  Mark's  opening  verses  of  accounts  of  Days,  gives 
both  a  temporal  and  a  geographical  context  to  the  content  which  begins  at  1.40.  The  verse 
also  provides  a  material  context  for  the  record  of  a  new  day,  for  Jesus  is  journeying  and 
28  Inserting  a  unit  of  tradition  "within  another"  is  said  to  be  a  particularly  Markan  feature,  found 
elsewhere:  see  3.22-30;  5.25-34;  11.15-19;  14.3-9,  but  see  our  discussions  on  these  matters,  under  the 
appropriate  "Days". 75 
missioning  as  he  goes.  Hooker  is  surely  mistaken  in  saying  that  this  episode  is  "introduced 
abruptly  into  the  narrative"',  though  she  is  correct  in  saying  that  "it  is  not  part  of  the  close 
complex  of  stories  which  is  just  ended".  Clearly,  she  does  not  see  the  significance  of  1.39  as 
introductory  to  1.40-45. 
We  consider  also  the  further  matter  of  Mark's  predilection  for  a  compositional/grammatical 
feature  much  repeated  in  the  openings  to  his  presentations  of  Days".  1.39,40  reads: 
KQ!  0  rawatav  Kal  T'  _ýAQU 
IKTJPU(JCYWV  Eig  Tag  auvaywydtq  aOT(BV  E19  "AqV  TýV  ia 
8atpovta  &P&A(jJV. 
Kai  EpXETat  Trpo`q  adT6V  AETTP6q  TrapaKaXov  adTo"V  [Kai  yovuTrETCOVI  Kai  XEywv 
WTý  oTt  'Ediv  OAq  q  8u'vaaat'  PE  KaOapt'aat... 
We  observe:  1.39  "And  he  went...  "/1.40  "And  comes  to  him  a  leper 
......  which  in  1.40  is  a 
fiteral  translation  of  a  historical  present.  In  the  whole  of  the  Gospel,  we  encounter  in  all  151 
02  historical  presents.  "  Because  they  are  "highly  characteristic  of  Mark's  style  ,  we  devote  a 
fittle  space  to  considering  them. 
In  note  10  above,  in  our  discussion  of  Day  One,  we  referred  to  Thackeray's  observation  that 
the  "tense  as  a  rule  is...  'dramatic'  in  the  sense  that  it  serves  to  introduce  new  scenes  in  the 
drama.  It  heralds  the  arrival  of  a  new  character  or  a  change  of  locality  or  marks  a 
turning-point  in  the  march  of  events...  The  main  function  is...  to  introduce  a  date,  a  new 
scene...,  in  other  words  a  fresh  paragraph  in  the  narrative.  "  Writing  specifically  on  Mark,  he 
says,  "(AýyEt  excluded)  they  are  used  in  a  precisely  similar  way  to  introduce  new  scenes  and 
characters...  'They  are  afeature  which  to  the  observant  reader  serves  to  divide  the  gospel  into 
rough  paragraphs.  ""  Standard  grammars  and  recent  writers  describe  this  as  part  of  the 
"discourse  function"  of  the  historical  present.  '  For  Fanning,  historical  presents  are  used  in  the 
New  Testament  on  the  whole  "to  bring  a  past  occurrence  into  immediate  view,  portraying  the 
event  as  though  it  occurs  before  the  readers'  eyes.  "  He  adds,  "Although  the  historical  present 
29  Hooker,  The  Gospel...,  p.  78. 
30  Best,  Disciples-,  p.  50,  and  note  10. 
31  J.  C.  Hawkins,  Horae  Synopticae,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford,  2nd  edn.  1909,  pp.  143-149. 
32  See  Taylor,  on  vocabulary,  syntax  and  style,  item  5,  pp.  46E 
33  Thackeray,  ne  Septuagint...,  p.  22;  my  italics. 
34  CC  Ernest  DeWitt  Burton,  Syntax  of  the  Moods  and  Tenses  in  New  Testament  Greek,  3rd  ed.,  T.  &  T. 
Clark  Edinburgh,  p.  271;  F.  Blass  &  A.  Debrunner,  A  Greek  Grammar  of  the  New  Testamentand  other  Early 
Christian  Literature,  tr.  &  rev.  R.  W.  Funk,  University  of  Chicago  Press,  Chicago,  1957,  para.  321;  Randy 
Buth,  "Mark's  use  of  the  Historical  Present",  Notes  on  Translation,  65  (1977),  pp.  7-13;  Carroll  D.  Osburn, 
"The  Historical  Present  in  Mark  as  a  Text-Critical  Criterion",  Bib  64  (1983),  pp.  486-500. 76 
appears  in  different  specific  patterns  of  usage  through  ancient  Greek  literature,  it  does  appear 
that  vivid  or  dramatic  narration  of  past  events  is  the  common  characteristic  of  its  use.  "" 
Osburn  (see  Taylor,  note  32)  instances  examples  of  historical  presents  signalling  a  "shifl  from 
background  matters  to  principal  action"  (e.  g.  1.30,  with  Aýyouatv;  also  4.13,  with  XEYEI).  "' 
It  is  most  surely  the  case  that  xalt  'E'PXETat  at  1.40  behaves  this  way,  by  introducing  principal 
action  against  the  background  Mark  gives  in  his  introductory  verse  of  v.  39. 
The  historical  present,  as  we  find  at  1.40  for  Day  Two,  and  at  1.21  for  Day  One,  features 
strongly  in  many  of  the  verses  of  Marles  opening  passages  to  his  Days  and  at  the  beginnings  of 
new  sections  in  his  reporting  of  those  Days:  in  Days  1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,12,14,16,20, 
21,22,23,24,26,27  and  28  (that  is,  twenty  out  of  the  total  number  of  twenty-eight  days). 
They  are,  with  the  first  reference  being  the  beginning  of  the  Day:  1.21/21;  1.39/40*; 
2.1/3*/15/18b*/...  18c;  2.23/25/3.3&4;  3.7/13/20*/31*;  5.21/22*/38*;  6.1/lb*;  6.30/30; 
6.53/7.1;  7.31/32  (cf.  2.3);  8.22/22a*/22b  (see  7.32);  9.2/2;  10.32/35;  10.46/46a*/46b; 
11.1/la/lb/7a/7b;  11.12/15*;  11.20/27*/12.13/18*;  14.12/12/13/17*/32*/37*/37/41*/41/43; 
15.1/20b/21/22/..  24/27;  16.1/2*.  (In  this  list,  we  include  some  present  participles  (e.  g. 
10.46b)  and  some  XEyEt  references  (e.  g.  2.25  and  3.3,4),  which  are  found  to  introduce  new 
paragraphs.  )  The  eighteen  examples  which  are  marked*  are  the  present  middle  historical 
present,  1<at'  E'PXETat  or  Kalt  'f':  PX0VTat.  They  are  worth  singling  out  because  Mark  shows  a 
particular  preference  for  these. 
Twice  only  in  Mark's  Gospel  do  they  begin  new  Days:  at  8.22a  and  at  10.46a,  where  their  use 
may  be  described  as  'dramatic'  ("as  they  serve  to  introduce  new  scenes",  ref  Thackeray).  In 
both  instances  Kal  'E'PXOVTaL  Eig  is  found;  it  is  Nowed  in  the  first  of  these  by  "Bethsaida", 
and  in  the  second  by  "Jericho".  8.22b  and  10.46b  can  also  be  compared:  in  their  different 
ways  they  both  introduce  blind  men  into  the  reportings  of  the  Days.  In  8.22b  we  read  "and 
they  bring  to  him  a  blind  man".  Significantly  it  is  another  historical  present  which  follows  the 
one  in  8.22a;  it  behaves  like  xal  'EPXETat  at  1.40  by  introducing  principal  action  against  the 
background  just  previously  stated  (following  Osburn'  s  argument),  and  it  behaves  also  like  xal 
V EPXETat  at  1.40  by  introducing  the  principal  character  of  the  report  of  the  Day  (in  a  'dramatic' 
35  B.  M.  Fanning,  Verbal  Aspects  in  New  Testament  Greek,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford,  1990,  p-226. 
36  It  is  Hawkins  (Horae  Synopticae)  who  discerns,  from  his  study  of  the  Westcott-Hort  text,  not  only  the 
number  of  historical  presents  in  Mark's  Gospel  but  also  that  72  are  AtyEt/AtyOucytv. 77 
way,  after  Thackeray's  understanding).  In  10.46b  Mark  employs  a  present  middle  participle  to 
introduce  the  principal  action  (against  the  background  of  v.  46a)  and  then  proceeds  to 
introduce  blind  Bartimaeus  who  is  the  principal  character  of  the  report  of  this  Day.  (Notably, 
these  Days  of  Mark'S'telfing  are  the  last  Days  of  his  two  middle  Series  of  seven  Days,  8.22-26 
and  10.46-52;  agah?  '  one  was  written  with  the  other  to  hand.  )  Mark's  employment  of  the 
historical  present  in  the  general  sense,  his  use  of  xait  E'pXE-rat  also  in  the  general  sense,  and  his 
exceptional  use  Of  E"PXOVTat  in  two  introductory  settings,  in  one  foHowed  by  a  further 
historical  present  and  in  the  other  by  a  present  middle  participle,  aH  support  the  conclusion 
that  1.40-45  continues  a  Day's  teffing  which  is  introduced  in  1.39. 
The  Uterary  structure  of  Day  Two  is  as  fbHows: 
39  [a]Kal  ýA()_CV  [p]  [.  1  Tlp  ,V[.  Pl  C  I;  Aa  a]  (  ucyaw  T&;  cruvaywydt;  aOTCOV  [.  P"I  Et;  OXIIV  TýV 
T'ctXtXat'av  [P"I  Kait  Ta'  8atpovta  &PdAw. 
"[a]  Kal  ýPXETM  TrI26C  adldv  AETrp6q  [p]  [.  a]  TrapaimMov  aOT6V  [.  Pl  Kal  YOVUlTETCOV 
f.  frl  i(aill"A 
, 
wv  adma  lp')  [-a]  OTt  'Edtv  OýAIIC  [.  dl  8uvacat  pe  Kcftapf(m. 
[a]  [.  a]  Kait  cmActyxvt(YOEI;  I-PI  IKTEt'va;  -rýv  Xapa  [.  P'l  adTO0  ljýaTO. 
[d]  [.  a]  i(al  MyEt  adTa,  [.  Pl  E)JAk,  [.  p*]  Kco_apia()Illi- 
Ba  [a]  wal  EdOOC  [p]  aTTqXOEv  alf  adTOO  ý  Atl7pa,  [P'l  Kai  &a0ap  I  oO  n 
[a]  i(al  tppp  tpqaatiEvog  aOT@  [p]  EdOOq  ý4ýPaAu  adToV. 
44  [p,  ]  [.  a]  l(alt  Myu 
aOTP,  [.  a.  I  'Opa  prISEvi  pTl8tv  Elrq; 
[a]  dAAa'  u"lTayE  [p)  ci:  aUT&  &140V  TQ'h:  pt-t  [IYI  [.  a]  i(al  JTpOG&EYKE  1TEP't  TOO 
KaOaptopoO  aou  [.  Pl  a"TrPO(YtTa4Ev  Mwoafiq  [.  P'l  Eig  papTOptov  adTd'tq. 
B'  a  [a]  "0  R  t4cAQv  [p]  4p4aTO  I(flpUa(JEtV  TTOAAa  [PI  Kal  StaýqptýEtV  T6V  AOYOV, 
P  [a]  W"CrTE  VIJKETt  [p]  aOT6V  8uvaaoat  ýawp(Bq  [frl  t:  t'q  TToAtv  ElcEA06tv, 
IT  [a]  [.  a]  dXX'  E4W  1-C(I  ýý  lp4pOtg  T617otq  ýw  Wl  [.  a]  iml  qvpXOVTOIWc  adT6v 
[.  c(l  iTaVTOOEV. 
Again,  the  reasons  for  the  annotations  and  underlinings  are  as  for  the  Prologue  and  for  Day 
One. 
The  fiterary-structure  of  Day  Two  may  be  described,  therefore,  as  having  a  simple  ABB'  form: 
A  introduces  the  Day's  principal  event  (in  a,  with  a  contextualising  report  of  Jesus'  activity  in 
Galilee;  in  P,  with  an  introduction  of  the  new  character,  the  leper,  with  his  request  to  Jesus; 
and  in  P',  with  the  active  response  of  Jesus);  B  is  the  first  development  of  the  Day's  story  (in 
a,  the  leper  is  cleansed;  in  P,  Jesus  takes  further  action  and  casts  the  leper  out;  and  in  P', 
37  See  above,  for  reference  to  the  two  middle  Days  of  the  two  middle  Series  of  seven  Days,  7.24-30  and 
10.1-  16,  where  also  one  was  written  with  the  other  in  mind. 78 
Jesus  gives  the  leper  orders);  and  in  13'  the  Day's  report  concludes  B  (in  a,  with  the  leper's 
ignoring  of  Jesus!  command;  in  P,  with  the  result  of  the  leper's  misdeed;  and  in  P,  with  a 
qualification  of  that  result).  As  we  have  observed  above  (in  the  opening  paragraphs)  Day  Two 
is  in  sequence  with  Day  One.  We  will  see  below  how  Day  Three  is  in  sequence  with  Day  Two 
and  how  the  first  three  Days  are  a  three-step  progression  in  Mark's  Day-presentational 
scheme. 
Day  Three:  2.1-22: 
In  considering  Day  Two  we  identified  Day  Three  as  clearly  beginning  at  2.  L  The  opening 
phrase  is  Kalt  e(aEA0W'v  Tr&tv  cig  KaýapvaoOp  &LjjvEpQjv.  A  passage  of  "some  days" 
between  Days  Two  and  Three  of  Mark's  teffing  is  clearly  established  by  Mark,  if  a  little 
unusuaBy".  As  stated  in  the  Introduction,  he  teRs  us  that  he  is  not  reporting  all  the  Days  of 
Jesus'  mission:  here  he  gives  clear  indication  of  that.  "  Within  the  gospel  context,  this 
introduction,  of  2.1,  informs  us  that  Jesus  re-enters  Capernaum.  for  a  second  time,  that  is  for  a 
return  visit4ý  It  recalls  the  material  of  Day  One  (1.21-38).  The  opening  participle  is  singular 
but  at  2.13  and  v.  18  the  disciples  have  their  place  within  the  linked  stories  of  this  Day,  as  they 
did  in  Day  One. 
Necessarily  we  refer  to  the  identification  of  the  importance  and  the  purposes  for  Mark  of 
mtoncal  presents  (presented  as  part  of  Day  Two's  analysis)  and  here  in  this  instance  to  2.3,  to 
the  words  Kai  E'PXOVTat  (historical  present)  #POVTEq  (present  participle)  with  which  Mark 
begins  the  telling  of  this  Day's  first  specific  event  by  introducing  its  principal  character.  The 
purpose  of  2.1,2  is  to  establish  the  setting  for  the  event  of  the  telling  of  the  Day's  first  half. 
The  content  of  2.3-7  is  the  first  development  of  the  event  itself,  and  that  of  2.8-12  is  the 
second  and  completing  development.  But  before  we  discuss  this  further,  we  note  a  particular 
constructional  feature.  Just  as  there  is  the  geographical  fink  with  the  beginning  of  Day  One 
(Capernaurn)  we  find  also  a  verbal  fink  with  the  ending  of  Day  Two:  see  1.45:  T6V  XOYOV, 
38  The  preposition  with  the  genitive  has  the  idea  of  "through"  but  is  used  here  temporarily  as  "after",  F. 
Blass  &  A.  Debrunner,  A  Greek  Grammar  ofthe  New  Testament  and  other  Ear  y  Christian  Literature,  tr.  & 
rev.  R.  W.  Funk,  University  of  Chicago  Press,  Chicago,  1957.  39  For  a  discussion  of  2.1,8.1,2  and  9.2,  the  introductory  passages  to  Days  which  speak  clearly  of  other  days  untold  by  Mark,  see  under  "An  Interest  in  Days"  in  the  Introduction.  40  It  is  not  until  9.33  that  we  have  a  report  of  Jesus  being  in  Capernaurn  again. 79 
VI 
WaTE  [19KET1.  .....  ElcTEXOEW.  In  2.1,2  they  are  found  in  reverse  order.  Properly,  they  may  be 
identified  as  anastrophes:  Dewey  sees  these  as  "hook  words,  reverse  repeated,  which  link  the 
two  stories""  (according  to  our  designation  of  1.39-45  and  2.1-12).  Rather,  the  point  may  bc 
made,  because  of  the  geographical  finks  between  1.21  and  2.1,  and  the  verbal  li*  between 
1.45  and  2.1,2,  that  the  first  three  Days  (of  Mark's  tefling),  1.21-38,1.39-45  and  2.1-22  are 
held  together  as  a  threesome  of  days  in  the  telling.  A  case  may  be  built  on  these  connections, 
but  not  only  these. 
Days  One  and  Two  lend  credence  to  the  expressive  second  verse  of  this  third  Day's  setting: 
Kai  cuvTIX0qaav  TroAAoI  w'aTE  pndn  xwpt-tv  prI81  T&  iTp6c  T4Y-Wp=.  We  have  already 
compared  the  endims  of  Days  One  and  Two  above  for  indication  of  Jesus'  rapidly  growing 
popularity.  Now  the  people  of  Capernaurn  are  gathered  where  they  have  been  before,  at  the 
door  of  Simoifs  house  (1.33,  Day  One),  only  now  there  is  no  longer  space  for  everyone! 
Further  to  this,  people  have  come  to  Jesus  before  "carrying"  their  sick  (see  1.32).  In  Day 
Three  we  are  presented  with  a  specific  healing  episode,  rather  like  Days  One  and  Two 
(Simoifs  mother-in-law  and  the  leper),  and  just  as  it  can  be  said  that  the  earlier  heahgs  lead  to 
other  matters,  here  specifically  it  is  to  the  issue  of  Jesus'  authority  to  forgive  sins  (sinners),  a 
presentation  which  concludes  at  2.12,  with  "all"  being  astonished  and  glorifying  God.  This 
ending  of  the  first  half  of  this  Day  is  reason  in  itself  for  Mark's  reference  in  2.13  to  "all  the 
crowd"  gathering  to  Jesus,  which  is  the  way  the  second  half  of  the  Day  begins,  in  the  new 
setting. 
We  complete  our  reading  of  2.1-12.  Vv.  1,2  are  introductory  and  establish  the  setting,  the 
audience,  and  the  principal  character's  role  in  regard  to  the  audience;  vv.  3-7  begin  the  telling 
of  the  first  specific  event  of  the  day  (with  a  Markan  historical  present,  which  introduces  new 
characters  and  so  establishes  a  new  "paragraph":  see  our  note  10);  and  vv.  8-12  complete  the 
story  begun  in  vv.  3-7  (the  passage  opens  with  a  typically  Markan  Kai  -006;  ).  The  balance 
between  vv.  3-7  and  vv.  8-12  (parts  B  and  B'  of  the  ABB'  construction,  as  presented  at  the 
conclusion  of  this  Day's  examination)  is  evidenced  by  the  app  '  structures  and  their 
correspondences  of  detail.  We  observe  how,  in  particular,  the  two  uses  of  AtyEt  TQO 
17apaAUTti<Q  are  found  in  exactly  the  same  literary-structural  location,  [.  a],  in  both  parts 
B  and  B'. 
41  Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate-,  pp.  I  17f 80 
Now  we  will  see  how  2.13-22  connects  with  2.1-12.  We  discuss  firstly  the  temporal  reference 
at  2.13  which  is  worthy  of  close  attention.  We  read,  Kal  ý4qXOEv  1T&tv  IIaP&-TAV- 
06Aaacyav.  At  this  point,  many  commentators  see  a  clear  correspondence  with  1.16-20,  Jesus' 
calling  of  two  pairs  of  named  brothers  by  the  sea"  (see  page  59  for  an  earlier  discussion  on  the 
common  words  and  details  of  these  passages).  As  a  result,  the  Greek  word  TTdxtv  (found  28 
times  in  the  Gospel)  is  simply  translated  "again".  Hence,  Trcixtv  enjoys  its  rursus  (Latin: 
back,  return)  usage.  Without  taking  anything  away  from  this,  the  case  can  be  put,  however, 
for  iT6-Xtv  here  at  2.13  to  mean  also  "thereupon"  or  "immediately  after". 
We  turn  firstly  to  Taylor:  he  records  that  the  word  originally  meant  "back",  but  that  in  later 
Greek  it  came  to  be  used  in  the  sense  of  "again  v143  .  He  recognises  also  that  it  is  used  as  an 
inferential  conjunction  with  the  meaning,  "further",  "thereupon".  Bultmann  previously  noted, 
"Sometimes  Tr&tv  is  added...  simply  as  a  succession  formula",  as  translated  from  the 
Aramaic44.  But,  Taylor  notes  Howard's  belief  that  in  many  of  the  Markan  instances,  the 
meaning  of  17dXtv  is  really  iterative,  and  that  where  it  is  inferential  it  is  unnecessary  to  go  back 
to  the  Aramaic.  Bultmann  discerns  the  following  possible  candidates:  2.1,13;  3.1;  4.1  and 
11.27.  He  omits  consideration  of  15.13:  here  we  might  read,  "And  they  again  cried  out, 
'Crucify  him!...  But,  this,  according  to  Mark,  is  the  first  time  the  crowd  so  shouted.  "And  they 
immediately  cried  out...  ",  might  be  considered  the  more  literal  rendering.  (The  KIN.  records 
simply,  "'Crucify  him!  '  they  shouted.  ")  It  may  be  argued,  against  Bultmann,  that  2.1  and  11.27 
best  reflect  rursus  usage.  In  the  case  of  2,1,  the  temporal  reference  suggests  no  immediacy  of 
return  (consider  "after  some  days")  and  at  11.27  we  are  reading  about  Jesus'  visiting  Jerusalem 
for  the  third  day  in  a  row  (see  Days  22,23  and  24  which  are  all  consecutive  in  Mark's  telling: 
11.1-11;  w.  12-19;  and  w.  20-13.37). 
The  possibility  that  TTdAtv  is'used  as  a  succession  formula  at  2.13,3.1  and  4.1,  is  particularly 
interesting  because  in  these  positions  it  appears  three  "Days"  in  succession  (in  Mark's  telling) 
and  at  the  very  same  point  in  each  Day's  reporting,  between  the  first  and  the  second  halves. 
We  will  see  below  how  these  three  "Days"  are  the  three  central  days  of  this  first  Series  of 
seven  Days.  In  each  of  these  Days,  Days  Three,  Four  and  Five,  Tr6-Atv  may  indeed  best  be 
rendered,  "thereupon"  or  "immediately  after  , 45 
,  thus  cementing  together  most  strongly  the  two 
42  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  95;  Schweizer,  The  Good  News...,  p.  63;  Hooker,  Yhe  GospeL..,  p.  94. 
43  Taylor,  Yhe  GospeL..,  p.  192. 
44  Bultmann,  The  History-,  p.  339. 81 
halves  of  each  of  the  Days'  presentations.  In  the  case  of  this  Day  Three,  compare  especiallý 
the  beginnings  of  the  two  halves,  2.1  and  2.13:  Kai  E(aEAOW'v  Tr6xLv  and  Kai  ý4qx0f:  v 
iT&tv.  They  do  have  the  appearance  of  a  deliberate  match.  The  first  half  of  the  day  is  set  in 
Simon's  house:  the  second  half  begins  by  the  sea  but  settles  in  Levi's  house.  What  contrasts  is 
the  meaning  of  iT&tv  which  at  2.1  cannot  be  inferential,  given  the  summary  of  1.45,  but  which 
at  2.13  is  more  likely  to  be  inferential  than  iterative,  given  that  "all  the  crowd"  of  2.1-12  come 
to  Jesus. 
We  continue  with  our  examination  of  2.13-22.  Below,  we  discover  further  "paragraph"- 
defming,  structurally-significant  use  by  Mark  of  the  historical  present,  the  kind  we  have 
observed  already,  in  Days  One  and  Two:  they  are  at  2.14,15,16,18b  and  18c.  This  fist 
includes  i(ait  E'PXOVTat  at  v.  18b,  and  present  participles  at  w.  14  and  16.  We  note  that 
Ninehan-4  Schweizer  and  Hooker46aU  see  2.13-17  as  a  Markan  whole  because  of  the  linkage 
between  w.  13,14  and  w.  15-17  of  "outcasts",  but  below,  I  present  the  introductory  piece  to 
the  second  halfs  telling  of  the  "Day"  as  v.  13.  It  is  a  typical,  Markan,  three-part  opening  and 
introduction  to  the  two  presentations  Wowing.  It  describes  the  change  of  setting  for  the 
teffing  of  the  Day's  initial,  repeating  activity  of  Jesus'  teaching  (cf.  w.  1,2).  In  w.  14-17  Jesus 
caUs  Levi,  and  eats  with  tax  coflectors  and  sinners  which  provokes  a  challenge  to  Jesus  and  his 
response.  We  may  observe  that  in  its  third  part,  w.  16,17,  Mark  introduces  "scribes"  for  their 
response  to  Jesus'  activity  just  as  he  did  in  w.  6,7  (significantly,  both  occupy  the  same 
structural  positions  BP`  [a]  La]).  In  vv.  18-22  Jesus  has  to  answer  challenges  as  his  disciples  are 
eating  when  others  are  fasting. 
Again,  we  discover  app'  presentations.  In  w.  20-22,  for  example,  in  the  [P]  [P*1  positions, 
w.  21,22,  we  have  a  pair  of  presentations  beginning  in  turn  with  Qdk%,  and  1<al  ad&b; 
which  illustrate  Jesus'  introductory  statement,  of  part  [a],  v.  20  (structural  discoveries  of  this 
kind  do  aid  exegesis).  And  again,  a  second  half  three-part  presentation  is  defmed  which  can 
be  characterised  as  an  introduction  fol-lowed  by  two  stories  which  connect.  Further,  these 
second  and  third  parts  in  this  second  half  of  the  Day's  teuing  continue  the  theme  of  the  second 
and  third  parts  of  the  first  half,  of  Jesus!  ministry  to  sinners,  "so  demonstrating  again  his 
43  See  Alexander  Souter,  A  Pocket  Lexicon  to  the  Greek  New  Testament,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford, 
1976. 
46  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  94f;  Schweizer,  Yhe  GoodNews...,  pp.  62f.;  and  Hooker,  7he  GospeL.., 
pp.  93f. 82 
authority  to  forgive  sinners""  (see  v.  I  7b).  The  second  and  third  parts  may  be  considered 
representative  of  Mark's  predilection  for  linking  like  units  of  tradition,  here,  of  'eating  and 
fasting'  (though  they  may  have  been  linked  already  in  earlier  oral  or  written  tradition)".  The 
ending  of  Day  Three  is  at  2.22  because  at  2.23  Mark  turns  the  focus  onto  a  sabbath  day. 
present  the  literary  structure  of  Day  Three  (with  annotations  as  before)  which,  in  the 
composite  form  of  ABB*/ABB*,  repeats  the  structure  of  Day  One. 
Aa  '[a]  [.  cd  Kal-doEX06v  [.  Pl  TrdAtv  [.  P*l  Eig  K#apvao0V 
[a  I  [.  a]  8t'  ýVEEPGV,  [.  Pl  4KOUGOn  [.  P'l  OTt  &  owtl((p  IOTtV. 
'[a]  ical  cruv4XOTla(xv  iToXXol  [p]  W"CYTE  PTIKffi  XWPE7tV  lp'l  PTIR  Ta  TTp6q  -rýv 
op  upav. 
[a]  Kal  ýA&Et  [p]  aOTd-lq  [P'l  T6V  AOYOV- 
Ba  [a] 
3  [.  a]  Kalt  'E'12XOVTat  [.  Pl  ýEPOVTEg  Trp6q  adT6V  1T=CCXUTtK6V  [.  P'l  a(POPEVOV  61T6 
TECTCYaPWV. 
4  [.  a]  [..  cd  Kalt  Vý  8uvapEvot  [..  Pl  TTpocEvEyKat  WTý  [..  P*l  Sta  T6V  OXAOV 
Idl  1--cd  dTrEcrTEyaaav  [..  Pl  TýV  (YTZYqV  [..  P'l  &M  T'JV, 
[P'l  [.  a]  Kai  t4OpU4aVTEq  [.  Pl  XaXCOCYt  T6V  KPdbaTTO  [.  P*l  bou  6  1T(x12aAUTIKdc 
i(aTEXEtTO. 
[al'[.  al  ical  186v  6  'lq(yorig  [.  C(l  TýV  7TtCTTiv  aOT(BV 
[.  a]  AgyEt  mý  napaAmKo,  [.  dl  TgKvov, 
aou  al  dUapTtat. 
P'[a]6  [.  a]  "Haav  H  TtvEC 
.T. 
"  ''  - 
TEwv  [.  dl  IKEI  KaOq'pEvot 
[p]  [.  a]  Kai  8taXoytCopEvot  [.  c(l  &  TdtC  p8Laic  aOTCov, 
[P']'[.  al  [..  a]  It  OU"TOq  [..  C(I  OU'TWq  X6t-t;  [.  Pl  PAa#qpct*  [.  [Yl  [..  a]  Tt;  8uvaTat 
fttivat  dpapnf"  [..  c(l  El  Vý  r;  lg  6  ftog; 
B'a  [a]  '[.  a]  Kall  E600c  [.  Pl  [..  a] 
tTrLYVOU'g  6'lqaoC)g  [..  dl  To  TrvEuVaTt  WTOO 
[.  P*l  [..  a]  OTL  OU'TWq  StctXoyt'CovTat  [..  c(l  tv  LaUTd-L; 
[p]  [.  a]  ALya  allTCi-Lg,  [.  Pl  If'TaOTa  6,  aAnyLCEoOr  TcCtc  Kap&fatc- 
[P*]'[.  al  n 
IaTtv  f:  OKOTrW'TEPOV, 
[..  a]  nirreltv  To  TTapaAunlQ,  [..  c(IAýt'EvTat'  cou  aLhUapmjýn, 
[..  a]  E(Trt-Lv  a]  'EyEWE  P)  Kai  &Qov  T6v  xpdDaTT6v  P'l  Kai 
TrEptTraTEt; 
[a]"  [.  a]  Iva  R  EISITE  I-a7l  [..  a]  OtTt  t4oucitav  E'XEt  6  U16g  TOO  dvOpw'lTou 
&tgv  [..  P'l  IlTL  Tfl;  Yqq 
[p]  [.  a]AEyEtTOTrapctAuTtl<o,  "[.  d]yOIXýyw, 
112 
I-a]  -EYEIPE.  I-PI  &POV  Tov  xpaDaTT6v  aou  [.  P*l  KaLOMýI-E 
El;  T6V  OTtKOV  (YOU. 
.1[. 
P*l  t4BAOLY  ývTrPOOOEV  Plal  [.  a]  Kai  AytpOm  [.  Pl  Kai  WOO;  6pcx(; 
iTaVTWV, 
[p]  [.  a]  W"aTE 
t4t'crTacrOat  7TdVTag  [.  Pl  Kai  8o4aýEtV  T6V  Oc6V  [.  P"l  XEYOVTag 
[.  a]  OTt  OUTW;  I-PI  0OUTrOTE  [.  P"I  EMOVEV. 
47  Hooker,  The  Gospel-,  pp.  93,94. 
48  See  for  another  example  2.23-28  and  3.1-6,  for  what  is  'not  lawful  on  the  sabbath'. 83 
Aa  [a]  Kai  laflAftv  [p]  ndAtv  [P*j  i7apa  TýV  OdXacycyav- 
Kai  Ttaq  6  6&q  qPXETO  TTp6q  adTov, 
Kai  iMaowEv  adTOUq. 
Ba  [a]  "'[.  a]  Kai  Tr=dywv  [-Pl  ETSEv  AwIV  T6V  TOO  '  AAýafou  [.  P*l  KaO 
'PEVOV  bi  T6 
TEAWVtOV, 
[.  a]  Kall  AýyEt  aOT@O,,  [.  c(I'AKoAoJ0et=. 
fol  [.  a]  Kai  dvaaTaq  f.  dj  4KoAo60nui:  v  aOTC). 
[a]  "[.  a]  Kai  ytv,  -TaL  [.  01  KaTaKt-to0at  aOT6V  [.  P'l  &  Tq,  o(Kt"q(adTOt3, 
IPI  I-cd  Kai  ýoMol  TEA(Bvat  KaLdUapTwAol  [.  01  auv(xv&ELVTQ  TCJ  'IqcroO  [.  P'l  Kai 
rile-  lorvi)VI  fv-, 
ý  Lc 
at3ToQ- 
It  lp"I 
16 
[.  a]  floav  y6p  TroAA  I  [.  c(l  Kai  4KoAod0ouv  adT0. 
Plal  La]  Lal  Kai  ol  ypcqipaTE71q  TCOV  (Daptuatwv  [..  Pl  (8oVTEq  OTt  IOOLEL  I. 
-Pol  VU& 
TQJV  6419PIWAQV  Kai'  TEAWVQjV 
[p)  [.  a]  'EXEyov  Td-tC  paOzlTcCL;  a6ToQ,  I.  Pl  "OTt  JIFT&  TCJV  TEAWYCOVACIL-6POMW  Aay  (.  P'l  &'01'El; 
fp*l  "[.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  dKOuaaq  [..  c(l  6'lqao()g  AEyEt  adTd-tq  [  OTtl 
[-Pl  Lal  W  XpEtav  EXoucrtv  ol 
IOXUOVTEq  IaTPOO  [..  C(I  dAK  01  KaK@g  EXOVTi:  q* 
[.  P*l  [..  a]  Q-U'K  TVIXOOV  KaXýaat  8tKat'oug  [..  c(l  dW  6VapTWAOjg. 
B'a  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  ýcyav  01  1=0111al  'Iwdvvou-iKa"t  ol  -(DaptcYcCtot 
YJIQTE6QY=-  I-P)  K-al 
v EpxovTat  [.  [Yl  xal-AýyouGtV  adTQ, 
Atdt 
Tt'  oL 
gdrlid  ta&mu  Kai  ol  liaOnTat  TCJV  !  P-aPAOEQLý"  Yjl 
ol  R  aol  IlaOnTat  od  vncudouctv; 
[a]  "  Kai  dtmv  a6Td'lq  6  'IqcToog, 
llf:  T'  aOTCov  ICFTIV  [.  a]  M4  8jvavTat  01  UIOl  TOO  VUVýCOV09  I-PI  tV  W 
-VIWýl  [.  P*l  V11UTEUEty; 
[.  a]  Ocyov  XpOvov  E'Xouatv  T6v  vupýfov  gf-adICLY  I.  C(I  06  86vavlal 
[a]  20  [.  [..  a] 
IAEU(YOVTat  R  4ýdpffl  [..  C(I  OTav  di7ap0q  aný'  aOTCOV  LVWýý, 
[d]  [..  a]  Kai  TOTE  VIICYTEO(YOUCYtV  [..  C(I  &  6CEINn,  Tq,  ýPtplq- 
[p]  2Tal  [..  a]  o6ftlc  buPAqVa  OaKoug  ayvdýou 
tTTtpaTTTEt  [..  C(l  b7l  lVaTtOV 
TraXat6v- 
I-PI  Et  81114  CrtpEt  T6  iTXilpwpa  aiT'  aOTOO  T6  KatV6V  TOO  TTaAatoQ 
12 
[.  P'l  Kai  Xt-tpov  crXtc;  pa  I  (VETat. 
[.  a]  Kai  odkic  PdAAEt  otvov  yLoy  dq  dcn<oOc  naAato6c 
[..  a]  -(  R  Lirl  044Et  6--QIYQQ  TO6q  dcn(oOC,  [..  Pj  Kai  6  GIVOC  d7TOAAUTat 
Kai  01  dOXOt. 
TI  [..  a]  dXAa  otvov  vf:  ov  [..  dl  E(q  duKok  KamdQ- 
Clearly,  the  first  three  Days  tell  where  and  how  Jesus  first  became  known  and  where  and  how 
his  fame  spread.  The  first  Day  (1.21-38)  speaks  of  Jesus  in  Capernatim,  the  second  Day 
(1.39-45)  of  Jesus  in  Galilee  after  a  number  of  days  (or  weeks),  and  the  third  Day  (2.1-22)  of 
his  return  to  Capemaum  also  after  some  days,  and  his  attracting  his  biggest  crowd  so  far.  This 
is  the  first  threesome  of  Days  in  Mark's  Gospel  narrative  presentation.  Mark  has  made  it  very 
clear  that  many  other  days  could  have  been  reported,  but  he  has  chosen  to  tell  this  first  phase 
of  Jesus'  mission  in  only  three  reported  Days.  On  the  grounds  of  geographical  place 
consideration  alone,  Capemaum/Galflee/Capemaurn,  it  would  be  tempting  to  view  this 84 
sub-Series  of  Days  as  being  an  ABA'  scheme.  But  when  we  take  into  acccount  the  verbal 
links  (for  example,  as  identified  between  the  ending  of  Day  Two  and  the  beginning  of  Day 
Three)  an  ABB'  scheme  is  suggested.  I  judge  that  the  thrust  of  Mark's  three-Day  story-line  is 
the  most  important  signifier  of  what  he  intended.  On  the  grounds  of  Jesus'  rising  popularity,  I 
view  this  sub-Series  to  be  an  ABB'  rhetorical  scheme  because  this  best  expresses  the 
progression  of  these  three  Days'  tellings  (given  the  definition  above  of  his  rhetorical  style, 
ABB',  whereby  A  is  introductory,  B  is  the  first  development,  and  B'  is  the  second  and 
concluding  development  which  completes,  therefore,  the  whole).  I  hold  the  view  that  this  is 
what  Mark  had  in  mind,  and  that  he  chose  to  write  systematically  to  these  levels  of  literary 
order,  composing  consistently  to  his  early-adopted  rhetorical  method  and  'style'. 
Day  Four:  2.23-3.6: 
The  Day  begins:  Kai  IYEVETo  adTO'V  &  Td-t;  cappactv  TrapanopEuEoOat  816  TCJV 
CMoPtPWV...  The  sabbath  day  is  the  setting:  the  plural  is  used  with  a  singular  meaning  as  in 
1.2  1,  in  Day  One".  A  number  of  translations  begin  reading,  "One  sabbath...  "  and  so  the  hint  is 
made  by  translators  that  Mark's  presentation  is  not  necessarily  chronological  in  presentation, 
that  it  is  a  separate  story  only,  simply  set  in  an  artificial  framework.  This  hint,  or  mild 
suggestion  may  be  judged  to  undermine  what  is  Mark's  effort  in  treating  the  reader/the  listener 
to  a  created,  connected  narrative,  be  it  still  an  artificial  framework.  "  The  Greek  requires 
something  a  little  more  sympathetic,  such  as  "On  the  sabbath  ...... 
Both  Markýs  framework  of 
Days  and  his  connections  between  his  reportings  of  Days  are  expressive  of  continuity. 
We  may  refer  here  to  Mark's  use  of  Kai,  to  parataxis,  which  is  one  of  the  most  noticeable 
characteristics  of  Mark's  style,  whereby  he  sustains  a  connectedness  of  the  parts  and  achieves 
a  unified  whole.  Hawkins  points  out  that  of  the  88  sections  in  the  Wescott-Hort  text  80  begin 
with  Kai'  and  only  6  have  U  as  the  second  word.  "  For  comparison,  Matthew  has  159  sections 
and  the  numbers  are  38  and  54  respectively,  and  Luke  has  145  sections  and  53  and  83 
respectively.  In  fact  U  is  found  in  all  in  Mark's  Gospel  only  about  156  times  which  is  less 
49  Cranfield,  The  GospeL..,  pp.  71,72,114. 
50  K.  L.  Schmidt,  Der  Rahmen..  In  his  penetrating  investigation  in  19  19,  he  may  have  claimed  correctly 
that  as  a  whole  the  outline  of  Mark's  Gospel  was  a  purely  artificial  construction,  but  too  sweeping,  surely,  is  his 
conclusion  that  it  reduced  to  "only  single  stories,  pericopae,  which  are  put  into  a  framework.  " 
51  Hawkins,  Horae  Synopticae,  p.  15  1. 85 
than  half  the  number  we  should  expect  to  find  if  it  was  used  as  freely  as  in  Matthew  or  Luke. 
The  possibilities  that  LXX-use  or  Aramaic-use  had  an  influence  on  Mark  have  been 
entertained"  but  Moulton  thinks  that  "in  itself  the  phenomenon  proves  nothing  more  than 
would  a  string  of  "ands"  in  an  English  rustic's  story.  "  To  Taylor  too,  it  is  "elementary 
culture".  "  To  Tolbert,  however,  parataxis,  also  asyndeta  (the  absence  of  the  connecting  links 
supplied  by  particles  and  con  unctions),  as  well  as  ordinary  diction  and  brevity  of  narration,  j 
which  are  all  striking  features  of  Marles  style,  all  "find  a  home  in  Greek  rhetorical  theory".  ' 
"In  Demetrius'  terms,  "  she  writes,  "the  Gospel's  style  attempts  to  blend  the  clarity  and 
simplicity  of  ordinary  speech  with  the  emotion  of  dramatic  delivery.  "' 
Literary-structural  analysis  does  demonstrate  that  Kat  dominates  the  opening  of  the  lines  of 
literary  order  at  many  levels.  Its  absence  from  such  positions,  interestingly,  is  illuminating 
also.  In  a  valuable  study,  Paul  Ellingworth"  shows  how  the  absence  of  i<aL'  functions  in 
Mark's  work,  particularly:  how  it  features  frequently  in  direct  speech;  how  it  marks  new 
pericopae  or  paragraphs  ("thus  a  new  narrative  or  a  new  stage  in  the  narrative");  where 
sentences  begin  with  a  pronoun  followed  by  8E  (in  several  passages,  "where  chains  of  such 
sentences  have  the  apparent  effect  of  heightening  the  cut  and  thrust  of  dialogue");  also,  in 
three  places,  how  it  indicates  that  Mark  takes  up  the  thread  of  his  narrative  again  after  a 
digression;  and  in  other  cases  how  it  tends  to  mark  some  kind  of  new  phase  or  step  within  a 
narrative".  In  this  Days  account  i(at  introduces  all  the  major  sectional  and  part  divisions  (the 
first  and  second  halves,  and  parts  A,  B  and  B),  and  of  the  twelve  sub-parts,  five  of  the  six  P 
sub-parts  and  three  of  the  six  0'  sub-parts.  We  examine  those  instances  where  i(a(  is  absent  in 
this  Day's  reading: 
2.25  OTE  Xpdav  EaXEv  2)  2.26  p  v  TO;  EIGAAO':  v 
uw  3)  2.28  Wan  Icupto;  IaTtv  4)  3.4b  ol  R  Icyt  'Trwv. 
Examples  1),  2)  and  3)  all  occur  in  direct  speech.  In  1)  and  2)  they  give  the  "when"  and  the 
"how"  to  the  opening,  "what  David  did.  "  In  3)  it  introduces  the  consequence  clause,  the  third 
52  J.  H.  Moulton  &  G.  Milligan,  Yhe  Vocabulary  of  the  Greek  Testament  (London,  1914-29),  Eerdmans, 
Grand  Rapids,  1972,  pp.  57-58,314. 
53  Taylor,  Yhe  Gospel...,  p.  49. 
54  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel...,  pp.  42,43. 
55  See:  Demetrius,  On  Style,  pp.  221-222. 
56  Paul  Ellingworth,  "The  Dog  in  the  Night:  A  Note  on  Mark's  non-use  of  KAI",  BT46  (1995) 
pp.  125-128. 
57  1  here  consider  five  of  Ellingworth's  eight  categories  only.  Space  does  not  allow  a  complete 
presentation.  For  a  full  listing  of  his  groups  of  non-Kai  sentences,  see  his  article,  "The  Dog  in  the  Night  ...... 86 
and  concluding  part  of  Jesus'  argument  of  vv.  27,28.  Example  4)  is  a  clear  case  of  a  pronoun 
fbHowed  by  R.  And  though  it  stands  individuafly  here,  it  still  has  dramatic  "effect". 
We  have  to  look  beyond  this  Day's  report.  for  other  examples  of  Ellingworth's  listing.  They 
are  best  raised  now,  nevertheless,  as  we  here  address  this  matter  of  the  non-Kai  sentence.  We 
will  consider  his  owr  samples  under  his  owr  group  headings,  but  as  they  may  be  judged  to 
function  given  my  literary-structural  analysis: 
1)  How  the  non-xaL'  sentence  marks  new  pericopae  or  paragraphs  (and  "thus  a  new  narrative 
or  a  new  stage  in  the  narrative"):  we  consider  those  at: 
1.14  -  it  opens  the  third  section,  B',  of  the  Prologue;  S.  II-  it  opens  the  second  half  of  the 
telling  of  Day  6;  5.35  -  it  opens  the  last  section  of  Day  7;  7.24  -  it  opens  Day  11;  8.1  -  it 
opens  Day  13;  9.30  -  it  opens  Day  17;  10.32  -  it  opens  Day  20;  9.38  -  it  opens  part  B  in  the 
middle  section  of  Day  17;  13.14,24,28,32  ("distinct  phases  in  the  eschatalogical  discourse: 
all  in  direct  speech")  -  to  these,  I  add  13.7  which  opens  aU  Section  A;  13-14  -  it  opens  the  '13' 
Section  B';  I  add  13.18  which  opens  a'B"  Section  A;  13.24  -  it  opens'B"  Section  B;  13.28  - 
opens  'B"  Section  B,  part  P;  and  13.32  -  it  opens  the  concluding  section'B"  Section  B';  14.1  - 
it  opens  Day  25;  and  15.6  -  it  opens  'A'  Section  B  of  Day  27. 
To  the  fourteen  examples  which  Ellingworth  gives,  I  have  added  two.  Five  begin  Days;  nine 
begin  Sections  (four  of  which  are  in  the  eschatalogical  discourse);  and  two  begin  major  parts 
of  sections.  None  are  found  in  my  analysis  which  do  not  hold  structural  significance.  There  is 
reason  here  to  record  agreement  on  our  findings. 
2)  In  three  places,  how  the  non-Kaf  sentence  indicates  that  Mark  takes  up  the  thread  of  his 
narrative  again  after  a  'digressiod: 
6.16:  given  my  analysis  the  non-Kai  beginning  most  certainly  follows  a  three-part  whole 
(6.14b,  15a,  15b)  and  so  opens  another  three-part  whole  (another  new  section).  Ellingworth 
says  of  v.  16,  "When  Herod  heard  it",  that  it  recalls  v.  14a,  "Now  King  Herod  heard  about  all 
this".  He  describes,  therefore,  w.  14b,  15  (these  verses  11record  various  opinions  about  Jesus") 
as  a  "digression"".  But  my  reading  is  that  there  is  no  "digression"  as  such.  6.14a  records 
Herod's  hearing  about  Jesus'  disciples,  mission;  it  ends  the  telling  of  the  first  half  of  Day  8's 
58  Ellingworth,  "Tbe  Dog 
......  p.  126. 87 
account.  6.16  represents  the  particular  view  of  Herod,  against  16.14b,  15  which  begins  the 
second  half  with  the  introductory  views  of  the  people. 
7.20:  the  non-Kat'  sentence  here  does  follow  what  may  be  termed  a  'digression'  ("In  saying 
this,  Jesus  declared  that  all  foods  are  fit  to  be  eaten",  GNB).  But  in  my  analysis  7.20  opens 
another  new  section,  the  last  section  of  Day  10. 
8.25:  if  the  man's  comment  that  he  sees  "people...  like  trees  walking  about"  is  a  'digression' 
from  the  action,  then  here  again  the  non-Kat"  sentence  following  a  digression  opens  another 
new  section  in  my  analysis. 
On  the  evidence  of  these  three  samples,  the  issue  of  "digressions"  would  appear  to  be  less 
important  than  the  fact  that  all  three  non-xat'  sentences  open  new  sections  and  so  mark  new 
pericopae  or  paragraphs:  it  appears  that  they  might  be  best  placed  under  a  sub-category  of 
category  1). 
3)  How  the  non-xat'  sentence  tends  to  mark  some  kind  of  new  phase  or  step  within  a 
narrative: 
1.32:  Ellingworth  argues  that  it  represents  "a  transition  from  a  particular  healing  to  a  general 
statement".  In  this  fashion,  in  Day  I  of  my  analysis,  this  non-xal  sentence  opens  another  new 
section.  Whether  it  belongs  in  this  category,  or  in  category  1)  is  debatable.  There  is  certainly 
little  to  separate  I's  "new  stage"  from  3's  "new  phase  or  step".  If  scale  is  the  point  of 
difference,  then  1.32  does  belong  under  category  1. 
9.24a:  in  my  analysis  of  Day  16,1  find  that  six  of  the  nine  parts  in  the  closing  section  open 
with  non-l(al  beginnings  (that  is  Aofj%  fr  here  being  9.24a,  Bcxop'  and  13app',  as  underlined). 
They  are  each  classifiable  under  Ellingworth's  (eight)  groupings.  We  may  note  that  although 
9.24a  is  not  classifiable  elsewhere,  under  any  of  his  other  headings,  it  does  not  alone  of  these 
mark  a  "new  step"  as  such  in  the  narrative:  see  9.22b,  25  and  v.  27.  Again  as  above,  if  it  is 
scale  that  separates  categories  1)  and  3),  then  9.24a  and  those  Eke  it  that  are  not  classifiable 
elsewhere  can  be  identified  as  "marking  some  kind  of  new  step  within  a  narrative". 
Further  to  the  issues,  for  literary-structural  analysis,  of  Kat  and  non-w(  sentences,  we  observe 
that  Mark  frequently  adds  -u'Oug  to  Kat'.  We  may  observe  that  it  intensifies  Mark's  simple 
linking  of  parts  in  succession,  and  that  it  is  frequently  to  be  found  at  the  beghining  of  new 
fines,  and  we  note,  at  the  more  significant  levels  of  literary  order.  Again  Paul  Ellingworth 
supplies  a  useful  study".  We  review  his  major  points.  To  him,  the  use  of  "Immediately"  at  the 88 
beginning  of  a  section  shows  that  Mark  is  moving  "from  one  story  to  a  closely  related  one"  (he 
cites  1.12  as  an  example).  In  my  analysis  of  the  Prologue,  1.12  does  link,  closely  sub-sections 
P  and  P',  I-  10,11  and  1.12,13  (see  page  49).  The  use  of  "and  immediately"  can  show  also  that 
Mark  is  moving  "from  one  stage  in  a  longer  story  to  the  next"  (for  which  he  cites  6.45;  14.43 
and  IS.  1).  In  my  analysis  of  Day  9,6.45  marks  the  beginning  of  the  Day's  third  and  final  main 
section.  In  my  analysis  of  Day  26,14.43  beginsB'  Section  B.  In  my  analysis  of  Day  27,15.1 
begins  the  Day's  telling,  "And  immediately  early"  ("early"  is  qualified  by  "immediately";  Mark 
provides  an  immediate  and  dramatic  quickening  of  the  pace  of  events,  for  this  Day's  telling). 
In  the  analysis  of  the  Prologue,  we  further  saw  how  "and  immediately"  can  be  used  twice  to 
introduce  a  pair  of  stories:  we  observed  these  links  between  sub-sections  a,  P  and  P,  1.9  with 
1.10,11  and  1.12,13. 
We  have  discussed  already  1T6Atv  and  seen  it  function  as  a  strong  succession  formula'.  We 
remind  ourselves  that  it  is  discovered  at  the  level  of  literary  order  whereby  it  connects  two 
halves  of  a  Day's  report,  in  the  middle  days,  Days  Three,  Four  and  Five,  of  this  first  Series  of 
seven  Days.  It  would  seem  that  we  are  beginning  to  identify  a  Markan  hierarchy  of  succession 
formulae,  and  that  his  use  of  Kai'  (and  non-icat),  Kai  WOug  and  ical  TTaXtv  are  to  be  taken 
seriously. 
We  return  to  our  examination  of  Day  Four.  The  introduction  to  the  Day  recalls  Day  One  (see 
1.21),  though  the  Day's  focus  is  different  from  anywhere  else  in  the  Gospel:  only  here  is  the 
subject  of  conflict  over  the  Sabbath  addressed.  Likely,  both  stories  of  the  Day,  2.23-28, 
"doing  what  is  unlawful:  plucking  ears  of  corn",  and  3.1-6,  "doing  what  is  unlawful:  healing", 
were  at  one  time  separate  units  of  tradition.  Or  alternatively,  of  course,  Mark  may  have 
created  either  one  or  both  of  these  stories  to  construct  this  Days  report.  What  is  certain  is 
that  the  conjunction  of  Kal...  TTatv  at  3.1a  is  Mark's.  There  may  be  little  doubt,  therefore, 
that  Mark  brought  these  stories  together. 
At  this  point,  regarding  3.1a  we  should  note  that  a  number  of  translations  waver.  For 
example,  the  N.  I.  V.  reads,  "Another  time  he  went  in  to  the  synagogue  ......  and  the  N.  E.  B. 
reads,  "On  another  occasion  when  he  went  to  the  synagogue...  "  Both  bring  disjunction  into 
the  Markan  text.  In  the  Jer-B.  and  the  R.  S.  V.,  TrdAtv  is  translated  simply,  "again"  and  the 
59  Paul  Ellingworth,  "How  Soon  isImmediately'  in  Mark?  ",  BT29  (1978)  pp.  414419. 
60  See  under  my  examination  of  Day  Three 89 
connection  is  still  made  between  the  two  episodes.  In  the  G.  N.  B.  the  link  is  strengthened  with 
"Then  Jesus  went  back  to  the  synagogue...  "  It  is  judged  that  this  is  nearer  to  Mark's  intention 
because  of  its  use  of  "Then"  as  a  succession  formula  and  because  it  says  also  that  he  "went 
back"  (Jesus  has  been  in  synagogues  before,  in  1.21  and  39);  TrdAtv  here  may  reasonably  be 
judged  to  retain  its  common  rursus  usage  also".  For  a  simple,  literal  translation,  for  reasons 
already  stated  above,  the  following  may  be  suggested  too:  "And  immediately  after  this  he 
entered  into  a  synagogue...  " 
We  continue  with  our  consideration  of  the  linking  of  the  two  halves  of  this  Day's  telling.  It 
may  be  judged  that  the  subject  of  the  verb  Trapf:  TqPOUV  in  3.2  is  the  Pharisees  of  2.24,  for  the 
reasons  that  the  two  stories  in  juxtaposition  share  the  same  focus  on  what  is  'lawful  on  the 
sabbath'  and  that  the  Pharisees  were  responsible  for  introducing  the  question  in  the  first  place, 
in  2.24.  Mark  does  intend  the  two  incidents  to  be  read  together  as  one  Day's  activities. 
The  Day  clearly  ends  at  3.6:  the  content  of  3.7-12  and  all  that  follows  on  Day  Five  which  this 
summary  introduces,  is  non-sabbatical.  "'  Interestingly,  arguments  vary  as  to  the  purpose  and 
the  effect  of  3.6.  Nineham  sees  it  as  a  clear  conclusion  "not  only  to  this  (second)  story  (of  the 
day),  but  also  to  the  whole  series  of  conflicts".  Hooker  rightly  points  out,  however,  that  the 
conflict  theme  is  taken  up  again  at  3.20ff.  64  It  is  this  very  fact  that  undermines  somewhat  the 
abiding  deduction,  which  she  also  makes,  that  2.1-3.6  represents  a  pre-Markan  group  of 
conflict  storieS.  65  It  is  true  that  it  can  be  argued  that  Mark  may  have  added  another  conflict 
story  to  a  pre-existent  collection,  but  what  more  weakens  the  prevailing  view  are  the 
61  It  is  the  case  also  that  as  2.13  reflects  Jesus!  first  time  "by  the  sea"  in  1.16  the  common  usage  of  TT&tv 
may  be  retained  in  addition  to  its  being  a  succession  formula  there:  so  too  4.1  for  the  same  reasons. 
62  See  my  notes  also,  under  Day  One,  for  the  separation  of  1.16-20  from  1.21  ff.  for  reasons  of  the 
sabbath's  obligations.  The  question,  of  course,  arises  in  the  same  way  as  before:  does  the  new  Day  at  3.7  begin 
with  a  new  sunrise  or  at  the  sunset  at  which  the  Jewish  sabbath  ends?  Clearly  3.7-12  describes  a  new  Day's 
activities  as  after  a  sunrise:  1)  Mark  would  have  told  us  if  it  was  evening:  see  1.32,4.35,6.47,14.7  and 
15.42;  or  that  it  was  "late":  see  6.35,11.11  and  11.19;  and  2)  he  in  fact  describes  in  3.7-12  the  beginning  of 
a  succession  of  events  which  will  lead  to  an  evening  (4.35)/night-time  event  (consider  the  "boat"  of  3.9  which 
re-appears  in  4.1  and  4.36). 
63  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  I  10. 
64  Hooker,  Yhe  Gospel-,  p.  109. 
65  Since  the  seventies,  a  number  of  scholars  have  begun  to  argue  against  a  pre-Markan  Galilean 
controversy  collection:  G.  Minette  de  Tillesse,  Le  secret  messianique  dans  I'Evangile  de  Marc,  LD  47, 
0 Editions  du  Cerf,  Paris,  1968  (for  the  reason  that  the  stories  reflect  Mark's  overall  theology);  A.  B.  Kolenkow, 
"Beyond  Miracles,  Suffering  and  Eschatology",  1973  Seminar  Papers,  ed.  G.  MacRae,  SBLSP  109  (1973), 
pp.  155-202  (on  form  critical  and  redactional  grounds  as  well  as  on  theological  grounds);  D.  -A.  Koch,  Die 
Bedeutung  der  Wundererzahlungenfu"r  die  Christologie  des  Markusevangeliums,  BZNW  42,  Walter  de 
Gruyter,  Berlin,  1975  (neither  3.6  nor  2.28  need  to  be  explained  as  pre-Markan  redactional  conclusions  to  a 
collection;  the  use  of  "Son  of  Man"  in  2.10,28  are  in  conformity  with  the  authority-theme  begun  at  1.21;  to 
place  together  related  traditions  would  occur  to  an  evangelist  as  well  as  to  any  other  compiler  of  tradition). 90 
fiterary-structural  analyses  of  each  Day  (so  far  presented)  and  the  uncovering  of  a  Markan 
Series  of  seven  Days  which  has  in  the  first  part  of  its  scheme  a  threesome  of  the  first  three 
days,  followed  by  a  fourth  and  middle  Series-pivotal  day,  prior  to  a  further  and  final,  balancing 
threesome  of  days.  We  will  be  looking  at  this  after  the  analysis  of  Days  Five,  Six  and  Seven. 
Mark  appears  less  a  conservative  editor  with  each  disclosure  of  the  elements  of  his  framework 
and  the  features  of  his  rhetorical  style:  he  appears,  rather,  more  a  chronicler  or  compiler',  and 
one  who  exhibits  a  good  control  of  his  material  and  of  his  own  presentation  methodology. 
On  3.6  again,  both  Taylor  and  Nineham!  '  judge  that  the  allusion  to  the  death  plot  of  the 
Pharisees  and  the  Herodians  appears  "too  early  in  the  Gospel".  But  there  is  a  case  for 
supposing  that  Mark  knew  exactly  what  he  was  doing:  this  fourth  and  middle  Day  of  his  first 
Series  of  seven  has  its  parallel  in  the  fourth  and  middle  Day  of  the  final  series  (14.1-11).  Both 
speak  of  the  plottings  against  Jesus'  life.  We  may  note  now  that  conflict  stories  are  present  in 
Days  Three,  Four  and  Five  of  the  first  series  of  Days;  we  may  note  also  that  these  are  the 
middle  three  days.  We  will  see  later  that  conflict  stories,  with  similar  emphases,  are  present  in 
Days  Two,  Three,  Four,  Five  and  Six,  the  middle  five  days,  in  the  final  series  (11.12-19; 
11.20-13.37;  14.1-11;  14.12-72  and  15.1-47).  68Another  possibly  significant  parallel  is  seen: 
just  as  Judas  Iscariot  is  first  introduced  in  Day  Five  (last  in  the  listing  of  the  twelve)  of  the  first 
Series,  as  being  "the  one  who  betrayed"  Jesus,  so  he  is  presented  in  Day  Five  of  the  final 
Series,  in  the  very  act  of  betrayal  (14.43-46).  We  will  come  to  such  considerations  later. 
We  may  notice  that  in  Day  Four  there  is  a  total  absence  of  any  mention  of  either  crowds,  or  of 
Jesus'  (growing)  popularity  (compare  the  first  three  Days),  but  the  fact  that  Day  Four  climaxes 
with  something  of  a  complete  contrast  to  what  we  have  witnessed  up  to  now,  the  announcing 
of  a  death  plot  against  Jesus,  does  not  mean  that  it  is  totally  detached  from  what  has  preceded 
it,  in  terms  of  its  subject  matter  and  content.  Jesus'  growing  popularity  in  Days  Two  and 
Three  was  accompanied  by  growing  opposition  in  Days  Three  and  Four.  Further,  the  crowds 
may  not  be  very  far  from  Mark's  mind.  The  very  mention  of  Herodians  at  this  point',  in  3.6, 
may  be  intended  by  Mark  to  suggest  that  Jesus  was  being  seen,  even  early  on  in  his  mission, 
not  only  as  a  threat  to  Old  Israel's  religious  leadersl-ýp,  but  also  as  a  threat  to  political  order  in 
66  See  Faffer,  A  SludY  in  St  Mark...,  pA  67  Taylor,  Ae  Gospel...,  p.  146,  and  Nineham,  Ihe  Gospel. 
-,  P.  I  10. 
68  We  note:  other  days  of  conflict  stories  exist  too,  in  the  middle  two  series  of  seven  days. 
69  Though  it  is  not  certain  who  they  really  were,  the  usual  view  is  that  they  were  friends  and  supporters 
of  Herod  Antipas,  not  a  religious  sect. 91 
Palestine.  One  who  was  attracting  such  a  popular  following  was  a  potential  cause  of  political 
unrest. 
Before  I  present  my  Eterary-structural  analysis  for  this  day,  Day  Four,  we  consider  the 
construction  of  2.1-3.6,  concerning  which  Dewey'O  and  others"  have  recogniscd  symmetrical 
patterning  of  its  pericopae,  though  they  differ  in  their  views.  Dewey's  own  proposition,  which 
has  attracted  much  support,  is  as  follows: 
A  2.1-12  The  healing  of  the  paralytic 
B  2.13-17  The  call  of  Levi/eating  with  sinners 
C  2.18-22  The  sayings  on  fasting  and  on  the  old  and  the  new 
B'  2.23-28  Plucking  grain  on  the  sabbath 
A'  3.1-6  The  healing  on  the  sabbath. 
And  she  adds  a  quaUfication,  "Further,  B  is  rhetorically  related  to  A,  and  B'  to  X,  while  both 
B  and  B'  are  related  to  C".  '  This  "concentric  literary  pattern  is  definitely  to  be  found  in  the 
text  itself,  "  she  says.  I  cannot  agree,  for  a  number  of  reasons. 
Firstly,  I  will  agree  that  chiase  is  to  be  found  extensively  in  the  New  Testament.  I  will  agree 
also  that  it  is  to  be  found  in  Mark's  Gospel,  but  it  will  be  demonstrated  that  chiasm  is  to  be 
70  Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate.. 
71  Giuseppe  G.  Gamba,  "Considerazioni  in  margine  alla  poetica,  di  Mc.  2.1-12".  Salesianum  28  (1966), 
pp.  324-349;  P.  Mourlon  Beemaert,  "Jesus  controverse:  Structure  et  theologie  de  Marc  2.1-3.6",  NRT95 
(1973),  pp.  129-149;  David  J.  Clark,  "Criteria  for  Identifying  Chiasm",  LB  35  (1975),  pp.  63-72. 
72  Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate...,  pp.  I  10  and  116. 
73  Chiasm  or  "chiasmus"  is  not  truly  a  term  of  ancient  rhetoric:  the  first  clear  reference  to  it  as  a 
technical  term  is  found  around  the  4th  century  AD  in  Hermogenes  (On  Invention,  4.3,  H.  Rabe  (ed.  )  Rhetores 
Graece  Vol.  6,  in  Bibliotheca  Scriptorum  Graecorum  et  Romanorum  Teubneriana,  Leipzig,  1913),  who  uses  it 
in  terms  of,  but  limits  it  to,  the  crosswise  interchange  of  the  clauses  in  a  four-clause  sentence.  A.  Di  Marco, 
"Der  Chiasmus  in  der  Bibel  1.  Teil",  LB  36,1975,  pp.  21-97,  p.  23,  suggests  that  a  number  of  other  terms  were 
used  instead  in  ancient  rhetoric  to  describe  what  is  now  called  chiasmus,  but  this  must  be  treated  with  caution. 
Chiasm,  or  chiasmus,  defines  a  broad  range  of  literary  devices,  all  of  which  have  their  similarity  only  in  that  a 
crossing,  or  an  inversion  occurs.  We  use  the  term  in  this  way  here. 
In  regard  to  the  Gospels  and  Acts  in  particular,  there  is  a  case  to  be  put  for  chiasmus  In  Matthew 
(J.  C.  Fenton,  "Inclusio  and  Chiasmus  in  Matthew",  Studia  Evangelica,  International  Congress  on  New 
Testament  Studies,  Vol.  73,  eds.  Kurt  Aland,  et  al.;  Akademie-Veriag,  Berlin,  1959,  pp.  174-179;  Angelico  Di 
Marco,  "Chiasmus:  3.  Teil",  pp.  38-57);  in  Luke-Acts  (C.  H.  Talbert,  Literary  Patterns,  Theological  77emes 
and  the  Genre  ofLuke-Acts,  SBL,  Scholars  Press,  Missoula,  Montana,  1974;  Craig  Blomberg,  "Midrash, 
Chiasmus,  and  the  Outline  of  Luke's  Central  Section"  pp.  217-259,  Gospel  Perspectives  (Studies  in  Midrash 
and  Historiography)  Vol.  111,  eds.  France  &  Wenham,  JSOT  Press,  Sheffield,  1983;  M.  D.  Goulder,  "The 
Chiastic  Structure  of  the  Lucan  Journey",  TU  87  (1963),  pp.  195-202;  K.  E.  Bailey,  Poet  and  Peasant:  A 
Literary  Cultural  Approach  to  the  Parables,  Eerdmans,  Grand  Rapids,  1976;  Angelico  Di  Marco,  "Chiasmus: 
3.  Teil",  pp.  62-68);  and  in  John  (David  Deeks,  "The  Structure  of  the  Fourth  Gospel",  N7S  15  (1968-69), 
pp.  107-129;  Angelico  Di  Marco,  "Chiasmus:  3.  Teil",  pp.  69-85).  In  Matthew,  Luke-Acts  and  John,  I 
contribute  to  the  debate  on  the  Gospels  and  Acts,  adding  the  Revelation  to  John,  in  Sliced  Bread... 
For  a  classical  tretament  of  chiasmus,  see  A.  Vanhoye's,  La  Structure  Litteraire  de  I'Epllire  ala 
H6breux,  Desclee  de  Brouwer,  Paris-Bruges,  1976. 92 
found  only  sparingly  in  the  detail  of  Mark's  narrative,  and  regularly,  only  in  his  larger 
structurings  of  his  Series  of  seven  Days,  and  in  his  overall  Gospel  plan.  2.1-3.6  may  have  the 
appearance  of  chiasm  when  it  is  separated  from  its  Gospel  context,  but  when  it  is  set  where  it 
should  be,  between  1.45  and  3.7,  it  does  not  work  as  a  chiasm  anything  like  so  well:  details  of 
2.1-3.6  have  their  relationships  with  the  text  each  side  of  it  and  beyond,  elsewhere  in  the 
Gospel,  and  some  details  feature  more  importantly  because  it  is  only  in  2.1-3.6  that  they 
appear  at  all  in  the  whole  Gospel. 
Dewey's  analysis  may  appear  to  be  complete,  but  it  is  not.  She  shows  those  passages  which 
seem  to  parallel,  and  in  many  instances  do  parallel  in  their  details,  but  she  fails,  with  her 
overall  structure,  to  take  account  of  those  that  do  not  parallel.  She  lacks  a  detailed  summary 
which  takes  account  of  all  the  parts  that  make  up  her  supposed  whole.  Above  all,  she  has  had 
to  select  one  set  of  structuralising  criteria  over  and  against  another,  as  she  tries  to  establish  the 
overall  arrangement  in  her  second  reading  from  information  from  her  first  reading.  She  is  led 
to  simplify,  erroneously,  her  argument  of  arrangement,  and  reject  other  correspondences 
which  are  equally  deserving  of  as  much  prominence  in  any  scheme. 
I  give  just  one  example  (and  there  are  a  number)  which  provokes  this  criticism.  Her  rhetorical 
critical  analysis  leads  her  to  the  judgement  that  3.1-6  "builds  on  the  narrative  of'  2.23-28,  yet 
she  chooses  to  parallel  2.1-12  with  3.1-6,  because  "they  show  a  striking  similarity"  for  their 
rhetorical  pattern:  the  miracle  is  begun,  then  interrupted,  then  completed,  in  both.  She  defines 
their  similar  frames:  she  says,  "As  the  debate  section  in  2.1-12  is  framed  by  Jesus'  two 
addresses  to  the  paralytic"  (compare  my  presentation  of  my  analysis:  in  both  parts,  B  and  B, 
2.5  and  v.  10,  at  the  exact  same  points  we  read,  at  P  [P]  La]  XEyi:  t  TQ  TrapaXUTtKQ,  -.  -) 
"...  here  (in  3.1-6)  Jesus'  answer  to  the  opponents  is  framed  by  his  two  commands  to  the  sick 
man...  "  (compare  here  my  presentation  again:  in  both  parts,  B  and  B"  (3.3  and  v.  5),  we  read 
in  the  opening  lines,  denoted  by  a,  AýYU  TQ  dVOPOTTY  ).  "Both  are  clearly  delineated  ring 
compositions,  "  Dewey  says.  "Unlike  2.6-10a,  however,  the  central  portion  of  3.1-6  should  not 
be  considered  an  interposition.  It  is  not  sufficiently  set  off  from  the  outer  ring  in  which  the 
opponents  also  feature  strongly.  "  This  point  of  difference,  identified  in  her  first  reading,  is 
important.  In  her  second  reading,  she  summarises  an  impressive  number  of  parallels,  but  the 
counter-logic  is  not  there  summarised  as  well.  The  point  of  difference  itself  is  explicable:  we 
note  that  Dewey  is  attempting  to  parallel  two  sections,  the  first  of  which  is  twelve  verses  and 93 
contains  much  content  that  is  not  matched  in  the  second  which  is  also  only  six  verses,  that  is 
half  the  size'.  The  clearest  undermining  of  Dewey's  scheme  is  that  in  their  Gospel  context, 
2.23-28  and  3.1-6  are  the  only  passages  which  focus  on  what  is  'lawful  on  the  sabbath'  (see 
2.24  and  3.4  in  particular):  they  are  parallels  of  each  other  above  all  else,  and  if  they  were  part 
of  a  chiasm  this  would  be  indicated  by  their  parallel  positioning. 
The  difference  between  Dewey's  approach  and  that  here  is  fundamental.  Dewey's  parts  A,  B 
and  C  by  my  analysis  are  one  Day's  teffing  and  her  parts  B'  and  A'  are  another  Day's  telling. 
The  two  most  important  signifiers  of  Markan  structure,  his  rhetorical  style  of  ABB'  employed 
from  beginning  to  end  of  his  Gospel  in  his  constructing  of  his  Prologue  and  his  Days,  and  his 
determinative  matrix  of  Series  of  seven  Days,  govern  aU  his  work  of  arrangement.  Due  to  the 
uncovering  of  these  for  the  Gospel  as  a  whole,  I  cannot  support  the  method  of  her  analysis  for 
what  is,  even  on  form-critical  grounds"",  an  arbitrarily-defined  Gospel  piece. 
Another  approach  to  analysing  the  text  of  Mark  is  that  ofrhetorical  analysis'as  exemplified  by 
Mack',  on  2.23-28.  The  chreia'  as  it  stands  now,  he  says,  "is  elaborated  as  if  the  Objection 
were  to  eating  on  the  Sabbath.  "  (We  note  the  scholarly  debate  about  the  issue,  whether  it 
focuses  upon  working  (plucking)  or  eating.  )  The  question  is  whether  the  action  was  a 
violation  of  the  law.  The  argument  unfolds,  for  Mack,  in  this  way: 
Narrative:  Plucking  grain  on  the  Sabbath  (v.  23) 
Issue:  It  is  not  lawful  (v.  24) 
Argument  (Rebuttal): 
Citation:  Read  the  scriptures  (v.  25) 
Example:  What  David  did  (vv.  25,26) 
Analogy:  Eating  when  hungry  (v.  25) 
Maxim:  Sabbath  made  for  people  (v-27) 
Conclusion:  The  Son  of  man  is  Lord  even  of  the  Sabbath  (v.  28). 
This  format,  he  says  "gives  the  impression  that  the  argument  unfolded  inductively  when,  as  a 
matter  of  fact,  the  elaboration  had  to  be  crafted  with  the  'pronouncement'  (v.  28)  in  mind  all 
74  So  far  in  my  presentation  of  the  literary-structural  analyses  of  the  Days  I  discern  balance  where  in 
Mark!  s  ABB'  scheme  balance  is  required,  that  is  between  his  two  parts,  B  and  B'which  complete  his 
constructions. 
75  'Conflict  stories'  are  present  elsewhere  in  the  Gospel,  in  Days  delimited  by  3.74.41,6.53-7.23, 
8.1-21,10.1-16,11.12-19,11.20-13.37,14.1-11,14.12-72  and  15.147. 
76  Mack,  Rhetoric-,  pp.  52,53. 
-n  Chreia  is  defined  in  very  similar  ways  in  the  ancient  handbooks.  For  Theon,  it  is  "a  concise  statement 
or  action  which  is  attributed  with  aptness  to  some  specified  character  or  to  something  analogous  to  a 
character.  "  For  Hermogencs  it  is  "a  reminiscence  of  some  saying  or  action  or  a  combination  of  both  which  has 
a  concise  resolution...  " 94 
along.  One  sees  from  this  that  the  construction  of  a  pronouncement  story  (like  this  one)  was 
an  exercise  in  thinking  backward,  starting  with  the  conclusion  and  then  crafling  an  inductive 
approach  to  it.  "  These  comments  arc  helpful  to  understanding  Mark's  work  of  compositon. 
What  we  see  below,  however,  is  how  Mark  structured  his  presentation.  He  presented  the 
narrative  and  the  issue  in  the  introductory  part,  the  argument  (the  citation,  example  and 
analogy)  in  the  second,  but  the  'maxinf  he  plainly  attached  to  the  'conclusion'Ppronouncement' 
in  the  third  part.  (We  note  how  both  parts  B  and  B'begin  similarly.  ) 
I  present  the  fiterary  structure  of  Day  Four: 
Aa  "[a]  Kai  4&E:  10  aOT6v  161  &  TdIc  adDOacytv  rapanopm:  oOaL 
[P'l  8Le(  T(BV 
(Moptpwv, 
[a]  Kai  OL  paOlITal  at3TO0  q"p4aVTo686V  TtOtt-IV  WI  TL'XXOVTEg  TOOq  O`TaXuaq. 
PC  "W  Kai  ol  (Daptad-LoL  E'X,  -yov  adTý,  WI  La]  "18E  [.  Pl  TL'  TTOtO0O`LV  Td'Lq  O'dopacytV 
25 
0  OOK  KýECYTI-Y; 
ff  Ba  W'Kall  Aýyu  aOTd-IQ, 
[p]  0086TOTEaVýYVWTE  [.  frl  TL  bwqmv  Aaut5, 
[a]  O'TEXpctav  E'oXEv  [0)  Kai  ITrEt'vaaev  adT6;  [frj  Kai  QLpET' 
aOTo(),  * 
P,  26  [a]  [.  a)  Tr(Bg  EkyflAOEV  [.  Pl  Eig  T6V  OTtKOV  TOO  OE013 
[.  P'l  bil  'AptaO&p  apXLEPEwg 
[Pl  La]  Kai  TOO;  apTOUg  Tflg  TrpOUO`EWq  9ýayEv,  [.  pl  oOg  oOK  ZýEcynv  ý.  aydv 
27 
[.  P*l  El  PA  TOOg  lEpEltq,  fP'J  Kai  E6WKEV  Kai  Td'IC  cOv  adTCO  QU"GLV; 
B"  a  [a]  Kai  W-yEv  akdItc,  Wl  Id  udDOaTov  Mx  IY&ETO 
Kai  WX  6  avOpwTToQ  T6  (yd  DaTov- 
PC  28  [a]  w5an  x0pt6g  imtv  6  ul6q  Too  dvOpOTTou  [d]  Kai  TOO  cyaODdTou. 
Aa  '[a]  Kai  Et'GAXO.  -v  IPI  lTdAtv  [p'l  dc  TAv  ouvaywydv. 
[a]  Kai  ýv  lKtIt  avOpwTTQ;  [d]  14npqj  MylXwyjA"dp-a* 
'[a]  Kai  TrapET]Ipouv  aOT6V  [p]  El  Td-IC  cyapoamy  OepaiTEucrEt  adToV,  [P'l  tva 
ica,  rTlyop4awcytv  aOT013. 
Ba3  [a]  Kai  AýYEI  TO  dVOI261W  TQ  TýV  49pa  v  XCLP-a  EXOVTt,  [d]'Ey,  -tpf:  Eig  T6 
P&FOV. 
'[a)  Kai  A4Et  a 
3Td-tC,  [c(l  [.  a]  wFýEcyTtv  TcqC  cydpaom  [.  Pl  [..  a]  dyaO6v  notficIaL 
1"I  I(aKOITOtq(YCXL,  [.  P*l  [..  a]  ýu&  cr@cyaL  [..  c(l  1"I  aTTOKTt-tVaL; 
ol  R  tatwiTwv. 
B'  a  '[a]  Kai  MptphýcqlEvoq  adTOOg  pEf  dpyqg,  [p]  CTUXXU7TOUPEV09  bTl  Tfi,  7TWPW'CyEt 
Tfiq  Kap8tag  adT@V,  [P'l  La]  #,  [.  c(l  -EuE=Y  IAY-XCIP-a.  PMU 
[a]  Kai  tOmm,  Vl  Kai  aTrEKaTE(TTdOq  416p  a3TOO. 
P,  "[a]  Kai  ý4EAOOVTEq  [p]  01  (D  ap  LaMD  u  L  EOOOq  PETa  T@V'Hpy8tav@v  oupPO'Atov 
1818ouv  i(at'  aOTOO  IP'l  O'iTwq  aOT6v  dlTOAýGWCTM 
It  is  properly  described,  like  Days  One  and  Three,  as  having  an  ABB'/ABB'  form.  The  verbal 
linkage  between  the  two  halves  is  as  for  Day  Three,  Kai  .....  TrdXtv.  The  linking  theme  of  the 
two  halves  is  to  do  with  what  is  "unlawful  on  the  sabbath".  Again,  we  find  that  Mark  has 95 
created  a  well-balanced  structure.  In  the  first  series,  ABB*,  A  (2.23,24)  introduces  the  new 
day,  the  sabbath,  and  begins  reporting  also  the  first  event  of  the  Day;  B  (vv.  25,26)  beginning 
with  a  'dramatic'  historical  present  records  Jesus'  first  response,  which  is  his  reply  to  the 
Pharisees'  question;  and  B'  (vv27,28)  gives  Jesus'  second  response  (exegetically,  here  the  two 
responses  beg  comparison  because,  for  the  first  time  in  the  Gospel,  the  potential  for 
associating  Jesus  with  David  is  raised).  In  the  second  series,  ABB",  A  (3.1,2)  records  the 
change  of  setting  and  begins  reporting  the  second  event  of  the  Day,  a  new  challenge  to  Jesus; 
B  (vv.  3,4)  beginning  with  a  'dramatic'  historical  present,  records  Jesus'  first  response  and  the 
silence  of  the  Pharisees:  and  B'  (w.  5,6),  in  its  beginning,  including  the  same  words  as  in  B, 
XEYEt  TQ  dvOpuiny,  gives  Jesus'  second  response  which  is  to  heal,  which  in  turn  provokes  the 
opposition  to  plot  against  him.  This  middle  day's  telling  of  Mark's  first  Series  of  seven  Days 
ends  on  a  highly  dramatic  note. 
Day  Five:  3.7-4.41: 
Several  propositions  are  presented:  that  Day  Five  has  the  limits  of  3.7  and  4.41,  and  that  it 
comprises  four  sections  (3.7-19;  w.  20-35;  4.1-32  and  w.  33-41)  which  are  each  created  by 
Mark  according  to  his  ABB'  rhetorical  method;  that  with  Day  Five  Mark  begins  his  second 
sub-Series  and  threesome  of  Days  (Day  Five,  3.7-4.41;  Day  Six,  5.1-20;  and  Day  Seven, 
5.21-43);  and  that  Mark  uses  this  sub-Series  (3.7-5.43)  to  conclude  his  first  Series  of  seven 
Days  (1.21-5.43)  for  Which  Mark's  focus  is  "Jesus'  first  days  of  mission  (in  Galilee  and  in 
particular,  the  region  of  its  Sea)".  We  rehearse  the  pertinent  judgements  and  arguments  of 
others  as  we  examine  the  text. 
Hooker  notes  that  most  commentators  make  a  major  break  and,  therefore,  a  new  begffiln  g  at 
3.7,  but  she  says,  "such  divisions  are  largely  arbitrary".  She  points  out  two  links  with  previous 
material;  stories  of  conflict  (2.1-3.6  and  3.21-35)  and  the  injunction  of  Jesus  to  silence 
unclean  spirits  (1.25,34  and  3.12).  '  Yet,  she  notes  too  the  change  to  a  new  theme,  which  she 
calls  "the  commissioning  of  the  twelve"  (later,  "the  appointment  of  the  twelve"').  She 
observes  also  the  important  theme  which  is  sustained  throughout  the  next  three  chapters  (we 
note:  Days  Five,  Six  and  Seven);  it  is  "the  response  which  men  and  women  make  to  Jesus: 
78  Hooker,  Ae  Gospel...,  p.  109.  79 
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the  truth  about  him  is  spelt  out  in  a  series  of  parables  and  miracles,  but  this  truth  is  hidden 
from  the  majority  of  those  in  the  story,  who  hear  and  see  but  fail  to  comprehend".  ' 
We  observe  also  that  Jesus'  exercise  of  great  authority  binds  these  three  days  into  a  threesome. 
At  the  end  of  the  first  (Day  Five,  3.7-4.41)  he  displays  his  power  over  the  wind  and  waves.  In 
the  second  (Day  Six,  5.1-20),  after  an  extravagantly  detailed  description  of  a  demoniac's 
possession  by  evil  spirits  and  the  attempts  by  others  to  restrain  him,  he  demonstrates  his  power 
over  immense  evil.  And  in  the  third  (Day  Seven,  5.21-43)  he  shows  his  power  to  heat  an 
incurable  (whose  ailment  and  whose  attempts  to  find  a  cure  are  again  spelt  out  in  much  detail), 
and  at  the  climax  of  the  Day's  report  shows  his  power  to  raise  even  the  dead.  Nineharn  argues 
similarly,  and  we  agree  with  him,  that  these  stories  make  up  "one  of  the  groups  of  three  of 
which  Mark  is  so'fond".  " 
On  3.7-12,  both  Nineham  and  Hooker  view  the  passage  as  a  major  editorial  summary 
statement  of  Jesus'  activity".  And  they  compare  it  with  those  of  1.14,15  and  1.32-34.  For 
Nineham  the  question  arises,  "Why  here?  "  Schweizer's  answer  to  this  is  simple;  he  sees 
3.7-12  as  introductory  to  part  III  of  the  Gospel  3.7-6.6a,  on  "Jesus'  ministry  in  parables  and 
signs  and  the  blindness  of  the  world"'.  Contrary  to  Schweizer,  I  would  argue  that  the 
summary  introduced  at  3.7  is  included  in  the  text  by  Mark  at  this  point  as  a  beginning  to  his 
new  three-day  presentation  with  which  he  concludes  his  first  Series  of  seven  Days,  1.21-5.43. 
At  the  end  of  the  first  of  these  days,  Day  Five,  there  is  a  night-crossing  of  the  lake,  and  at  the 
end  of  the  second  day's  activities  (Day  Six)'  there  is  a  return  crossing,  with  the  result  that  the 
last  of  the  three  days,  Day  Seven,  tells  what  then  takes  place  at,  or  near  the  same  setting  of  the 
first  of  these  three  days.  It  would  appear  that  Mark  has  deliberately  created  a  geographical 
scheme  which  echoes  that  of  the  first  threesome  of  days,  1.21-2.22,  where  the  first  and  last 
days  of  that  series  also  have  a  common  setting  (which  is  Capernaum). 
Taylor's  estimate  that  4.1-5.43  is  one  day's  telling"  is  challenged  for  the  reason,  as  stated  in 
the  Introduction,  that  all  that  Mark  tells  us  about,  in  4.35-5.43,  cannot  have  happened  in  one 
80  Hooker,  Aý  Gospel,..,  p.  109. 
81  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  157. 
82  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  112;  Hooker,  The  Gospel,  ..,  p.  109. 
83  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  78ff. 
84  See  in  the  discussion  on  this  day,  a  more  detailed  consideration  of  "night-crossings". 
85  Taylor,  The  Gospel...,  p.  146;  see  my  Introduction,  p.  32. 97 
day:  fundamcntafly  the  argument  against  his  proposition  has  much  to  do  with  the  fact  that 
4.35  teUs  us  that  'evening  had  come'.  The  content  of  4.35-5.43  could  not  all  have  taken  place 
in  one  day,  in  night-watches;  much  occurs  in  successive  daylight  periods.  Other  reasons,  not 
raised  in  the  Introduction,  are  added  below.  My  first  point  of  difference  with  Taylor  is  that 
this  Day's  tcUing  begins  at  3.7  and  not  at  4.1.  As  presented  under  Day  Four,  the  content  of 
3.7-12  is  non-sabbatical  and  so  separates  from  3.6  and  what  precedes  it.  In  my  note  62,  the 
notion  that  the  new  Day  might  bcgin  at  3.7  with  the  sunset  at  which  the  Jewish  sabbath  ends  is 
untenable  fundamentally  because  the  reportings  of  the  Day's  activities  continue  to  evening 
(4.35)  and  beyond,  without  any  hint  of  a  night  disrupting  the  flow  of  events.  (See  note  62  for 
other  reasons.  ) 
We  continue  with  a  consideration  of  3.7-12.  Nineham's  interest  in  the  first  instance  is  as  with 
Lightfoot'6  in  the  relationship  between  3.7-12  and  w.  13-19.  As  "a  typical  Markan  insertion" 
(between  2.1-3.6  and  3.20ff.  which  are  stories  of  conflict)  these  verses,  he  says,  "provide  a  foil 
to  the  dark  picture  of  mounting  misunderstanding  and  hostility"".  Given  the  appointing  of  the 
"twelve"  (in  w.  13  -19),  against  the  description  of  'all  Israel'  gathered  to  him  (in  w.  7,8)  and  the 
frenzy  of  an  enthusiastic  and  excitable  crowd  (in  w.  9-12),  with  Ninehani  and  Lightfoot  we 
may  see  here  "the  foundation  of  the  new  Israel"".  The  Day  begins,  certainly,  with  the  most 
extended  list  yet  of  peoples  present,  from  every  part  of  the  Holy  Land  inhabited  by  Jews.  All 
"old  Israel"  gathers  to  Jesus. 
We  may  judge,  therefore,  that  3.7-19  is  the  opening  presentation  (section)  of  this  Day's  telling 
and  that  it  comprises  the  three  parts  Nineham,  suggests:  vv.  7,8;  w.  9-12;  and  vv.  13-19. 
Robbins  also  identifies  the  same  divisions.  For  him  3.7-19  represents  the  first  three-step 
progression  since  1.14-209  The  first  unit  of  the  progression,  w.  7,8,  he  calls  a  "re-statement" 
of  1.14-20;  the  second  unit,  w.  9-12,  he  says,  is  a  "re-staternent"  of  1.21-3.6,  with  the 
86  R.  H.  Lightfoot,  ne  Gospel  Message... 
87  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  112. 
88  Lightfoot,  Yhe  Gospel  Message-,  p.  39. 
89  Vernon  K.  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher 
..: 
Essentially,  Robbins  identifies  three-step  progressions  in 
ways  similar  to  myself.  But  in  all  the  Gospel,  he  identifies  only  six  possibilities:  at  1.14-20;  3.7-19;  6.1-13; 
8.27-9,1;  10.46-11.11  and  13.1-37.  Upon  these  six  three-step  progressions  alone,  he  attempts  to  build  a  case 
for  his  presentation  of  the  formal  structure  of  the  Gospel.  Because  his  next  thrce-step  progression  after  3.7-19 
is  at  6.1-13,  he  argues  the  new  section  of  material  introduced  by  3.7-19  ends  at  5.43,  our  three  days,  Days  Five, 
Six  and  Seven.  We  may  value  Robbins'  analysis  so  far  as  it  goes.  His  identification  of  three-step  progressions 
and  his  judgement  that  they  are  a  clue  to  the  formal  structure  of  Mark's  Gospel  is  close  to  what  is  being 
uncovered  here  in  this  analysis.  That  he  argues  the  limits  of  gospel-sections  on  the  grounds  that  no  other  than 
these  six  three-step  progressions  exist,  which  is  really  what  he  does,  is  an  argument,  of  course,  with  which  I 
cannot  agree.  Neither  can  I  agree  with  him  on  all  his  identified  progressions. 98 
addition  of  new  features;  the  third  and  final  unit,  vv.  13-19,  he  says,  parallels  units  two  and 
three  in  the  first  progression,  that  is  1.16-18  and  vv.  19f.  and  "establishes  expectations  that 
were  not  explicit  there"'.  He  identifies  what  wW  be  the  three  roles  of  the  "twelve"  at  3.14,15: 
they  are:  "to  be  with  him",  "to  be  sent  out  to  preach"  and  "to  have  authority  to  cast  out 
demons".  Robbins  develops  this:  "the  expectation  to  'be  with!  Jesus  was  evident  from  1.16-20 
where  the  men  were  asked  to  leave  everything  and  follow;  the  expectation  to  be  'sent  out  to 
preach!  was  probably  implicit  in  the  promise  that  the  disciples  would  be  made  'fishers  of  men. 
The  assertion  that  the  disciples  would  acquire  'authority  to  cast  out  demons'  is  new 
information".  I  would  only  question,  why  separate  the  two  mission  activities  in  this  way? 
Preaching  and  casting  out  demons  were  Jesus'  own  two  mission  activities,  as  we  read  in  1.39. 
As  it  is,  Mark  presents  them  together,  consider:  [.  a]  icat  Yva  diToaTAXTj  adWoq  [.  P] 
icqpU(YaEiY-  1-P*1  "  Kai  ExEtv  t4ouatavIKP6AXEIY  Ta  Satp6vta.  Again  we  discern  an  [.  a]  [-PI 
[.  P*l  sequence. 
Robbins'  references  to  chapter  one  have  their  parallels  in  the  writing  of  most  commentators  on 
3.7-12.  Likewise,  his  designation  of  gospel  sections,  1.14-3.6  and  3.7-5.43  has  the  near 
agreement  of  a  number  of  commentators  (compare  1.14-3.6  and  3.7-6.6a/.  13  of  Taylor, 
Schweizer  and  Hooker).  I  take  a  contrary  view  for  the  reason  stated  above,  that  the  evidence 
points  to  Mark's  creation  of  two  sub-Series  of  three  Days  in  balance  around  a  middle  Day,  to 
form  his  first  Series  of  seven  Days.  Other  support  will  be  given  to  this  after  the  completion  of 
the  examination  of  the  first  seven  Days. 
As  3.7-19  is  the  opening  section  of  Day  Five,  it  is  not  surprising  to  find  within  it  a  particular 
detail  of  important  literary-structural  significance  for  the  construction  of  the  Day  as  a  whole. 
The'boat'of  3.9  is  an  important  linkage,  because  it  re-appears  in  4.1  and  again  at  4.36  (though 
the  Greek  differs  a  little:  compare:  nAQ  -TTAO  I 
-Ldpm, 
Oc  nAdllov  and  TO  fy  ).  It  links  the 
first,  third  and  fourth  sections  of  the  Day  (3.7-19;  4.1-32  and  4.33-41).  The  strong  link  at 
4.1,  KaL-TrdAty  ýp4aTO  MdaKeiv  TTapa  TýV  O&aacrav,  has  been  discussed  under  Day 
Three,  above:  in  this  Day's  teffings  it  links  the  first  and  second  halves  (the  first  being  sections 
one  and  two,  3.7-35;  the  second  being  sections  three  and  four,  4.1-41).  It  may  be  translated: 
"And  immediately  afterwards,  he  began  to  teach  by  the  sea...  "  The  same  verse  'sits'Jesus  in 
'the  boat'  as  he  begins  his  teaching.  4.35  connects  with  v.  36  as  it  describes  the  onset  of 
90  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher-,  see  pp.  31-33. 99 
evening  and  so  'works'  to  introduce  the  final  section  of  the  Day's  report,  Jesus'  stilling  of  the 
storm 
The  second  section,  3.20-35,  is  also  a  'whole'  presentation.  To  Best,  the  opening  phrase  is 
attributable  to  Mark  since  he  regularly  introduces  "the  house"  as  a  place  where  instruction  is 
gived'.  Hooker  sees  its  connection  with  what  precedes  by  translating  3.20a  Kai  pxaal 
EIC  olmov  as  "Then  he  went  indoors...  ".  With  this  section,  she  says,  "we  move  back  into  the 
atmosphere  of  conflict...  but  move  another  step  forward  in  the  development  of  this  theme, 
since  now  Jesus'opponents  do  not  merely  watch  him  and  criticize,  but  offer  their  own  -  utterly 
false  -  interpretation  of  the  source  of  his  authority  and  power.  "92  With  regard  to  this  section's 
form,  she  argues  that  a  number  of  stories  have  been  woven  together,  probably  by  Mark,  and 
she  sees  another  example  of  intercalation  of  incidents  "of  which  he  is  so  fond",  describing  the 
structure  as  3.20,21,  w.  22-30  and  w.  31-35  (i.  e.  material  about  the  scribes  is  "sandwiched" 
between  material  about  his  relatives  and  friends).  While  I  can  agree  with  the  limits  of  this 
section,  I  cannot  agree  with  Hooker  in  the  other  matters.  Understanding  Mark's  rhetorical 
method  differently,  for  its  ABB'  form,  it  can  be  argued  that  the  compositional  work  of  Mark 
was  to  bring  only  two  stories  together,  and  that  this  is  expressed  by  the  following  divisions: 
w.  20-22  (the  opening  part,  introducing  firstly  the  setting,  and  secondly  the  two  sets  of  people 
who  are  raising  issues:  in  the  first  place  Jesus'  family,  and  in  the  second,  scribes  from 
Jerusalem),  w.  23-30  (the  first  development:  Jesus  anwering  the  scribes)  and  w.  31-35  (the 
second  and  completing  development:  Jesus  speaking  about  Tamily').  Mark's  literary- 
constructional  method  of  app'  is  evidenced  again,  in  the  overall  scheme  to  this  section,  and 
also  in  his  treatment  of  its  parts  and  sub-parts. 
The  first  half  of  Mark's  Day  Five  is  reviewed.  For  the  second  half  (4.1-41)  and  for  our 
examination  of  the  third  section  of  the  Day's  teHing  (4.1-32)  we  wifl  draw  in  the  efforts  of 
Dewey  and  Fay  on  4.1-34,  and  we  will  rehearse  the  challenge  of  Raisanen,  for  whom  chapter  4 
is  a  suitable  test-case  for  any  theory  about  the  nature  of  Mark's  composition.  We  will  then 
examine  the  fourth  section,  4.33-41.  We  discuss  firstly  the  efforts  of  Dewey  and  Fay  on 
4.1-34.  For  Dewey  these  verses  are  a  five  section  concentric  structure';  for  Fay,  they  are  a 
seven  section  scheme' 
91  Best,  Disciples...,  p.  50. 
92  Hooker,  The  GospeL..,  p.  114. 
93  Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate...,  pp.  147-152,167,  after  Jan  Lambrecht,  Marcus  Inierpretator:  StYl 
en  Boodschap  in  Mc.  3.20-4.34,  Descle'e  de  Brouwer,  Brugge-Utrecht,  1969. 100 
Dewey:  Fay: 
A  w.  1,2a  Introduction  X  A  w.  1,2a  Introduction  X 
B  w.  2b-20  Parable  material  B  w.  2b-9  Parable  material 
C  w.  10-13  Parabolic  method 
D  w.  14-20  Interpretation  (the  Sower) 
C  w.  21-25  Sayings  material  C1  w.  21-25  Parabolic  method 
13'  w.  26-32  Parable  material  B'  w.  26-32  Parable  material 
A'  w.  33,34  Conclusion  A!  w.  33,34  Conclusion 
The  first  difficulty  encountered  is  with  vv.  1-2a  which  they  both  view  as  a  chiasm.  They 
present: 
a  Kai  Tr&tv  'p4aTO  8t5damy  Trapd(TAV  OciXacrcyav. 
Kai  (YuvayETat  Trp6q  aOT6V  O'XAOq  TrAt-laTO9, 
v  y  waTE  adT6V  Efq  7TAd-iOV  IPPC'CVTa  KaOfloOat  ZV  Tfl,  OaXacaT.  1, 
P,  Kai  7TCxg  6  6XXOg  TTP6q  TýV  OdAaccav  tTrl  Tfig  yfig  T91aav. 
d  Kai  18L'8aaKEv  aOTOOg  tv  TrapapoAd-tq  7ToXAd. 
The  notion  that  this  is  a  five-part  chiasm  does  not  reflect  the  three  sentence  structure  of  this 
opening  piece,  and  it  takes  no  account  of  the  way,  therefore,  how  Mark  built  up  his 
introductory  piece  (to  4.1-9).  For  this  reason  it  might  have  been  more  satisfactorily  presented 
as  a  three-part  chiasm:  [a]  [PyP  *I  [a*];  but  most  typically  in  defining  would-be  chiastic 
structures  it  depends  on  selecting  one  set  of  criteria  over  and  against  the  selecting  of  another. 
The  choice  of  Wdoxuv  and  LH&xm=  as  key  words  defining  the  outer  framing  sentences  is 
a  'choice':  choose  OdAaacav  and  the  other  two  uses  of  the  word,  in  all,  in  lines  a,  y  and  P', 
and  no  chiasm  is  suggested.  One  would  have  to  say  that  Mark  overlooked  what  might  be  read 
as  other  hook  words  if  he  did  intend  the  chiastic  arrangement  as  Dewey  and  Fay  suggest. 
I  present  below  my  analysis  which  to  me  demonstrates  another  apfr  form: 
Aa  [al'[.  al  Kal-TrdAtv  [.  Pl  f)pýam 
8t8dcyKEtv  [.  P*j 
[.  a]  Kai  01L  Trp6;  adT6V  6XXO;  ITAOCYTOg, 
[.  Pl  W"CYTi:  aOT6V  EIC  TIAMOV  IppdVTa  xaOqcOat  L-T&Rakk=, 
dkýa  qcyav. 
[.  0"I  Kai  Trd;  6  O'XAoq  jrpbý;  _T4y 
0  ý=  LnL-Tfwý(;  ' 
[P*]'[.  al  Kai 
t8t'8acyKEv-aOjsA)Q  [.  c(l  &  TrapaooAolQ-UDAAd- 
It  may  be  said  at  the  outset  that  we  do  at  least  all  identifY  the  sarne  five  lines.  But  my  reading 
is  that  [a]  is  'introductor3ý  not  only  to  the  second  half  of  the  Day's  telling  with  KcLndMY-  (see 
94  Greg  Fay,  "Introduction  to  Incomprehension:  The  Literary  Structure  of  Mark  4.1-34",  CBQ  51 
(1989),  pp.  65-8  1. 101 
my  earlier  arguments  for  the  role  of  KaLndMy  binding  the  two  halves  of  the  tellings  of  Days 
Three,  Four  and  Five),  but  also  to  describing  the  new  scene.  it  is  the  first  full  sentence.  It 
may  be  stated  that  [P]  and  [PI  in  turn,  which  are  full  sentences,  develop  the  scene  in  the  first, 
and  complete  the  scene  in  the  second.  Further,  the  first  of  these,  [P]  begins  with  a  typically 
Markan  historical  present  so  positioned  in  the  [P]  part  (see  my  earlier  arguments  for  this, 
especiafly  under  Day  Two).  It  may  be  pointed  out  that  [P]  first  develops  the  scene  by  picking 
up  on  napex  a4v  OdAaaaav  in  [a]  [.  P*I:  a  crowd  gathers  to  Jesus  in  [.  a],  and  in  [.  P1  and  [.  P*l  the 
setting  of  Jesus  and  the  crowd  is  further  qualified  by  the  balancing  pair  of  statements  which 
include  &  -rfi  OaXdaaq  and  npbg  -T4v 
O&aaaav,  following  to"UTE  (these  are  typically  [.  P1  and 
[.  P'l  paraHeling  pieces).  It  may  also  be  pointed  out  that  [PI  in  the  second  case  picks  up  on 
Mdanm-  in  [a]  [.  P1,  and  qualifies  it  with  Kal  1&8amv  adToOc  &  irrapaDoAcCic  TroAA  ,  so 
completing  the  opening  piece  of  4.1,2a.  It  is  a  classicafly  Markan  app  'structure. 
Yes,  it  may  be  said  that  Dewey's  and  Fay's  chiasm.  is  simpler  and  more  balanced,  but  that  does 
not  make  their  analysis  right.  For  Mark,  balance  is  achieved  by  his  basic  construction-use  of 
app';  he  many  times  demonstrates  freer  control  when  it  comes  to  his  detailing  of  their 
component  parts. 
As  a  result  of  this,  I  view  the  larger  concentric  arrangements  of  Dewey  and  Fay  with  a  little 
scepticism.  If  they  discern  chiasm  where  there  is  no  chiasm  in  just  one-and-a-half  verses  only, 
how  can  we  judge  they  are  able  to  see  the  chiastic  structure  of  thirty-four  verses?  Further,  if 
Fay  can  propose  an  expanding  of  Dewey's  pattern,  to  bring  different  passages  into  new 
parallelisms,  he  raises  doubts  in  my  mind  that  any  paralleling  can  be  established  at  all,  on  the 
basis  of  a  concentric  pattern.  It  is  judged  that  his  'centring'  of  the  interpretation  of  the  'sower' 
parable  is  a  bad  move,  as  it  clearly  belongs  with  the  parable.  Because  of  all  their  many  Points 
of  detailed  contact,  in  a  concentric  pattern  the  two  pieces  must  occupy  some  kind  of  a:  a' 
setting  which  expresses  their  parallelism.  This  indeed  is  what  we  observe  in  Dewey's  chiasm 
within  a  chiasn-4  of  4.2b-20: 
a,  w.  2b-9;  P,  v.  10;  y,  w.  11,12;  P",  v.  13;  d,  vv.  14-20. 
The  key  to  this  scheme  is  what  happens  between  w.  10-13.  I  present  my  analysis  of  these 
verses: 102 
Listed  first  are  the  divisions  and  sub-divisions  of  my  scheme  for  4.1-32.  In  outline  it  is  as 
follows:  where 
A  is  4.1-9;  B  is  vv.  10-23;  and  B'  is  vv.  24-32, 
where  A  is  introductory,  B  is  the  first  development,  and  B'  is  the  second  and  concluding 
development,  and  where  part  B  sits  in  Mark's  scheme  as  if  in  parenthesis  because  of  its 
interruptmg  setting.  The  part  we  are  examining  is  this  part  Ba  and  the  beginning  of  part  B  P: 
Ba  [a]"  [.  a]  Kait  O'TE  iy&ETO  i(aTdt  p6vaq, 
[--a]  IPW'TWv  allT6V  [..  Pl  01  Trrpi  adT6V  [..  P"I  OA)V  Tdll;  8w'8EKa 
Ta;  TTapapoAdg. 
[p]  "  [.  a]  xal 
- 
MyEv  akcdC, 
I-PI  [..  a]'Yýýtv  [. 
-Pl  T6  [IUCrTTIPtOV  MOM  [..  P"I  i4q  Da  ithfac  To()  QEQQ' 
[pe]12 
1-P'l  [..  a]  iKr;  fvotg  R  Td'tg  Z4w  [..  Pl  &  TrapaooAdQ  [..  fV]  Ta  TraVTa  y(VETat, 
[.  a]  [..  altva  PAbTOVTE;  [..  Pl  PXtlTWCYtV  KaJ41418watV, 
[-Pl  [..  a]  i(al  dKOUOVTE;  [..  Pl  dKouwatv  [..  P'l  xal  lirl  auvtCocrtv, 
[..  a]  lj4TroT,  -  btaTpiýwatv  [..  c(l  i(al  '  r;  Ofl  adTd^t;.  dý 
[a]  "[.  a]  Kai 
-Aýyn 
WTOIC, 
I-PI  OOK  cýtýaTE  TAV  IlaPaDOXAV  TadTqV, 
[.  P"I  Kai  Trw-;  Traca;  mkuzpa  w 
, 
DoA&ý  yv  'awft; 
We  may  interpret  that  w.  10-12  is  the  introductory  passage  to  w.  13-20  and  w.  21-23.  That 
is,  part  B  subdivides  as  foHows:  where 
a  is  w.  10-12;  P  is  w.  13-20;  and  P'  is  w.  21-23. 
The  B'  part,  w.  24-32,  is  the  second  development,  and  we  may  interpret  Mark  to  mean  that 
these  tellings  are  in  the  company  of  the  crowd,  again,  because  none  of  these  parables  are 
explamed'.  (See  below  for  the  discussion  of  the  full  literary-structural  analysis  of  the  Day, 
which  shows  how  4.33-36  is  judged  the  introductory  part  a  to  parts  P,  w.  37-39b,  and  P', 
w.  39c-41.  Clearly,  literary-structural  analysis  demonstrates  a  Markan  division  between  4.32 
and  33  where  we  would  not  have  been  expecting  one.  Mark's  process  of  composition  cannot 
be  adumbrated,  without  a  recognition  and  an  examination  of  his  rhetorical  method.  ) 
In  the  introductory  piece,  B  a,  vv.  10-12,  we  discern  again  Mark's  predilection  for  app" 
structuring.  Vv.  10-13  do  not  form  a  chiasm.  Neither,  therefore,  do  vv.  2b-20.  No  concentric 
structure,  on  Mark!  s  part  is  intended  anywhere,  here  in  4.1-32/34.  His  controlling  method  is 
his  rhetorical  method  of  app". 103 
We  turn  briefly  to  the  chaflcnge  of  Raisiaincn.  In  his  study  on  the  "Messianic  Secret"  in  Mark's 
Gospel"  he  says,  "Any  theory  about  the  nature  of  Mark's  composition  must  prove  good  in 
practice.  A  theory  must  be  capable  of  making  sense  of  crucial  passages  in  the  gospel.  For 
such  a  test,  the  parable  chapter  of  Mk.  4  is  as  suitable  a  section  as  any.  "  Clearly,  our  tasks  are 
different:  he  is  seeking  to  describe  the  process  of  how  the  chapter  has  come  to  be  composed; 
I  arn  simply  trying  to  estabUsh  a  description  of  how  the  chapter  and  the  Gospel  as  a  whole  are 
composed  as  they  are  now.  ý 
What  I  present  has  to  be  measured  against  Raisaneds  correct  challenge.  In  answering,  it 
needs  to  be  stated  that  it  was  easier  to  establish  the  structures  of  the  first,  second  and  fourth 
sections  of  this  Day  Five  than  it  was  the  third.  The  reasons  may  be  twofold.  Clearly,  section 
three  is  much  longer  than  the  others  and  that  itself  poses  its  own  challenge.  Further,  up  until 
chapter  four  the  narrative  concentrated  more  on  action,  incident  and  response  than  teaching. 
4.1-32/34  is  the  largest  concentrate  of  Jesus'  teaching  thus  far;  it  is  not  until  13.5-37  that  we 
find  anything  of  the  same  order.  3.23-30  is  the  largest  teaching  block  prior  to  chapter  four 
and  that  too,  as  we  have  noted,  is  within  the  same  day's  telling.  The  possibility,  therefore, 
arises  that  Mark himself  was  challenged:  he  was  continuing  with  a  structural  presentational 
method  which  had  yet  to  prove  itself  appropriate  to  teaching  presentation. 
We  continue,  and  we  discuss  the  three  difficulties  which  have  been  observed  by  scholars  in 
regard  to  3.23-30,4.33,34  and  4.10-'7.  It  has  been  said  of  3.23-30  that  it  ends  a  little  clumsily 
at  3.30:  "for  they  said,  'He  has  an  unclean  spirit.  "'  Taylor  calls  it  "an  elliptical  passage  which 
is  an  explanatory  Markan  comment.  "  It  is  the  evangelist's  way  of  saying,  "This  is  the  reply  of 
Jesus  to  the  charge,  'He  has  Beelzebul'  (in  3.22).  "  Taylor  sees  4.33,34  in  the  same  category, 
as  the  evangelist's  explanation.  Just  as  the  Good  News  Version  which  Schweizer  uses  puts 
3.30  (see  above)  in  parenthesis,  so  4.33,34  may  be  put  in  brackets,  as  Taylor  sees  it  "as 
similar"  to  3.30.  The  bigger  problem,  clearly,  is  with  4-10-7.  We  return  to  the  question 
asked,  at  what  point,  if  at  all,  does  Jesus  resume  his  teaching  of  the  crowd,  because  as  4.36 
says,  he  was  still  in  the  boat?  As  presented  above  (on  page  80)  the  case  can  be  put  for  the 
insertion  being  4.10-23.  In  short  all  three  difficult  passages  (3.30,4.33,34  and  4.10-23)  may 
be  regarded  as  set  in  parentheses  as  explanations.  3.30  is  Mark's  explanation  for  Jesus' 
teaching  on  what  "will  not  be  forgiven"  (3.28,29);  4.33,34  is  Markýs  explanation  of  Jesus'  use 
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of  parables  and  how  he  interpreted  them  for  his  disciples;  and  4.10-23  is  Mark's  insertion  ky 
which  he  features  Jesus'  explaining  the  reason  for  his  speaking  in  parables,  and  explaining  the 
first  of  the  parables  in  his  teaching  block  (4.1-32).  All  three  insertions,  however,  have  their 
proper  place  within  Mark's  systematically  presented  rhetorical  scheme.  Mark  has  built  them 
into  this  Day's  framework:  they  were  not  added  later. 
The  literary-structural  argument  for  the  ending  of  the  larger  parenthetical  piece  (4.10-23)  still 
requires  presenting.  The  question  is:  at  what  point,  if  at  all,  in  Mark's  mind,  is  Jesus  talking 
again  to  the  crow&'?  To  assist  enquiry,  we  have  the  evidence  of  Mark's  presentation 
methodology,  though  here  it  is  tested  to  the  limit.  It  is  certainly  extended,  though  it  does 
retain  the  ABB'  form,  overafl.  97  Fundamental  to  the  exposing  of  the  rhythm  of  presentation  is 
Mark's  frequent  repetition  of  "And  he  said  ......  (See  the  presentation  of  the  literary-structure 
of  the  Day,  following  these  notes.  )  What  establishes  4.23  as  the  end  of  the  parenthetical  piece 
beginning  at  4.10  is  the  repetition  of  4.9,  "...  has  ears  to  hear  let  him  hear.  "  In  commentaries 
on  4.21-25,  the  inclusion  of  4.23  is  given  either  very  little  or  no  consideration  at  all.  Taylor, 
however,  does  consider  it  and  ruminates  on  its  linkage  initially  with  vv.  2  If.  and  comments  too, 
"but  it  has  the  appearance  of  a  connecting  link  relating  the  sayings  to  the  parable  of  the 
sower  1198.  He  does  not  say  if  he  means  all  the  four  sayings  of  vv.  21-25  or  just  the  two  with 
which  he  thinks  it  was  first  associated.  Clearly,  in  4.24-32,  after  the  introductory  piece  a 
(vv.  24,25),  the  pair  of  "Kingdom  of  God"  Parables  (vv.  26-29  and  vv.  30-32)  fall  perfectly  into 
parallel  positions  (P  and  P')  as  we  should  expect  them  to,  after  the  manner  of  Mark!  s 
rhetorical  structuring  elsewhere.  The  literary-structural  analysis  I  present  does  appear  to 
answer  RAisiinens  challenge. 
We  here  examine  section  four,  the  last  of  the  Day's  sections,  4.33-41.  This  story  of  Jesus' 
stilling  of  the  storm  is  clearly  linked  to  the  previous,  section,  4.1-32.  Its  three  parts  are 
arranged  to  Mark!  s  app'  rhetorical  scheme:  part  A,  vv.  33-36,  is  introductory  (in  part  a,  in  the 
app'style  Mark  summarises  Jesus'  teaching  method  exhibited  by  4.1-32;  in  4.35,  "evening 
having  come",  Jesus  suggests  they  cross  to  the  other  side  of  the  sea;  and  in  they  leave  the 
crowd  and  begin  the  crossing  ... 
);  part  B,  vv.  37-39a,  is  the  first  development  (in  a,  a  storm 
develops;  in  P,  they  rouse  sleeping  Jesus;  and  in  P",  Jesus  roused,  rebukes  the  storm);  and 
96  Which  would  also  include  the  disciples,  that  is  the  twelve  and  the  others. 
97  See  also,  3.16-19,  where  the  description  of  "the  twelve"  is  another  extension. 
98  Taylor,  Ae  Gospel-,  p.  262. 105 
part  13',  w.  39b-41,  is  the  second  and  completing  development  (in  a,  all  is  calm;  in  0,  Jesus 
challenges  his  disciples;  and  in  P",  they  are  afraid  and  question,  "Who  then  is  this  ...  T).  It  is 
another  sure  example  of  Mark's  rhetorical  method. 
It  remains  only  to  justify  the  overaU  scctional-structure  of  Day  Five.  Several  times  already  the 
sections  have  been  listed  as  3.7-19;  3.20-35;  4.1-32;  and  4.33-41.  And  twice  they  have  been 
presented  as  fonning  two  halves:  3.7-35  and  4.1-41. 
Firstly,  we  observe  that  the  similarities  betwen  sections  two  (3.20-35)  and  three  (4.1-32)  are 
numerous.  In  regard  to  their  contents,  we  observe  Mark's  first  uses  in  his  gospel  of  the  term 
"parables"  in  3.23  and  4.2,10,11,13  b1s,  33,34.  In  both  sections  also,  he  addresses 
"kingdom"  issues  by  resort  to  parables,  and  we  note  too  that  the  term  "kingdom"  itself,  though 
introduced  in  the  Prologue  at  1.15,  has  its  first  use  only  in  the  Gospel  narrative  at  this  point. 
An  examination  of  the  distribution  of  the  word,  "Satan",  throughout  the  gospel  reveals  also 
the  feature  of  his  mention  in  the  Prologue  (1.13)  and  in  the  middle  two  sections  of  this  Day 
(3.23,26  and  4.15),  and  only  once  elsewhere,  in  8.33.  These  middle  two  sections  have  their 
strong  links  with  each  other  and  with  the  Prologue,  1.1  -20. 
The  above  parallels  between  sections  two  and  three,  it  may  be  argued,  suggest  that  the 
sectional  form  of  the  Day  is  ABBW,  where  the  inner  two  sections  parallel  each  other,  and 
where  the  outer  two  sections  parallel  each  other  for  their  'emphasis'  on  Jesus  and  his  disciples. 
The  undermining  of  this  possibility  is  that  section  one,  3.7-19,  like  sections  two  and  three,  also 
has  its  contact  with  the  Prologue,  1.1-20  (for  the  call  and  future  functions  of  the  disciples,  in 
particular).  Further,  that  there  is  a  contents  balance  between  the  outer  two  sections  is  not 
easily  defensible.  We  noted  above  particluarly  also  how  sections  three  and  four  (4.1-32  and 
vv.  33-41)  connect  so  strongly  through  the  introductory  part  to  4.33-41,  which  is  vv.  33-36. 
We  discern,  further,  how  sections  one  and  two  connect  for  the  challenges  which  were  being 
put  to  Jesus  (that  "he  is  besides  himself',  3.2  1;  and  "By  the  ruler  of  the  demons  he  casts  out 
demons",  3.22)  which  have  their  connections  with  3.7-19  (Jesus'  attracting  frenzied  crowds 
and  appointing  "twelve"  to  be  with  him;  and  his  dealing  with  unclean  spirits).  And  the  case 
for  the  link  at  4.1  repeating  Mark's  usage  at  2.13  and  3.1  is  a  strong  one.  In  identifying  Kai 
r&tv  as  the  connection  between  the  two  halves  of  the  presentations  of  Days  Three  and  Four 
(the  other  two  days  of  these  three  middle  Days  to  this  Series)  it  would  seeem  that  the  phrase 106 
does  also  connect  two  halves  in  the  telling  of  Day  Five's  presentation.  The  sectional 
arrangement  is  to  be  represented,  therefore,  by  AAI/AA'  in  its  shorter  form,  and 
ABB';  ABB'/ABB';  ABB'  in  its  longer  form,  denoting  the  parts  in  series  which  make  up  the 
sections. 
Below  is  the  literary  structure  of  Day  Five: 
(Note:  As  discussed  in  Day  Two  above,  we  observe  key  use  by  Mark  again  of  historical 
presents  at  both  A,  B,  B'  and  a,  P,  P"  levels  of  order.  ) 
Aa7  [a]  Kai  6'lqcyo()g  IPI  PET&  TOW  ljaOiIT@v  adToQ  [P'l  dvf:  (ýPqCYEV  TTp6g  TýV 
OdXacyaav- 
XW 
[a]  [.  a]  Kal-iToA6TrAfiooc  LPI  dIL6  Tfig  rctXtXafag  [.  P'l  [4KoAoUOqaEvl,  [P]  La]  Kai 
dH6  Tq;  'Iou8ataq  ý[.  Pl  Kai  dr[d  0  lEpoaoXupwv  [.  P"I  Kai  dj[d  Tfig,  15oupatfaq 
lp'l  [.  a]  Kai  17ýpaV  T013  'Top8avou  [.  Pl  Kai  7Ttpl  Tdpov  [.  P*j  Kai  I:  t8@va, 
P"  [a]  1TXfiOoC  ITOAO 
, 
[p]  dKOUOVTEg  6aa  botEt  [p'l 
Ba  "[d]  [.  a]  wal  ETtTrEv  TdItc  paOnTcCi  c  aOTotl  [.  d  I  Tva  do  t  pm  17pocrKaPTEP  aOT6, 
[P]  8ta  T6V  oxXov  [P'l  Lya-gA  OXtpwatv  aOT6v* 
'Ofal  TroMoOg  yap  IOEpaTrEUCIEV,  [P)  W"CYTE  IIIIIIIIIIEtv  adTo  [P*l  [.  al't'va  aOTOO 
# elf  WVTat  [.  dl  ocrot  etXov  VaCFTtyaq. 
P,  [a]  [.  a]  Kait  TdI  1TVEupaTa  Td(  exKaOapTa,  [.  Pl  OTav  aOT6V  IOE:  W'POUV, 
I.  P.  ] 
.P  am  adTQ 
[.  a]  Kait  ýxpaýov  [.  Pl  AýYOVTtg  [.  P"I  OTt  16  ET  6  U16g  T013  OCOO. 
-g4  aOT6v  ýawp&Trotq  [P'l  [.  a]  i<al  TroAAa 
iTTETtpa  aOTd^ig  [.  dl  Lva  'awatv. 
B'  a  "M  Kai  dvabatvrt  rl  T6  Annr  [p]  Kai  TrpoCTKC(AE7tTat  o"q  "OEXEv  a6T6q,  [IYI  Kai  u0 
dTTflA0ov--iT.  p6(ý-a6T6v. 
Pfal  "[.  a]  Kai  bofnay  805EK 
, 
[.  c(l  [ok  Kai  dl7oaT6Aouq  t3v6pacrEv], 
LY-a  W(YIV  PET'  a6TOO 
[PI  [.  a]  Kai  YEW  dnomWq,  adTOOg  [.  pl  Kqpucycrm  [.  P'l  "  Kai  ZXcu  14ouafav 
&OCiAXEIV  Tdl  8atp6vta- 
Plal  "  [.  a]  Kai  bo  f  naEv  To6C  8j:  &Ka, 
IPI 
"[.  Pl  Kai  'ICn(WpOV  T6V  TOO  ZEPE8atou  [.  P'l  Kai  'IwavVTIV  T6V  d8dý& 
T013  'ICn(W'POU, 
1frl  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  LuMblay-  adTd'tg  dy6pam  [..  Pl  Boavqpyýq,  1--P'l  0'  IcyTtv  Y101 
BpOVTqg*  "La7l  [..  a]  Kai  `Av8pýav  [..  Pl  Kai  (D(AtTmov  [..  yl  Kai  BapOoXopdtov 
[..  81  Kai  MOM=  I. 
-El  Kai  E)wpav  [..  ý]  Kai  'IdKWPOV  T6V  TOO  *AAýa(ou  [..  ql  Kai 
E)a88dtov  [..  01  Kai  Y.  Ipwva  T6v  Kavavdtov  '91-111 
...  a]  Kai  'lo68av'10'Kaptw*0, 
I 
... 
&I  bg  xat  napMWKEv  adT6v. 107 
Aa  "[a]  KallpXETat-Eic  ottKQ-v  "CFTE  :  [p]  Kait  (TUVtPXETat  Tr&tv  [61  oyXoq,  [PI  W 
8Uva(30at  adTOOg  pijR  a'pTOV  ýaytltv. 
`[a]  1<al  cnco6craVTEq  ol  Trap'  allTOC)  [p]  ý4fiMov  KpaTqcrat  aOT6v,  [01  [.  a]  ZA,  -Yov 
Y&P  [.  C(I  6Tt  taýQTU. 
ly  `[a]  xal  ot  ypappaTt-tg  [p]  01  dlT6'IEPOaOXUPWV  KaTaPdVTEq  fp*l  [.  a]  ZA,  -yov 
M"  B,  -EACEOoOA  9XEt,  [.  P*j  icait  b2n  &  Tý  a'PXOVTt  T(BV  8atpovtwv  tKpcixXEt 
T&  8atpovta. 
Ba  [a]  "[a]  Kai  7TpoowaA,  -crapEvoq  at3TOOg  [p]  &  TrapaDoMr,  Ehyi:  v  at3Td-1q,  [P'l  Mog 
SdvaTat  Y-aT(xvdc  7-aTavav 
JKp&AEtv;  .. 
"[.  a]  Kat  Idiv  Oacythffa  1ý'  LaUT4V  gptoft  [.  c(l  od  80vaTat  uTa0fivat  TI 
Dacythtfa  &EIvil- 
[PT'[.  a]  Kai  Mv  oixta  1ý'IauThv  Ig-ptaft  [.  c(l  o6  8uv4a,  -Tat  Ot'Kta  tKENrl 
cTa0fivat 
[a]  26  [.  a]  [..  a] 
Kai  El  6-Y-aTavdC  dvýaTrj  1ý'  LaUT6V  [..  c(l  Kai  tgpffc0q,  [.  C(l  [..  a]  Qu- 
86vaTat  aTqvat  [..  C(I  dAAd(  TEAOq  ZIXEL 
[P]2'[.  al  &A'  od  86vaTat  068EIq  [.  Pl  Eig  ThY  Ol'KI'aV  TOO  fGXUPQQ  E[CFEA06V  [.  P'l  Tdc 
a-KEUrl  adTou  8ta 
[.  a]  Mv  jlý  TrPCOTOV  16Y..  19XUP6V  8TICYTJ,  [.  C(I  Kai  TOTE  Týv  o[Ktav  aOTou 
SlaplrdaEl. 
p,  [a]  28  IxdApýv  AEyw  u[rtv  [.  a]  [..  a]  OTt  iTaVTa  dbi:  Hcruat  Tdllq  Uld-tq  Tcov  dvOpw*lTwv, 
[..  Pl  Td(duapTAWIM  Kai  at  bAacrýrjpfaL  o'ca  Mv  DAa(Y&jp4(Twotv- 
29  [.  a]  o  d"v  BAaa(Mu4cria  Eig  To'  TrvE0pa  T6  a'ytov  [.  Pl  OOK  'EXEt  ftECELY  Et'g  T6V 
atwva,  [.  P"I  &Aek  Evopq  tcrTtv  atwvtou  duapT41iamc 
"[.  a]  OTt  EXEyov,  [.  dl  rIvEOlia  dKdOapTov  "E-L. 
a  [a]  [.  a]  Kalt  KpXETat  [.  Pl  '. 
.i.. 
ITaa  [.  P"I  Kalt  ot  MEAýol  adTou 
Wl  [.  a]  i(all  EW  CTTn'KOVTEg  [.  Pl  exiTEaTEtXav  7Tp6q  a6T6V  [.  P'l  KaAOOVTEg  adTOV- 
[a]  [.  a]  xalt  tKdO  ilTo  1TEpt  adT6v  oXAoq,  [.  c(l  Kalt  Aýyoucrt  v  allTQd,  ), 
[p]  [.  a]  'L&ou  [.  Pl  [..  a]  [..  Pl  iKat  ol  d8dýotf  aou  [..  P'l  i(al  a!  dbdýatf 
CY06  [.  P'l  E4W  ýTITOOcrtV  (YE. 
[..  a]  i(aL'  aTroKPLOEig  adTOi-tg  [..  c(l  Uyu,  [.  Pl  Tig  to-rtv  h  1ATnP  Pou  I-P'l  Km' 
Ot  ds,  -AýOt  Illoul  ; 
pe  `[a]  [.  a]  Kait  TtEptPACýCqIEVOg  TO6q  TrEpl  aOT6v  [.  Pl  KuKAw,  i<aOqpgvoK  [.  P'l  Atya, 
[.  a]  pftp  pou  [.  P*l  Kal  OIL  d8EMot'  pou. 
"[Pel  [.  a]  o"g  [Ydtpl  (IV  ITOtTICYIl  T6  OEXqpa  TOO  OEOO, 
[.  dl  [..  a]  ouToC  MEAýdc  pou  [..  Pl  Kal  dftAýd  [..  IYI  Kalt  PnMp-  tCFTt'V. 108 
Aa  [al'[.  al  Kai  ndAtv  [.  Pl  'p4aTO  8t8dCrKEIV  [.  P'l  17gpdt  TAV  oCjAaa(yaV. 
[p]  [-a]  Kai  auvayETat  TTp6g  adT6V  oXAoq  iTAEIaToý,  Ipl  W'CYTE  adTO'V  EICATAO-10Y 
IppaVTa  KaOficOat  &  Tfl  OaAd 
, 
[.  P'l  Kai  Trag  6  oXAoq  iTp6;  T4v  O&a(ycyav 
91  -  hi  Tfic  yfi;.  qcyav. 
[P*I'i(a't  161'6aýuv  adTOOg  Iv  i7apaDoAcCiC  iToAAa. 
3  [a]  [.  a]  Kai 
MyEv  aOTd-tc  [.  P]  JV  Tq  8t8aXq  a6TOO,  AKoOETE. 
[al  [.  a]  [..  a]  LSoO  [. 
-Pl 
t4qAftv  6  ampw-y  [..  p'l  (IrLapQL. 
[..  a]  Kai 
tYEVETO  &  TQ  QHEIPEtV  [..  Pl  D-PLY  ETrEcrEv  iTapa"  Týv  650'*v,  Kai 
TJAOEV  T&  TrETEtV&  Kai  xanýayu  al3TO. 
'[.  yl  [..  a]  [...  a]  Kai  aAk  EiTEcrEv  b7i  T6  TrETp(BSEC  dl  0,17ou  OOK  EtXEV  Y" 
TroAAjv,  [..  Pl  a]  Kai  E60ug  t4aViTEIAEV  [...  C(I  btd(ld  114  4m  PaOoq  yfig, 
[..  [Yl  [...  a]  'xal  O"TE  dVETEIAEV  6  "Ato;  ixaupaTtClOn,  [ 
...  c(l  Kai  8t&  T6-MIXELY 
ALýav  t4qpav0q. 
'[.  81  [..  a]  Kai  aAa  ETrEuEv  Etc  T&  d-KdvOac,  f..  Pl  Kai  avtPqCF(XV  1  aKavOat  Kai 
ouvETrvt4av  adTo,  [..  P'l  Kai  1<apTr6v  o3K  Mwlav. 
'41  [..  Cd  Kai  dAk  ZTrEGEV  Eig  TýV  )TIY  TýV  KaXIV,  [..  Pl  Kai  181'bou  KaplT6v 
avapat'VOVTa  Kai  ad4avOpEva,  [..  P*l  a]  Kai  EýEPEV  ZV  TptaKOVTa 
14q'KOVTa[ 
... 
P'l  Kai  U  lKaTOV. 
'[a]  Kai  EXEyEv,  [Pl"OCIXEt  (ka  dKoJEtv  [P'l  dmdm. 
Ba  [al"Lal  Kai  OTE  tyEVETO  xaTdf  p6vag,  [.  Pl  [..  a]  IPW'TWv  adT6V  [..  Pl  Ot  1TEpl  aOT6V 
w 
-nap  O*6V  Td-tg  8  '8,  -xa  [.  P'l  Tk 
"[.  a]  xal 
ZAEyEv  adTdIC,  [.  Pl  [..  a]*  Y[rtv  [..  Pl  T6  puaTIptov  MoTat 
BacrtAEt'(xC  ioO  Qw-Q-  [.  P'l  [..  a]  tKEivotg  R  Tdllq  E`%W  [..  Pl 
Lp'l 
TdI  ITaVTa  y(VETat, 
[.  a]  [--a]  Iva  PAbovuc  [..  Pl  oAgTrwcrtv  [..  P'l  Kai  VA  l8watv,  [.  Pl  [..  a]  xat, 
dKOOOVIEC.  [..  Pl  ai(ouwcytv  [..  P'l  xal  pil  auviGatv,  [.  P'l  [..  a]  pIlTrOTE  bTtCTTP4WCTtV 
[..  C(l  Kai  dýEOq,  aOTdtg. 
[a]  "[.  a]  Kai  AýYELWIOILC,  [.  Pl  OOK  olt8aTE  Týv  TrapaooX4V  TaUTqV,  [.  P'l  Kai  TTcoq 
naaag  T&  uapapoAdC.  yyOaEoO,  -; 
[al"  [.  a]  6  cmEtpwv  T6v  Adyov  cnT,  -tpEt. 
"[.  Pl  [..  a]  OUTOt  8E  r1m  Qi  Trapdt  Týv  656v  oTrou  andfpuat  6  A6yoC,  [..  Pl  xat 
OTav  (!  KoOawcriv  Eu'06g  E'PXETat  6  Y-aTavac 
[..  P'l  Kai  awtpEt  T6V  A6yOV  T6V 
iamppivoy-  Eig  at3TOUg. 
16  [.  y] 
[..  a]  Kai  OUTO(  ELM  Ql  bi  Td(ITETpa&A 
-QMPOIIEVOL, 
[..  Pl  O"t  OTaV 
dKOOCYWCFtV  16V  AdYOV  EdOOg  PET&  Xapaq  Xappavouatv  aOT6v, 
17  a]  Kai 
OU,  K  E,,  XOUCYtV  P'(ýav  tv  LaUTd'tq  &Xa'  TrpoaKatpof  Elcrtv*  [ 
... 
PI  etTa 
yEvopbTIg 
OALýMg  I  8tWYVOG  SLd(  T6V  A6yoV  P'l  EdOOg  aKav8aAtýOVTat- 
[..  a]  Kai  Wo  t  dal  OjJEVOt-  [..  Pl  0610f  dM  91 
-Y 
ol  E  Ic  T&  dKdvOac  amp'. 
T6v  Adyov  &odaav-TEQ,  '9[..  p*l  [ 
...  a]  xal  at  pEptpvat  TOO  a(Covog  [.  1  l(al  ý  diTaTq 
TOO  TrAoUTOU  Ll  icall  at  TrEpl  Ta  XotTra  tTrt0uptaL  c1cynopwopEvat 
[ 
...  PI  CYUPTrVLYOUCYtV  ldY-A64Qy,  [ 
... 
P'l  Kai  &KapiT  YtVETat. 
"  4-1  [..  a]  Kai  Lelivot  day  aj  bi  T&ýYhy_ 
-T&  KaAhv  cznwLy=,  I. 
-PI 
OTTtVEq 
J. 
IF  T6v-X6yov  wal  TrapaUXOVTat  [..  frl  a]  Kai  xaproýopoOcytv  ty 
[ 
...  PI  Kai  U  LUKowa  [ 
... 
P"I  Kai  ýv  Lxamv. 
Pefal  I  Kai  ZAEyEv  adTd'tc,  [.  C(I  [..  a]  Mq'Tt  f'PXETat  6  AuXvog  a]  =  lkt&  T6V 
p68tov  uflý  [  ...  CC]  15IL6  TAV  KA(VqV;  [..  P'l  OOX  Ma  bt  TAV  AUXVtaV  T-Eft 
[p]  `LaLal  (20  yap  IaTtv  KpDzmly  [..  d]  tav  pA  Lya  LdLal  Qdft  ty&ETO 
drrdpuýov  [..  dl  dAA'  Iya  -xog  el;  ýawpdv. 
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B"a  [a]  "[.  a]  Kalt  EXEy-cv  adTdItc,  [.  Pl  BAC17ETE  [.  P*l  Tt  aKOUETE. 
[.  a]  &W  jAbjjw  14L  IPt-ITE  [.  Pl  jiupnftruat  6WLv  [.  01  xalt  upouTE04mal  6[fiv. 
[..  a]  oc  Y&D  'EXEL,  [..  dl  800  'CYETat  a6TC0*  [.  c(l  [..  a]  Kait  bc  oOK  Zxu,  1--dl  1<a'L  0" 
f=  dp0q(YETat  an"  adTOC). 
Nal  "[.  a]  Kal  EXEYEV,  [.  Pl  OUTW;  RUN  A  DaotAda  TOO  0,  -oQ  [.  P'l  [..  a]  6q  a'vOpwTTog 
PdATJ  T6V  cmopov  bit  TflC  Yh  LuL  'PqTat  VUJKTa  Kall  Kail  xaoe  l8q.  Kai  tyEt 
TJVýPCIV,  [..  P'l  Kait  6  (mol2oc  pXaaT4  Kalt  PqKUVqTat  6q  OU'K  oltftv  WTOg. 
[p]  "[.  a]  adTOVaTI14,  mK=oýopEl,  [.  c(l  [..  a]  TTPGTOV  XOPTOV,  (..  P]  ElTa  aTdxuv, 
dtTa  1TA  ipq[ql  dtTOV  &  Tý  CYTdXLYi.  Ti 
L  [PI  "[.  a]  6Tav  8,  -  iTapa8d-t  6-KapTr6c,  [.  Pl  f:  606g  alToCTTC;  XAEt  TO'  8pETravov,  O'Tt 
TTapECFTIJKEv  6  OEPL0110q. 
P*[al'o[.  al  Kal  ZAEyEv,  [.  Pl  M;  6pot6awgv  T4v  oaatXEtav  : Eoc)  DEOU  TtfVt 
WTýV  06)PEV; 
[.  a]  6q  lwimp  civanEwq,  [.  Pl  o";  6Tav  (m=4  bi  Tfic  yflQ,  [.  P'l  Ptl<POT,  -POV  O"V 
1ldVTWV  TGOV  (ME 
, 
WdTWV  TCOV  bTit  Tfl;  YA;  9  "[.  a]  i(alt  6Tav  cmapfl,  [.  Pl  avapaiv,  -t  Kait  YtVETat  g7týov  TrdvTwv  TCg-y  XaXavwv 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  iKal  Trotelt  jcAa8ouq  PEY&OUg,  [..  Pl  Wt(YTE  86vaGoat  UlT6  TýV  OKte(V 
a3TOO  [..  P'l  T&  TTETf:  tV&  TOO  o6pavou  xaTaaKTIvoC)v. 
Aa  "[a]  [.  a]  Kal  TOtaUTatq  TrapaooXd-tC  TroAAdtC  [.  pl  JAdAct  aoTdQ  T6v  A6yov, 
'KqOW'g  ISUvaVTO  OXOUEtV* 
Xwptg  R  napaooAfic.  ooK  lAdAEt  aOTd-tC, 
lp'l  [.  a]  Kaf  i8tfav  U  [.  pi  Td^tg  I&  E  aVTa.  'otg  paOqTdtg  [.  IYI  &r'AUEV  7T' 
ýp'pqt  [.  P'l  6ýfaq  yEvop'  "[a]  [.  a]  Kalt  Aiyu  auTo-tc  tl(Et'Vll  Tfl  Et  Evqq, 
Wl  AtEXOWPEV  Ef;  T6  TrEpav. 
36[  ]  .)  a  i(alt  ftývnc  T  [p]  napaAcippavoucrtv  auT6V  6q  T'J'V  &  TO  1TAOtW, 
[P'l  Kait  &Xa  TrAcilta  TIJV  pEf  adTOO. 
Ba  "M  Kall  ytvETaL  AdltAaý-IjEydAn  dvEliou,  [p]  wit  Ta  i<upaTa  &rEpaAXf:  v  El;  16 
lTxd^to  ý8q  yEptýEaOat  T6  TTAcCLOv.  WCYTE  rl 
`[a]  [.  a]  Kai  adT6q  IV  &  Tq,  TrP'PVq,  [.  Pl  bil  TO'  TrpoaKEý&atov  Lpl  KaOEUSwv-  TI  u 
[p]  [.  a]  Kai  lydpoucrtv  adTO'  aOTCO,  [..  Pl  At86UKCtX&,  'V  [.  dl  [..  a]  xal  Aýyou 
[..  P*l  013  PEXEL  aot  OTt  exlToWpEft 
"[a]  i(al  8LEYEPOEIC,  [p]  bUtpqaEV  TO  dvtpy  [PI  [.  a]  Kai  EtlTf:  v  Th  QaAduau, 
Ytw'TTa,  [.  P'l  TTEýtpwco. 
B'  a  [a]  Kai  &O'Tramv  6  &Evoc,  Wl  Kai 
ýYEVETO  YCtX4Vq  LIEYdAll. 
p  "'[a]  Kai  EltTrEv  aOTdtg,  [p]  Tt  8f:  tAot' 
ton;  [P'l  oui7w  vEXETE  TTtCTTtV; 
[a]  [.  a]  Kai  IýoOftnqav  ý60ov  pEyav,  [.  dl  Kai  E'XEyov  Trp6q  &XT'Xoug,  [p]  Tt'q 
w6, apa  OUTOg  &TtV  [P'l  OTt  Kai  6  &EVOC  Kai  6lTaKO6Et  WTý; 
As  a  final  point,  we  ask,  should  we  be  concerned  that  the  numbers  of  the  verses  of  the  sections 
are  not  'too  equal'?  They  number  in  turn:  13,16,32  and  9;  or  in  their  halves  29  and  4  1.  It  is, 
of  course,  the  case  that  this  Day's  telling,  compared  with  those  we  have  already  examined,  is 
exceptional:  1)  it  is  the  longest  so  far  (in  terms  of  the  whole  Gospel  it  is  the  second  longest 
report,  with  70  verses,  after  Day  Twenty-four,  11.20-13.37,  which  has  90  verses);  and  2)  it  is 110 
the  first  so  far  to  contain  much  teaching  (Day  Twenty-four  is  the  next  we  encounter  and  it 
contains  even  more). 
In  the  Introduction  we  looked  for  possible  repetitive  and  progressive  forms  in  biblical  and 
non-biblical  literature  which  night  have  influenced  Mark  in  his  choice  of  'arrangement'  and 
#style'.  It  is  clearly  the  case  that  in  the  Genesis  account  of  creation,  1.1-2.4a,  and  in  Homer's 
Iliad  there  is  evidence  of  wide  variation  in  the  sizes  of  the  presentations  of  the  Days'  accounts 
themselves.  (See  page  22,  for  the  verses  of  the  days  of  the  Genesis  account  which  vary 
widely,  and  page  23  for  the  marked  differences  in  the  numbers  of  'Books'  which  the  Days  of 
the  Iliad  comprise.  )  The  analysis  of  Mark!  s  work  shows  it,  in  this  regard,  to  be  no  different 
from  these  comparable  compositions.  What  seems  important,  therefore,  in  the  writing  of  such 
ancient  literature,  is  that  the  constructions  were  themselves  complete,  in  their  ABB'  forms.  In 
regard  to  Day  Five's  sectional  variation,  we  might  then  say  simply  that  it  follows  earlier 
precedent,  and  that  the  variation  in  sizes  of  presentations  was  less  important  to  ancient  writers 
than  the  completing  of  their  constructions.  And  we  might  say  of  Marles  rhetorical  method, 
from  all  that  we  have  seen  already:  it  matters  not  to  him  how  long  the  elements  are,  or  how 
much  they  vary;  it  matters  only  that  all  the  main  component  parts,  A,  B,  B'  and  a,  are 
present. 
What  I  have  stated  previously  though,  may  be  correct.  Up  till  this  Day's  telling  Mark's 
structural  method  had  not  really  been  put  to  the  test,  with  teaching  blocks  to  include.  His 
method  was  surely  stretched  to  the  limit,  as  it  clearly  shows  extensions  to  his  normal  forms,  in 
4.1-32  especially. 
Day  Six:  5.1-20: 
The  Day  begins:  Kall  &OOY--E%- 
T6  TrtepaV  Tfiq  OC(AdaaCF99  Eig  TýV  C6pC(V  TCOV  XW 
r,  -paaqvCov... 
The  point  has  been  made  above  that  Day  Five  (3.7-4.41)  ends  with  the  story  of  a  crossing  of 
the  sea;  it  is  a  crossing  which  begins  in  the  evening  (4.35,36).  Four  crossings  of  the  sea,  in 
afl,  are  reported  by  Mark,  and  there  is  reason  to  see  them  aH  as  night-crossings  which  separate the  telling  of  the  Day  on  which  the  crossing  begins  from  the  Day  on  which  the  crossing  ends. 
with  an  arrival  in  a  new  place.  Bultmanns  acknowledgement  that  "the  spatial  link  (in  many  of 
his  examples  beginning  with  i:  (q)  is  a  temporal  one"'  is  supportive  of  the  argument.  We 
examine  this  feature  of  the  night-the  sea-crossing  because  it  is  an  important  indicator  Mark 
uses  to  help  his  reader/listeners  understand  that  new  Days  in  his  telling  begin  with  new 
locations  and  new  activities  after  sunrise. 
The  first  sea-crossing  of  the  Gospel  begins  on  Day  Five,  at  4.35,36  ("When  evening  had 
come").  A  storm.  arises  and  to  the  amazement  of  the  disciples  travelling  with  him  Jesus  stills 
the  storm.  The  sea-journey  is  concluded  with  the  words  "And  they  came  to  the  other  side  of 
the  sea  into  the  country  of  the  Gerasenes",  at  5.1  which  is  the  beginning  of  Day  Six  of  Mark's 
telling  and,  therefore,  the  beginning  of  a  new  report.  And  Day  Five's  report  is  concluded  with 
the  completing  of  the  story  of  the  stifling  of  the  storm.  A  'space'  exists,  we  note,  between  the 
ending  of  Day  Five  and  the  beginning  of  Day  Six.  But  it  is  not  incumbent  on  Mark  to  fill  the 
void  with  a  Pepysian  "and  so  to  bed""  kind  of  comment.  Night-time  equates  with  sleep-time, 
and  that  may  be  perfectly  understood  without  any  reference  to  sleep,  though  in  Day  Five's 
closing  account  of  the  stonny  crossing  we  are  told,  of  course,  that  Jesus  was  "sleeping  on  a 
pillow". 
The  second  sea-crossing  begins  on  Day  Six,  at  5.18  ("And  as  he  embarked  into  the  boat...  "). 
It  ends  at  5.21  ("And  when  Jesus  had  crossed  over  in  the  boat  again  to  the  other  side  a  great 
crowd...  ").  Two  primary  questions  need  to  be  put  as  there  is  no  reference  (as  there  is  in  the 
first  example  of  a  sea-crossing)  to  the  time  of  embarkation.  Was  it  a  night-time  crossing? 
And  was  the  crossing's  completion,  therefore,  coincident  with  the  beginning  of  a  new  Day's 
telling?  Estimates  of  the  timings  and  the  times  taken  by  the  events  of  the  proposed  Day  Six 
(5.1-20)  and/or  estimates  or  information  of  the  tin-dngs  of  the  events  of  the  proposed  Day 
Seven  (5.21-43)  are  required. 
The  events  of  the  proposed  Day  Six  begin  with  a  meeting  of  Jesus  and  the  man  who  Mark  says 
caHed  himself  "Legion"  (there  is  no  mention  of  it  being  night-time  and  the  story's  events  are 
continuous  and  suggest  that  they  aU  occur  in  daylight).  Due  to  the  time-taking  episodes, 
whereby  the  pig-herders  witness  the  drowning  of  the  two  thousand  or  so  pigs,  and  flee  to 
99  Bultmann,  The  History-,  p.  340. 
100  Samuel  Pepys,  Diary,  6  May,  1660,  etpassim. 111) 
report  "in  the  city  and  in  thefields",  and  the  ones  to  whom  they  report  come  out  to  Jesus  and 
then  beg  him  to  go,  it  may  be  judged  that  Jesus'  return  crossing  began  late  that  day. 
The  events  of  the  proposed  Day  Seven  begin  with  Jesus  and  an  assembled  crowd  by  the  sea. 
Jesus  is  there  long  enough  for  Jairus  to  learn  where  he  is  and  to  come  to  him  to  beg  Jesus  to 
go  with  him  to  his  home  to  heal  his  dying  daughter.  A  land-journey  ensues,  during  which 
Jesus  is  delayed  (by  a  woman  who  takes  her  heafing  from  him),  by  which  time  messengers 
come  with  news  of  Jairus'  daughter's  death,  after  which  Jesus  resumes  his  land-joumey,  arrives 
at  the  house  and  gives  her  back  her  life.  The  events  of  5.21-43,  it  may  be  judged,  are 
themselves  sufficient  for  one  Day's  telling  in  Mark's  scheme. 
Additionally,  in  estimating  the  possible  time  lapse  between  the  proposed  Days  Six  and  Seven 
and  given  their  designations  in  terms  of  their  chapter  and  verse,  there  is  the  evidence  of  a 
sequence  of  disclosures  of  4.35-41  (at  least),  5.1-20  and  5.21-43  which  is  "one  of  those 
groups  of  three  of  which  Mark  is  so  fond"  (according  to  Nineham:  ,  see  Day  Five's 
examination).  We  note  too  that  the  two  other  night  crossings,  of  Days  Nine  and  Thirteen,  the 
case  for  which  will  be  put  below,  both  end  the  second  Day's  tellings  (underlined)  of 
threesomes  of  Days  in  Mark's  scheme  (the  sub-Series  are  Days  Eight,  Nine  and  Ten,  and  Days 
Twelve,  Thirteen  and  Fourteen).  The  proposed  night-crossing,  beginning  (late  in  the  Day)  at 
5.18  and  ending  (near  the  sunrise  of  the  new  Day)  at  5.21,  would  play  the  same  role  in  the 
telling  of  Days  Five,  Six  and  Seven. 
The  weight  of  evidence  would  seem  to  suggest  that  Mark  did  intend  this  return  crossing  as  a 
foil  between  Days  Six  and  Seven  as  defined  by  5.1-20  and  5.21-43. 
The  third  sea-crossing  (of  the  disciples  alone)  begins  on  Day  Nine  (6.30-52),  at  6.45,  before 
sunset:  Jesus  tells  his  disciples  to  embark  into  the  boat  and  to  go  ahead  of  him  to  the  other 
side,  to  Bethsaida.  "And  when  evening  came  the  boat  was  in  the  middle  of  the  sea  and  (Jesus) 
was  alone  on  land"  (6.47).  The  disciples  were  having  trouble  with  their  rowing  because  the 
wind  was  against  them.  "About  the  fourth  watch  of  the  night"  Jesus  goes  to  them  "walking  on 
the  sea...  "  (6.48).  As  he  reached  them  and  got  into  the  boat,  the  wind  ceased  (6.51).  The 
sea-journey  ends  on  Day  Ten  (6.53-7.23),  at  6.53,  "And  crossing  over  onto  land  they  came  to 
Gennesaret  and  anchored.  And  as  they  came  out  of  the  boat  immediately...  "  (because  it  was 113 
daylight,  we  can  deduce)  people  brought  to  him  their  sick.  This  third  example  of  a 
sea-crossing  makes  it  perfectly  clear  that  a  crossing  (a  maximum  eight  miles  across  and  sixteen 
miles  from  top  to  bottom)  could  take  all  night". 
The  fourth  sea-crossing  begins  on  Day  Thirteen  (8.1-21),  at  8.13,11 
...  embarking,  he  went  away 
to  the  other  side".  The  sea-journey  concludes  on  Day  Fourteen  (8.22-26),  at  8.22,  "And  they 
'come'  to  Bethsaida.  And  they  'bring  .......  In  this  story  of  a  sea-crossing,  no  time  of 
embarkation  is  stated  in  the  telling.  How  are  we  to  estimate  it?  We  may  compare  Days  Nine 
and  Thirteen  for  some  help  in  the  matter,  and  also  examine  a  detail  of  the  Day  itself. 
We  consider  firstly  the  parallel  contents  (pertinent  to  this  issue)  of  the  Days  (as  proposed)  in 
which  these  stories  of  the  third  and  fourth  sea-crossings  occur.  Day  Nine  (6.30-52)  reports 
the  feeding  of  the  five  thousand:  it  records  a  short  sea-journey  (not  a  crossing,  in  6.32)  to  a 
"solitary  place"  (which  we  can  assume  is  just  down  the  coast-line)  and  records  a  night-time 
crossing  which  was  supposed  to  be  to  Bethsaida.  Day  13  (8.1-21)  reports  the  feeding  of  the 
four  thousand:  it  records  a  short  seaJourney  (not  a  crossing,  8.10)  down  the  coast  to 
Dalmanutha  and  records  a  crossing  to  Bethsaida.  Mark  is  setting  these  two  tellings  of  Days  in 
parallel:  it  is  logical  to  conclude  that  he  intended  the  crossing  of  Day  Thirteen  to  behave  as 
for  Day  Nine,  as  a  Day-separating  indicator.  We  may  now  see  if  there  is  any  support  for  this 
in  the  examination  of  a  particular  detail  of  Day  Thirteen. 
In  8.2,  it  is  reported  that  the  crowd  had  been  with  Jesus  three  "days"  and  had  had  nothing  to 
eat.  According  to  rhetorical  analysis,  the  introduction  to  the  telling  of  the  Day's  events  is 
8.1-3:  it  is  the  A  part  of  Mark's  ABBI  construction  with  which  he  forms  the  first  half  of  his 
whole  presentation.  It  begins  reading  literally:  "In  those  days  there  being  again  a  great  crowd, 
and  not  having  anything  they  might  eat,  calling  to  him  the  disciples  he  says  to  them,  'I  have 
compassion  on  the  crowd,  because  now  three  days  they  remain  with  me,  and  they  have 
nothing  they  might  eat...  "'  The  question  arises  as  to  the  timing  of  Jesus'  calling  his  disciples  to 
him.  The  most  likely  explanation  is  that  the  crowd  has  been  with  Jesus  all  of  the  day  (here 
reported)  and  that  prior  to  it  they  have  been  with  him  two  days.  He,  therefore,  calls  his 
disciples  to  him  late  on  in  the  Day  being  reported.  Again  we  Might  compare  this  Day's  telling 
101  Whether  rowing  or  sailing,  reasonably  short  stretches  of  water,  because  of  wind  and  storm  in  the  first 
case  and  because  of  a  lack  of  wind  in  the  second,  can  be  perceived  to  be  very  long  indeed.  (I  have  had  the 
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with  that  of  Day  Nine.  The  feeding  of  the  five  thousand  takes  place  "late"  (6.35)  in  the  Day 
(when  people  regularly  ate  their  main  meal  of  the  day).  The  feeding  of  the  four  thousand  (of 
Day  Thirteen)  can  be  similarly  timed,  as  late  in  the  day,  and  the  timing  of  Jesus'  meeting  with 
the  Pharisees  would,  therefore,  have  been  later,  and  the  crossing  later  still. 
We  assess  that  four  times  in  his  gospel  narrative,  Mark  uses  the  night-crossing  of  the  sea  as  an 
important  indicator  to  his  audience  that  new  Days  in  his  telling  begin  with  new  locations  and 
new  activities  after  (meaning:  'immediately  after',  'sometime  after',  or  'anytime  after')  sunrise. 
This  exercise  establishes  the  limits  of  a  number  of  Days  in  Mark's  telling  and  establishes  also 
the  principle  that  Mark  uses  new  geographical  locations  to  signal  his  beginning  of  new  Days. 
We  can  continue  now  with  our  analysis  of  Day  Six  (5.1-20). 
The  Day's  story  is  without  exception  viewed  by  commentators  as  a  unity,  but  over  the  years 
attitudes  have  varied  as  to  how  much  Mark's  hand  is  evident  in  the  presentation  we  have  here. 
Bultmann'02  points  out  that  the  narrative  has  the  form  characteristic  of  the  miracle-story  which 
he  suggests  is  in  its  original  form,  save  transitional  phrases  in  v.  I  and  the  redactional  verse  8. 
Because  of  the  "unevenness  of  the  narrative",  its  vivid  and  emphatic  details,  and  because  v.  8 
"appears  to  reflect  the  Evangelist's  embarrassment  in  coping  with  an  excess  of  material", 
Taylor  explains  that  the  passage  was  not  yet  reduced  to  the  rounded  form  of  miracle-stories 
and  was,  therefore,  a  clear  piece  of  oral  tradition  which  is  Petrine  in  origin"'.  Nineham 
particularly  sees  its  connection  with  the  previous  day's  story  of  "the  stilling  of  the  storm":  the 
question  is  posed,  he  says,  "Who  then  is  this  that  such  immense  power  is  at  his  disposal?  "  but 
of  its  present  form,  he  says,  "It  has  clearly  passed  through  a  number  of  stages"  of 
development"'.  In  relation  to  this,  he  devotes  space  to  the  problem  of  the  setting,  "the 
country  of  Gerasene",  which  is  thirty  miles  from  the  lake  shore.  Commentators  over  the  years 
have  remarked  on  Marles  poor  geographical  knowledge.  It  is  proper  to  point  out,  however,  in 
this  context,  that  Mark  makes  nothing  of  the  fact  that  this  is  predon-dnently  Gentile  country, 
neither  that  the  man  who  is  healed  is  a  Gentile,  nor  that  those  who  were  attending  the  pigs 
were  Gentiles,  nor  those  also  who  then  came  out  to  Jesus.  No  argument  from  silence  is 
satisfactory,  but  in  contrast,  in  Day  Eleven  (7.24-30),  Mark  spells  it  out  loudly  and  clearly  that 
Jesus  is  ministering  in  Tyre,  to  "a  Greek,  a  Syrophoenician  by  race"  (7.25)  and  through  her  to 
102  R.  Bultmann,  The  History...,  p.  224. 
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her  daughter.  It  would  seem  that  in  presenting  Day  Six  in  the  way  that  he  does  Mark  intends 
no  reader/listeners  to  dwell  on  the  fact  that  Jesus'  ministry  here  extends  to  a  Gent  ile/Gent  iles. 
It  is  not  the  issue  of  the  story  here,  but  it  is  the  issue  in  the  story  of  Day  Eleven  and  that  is  why 
Mark  saves  it  until  then,  and  defiberately  places  the  telling  in  the  middle  Day  which  marks  a 
turning  point  in  his  second  Series  of  seven  Days. 
Hooker  decribes  this  day's  story  as  one  which  contains  "an  embarrassing  amount  of  detail"  " 
and  as  a  "narrative  that  does  not  run  smoothly".  She  says  that  w.  3-5  are  "somewhat 
obtrusive",  that  v.  6  "seems  strange"  after  v.  2b,  that  v.  8  is  "clumsy",  and  that  we  have  two 
proofs  of  the  demoniac's  cure,  in  vv.  I  1-  13  and  v.  15  ".  These  are  evidences  to  her  of  the 
stages  of  development  the  story  has  gone  through,  for  to  her  it  is  possible  that  two  accounts 
are  combined  by  Mark  (5.1-2,7-8  and  15;  and  vv.  2-6  and  9ffi).  According  to  others"'  it  is  a 
combination  of  a  miracle-story  and  a  popular  tale  about  an  unknown  exorcist  who  tricked 
some  demons  into  self-destruction.  For  the  duplicating  of  v.  2  by  v.  6  she  describes  one 
possibility,  that  Mark  "has  forgotten  what  he  wrote  there"  I 
The  structure  of  5.1-20  to  Taylor  is  expressed  as  an  arrangement  of  scenes,  four  in  all: 
w.  1-10  the  man;  w.  11-13  the  swine;  w.  14-17  the  townspeople  and  w.  18-20  back  to  the 
man  by  the  lakeside.  To  Taylor,  it  is  a  four-act  drama  "and  yet  we  do  not  receive  the 
impression  of  imaginative  artistic  creation""'.  But  the  story's  analysis  presented  below 
demonstrates  well  the  Markan  style,  a,  P,  P':  it  is  a  story  told  in  two  halves  (compare  Days 
One,  Three  and  Four,  so  far)  in  which  the  rhythm  of  presentation  is  most  easily  identifiable 
because  of  Mark!  s  usage  of  the  non-i<al  sentences  at  5.3  and  5.11  (for  the  latter,  refer  to  page 
86)  and  his  favourite  historical  present  at  5.15,  and  because  of  other  signifiers,  principally  the 
balancing  parts  and  sub-parts  denoted  by  P,  Pand  [P),  [P'I.  Mark's  presentational  method 
results  in  repetitions;  there  is  no  need  to  look  for  two  stories  behind  his  presentation.  Both 
drama  and  clarity  are  the  product.  Verse  8,  in  many  respects  like  3.30  in  the  previous  Day's 
telling,  is  a  Markan  parenthetical  explanation. 
What  is  new,  according  to  our  literary-structural  analysis,  in  this  Day's  presentation,  is  Mark's 
use  of  chiasm.  For  the  first  time  in  the  Gospel  we  encounter  this  literary  form  much 
105  Perhaps  suggested  to  her  by  Tayloes  comments  recorded  above. 
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re-discovered  in  recent  years:  it  is  a  Greco-Roman  rhetorical  device".  5.3-5  comprises  a 
six-part  chiasm,  which  is  in  the  first  half  of  his  presentation,  in  B,  and  which  is  annotated  as: 
a,  P,  y,  y',  P,  c(.  The  "embarrassing  amount  of  detail"  Hooker  speaks  about  has  been  given 
its  chiastic  presentation  for  maximum  effect  it  would  seem.  Both  reader  and  audience  in  the 
first  century  would  likely  recognise  the  change  of  rhythm.  "'  The  mans  problems  are  severe 
indeed  and  the  parallel  part  13"  strengthens  further  the  'impossibility'  of  Jesus  being  able  to  do 
anything  for  the  man.  We  note  that  the  description  of  the  'incurable'  woman  with  the  "issue  of 
blood"  (5-25)  in  the  next  Day's  telling  is  similarly  deliberately  full  in  detail,  though 
non-chiastic.  In  Day  Six,  Jesus  works  such  amazing  power  against  the  forces  of  evil,  that 
Nineharn  is  right  that  it  raises  again  the  question  posed  by  Jesus'  stilling  of  the  storm  in  Day 
Five,  "Who  then  is  this  that  such  immense  power  is  at  his  disposal?  "  In  Day  Seven,  Mark  tells 
us  that  Jesus  can  heal  the  incurably  sick,  but  more  than  that,  Jesus  has  the  power  even  to  raise 
the  dead! 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Six  may  be  characterised  as  an  AW  construction  in  its  shorter 
form,  and  as  an  ABBYABB'  construction  in  its  longer  form,  which  takes  into  account  the 
major  parts  of  the  Day  report's  two  halves.  The  literary  structure  of  Day  Six  is  viewed  as 
follows: 
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Aa  [a]  Kalt  WOV  Ek.  T6  TrEpaV  Tfig  Oa;  kaacyqg  Wl  Elq  TýV  XwpaV  TCJv  rt:  paaTlvCov. 
'Ka'H4EA0OVTOq  adTO0  IK  TOO  TTAOtOU 
[a]  E606q6TT  'VTllcyEv  aL3TQd  &  TQJV  JAVIIIIEtWV  Wl  aVOPWTTOC  ?V  IIVEW'an  Ti 
dKaOdpTD), 
3T 
Ba  Og  Thy  1<aTotxin(ytv  EtXf:  v  &  Td-tc  Ilv4pacrty- 
Kall  01381  W(TEI  OU'I(ETt  OOSEIC  MuvaTo  aOTO'V  6fi(Tat, 
y4 
8t(5  T6  at3T6V  1TOXACn(tq  dbatc  Kalt  WaEotv  8EUcOat 
Y,  imitl  8tEaTrda0at  U7f  adTOO  T6(q  WaEIC  Kaitl  Ta;  T[ý&C,  CFUVTETP-týOat, 
ly  xa't  o6ft-IC  'taXuf:  v  at3T6v  8audaar 
a  [a]  icalt  &6  -rravT6c  vuxT6c  iKat  hpýpac  ToIC  pv4paatv  i(all  &  Tdtq  owpEcrtv 
[P'l  ýv  i(pdCwv  imit  xaTaK61TTWV  LaUT6V  At'00tg. 
B'  a'  [a]  Kalt  156V  T6V  'ITjcyoOv  aTTo'  licn<p6Oi:  v  [p]  Mpapi:  v  Kaill  lTpocrExuvqcyEv  aoTco, 
I  [.  C(l  Aiya,  '[P'l  [.  a]  i(al  xpd4ac  ýwvfl  pi:  y&r 
[a]  [.  a]  Iff  Zvol  [-Pl  i(alt  CFOL',  [.  P"I  [.  a]  'IrICYOO  [.  Pl  Ult  TOO  OEOG  [.  P*l  TOO  6ýicyTOU; 
[01  [.  a]  6pmýw  (YE  T6V  Oi:  6v,  [.  dl  pTI  [if:  paaavtaTlq. 
[P'l  [.  a]  8  fAEyEv  yap  allTCO,  [.  c(]'E4EXO,  -  T6  iTvEC)Ija  T6  dKdOapTov 
TOO  dvopolTou. 
'[a]  [.  a]  i(aill  17TTIPW'Ta  all'TOV,  [.  dl  If  6volia  m; 
[p]  [.  a]  Kaill  ALya  au'To,  [.  Pl  AEyt6v  6vog'  pOt,  [.  P'l  OTt  ITOAXOt  ýGPEV. 
'O[P*l  [.  a]  i(at  TTap,  -i<&Et  a6T6v  1TOAAa  [.  c(l  'tva  Vý  aOTd(dTTocyTEt'Aq,  'E4W  Tfig 
0  Xwpag. 
Aa  [a]  [.  a]  'Hv  St  bal  [.  Pl  TTp6q  T(ý  O'PEI  [.  P'l  eXYEXTI  XOtOPWV  VEYCiATI  ftTKOIJ&n' 
I  [.  a]  [..  cd  i(alt  TTapEK&,  -cFav  allTO'V  [..  C(I  AEYOVTEq,  [.  Pl  FIEPýOV  ýPag  EIC  TOOC 
_, 
[.  P'l  Tva  EIQ  a'TOOq  E  ICTýAOW11EV.  xotpouc  Lu 
[P'l  Kal  IITETPEýEv  adTd^tg. 
[a]  [.  a]  Kai  t4EA00VTa  T6(iTvEOllaTa  Td(dlKdOapTa  [.  c(l  EtlofiMov  EIC  TOOC 
xotpouC,  [p]  [.  a]  xal  w"ppqcyEv  dyEAq  Kam  TOO  I(PqVVOC)  [.  Pl  Elt;  Tq'V 
OdAaacav,  [.  P'l  Oq  8taXt'Atot,  [P'l  Kal  ITTVt'YOVTO  &  Tq,  OaAdcrcrn. 
"'[a]  Kai  ol  06crKovTEc  a6TOUg  EýUYOV  [p]  [.  a]  Kai  dTT4yyi:  tAav  [.  01  FIQ  TýV  TTOAtV 
[.  P'l  Kai  Eig  TOOq  dypOUg*  [P'l  [.  a]  Kal  4AOov  Iftly  [.  a  i  TL'  iCYTtV  T6  YEYOVOg. 
Ba  Kalt  Zpxovmt  ITPO'q  TOV'IqCYOC)V, 
[.  a]  icai  ()EwpQoa  I IV  TO'V  8atpovtC6VEvov  [.  Pl  [..  a]  icaftEvov  [..  Pl  tVaTtapEVOV 
[..  P*l  Kait  CFWýPOVOOVTa,  [.  P*l  T6V  I(YXqKOTa  T6V  XEytCova, 
[P'l  Kal  Iýop'Oqaav. 
p  "[a]  Kait  8111YACTaVlo  aOTO^tq  Ot  186VTEC  [p]  TrOg  ZY&ETO  Tý  8allinvtCop 
[frl  xalt  iuýl  TCov  Xotpwv. 
fr  "[a]  Kal  qpýaVTO  Trapanat-tv  aOT6V  [d]  dTrEXOt-tv  dTr6  TCov  6pt'wv  aOT(7JV. 
B"a  [a]  Kai  ttipatVOVTog  all'TOO  Eig  To"  1TAd-tov  [p]  lTapEKdAEL,  adTo"V  6  &WLIOVtGOEl' 
[P*I'Lva  VET'  all'TOC) 
19[al  [.  a]  Kai  odic  dýfixEv  aOTOV,  Lal  exXXa'  Aýyr;  t  adTO, 
[p]  [.  a]  "YTrayE  [.  Pl  Efq  T6V  OltKov  =  [.  P*l  iTp6g  TOOg 
fol  [.  a]  Kai  dTrdyyEtXov  aOTd'tq  [.  Pl  Q"M  6  KUPIOg  M  MQL4M  1-fr]  i<at 
lAftlaiv  GE. 
10  [a]  Kai  anfiAkev 
[p]  [.  a]  Kai  r'lp4aTo  i(qpuaaztv  [.  p]  IV  Tfi,  Ancau&Et  11TOL'11CIEV  (Xdjfý  6 
'lTJCYo0qq 
lp'l  Kai  TTaVTEg  l0aupaýov. 118 
Day  Seven:  5.21-43: 
This  third  Day  of  this  threesome  of  Days,  Days  Five,  Six  and  Seven,  begins  after  Jesus  has 
completed  his  return  night-crossing  of  the  sea"',  and  has  a  similar  setting  to  that  of  the  first  of 
the  three  days,  Day  Five.  In  all  three  of  these  Days  their  stories  begin  by  the  sea,  though  in  the 
second  of  these  it  is  on  the  opposite  side  of  the  sea. 
Day  Eight  begins  at  6.1f:  Kai  ZýhAOEV  11<tIOEV,  Kal  E12XETat  L%.  TýV  TraTpt6a  WTOG,  Kcd 
dKoXouOoC)ctv  WTO  ol  paOnTal  a6TOO.  Kai  yEvoLI&ou  aaoOdTou  ilptaTo  WaUKEtv  LY 
Tfi  cuvayun  ... 
All  the  underlined  words  have  significance  in  one  way  or  another,  in  Mark's 
constructional  method,  for  establishing  a  new  Day's  telling"'.  Further,  the  action  of  5.21-43  is 
uninterrupted  by  a  night.  The  telling  of  Day  Seven,  therefore,  ends  at  5.43. 
5.21-43  is  viewed  as  a  unity  by  all  our  four  commentators,  but  as  we  noted  in  Day  Six,  they 
vary  in  their  understanding  as  to  how  much  of  the  story's  parts  and  details  were  connected 
before  Mark  came  to  handle  them.  Taylor  agrees  with  Bultmann  on  the  classification  of  this 
narrative  as  a  miracle-story...  but  totally  rejects  any  suggestion  that  it  is  a  community-product. 
Taylor  treats  this  story  in  the  same  way  as  he  treated  the  preceding  story  of  the  demoniac,  "It 
is  not  rounded  by  repetition  but  a  record  based  on  personal  testimony.  "  In  this  way  only,  he 
says,  "can  we  account  for  its  distinctive  characteristics:  the  vivid  portraiture  of  Jairus  and  his 
agonized  cry  for  aid,  the  incident  of  the  woman  on  the  way  to  his  house,  the  sceptical  attitude 
towards  Jesus  of  the  messengers,  his  refusal  to  be  dissuaded,  the  picture  of  the  mourners,  the 
saying,  'The  child  is  not  dead  but  sleeps',  the  mockery  thereby  provoked,  the  command  in 
Aramaic  addressed  to  the  girl,  the  compassionate  regard  for  her  welfare  shown  by  Jesus.  ""' 
To  Taylor,  compared  with  the  parallel  stories  in  the  Gospels  of  Matthew  and  Luke,  Mark's 
account  impresses  "with  its  greater  originalityll. 
Clearly,  however,  we  have  two  stories  here,  the  raising  of  Jairus'  daughter  and  the  healing  of 
the  woman  with  the  issue  of  blood.  Taylor  sees  their  connection  as  historical  and  not  merely 
III  See  under  the  examination  of  Day  Six  for  the  evidence  that  this  is  a  night-crossing. 
112  Mark!  s  use  of  historical  presents  has  been  discussed  under  Day  Two;  his  use  of  Kal  yr;  vOP&oU 
aappdTou  is  a  clear  instance  of  his  defining  a  new  Day,  his  use  of  E%,  in  his  introductory  passages  is 
highlighted  under  Day  Six  as  an  accessory  to  the  spatial  link  which  expresses  a  temporal  development;  and 
his  use  of  Kal  14fiXOEv  and  IKCLOcv  will  be  discussed  under  Days  Eight  and  Fifteen. 
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literary.  Schmidt  holds  also  to  the  view  that  "the  interweaving  is  due  to  historical 
recollection""'.  With  Taylor,  we  might  acknowledge  that  a  story  may  be  told  to  fill  an 
interval,  such  as  with  6.14-29,  but  his  point  that  an  intercalation  of  narratives  is  not  a  feature 
of  Mark's  method  is  suspect.  Hooker  would  seem  to  differ  from  him;  see  under  Day  Five  for 
her  view  on  3.20-35  and,  though  my  sub-dividing  differs  from  hers,  I  would  identify  there  also 
Mark's  grafting  of  two  stories  together.  In  the  case  of  5.21-43,  Nineham  sees  5.25-34  as 
"more  probably  a  Markan  insertion",  an  insertion  with  a  style  "distinctly  different  in  the  Greek 
from  that  of  the  rest  of  the  passage.  "  116  But  he  does  not  say  in  what  way  it  is  "distinctly 
different".  We  may  conjecture  that  what  is  "distinctly  different"  is  the  specific  wording  of  the 
wornan's  medical  problem,  and  not  the  construction  which  follows  Mark's  ABB'  form. 
Hooker  too  takes  Ninehanfs  position  that  5.25-34  is  a  Markan  insertion,  but  for  reasons  that 
the  life  Jesus  restored  to  the  'twelve-year-old'  girl  is  paralleled  in  his  restoration  of  the  woman 
who  had  suffered  'twelve'  years.  "'  She  further  notes  that  the  stories  are  linked  by  issues  of 
"faith"  and  that  much  of  the  vocabulary  would  be  appropriate  to  the  resurrection  hope  of  the 
Christian  community:  consider  v.  23  "save"  and  "five";  v.  39  (the  contrast  between  death  and 
sleep);  vAl  "get  up"  (cf.  2.9  and  3.3)  and  v.  42  (the  mockery  of  the  bystanders).  Richardson"' 
comments  on  v.  40,  "they  laughed  at  him",  as  the  way  in  which  the  world  often  laughs  at 
Christian  hopes  of  resurrection.  That  there  are  correspondences  between  the  last  Day  of  the 
first  Series  and  the  last  Day  (16.1-8)  of  the  fourth  and  final  Series  of  Mark's  Gospel,  the  only 
resurrection  accounts  in  the  gospel,  is  a  discussion  to  which  we  will  come  as  we  take  these 
studies  of  Mark's  Days  and  interpret  Mark's  Gospel  matrix. 
Lohmeyer'19  viewed  the  story  of  the  raising  of  Jairus'  daughter  as  consisting  of  four  stages: 
vv.  21-24,  by  the  lakeside;  vv.  35-37  on  the  road;  vv.  38-40  in  the  court  of  the  house  and 
vv.  41-43  in  the  maideds  chamber.  I  would  agree  with  his  major  sub-divisions  of  the  story,  on 
literary-structural  grounds,  but  the  arrangement  by  Mark  of  the  whole  of  Day  Seven  is 
fundamentally  another  composite  of  his  ABB'  tightly-organised  rhetorical  style.  The  first, 
introductory  (and  observably  shorter)  section  A  (5.21-24)  is  followed  by  the  first  development 
B  (vv.  25-34)  and  the  second  and  completing  development  B'(vv.  35-43).  5.21-24  and  5.35-43 
115  Schmidt,  Der  Rahmen...,  p.  14  8. 
116  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  157. 
117  Hooker,  The  Gospel-,  p.  147. 
118  A.  Richardson,  The  Miracle  Stories  ofthe  Gospels,  SCM,  London  194  1. 
119  E.  Lohmeyer,  Das  Evangelium  des  Markus,  Meyer  K.,  II  th  ed.,  Vandenhoeck  &  Ruprecht,  Gbttingen, 
195  1,  Orig.  1937,  p.  104. 120 
can  hardly  be  described  as  an  "envelope  structure"  to  5.25-34,  or  5.25-34  as  an  'insertion'.  120 
The  signifier  of  the  ABB'form  is  found  in  the  introductory  section  and  at  5.24:  it  reads,  "And 
he  went  away  with  him/and  a  great  crowd  followed  him/and  theypressed  upon  him.  "  Both  the 
second  and  the  third  section  are  well  introduced  by  the  first  section,  and  there  are  the  verbal 
links  too,  as  italicised,  between  5.24  and  5.31.  In  regard  to  the  way  the  text  divides  up,  we 
may  note  again  the  use  of  Kai  linked  with  the  historical  present  and,  in  particular,  Mark's 
favourites  121  at  v.  22  (Kai  EPXETat)  and  v.  38  (Kai  EvPXOVTat):  both  are  in  the  same  Ba 
position,  in  the  first  and  last  sections.  In  the  same  Ba  position  in  the  second  section  is  another 
of  Mark's  favourite  signifiers  of  a  new  'paragraph,  Kai  j:  606ý.  122  And  as  we  observed  on 
page  86,  there  is  also  the  signifier  of  a  non-i(al  sentence  beginning  the  third  section  at  5.35. 
Sections  two  and  three  report  amazing  changes  of  state  for  both  the  woman  and  Jairus'  young 
daughter.  We  observe  the  detail  that  the  woman  has  been  suffering  Wftxa  EvTTj  (5.25),  and 
the  girl  is  tTCOV  868,  -Ka  (5.42):  the  two  sections  are,  therefore,  further  bonded  together.  And 
we  note  for  the  first  time  in  the  Gospel  a  potential  interest  of  Mark  in  the  significance  of 
numbers".  Twelve'  is  a  number  traditionally  associated  with  the  elective  purposes  of  God 
and,  therefore,  with  Israel"  (for  the  obvious  link,  consider  the  twelve  tribes  in  O.  T.  use).  We 
recall  Mark's  report  of  Jesus'  appointment  of  'twelve'  disciples  (3.14,16)  in  Day  Five,  the  first 
of  this  sub-Series  of  Days.  We  dare  to  interpret  Mark's  references  in  these  contexts  to 
'twelve':  a  new  Israel  is  being  established  and  echoes  of  Old  Israel  redound  to  it. 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Seven  is  presented  in  full: 
120  See  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  157;  and  Hooker,  The  GospeL,  p.  147. 
121  See  under  Day  Two  above. 
122  See  under  Day  Four  above. 
123  In  the  reports  of  Days  Nine  and  Thirteen,  on  the  feedings  of  the  five-thousand  and  the  four-thousand 
respectively,  especially  because  of  8.19-2  1,  listeners  are  as  challenged  as  the  disciples  to  understand  the 
significances  of  "P,  "5,000"  and  "12",  and  also  "7",  "4,000"  and  "711.  This  will  be  discussed  as  we  examine 
Days  Nine  and  Thirteen,  and  as  we  review  the  form  of  Series  Two  at  the  end  of  chapter  Four.  We  will  return 
to  the  subject  of  Mark's  possible  numerological  interest  and  the  possible  meanings  of  "deep"  structures  in 
chapter  Eight  as  we  resume  the  discussion  of  Mark's  literary  intentions  which  were  introduced  in  chapter  One. 
124  From  "Numbers"  in  NIDN,  7T  and  IntDB. 121 
a  [a]  Kal  8ta7T,  -pa(YaVTOg  TOO  'In(YOU  [01  [IV  TQ0  7TAOt'q)l  [p'l  7T&tV  Et;  TO  TTipav 
cYuvilxOq  oxXog  7ToXO;  In"  a6TOV, 
xalt  Alv  iTapa  TT)V  O6Aaaaav. 
Ba  "M  Kait  Zpxum  et;  TOW  dpXICYUVaywywy,  [cel  6v0paTt"Idipog, 
[a]  i(alt  186v  adT6v 
[p]  Trt  TrTE  t  1TPO'q  TOU"  ;  Tr68ag  al'lTOG  "  [P'l  La]  Kalt  TrapowaXElt 
adT6v  iToAAa  [.  c(l  XEywv 
[a]  OTt  T6  OuydTptov  liou  iaxdTwC  ýXE-L,  [p]  Tiva  W6v  117tOfl,  ;  Tdc  xEltpac 
at3Tfi,,  [0*1'tva  owft  xalt  ýijaij. 
a  Kait  dTrflXOEV  IIET'  at3TOO. 
Kal  AwAoOftt  aOTO  6XýQc  ugi  ITOA 
P,  xaitl  auvLAtpov  adTOV. 
Aa 
25  [a]  Kai  yv4  ou'aa  tv  Auaf:  t  altipaToC 
868E:  I(a  FTII  [p]  26  1  xat  TroAXa  iTaOoDaa  6TTO' 
Ta  [.  Pl  Kal  pq8tv  iToXX@v  IaTpCov  [P'l  [.  a]  Kai  8aiTavilcyaaa  Ta  7Tap'  aOTfig  17av  t 
27 
O#ATIOElaa  [.  P*l  dAAa  paXXov  Eig  T6  XE7tpov  IXOoC)aa, 
[a]  dxoUaaaa  ITEPI  T013  'ITIcYOL3,  [p]  WoOcya  &  TO  6XXw  617t(jOEv  (p'l  ftaTo  Tou 
tliaTtou  aOToC)- 
28[a]  -AryEV  y&p  E  OTt  [p]  "Edtv  &ýwpat  Kav  -T@v 
luaTtwv  aOToQ  [0"1  ow0duopat. 
Ba  "[a]  Kal  E006c  [p]  14qpavOrl  ý  179yý  TOO  c(t'liaToC  adTfig,  [P'l  [.  a]  ical  EVYVW  TO 
crwpaTt  OTt  [.  o(l  ItaTat  alTO'  Tflg 
'O[al  [.  a]  Kai  E600c  [.  Pl  o  'IqcyoC)g  17tyvou'g  tv  laUT6  [.  P*l  TýV  ý4  adTO0  Suvalltv 
ý4r;  MoOcyav  [p]  [.  a]  t7TtCFTp#Elq  &  TO  6xAW  [.  c(l 
bEyEv,  [P"I  Itc  pou-4 
T-ay- 
WaTtwv, 
"[a]  imi  E'X,  -yov  allTW-  ol  pa0qTa't  WTOO,  BAETrEtq  TOW  6XXOV  (YuvOXtoovTa  cre, 
[P'l  [.  a]  imit  [.  dl  Ic  pou  ftaTo; 
B'  a  "Kalt  7TEPtEPAMETO  18EIV  TýV  TOOTO  TrO  tq  aacyav. 
P  "lall-alý8tyu4ýOPTiOE7tcaica"tTpEpouca,  [.  d]Ei8LfiaoyEyovEvaOTfi 
[.  a]  'XOEv  [.  dl  i(all  rpoatmaev  aOTCO  [P'l  [.  a]  ical  E"tl7f:  v  aOTQj  [.  di  TraaaV  TýV  Ti 
&40f:  tav. 
P,  "[a]68tEtTrEvadTfi,,  [P][.  a]OuydTilp,  [.  dlhTrt'  CTOU  CFECYWKEV  GV 
[P"I  [.  a]  UTray,  -  Eig  Elpq'vqv,  [.  dl  i(alt  TaOt  6ytýg  d176  Tfi;  LldcFTty6C  crou. 122 
Aa  `[a]  [.  a]'ETt  all'TOC)  AaAO0VTOq  f.  P1  E"PXOVTat  dTr6  TOO  dpXt 
EYOVTEg 
[p]  OTt  'H-OuydTnp,  CYOU  diliomEv. 
[P'I  TL  E'Tt  (YKUXXEtg  TO'V  StSao-KaAov; 
"W  La]  6R  'I  gaoog  LPI  TrapaKojaag  TO'V  A6YOV  AaXOOjjEVOV  [.  P'l  Xý,  M  TCUL 
-  QAwl 
IN  W  opool  [P'I  Povov  TTIaTEUE. 
PC  "W  La]  Kal  o6ic  dýflKcv  LPI  oOSEva  PET*  all'TOC)  [.  P*l  cruvaKoXouOqaaL 
fc(l  La]  El  Pý  T6V  11ETPOV  [.  P1  Kai  'Idxwpov  [.  P'l  [..  a]  Ka'L'Iwavvllv  [..  dl  T6V 
dSEAý6v  'IcxW'Pou. 
Ba  "[a]  [.  a]  Kalt  gpXOv3:  cxl  I.  Pl  E19  T6v  c7tl<ov  [.  P'l  ToldpxtauvayOyou, 
[p]  i(all  Of:  wpE7t  06puDov 
[P*l  Kat  i<AatovTac  i(all  &CtA640VTag  TToAAa, 
"[a]  [.  a]  xal  ElcrEAOW`v  [.  &]  At4n  aOTd-tq, 
W  [.  a]  Tt  OopuQElt(30F  [.  c(l  Kal  KAaL*,  -TE:; 
[P*l  [.  a]  T6  rrýt6tfov  odic  d7TEOavev  [.  c(l  dAAa  KaOEUSEt. 
"O[al  xal  icaTEYýAwv  WTOO. 
[p)  [.  a]  aOT6;  R  &PCCAOV  TrC(VTaq  [.  dl  [..  a]  iTapaAappdvet  T6V  TraTipa  ioO 
Trat8t'ou  [..  Pl  Kaitl  TýV  VTJTtpa  [..  P*l  i(all  TOOq  PET'  WTOO, 
[P*l  [.  a]  ical  EtCMOPEUETat  f.  c(l  olTou  4V  T6  i7atbifor 
a  [a]  [.  a]  Kai  i(paTilcag  Tfic:  XEWP6C  TOO  Trat8tOU  [.  dl  ALYU  aOTfi,, 
[p)  [..  a]  TaXtOa  icoup, 
[01  [.  a]  0  taTtv  Pf:  OEppqvEuopEvov  [.  dl  [..  a]  Id  ](Opdatov,  [. 
-P]  Got  A,  -,  yw, 
"[a]  [.  a]  Kai  E606c  [.  Pl  avEaTn  [.  P'l  T6  Kopd(ytov 
[p]  Kai  TmptElTaM, 
[01  4V  YeXp  LTCLY  808EK 
[a]  [.  a]  i(al  t4toTilcav  [E:  00u'gl  [.  dl  &aTacEl  gydAq. 
[P)  [.  a]  wit  8tEcTEtXaTo  aOTCi-tg  TrOAAa  [.  dl  Ttva  pq5f:  lg  yvd-t  TOOTO, 
VI  [.  a]  wit  ElTrev  [.  dl  8oOfivat  adTq,  ýayElv. 
A  Summary  of  the  First  Seven  Days: 
The  literary-structural  features  of  tMs  first  Series  of  the  Gospel  of  Mark  are  sununarised  in 
tabular  fonn,  following  a  synopsis  here  of  what  Mark  has  been  telling  us. 
The  first  threesome  of  "days"  (Days  One,  Two  and  Three,  1.21-2.22)  which  Mark  presents 
tells  where  and  how  Jesus  first  became  known  and  where  and  how  his  fame  spread. 
Capernatim,  and  neighbouring  towns  in  Galilee  were  the  places  Jesus  ministered.  It  was  his 
teaching  (in  the  synagogues,  Simorfs  house  and  by  the  lakeshore)  and  expelling  of  demons  and 
healing  of  all  manner  of  sick  folk  which  led  to  people  talking  about  him  and  an  ever-increasing 
number  of  people  gathering  to  him.  No-one  was  unreachable  by  his  ministry:  the  "unclean", 123 
sinners  and  tax  collectors  feature  prominently  in  the  actual  stories  of  his  missioning.  And 
Mark  demonstrates,  so  early  in  his  Gospel,  that  such  a  ministry  leads  to  a  clash  (a  charge  of 
'blaspherny'  and  other  challenges)  between  Jesus,  whose  ministry  is  "new",  and  others,  whose 
"old"  positions  are  being  challenged  (so  expressed  at  its  climax,  in'parables',  and  attached  to  a 
an  enigmatic  saying  about  "the  time  when  the  bridegroom  will  be  taken..  ",  which  will  be  a 
"day"  of  fasting). 
The  second  threesome  of  "days"  (Days  Five,  Six  and  Seven,  3.7-5.43)  tells  firstly  how  all  "old 
Israel"  gathers  to  Jesus,  who  lays  down  the  foundations  for  a  "new  Israel"  (by  appointing  the 
twelve).  In  the  course  of  these  days,  he  exhibits  immense  power  and  authority,  stilling  a 
raging  storm,  subduing  evil  in  the  form  of  a1egion!  of  spirits,  healing  a  woman  with  a'twelve- 
year'  bleeding-problem,  and  (at  its  climax)  raising  a  dead  'twelve  year  old'  girl.  With  parables, 
3.20-35  and  4.1-32,  Jesus  teaches  what  his  actions  demonstrate,  the  coming  complete  defeat 
of  the  kingdom  of  Satan  and  the  establishment  of  the  kingdom  of  God  on  earth.  In  his 
mission,  Jesus  is  reaching  out  to  all,  but  in  no  way  will  all  have  their  place  in  God's  kingdom. 
The  two  three-day  series  have  their  rich  common  seams,  their  many  points  of  contact,  and  they 
are  arranged  around  the  central,  singular  and  individualistic  Day  Four  which  is  different  from 
all  the  other  days  of  this  Series,  and  which  in  its  conclusion  and  at  its  cliniax  alludes  to  the 
opposition  to  Jesus  (of  Pharisees  and  Herodians)  which  will  result  in  his  death.  In  the  first 
messianic-type  reference  of  its  kind  in  the  gospel  narrative,  Jesus  himself  likens  his  presence 
and  practice  to  that  of  King  David.  In  literary-structural  terms,  this  Day  Four  has  a  central, 
pivotal,  or  fulcrum  role  between  the  sub-Series/threesomes  of  Days. 
The  short  title  I  suggest  for  this,  Mark!  s  first  Series  of  seven  Days  is,  "Jesus'  First  Days  of 
Mission,  Confined  to  Galilee  and  the  Region  of  its  Sea.  " 
For  the  sake  of  clarity,  we  rehearse  the  points  made  in  this  chapter  concerning  the  number  of 
days  Mark  judged  his  first  stage  of  Jesus'  mission  to  have  covered.  In  his  presentations  of  only 
seven  Days  he  has  made  it  plain  that  there  were  many  more  days  than  these  for  the  telling.  His 
first  three  Days'  reports  (in  sub-Series,  and  the  first,  a  sabbath)  summarise  activity  which 
extended  over  possibly  many  weeks  (see  pages  73  and  83).  Further,  the  sabbath  of  Day  Four 
is  presented  as  though  it  were  in  succession  with  the  previous  Day's  telling,  but  it  could  have 124 
been  up  to  six  days  later.  Mark's  telling  of  the  beginning  of  Day  Five's  report  links  it  to  Day 
Four  as  consecutive.  The  second  sub-Series,  his  balancing  three  Days'  reports,  are  presented 
as  three  days  runnning  consecutively.  (Mark's  method  in  his  Day-presentations  is  to  give 
notice,  only  in  his  introductory  pieces,  of  other  days  which  he  otherwise  does  not  report.  )  The 
first  Series  of  seven  Days,  in  the  way  that  Mark  tells  it,  may  be  judged,  therefore,  to  cover 
many  weeks. 
In  addition,  we  consider  the  role  of  the  "sabbath"  in  Mark's  scheme.  Beyond  direct  mention  of 
the  two  sabbaths  in  this  Series,  there  is  a  hint  only  that  Jesus  did  preach  on  other  sabbaths. 
That  two  sabbaths  are  reported,  one  being  the  first  day  and  the  second  being  at  the  turning 
point  of  the  Series,  suggests  that  the  "sabbath"  was  important  to  Mark.  We  may  judge  their 
significance  in  this  Series:  the  first  with  demonstrating  that  Jesus'  mission  was  firstly  to  the 
Jews;  and  the  second  which  was  a  most  suitable  backdrop  to  a  demonstration  of  conflict  over 
the  law.  The  second  Series,  on  its  first  day,  begins  also  with  a  sabbath  (see  pages  131,170). 
Though  these  mentions  of  the  sabbath  have  their  importance  in  Mark's  thematic  presentation, 
they  have  no  importance  structurally-speaking  beyond  these  Series'  opening  days  and  the 
middle  day  of  the  first  Series.  Though  Mark  presents  'seven  Day'  Series  it  is  not  the  case  that 
we  should  interpret  them  as  'weeks',  with  each  containing  a  single  sabbath.  Rather,  his  use  of 
1seved  for  a  format  may  be  interpreted  to  express  "completion""',  the  completion  of  a  'stage' 
in  the  mission  of  Jesus.  In  each  Series,  as  we  have  seen  above  for  the  first  Series,  Mark 
demonstrates  that  he  covers  more  than  seven  days.  He  chooses  simply  to  report  a  stage  in 
Jesus'  mission  by  telling  the  activities  of  seven  days  only,  as  if  he  were  taking  them  from  a 
diary.  The  construct  is  clearly  artificial. 
The  structure  of  Mark!  s  first  Series  of  seven  Days,  may  now  be  summarised.  Overafl,  I 
interpet  it  to  be  an  ABA'  form,  where  A  represents  the  first  threesome  of  Days  and  A! 
represents  the  second  threesome  of  Days,  around  a  middle,  pivotal  Day,  designated  B.  It  is  a 
three-part  chiasm,  but  which,  in  tenns  of  the  seven  Days  it  comprises,  can  be  expressed  by: 
A(ABB')  -B-  A(ABB'). 
125  'Seven'  is  a  sacred  number  in  many  of  the  world's  religions,  and  as  it  stands  for'fulfilment'  or 
#completion'  in  Hebrew  usage  (InOB,  Vol.  3,196  1,  Twelfth  reprinting,  p-564),  we,  who  have  not  been 
encouraged  in  the  modem  Western  world  to  think  in  these  terms,  do  have  to  consider  seriously  this  likely 
reason  for  Mark's  choice  of  it  for  his  rhetorical  plan. 125 
A  qualification  is  called  for,  however.  In  analysing  the  middle  three  Days  of  the  Series,  it  was 
observed  that  their  presentations  each  included  Kai  TT&tv  in  the  same  literary-structural 
positions,  at  the  beginnings  of  the  second  halves.  The  issue  of  'conflict'  also  appeared  to  bind 
these  three  Days  together.  Additionally,  we  might  consider  that  these  three  days  similarly 
report  activities  of  Jesus'  disciples  (compare  2.16,18-20;  2.23;  3.9,14-19,4.10-23,33-41). 
Further,  we  can  observe  some  balance  of  material  between  Days  Three  and  Five  for  parables, 
untitled  as  such  in  Three,  but  present  nevertheless  (towards  its  end,  2.19-22).  It  may  be  seen 
also  that  in  the  tellings  of  Days  Two  and  Six,  Jesus  ministers  to  male  individuals  in  each  (one 
is  'unclean!,  the  other  has  'an  unclean  spirit').  And  in  Days  One  and  Seven,  Jesus  ministers  to 
individual  women.  Given  these  kinds  of  observations  the  seven  day  Series  could  look  more 
like  a  seven-part  chiasm. 
Several  points  need  to  be  made.  Whilst  there  may  be  some  evidence  of  an  inclusio  between 
Days  One  and  Seven,  this  may  be  interpreted  only  in  this  way,  that  the  seven  Day 
presentations  make  a  Series.  That  is,  the  series  could  still  be  chiastic  in  terms  of  three  parts 
(three  days,  one  day,  three  days),  or  seven  parts  (the  seven  Days:  1,2,3,  C,  31,21,1  1).  In  the 
very  same  way,  the  similarities  between  the  second  and  sixth  Days  do  not  help  determine  the 
choice,  because  they  still  He  symmetrical  opposite  each  other  as  the  middle  days  of  the 
three-day  sub-Series  A(ARB')  -B-  AI(ARB').  To  these  arguments,  we  need  to  introduce 
other  observations:  that  individuals  with  'unclean  spirits'  appear  not  only  in  Days  Two  and 
Six,  but  also  in  Days  One  and  Five;  and  that  Day  One  includes  much  more  than  Jesus 
ministering  to  a  woman  (Simods  mother-in-law).  Most  importantly,  Days  One  and  Five  have 
been  shown  to  relate  firmly  to  each  other.  Further,  at  the  beginning  of  Day  Five  there  is  an 
emphatically  clear  new  stage  in  the  presentation.  And  for  content  and  theme  development,  we 
have  seen  how  Days  One  to  Three  connect,  and  how  Days  Five  to  Seven  connect  as  linear, 
three-day  sub-series,  each  with  their  own  inclusio  of  geographical  location  (in  the  first, 
Capernaun-4  and  in  the  second,  a  similar  shore  of  the  Sea  of  Galilee,  due  to  a  crossing  and  a 
return  crossing). 
The  structural  scheme  of  this  Series  of  seven  Days  is  indeed  best  described  by  ABX.  And 
given  the  above  considerations,  it  is  properly  stated  that  the  ending  of  A  (Day  Three)  and  the 
beginning  of  A!  (Day  Five)  both  connect  with  the  turning  point  B  (Day  Four)  in.  their  structural 
forms  and  some  of  their  content.  It  is  a  characteristic  of  ancient  rhetoric  that  one  part  "should 126 
not  only  he  adjacent  to  the  next,  but  be  related  to  it  and  overlap  it  at  the  edges"  (Lucian"'). 
Further,  the  Series'  three-part  chiasm  well  reflects  in  the  first  part  'the  complication',  the 
second  the  'turning  point',  and  the  third  the  'denouement'  of  Greek  tragedy  (Aristotle").  In 
the  first  three-day  sub-series  is  the  material  which  sets  out  the  events  that  will  lead  inevitably 
to  tragedy  (Jesus'mission  against  evil  and  sickness  leads  not  only  to  his  rising  popularity,  but 
also  to  a  charge  of  'blasphemy'  and  challenges  over  other  issues);  at  the  centre  is  the  turning 
point  when  something  of  the  significance  of  what  is  taking  place  is  grasped  (at  its  climax, 
Pharisees  and  Herodians  plot  to  kill  Jesus);  and  in  the  last  three-day  sub-series  is  a  working 
out  of  the  tragedy  (which  in  this  opening  series  is  a  prefiguring  of  the  Gospel's  final  series;  it 
shows  that  Jesus  is  effective  in  dealing  with  contrary  powers,  all  evil,  sickness  and  even  death). 
In  summary  then,  we  have  identified  a  Series  of  seven  Days,  which  comprises  a  three-day 
series,  a  middle  day  and  turning  point,  and  another  three-day  series.  We  are  given  reports  of 
seven  Days,  but  they  tell  (in  their  opening  pieces)  that  this  stage  in  Jesus'  mission  covered 
many  weeks.  We  have  titled  this  stage,  "Jesus'  First  Days  of  Mission,  Confined  to  Galilee  and 
the  Region  of  its  Sea".  Superficially,  the  text  gives  us  the  impression  that  Mark  has  provided 
for  us  a  distillation  of  the  main  features  of  the  first  phase  in  Jesus'  mission,  as  if  he  has  chosen 
particular  days  to  report,  as  from  a  diary.  Rather,  what  we  discover  is  the  first  stage  of  a  tale 
which  is  both  tragic  and  wondrous.  Its  meaning  focuses  clearly  upon  Jesus,  on  who  he  is  and 
the  New  Covenant  which  he  will  establish. 
126  Lucian,  De  conscribenda...;  see  my  page  47  for  a  brief  discussion  of  this  and  particularly,  the 
anastrophe. 
127  Aristotle,  Poetics  ...  ;  see  my  page  19. 127 
A  Tabular  Summary  of  the  literary-structure  of  the  First  Seven  Days: 
DAYS:  number  identified 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
chapters  and  verses 
1.21-38  11.39-451  2.1-22  2.23-3.6  3.7-4.41  5.1-20  5.2143 
SERIES'STRUCTURE  A  B  A 
DAYS:  in  literary-terms,  in  series  A  B  B'  A  B  B' 
DAYS'  sections  A  A  A  A  A  A'  A  A 
A'  A'  A'  A  A'  A'  B 
I 
Bl 
DAYS'  sectional  sub-divisions  A  A  A  A  A  A  A 
B  B  B  B  B  B  B 
JK  B* 
_Hý 
If-  B7 
_13ý 
Jr 
A  A  A  A  A  A 
B  B  B  B  B  B 
B'  B*  B*  ja!  L-  B* 
_13ý  A  A 
B  B 
if-  B' 
A 
B 
B' 
DAYS'number  of  verses  18  7  22  12  70  20  23 
SUB-SERIES'number  of  verses  47  113 
SERIES'number  of  verses  172 
Addendum  to  the  analysis  of  "The  First  Seven  Days": 
During  the  course  of  this  first  chapter  (of  four)  on  the  literary-structural.  analysis  of  Mark's 
gospel  narrative,  a  number  of  studies  and  observations  have  been  made  of  the  signifiers  of 
Mark's  structure,  and  of  his  rhetorical  method  in  organising  his  contents.  Some  of  these 
studies  were  initiated  in  the  Introduction,  others  were  introduced  in  Chapter  Two.  They  are 
foundational  to  the  analysis  of  the  three  remaining  Series,  and  they  are  fisted  here  in  summary: 128 
Under  Day  One:  1)  Mark's  understanding  of  the  Hebrew/Palestinian  day 
(see  also  Introduction:  An  Interest  in  "Days") 
2)  Mark's  definition  of  "Day"  which  he  uses  for  the  purpose  of 
his  presentation:  the  civil  day  beginning  with  sunrise 
(see  also  Introduction:  An  Interest  in  "Days"  and  note  60) 
3) 
Under  Day  Two:  4) 
5) 
6) 
Under  Day  Three:  7) 
Under  Day  Four:  8) 
9) 
10) 
I  Trpw  L  and  other  times  of  day 
Temporal  links 
Geographical  links  which  behave  temporally 
Historical  Presents 
Kai  iT&tv 
KaL'  and  parataxis 
non-i(at  sentences 
Kai  -60ug 
CMasm:  an  alternative  to  it,  part  I 
(see  also  Introduction:  The  Cultural  and  Historical  Context 
and  Chapter  Two:  The  Days  beginning  the  Gospel) 
Under  Day  Five:  12)  Three-step  progressions  and  formal  structure 
13)  Sandwich  construction:  an  alternative  to  it,  part  I 
(see  also  Introduction:  An  Interest  in  "Days") 
14)  Chiasm:  an  alternative  to  it,  part  11 
15)  Numbers  of  verses 
Under  Day  Six:  16)  "Night-crossings  of  the  sea  of  Galilee":  new  Days  begin  with 
new  locations  and  new  activities  after  sunrise 
Under  Day  Seven:  17)  Sandwich  construction:  an  alternative  to  it,  part  II 
18)  Mark's  numerological  interest 
What  is  clear  from  the  analyses  of  Mark's  Prologue  and  First  Series,  and  what  is  worth  stating 
here,  is  that  the  sizes  of  Mark!  s  rhetorical  units,  whether  sub-Series  of  Days,  Days, 
Day-sections,  parts,  sub-parts,  and  so  on,  vary  according  to  the  amount  of  content  he  wishes 
to  include  for  each.  Consider  the  Days  themselves,  from  the  tabular  summary:  they  vary  by  a 
factor  of  ten  (the  longest  is  seventy  verses;  the  shortest  is  seven  verses).  It  is  the  general  case 
that  Mark's  process  of  composition  at  every  level  is  not  governed  by  a  need  to  balance  his 
presentations  by  numbers  of  verses,  fines  of  text,  or  numbers  of  words.  What  does  matter  to 129 
him  (and  in  ancient  rhetoric)  is  that  these  constructions,  whether  ABA!,  ABB,  ABBYABB'. 
app'  or  [a]  [P]  [P'I,  are  in  themselves  complete.  128 
What  we  notice  also  from  the  table  is  that  Mark's  compositional  process  did  not  reqýire  him  to 
create  his  Days'  tellings  to  repetitive  sectional  schemes.  We  observe  four  different 
Day-structures,  in  their  shortened  forms  of  A,  AW,  AA!  /AA!,  and  ABB',  and  no  particular 
pattern  as  to  their  use.  It  appears  that  it  was  the  amount  and  type  of  material  which  he  wanted 
to  present  that  led  to  his  choice  of  Day  structure,  and  not  the  other  way  about. 
128  See  pages  109,110  for  an  introductory  discussion  of  these  matters. 130 
Chapter  Four 
THE  SECOND  SERIES  OF  SEVEN  DAYS  (6.1-8.26): 
Day  Eight:  6.1-29: 
The  Day  begins  with  a  three-part  opening: 
Aa  '[a]  Kalt  IýflAOEV  [d]  &t-Ifty, 
[a]  Kai  ll":  pXuat  Wl  Cu;  T4v  TraTpfba  aOToQ, 
[a]  Ka't-dxoXouOoC)cFtv  aOTQO  [0(1  Ot  ImOnTall  akol  I 
The  first  line  of  Mark's  opening  construction  is  introductory;  the  second  line  is  the  first 
development;  and  the  third  is  the  second  and  completing  development.  The  plan  exhibits  his 
usual  method  of  presentation. 
For  the  first  time  in  the  Gospel,  we  encounter  use  of  &t-LOEv:  in  all,  Mark  uses  the  word  six 
times;  significantly  three  are  found  in  this  Day's  telling  (at  6.  Ij  0  and  11);  and  the  other  three 
are  to  be  found,  as  at  6.1,  introducing  new  Days  (at  7.24,9.30  and  10.1).  Kat',  t4flAOEv  (and 
variants,  in  the  aorist),  'EPXETat  (and  variants,  all  in  the  historical  present)  and  Et'q'  are  found 
principally  at  important  turning  points  in  the  Markan  text,  but  never  before  in  such  close 
combination  as  we  find  here  2.  To  these  Mark  now  adds  &t-tOEv  to  signify  strongly  a  new 
beginning.  '  But  that  is  not  all  there  is  to  the  matter. 
To  the  commonly-used  historical  present  at  the  beginning  of  aP  fine  Mark  has  added  another 
at  the  beginning  of  line  p  'I,  dxoXouOooatv.  These  two  'developing'  lines  of  Mark!  s 
introductory  piece  represent  classically  Markan  story-telling.  Further,  when  these  two  lines,  P 
I  Bultmann,  7he  History-,  p.  339,  identifies  all  four  words  (and  others)  as  significant  in  Mark's'editing 
of  traditional  material':  but  because  of  the  pervasive  evidence  of  Mark's  rhetorical  style  in  all  the  units 
themselves,  they  may  rather  be  viewed  as  significant  within  his  work  of  composition  as  a  whole. 
2  14fiXftv:  2.13,6.34,54,7.31,8.27,9.30,16.8;  and  rpXETat:  1.40,2.3,3.20,31,5.15,22,38,8.22, 
10.1,46,11.15,27,12.18,14.32,37:  see  under  Day  Two,  for  further  discussion  on  EpXopaL,  and  under  Days 
Six  and  Eleven  for  E[q.  See  also  note  112  in  chapter  3. 
3  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  165:  on  v.  1,  he  says,  "The  connecting  formula  is  vague  and  no  doubt  purely 
conventional.  "  We  reflect  on  his  terminology.  In  one  sense,  we  are  identifying  a  "disconnecting"  formula  in 
v.  1:  that  is,  that  which  is  presented  from  6.1  has  its  separation  from  5.43  and  what  precedes  it.  As  a 
"connecting"  formula,  it  is  not  "vague"  for  it  well  forms  a  link  between  what  has  preceded  it  and  what  now 
takes  place  in  a  new  setting  and  circumstance.  If  it  is  that  the  connecting  formula  is  "purely"  conventional 
then  we  note  the  fact  in  no  derisory  way,  as  Nineham  does,  but  with  some  satisfaction  at  discerning  Marles 
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and  P',  are  read  with  the  first  fine  of  the  following  section  B,  that  is,  Kai  yCvopEvQ-U 
aapPaTau,  we  observe  what  can  only  be  a  defiberate  repeat  on  Mark's  part  of  parechesis,  the 
gV  sound  which  we  identified  richly  at  the  beginning  of  the  Prologue.  The  word 
dxoAQuOaQcrtv  twice  also  repeats  the  sound,  and  this  word  is  first  used  in  1.18  of  the 
Prologue  (though  it  is  also  found  in  the  intervening  material  at  2.14  bis,  2.15,3.7,  and  5.24). 
We  observe  also  the  poetic  nature  of  the  first  Une,  Kai  ý4fiAOEV  &tItOev.  These  observations 
serve  to  show  two  things:  that  Mark  was  writing  his  Gospel  for  the  purpose  of  it  being  read 
aloud;  and  that  he  was  using  rhetorical  conventions  available  to  him  to  indicate  his  rhetorical 
plan  to  his  audience.  This  additional  identification  of  the  use  by  Mark  of  parechesis  and  the 
poetic  here  establish  beyond  any  doubt  that  at  6.1  a  new  Series  begins. 
Again  this  is  not  all  there  is  to  the  matter.  Significant  correspondences  exist  between  this  first 
Day  of  Mark's  second  Series  and  the  Prologue.  In  6.1,  i<al  Et 'PXETat  Eig  TýV  TraTpf8a  adTOO 
has  its  earlier  counterpart  in  the  Prologue,  in  1.9  and  14.  The  content  on  the  telling  of  how 
John  the  Baptist  died,  in  6.14-29,  clearly  has  its  connection  too  with  the  Prologue,  in  1.14. 
And  the  'calling  to  repentance',  not  mentioned  anywhere  else  in  the  Gospel  (except  of  John  in 
1.4,  and  of  Jesus  in  1.15)  is  what  the  disciples  do,  in  6.12.  Further,  significant  verbal 
correspondences  exist  between  this  first  Day  of  Mark's  second  Series  and  the  first  Day  of  his 
first  Series:  in  6.2,1.21  cappaTou,  Wdcwav,  ouvaywyq  ;  in  6.2,1.22  t4  ETTA  4  CTCFOVTO;  in 
6.7,1.22  t4ouatav;  in  6.7,1.23,27  TCOV  TrVEUPdTWV  TCOv  aKaOaPTWV;  in  6.13,1.34  wit 
8atpovta  TWA&  t4EPctAAov;  and  in  6.13,1.34  Kal  10Epanwov.  They  all  follow  in  exactly 
the  same  order. 
Given  these  features,  it  can  be  argued  that  Mark  established  this  new  beginning  in  his  Gospel 
narrative  in  parallel  to  his  beginning  of  the  Gospel  itself,  in  the  Prologue,  and  to  the  beginning 
of  the  narrative,  in  his  Day  One.  It  might  be  argued  also  that  he  fashioned  this  his  eighth  Day 
out  of  material  which  he  had  been  considering  using  in  his  Prologue  and  his  first  Daýs  telling. 
The  Prologue  might  have  included  the  report  that  "John  the  Baptist  was  beheaded  by  Herod", 
and  the  first  Day's  telling  might  have  reported  that  Jesus  was  'not  easily  recognised  for  who  he 
really  was  in  his  home  towif.  But  we  may  surmise  that  he  could  do  neither  of  these  things. 
4  For  the  general  use  of  ancient  rhetorical  conventions,  see  Tolbert,  Sowing  the  Gospel-,  p-41,  and 
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He  could  not  have  started  his  Gospel  with  two  negative  accounts;  rather,  he  saved  these 
matters  for  the  first  Da3ýs  tefling  of  his  second  Series. 
Clearly,  two  fundamental  propositions  are  being  raised:  1)  that  this  Day's  telling  begins  a  new 
Series;  and  2)  that  as  it  begins  with  a  brilliantly  fashioned  Markan  opening  its  telling  will  be 
sectionalised  in  ways  that  we  have  discerned  already.  We,  therefore,  consider  the 
contributions  of  our  earlier  selected  commentators  (Taylor  for  his  'old'  literary-critical 
approach,  Nineharn  for  his  form-critical  sensitive  approach,  Schweizer  for  his  redaction- 
critical  approach,  and  Hooker  for  her  more  recent  overview  of  all  approaches): 
Gospel  Section: 
I 
Taylor:  3.7-6.13  6.1-6a 
Nineham:  1.14-8.26  6.1-6a 
Schweizer:  3.7-6.6a  6.1-6a 
Hooker:  3.7-6.6a  6.1-6a 
and  compare:  (1.21-5.43)  )(6.1-6a 
6.1-29  sub-divisions:  Gospel  section: 
11  111 
6b-13  14-29  6.14-8.26 
6b-13  14-29  1.14-8.26 
6b-13  14-29  6.6b-8.26 
6b-13  14-29  6.6b-8.26 
6b-  I  4a  14b-29  6.1-8.26 
They  are  tabulated  along  with  my  own,  which  is  based  on  rhetorical/fiterary-structural  analysis: 
For  Nineham,  no  sectional  break  appears,  but  for  Taylor  there  is  one  and  it  is  between  6.13 
and  14.  For  Schweizer  and  Hooker  a  sectional  break  is  discernable  between  6.6a  and  6b.  Our 
different  methodologies  lead  us  to  the  same  view,  nevertheless,  that  8.26  ends  the  section'.  In 
terms  of  the  verses  which  the  units  comprise,  the  four  commentators  all  agree  with  each  other. 
A  number  of  popular  editions  of  the  Bible  reflect  the  same'.  The  Jerusalem  Bible  stands  out, 
however,  with  an  additional  and  titled  division  between  w.  16  and  17',  that  is  w.  14-16  "Herod 
5  Though  Hooker  rightly  points  out  (The  Gospel...,  p.  197)  that  "some  commentators"  (we  find: 
Trocme,  7he  Formation...,  pp.  80,84,  and  Best,  Disciples....  p.  2),  seeing  the  similarity  between  8.22-26  and 
10.46-52  for  stories  (we  note:  the  only  such  stories  in  the  Gospel)  of  the  healing  of  blind  people,  divide  the 
Gospel  at  8.22,  judging  the  healings  to  form  an  'inclusid  to  the  material  about  the  way  of  the  cross  and  the 
meaning  of  discipleship.  We  propose  below  that  these  two  stories,  the  tellings  of  Days  14  and  21,  conclude  the 
two  middle  Series  of  the  Gospel. 
6  AV,  NEB,  GNB,  NIV;  the  RSV  shows  6.1,6b,  7  and  14. 
7  To  achieve  this,  is  a  very  loose  translation  Of  AOT04;  )L4P  6*  HPY'STI;  d=Oa-rE  (Aa;  IKpdTtIaEv  T6v 
slwdwrlv  ...  :  "Now  it  was  this  same  Herod  who  had  sent  to  have  John  arrested  ...... 
Vv.  17  and  18  both  contain 
ydp  as  the  second  word;  w.  17  and  18  parallel  each  other;  and  they  complete  v.  16  and  form  a  three-verse 
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and  Jesus",  and  a  further  untitled  division  at  6.2  L'  It  is  at  w.  14-16  where  rhetorical  analysis 
helps.  And  it  will  explain  my  division  between  w.  14a  and  l4b. 
Taylor  reasons  that  6.14  begins  a  new  section  which  he  titles  "The  Ministry  beyond  Galilee"9, 
and  that  specifically  6.1-6a  represents  the  ending  of  the  period  of  Jesus'  "synagogue 
preaching'YO  We  compare  Ninehanfs  titling:  for  hirn,  the  section  from  1.14-8.26  is  "The 
Galilean  Ministry".  "  The  issue  of  defining  geographical  place  in  terms  of  an  overall  region  is 
clearly  compounded  by  what  appears  to  be  Mark's  own  lack  of  geographical  understanding". 
In  non-Markan  terms,  that  is,  in  strictly  factual  terms,  events  do  take  place  both  in  Galilee  and 
outside  of  Galilee. 
All  four  commentators  argue  that  the  division  between  v.  6a  and  v.  6b  is  justified  because  v.  6a 
well  completes  the  story  of  Jesus'rejection  in  his  home  town  (it  is  likely  that  Mark  does  mean 
Naza  eth).  Taylor  also  rehearses  the  other  argument  that  v.  6b  better  links  Jesus'  movement 
from  village  to  village  with  the  mission  on  which  he  sends  his  disciples  (w.  7ff.  ),  than  connects 
Jesus'  movement  with  his  rejection  at  Nazareth  (6.1-6a).  But  what  Taylor  rejects, 
WeRhausen"  and  Schmidt"  support.  The  position  I  take  is  that  Mark  presents  the  two 
passages,  6.2-6a  and  6.6b-14a,  in  the  closest  possible  way,  as  B  and  B'  Sections,  thus 
demonstrating  that  the  reports  of  the  beginnings  of  two  new  activities,  in  B'  (vv.  6b-  14a),  have 
their  cause  in  B  (w.  2-6a).  We  will  expound  this  later. 
On  6.1-6,  Hooker  writes,  "It  can  fairly  be  seen  as  the  climax  to  the  previous  section  of  the 
gospel,  and  as  a  parallel  to  3.1-6.  Just  as  1.14-3.6  ended  with  the  rejection  of  Jesus  by  the 
Pharisees,  so  3.7-6.6  ends  with  the  rejection  of  Jesus  by  his  neighbours;  ...... 
Schweizer's 
presentation  is  similar  and  may  have  influenced  Hooker.  "  Clearly,  they  are  both  reasonably 
certain,  by  their  methods  of  analysis,  that  Mark  has  organised  his  material  to  a  plan,  and  that 
they  have  discerned  that  plan.  But  Hooker  continues,  "This  new  section  of  the  gospel  begins 
(at  6.6b),  like  the  two  previous  ones,  with  a  summary  of  Jesus'  activity  (this  time  very  brief  - 
8  V.  2  1,  in  my  judgement,  completes  a  larger  three-part  whole,  w.  16-2  1:  w.  16-18  is  introductory  and 
w.  19,20  and  in  turn  v.  21  complete  the  6  verse  whole. 
9  Taylor,  Yhe  Gospel...,  p.  307. 
10  Taylor,  The  Gospel-,  p.  298. 
11  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  65-220. 
12  See  the  same  problem  above,  in  Day  Six  (5.1-20). 
13  Wellhausen,  J.,  Das  Evangelium  Marcl,  Reimer,  Berlin,  2nd  Ed.,  1909,  p.  42. 
14  Schmidt,  Der  Rahmen...,  pp.  15  8-162. 
15  See  Schweizer,  Yhe  GoodNews...,  pp.  122,123;  Hooker,  The  Gospel...,  p.  154. 134 
6.6b  only!  ),  followed  by  a  section  dealing  with  the  disciples...  "  In  her  case,  following  the  path 
she  has  set  herself,  she  finds  herself  at  a  place  where  she  feels  uncomfortable,  for  6.6b  is  too 
brie:  V  So  she  writes,  "Once  again,  however,  we  must  remember  that  the  divisions  we  are 
making  are  artificial  and  are  not  necessarily  part  of  Mark's  own  understanding.  It  is  possible 
to  arrange  the  material  differently 
...... 
6 
Up  to  this  point  in  the  presentation,  I  have  sought  to  show:  that  the  Prologue  is  1.1  -20;  that 
the  first  full  section  of  the  narrative  is  a  Series  of  Seven  Days,  1.21-5.43;  and  that  the  Series 
includes  two  threesomes  of  days,  1.21-2.22  and  3.7-5.43,  around  a  central  Day,  2.23-3.6. 
Here  I  am  seeking  to  demonstrate:  that  6.1  begins  a  new  Day,  with  limits  of  6.1-29;  that  here 
begins  a  new  threesome  of  Days  with  limits  of  6.1-7.23,  and  also  a  new  Series  of  Seven  Days, 
6.1-8.26  (with  which  'sectioif,  three  of  our  four  commentators  so  nearly  agree"),  which  is  the 
first  of  two  middle  Series.  The  discovery  of  Mark!  s  rhetorical  style,  ABB',  at  many  levels  of 
literary  order,  and  his  determining  his  plan  to  "Days"  and  "Series  of  Days"  has  served  us  well 
so  far.  We  will  continue,  given  this  understanding,  to  plot  divisions  and  sub-divisions  which 
are  not  finpositions  of  mine,  but  are  of  Mark's  own  creation.  Mark's  arrangement,  not  mine  of 
Mark,  is  what  I  am  attempting  to  present.  I  proceed  gingerly  to  a  presentation  of  what,  in  my 
judgement,  is  the  literary-structure  of  Day  Eight,  for  I  know  it  is  provocative. 
Literary-structural  analysis  demonstrates  that  Day  Eight  is  constructed  like  Days  One,  Three, 
Four  and  Six  (so  far),  to  a  composite  of  ABB/ABB'.  The  first  of  the  two  halves  to  the  Days 
telling  is  6.1-14a,  whereby:  A  is  v.  1  which  is  introductory;  it  tells  how  Jesus  has  returned  to 
his  home  town  with  his  disciples,  and  so  establishes  the  new  geographical  setting  for  the  day. 
Section  B,  6.2-6a,  tells  of  his  rejection;  the  first  fine  explains  that  it  is  the  sabbath  and  the 
location  (for  this  section  alone)  is  the  synagogue;  the  issue  is  Jesus'  identity.  Section  B', 
6.6b-14a,  tells  what  follows  from  it,  not  simply  after  it:  its  setting  is  no  longer  in  the 
synagogue,  but  outdoors,  in  the  immediate  region  of  Jesus'  home  town".  The  second  half  of 
the  Day's  telling,  6.14b-29,  begins  in  A,  w.  14b,  15,  and  raises  immediately  again  the  first  halfs 
opening  issue  of  Jesus'  identity  (see  6.2-6a).  Section  B,  vv.  16-21,  tells  how  Herod  is  caused 
16  Hooker,  Yhe  Gospel...,  p.  154,  my  italics. 
17  Taylor,  Schweizer  and  Hooker:  see  the  tabular  summary  above. 
18  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Yeacher...,  pp.  34ff.,  sees  the  three-step  progression  as  6.1-3;  4-6;  7-13.  He  gives 
no  consideration  to  the  setting  in  the  synagogue  and  what  may  be  its  influence  upon  the  limits  of  the  second 
'step'.  Though  he  has  identified  a  few  other  three-step  progressions  with  which  we  can  agree,  we  cannot, 
therefore,  begin  to  agree  here  with  his  method  of  analysis. 135 
to  reflect  on  who  Jesus  is,  and  on  his  beheading  of  John  the  Baptist.  The  second  half  is 
completed  by  Section  B,  w.  22-29,  which  tells  how  John  actually  came  to  be  beheaded. 
The  two  halves  compare,  as  we  would  now  expect  it  of  Mark,  for  structural  similarity,  but 
here  also  for  size  (cf  thirteen-and-a-half  verses  with  fifteen-and-a-half  verses)".  Both  display 
short  A  sections;  and  their  B  and  B'  sections  are  similarly  proportioned  in  both  halves,  B' 
being  slightly  longer  than  B  in  both  cases. 
The  reason  I  stand  out  from  the  commentators  with  the  division  between  w.  14a  and  14b  is 
due  prinarfly  to  my  disceniment  of  Mark's  three-part  structures  of  both  w.  12-14a  and 
w.  14b,  15.  In  w.  14b,  1  5,  we  identify  an  indisputable  apfr  construction;  thepartsbegin: 
a  Kalt  Zkyov'o  Q"n... 
P  Wot  8i  9A,  -Yov  Q"n 
fr  61A  IR  fAI:  Yov  M- 
I 
In  vv.  12-14a,  it  is  less  obvious  immediately,  but  the  smne  construction  as  found  everywhere 
else  is  discernible,  hence  the  addition  of  v.  14a  to  w.  12  and  13: 
P"[al  "  [.  a]  Kai  i4EA00VTEq  [.  Pl  bulp4av  [.  P*l  Iva  [ICTavoCocrtv, 
"[.  cd  i(al  8atpovta  TrOXXa'  t4f:  PaMov,  [.  Pl  wl  4htýov  IXat'y  TroXXoO; 
appwa-roug  [.  P'l  Kai  IOEpaTrEuov. 
"'[.  a]  Kai  'i<ouaf:  v  6  PautM:  Oq'  Hpw8qg,  [.  c(l  ýawp&  y'  iy'VETO  T6  v  q  ap  f:  ovopa 
allTOC). 
In  both  constructions,  the  first  part  [a]  is  introductory;  the  second  [P]  is  the  first  development; 
and  the  third  [PI  is  the  completing  development.  The  argument  ofjuxtaposition  arises  also, 
because  v.  14a  plays  no  part  structurally  in  14b-15.  Properly,  they  may  be  said  to  relate 
contents-wise,  but  Mark  did  not  mean  them  to  be  read  without  a  break  between  them.  And  I 
make  an  observation:  no  translation  of  v.  14a,  or  v.  14b,  or  v.  I  5a  I  have  come  across  reflects 
either  Mark's  structure  or  (as  a  result  of  this)  his  Greek. 
19  See  the  discussions  with  which  I  end  the  analyses  of  Day  Five,  and  the  First  Series:  it  matters  not 
how  the  elements  of  Mark!  s  ABB'  scheme  weigh  with  each  other  in  terms  of  their-numbers  of  verses,  but  that 
they  weigh  with  each  other  in  terms  of  their  function,  as  introductory,  of  first  development  and  of  second. 
20  We  recognise  the  choice  here  of  Nestle-Aland:  Wyov  is  read  by  BW  and  some  Latin  mss.;  EXEYEv 
by  many  mss. 136 
The  rhetorical  function  of  v.  14a  is  more  than  that  of  completing  the  first  half  s  telling:  it  is  an 
anastrophe  which  makes  a  connection  of  the  first  half  with  the  second  half.  And  equally  the 
connection  itself  is  not  established  by  14a  alone.  The  introductory  passage  to  the  second  half, 
w.  14b-15,  reports  the  questioning  which  results  from.  the  success  of  Jesus'  continuing 
personal  mission,  and  the  mission  of  the  disciples,  by  which  Jesus'  name  is  promoted  (we  note 
that  Jesus  was  already  known  in  his  own  native  place  for  his  powerful  deeds  (v.  2)  performed 
elsewhere  and  before  his  arrival:  he  was  being  talked  about  everywhere:  the  first  Series  of 
Days  makes  that  Plain).  But  contrast  Jesus'  lack  of  success  in  his  home  town,  in  6.2-6a,  with 
the  success  that  is  now  attributed  to  him  in  the  much  wider  area,  because  of  his  disciples' 
mission,  6.6b-14a. 
Because  the  disciples'  mission  is  the  cause  of  Herod's  hearing  in  Jerusalem,  Mark  links  v.  14a 
with  w.  12,13  in  one  of  his  rhetorical  units  to  show  that  it  is  very  definitely  the  case.  The 
Good  News  Bible  translation  of  v.  14a  is:  "Now  Herod  heard  about  all  this,  because  Jesus' 
reputation  had  spread  everywhere".  I  would  only  replace  "Now"  with  "And",  and  omit  "had" 
in  order  to  maintain  Mark's  continuity.  And  Herod,  we  note,  in  terms  of  the  drift  of  the  story 
presented,  could  only  have  heard  (v.  14a)  if  these  mission  activities  of  the  disciples,  begun  on  a 
sabbath,  had  continued  over  a  number  of  days,  and  over  a  wide  area,  and  been  talked  about 
first  by  the  general  populace.  Vv.  14b-15,  with  which  Mark  begins  the  second  half  of  his 
presentation,  do  report  that  "people  were  saying"  who  they  thought  Jesus  was  (the  verbal  link 
between  the  two  halves  Of  TrPOý  4Tqq  of  v.  4  and  v.  15  is  also  noted). 
The  structural  significance  of  w.  14b,  15  is  very  important  for  two  reasons.  1)  It  well  begins 
w.  14b-29,  the  second  half  of  the  Day's  presentation.  And  2)  it  further  anchors  this  Day  as 
the  first  of  a  new  Series  of  seven  Days. 
We  take  1)  first.  On  page  86,  when  we  were  discussing  Mark's  'new  section  use'  of  non-l<al 
sentences,  we  observed  that  6.16  so  began,  after  w.  14b,  15  (a  three  part  whole).  The 
argument  is  that,  in  v.  16,  the  particular  view  of  Herod  about  Jesus'  identity  is  set  against,  in 
w.  l4b,  15,  the  introductory  views  ofthe  people.  With  v.  16  begins  the  second  halfs  B  section. 
In  regard  to  2),  w.  14b,  15  has  an  important  doublet  in  8.28  21,  which  in  8.27-9.1  helps  establish 
Day  Fifteen  as  the  first  of  the  next  Series  of  seven  Days.  "  It  is  an  important,  introductory 137 
paraHel  betweeen  the  two  seven-Day  Series,  6.1-8.26  and  8.27-10.52,  which  are  the  tniddle 
two  Series  of  the  Gospel.  We  expose  what  is  common  between  6.14b,  15  and  8.28: 
6.14b,  15: 
Aa  [a]  Kall  E'Acyov  [01  [.  a]  m"'lwdvvnc  6  QaiTTtCwv  [.  Pl  ty4yEpTat  [.  P'l 
wKpCov,  [P'l  [.  cd  i(al  8ta  TOOTO  [.  Pj  tve'pyooatv  at  8uvapetq  [.  P'l  iv  aOTCO. 
"M  Wot  St  E'X,  -yov  Wldin  "HAtfac  tcrTtv* 
la]  WOI  H  E"XEYOV  [p]  Q"n  ITPOý4TTjg  [P'l  6q  Elc  TOov  rrpoýrITOv. 
8.28: 
`[.  P1  [..  a]  ot  R  etmxv  adTQ  Ldl  AtYOVTEq 
jd'lwdvvnvT6v 
OaTrT  i  ýy  [.  P'j  Lsd  0  OTIIYI 
a]  icait  &Aot,  [ 
...  cWHAtfav, 
Lý 
...  a]  &Aot  H[...  4-6n  dc  T(5v  TrpoýnTQW. 
The  corresponding  words  and  annotations  (given  that  8.28  is  set  in  a  different  rhetorical 
context)  all  follow  the  same  order.  We  observe  what  we  may  call  the  'minor  difference'  of  the 
Greek  that  qualifies  John  as  "the  baptising  one"  in  6.14  and  "the  Baptist"  in  8.28,  for  we  note 
that  they  are  both  used  in  the  account  of  Section  B',  6.22-29  (see  v.  24  and  v.  25). 
Mark's  creation  of  6.1-29  as  the  presentation  of  a  whole  "Day"  is  not  yet  addressed.  Likewise, 
the  discussion  of  the  division  at  6.14b  is  not  yet  completed.  In  order  to  do  both,  we  have  to 
return  to  a  consideration  of  6.1-14a,  and  focus  on  the  key  literaryfeature  here  of  verbs  in  the 
imperfect  tense. 
What  none  of  the  selected  commentators  sees  is  the  important  presence  of  a  whole  rash  of 
imperfects  in  6.1-29,  which  number  sixteen  in  an.  (The  next  rash,  of  five,  appears  in  the 
introductory  passage,  6.53-56,  of  the  third  Day  of  this  Series.  )  Eleven  are  found  in  the  first 
half  (6.1-14a)  and  five  in  the  second  (6.14b-29).  In  the  case  of  the  latter,  they  are  all  found 
within  the  first  five  verses,  and  are  restricted  to  CIAEyov  and  EAEyrw.  The  three  imperfects  of 
w.  14b,  15  are  clearly  continuous23.  In  6.11-14a  they  are  significantly  dispersed  and  various.  It 
is  these  which  are  important  for  establishing  that  6.1-29  is  a  single  "Day"  in  Mark's  scheme. 
21  Our  four  commentators  all  observe  this  doublet,  but  fail  to  see  any  literary-structural  significance  in  it. 
22  On  v.  15,  Schweizer  (The  GoodNews...,  p.  132)  expresses  his  opinion,  unsupported,  that  it  "originally 
must  have  been  connected  with  8.27f  "  On  w.  14-29,  he  says,  "It  is  the  only  story  in  Mark  which  is  not  directly 
a  story  about  Jesus  (most  commentators  indeed  say  this)  and  it  is  written  in  a  cultured  style  which  shows  that  it 
must  have  been  established  in  written  form  before  Mark.  "  Schweizer  displays  here  no  understanding  at  all  of 
Mark!  s  ability  to  compose,  construct  and  create  both  his  Gospel  to  a  plan  and  the  pieces  he  needed  to  complete 
it.  The  text  here  continues  to  exhibit  Mark!  s  masterful  control,  and  most  clearly  his  apfr  rhetorical  style.  In 
his  handling  of  tradition,  either  oral  or  previously  written,  he  is  most  certainly  re-presenting  it  himself. 
23  Max  Zerwick  &  Mary  Grosvenor,  A  GrammaticalAnalysis  ofthe  Greek  New  Testament,  Biblical 138 
Strictly  speaking,  only  w.  2-11  tell  the  happenings  of  this  particular,  single,  sabbath  day,  but  I 
argue  below  that  w.  12-14a,  being  basically  inceptive,  have  their  place  too.  V.  1  is  purely 
introductory,  and  in  typical  Markan  fashion  it  simply,  in  the  opening  piece,  gives  details  of  a 
journey  which  has  been  made,  and  the  characters  who  have  made  it.  Vv.  2-14a  tell  about  two 
new  activities  that  were  begun  on  that  day  which  would  continue  for  a  number  of  days:  1) 
Jesus'  going  round  "the  villages  in  circuit  teaching"  (6.6b);  and  2)  the  disciples'  mission 
(6.7-14a).  Part  a  of  section  B',  w.  6b-7b,  introduces  both  activities  (the  reasons  for  them  are 
found  in  section  B,  w.  2-6a).  Part  P,  vv.  7c-I  1,  records  Jesus'  mission  instructions.  Part  P', 
w.  12-14a,  completes  the  three-part  presentation  and  the  first  half  with  a  report  of  the 
beginning  of  the  disciples'  mission  and  its  ultimate  effect. 
The  imperfects  require  to  be  understood  as  continuous  action  or  inceptive  (they  are  nowhere 
here  conative).  We  will  not  discuss  them  all.  The  first,  of  real  significance  in  my  judgement  is 
in  6.6b:  I  read,  "He  began  to  go  round...  ""  It  is  an  activity  which  begins  on  that  day,  and 
continues  beyond  it.  As  in  v.  7b,  i<al  ýp4aTO,  "and  he  began...  "  ("to  send  them  out...  "),  so 
also  we  read  in  v.  7c,  "And  he  began  to  give  them  authority...  ""  In  v.  13,  we  might  read  also, 
"They  began  to  cast  out  many  demons;  and  they  began  to  anoint  many  sick  with  oil;  and  they 
began  to  heal.  "'6  That  is,  in  terms  of  the  Day's  report,  these  activities  and  even  that  of  v.  12, 
"they  preached"  (though  here  an  aorist),  began  on  that  day  and  were  to  continue  beyond  it. 
V.  14a  alone  of  w.  12-14a,  with  two  verbs  in  the  aorist,  might  be  said  to  speak  of  the  mission 
of  the  disciples  as  then  concluded,  but  that  is  not  the  case  as  Mark  presents  its  completion  only 
Institute  Press,  Rome,  1981,  p.  121:  ýXqov:  3rd  pl.  impers.  meaning  "people  were  saying". 
24  Hooker  says  (The  Gospel...,  p.  162)  "Mark  does  not  describe  what  Jesus  did  while  his  disciples  were 
absent:  the  gap  until  their  return  has  been  filled  by  the  story  of  the  Baptist's  death.  "  My  argument  is  that 
Mark  did  tell  us  what  Jesus  was  doing,  and  that  the  Baptist's  death  was  not  simply  a  lacuna-filler.  For  reasons 
stated  above,  it  would  seem  that  Mark  chose  not  to  report  the  Baptist's  death  in  the  Prologue,  likely  because  of 
its  negative  tones,  but  created  his  moment  of  opportunity  here  to  include  it. 
25  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  167,168:  Nineham  admits  disappointment,  "We  should  have  expected  this 
(the  sending  out  of  the  twelve)  to  be  a  decisive  stage  in  the  development  of  the  Gospel,  but  as  Wellhausen 
points  out,  it  is  not...  We  may  say,  in  fact,  that  this  incident...  plays  no  vital  part  in  the  structure  and 
development  of  the  Gospel.  And  in  line  with  that  is  the  extremely  sketchy  way  in  which  the  story  is  told.  Why 
did  Jesus  send  the  twelve  at  precisely  this  point,  and  what  did  he  do  while  they  were  away?  "  He  adds 
puzzlement  to  disappointment.  But,  the  truth  is  that  Mark  does  tell  us  what  Jesus  was  doing  while  the 
disciples  were  away,  and  Mark  does  tell  us  why  Jesus  sent  them  out  at  this  point.  Attention  to  Mark!  s 
rhetorical  style,  his  literary-structure,  and  his  verbal  tenses  repays  all  effort.  26  Neither  Fritz  Rienecker  (A  Linguistic  Key  to  the  Greek  New  Testament.  Matthew-Acts,  tr  &  rev. 
Cleon  L.  Rogers,  Jr.,  S.  Bagster  &  Sons,  London,  1977)  nor  Max  Zerwick  and  Mary  Grosvenor  (A 
Grammatical  Analysis 
.. 
)  interpret  the  imperfects  (as  either  inceptive  or  continuous  action).  The  presence  of 
the  aorist  in  v.  12  may  support  the  interpretation  of  continuous  action,  but  the  presence  of  ýp4a-rO  WTo69 
ftoaTtAAEtv  and  the  inceptive  of  v.  7  Support  the  inceptive. 139 
in  6.30  when  the  disciples  return  to  Jesus.  V.  14a  is  Mark's  reporting  of  the  ultimate  effect  of 
the  disciples'  mission. 
By  completing  the  construction  of  the  first  half  of  the  Day's  telling  in  this  way,  Mark  gives 
himself  the  opportunity,  in  a  second  half  presentation,  in  6.14b-29:  1)  to  use  material  which 
he  could  not  use  in  the  Prologue,  or  the  First  Day  of  the  First  Series;  2)  to  use  material  which 
would  help  him  establish  a  succession  of  closely-related  points  in  his  first  three-day  sub-series 
(Days  Eight  to  Ten;  see  the  discussion  at  the  close  of  Day  Ten);  and  3)  to  use  material  which 
he  could  duplicate,  in  part,  and  parallel,  in  part,  in  the  opening  Day's  telling  of  his  next  Series 
(see  Day  Fifteerfs  presentation). 
Space  allows  no  finiher  detailed  discussion  of  this  Day's  telling,  beyond  an  observation.  Many 
commentators  and  scholars  say  that  the  story  (with  which  it  concludes)  about  John  the 
Baptist's  death,  is  the  only  story  in  the  Gospel  which  is  not  directly  a  story  about  Jesus.  "'  It  is, 
however,  a  story  which  is  well  attached  to  the  issue  of  who  Jesus  is.  Consider  6.2-6a  and 
w.  14b-15.  And  as  a  story  in  a  succession  of  stories,  (as  we  will  see  at  the  conclusion  of  Day 
Terfs  presentation)  Mark  does  see  it,  at  this  point  in  the  Gospel,  as  prophetic  of  Jesus'  future 
destiny  (see  also  Day  Sixteen,  as  it  follows  Day  Fifteen  which  is  the  parallel  day  in  the 
following  Series).  But  this  Day's  telling,  in  total,  is  as  much  prophetic  of  the  disciples'  future 
mission  (16.15,16,20a;  ref  6.14a,  kings  will  hear  about  Jesus  in  the  future),  and  their  mission 
will  begin  ultimately,  after  Jesus'death,  from  his  own  'native  place  28  (14.28  and  16.7). 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Eight  is  as  Mows: 
27  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  167,168. 
28  Two  points:  1)  1  risk  here  a  reference  to  verses  from  the  supposed  non-Markan  'longer  ending!, 
which  will  be  discussed  in  Chapter  7;  and  2)  ref.  6.1:  TraTptq  may  be  translated  'native  town'  (Nazareth)  or 
'native  place'  (Galilee)  (Souter,  .4  Pocket  Lexicon 
.. 
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Aa  '[a]  Kai  l4qAftv  [d]  JKatoev, 
p  [a]  lc(l  Et'q  TAv  TraTpt'8a  adToo, 
[a]Kalt  oXouOoOatv  aOTO  [d]  01  paOqTal  adToO. 
Ba  [a]  'Kal  yEvopEvo-u  aa0paTQ-U 
[p]  [.  a]  'p4aTo  Waamv  [.  dl  &  Tfi  auvaywyq-  TI 
[P'l  [.  a]  Kait  TroXXo't  aKO00VTEg  [.  Pl  14nTATjaaoVTO  [.  P'l  MYOVIEC, 
[a]  Lai  nOOEV  T06T(p  TaC)Ta,  [.  Pl  Kaiti  Ttq  ý  aoýta  ý  8oOt-taa  TOUTQ  [.  P'l  [..  a]  Kait  d 
8uv(ýWEtc  TotaOTat  [..  c(l  8t&  TOW  xEtp(Bv  adTo()  ytvopEvat; 
'[.  a]  QA3X  OUTOg  IaTtv  6  TtKTWV,  [.  Pl  6  U16g  Tfig  Maptag  [.  P,,  ]  Kait  exSEAý6g 
[..  a]  'laKw'pou  [..  Pl  xaL'IwafiTOg  [..  'Yl  Kal  'Io68a  [..  81  Kal  It  pwvog; 
VI  [.  a]  Kalt  oOK  ddy  a!  a8dýalt  adTOO  [.  Pl  WI'8E  [.  P'l  TTp6g  ýPaq; 
P*fal  La]  [..  a]  Kait  lowav8aAtfýOVTO  [..  dl  tv  aký. 
[p]  La]  [..  cd  "xa't  ZAEyEv  aOTCi'Lg  [..  dl  6  'Iqaot3g 
[.  dl  [..  a]  O"Tt QA3x  ZaTtv  TrPOý11'Tijg  a'TtVOq  [..  C(I  a]  "  ly  Tfi  TraTpt8t-aOToC) 
[ 
... 
PI  i(aL  &  Toilic  auyyEvEOatv  adTOO  [ 
... 
pI  ical  ly  10  oNt'g  aOýTOO. 
'[.  a]  [--a]  Kalt  odic  18uvaTO  [..  Pl  &tlt  [..  P*l  Trotýaat  o68EPtav  80vgutv, 
[..  a]  F.  1-ji4  6Xtyotq  dppw'aTOtg  [..  Pl  blOEIC  Tdc  xE7tpac  [..  P*l  tOfpdlTEua,  -v- 
'[.  P'l  [..  a]  xal  l0aupaý,  -v  [..  C(I  816  Týv  aTrtaTtav  aOTCOV. 
B'  a  [a]  [.  a]  Kai  7TEptfiyEV  T&g  ww'paq  [.  Pl  l(OKAy  [.  P*l  8t8acyKwv. 
[P]  '[.  a]  Kai  TrpouKahItTat  TOOq  80%Exa, 
[P"I  [.  a]  Kai  ';  p4aTO  [.  Pl  adToOc  diToo7tAA,  -Lv  TI 
[a]  [.  a]  Kai  18(8ou  aOTO-tc  [.  Pl  ý4oucrlav  [.  P"I  TCOV  TTVEuVaTWV  TWV  aKaOapTWV* 
'[-a]  KaL  17apqyyi:  tXEv  aOTdtc  [.  Pl  [..  alt*va  pq8tv  atpwatv  i:  Iq  686v  I..  a7l  1:  1  Pý 
pap8ov  povov,  [.  P'l  [..  a]  a]  V4  apTOV  114  TrTIpav,  P'l  PA  Eig  TýV  ýW'VqV 
XaAKOV,  '[..  Pl  &Aa  6lTo8E8,  -pEvoug  aav8dXta  [..  P*l  Kai  pý  Muoqaft,  86o 
XITWVaq. 
lpel  101-al  Kd  EXEYEV  a6ld%,  [-Pl  [..  a]"OITOU  I&  EICYA09TE  Eig  011dav,  [..  Pl  IKEI 
PEVETE  [..  P"I  E"wq  a5v  14EX09TE  lKe-ifty.  [.  frl  "  [..  a]  a]  Kai  8C  aV  T0170; 
84qTat  6paq  [ 
... 
P'l  WIR  dl(Ou(Ywcytv  6P(BV,  [..  O(l  a]  &TropEuOpEvot  k6ftv 
[ 
... 
PI  &Ttvd4an  T6V  XOOV  T6V  UITOKaTW  TOV  7TO8COV  6V(7JV  Eig  papTUPtOV 
aOTd'Lg. 
Plal  "[.  a]  Kai  t4EX00VTEq  I-PI  b<qpu4av  [.  frl  Tva  [ICTavoCocytv, 
"[.  a]  Kai  8atpovLa  iToXXa'  14ipa;  kAov,  [.  Pl  Kai  AIAEtýov  Amy  TroAXo6q 
dppW'o7oug  [.  P*l  Kai  lkpalmuov. 
VI  "'[.  a]  Kai  'KoucrEv  6  Pacthug  "  Hp'8qg,  [.  c(l  ýawp&  yap  ty&ETO  T6  ovopa 
adTOO. 141 
Aa  [a]  Kal  EAEyov  [01  La]  m"'lwdvvilc  6  palMýWV  [.  Pl  tyllyfP-M  [.  P'l 
va(pCov,  [P'j  [.  a]  Kal  8ta  TOOTO  [.  Pl  IVEPYOOGtV  at  6uvdpa;  [.  P'l  &  adTQ. 
"[a]  &Aot  R  ZAEyov  [d]  Q"nHAtaq 
ICFTtV' 
[a]  &Aot  81  EAEyov  [p]  o"n  Trpoýftjc 
[PI  Og  Elc-TOov  TrpMjT05v- 
Ba  [a]  [-a]  1--al'AKo6=  8E  [..  dl  0'  Hp  p'89g  Myu,  [.  Pl  "Ov  lyw'  dmxi:  ýdkca 
IWdVVnV,  [.  P*l  OUTOq  &112011. 
qj 
[p]  [.  a]  [..  a]  AOT6q  yap  6  'HpOSTIg  diTocTTE  (Aar,  [..  Pl  tKpaTTI(YEV  T6V  'Iwavvqv 
[..  P*l  i(al  E'5ilcyf:  v  adT6V  &  ýuXaKfi  [.  Pl  [..  a]  8t&'Hp(p8ta8a  [..  Pl  T4v  yuvdiKa 
(PtAt'Tmou  1--P'l  ToO  dSEAýou  aL3To(),  [.  P*l  OTt  WTýV  ZY611r)(I  * 
[p*]"  [.  a]  EAEyEv  yhp-  6  'IwavvTlg  TQ  *  HpO810  [.  Pl  OTt  OOK  '41:  aTiV  CFOt  I-rl  'XEtV  TJW 
yuvcCLKa-ToO  MEAýo- 
[a]  "[.  cd  "H  SVHp(pStaq  Mlyev  allTCO  [.  Pl  Kal  flOEAEv  aOT6V  dTTOKTCtvat,  [.  P*l  i(atl 
o6K  ýSuvaTO' 
[p]"[.  a]6  dP"HP08119týOPE7tTOT6V'Iwavvqv,  [.  p]F-[8L'o;  aOT6VZiv5pa 
BL'i(atov  Kal  a'ytov,  [.  P'l  iKal  GUVETTIpEt  aOTOV. 
[.  a]  Kait  dxodcrac  aL)ToLl  I-PI  TroAXa'  ITrop,  -t,  [.  P*l  ical  A8Ewg  adToO  4wum 
P*fal  "  Kai  y,  -vopEvTlg  ýpepaq  Et3Katpou 
[p]  La]  OTE'Hpq)'8ilg  [.  Pl  TdIt;  yEvecrtotq  aOTO0  [.  frl  8E7LlTVOV  &roulcrEv 
[fY]  [.  a]  Td-ig  pEytaTacytv  au'TOO  [.  Pl  Kai  Td-tq  )(tXtapxotq  [.  P*l  Kal  TdLg  ITPW'TOtg  Tflq 
raWatag. 
B'a  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  F-ICYEXOOOCFqg  Tqq  OuyaTP6;  aOTOO  *Hptp8td8O;  [.  Pl  Kai  dpXtlcrap,  -vTl;, 
ýPECFEV  TCO'Hpw'8q  Kai  Td-tq  cuvavaxnpývotq. 
[.  a]  etimv  6  pacytXEO'g  To  Kopaaffy,  [.  01  [..  a]  AtTrl(y6v  IIE  [..  C(l 
&  JAY09AInC, 
[.  P'l  Kai  Wcu  aor 
[.  a]  Kai  w"pocri:  v  adTfl,  kToMal  [.  01  [..  a]  '0-:  r-L  My  uF  alTAauq-  [..  dl  80aw  oot 
EWg  fjpt'O`OUq  Tfiq  pacythiag  pou. 
[a]  "[.  a]  Kai  ý4EAOoOaa  [.  Pl  [..  a] 
dIIIEV  Tý,  [IIITP't  adTfi;,  [..  dl  It  atT4(Ywvat; 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  ýR  dumv,  [..  dl  IAv  xEý6ývlwdvvou  TOO  parat'Covmc. 
[p]  25  [.  a] 
f..  a],  Ka't  ctcrEA0o0cya  WOO;  [..  Pl  PETa  anouSq;  L-01  Trp6q  T6v  paatXE-'a 
Tva  14aUTqq  80C  1101  [..  Pl  LM  [..  a]  IT  'craTO  [..  dl  XEyouou,  [.  Pel  [..  a]  E))jXu  t 
17tvc(Kt  I. 
-PelThv  laýc(Ahv  'Iwdvvou  TOO  Dannamo-G. 
[pe  ]  26  [.  a]  [..  Cd  Kai  Tr,  -pt'AuTro;  yEvopEvoq  [..  c(l  6  PaatAEO;  [.  Pl  [..  a]  8ta'  TOO;  612KOUC 
[..  C(I  Kat  TOO;  dvautpivoK  [.  P'l  [..  a]  OOK  ýO  "XTJCYEV  [..  C(I  d0ETqcyat  aOT4V'  E 
[a]  27  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  EOOOC  I. 
-PI 
diTocut"Aac  e  Paath';  [..  P"I  OUX  ,0u  (mr:.  x  aTOpa 
&AjoD  t  aTr  wv  [..  a]  ZdTaEv  [..  c(l  LvLym  Thy  Y,  -ýo:  A4y  . 
[.  P*  I  [..  a]  Kal  '  cAO  ' 
[..  Pl  dnmý&tci:  v  aOT6v  [..  p']  &Tfi  ýuAmcU- 
[p]  28  [.  a]  [..  Cd  JY-W64v  a6ToQ  [..  c(l  hil  'vaKj  [.  P]  Kd  98wKEv  a6l4y  Kat  17t 
TQ0  Kopaai'w,  1-P"I  Kd  16  I(OlAcytov  E6wi<Ev-a  Tfi  pnTpl-a6TflC. 
[pe]  29  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  dKoUaaVTEg  oit  VaOTITa"  a6TO0  qA0ov  Kai  IPaV  T6  TrT(7)pa  Iq 
a6TO0  [.  P'l  [..  a]  Kai  E'OqKav  adT6  [..  C(I  &  [lVqpEt'tp. 142 
Day  Nine:  6.30-52: 
The  day  begins  Kal  auvayOVTat  ot 
dTrOCrTOXOt  TrPO"q  TO"V  'InCYOOV, 
0  .0  Kat  aTrqyyi:  tAav  aOTCO  TraVTa  oca  tnotiqaav  1<a't  O'ca  M'8a4av. 
Commentators  have  noticed  what  must  have  been  a  passing  of  a  number  of  days  between 
Jesus'  sending  out  of  his  disciples  and  their  returný'.  Consequently,  as  for  5.25-34  (in  Day 
Seven),  they  have  viewed  6.14-29  as  expressive  of  an  interval  of  time.  Day  Eight's  analysis 
makes  clear,  however,  that  it  is  not  the  only  reason  it  is  positioned  there.  In  Hterary-structural 
and  rhetorical  terms,  given  that  6.14-29  is  more  fully  integrated  into  the  presentation  than 
previously  discerned,  its  primary  function  is  re-estabHshed:  it  reflects  the  issue  of  Jesus' 
identity  raised  in  the  synagogue  scene,  6.2-6a,  firstly  in  vv.  14b,  15,  and  then  in  vv.  16M,  and  it 
springs  from  the  mission,  in  6.6b-14a,  of  Jesus'  disciples,  which  enjoys  success  from  the 
moment  it  begins.  A  new  Day's  telling  well  begins  at  6.30. 
In  the  introduction  to  this  Day,  6.30-33,  in  the  first  part  (A,  v.  30)  we  read  of  the  return  and 
the  reporting  of  the  disciples  to  Jesus;  in  the  second  part  (13,  v.  3  1)  we  have  Jesus'  suggestion 
that  they  rest  somewhere  privately;  and  in  the  third  part  (13',  w.  32,33)  we  read  of  their  going 
there,  by  boat,  but  that  they  were  not  going  to  be  alone. 
The  main  story  of  the  Day,  the  Feeding  of  the  Five-thousand,  is  found  in  w.  34-44.  It  is  a 
story  which  has  its  parallel  in  the  symmetrically-oppo  site  Day  Thirteen  (8.1-21),  the  Feeding 
of  the  Four-thousand.  Again,  we  can  discern  the  Markan  hand  of  careful  planning.  "  The 
story  of  the  Feeding  is  presented  in  three  parts:  after  the  short  introduction  (A,  v.  34)  in  which 
Jesus,  coming  out  of  the  boat,  is  met  by  a  large  crowd,  it  is  said  that  he  has  compassion  for  the 
crowd.  What  follows  is  a  miracle  event  which  expresses  his  compassion.  In  the  two  balanced 
halves  (13,  w.  35-38  and  B',  w.  39-44),  v.  35  first  establishes  the  lateness  of  the  hour,  and  in 
29  It  may,  of  course,  have  been  weeks  if  Jesus'  "teaching  in  circuit  around  the  villages"  (6.6b)  included 
teaching  in  synagogues  on  the  sabbaths.  On  this  point,  consider  1.  Sonne,  InIDB,  Vol.  4,  "Synagogue",  pp.  48  1, 
487:  "Bigger  villages  must  have  had  some  kind  of  synagogue";  the  synagogue  had  "the  character  of  an 
educational  institution...  reading  from  the  Scriptures  and  exposition  of  the  Law  constituted  the  focal  point  in 
the  sabbatical  gatherings". 
30  The  fact  that  there  are  two  'feeding  stories'  has  long  intrigued  interpreters  of  the  Gospel  of  Mark. 
They  have  been  viewed  as  a'doublet',  two  variants  of  a  single  story.  And  for  some  considerable  time  now, 
virtually  every  interpreter  has  observed  material  clusterered  around  the  feeding  stories  that  is  also  similar  in 
content  and  form.  In  chs.  6-8,  they  have  been  viewed  as  two  parallel  cycles  of  stories.  Pre-Markan  cycles  or 
catenae  have  been  sought  out  in  chs.  6-8,4-6,  and  even  4-8.  To  the  approaches,  in  particular,  of  Fowler, 
Loaves  andFishes...,  and  Achtemeier,  "Towards  the  Isolation..  "  and  "The  Origin  and  Function...  ",  (in  this 
literary-structural  analysis  of  Mark's  second  Series)  we  bring  the  additional  evidence  of  the  importance  of 
"days"  in  Mark's  scheme,  and  his  ABB'  presentational  method. 143 
v.  36  the  disciples  establish  the  need  of  the  crowd  to  eat  (they  too  will  have  had  need,  we 
interpret,  see  v.  31  of  the  introduction  to  the  Day). 
The  closing,  third  section  of  the  Day  relates  an  evening/night-time  crossing  of  the  lake  and  the 
second  miracle  of  the  Day,  Jesus'  walking  on  the  sea.  For  a  discussion  on  the  ending  of  this 
day,  Day  Nine,  at  6.52,  see  Day  Six,  for  with  Days  Five  and  Six  we  have  identified  already  the 
importance  of  the  "night-crossing"  of  the  Sea  of  Galilee  in  Mark's  scheme;  that  is,  how  it 
concludes  one  day,  prior  to  the  beginning  of  a  new  one.  As  in  the  earlier  examples,  so  here 
too  the  night-crossing  of  6.45-52  brings  Days  Nine  and  Ten  into  juxtaposition.  Given  that 
Days  Five,  Six  and  Seven  are  a  threesome  of  days,  this  fact  alone  suggests  that  Days  Eight, 
Nine  and  Ten  may  form  another  threesome.  We  will  be  able  to  discuss  this  later,  after  the 
presentation  of  the  literary-structure  and  contents  of  Day  Ten. 
The  limits  of  Day  Nine  are  relatively  easily  defined,  so  too  is  the  overall  structure  of  the  Day 
which  may  be  described,  from  the  above,  as  a  composite  ABB'  form.  Mark's  rhetorical  style  is 
clearly  identified  again.  His  app"  literary-structural  principle  is  demonstrated  consistently  at 
the  higher  levels  of  literary  order,  here  at  ABB"and  app',  and  again  with  variations  at  the 
lower  orders,  [a]  [P)  [fr]  and  [a]  W),  La]  [.  P]  [.  P*l  and  La]  [d],  [..  a]  [..  Pl  L.  P1  and  [..  a]  [..  dl. 
We  observe  two  comparatively  long  parts  B  and  B'  in  the  middle  section,  that  is  w.  35-38  and 
w.  39-44,  but  they  are  entirely  compatible  with  what  we  find  in  other  Day's  tellings,  with  the 
major  parts  of  the  Days'  contentS31.  We  make  another  observation:  compared  with  6.1-29, 
6.30-52  has  not  attracted  anything  like  the  interest  of  commentators  and  scholars,  in  its 
divisions  and  sub-divisions.  This  may  be  explained  by  the  fact  that  there  is  little  that  is 
controversial  here  about  Mark!  s  presentation,  unlike  the  Day  prior  to  it.  It  is  also  the  case  that 
there  is  little  attention  paid  by  commentators  to  the  divisions  in  the  text  following,  and 
covering  a  number  of  the  Days  which  we  will  be  delimiting.  One  of  the  reason  s  for  this  is  that 
some  of  these  Days  are  much  smaller  units  than  those  previousy  defined;  another  reason  is 
that  no  major  divisions,  generally  speaking,  are  proposed  by  commentators  up  to  8.21. 
Below,  I  present  the  literary  structure  of  Day  Nine.  Verbal  correspondences,  significant 
historical  presents,  and  Markan  sectional  introductory  formulae  are  all  underlined. 
31  See  note  19  on  the  lengths  of  parts  in  Mark's  constructions.  See  Day  Five,  in  section  4.1-32,  the 
parabolic  teachings  of  Jesus,  for  an  example  of  longer  parts. 144 
a  "[a]  Kalt  .0  [p]  ol  aTroaToXot  [P"I  TrP69  T6v  'IncTOOV, 
[a]  Kat  aTr4yyEtXav  [d]  allTQ 
[a]  7TC'CVTa  [p]  di=  iTrotqcyav  [P'l  xalt  M8aýav. 
Ba  31  [a]  xalt'-Agyn  adTCi-t;,  101  [.  a]  AEOTE  6VE7t;  aOTOit  [.  Pl  KaT'--  [8t'av 
w  IF  EPIIVOV  ToTrov  [.  P'l  Kait  dvaTraucraaOE  6Xtyov. 
[a]  Tllaav  Y&P  IN  La]  ot  ýPxOpEvot  [.  dl  i(al  ol  6TrayoVTE;  [P'l  IIOAAOL, 
[a]  Kaiti  WR  [p]  ýayEltv  Edxat'pouv. 
B'  a  "[a]  [.  a]  ical  dTrhAOov  [.  dl  TQ  IIAOLW  [p]  EIC  rprlllov  T6lTov  [P*l  Kaf  18tav. 
p  33  [a]  iml  d5ov  adTOOg  6ITayoVTa;  [d]  will  b7tywcav  TroXAot, 
fr  [a]  Kalt  7TEýfl,  d7T6  iTacy@V  T@V  TroXEwv  [p]  cTuvi8papov  6all  [IYI  Kai  iTpofiXOov 
allTOUg. 
Aa  "'[cd  ical 
ý4i:  AOW'v  [p]  E7t8f:  v  [P'l  TroAt)v  O"XXov, 
[a]  Kait  tanXayXvtaOil  te  allTOOg  [p]  OTt  Aluav  (Lg  TTpopaTa  [P'l  pý 
'EXOVTa 
TrotpEva, 
[a]  Kalt  1'lp4aTO  [p]  Wdamtv  adTOOg  [P'l  TrOAAa. 
Ba  [a]  "[-a]  Kal  ý8ij  6paq  1TOXAfiC.  YEVOPEVqq  [.  Pl  7TPO(YEXOOVTEg  adTo  [.  P'l  ol  PaOnTal 
a6TO0  EXEYOV 
[.  a]  OTL  'Epnjj6C  tcyTtv  6  Tdrroc,  [.  Pl  Kai  ffin  6pa  TTOAX4.  [.  pl)  36dTOXUCTOV 
allTOUg, 
[.  a]  [..  a]  Tva  dlTdQdvný;  [..  pl  E(q  TOO;  xuKAy  dypou;  Kai  Kw'pag 
31 
LaUTdltq  [.  fY]  Tt  ý&WMV. 
a  [.  a]  6R  aTroKptOE'tg  [.  Pl  dtmv 
, 
[.  P'l  A6T,  -  adTo!  Q  6ptlq  ýaytltv. 
[.  a]KaLAýyou(ytvaOTCO,  [.  P]'AlTEX06VTE  [.  P'Idyopdawlj&y8Tlvapt'wv8taxoatwv 
apTouc 
xal  66aolj,  -v  au'To-tc  ý=Elv; 
p 
]31  la  [.  a]  oR  Atý  aOTdtc,  wi  nocyou; 
a'pTouc  EXETE;  [.  P'l  [..  a] 
6ITayETE  [..  c(],  t,  8ETE. 
[.  a]  Kalt  YVOVTEq  [.  Pl  A40U(YtV,  [.  P']  rj&T-r, 
Kai  Wo  t'xO6a;. 
B'a  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  &rftaEv  aOTO-tg  dvaKMvat  iTavTag  [.  Pl  cTuprom  auprouta  [.  P*l  177it  TO, 
OPT(P.  XAWN  X, 
[P]  "[.  a]  Kal  dvETrEcav  [.  dl  lipa(ytat  Trpaatat 
VI  [.  a]  KaTd  &aTO"  v  [.  d  I  i(alt  KQCI:  d  TrEVT9'KOVTa. 
[a]  41  [.  a]  [..  a]  wit'  Xapwov  loA)C,  nEyn  6PTOUC  1--C(l 
[.  dl  C'(VaPXEýaq  Eig  TO'V  OUpCtvo"V 
[.  a]  [--a]  EU'XOyllcrF-v  [..  dl  Kal  xaTz'i(XaaF-v  IQO;  6(pTouC  [.  Pl  Kait  INSOU  Td'tg 
ljaOnTd'tq  [adTOiJ'l  [.  P*l  Ttva  iTapaTtOCj(ytv  adTdltq, 
[.  a]  Kal  ToOC  6&  IXOOaC  [.  d]  ýVE'ptcyEv  Tracytv. 
P'  [a]  42  [.  a]  Kal  I.  dl  Kait  iXop-raoOT1(yav- 
[p]  43  [ 
a] 
Z== 
I-PI  SWUM  Koýtvwv  TrXqpw'paTa  Kai  dIT6  TOW 
lxouwv. 
[P"  1441-al 
KCLjCTCW-  01 
ýCXYLTEQ  [IQOC  612TOUCI  [.  dj  1TEVTaKt(YXt'XtOt  a"v8pf:  9- 145 
Aa  45[al  [.  a]  K_CCL_Edak  [.  P]  jVayKaCTZV  TOO;  PaOqT&;  adTO0  [.  P'l  1410fivat  -lC-T6 
TrAOILOV  [p]  [.  a]  Kat  lTpoayEtv  I-P]  Eig  T6  mpav  [.  P*l  Trp6;  Bq0Gc((8aV,  IP'l  E'wg 
aOT6g  dllOAjEt  T6V  O'XAOV. 
P 
46[al 
Kai  d7TOTa4(ý  Evog  adTd^Lg  [p]  dTrfiAOEV  Ef;  T6  OPO;  [P*l  lTpocYE04aaoaL.  all 
47  [a]  Kai  I"  IV  T6  TIAMOV  &  PECFW,  Tfig  OaAdaaq;,  [P'l  Kai  fr  Oý  La;  YEVOPEVqg  [p]  q 
aOT6g  POVO;  ITTI  Tflg  Yq;. 
Ba  "'[a]  Kai  18W'v  adTOO;  [p]  pacravtýopbou;  &  TQ  iXadvetv,  [P'l  ýv  y6tp  6-avElloc 
ivaWto;  aOTCi-L;, 
[a]  ITEpt  TETaPTTIV  ýUA(XKýV  Tfiq  VUKT6;  [p]  [.  a]  ', -'Px 
, 
-Tat  Trp6q  aOTOOg 
[.  c(l  TrEptl7aTQjv  1711  ThC  OcAdacyric,  [P'l  Kai  AjOEAEv  TrapEAOf7tv  adTOUg. 
"[a]  [.  a]  ol  R  156vTEc  dT6v  [.  c(l  In't  TflC  OcAducyric 
-17cp 
t  TTaTo()vTa  [p]  [.  a]  Bo4av 
OTt  ýaVTacrpd  IaTtV,  [.  o(I  Kai  dvi':  Kpa4av,  50[p']  [.  a]  TTaVTEq  yap  at  T6v  1:  180v 
[c(l  Kai  tTapdxOnaav. 
B"  a  [a]  [.  a]  6R  EOOOC  lAdAqaEv  IlET'  aOTCOV,  [.  cel  Kai  ALyu  aOTCi-t;, 
[a  I  [.  a]  OapadtTE,  [.  Pl  tyw'  t:  lpt  -  [.  P*l  Ljý  ýooEla&. 
"M  Kai  dvion  TrpO';  adTOOg  [p]  EIC  T6  ýXdov,  [01  Kai  tKoTTacrf:  v  6  &ploc. 
-  a-  -  [a]  Kai  Atav  VK  TT,  -ptcyaoul  tv  taUTd-t;  t4tcrTaVTO,  "[p]  06  Y&P  cruvfiKav  tTT*t 
TdItc  ZipTur.,  [P'l  &A'  ýv  aOTCOV  ý  i<ap8ta  TrETupwp&q. 
Day  Ten:  6.53-7.23: 
The  opening  three-part  piece  is  6.53-56.  V.  53  reports  the  landing  at  Gennesaret,  not 
Bethsaida  as  was  the  proposed  destination,  of  6.45.  Mark  gives  no  direct  explanation  for  this 
fact,  though  it  may  be  argued  reasonably  that  he  leaves  us  to  judge  from  his  report  of  the 
storm  the  night  before  that  a  change  was  necessitated.  Alternatively,  because  the  destination 
is  eventually  reached,  in  8.22,  there  are  those  who  want  to  suggest  that  Mark  has  split  up  an 
earlier  collection  of  narratives  and  has  inserted  6.53-8.21,  and  forgotten  to  amend  his 
geographical  reference.  "  Literary-structural  analysis,  however,  challenges  this  opinion. 
Everywhere  in  the  text,  Mark  is  demonstrating  much  control  of  his  material  and  care  in 
presenting  his  detailed  points.  The  probability  is  that  there  is  some  kind  of  deliberate 
compositional  intention  expressed  here. 
This  Day  Ten,  we  note,  is  the  third  day  of  this  Series'  first  threesome  of  days.  Day  Fourteen, 
which  begins  with  8.22,  is  the  third  day  of  this  Series'  parallel  threesome  of  days.  Mark's 
reference  to  'Bethsaida'  in  both  sub-Series  is  just  one  detail  which  connects  and,  therefore, 
reinforces  the  balance  between  his  presentations  of  Days  Eight  to  Ten  and  Days  Twelve  to 
Fourteen.  The  thrust  of  these  two  sub-Series,  6.1-7.23  and  7.31-8.26,  is  in  similar  direction. 
32  E.  g.  Hooker,  The  Gospel...,  p.  171. 146 
They  both  include  feeding  stories,  stories  of  Sea  journeyings,  and  stories  of  controversy  with 
Pharisees,  in  the  same  order33  .  They  also  both  include  accounts  of  healings,  but  in  different 
literary  settings,  and  in  different  forms.  And  the  one  noticeable  point  of  real  contact  between 
the  feeding  stories  is  in  8.19-21,  which  is  where  Mark  shares  a  conundrum  with  his  audience. 
We  will  return  to  these  issues  in  the  summary  of  this  Series. 
The  proposal  that  6.53-56  is  the  introductory  piece  to  this  Day,  a  single  Day's  telling,  requires 
examination.  It  clearly  speaks  of  activities  over  several  days.  As  under  Day  Eight  (6.1-29)  we 
considered  a  glut  of  imperfects  (sixteen),  so  here  also  we  have  the  next  rash  of  them  (five,  in 
vv.  53-56)  to  consider.  The  imperfect  of  part  B,  vv.  54,55,  may  be  interpreted  as  inceptive  and, 
therefore,  as  descriptive  of  activity  that  "began"  (only)  to  take  place.  As  in  Day  Eight,  so  also 
here  'p4av-ro  significantly  features  and  suggests  this  inceptive  interpretation  of  1'i(ouov.  The 
four  imperfects  of  part  B,  v.  56,  may  be  interpreted  as  continuous  or  repeated  action 
descriptive  of  the  activity  that  surrounded  Jesus,  in  the  general  case,  "wherever"  he  went.  It  is 
judged,  therefore,  that  6.53-56  functions  as  Mark's  introduction  to  his  telling  of  a  single  day, 
this  Day  Ten. 
Overall,  Day  Ten  is  structured  as  Day  Nine,  in  an  ABB'  form  (compare  also  Day  Seven,  so 
far).  As  with  the  lower  levels  of  literary  order,  so  here  too  the  three  parts  perform  similarly: 
the  first  section  (6.53-56)  introduces  the  whole  by  setting  the  context;  the  second  section 
(7.1-13)  is  the  first  development,  and  the  third  section  (7.14-23)  is  the  second  and  completing 
development. 
Day-Section  A,  6.53-56,  is  introductory  in  that  it  opens  the  Day's  telling;  it  defines  the  place 
Gennesaret,  which  neither  Taylor  nor  Nineham  appear  to  appreciate';  and  it  establishes  the 
33  Ref.  Luke  H.  Jenkins,  "A  Marcan  Doublet",  in  Studies  in  History  and  Religion:  Presented  to  Dr.  H. 
neeler  Robinson,  ed.  Ernest  A.  Payne,  Lutterworth,  London,  1942,  pp.  87-1  11:  Jenkins  describes  what  he 
thought  was  a  "sustained  doublet":  6.31-7.37  and  8.1-26;  Taylor,  The  Gospel-,  revised  and  reduced  it.  to 
6.35-56  and  8.1-10,  to  his  own  satisfaction.  Since  then  many  attempts  have  been  made  at  defining  the 
Markan,  or  the  Pre-Markan  double  cycle,  but  with  no  certain  results.  Much  more  recently,  Fowler,  Loaves  and 
Fishes-,  has  focused  principally  on  the  feeding  stories,  and  he  has  concluded  that  the  feeding  of  the  four 
thousand  is  the  tradition  and  that  of  the  five  thousand  is  Mark's  own  creation.  For  an  examination  of  the 
function  of  this  duality,  he  turns  to  8.4  (which  is  the  "crucial  verse  for  the  interpretation  of  the  two  stories  as  a 
doublet",  p.  93)  and  ihe  irony  of  it  is  that  the  disciples  "have  no  concept  of  the  self-condemnation  implied  by 
their  words",  p.  99.  He  does  not  focus  on  the  irony  of  8.14,16.  And  most  lacking  of  all  is  any  consideration  of 
8.19-2  1,  which  are  surely  the  key,  as  we  will  see,  to  understanding  the  way  these  stories  really  do  connect  and 
function  in  their  Gospel  settings. 
34  Taylor,  Yhe  Gospel...,  p.  334,  writes,  "Unlike  the  three  preceding  stories,  there  is  no  link  between  this 
narrative  and  the  rest,  no  temporal  or  local  statement  which  tells  us  when  and  where  the  incident  took  place.  " 147 
activity  that  surrounded  Jesus  there  and  'wherever'  he  went.  The  historical  present  at  7.1  is  the 
link,  which  Taylor  and  Nineham  miss. 
In  true  Markan  fashion  (see  Thackeray's  understanding  of  the  historical  present,  under  Day 
Two)  this  historical  Present  of  7.1  introduces  a  new  section,  the  Day's  Section  B,  7.1-13,  by 
introducing  new  characters  into  the  frame  who  in  turn  raise  the  issue  for  the  Day,  which  is, 
first  of  all,  to  do  with  the  fact  that  Jesus'  disciples  "eat  bread  with  unclean/unwashed  hands" 
(v.  2)/"unclean  hands"  (v.  5).  It  is  in  the  repetition  of  the  question,  at  v.  5,  that  another  question 
is  attached,  in  regard  to  the  "tradition  of  the  elders".  Lambrecht  properly  points  out  that 
w.  1-5,  my  part  A,  raises  the  questions;  w.  6-13,  my  parts  B  and  B',  deal  with  the  tradition; 
and  w.  14-23,  my  Day's  Section  B',  deals  with  the  matter  of  unclean  hands.  "  Part  A,  w.  1-5, 
contains  a  Markan  'aside'36,  w.  3,4.  Parts  B  and  B'  commence  at  w.  6  and  9:  compare  the 
begInnings  of, 
v.  6  "0  R  etlT,  -V  aOTd'tg,  K66q 
and  v.  9  Kalt  E"XEyEv  aOTd-tg,  KaMog 
In  the  first  of  these  two  parts,  Mark  quotes  from  Isaiah  29.13  (closer  to  the  LXX  than  to  the 
Hebrew  text),  which  he  fits  into  his  rhetorical  style: 
Ba'  [a]  "0  R  dlmv  aOTd'tg,  [P]  KciMog  &rpoýqnumv  "Hcra'faq  [PI  ITEP't  6P(BV  TCOV 
6TTOKPtTCJV, 
[a]  6q  yEypaTTTat 
[O'Ttl 
[p]  [.  a]  OUTog  6  Xa6g  Td'tq  XEtAE(JtV  RE  Ttpý, 
IP  [.  c(l  ýR  Kap5ta  at3TCOV  TTOppw  alTi:  yEt  d'Tr  ipoO. 
I[pl  [.  a]  MaTrjv  R  (YEPOVTaf  t 
[.  c(l  8t8ao-KoVTE;  Macn<aXtag  &T&IjaTa  dvOp6Trwv. 
8  [a]  #EVTEg  TýV  &TOXAV  TOO  0EoO  Wl  KpaTtITE  TýV  lTapd8ocytV  TCOV  dVOP611 
The  quotation  has  its  introduction  in  [a],  its  first  part  presentation  in  [P],  and  its  second  part  in 
[P'I.  Overall,  the  introduction  to  part  B  is  in  a,  the  quote  is  in  P,  and  Jesus'  application  of  the 
quote  is  in  P'.  (In  the  symmetrically  opposite  Day,  Day  Twelve  (7.31-37),  there  appears  to  be 
an  inclusion  of  a  deliberate  parallel  to  Isaiah  29.13,  on  Mark's  part,  which  is  an  allusion  to 
Isaiah  35.5,6.  ) 
Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  188,  writes,  "The  evangelist  makes  no  attempt  to  locate  this  section  either  in  space  or 
in  time.  " 
35  J.  Lambrecht,  "Jesus  and  the  Law:  an  Investigation  of  Mark  7.1-23",  Eph7hL  53  (1977),  pp.  24-79. 
36  See  also  7.2b  ("this  is  unwashed"),  v.  19  (,,  purging  all  foods"),  in  this  same  Day's  telling. 148 
Day-Section  B',  7.14-23,  is  equally  made  up  of  three  parts  and  the  opening  part  A,  w.  14,15, 
describes  Jesus'  calling  the  crowd  to  him  and  addressing  them  on  the  first  issue  raised  (raised, 
structurally-speaking  in  the  parallel  section  B,  7.1-13).  Parts  B  and  B'  have  a  new  setting,  in  a 
house,  away  from  the  crowd  (w.  17-19  and  w.  20-23);  here  "his  disciples  begin  to  question 
Jesus  about  the  'parable"'.  We  can  see,  in  w.  21,22,  how  Mark  fists  'twelve'  examples  of  'evil 
thoughts'  in  two  lists:  the  first  six  are  in  the  plural  form  and  the  second  six  are  in  the  singular. 
At  the  fifth  level  of  order,  [.  a]  1.4,  he  presents  two  listings,  and  at  the  sixth  order  [..  a]  ... 
[ý]  the 
words  themselves. 
At  vv.  14,15  the  app'  presentation  of  the  parts  clearly  suggests  the  rejection  of  v.  16,  "If 
anyone  has  ears  to  hear,  let  him  hear",  which  is  not  supported  by  our  principle  witnesses, 
Codices  Siniaticus  and  Vaticanus.  The  idea  expressed  by  the  enthusiastic  copyist,  that  this 
verse  might  be  included,  is  an  interesting  one,  however:  it  comes  from  Day  Five  (3.7-4.41) 
and  specifically  from  the  parables-section,  from  4.9  and  v.  23.  The  explanation  of  4.33,34  is 
well  rehearsed  in  this  Day-Section  B':  in  part  A,  Jesus  addresses  the  crowd  with  the  'parable'; 
in  part  B,  in  private,  the  disciples  question  Jesus  about  it  and  he  begins  his  explanation;  and  in 
part  13%  he  completes  his  explanation. 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Ten,  given  the  annotations  as  for  Days  Eight  and  Nine,  is  viewed 
as: 
Aa  Kait  8taTr,  -paaaVTE; 
17TL  TýV  YqV 
Ttlxoov  a;  rEvvTacxptT 
i(at  Trpocywppt'aOqaav. 
Ba  Kalt  t4EA00VTWv  aOTCOV  [d]  tK  TOO  7TAOtOU 
W  EOOOg  hTtYVOVTEq  adT6V 
55[p] 
TreptiSpapov  [P'l  O'XqV  TýV  xwpav 
IKEtVqV 
[a]  [.  a]  i(alt  4p4aVTO  [.  Pl  bTit  Wilig  i(papaTTOtq  TOOq  KaKGq  'EXOVTaq  TrEptýcpnv 
[P'l  [.  a]  OTrOU  4KOUOV  I-dl  OTt  &FTIV. 
B*  a  "[a]  Kai  O"TrOU  C"[V  E(aETrOPEU'ETO  [01  [.  a]  r.  1c.  Kw"Vaq  [.  Pl  iýý  iT6XEtg  [.  rl  4-Elf, 
dypoO;  [01  La]  &  Td'tg  dYOPCCt;  [.  Pl  iTtOEaaV  [.  P'l  TOOq  dOOEVOOVTa;, 
[a)  Kal  TrapEicaXouv  adT6V  VITva  Kc"y  Too  xpacmi8ou  ToO  lpaTtfou  adToQ 
&OwvTat* 
[a]  Kal  O'aot  C"IM  ftawo  adToO  [c(]  I  'ýOVTO.  CT(Q 149 
0  Aa  '[a]  Kalt  auvayovTaL  Trpo"g  a6T6V  [01  [.  a]  ot-Oaptudlot  f.  dl  KaL  T'VEC  TCOV  I 
ypappaTiwv  [P'l  WOWEg  aiT6'lEpocyoXupwv 
[a]  '[.  a]  Kal  t'80VTEg  TIV&C  TQv  liaOnT(7jv  adToO  [.  Pl  [..  a]  OTL  KQiY-Cfl"Epm, 
[..  dl  TOOT'  Elam  avtTrTotc,  [.  P'l  601oucytv 
Tok6pmuc. 
'[.  a]  [..  a]  ol  y&p  (Daptudiat  xal  TTdVTEg  01  'IOUSd-tOt  [..  Pl  UN  Vý  TTUYPfi,  vi'owvTat 
T!  k  XEIPaC,  [..  P'j  OOK  LlOtOUCYtV, 
[.  c(l  [..  a]  1(pamovur.  [..  Pl  T&  =d8o(ytv  [..  P'l  T@v  npuyýuTipwv, 
"[.  a]  [..  a]  ical  dTf  dyopa;  [..  Pj  DaTrTtawvTat  OOK  bOL"OUCEIV, 
[..  a]  xal  Wa  TroAAa  taTtv  [..  Pl  "a  TTaptXapov  [..  frl  Kpaultv, 
[.  P*l  [..  a]  ýamtcqioOC.  TTOTTJPtWV  [..  Pl  Kal  4,  -aT@V  [.  P'j  Kal  XCtAKtWV  [Ka't  xxtv@vl 
Plal  '1(al  t7TEpwT@aiy-  a6TO'VoluDaptaciltot  Kai  al  ypcupaTClc. 
Atdt  TL'  oO  TrEptiTaTOC)CFLV  01  liaOilTa  If  (YOU  KaTaT4v  Trapa5oatvTOov 
7TPf:  aouTipwv, 
dW  ii<otva-tc  x,  -Poly  L(3ofoucrtv--T6v  apTov; 
Ba  '[al'O  H  E7tTr,  -v  aOTd-tc,  [p]  KaMoc  ITTPOýTJTEU(YEV'Hac(Laq  [PI  17,  -p't  6V(BV  TOW 
61TOI(ptTCOV, 
[a]  6q  yýpamat  [OTtl 
[p]  [.  a]  OUToq  6  Aa6q  Td-tq  XetAEatv  VE  Ttpý, 
[.  c(l  ýR  KapSt"a  aOTCOV  lToppw  aTrEXEt  aIT9  tpo()- 
[.  a]  paTflV  R  (YiPOVTaL"  II.  E, 
[.  dl  Mdmw".  MauKa.  Affac,  &T  pma  dv0p(SlTwv. 
P'  '[a]  dýEVTEq  I&  IVIOXAV  TOO  OEO_Q[d]  Kpa'rriTF  Thm  17apd5oatv  TOv  dyOpUnwY. 
B'  a  '[a]  Kal  9AEyEv  aOTd'L;,  [p]  K603C  dOETEITE  TýV  &TOAýV  TOO  OEoO,  [P"I'tva  1ýy 
Trapd8OCFLV  UPW-V  (TTIICFqTE. 
"[a]  MwOafiC  y&p  diTTEv,  [p]  Ttpa  T6v  TTaTipa  aou  KaL-Thv  prITipa  cou,  [P'l  Kat, 
*0  l(ai<oAoyCov  jnTipa  OavaT(p  TEAEUTaTW* 
[a]  upCiC  R  Aty,  -TE,  [p]  [.  a]  'E&v  'Trq  '  OpwiTog  To  TraTpl  Tfl  Tpt',  [--a  Et 
, 
lirl  I 
av  12[p 
KopOav,  [..  Pl  o'  taTtv  A05pov,  [..  P'l  o"  Mw  14  ipoG  O#AqOý,  qI[.  a]  OUKETt 
diý(ETE  au'TO"V  OORV  notficrat  To  TraTpil  h  Tfi  IIIITPI',  "[.  Pl  dKUPOGVTf:  g  IaY 
Adyov  Too  OEoo  Th  iTap  Mau  upov  wI  i7apopota  TotaDTa 
7TOW1  TrOIEITE. 
17apf:  S  'KaTV  [.  frl  Kal 150 
a  "[a]  [.  a]  Kait  TrpoowaXecrap,  -vog  Tr&tv  -r6v  6XXov  [p]  IXEyEv  aOTd^tg, 
[.  a]  'AxoUcraTE  POU  ITdVTEq  [.  C(I  Kait  ' 
"[a]o68ývtaTtvgýwoEvTot3dvopL6Trou[p]EicmopcuollEvovElgaOT6V[P'1"0 
8uvaTat  iKot  Oaat  adTOV* 
ly  [a]  dAAd(  Tdl  IK  TOO  dVOp6TrOU  ?  KTrOPEU611EV  '  Wl  tcrTtV  TaKOLVOOVIa  16Y 
ZiVOPWTTOV. 
Ba  "[a]  [.  a]  Kalt  O'TE  E[CFqXOEV  [.  Pl  Eig  OTLKOV  [.  P*l  d(lT6  TOO  OXAOU,  [C(I  tITTIPW'TWV 
au'To'V  Ot  paOlITal  adTOO  TýV  TrapapoAll'v. 
"[a]  Kalt  MyEt  at3TI07tq,  [p]  OU"TWq  Kalt  t5ptliq  excy6vETot  &TTE;  [P*l  [.  a]  od  VOtILTE 
to OTt  TTaV  T6  ZýWOEV  EI(MOPEU611EVOV  EIC  T6v  avopwiTov  [.  frl  oO  80vaTaL  aOT6V 
Na]  [.  a]  OTt  OUK  ElcmopEjETat  adToO  EIC.  T&  Kap&=  [.  Pj  &A'  EI-Q  TýV  KOtAt"av, 
[.  P*l  xalt  Elf,  T6V  d#8pCova  haro  EuETat;  [ý(]  icaOaptfýwv  iTaVTa  Td(  pp6paTa. 
B'  a  "M  wEXEYEV  R  [p]  OTt  T6  &  ToO  dvOpw'Trou  ?  KTropEu6vEvov  [P*l  M-1vo  Kolvd-I 
T6v  &OPWITow 
p  "[al[.  (ýý(3rwOEvy&p[.  PltxTflCiKapStacTCovdv0p(ýTrwv[.  p,  ]o*t5tc[Aoytopolot 
KaKolt  baTop,  -6ovTat, 
[.  a]  iTopeltat,  [.  Pl  KAolTat',  Lyl  ýovot, 
[.  8]  22 
potXt-tat,  [A  nhow4tat,  [.  ý]  PI 
[P'l  [.  a]  8OXog,  [.  Pl  daEXyf:  ta,  [.  yl  6ýOaAp6q 
23 
[.  81  PAacyýijptfa,  [.  El  6mpqýavia,  [.  ý]  #pocyuvq- 
[a]  lTaVTa  TaOTa  Ta  Trovripa'  [p]  K(YwOEv  &TropEOETat  [frl  Kai  iKotvd^L  T6v 
Vopwrrov. 
Before  we  continue  with  an  examination  of  Day  Eleven,  we  can  determine  the  relationship  of 
Days  Eight,  Nine  and  Ten.  In  a  geographical  and  temporal  sense,  Nine  and  Ten  are  more 
closely  related,  by  the  night  crossing,  and  because  there  is  a  passing  of  days  between  Eight  and 
Nine.  This  might  suggest  an  ABB'  relationship  of  the  Days,  but  the  first  threesome  of  Days  in 
the  Gospel  (of  Days  1,2  and  3),  if  it  had  been  judged  on  these  grounds  alone,  would  have  been 
determined  to  be  in  an  ABA!  relationship.  The  overriding  consideration  in  that  case,  as  indeed 
in  the  second  case  also  (Days  5,6  and  7),  was  the  linear  movement  of  the  three-day  story. 
Day  Eight,  we  might  say,  begins  low  key,  with  a  rejection  of  "the  prophet"  Jesus  by  those  who, 
we  might  have  thought,  would  have  been  his  keenest  supporters.  Jesus'  sending  out  of  his 
disciples  clearly  raises  both  key  and  tempo.  After  instructions,  amongst  which  "take  no  bread 
and  no  money"  (God  will  provide?  ),  they  begin  the  mission,  and  many  hear  and  talk  about 
what  is  happening.  Indeed,  as  a  result,  vvKing"37  Herod  himself  hears  about  it,  and  about  Jesus. 
And  Herod,  like  the  people,  wonders  who  he  is.  We  are  then  given  a  story  about  Herod's 
37  Herod  was  no  "king",  but  Mark  probably  chose  to  use  the  title  for  the  purpose  of  showing  Jesus  in  a 
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"banquet"  and  that  which  leads  to  the  beheading  of  John".  (In  all,  Jesus,  the  rejected  prophet. 
is  likened  to  three  prophets:  John  raisedfrom  the  dead,  Elyah  and  another.  ) 
On  Day  Nine,  the  disciples,  tired  from  their  mission,  rejoin  Jesus.  Their  futile  attempt  to  find 
a  quiet  place  because  of  the  growing  crowd,  leads  to  them  all  taking  a  boat  elsewhere.  But  a 
large  crowd  gathered,  nevertheless.  To  Jesus  they  were  like  "sheep  without  a  shepherd". 
(There  was  no  prophet  around  who  was  worthy  to  be  their  "shepherd'.  )  And  then,  there  is 
the  'banquet  in  the  desert  for  which,  in  a  fashion  like  that  of  ElyahlElisha,  but  much  more 
miraculously  (for  Jesus  is  greater,  he  feeds  more  with  less),  bread  and  fish  are  multiplied  for 
the  five  thousand  (as  God  provideslas  Jesus  provides  it;  money  was  not  needed,  the  disciples 
had  five  loaves  ...  ).  Jesus  has  already  confounded  his  disciples  with  this  miracle,  but  he  goes 
on  to  "terrify"  them.  After  they  have  struggled  at  oar,  in  the  face  of  a  contrary  heavy  wind 
through  three  watches  of  the  night,  Jesus  appears  to  them,  walking  on  the  sea.  He  rejoins 
them.  And  all  is  calm.  But  they  are  not.  They  still  have  not  understood  about  the  "loaves". 
"their  hearts  were  hardened'. 
Day  Ten  tells,  when  Jesus  stepped  out  of  the  boat,  how  he  was  immediately  recognised,  and 
how  people  ran  through  the  countryside  to  him,  bringing  their  sick.  wherever  they  heard  he 
was.  In  village,  town  and  farm,  they  laid  down  their  sick  in  open  spaces:  just  a  touch  of  his 
cloak  was  all  they  needed.  (It  is  action-packed,  dramatic  presentation.  The  people  needed 
him.  )  And  just  as  his  disciples  had  gathered  round  him,  in  Day  Nine  (6.30)  so  now,  in  Day 
Ten,  also  Pharisees  and  some  scribes  who  had  heard  in  Jerusalem,  came  and  gathered  round 
him  (7.1).  At  the  last,  those  who  might  have  recognised  who  Jesus  really  was,  demonstrate  to 
Jesus,  who  quotes  from  Isaiah  (the  prophet)  that  "their  hearts  were  hardened',  that  they  had 
"let  go  of  the  commands  of  God",  holding  to  man's  traditions  on  what  is  "clean"  and 
"unclean".  (They  are  not  true  shepherds  of  the  people;  they  have  no  compassion  ... 
).  Th  ey 
will  not  acknowledge  Jesus,  to  be  greater  than  John  the  Baptist,  King  Herod,  Elyah  or  any 
prop 
This  threesome  of  Days  has  its  many  vivid  connections.  Key  words,  themes  and  interpretations 
are  in  italics.  The  first  day  is  clearly  introductory;  its  themes  and  sub-themes  are  picked  up 
and  developed,  in  turn,  in  the  two  days  which  follow  it.  It  is indeed  arranged  to  an  ABB' 
scheme.  It  has  its  movement  of  story-line  best  expressed  in  this  way. 
38  Compare:  Herod/Pilate,  6.26/15.15;  contrast:  John/Jesus,  6.29/15.46  (no  disciples  buried  Jesus). 152 
Day  Eleven:  7.24-30: 
This  Day  is  the  middle  Day  of  the  first  of  two  middle  Series  of  Seven  Days.  The  Day  begins, 
as  we  presented  under  Day  Eight,  with  use  of  the  significant  word  'Eictliftv,  with  which  Mark 
begins  the  telling  of  four  Days  in  aU  . 
3'  The  opening  fine  reads: 
"EK810ev  R  dvauTaq  aTrqXOEv  Eig  Ta  opta  TOpou. 
We  may  translate  literally:  "And  from  there,  rising  up"  (after  the  night,  from  sleep)  "he  went 
away  to  the  region  of  Tyre.  "  In  1.35,  dvaaT&g  is  used  for  the  first  time,  but  there  within  the 
context  of  a  pre-dawn  activity.  Here,  at  the  beginning  of  Day  Eleven,  Mark  appears  to  use  it, 
in  a  post-dawn,  pre-journey  sense.  He  does  exactly  the  same  in  the  opening  line  of  the 
corresponding  middle  day,  Day  Eighteen  (10.1-16),  of  the  second  middle  Series  of  Seven 
Days,  where  (at  10.1)  he  repeats  his  use  of  no  less  than  five  words  in  all: 
Kal  LdOi:  v  dvaaT&  E'PXETat  dc  Td(6pta  Tqq  'Iou8atag  h<ad  TTipaV  TOO  'lopSavou... 
The  corresponding  words  are  all  underlined.  We  note  too  that  difflAOEv  is  a  variant  of 
V EPXETat.  It  may  be  judged,  therefore,  that  Mark  deliberately  composed  the  beginning  of  one 
of  these  two  days,  both  of  them  significant  for  their  positions,  with  the  other  in  mind. 
We  observe  that  the  introductory  piece  to  this  Day's  telling  (and  that  of  Day  Eighteen,  10.1, 
therefore)  is  similar  in  structure  and  content  to  that  of  Day  Eight  (6.1),  in  that  Mark  tells  us 
that  Jesus  left  the  place  of  the  earlier  Day's  telling  (in  the  first  part)  and  arrives  in  another,  the 
place  of  Mark's  new  Day's  telling  (in  the  second  part).  It  is  an  introductory  formula  which  he 
repeats  also  at  7.31  (the  beginning  of  Day  Twelve),  at  8.27  (beginning  Day  Fifteen),  and  at 
9.30/33  (beginning  Day  Seventeen).  Further,  the  formula  is  detected  at  6.53  (beginning  Day 
Ten):  it  is  only  slightly  different  in  that  the  'place'  left  behind  is  the  sea  (from  the  closing 
section  of  the  previous  Day's  telling).  Interestingly,  the  last  similar  example  at  10.46 
(beginning  Day  Twenty-one)  is  a  reversal  of  this  form,  where  the  arrival  is  told  first,  and  the 
departure  second  (the  Days  main  event  takes  place  on  Jesus'  departure  from  Jericho).  This 
introductory  formula  (and  its  variant)  is  a  development  of  the  one  defined  (under  Day  Six)  by 
the  analysis  of  night-crossings  of  the  Sea  of  Galilee,  which  is  that  new  Days  begin  with  new 
locations  and  new  activities  after  sunrise.  What  makes  this  formula  (uncovered  here)  a 
development  therefore,  is  the  additional  information  of  the  leaving  of  the  place  of  the  previous 
39  Refer  to  page  130. 153 
Day's  telling.  Eight  Days  in  Mark's  scheme  (we  include  that  of  the  reversal,  Day  Twenty-one) 
begin,  therefore,  in  Eke  manner.  The  common  words  are  as  foflows: 
'Extlftv  four  times  (6.1,7.24,9.3  0,10.1); 
Kai  t4flAftv  four  times  (6.1,7.31,8.27,9.30); 
I qxoov,  -f:  v  three  times  (6.53,7.31,9.33); 
v EPXETat,  -OVTat  three  times  (6.1,10.1,46); 
E(q  in  aH  eight  cases  (6.1,53,7.24,31,8.27,9.33,10.1,46). 
Additional  information  is  provided  in  each  introductory  piece  regarding  place  names,  or 
descriptions  of  place,  and  in  a  number  of  cases  the  journey  between  the  place  left  and  the  place 
arrived  at  is  suggestive  of  a  day  or  more  between  the  tellings  of  Mark's  reported  Days.  For 
example,  for  this  Day's  telling  the  place  of  departure  is  Gennesaret  and  the  destination  is  the 
District  of  Tyre.  The  only  difficulty  we  might  have  is  that  our  estimate  of  the  days  of  the 
journey  might  differ  from  Mark's;  his  geographical  knowledge,  as  we  have  now  stated  twice 
above,  does  not  seem  too  accurate. 
As  the  discovery  of  this  introductory  formula  is  helpful  to  us  now  for  the  purpose  of 
discerning  the  turning  points  between  Mark's  Days,  it  may  be  judged  that  it  will  have  been 
helpful  to  Mark's  first  audience.  I  present  the  literary  structure  to  Day  Eleven: 
Aa 
24  [a]  'EKE7tOi:  v  R  [p]  avaCTTaq  [P'l  a7TqXOEV  Eig  Ta  opta  Tupou. 
[a]  Kai  -(G,  -XO6v  Et'q  otictav  [01  WUva  q"O,  -AEv  yvcovat,  [frl  Kai  oOK  48uvq'Oq 
AaOE7tv- 
"fal[.  aldXX',  -600gaKoucaaa[.  PIWY4[.  P'11TEplat3TOC), 
[p]  [.  Cd  ý;  ETtXEV  TO'  OuydTptov  aOTqg  [.  c(l  TTvEOpa  dKdOaPTOV, 
[IYI  [.  a]  WoOcya  [.  Pl  TrpOCT6rE(YEV  [.  P'l  TTp6g  TO6q  i7o8ag  adTOO' 
Ba  "[a]  [.  a]  yuY4  "v'EAAqvtl'q,  Lal  lupoýojvtwyca  TO  y&Er  [PIKal  IPW'Ta 
allT6V  [fV1  [.  altvaT68UU&jDY 
[.  Pl  &Paq  [.  P',  ]  &  lflý  OuyaTp6c  adTqq. 
[alKa't  M-yu  adTfi 
'A#q  Trp@TOV  [P"I  XOPTaolOqvat  id  4&ýa, 
[a]  od  yap  lCrTtV  KCtA6V  [P]  Xapt-tvT6v  apTov  TQov  TLywy  (frl  i<alTd'tq 
Kuvaptotq  PaXt-tv. 
B'  a  "[a]  [.  a]  9'  R  alTEI(pt'Oq  I.  c(l  wal  X'yEt  aOTCO,  [c(l  [.  a]  K,  ptE,  [.  Pl  iml  Ta  l(uvapta  tEu 
6TTOKaTW  Tfig  Tpanýýqg  I-01  laOtoucytv  d'Tr6  -r@v  ýtXLWV  TQOV  Ir  t8t'wV. 
29  [a]  Ka%t  ellIEV  91)42  IC(I  [-a]  ALa'  TOOTOV  T6V  Aoyov  [.  Pl  u"Trayi:,  [.  P*l  iAUOE-v  LK 
W  OuyaT  6  8a 
I. 
QQ  Gou  :  16-  t116vi  ov. 
'O[al  [.  a]  iml  aiTEXOoGaa  [.  c(l  Eig  TO"V  o"trKov  adTjq  [p]  [.  a]  E6pev  T6  TTa[8t'oY- 
1-d]  PEPATIPEVOV  iTrt  TýV  KAtvqv  [P"I  i(all  1ý&Aatp&iDY  ?  WqAuOdý; 
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The  presentation  structure  of  this  Day  is  a  simple  ABB'  form.  Section  A,  w.  24,25,  in  three 
parts,  is  introductory,  in  that  it  establishes  the  change  of  geographical  place  and  sets  Jesus  in  a 
house,  seeking  privacy;  inevitably  he  is  known  to  be  there,  and  a  woman  who  had  a  daughter 
with  an  unclean  spirit  comes  to  him.  Section  B,  w.  26,27,  develops  the  story  and  Section  13% 
w.  28-30,  concludes  it.  The  first  of  the  three  parts  of  B  fills  out  the  details  of  the  woman  and 
the  reason  for  her  approaching  Jesus;  she  is  a  Greek,  a  Syrophoenician  and  she  asks  Jesus  to 
cast  out  the  demon  from  her  daughter.  The  first  part  of  Jesus'  reply,  part  P  is  balanced  by  the 
second,  part  P':  the  connection,  as  frequently  elsewhere,  is  made  by  yap.  In  13%  the  first  part 
is  the  woman's  reply,  which  in  part  P  gains  Jesus'  approval  (parts  P  in  both  B  and  B'  begin 
similarly),  and  as  he  says,  so  in  part  P'  it  is  done. 
The  basic  reasons  for  the  judgement  that  7.30  ends  Day  Eleven's  telling  are  that  7.31  clearly 
begins  the  next  new  Day's  telling  in  Mark's  scheme,  see  above,  and  that  Mark!  s  three-part 
rhetorical  presentation  is  complete.  Day  Eleven,  therefore,  is  equal  to  the  shortest  Day  in 
Mark's  telling  so  far  encountered  (compare  Day  Two,  for  the  number  of  verses). 
In  content  terms,  as  for  the  middle  day  of  the  first  Series,  2.23-3.6,  whilst  the  crowds  are  not 
very  far  away,  they  are  only  alluded  to.  The  story  moves  along  with  Jesus  in  centre  stage,  on 
his  own,  without  even  mention  of  his  disciples  (who  do  of  course  have  an  introductory  part  to 
play  in  the  earlier  middle  day).  In  7.31ff.  the  crowd  features  again  (in  v.  33).  The  story  of 
7.24-3  1  paints  a  'quieter'  scene  than  the  ones  before  or  after  it.  Furthermore,  for  the  first  time 
in  the  Gospel,  Mark  makes  plain  that  Jesus'  ministry  is  to  a  Gentile  (we  might  deduce  that  the 
demoniac  of  5.1-20  is  a  Gentile,  but  Mark  there  makes  absolutely  no  reference  at  all  to  the 
matter).  This  Days  story,  with  limits  of  7.24  and  30,  well  performs  as  a  hinge  or  fulcrum  to 
the  presentation  of  this  Series  of  seven  Days.  Symmetrically  balanced  around  it,  in  Days  Nine 
and  Thirteen  ar  e  the  feedings  of  the  Five-thousand  and  the  Four-thousand,  each  with  their 
numerical  details  which  are  summarised  in  the  presenting  of  a  numerological  puzzle,  after  the 
telling  of  the  second  of  the  two  stories.  Clearly,  in  the  conversation  between  the  woman  and 
Jesus  is  the  issue  of  bread  for  the  Jews  and  bread  for  the  Gentiles.  The  Feeding  of  the 
Five-thousand,  since  Augustine's  time  at  least,  has  been  associated  with  the  Jews  and  the 
Feeding  of  the  Four-thousand  with  the  Gentiles  (for  a  recent  study  on  this,  see  Drury'  and  my 
development,  under  Day  Thirteen).  The  mention  of  "bread"  or  "loaves",  in  Greek  the  same, 
40  Drury,  The  Literary  Guide....  pp.  414-416. 155 
aPTOq,  is  found  in  five  of  the  seven  days  of  this  Series:  Day  Eight,  6.8;  Day  Nine,  6.36,37, 
38,41  bis,  44,52;  Day  Ten,  7.2,5;  Day  Eleven,  7.27;  Day  Twelve,  none;  Day  Thirteen, 
8.4,5,6,14  bis,  16,17,19;  and  Day  Fourteen,  none.  The  only  other  references  to  bread  in 
the  Gospel  are  at  2.26  (the  shewbread)  3.20  and  14.22:  that  is,  nineteen  of  the  twenty-two 
references  are  found  in  this  Series.  In  Day  Thirteens  telling,  -Jesus  wants  his  disciples  to 
'understand'  the  significance  of  the  numbers  of  the  loaves  and  the  baskets:  Mark  wants  his 
readers/listeners  to  understand  too,  because  he  has  set  the  Days  of  this  Series,  and  their 
contents,  therefore,  to  disclose  that  this  first  of  two  middle  Series  of  the  Gospel  marks  the 
extension  of  his  ministry,  not  to  Jews  alone,  but  to  Gentiles  also. 
Given  the  arrangement  of  the  Days  of  this  Series  and  these  and  numerous,  additional  features 
(such  as  the  inclusion  of  disciples  in  the  mission  work,  the  wider  geographical  area  he  covers, 
and  the  first,  amazing  healing  of  a  blind  man)  I  am  titling  the  Series,  "Days  of  Increase  in  the 
Mission  of  Jesus". 
Day  Twelve:  7.31-37: 
The  day  begins: 
Aa  [a]  Kalt  IIdAtV  IPI  IWOOV  [fr]  &  TCOV  optwv  TOpou 
[a]  &Ou  8ta  7-tWovog  [p]  Eig  TýV  OciAaGCYaV  Tfiq  raWataq 
[PI  dva"  VECTOV  TCOv  6ptwv  Aci(aTrAmg. 
32  [a]  Kait  ýýpoucytv  adTQ  [p]  KWý&  [P"I  Kalt  poytXaXov. 
Section  A,  the  introductory  piece,  w.  31,32a,  sets  the  scene  for  w.  32b-37,  and  it  displays  a 
link  with  the  previous  Day's  telling  by  Kai  Tr&1V  14EAOW'V  TCOv  6ptwv  TUpou.  It  is 
demonstrated  under  Day  Eleven  that  this  content  and  construction  follows  the  scheme  of  an 
introductory  formula  which  Mark  uses  eight  times  in  all  to  define  the  ending  of  one  of  his 
Day's  reports  and  the  beginning  of  a  new  one.  The  first  line  tells  of  Jesus'  going  from  one 
place;  the  second  line  tells  of  his  arrival  in  another;  and  the  third  fine  introduces  those  also  in 
the  scene.  The  beginning  of  Day  Eight,  the  first  Day  of  this  Series,  is  the  first  such  example  in 
the  Gospel  (see  6.1  and  the  rhetorical  analysis  as  presented);  others  in  this  second  Series  of 
seven  Days  include  the  openings  of  Days  Ten  (6.53-56)  and  Eleven  (7.24,25).  In  all,  they  are 
the  first  and  the  three  middle  Days. 156 
We  observe  further,  significant  correspondence  between  6.1  and  7.31,32a.  As  Day  Eight's 
telling  begins,  here  too  we  discover  a  historical  present,  with  icalt,  in  the  balancing  part  P'  with 
which  the  introductory  section  to  the  Day  is  completed.  Again  we  judge  that  Mark  began 
composing  one  of  these  two  Days  with  the  other  as  his  reference.  (Days  Eight  and  Twelve 
have  their  significance  in  Mark's  seven  Day  scheme  here  as  the  introductory  Days  of 
sub-Series/  threesomes  of  Days.  ) 
For  a  discussion  on  ý4fiAN:  v  and  variants,  see  under  Day  Eight.  In  regard  to  Kal  7T6Xtv  (see 
under  Day  Three),  here  it  might  be  judged  to  qualify  t4EAOw'v  b<  T(Zv  6ptwv  Tupou  in  Eke 
manner  as  in  2.13,3.1  and  4.1,  meaning  "immediately  after"  or  "thereupon".  It  would  express 
an  immediacy  in  Jesus'  setting  out  to  return  to  Galilee.  In  other  words  his  journeying  back 
would  be  interpreted  as  starting,  not  at  or  just  after  dawn  as  at  other  times  (7.24  and  10.1), 
but  before  evening  (in  the  previous  Day's  telling,  7.24-30).  To  argue  this  does  not  impugn  the 
principle  of  Mark's  presenting  his  tellings  of  Days  as  beginning  with  sunrise  and  ending  just 
before  the  following  sunrise,  though  in  this  case  it  is,  uniquely  in  the  Gospel,  Mark's  next 
reported  Day's  introduction  which  tells  how  the  previously  reported  Day  concluded.  A 
passage  of  days  is  inferred  for  the  journeying  between  the  earlier  Day's  report  and  this  (of 
7.31-37).  The  place  of  departure  is  Tyre  and  the  place  of  arrival  is  mid  Decapolis,  sixty  n-dles 
aWay4l.  We  might  estimate  that  the  journey  would  have  taken  a  minimum  of  three  days  or  so. 
Mark's  method  as  with  other  Days'  tellings  is  to  give  temporal  and  geographical  information 
which  sets  his  next,  new  Day's  context  in  the  opening  fines.  Here  this  information  is  in  the  first 
two  lines,  in  v.  3  1;  a  new  Day's  telling  is  begun  with  0  1. 
The  alternative  reading  of  Kai  Tr6Atv,  as  meaning  "again",  does  not  fit  the  verbal  context. 
Jesus'  arrival  in  Tyre  (7-24)  was  his  first,  according  to  Mark,  so  he  could  not  have  been 
leaving  there  "agaiif'.  Further,  Kai  Tr&tv  cannot  qualify  týEAOOv  only:  t4EX06v  and  & 
TCOv  6ptwv  Tupou  occupy  parallel  positions  in  parts  [P]  and  [p'].  And  the  final  point  must  be 
stated  clearly:  Kai  176Atv  here  is  not  used  to  link  7.24-30  and  7.31-37  as  one  Day's  telling  as 
at  2.13,3.1  and  4.1,  simply  because  the  introductory  link  here  at  7.31  demonstrates  that  a 
journey  of  days  separates  the  two  tellings. 
41  All  my  distances  of  Jesus'journeys  are  measured  from  the  maps  of  Aharoni  and  Avi-Yonah,  7he 
Macmillan  BibleVlas,  Rev.  Ed.,  Macmillan  publishing/New  York  &  Collier  Macmillan  Publishers/London, 
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The  Day's  presentation  is  a  simple  ABB'  form.  The  introductory  section,  A,  vv.  31,32a,  well 
establishes  the  new  geographical  setting  and  the  new  principal  character.  Again,  we  see 
clearly  Mark's  hand  at  work  composing.  And  as  we  see  elsewhere,  in  a  simple  ABB' 
formation  for  a  Day's  telling,  Section  B  begins  the  development  of  the  story  and  Section  13' 
completes  it.  Section  B,  vv.  32b-34,  relates  the  new  and  ardent  request  to  Jesus  and  Jesus' 
actions  in  response.  Section  B',  vv.  35-37,  in  three  parts,  tells  of  the  resulting  double  healing 
and  what  follows.  In  the  first  of  the  two  parallel  sub-parts  Jesus  orders  the  crowd's  silence, 
but  it  is  a  futile  request.  In  the  second,  the  reason  is  given:  their  excitement  is  such  that  they 
cannot  be  quiet.  (As  in  Day  Eight,  at  6.2  (and  also  Day  One,  at  1.22),  Mark,  at  7.37,  uses  the 
word14  ETTA  T1  CTCYOVTO.  )  The  Day  is  completed  with  what  seems  an  allusion  to  Isaiah  35.5,6; 
the  matter  of  the  'blind  seeing'  is  the  subject  for  Day  Fourteen,  with  which  Day  Twelve  holds 
many  correspondences;  and  the  composition  here  of  one  has  much  influenced  the  other. 
These  are  the  first  and  last  Days  of  a  new  threesome  of  Days. 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Twelve  is  viewed  as: 
Aa  [a]  Kalt  IIdAIV  IN  i4AWY  [P'1  LK  T&  6ptwv  TUPOU  I 
[a]  hAftv  8t&  ItMovog  [p)  Eig  TýV  06AaaaaV  Tfig  rctAtAat'ag 
[P'I  dva  pEcyov  T(Bv  6ptwv  AE1<aTrOA,  -wg. 
0'  "[a]  ml  ýgpouatv  adTQ  [P]  Kwýdv  [P'1  icalt  poytAdAov. 
Ba  [a]  Kal  7TapaKaAoO(:  rtv  adTO'V  [01  Ttva  ýTrtOfi  aOTQ-  [P'l  Thv  xCtp 
"[a)  [.  a]  xa't  dTroAapopEvoq  adTOW  [.  Pl  aTTO'  T'O'C)  O'XAOU  I-P'TKaT'  t'8tav 
[01  [.  a]  C"POAEV  TOUg  8(XKTUXoug  adTOO  [.  C(I  E  Ig  Id  WITa  adIOU 
[P'l  [.  a]  Kalt  TTTUcag  I-c(l  ftaTo  TflC  yA6crajj-(; 
-ý,  34  [a]  6  fr  [.  a]  Kalt  avapAi':  ýag  [.  Pl  Eig  T6V  OU'pav6v  [.  P'l  lar&a4f:  v, 
[p]  [.  a]  xal  XEyEt  at3TCO,  [.  dl  Eý  I  VI  La]  o  ICYTtV,  I-dl  A.  LaVOI'XOnTt. 
..  I 
B'a  "[a]Ka't4votyqaavadTo3atdKoat, 
[p]  [.  a]  Kalt  EdOOC  I.  a7l  tXuOq  6  ftcp6q  TfiC  yA6ccrjjC  aOToQ, 
[P'l  ical  eAdAEt  dpOCog. 
16  [a]  [.  a]  i(at  8tEaTi:  t'XaTo  aOT  c  [.  c(Itva  pq8f:  v't  AýYwcytv* 
Wl  [.  a]  ocyov  R  aOTO-tc  6tEcrTWETo,  [.  c(l  aOT01  PaXXOV  1TEPtCYCF6TEP--QY- 
&Tipuccov. 
[a]  [.  a]  ical  OmpmptcrcyoC  t4ETTA4CFCTOVTO  [.  a  I  AýYoVTEC, 
[d]  [.  a]  KaMog  TraVTa  TrETrotqKEV-  [.  Pl  Kai  TOOg  KWOOC  ITOtE7t  dKOuCtV  [.  P"I  Kai 
[TOOg]  &&OUC  A-QtAfLy. 159 
We  have  noted  that  the  chreia  of  2.23-28  is  likely  composed  backwards,  that  is  from  the 
conclusion  and  point  to  be  established.  This  Daýs  telling  ends  with  8.16-21.  And  it  is  clear 
that  this  concluding  piece  is  important  to  the  functioning  of  the  two  feeding  stories  in  Mark's 
scheme.  We  might  judge,  therefore,  that  Mark  here  too  composed  back  from  his  cpnclusion 
and  from  the  point  that  he  was  wishing  to  make.  We  go  now  to  the  beginning  of  the  Day. 
We  observe  that  in  the  opening  section  of  this  Day,  A,  8.1-5,  Mark  records  no  geographical 
setting,  only  a  temporal  reference,  and  a  qualification  of  it,  in  v.  2,  which  helps  us  determine 
easily  that  this  is  a  new  Day  in  his  telling  (for  our  discussion  on  this  being  a  single  Day's 
reporting,  see  Day  Six  and  the  presentations  on  night-crossings).  As  we  have  done  before,  so 
we  do  again,  and  seek  from  the  preceding  passage  what  is  immediately  missing.  We  have  to 
go  back  to  7.31  to  establish  the  geographical  setting  (it  is  not  at  all  unreasonable  to  do  this 
when  it  is  understood  that  7.31  begins  a  new  threesome  of  Days).  And  it  is  an  important 
setting  for  making  sense  of  MarVs  emphasis  for  the  Day,  and  not  only  the  Day,  but  also  the 
sub-Series  and  the  Series  in  full.  Jesus  and  his  disciples  are  in  the  Decapolis;  (fit.  'ten  cities') 
which  was  a  confederation  of  ten  Greek  cities,  on  the  east  of  the  Jordan,  mainly,  under  the 
protection  of  the  Roman  Governor  of  Syria,  but  enjoying  a  certain  degree  of  independence.  In 
other  words,  the  setting  for  Days  Twelve  and  Thirteen  places  Jesus  and  his  disciples  among  a 
people  who  were  predominantly  Gentile.  The  man,  of  Day  Twelve,  who  was  deaf  and  had  a 
speaking  disorder  whom  Jesus  healed,  is  likely,  therefore,  to  have  been  a  Gentile.  Who,  then, 
were  the  four-thousand  that  Jesus  fed  this  Day?  In  a  very  round-about  way,  in  8.16-21,  Mark 
is  teffing  us  that  they  were  Gentiles.  We  wifl  discuss  this  after  the  presentation  of  the 
Hterary-structure  for  the  teffing  of  this  Day. 
The  Days  telling  is  the  composite  ABBI/ABBI,  8.1-9:  w.  10-21.  The  literary  structure  of  Day 
Thirteen  is  viewed  as: 160 
Aa  '[a]  'Ev  IKE(vat;  TCCLC  Ajltpl=  [p]  II&LV  7TOAAOC)  6XAOU  O'VTOq  [P'l  KCXI-M 
lx6vTwv  TLýdywctv' 
W  [.  a]  1TPOCW'CtAE  '  EVOq  TOOC  jla0r)TýXQ  [.  dl  ALY  cyap 
-F-L 
aOTdLg, 
[.  a]  I-TrAayXviCogm  hTitl  T6v  6XAov  [.  01  OTL  A811  TrPOCYPEVOUCYtV 
,  pot  KaL  Qu'K  EXoucytv  Tt-ýaywatv- 
'[PI  [.  a]  l(al  t&v  dTroAOaw  aOToOC  v4aTEtg  Eig  cUov  aOTCOV,  [.  Pl  IKAU09'CYOVTaL 
Tfl  6863-  [.  P'l  [..  a]  Ka"  TCOV  [..  dl  d7T6  VaKp601:  v  "Kacytv. 
Lt 
TtvEg  ad  Ti 
"[al[.  a]Ka"taTrEKPtOqaavaOTCO[.  a'loltiaOilTalaOToc) 
[.  a]  OTt  IIOOEV  TOUTOUq  8UVqCYETat  Ttg  w"8E  xopTaaaL  apTwv 
IV]  17f  tn'tag; 
'[P*l  [.  a]  Kal  4PWTa  adTOUg,  [.  C(I  IIOCYOUq  EXETE  ýQTOUC; 
[.  c(l  ol  R  dmav,  [.  d]'E  Id. 
-TL 
Ba  '[a]  Kal  TrapayyWn  TQO  6XAW  [d]  dvammltv  ITr't  Tqg  Yqg' 
P  [a]  [.  a]  imit  Xapw'v  ToOC  tm&  apTouC  [.  P]  WXap  taTnuag  [.  P'l  'EKXaaEv 
[P]  [.  a]  icat  M80U  Td-tq  VaOTITdtg  aOTOO  [.  c(l  Itva  TrapaTtOQatv 
[P'l  icall  TrapýOiji<av  TO  6xXw. 
P,  '[cd  icalt  etXov  t'XOU8ta  dXiya-  [p]  ical  etMoy4aag  aOT&  [P'l  [.  a]  EtTr,  -v  wit 
[.  C(I  TaOTa  vapaTtO&at. 
B'  a  '[a)  xal  [d]  Kal  tXopTdoOllo-ay, 
[a]  1<at  i1pav  17,  -ptactupaTa  KXaapaTwv  [d]  Lm-rA  cmupt8ag. 
'[a]  ýcrav  R  6;  TETpaKtaXt'Atot.  (d]  i(al  drýAucyev  adToOc. 
Aa  Na]  [.  a]  Kalt  E606c  [.  dl  Illpk  EIIC  T6-TTAd'tOV  [p]  PET&TCOV  paOqT(7)v  adTOO 
lp'l  9'9XOEV  Eig  Ta  pEpq  AaXpavou0a'. 
[a]  Kal  IUAOov  ol  (Daptud'tot  [p]  ii(ait 
ýP4CIVTO  CYUýJjllftv  al'lTO,  L),  [P'l  [.  a] 
Cilio0mc,  TTap'  aOTOO  crillit-tov  dTr6  Too  odpavoO,  [.  c(l  lmpaýOVTEg  a6TOV. 
"[a]  [.  a]  Kait 
exvaCFTEVd4ag  TO  ITVEupaTt  adTOO  [.  dl  XEyr;  t,  [p]  Tt"  yf:  vEa  a" 
ClITt-t  crilliEltov;  [P'l  [.  a]  dpq'v  XEyw  61ftv,  [.  c(l  El  800  'aETat 
a  "[a]  i(al  aýElq  aOTOOg  [p]  TTCiXtV  1110d4  [P'l  aTrflXOEV  Et'q  T6  1TEpav. 
"'[a]  Kait  IITEA600VTO  Xapt-tv  6PTOUC,  [p]  Kai  El  Vý  'Eva  ZipToy  [frl  odic  E'PtXov  pEO, 
LaUTCOV  &  TO  TrAOLig. 
[a]  i(alt  8t  EaTEXAM  aOTd-tg  AýYWV,  [d  I  [.  a]  '  OPOCIE,  [.  Pl  OXIffiETE  dIT6  14;  469K 
TOV  (I)aptuatwv  [.  P'l  i<a't  TfiC  COjjnc,  HpO8 
B'  a  [al"[.  al  [..  a]  Kai  8tEAoytCovTo  Trp6q  dAX  'Xoug  [..  c(l 
6Tt  PTOuC  OOK-houatv. 
'Idl  Kai  yvoOg  allTdt;, 
[.  a]  [..  a]  Tt  8taAoyt*CEaOF  [..  c(l  oOK  EXETE;  o6Trw  voE7tTr-  [.  P'l  QML 
(TUVtETE; 
[.  a]  TTEITWPWVEVnV  EXETE  TýV  xapStav  6p6)v;  "I.  P]  [..  a]  406VO69  UOYTEC 
1--c(l  W  Wan  [.  P*l  [..  a]  Kai  WITa  ýXovv:  C  [..  a  I  WK  aKoU'ETE; 
[a]  Kai  06  VV9110VEUETE, 
[PIN.  al  [..  a]  6T,  -  ToOc  nývn  Zipmuc.  EKAaca  dý-T&Q  Trf:  vTax'aXtAt'  [..  a"]  ndODA2Q 
xoýtvoug  KXacruaTwv  iTA&EtcApan; 
f.  dl  [..  a]  AEyoucytv-c0la 
, 
[..  c(]  AOSEKa. 
[Ptl'of.  al  [..  a]  oTE  Tou'C  hTTe( 
Ck  t  _To 
c  TETpaKtaXiAl(=,  1--dl  lT60wv  cmuP'8wv 
nAqp65paTcLKAa=dTwy.  ýpaT,  --, 
Kal-Myoucrtv  jaoTo,  [..  d  Elmd. 
[a]  Kai  EXEYEV  ýOTCR;,  [d]  O6lTw  CUVtETE; 161 
We  examine  the  structure  of  the  Day's  presentation.  Clearly,  the  opening  section  of  the  Days 
telling  introduces  the  first  halfs  report,  of  the  feeding  of  the  four-thousand,  w.  1-9.  Sections 
B  and  B',  w.  6,7  and  w.  8,9,  complete  what  A,  w.  1-5,  introduces.  Section  B  begins  the 
development  of  the  story:  section  Bcompletes  it.  The  second  half  of  the  Days  telling  begins 
with  a  typically  Markan  conjunctive  phrase,  and  section  A,  vv.  10-12,  introduces  what  will  be 
developed  in  section  B,  w.  13-15;  and  what  will  be  completed  in  section  B',  w.  16-21.  Section 
A,  as  usual,  comprises  three  parts:  theyare:  1)  a  day-time  sea-journey  around  the  coast  (not 
acrossing);  2)  on  landing,  Pharisees,  who  seek  a  sign  from  heaven;  and3)  Jesus'response. 
Section  B  relates:  1)  Jesus  and  the  disciples  embarking  again  and,  this  time,  beginning  a 
crossing  to  the  other  side;  2)  their  lack  of  loaves;  3)  Jesus'  response  and  warning  about  'the 
leaven!  (an  interesting  touch  of  Mark!  )  of  the  Pharisees  and  Herod  (cf  6.4-29  for  the  other 
mention  of  Herod  in  the  Series).  Section  B,  again  clearly  in  three  carefully  contrived  parts, 
raises  the  puzzle  of  the  Day  and  Series  of  Days,  and  one  of  the  most  baffling  even'  3,  of  the 
Gospel.  How  does  Mark  intend  us  to  interpret  the  numerological  conundrum,  which  Jesus 
poses  in  regard  to  the  feedings  of  the  five...  and  the  four-thousand? 
Though  we  reckon  that  the  evidence  of  the  structure  and  the  geography  of  the  Days  of  the 
Series  is  sufficient  in  itself  to  suggest  the  first  feeding  was  of  Jews  and  the  second  was  of 
Gentiles,  there  is  further  assistance.  We  consider,  firstly,  the  three  references  to  bread  or 
loaves  which  are  not  included  in  this  Series.  The  ones  in  3.20  and  14.22  He  significantly 
opposite  each  other  in  Mark's  scheme,  in  the  fifth  Days  of  the  First  and  the  Fourth  Series,  that 
is  Days  Five  (3.7-4.41)  and  Twenty-Six  (14.12-72):  in  the  first  of  these,  Jesus  was  with  his 
disciples  in  a  house,  but  the  crowd  was  present  and  "they  were  not  able  to  eat  bread"  (v-20 
follows  directly  on  from  Jesus'  choosing  the  twelve,  3.13-19);  in  the  second  of  these,  the 
setting  is  the  Last  Supper  when  Jesus  is  alone  with  his  disciples.  It  is  a  correspondence  which 
is  one  of  many  which  suggest  the  deliberate  creation,  on  Mark's  part,  of  a  paralleling  of  Series 
One  and  Four.  The  remaining  reference  to  bread,  2.26,  to  which  Drury  appears  rightly  to  turn 
for  assistance,  is  found  in  the  "hinge"  day,  Day  Four,  of  the  First  Series.  In  this  present  Series, 
the  "hinge"  day,  Day  Eleven,  is  most  significant  also  in  Mark's  scheme,  as  we  have  already 
shown,  in  our  analysis  of  that  Day's  report.  In  our  summary  of  this  Series,  it  will  be  further 
developed  and  expressed.  In  Day  Four,  2.26,  Jesus'  reference  to  what  David  did  with  the 
shewbread  "gets  him  off  the  hook"  with  the  Pharisees,  but  only  for  a  while  op  that  day,  for 
43  Drury,  Yhe  Literary  Guide-,  p.  414. 162 
later  they  watch  him  carefully  in  the  synagogue  to  see  if  they  rnight  find  an  accusation  that 
"could  stick". 
Drury  refers  to  Leviticus  24  in  which  are  set  out  the  regulations,  regarding  the  melve  loaves.  ' 
David  takes  five  of  these  loaves:  seven  are  left.  David's  story  is  somewhat  fulfilled  by  the 
miraculous  feeding  offive  loaves  to  Jews:  Jesus  goes  further  than  David  in  completing  the 
distribution,  by  his  miraculous  feeding  of  the  remaining  seven  to  Gentiles.  Thus  far,  we  are 
with  Drury.  Clearly,  the  conundrum  4s  only  part  answered.  What  of  the  numbers 
five-thousand  and  four-thousand,  and  of  the  baskets  twelve  and  seven?  Drury  recognises 
'seven'  to  be  the  sacred  number  of  fulfilment  (or  completion),  but  he  does  not  discuss  the  other 
numbers  in  terms  of  their  rhetorical,  cultic  or  symbolic  uses,  which  were  common  in  the 
civilisations  and  religions  of  the  Ancient  near  East,  and  still  evident  in  the  then  modem  world 
of  the  first  century.  " 
Twelve',  'five',  'four'  and  'a  thousand,  have  their  own  early  numerological  significance,  but 
what  we  cannot  be  sure  of,  is  their  precise  meaning  to  Mark.  'Twelve'  has  been  a  number 
traditionally  associated  with  the  elective  purposes  of  God  and,  therefore,  with  Israel  (for  the 
obvious  link,  consider:  the  twelve  tribes).  'Five',  as  half  the  basic  number  ten,  is  frequently 
referenced  in  the  books  of  the  Bible:  we  might  link  it  principally  with  the  decalogue  and  the 
five  books  of  the  Law  of  Moses.  'Four'  is  a  sacred  number  the  world  over  and  derives  its 
significance  from  the  'four  winds',  the  four  points  of  the  compass:  all  the  world  is  signified. 
Multiples  of  'a  thousand'  are  used  frequently  for  hyperbole.  '  We  may,  thus,  deduce  that:  the 
feeding  of  thefive-thousand  withfive  loaves,  and  the  leftover  twelve  baskets  of  fragments  are 
all  indicative  of  Jews;  and  the  feeding  of  the  four-thousand  with  seven  loaves,  and  the 
left-over  seven  baskets  of  fragments  are  all  indicative  of  the  Gentiles  (the  other  nations  of  the 
world)  and  their  inclusion  within  the  'new  Israel'  for  its  completeness,  as  a  fulfilment  of  the 
sacred  purpose. 
44  Drury,  The  Literary  Guide-,  pp.  414416. 
45  It  may  be  today  that  we  do  not  think  of  numbers  as  having  any  symbolic  significance,  but  clearly,  we 
do  have  to  consider  first  century  rhetorical  uses.  In  the  years  since,  the  church  may  have  been  guilty  of  'gross 
excess'  in  interpreting  them,  but  it  is  still  no  reason,  for  example,  for  Hooker  (The  Gospel-,  p.  166)  to  say,  "It 
is  unlikely  that  Mark  saw  any  such  significance  in  numbers.  "  Vv.  16-21  sets  a  puzzle:  thereisnowayof 
skirting  around  it. 
46  We  are  condensing  much  information  here,  on'numbere,  from  NIDN7Tand  IntDB. 163 
Day  Fourteen:  8.22-26: 
The  teffing  of  Day  Fourteen,  we  note,  is  the  most  concise  of  aH  Mark's  twenty-eight  Days:  it 
is  the  shortest,  in  its  number  of  verses.  It  consists  of  a  simple  three-section  structure,  ABB'. 
As  we  stated  under  Day  Twelve,  when  compared  for  correspondences  with  Day  Twelve, 
7.31-37,  we  have  to  see  them  as  a  pair,  as  one  has  most  clearly  influenced  the  other. 
The  introductory  section  A  comprises  three  parts  which  all  begin  with  )<at  and  a  historical 
present.  The  first  part,  v.  22a,  begins  with  one  of  Mark's  favourite  indications  of  a  new  turning 
point,  Kai  E'PXOVTat,  and  establishes  the  new  geographical  place  (see  also  6,45  and 
discussions  on  Bethsaida).  The  balancing  second  and  third  parts,  v.  22b  and  v.  22c,  in  turn, 
introduce  the  new  character  on  the  scene,  and,  as  on  Day  Twelve,  another  ardent  request  put 
to  Jesus.  The  two  historical  presents  and  pronouns,  Kal  ýýpouatv  WTO...  and  KaL 
TrapaKaXo0atv  aOT6V...  are  exactly  the  same  as  in  Day  Twelve,  and  are  positioned  also  in 
exactly  the  same  way,  at  P  and 
Sections  B  and  B',  w.  23,24  and  w.  25,26,  relate  a  two-part  healing,  which  is  a  unique  event  in 
itself  in  the  Gospel.  Further,  that  this  is  the  first  healing  of  a  blind  person  in  the  Gospel 
attracts  to  it  special  status  also.  The  only  other  healing  of  a  blind  person  is  recorded  in  the  last 
Day  of  the  following  Series,  that  is  Day  Twenty-one,  10.46-52,  which  I  judge  to  be  the 
parallel  seventh  Day  of  the  second  rniddle  Series,  8.27-10.52. 
The  first  part  of  section  B,  v.  23a,  as  in  Day  Twelve's  report,  sees  Jesus  taking  the  man  away, 
alone  (compare  here,  xal  ZiTtAaPoVF-voq  and  Kai  dTroAaP6pEvoq).  In  the  second  part,  v.  23b, 
Jesus  spits  in  his  eyes  (in  the  parallel  story,  "spitting  he  touched  his  tongue"),  places  his  hands 
on  him  (cf.  "he  put  his  fingers  in  his  ears"),  and  begins  to  ask  the  man  if  he  can  see.  In  the 
third  part,  v.  24,  the  man  responds:  he  sees  partially.  In  section  B'  and  the  first  part,  v.  25a, 
which  begins  with  a  non-ical  sentence,  Jesus  again  places  his  hands  on  the  man,  here 
expressed,  "on  his  eyes".  In  the  closing,  balancing,  two  parts,  v-25b  and  v.  26,  in  the  first,  the 
man  begins  to  see  clearly  (the  imperfect,  as  in  Day  Twelve  at  this  point,  is  again  inceptive), 
and  in  the  second,  Jesus  sends  him  to  his  home,  forbidding  him  to  enter  the  village  (cf  the 
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The  literary  structure  of  Day  Fourteen  is  viewed  as: 
Aa  Kai  Zpx 
- 
ovTat  eig  Btl0coff8av. 
Kal  ýEpQuatv  adTý  TUýAdV 
[a]  Kal  TrapaKc(XoC)atv 
WTOW  [C(I  Tva  adTOO  ftnmt. 
Ba  "[a]  Kai  &rtXapopEVOq  Tq;  XEtp6g  Too  TuýXoQ  [d]  144vEyKcv  aOTO'V  Ew4W.  TA(; 
Kollm, 
[a]  Kai  TrTucrag  Et'q  Ta  oppaTa  a6TO0,  [01  hTIOEIC 
[P'J  [.  a] 
11TIJPW'Ta  at3TOV,  [.  dl  Elt  Tt  PXETr,  -tq; 
"[a]  Kai  exvapXEýaq  E'XEyEv,  [p]  BXETTW  TOOq  avOpw'Troug,  [P*l  OTt  t5q  8&8pa  6p@ 
TreparaTOOVTaq. 
B'  a  [a]  dt  Ta  Tr6X  tv  [p]  ZTO  qKEv  T&C  XdpaC, 
[pl  IIT't'  TOO;  6ýOaApoOg  adTOO, 
[a]  Kai  WPXEýEV,  [p]  Kai  dTr,  -KaTECTTTJ,  [P'l  Kai  tviphlxv  TqXauyC0q  a'lTaVTa. 
"[a]  [.  a]  Kai  alT,  -aT,  -tXEv  aOT6V  [.  C(I  Eig  O'IKOv  adTO0  Wl  [.  a]  Xýywv,  [.  C(l  MqU 
E(q  TAY  K611rIV  EICTEXOTlg. 
Clearly,  I  judge,  because  of  the  story's  parallel  in  Day  Twelve,  that  8.22-26  attaches  to  that 
which  precedes  it,  and  that  it  is  the  seventh  Day  of  the  Gospel's  second  Series  of  seven  Days, 
the  first  of  two  middle  Series.  Most  commentators;  indeed  do  take  8.27  to  begin  a  new  section 
in  Mark's  Gospel,  but  a  number  entertain  the  possibility  that  8.22  begins  it.  17  In  his  discussion 
of  what  he  calls  "the  great  central  section  of  the  Gospel,  8.22-10.52",  BeStU  sees  the  healings 
of  blind  men,  8.22-26  and  10.46-52,  as  the  beginning  and  the  ending  of  the  section.  He  sees 
the  accounts  as  "transition  sections",  but  fails  to  support  his  view  when  he  argues:  1)  "To 
understand  them  we  need  to  accept  the  widespread  conception  that  the  restoration  of  sight  is  a 
metaphor  for  the  gift  of  spiritual  understanding";  and  2)  that  the  two-stage  healing,  of 
8.22-26,  firepresents  two  stages  of  enlightenment"  and  that  this  is  reflected  in  the  next  account 
of  8.27ff,  which  tells  of  two  stages  in  Peter's  enlightenment  (I  have  other  alternative 
interpretations  to  this  which  will  be  explained  below  as  we  discuss  this  threesome  of  Days, 
7.31-8.26,  and  as  we  summarise  this  Series).  Best's  understanding  and  his  interpretation  of  the 
two  passages  have  their  supporters,  but  neither  of  his  arguments  supports  his  positioning  of 
them  as  an  inclusio  within  8.22-10.52.1  judge  other  issues  determine  the  two  passages'  true 
positionings  in  Mark's  scheme:  1)  that  8.22-26  clearly  reflects  7.31-37  and,  therefore, 
belongs  in  sub-Series  with  it;  2)  that  8.27-9.1  reflects  6.1-29  (we  discuss  this  under  Day 
Fifteen)  with  the  result  that  the  first  Days  of  the  two  middle  Series  correspond;  and  3)  that 
8.22-26  and  10.4ý-52,  the  only  two  stories  in  the  Gospel  on  the  healings  of  blind  people,  in 
turn,  complete  the  two  "central  sections"  (not  one,  as  Best  says),  so  that  the  last  Days  of  the 
47  See  note  5  above. 
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two  middle  Series  correspond.  The  symmetries  of  2)  and  3)  are  compelling  evidence  of 
Marles  plan. 
We  consider  again  the  last  three  Days  of  this  Series,  not  separately  now,  but  together.  Days 
Twelve,  Thirteen  and  Fourteen  appear  to  form  a  threesome  of  Days,  in  the  style,  ABA'.  The 
similarity  between  Days  Twelve  and  Fourteen  would  seem  to  require  it.  But,  temporal  details 
suggest  otherwise;  that  it  is  an  ABB'  formation.  There  is  a  disjunction  between  Days  Twelve 
and  Thirteen:  there  is  a  passing  of  other  days  between.  Between  Days  Thirteen  and  Fourteen 
there  is  the  fink  of  a  late/night-crossing;  no  days  between  are  suggested  or  inferred.  In 
geographical  terms,  however,  we  might  judge  that  Days  Twelve  and  Thirteen  are  specially 
linked  by  the  location  in  the  Decapolis,  and  judge  the  scheme  is  AA!  B.  We  ask  again,  as  we 
did  before,  in  considering  the  first  threesome  of  Days  in  this  Series,  "Is  there  a  'movement'  or  a 
seam  running  through  the  telling  of  these  Days,  Days  Twelve,  Thirteen  and  Fourteen,  that 
suggests  a  clear  intention  on  Mark's  part?  " 
Day  Twelve  tells  simply  of  a  healing,  in  the  Decapolis,  of  a  deaf  man  with  a  speaking 
difficulty.  Jesus  is  the  prophet  who  fiilfils  prophecy.  But,  he  has  only  partially  fiilfifled  it. 
From  the  Isaianic  allusion,  at  its  conclusion,  the  healing  of  the  lame  and  the  blind  are  missing. 
In  Day  Fourteen  we  do,  however,  find  a  report  of  Jesus'healing  of  a  blind  man,  who  sees  men 
as  trees  "walking"  in  the  first  stage  of  his  cure.  Is  this  at  all  significant?  If  it  is,  then  it 
suggests  an  ABA!  arrangement  of  this  sub-Series. 
Day  Thirteen,  in  between,  however,  raises  a  number  of  issues  about  'blindness'  in  terms  of  a 
'lack'  or  'a  want'  of  'understanding'.  It  tells  of  the  second  miracle-feeding  of  the  Gospel,  and 
immediately  after  it,  Pharisees  ask  for  a  "sign  from  heaven".  They  want,  like  Mark's  audience, 
to  see  something  from  Jesus  that  will  prove  to  them  who  he  is.  To  the  reader/listeners,  of 
course,  the  Pharisees'  request  is  incredible.  Were  the  Pharisees  blind  to  what  was  going  on, 
and  deaf  to  reports?  Hooker  helpfully  observes  that  miracles  and  parables  function  similarly  in 
Mark's  Gospel`ý  "To  those  who  have  eyes  to  see  and  ears  to  hear,  both  miracles  and  parables 
demonstrate  the  power  of  the  Kingdom  of  God,  "  she  says.  (For  which,  compare  8.18.  )  And 
in  the  first  sub-Series  (in  the  summary  on  page  15  1)  we  notice  the  fink  between  'not 
understanding'  and  'hardened  hearts.  Both  Jesus'  disciples  and  the  Pharisees  provide  the 
49  Hooker,  7he  GospeL..,  p.  19  1. 166 
exwnples  of  this.  The  same  is  found  in  this  sub-Series  also,  at  the  very  point  where  Mark  begs 
understanding  of  the  feeding  miracles,  in  8.17.  Only  now  it  is  the  disciples  alone  who  provide 
the  example,  and  they  are  here  being  challenged  by  Jesus  about  it.  It  is  clearly  the  case  that 
the  disciples  provide  Mark  with  the  vehicle  for  this  teaching.  In  Day  Thirteen  we  read  that  the 
disciples  are  amazingly  'blind'.  Just  before  the  feeding  of  the  four-thousand,  they  would 
appear  to  have  no  recollection  at  all  of  how  Jesus  fed  the  five-thousand.  Furthermore,  in  8.15, 
we  see  a  demonstration  of  Jesus'  concern  for  his  disciples  (and,  therefore,  for  all  who  would 
follow  him)  that  they  are  not  'taken  in!  by  the  Pharisees,  or  by  Herod,  for  that  matter  (8.15 
recalls  6.14bff.  in  the  first  sub-Series).  To  Jesus,  the  disciples  demonstrate  a  worrying 
'blindness'  to  the  meaning  of  the  'feedings'  (in  8.16-21).  And  Best,  as  we  have  seen  already 
above,  identifies  the  link  in  Mark's  Gospel  between  'restoration  of  sight'  and  'understanding'. 
Day  Thirteen  raises  a  number  of  problems  and  issues.  Day  Fourteen  ends  the  sub-Series  with 
a  resolution  to  them  all  for  everyone.  Day  Fourteen  tells  how  Jesus  is  able  to  heal  even  the 
blind,  and  so  fulfill  all  the  prophecy  alluded  to  earlier.  Only  now,  the  healing  is  not  simply  a 
healing.  It  is  a  healing  of  a  blind  man,  uniquely  in  the  Gospel  in  two  stage  .- 
It  is  a  metaphor, 
an  acted  parable,  especially  so,  given  the  previous  Day's  issues  raisings.  The  healing  in  two 
stages  has  to  be  interpreted.  Yes,  he  can  heal  the  blind,  but  he  can  give  enlightenment  too,  so 
that  all  can  "see  clearly  all  things". 
In  this  sub-Series,  Mark  certainly  touches  a  raw  nerve  in  the  minds  and  hearts  of  his  audience. 
Pharisees  and  aU  Eke  them  want  an  easy  step  to  faith.  Jesus'  denies  the  Pharisees  and  those 
Eke  them  such  a  sign.  Signs  are  not  to  be  relied  upon.  Our  'hearts'  should  tell  us  that  Jesus  is. 
In  summary,  the  introductory  Day  to  the  sub-Series,  7.31-37,  reports  a  simple  healing  miracle, 
but  it  does  not,  in  itself,  fulfil  the  whole  of  the  prophecy  alluded  to.  The  middle  Day,  8.1-21, 
reports  a  miracle  feeding  and  raises  a  number  of  issues  about  'understanding'  and  the  'feeding 
of  faith!.  The  concluding  Day,  8.22-26,  tells  of  a  healing  miracle  which  completes  the  earlier 
prophecy,  but  it  fundamentaNy  points  beyond  itself,  in  its  unique  way,  to  the  very  means  to 
'understanding'.  The  sub-Series  exhibits  an  inclusio  between  the  first  and  the  last  days,  but  it 
is  best  expressed  as  an  ABB'  scheme,  like  those  we  have  already  encountered,  1.21-2-22, 
3.7-5.43  and  6.1-7.23. 167 
A  Summary  of  the  Second  Series  of  Seven  Days: 
Again,  as  for  the  First  Series  of  Seven  Days,  the  findings  of  my  analysis  are  sumarised  and 
presented  in  tabular  form 
The  first  threesome  of  "days"  of  this  second  Series,  6.1-7.23,  is  discussed  under  Day  Ten.  It 
can  be  summarised,  in  terms  very  similar  to  the  first  threesome  of  "days"  of  the  first  Series.  It 
tells  initially  where  and  how  Jesus'  fame  further  spread  (through  the  mission  of  his  disciples 
and  "Jesus'  going  round  in  circuit").  Naza  eth  and  neighbouring  villages  in  Galilee  were  the 
places  of  mission,  after  Jesus'  teaching  in  the  synagogue.  The  disciples!  preaching,  casting  out 
of  demons  and  healing  work  led  to  people  talking  about  Jesus,  wondering  who  he  was,  and 
gathering  to  him  in  huge  numbers.  This  time,  even  Herod  hears  and  wonders,  as  well  as 
reflects  on  what  he  had  done  to  John  the  Baptist.  The  feeding  of  the  five-thousand  is 
presented,  overall  in  the  Markan  scheme,  as  a  symbolic  and  Messianic  meal  for  Jews.  Again, 
as  in  the  first  threesome  of  "days"  of  the  first  Series  of  the  Gospel,  Mark  demonstrates  how 
Jesus'  continuing  ministry,  wherever  he  went,  in  villages,  towns  or  countryside,  leads  to  a  clash 
between  Jesus,  whose  ministry  is  "powerfully  new",  and  Pharisees  and  scribes,  whose  "old" 
positions  are  being  challenged.  This  sub-Series  raises  issues  of  'understanding'  who  Jesus  is 
and  what  he  is  doing. 
The  second  threesome  of  "days",  7.31-8.26,  likewise  compares  with  the  second  threesome  of 
"days"  in  the  first  Series  of  seven  Days,  as  well  as  with  the  first  threesome  of  "days"  of  this 
Series.  Given  Jesus  is  in  predominantly  Gentile  territory  (compare  also  5.1-20,  in  the  first 
Series  and  its  second  threesome)  the  continuing  work  of  establishing  'new  Israel',  which  will 
include  Gentiles,  begins  with  a  healing,  and  proceeds  to  a  feeding  of  four-thousand,  a  symbolic 
meal  for  Gentiles,  and  another  clash  with  Pharisees,  before  the  first  account  of  its  kind  in  the 
Gospel,  an  amazing  healing,  back  in  predominantly  Jewish  territory,  of  a  blind  man,  in  two 
stages.  This  sub-Series  raises  issues  of  'understanding,  who  Jesus  is  and  what  he  is  doing,  and 
also  the  source  of  'understanding'. 
The  two  three-day  sub-Series  have  their  rich  common  seams,  their  many  points  of  contact,  and 
they  are  arranged  around  a  central,  singular  and  individualistic  day,  Day  Elevqn.  In  literary- 
structural  terms,  this  Day  Eleven  has  a  central,  pivotal,  or  fulcrum  role  between  the 168 
sub-Series/threesomes  of  Days,  and  as  we  discussed  in  Day  Eleveds  analysis  it  focuses  on  the 
issue  of  the  tension  between  Jesus'  mission  to  Jews  and  Gentiles:  Jews  are  first  in  order,  but 
Gentiles  are  included,  and  second. 
The  balance  of  the  Series  is  clearly  evident.  The  first  sub-Series  includes  Jesus'  symbolic  meat 
for  Jews  (in  the  telling  of  the  middle  day),  and  after  the  pivotal  Day,  the  second  sub-Series 
(again,  in  the  telling  of  the  middle  day),  his  symbolic  meal  for  Gentiles.  The  summary  of  the 
structure  of  MarVs  Second  Series  of  Seven  Days  is,  therefore,  presented:  it  is in  an  ABA' 
form,  as  is  the  First  Series  of  Seven  Days,  where  A  represents  the  first  threesome  of  Days,  B 
the  singular  Day  Eleven,  and  A!  the  second  threesome  of  Days.  In  examining  the  first  Series, 
we  had  to  consider  the  possibility  that  it  was  a  seven-Day  chiasm.  Such  a  possibility  has  not 
surfaced  in  the  examination  of  this  Series'  structure. 
This  Series  well  indicates  the  steady  and  inventive  control  which  Mark  exercised  over  the 
material  he  had  to  hand.  This  material  has  been  variously  described  as  oral  or  written;  single, 
independent  units  of  tradition,  or  already-linked  units.  The  miracle  stories  themselves  have 
been  viewed  as:  already-formed,  independent  cycles  of  tradition,  6.32-7.37  and  8.1-26'0;  or, 
by  Achtemeier,  as  a  pre-Markan  cycle  of  miracles  consisting  of  two  catenae",  which  he 
incorporated;  or  as  an  earlier,  original  cycle,  6.32-52,8.22-30"  which  Mark  has  split  up,  and 
into  which  he  has  inserted  6.53-8.21,  to  create  his  own  double  cycle.  Additional  to  the 
material  he  had  to  hand,  we  have  to  consider  the  material  which  he  created".  All  options  need 
to  be  weighed  very  carefully  against  the  new  evidence  of  his  rhetorical  method,  his 
Day-compositional  planning,  and  his  creation  of  a  Series  of  seven  Days,  with  lin-dts  of  6.1  and 
8.26.  It  never  has  been  an  easy  task  to  separate  the  tradition  Mark  employs  from  his  editing: 
it  will  be  no  easier  now  to  determine  what  material  he  had  to  hand  before  he  began 
composing,  because  it  would  appear  that,  if  he  had  written  tradition  in  his  possession,  he  has 
re-written  everything  to  his  app'presentational  method. 
As  I  stated  under  Day  Eleven,  given  the  contents  of  the  seven  Days  of  this  Series,  in  terms  of 
the  incidents/events  themselves  and  their  interpretations,  and  the  wider  geographical  area 
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Jesus  covers,  I  am  choosing  to  title  this  Series  simply,  "Days  of  Increase  in  the  Mission  of 
Jesus". 
As  I  did  at  the  conclusion  of  the  analysis  of  the  First  Series,  so  I  will  do  here.  For  the  sake  of 
clarity,  the  point  is  emphasised  that  while  Mark  chose  to  report  a  second  stage  in  the  mission 
of  Jesus  in  seven  Days,  he  intimated  that  there  were  other  days  he  was  not  reporting.  Between 
the  telling  of  the  last  Day  of  the  first  Series  and  the  telling  of  the  first  Day  of  the  second 
Series,  Day  Eight,  a  journey  took  place  (of  a  minimum  of  about  18  miles)  which  will  itself 
have  taken  at  least  one  day;  and  the  story  of  Day  Eight  takes  place  on  a  sabbath  (up  to  six 
days  later).  Between  Days  Eight  and  Nine,  under  Day  Nine's  analysis  we  noted  that  weeks 
may  have  passed.  Days  Nine  and  Ten  are  consecutive.  Between  Days  Ten  and  Eleven  is  a  60 
mile  journey  to  Tyre  which  will  have  taken  three  days  minimum.  ý  Between  Days  Eleven  and 
Twelve  a  return  journey  is  made  taking  the  same  length  of  time.  Between  Days  Twelve  and 
Thirteen  is  a  passing  of  three  days  minimum.  Days  Thirteen  and  Fourteen  are  consecutive. 
The  point  is  then  made,  without  any  attempt  to  add  up  the  days  to  establish  Mark's 
understanding  of  the  actual  time  this  stage  of  Jesus'  mission  took.  Simply,  he  summarised 
what  to  him  was  a  stage  in  Jesus'  mission  of  possibly  several  weeks,  in  only  seven  Days  of 
report. 
In  completing  this  presentation  on  the  Second  Series,  we  return  to  the  issue  of  the  final  Day, 
8.21-26,  and  to  how  Mark  meant  us  to  interpret  the  healing  of  the  blind  man,  in  two  stages.  I 
have  already  nailed  my  colours  to  the  mast,  by  interpreting  it  in  its  sub-Series  context.  But  it 
may  be  that  it  has  significance  also  in  its  Series  context,  or  in  the  Gospel's  context  as  a  whole. 
To  many,  as  to  Best  (see  above)  it  appears  to  look  forward  to  the  revelation  of  Peter  that 
Jesus  is  the  Christ,  which  is  completed  by  Jesus  in  turn,  in  terms  of  the  suffering  and  death  he 
would  have  to  undergo.  Given  that  it  concludes  the  Second  Series,  it  appears  much  more 
certain  that,  for  Mark,  it  initially  looks  back,  and  completes  his  Series'  presentation.  Given  the 
localities  mentioned  (which  include  Jerusalem  more  than  once)  and  the  'feeding  of  the  Jews'  in 
the  first  sub-Series  (6.1-7.23),  Jesus,  mission  isfirstly  to  the  Jews,  and  after  the  turning  point 
of  the  middle  Day  (7.24-3  0),  given  the  localities  and  the  'feeding  of  the  Gentiles'  in  the  second 
sub-Series  (7.31-8.26),  Jesus'  mission  is  secondly  to  the  Gentiles.  It  would  appear  that  Mark 
wants  his  audience  to  interpret  the  ministry  of  Jesus  in  this  way,  for  which  purpose  8.21-26  is 170 
a  more  than  adequate,  though  somewhat  mysterious  conclusion  to  the  Series.  (And  we  note, 
the  ending  of  his  previous  Day's  teffing  in  (8.17-21)  is  no  less  mysterious.  ) 
Additional  support  for  this  conclusion  comes  from  reference  to  the  'sabbath'.  In  the  first  Series 
of  the  Gospel  its  two  reports  were  deemed  to  have  significance.  The  first  was  that  Jesus' 
ministry  was  firstly  to  the  Jews  (see  page  124).  This  Day  is  the  first  Day  of  that  Series.  On 
the  first  Day  of  this  second  Series,  it  is  a  Sabbath  also.  Again,  the  significance  is  the  same,  and 
it  is  re-inforcing  for  its  repetition.  Sabbaths  are  not  encountered  in  Mark's  Day  scheme 
beyond  this  point,  until  16.1,  when  one  is  reported  in  the  introductory  piece  to  the  final  Day's 
presentation,  which  tells  of  the  events  of  the  first  day  of  the  week. 
Lastly,  we  ask,  "Are  Best  et  al.  right  in  seeing  the  two-stage  healing  of  8.22-26  as  pre-emptive 
of  the  two  stages  of  disclosure  about  Jesus  in  the  following  pericope,  8.27ff.?  "  (For  their 
proposal  and  for  my  views  about  the  positioning  of  the  pericope,  see  page  164.  )  Clearly,  there 
are  arguments  for  seeing  that  this  unique  healing,  in  two  stages,  has  its  interpretation  in  firstly 
the  three-day  sub-Series,  and  secondly  within  the  Series  itself.  Whether  or  not  it  has  its 
interpretation  in  the  Gospel  as  a  whole,  outside  of  the  second  Series,  is  subject  to  one's 
understanding  about  ancient,  rhetorical  conventions. 
Best's  interpretation  is  that  8.22-26  and  8.27ff.  are  structurally  related.  Literary-structural 
analysis  sees  the  relationship  in  this  way:  8.22-26  is  the  last  Day  of  a  Series  and  8.27ff.  is 
(part  oo  the  first  Day's  telling  of  the  next  Series.  Normally  in  ancient  rhetoric  effort  is  made 
to  "smooth  the  transition"  between  the  ending  of  one  division  and  the  beginning  of  the  next. 
Normally  this  is  achieved  by  a  link  word  or  phrase,  an  anastrophe  (for  these  matters,  see  page 
47).  There  is  a  clear  example  of  an  anastrophe  in  the  last  Day  of  the  third  Series  and  the  first 
Day  of  the  fourth.  In  10.46-52,  we  read  "Son  of  David'  twice;  and  in  11.1  -11  we  read, 
"Blessed  is  the  coming  Kingdom  of  our  father  David'.  (These  are  the  first  mentions  of 
"David"  since  2.25;  and  the  next  follow  at  12.35,36  and  37.  ) 
Is  it  then  the  case  that  Mark  uses  a  'fink  motif  instead  of  a  standard  anastrophe  to  "smooth  the 
transition"  betweýn  the  ending  of  the  second  Series  and  the  beginning  of  the  third?  If  there  is 
clear  indication  that  Mark  himself  intended  a  'two-stage'  parallel,  the  firmest  literary-structural 
evidence  (given  our  findings  so  far)  would  be  a  presentation  of  the  two  stages  of  revelation  in 171 
the  B  and  B'  parts  of  a  three-part  whole.  An  examination  of  the  first  Day  of  the  next  Series 
wifl  show  that  this  is  in  fact  the  case.  Best  and  others  appear,  therefore,  to  be  right  about  the 
connection  but  wrong  in  their  structural  argument.  We  must  conclude,  therefore,  that  there  is 
justification  for  interpreting  the  'two-stage'  healing  of  8.22-26  in  three  different  contexts:  in 
the  sub-Series  it  concludes;  in  the  Series  it  ends;  and  in  its  Gospel  setting,  where  it  precedes 
the  teffing  of  the  first  Day  of  the  next  Series. 
A  Tabular  Summary  of  the  literary-structure  of  the  Second  Seven  Days: 
DAYS:  number  identified  in  series 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
number  identified  in  Gospel  8  9  10  11  12  13  14 
chapters  and  verses  6.1.29  6.30-52  6.53-723  7.24-30  7.31-37  8.1-21  8.22-26 
SERIES'STRUCTURE  A  B  A 
DAYS:  in  literary-terms,  in  series  A  B  B  A  B  B 
DAYS'  sections  A  A  A  A  A  A  A 
A'  B  B  A' 
B'  B' 
DAYS'  sectional  sub-divisions  A  A  A  A  A  A  A 
B  B  B  B  B  B  B 
-if 
B*  If-  B*  B*  jr-  B" 
A  A  A  A 
B  B  B  B 
B*  JK  JEIý  B' 
A  A 
B  B 
B"  B" 
DAYS'number  of  verses  29  23  27  7  2 
SUB-SERIES'number  of  verses  79  33 
SERIES'number  of  verses  119 172 
Addendum  to  the  analysis  of  "The  Second  Seven  Days": 
During  the  course  of  this  chapter,  a  further  signifier  of  literary-structural  division  between 
Days  has  been  added  to  the  Est  of  those  established  in  the  analysis  of  the  First  Series.  It  is  an 
introductory  formula  which  is  basic  to  understanding  eight  of  the  Day-divisions,  four  in  this 
Series  and  four  in  the  following  Series.  It  is  added  to  the  list  of  the  features  of  Mark's 
rhetorical  method,  for  which  reason  it  continues  the  numbering: 
Under  Day  Eleven:  19)  The  leaving  of  the  place  of  the  earlier  Day's  telling  and  the 
arriving  in  another:  an  introductory  formula. 
Again  as  in  the  first  Series,  we  note  in  the  second  Series  a  wide  variation  in  the  sizes  of  Mark's 
rhetorical  units  of  Days,  sections  of  Days,  and  so  on.  The  Days  themselves  vary  between  29 
and  5  verses,  by  a  factor  of  just  less  than  six  (which  is  much  less  than  the  factor  of  ten  of  the 
first  Series).  We  observe  that  each  of  the  Days  in  the  first  sub-Series  are  longer  in  the  telling 
than  each  of  those  in  the  second.  No  symmetry  of  size  in  the  arrangements  of  the  Days  of  the 
two  sub-Series  appears  intended  by  Mark;  in  the  first  sub-Series  the  middle  of  the  three  is  the 
shortest;  in  the  second  sub-Series  the  middle  Day  is  the  longest  in  the  telling.  Similarly,  no 
repetition  (or  repetition-pattern)  of  the  sectional-structures  of  the  Days  appears  to  govern 
Mark's  compositional  efforts.  What  matters  to  Mark  is  that  his  constructions,  whether  ABA!, 
ABB',  ABB/ABB',  or  app',  are  in  themselves  complete. 173 
Chapter  Five 
THE  THIRD  SERIES  OF  SEVEN  DAYS  (8.27-10.52): 
Day  Fifteen:  8.27-9.1: 
The  Day  begins: 
Aa 
27Kal  IýfiAftv-6  '19croOg 
Kai  Ql  pa0piall  adToQ 
FIQ  Tag  Kw'paq  KataapEtag  Tqq  (I)tXtlTlTW* 
We  compare  it  with  the  beginning  of  Day  Eight: 
Aa  '[a]  Kai  týhAkv  [d]  IKE710f:  v, 
P  [a]  Kd  E'PXETat  [C(I  EJQ  TýV  naTpt8a  auTou, 
P*  [a]  i(alt  dKoXouOoOatv  aOTQ  [d]  Ot  paOrITal  aOToLl. 
Significantly,  Day  Eight  begins  the  first  middle  Series  (6.1-8.26)  and  Day  Fifteen  begins  the 
second  middle  Series  (8.27-10.52).  Both  these  Days  begin  with  the  introductory  formula  of 
leaving  one  place  and  arriving  in  another  (found  eight  times  in  all:  four  times  in  the  Series 
6.1-8.26,  and  also  at  9.30/33,10.1  and  10.46  in  this  Series);  see  under  Day  Eleven  for  a 
discussion  of  this.  We  can  observe,  in  addition  to  the  same  detailed  structure  in  each  (but  with 
P  and  P'  in  reversal,  for  contents),  seven  common  words  between  them,  and  in  each  the  same 
repeating  use  of  parechesis  (the  same  sounding  endings  of  W  at  the  endings  of  the  last  two 
lines  of  each,  as  discovered  in  abundance  in  the  opening  of  the  Prologue  of  the  Gospel, 
1.1-3)'.  It  is  compelling  evidence  that  as  Mark  composed  one  of  these  two  opening  parts  to 
these  Days'  tellings,  he  did  so  with  an  eye  on  the  other.  I  further  deduce  that  the  significant 
positionings  and  roles  of  these  two  Days,  at  the  begminings  of  new  Series,  6.1-8.26  and 
8.27-10.52',  caused  Mark  to  compose  these  introductions  with  even  greater  attention  to  detail 
than  elsewhere,  by  reflecting  the  clear  characteristic  of  the  Prologue's  opening  parechesis. 
Other  significant  correspondences  with  Day  Eight  can  be  identified.  The  structure  of  this 
Day's  teffing,  is  the  same  composite  ABB/ABB'  structure,  with  a  short  A  section.  The 
I  Other  examples  of  parechesis  in  the  Gospel  only  occur  at  13.1,  the  beginning  of  a  new  half  in  the 
telling  of  11.20-13.37,  Day  Twenty-four,  the  longest  Day's  telling  in  terms  of  verses,  and  in  16.19b,  20  in  the 
longer  ending.  Their  likely  significance  will  continue  to  be  discussed. 
2  Taylor  (ne  Gospel 
..  ),  Nineham  (Saint  Mark),  Schweizer  (The  Good  News  .. 
),  Hooker  (The  Gospel.. 
and  myself,  all  agree  on  the  limits  of  this  section  of  the  Gospel,  though  we  vary  in  our  designation  of  it,  as  the 
second,  the  third,  the  fourth  or  the  fifth  section. 174 
primary  correspondence  in  content  terms  concerns  what  people  were  saying  about  Jesus, 
6.14b,  15  and  8.28  (see  Day  Eight's  analysis  for  this,  pages  136,137).  And  a  common  phrase  is 
v qp4aTO  &86cwEtv  (compare  6.2  and  8.31)  though  it  is  found  also  in  other  introductory 
elements  of  Marles  rhetorical  units,  in  4.1  and  6.34. 
The  disclosures  of  Day  Fifteen  are  supremely  important  in  Mark's  Gospel  scheme  as  a  whole, 
and  in  this  seven  Day  Series  too.  They  will  be  presented  below,  in  our  discussions  on  its 
literary-structure,  which  we  firstly  compare  with  that  of  Taylor,  Schweizer  and  Hooker,  and 
with  which  Robbins  and  Best'  also  agree.  (Nineham  does  not  discuss  the  matter.  )  We 
compare  the  results  of  analyses: 
as  a  result  of  various  methodologies:  8.27-30  w.  31-33  w.  34-9.1 
as  a  result  of  my  literary-structural  analysis:  8.27-33  w.  34-9.1. 
Given  the  arguments  rehearsed  above,  it  is  judged  that  v.  27abc  is  the  introduction  to  this  Daýs 
first  half's  telling,  for  its  mention  of  the  principal  characters,  Jesus  and  his  disciples,  and  the 
new  geographical  locus.  The  first  of  the  two  completing  sections  of  this  half  (B  by  my 
designation,  w.  27d-30)  begins  with  Kait  &  Tq  68@  as  it  establishes  more  specifically 
(compared  with  the  more  general  introduction,  that  is)  the  setting  for  the  first  disclosure  that 
Jesus  is  the  Christ.  V.  3  1,  beginning  13',  does  not  change  the  setting.  It  introduces  the  second 
stage  of  the  two  disclosures,  that  Jesus  will  suffer.  Vv.  27-33,  however  much  others  have  said 
otherwise,  belong  together  as  a  major  rhetorical  unit. 
The  second  half  opens,  in  v.  34,  with  a  change  in  the  characters  present:  they  are  Jesus,  his 
disciples,  and  the  crowd.  This  half  focuses  on  discipleship:  part  A  is  introductory;  the 
completing  two  parts,  B  and  B,  begin  similarly  8g  ydtp  Mv  and  parallel  each  other  for 
sayings,  in  the  first,  on  the  cost  of  discipleship  and  ultimate  reward,  and,  in  the  second,  on 
attitudes  to  Jesus  and  his  'words'  which  will  determine  his  attitude  to  followers,  in  its  sub-part 
a.  Sub-parts  P  and  P'  in  turn  speak  of  his  coming  in  the  father's  glory...,  and  the  coming  of  the 
kingdom  of  God  in  power.  8.34-9.1  is  identified  as  the  second  major  rhetorical  unit  of  this 
Day's  telling,  and  with  this  all  those  to  whom  I  refer  agree. 
3  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher-,  pp.  3741;  Best,  Disciples...,  p.  6. 175 
Aa  2'  Kal  ýýfiAftv  6  'Iqaoog 
Kait  ot  VaOnlal  aOTot3 
[a]  Elf,  Taq  iw'paq  KataapEta;  Wl  Tflq  (I)IXITMQU* 
a  Kalt  tv  rQ  68ro 
1  P[al  [.  a]  [..  a] 
briptiTaToOC  paoqT&c  aOToo  [..  a']  Aýywv  aOT6^tq, 
[.  c(l  [..  a]  Tiva  pE  [..  Pl  Aiyouctv  oit  a'vOpwTrot  [..  P"I  dm; 
Wl  "[.  a]  [..  a]  ol  R  Elrav  aOTQ  Ldl  Aýyovn-C 
Ldl  L.  a]  [OTtl  'lw(xvvnV  TQ"v-DaTrTtaTr  J W,  L.  P]  a]  Kai  Wot,  I 
...  a7l  'H  A  tfav, 
[..  P"l  [ 
...  a]  &Aotll  [ 
...  C(I  O"Tt  Elc  T@v  rrpoý.  rjT@v. 
Plal  "  [-a]  [..  a]  Kai  aOT6c  lrrnp(ýTa  aOToOC,  [..  Pl  "  Ypt-tg  R  [..  P*l  Ttva  v,  --x4,  -TE:  -Tvat; 
[p]  La]  alToKpt0c'tg  LPI  6  lj-ýTpoC  Aýyu  at3TCp,  [.  P*l  7.0  E"t  6  XplaT& 
[PT'  [.  a]  Kai  tTr,  -Tt'pqa,  -v  adTd'tg  [.  Pl'tva  pq8Evl  XEywatv  [.  frl  7T,  -p't  aOT013. 
B'  a3'  Kat  hpýaTo  Mdownv 
adTOOg 
pfal 
[.  a]OTt  Ult 
T6V  U16V  TOO 
dVOpOTTOU  [.  dl  i7onaTraft-tv 
[.  a]  xal  aTro8oKtpaa0fivat  [.  dl  [..  a]  6176  TCOV  TrPCGPUTýPWV 
[..  Pl  xal 
TCOv  dppcpýwv  [..  P*l  ical 
TOV  ypappaTýWV 
[.  Pl  i(alt  dlTOI<TavOfivat  [.  P"I  [..  a]  i(alt  pf:  Ta  Tpt-tq  ýpýpaq  f..  dl  dvacyTfivat- 
[.  a]  i<at  Trappilaig  [.  Pl  T6VAOYOV  [.  P'l  lAaAEt. 
fr[al  [.  a]  [..  a]  1<ai  TrpoaXapOpEvoq  [..  Pl  6  IVTpoc  f..  P*l  at3T6V 
Lal  [..  a]  fipým  [..  Pl  &rmllay  [..  P"I  adjQ. 
[.  a]  6RI!  TrtCYTp#E'tq  [.  Pl  iKat'  18W*V  TOOq  paOTITdtg  aOTOC)  [.  P"l  [..  a]  bTf:  Ttpqaf:  v 
rMTpw  [..  a  I  ical  Aýya 
[p'l  [.  a]  I. 
-al'YlTayE 
I. 
-PI 
dTrtcyw  pou,  [..  P*l  XaTavO,  [-Pl  [..  a]  OTt  06  ýPOVEltq 
[..  P'l  TO  OEoQ  [.  P*l  [..  a]  dAAa  [..  Pl  Ta  [..  frl  T(Zv  dvOpOrm. 
Aa  "[a]  Kai  TrpouKaXE(TapEVOq  TO"V  OXAOV  [p]  OI)V  Td-tq  paOqTd'tq  adTOO  [P"I  E17TEV 
a6Td't  q 
Elt  Ttq  WEI  6111QW  JIOU  WOW, 
[a]  dTrapvilaacOw  taUTO"V  [p]  Kai  dpaTW  T6V  aTaup6v  aOTOO  [fV1  1<a't 
dxoXouO  '. 
Ba  [a]  "  [.  a]  bc  Y&P  Uxv  DAU  [.  Pl  Thv!  Pux4v  adToQ  (:  T@aat  [.  P"I  duoMaEt  at3T4v- 
Vl  [.  a]  4  8"  a"v 
dlTOA9(YEt  TAV'tbvX&  adToO  [.  Pl  EvEKEv  lVoC)  iml  TOO 
WayyeAtou  I-P'l  miact  adTjl'-Y. 
36  [a]  Tt  yap  w'ýE:  Atlt  Mpumy  [p]  KEp8qcFat  T6v  i(O'cFpov  O"Xov  [frl  1<at 
ýqptwOqvat  IfW  "X4v  adToa, 
37[(ý  Ttl  yap 
8d-t  MPWITOC  [p]  aVTdXXaypa  [P'l  TAC  ýuxfl;  adTOO, 
B'a  39  [a]  yetp  LMjczXuvoA  pE  [p)  l(al  T009  tpo6q  XoyoUg  Tq,  ycvEa 
TaUTq  Tq  poiXaAt8t  ical  &VaPTWAQd, 
p  [a]  xalt  6  ul6c  ToO__MpOrrou  &ra  QXuvoj(jEm  adT6V 
[al  [.  a]  OTav  Tfl,  80'4Tl  TOO  iTaTp6g  adTO0  [.  P*l  PETa"  T(Bv  a'yyi  , :  Xwv 
TCOv  aytwv. 
P'  [a]  1  La]  Kalt  fAEyEv  adTd-tq,  [.  c(I'ApAv  Aýyw  6ýrtv 
[p]  La]  oTt  E(O`tV  TWE;  wl'8E  TQJV  LCFTTIKOTWV  [.  C(I  OftTtVEq  00  A  YEUaWVTat 
OavaTOU 
[P'l  Lal  Ewq  a5v  wt8WCFIV  TýV  paatAr;  t'aV  TOO  OEOO  Lal  LIJAAffav  &  8uvapf:  t. 176 
The  detafled  paraUels  and  correspondences  which  suggest  the  way  Mark  intended  the  church 
to  be  reading  his  composition  over  the  years,  are  many.  Key  words  and  phrases  are  underlined 
or  emboldened  in  the  above  presentation  to  amplify  reason  for  the  annotations.  We 
necessarily  now  list  and  discuss  these  features  of  this  Day's  telling.  They  are  important  in  the 
Markan  scheme  of  both  his  Gospel  and  of  this  particular  Series: 
1)  The  mention  Of  &  Tfl  686  introduces  a  phrase  much  in  evidence  in  the  Days  of  this  Series. 
In  the  Gospel,  the  word  for  "way"  is  found  at:  1.2,3;  8.3,27;  9.33,34;  10.17,32,46,52;  and 
11.8.  In  the  Prologue  (see  1.2,3),  the  term  is  used  in  the  accusative  case,  in  the  manner  of 
of  4  prepare  the  way".  At  10.17,  the  phrase  is  Eig  68ov:  "into  the  way",  and  at  11.8,  similarly, 
Eig  Týv  68ov:  "in  the  way".  At  10.46,  the  phrase  is  Trapa'  TO  680v:  "by/at  the  side  of  the 
way".  The  word  by  itself  is  also  found  at  4.4,15,  in  the  parable  of  the  sower  and  its 
interpretation,  and  in  12.14,  when  Pharisees  and  Herodians  question  Jesus,  and  acknowledge 
that  he  teaches  "the  way  of  God".  A  variant  use  may  be  recognised  in  13.34,  in  dnoSqvog: 
"on  a  far  journey".  In  all  the  other  cases,  the  phrase  is  &  Tq  686  :  "on  the  way". 
Of  the  fifteen  Gospel  uses  in  total,  seven  are  found  in  this  Third  Series,  in  Days  15,17  bis,  19, 
20  and  21  bis,  that  is,  in  the  first  and  third  Days  of  the  first  threesome  of  Days,  and  in  all  three 
Days  of  the  second  threesome.  We  note  that  they  are  found  twice  over  in  the  last  Days  of 
both  threesomes.  The  much  systematic  use  of  the  word  itself  does  much  to  bind  these  seven 
Days  themselves  together,  in  Mark's  scheme. 
This  Series  contributes  much  to  the  notion  (derived  in  the  first  place  from  consideration  of  the 
Prologue)  that  Mark's  Gospel  is  "the  gospel  of  the  Way",  but  because  its  final  narrative-use  is 
in  the  first  Day's  telling  of  the  fourth  and  last  Series  of  the  Gospel,  "the  Jerusalem  Days",  at 
11.8,  it  provokes  a  narrow  interpretation,  however,  that  the  destination  of  this  "way",  in 
narrative  terms  alone,  is  Jerusalem.  See  also  10.32.  Such  an  argument  justifies  the  first  part 
of  the  title  suitable  for  this  Third  Series:  "The  Days  of  Jesus'  Journeying  to  Jerusalem  to  the 
Cross  and  Glory". 
4  In  his  discussion  on  8.22-10.52,  Best  refers  to  the  Prologue  and  Mark's  use  of  O.  T.  scripture  and 
states,  "Mark's  Gospel  is  the....  gospel  of  The  Way.  It  is  a  way  in  which  Jesus,  the  Lord,  goes  and  it  is  a  way  to 
which  he  calls  his  followers...  "  See  Best,  Disciples-,  p.  5. 
Marcus,  in  fine  detail  sifts  the  arguments  for  this  same  proposition  and  concludes,  "It  would  be  no 
exaggeration...  to  say  that  the  way  of  Jesus/the  way  of  the  Lord  is  not  only  the  double  theme  of  Mark's  Gospel, 
but  also  the  controlling  paradigm  for  his  interpretation  of  the  life  of  his  community.  "  See  Marcus,  The  Way  of 
the  Lord-,  p.  47. 177 
2)  'Iwdvvnv-T6v  Darma-r4y,  Kai  Wot  'Mtfav,  6AAM  81  OTt  EIC  TOO  ITP-0ý11TOY- 
The  comparison  between  8.28  and  6.14b,  15  provokes  a  comparison  between  the  functions  of 
the  first  days  of  the  two  middle  series  of  the  Gospel.  The  question  of  Jesus'  identity  is  firmly 
raised  at  the  beginning  of  both.  In  6.1-6a  it  is  introduced  in  the  opening  scene  of  Jesus' 
teaching  in  the  synagogue  in  his  home  town,  and  developed  in  6.14bff.  in  which  three 
possibilities  are  entertained  by  the  people.  Herod  thinks  he  knows  which  of  the  choices  is  to 
be  made.  In  8.28-30,  much  nearer  the  beginning  of  this  Day's  telling  than  in  the  previous 
example,  it  leads  to  the  correct  answer  of  Peter:  Jesus'  identity  is  not  any  one  of  the  three 
entertained  by  the  people;  he  is  "the  Christ". 
3)  7.0  et  6  Xpta-roq,  8.29.  For  the  first  time,  since  the  opening  phrase  of  the  Prologue,  "The 
beginning  of  the  gospel  of  Jesus  Christ 
...  ",  this  status  is  given  Jesus.  The  term  next  appears, 
on  Jesus'  own  lips,  at  9.41,  noticeably  in  Day  Seventeen,  the  third  day  of  this  Series  and  of  the 
first  sub-Series  (the  use  in  these  Days  suggests  that  Mark  intended  an  incluslo  be  read).  In  the 
Fourth  Series,  it  is  applied  at  12.35,13.21,14.61  and  15.32.  Most  significantly,  in  this  first 
Day's  tefling  of  this  third  Series,  it  is  introduced  in  the  first  half's  section  B  and  then  elaborated 
upon  in  section  13%  in  the  first  of  three  very  similar  disclosures  in  the  Series,  in  terms  of  Jesus' 
suffering,  death  and  resurrection.  Further,  we  note  the  link  of  Peter  between  the  sections:  the 
one  who  responds  in  horror,  is  the  one  to  whom  is  attributed  the  knowledge  of  Jesus'  real 
identity. 
At  this  juncture,  it  is  worth  drawing  attention  to  a  title  for  Jesus  which  suddenly  appears  in  the 
Gospel  for  the  first  time,  in  the  last  Day  of  this  Series,  Day  Twenty-One.  Twice  over  (in 
10.47,48)  we  read  that  "Son  of  David"  is  the  cry  of  the  blind  beggar  Bartimaeus.  To  our  four 
commentators,  it  is  a  messianic  title  synonymous  with  "Christ".  In  Mark's  presentation,  this 
Series  ends  as  it  begins,  and  another  Markan  inclusio  is  observed. 
4)  Kat  hptaTo  8t8d(wEtv  adTOOg 
f., 
OTt  Ult  T6V  )t6V  ro()  dVOP61TOU  TrOAAa  nakltv 
i(al  diTo8oxtpao-Oqvat  61Tý 
10  T(BV  TTPECTOUTEpwv  xal  T(BV  dpXtEpi:  WV  KC(t  T(Bv  ypappaTEWV 
Kal  a'Trol(TaVOqvat  wl  PETa  Tpt-tg  ýVEPag  avaaTfivat* 
We  observed  above  a  parallel  of  the  opening  phrase  in  6.2,  the  first  Day  of  the  earlier  middle 
Series.  Additionally,  the  view  held  by  many  commentators,  that  Mark  intended  his  report  on 178 
the  death  of  John  the  Baptist  to  be  indicative  of  what  would  happen  to  Jesus,  is  supported  by 
Uterary-structural  analysis.  It  demonstrates  that  for  the  composition  of  these  first  Days  of  the 
middle  Series  Mark  had  the  parallel  between  John  the  Baptist  and  Jesus  in  mind.  The  next 
Day's  telling,  without  actual  mention  of  Johifs  name,  but  of  EUjah',  continues  Mark's  train  of 
thought,  9.12,13,  and  expresses  another  prediction  much  overlooked'  of  a  similar  kind  to  the 
above:  compare  8.31  and  9.12: 
e-V7  8.31:  T6V  U16V  TOO 
dvOpwTrou  TroAA&  TTaO  t 
9.12:  T6V  U16V  TOG 
dvOPW'TrOU 
...  TTOAAd(  7TaOq,. 
The  first  sub-Series  of  three  Days  contains  a  prediction  each  Day,  therefore,  because  on  the 
third  Day,  Day  Seventeen  (9.30-50),  the  second  of  what  is  commonly  termed  'three 
predictions'  is  found  at  9.31  (with  the  response  of  the  disciples  again,  in  9.32).  At  10.32-34, 
the  middle  day  of  the  second  threesome  of  Days  of  this  Series,  in  the  tefling  of  Day  Twenty,  is 
the  so-caUed  third  prediction  of  'three'.  This  Day  too  contains  at  its  close,  another  prediction, 
from  Jesus'  own  lips,  and  it  is  another  "Son  of  man"  saying,  10.45,6  Ut6q  T00  Mp6nou 
061<  WEV....  8o0vat  TýV  ýuXýv  adlT00...  We  discern,  then,  not  three  only  but  five  such 
predictions  in  this  Series.  After  the  two  very  different  "Son  of  man"  sayings  so  far 
encountered  in  the  Gospel,  at  2.10  and  v.  28,  in  Series  One,  the  seven  which  appear  in  this 
Series  (8.31,38;  9.9,12,31;  10.33,45)  are  clearly  grouped.  The  next  references  come  at 
13.26,14.21  bis,  14.41,62.  The  "Son  of  man"  predictions  continue  in  14.21  and  v.  41:  in 
13.26  and  14.62,  they  are,  as  for  8.38,  to  do  with  Jesus'retum. 
5)  Elt  Ttq  QikU  dIrLaW  IJOU  WEIV, 
aTrapvijaaa0w  LaUT6V 
xal  expaTW  T6V  CYTaup6v  aOT013 
<at 1  11  di(OAOUNIM"Ot. 
Jesus'journey  through  suffering  to  glory  is'not  his  alone;  it  also  awaits  his  disciples.  It  is  a 
theme  which  is  here  introduced,  and  is  pursued  in  this  Day  in  w.  35-9.1,  and  in  this  Series,  in 
10.35-39  (and  in  different  terms  too,  of  self-denial,  in  9.33-37,10.17-31).  It  is  a  subject 
which  wiff  appear  again  in  Series  Four,  in  13.9-13. 
5  See  page  151  for  a  reference  to  the  Elijah/Elisha  like  feeding  by  Jesus  of  the  five-thousand.  The 
second  Days  of  both  middle  Series  have  their  points  of  contact  as  do  the  first  Days:  see  Days  Nine  and  Sixteen. 
6  Attention  is  much  more  paid  by  commentators  to  the  so-called  "three  predictions"  (of  this  Series), 
8.31,9.31  and  10,33,34. 
7  It  will  be  seen  above,  in  the  presentation  of  this  Day's  structure  that  I  give  this  a  line  on  its  own  in  the 
detailed  structure.  9.12  justifies  this  choice  as  a  statement  in  its  own  right. 179 
6)  IV  Tfl,  56ýq  T013  7TaTP6q  WTOU...  "Glory"  is  another  key  word  and  issue  which  this  Days 
telling  introduces.  For  the  first  time  in  the  Gospel  it  is  found  at  8.38.  Jesus'  transfiguration 
glory  is  the  first  subject  of  the  following  Day,  Day  Sixteen.  Though  the  word  is  not 
mentioned  there  itself,  it  is  indicated  in  the  episode.  The  chiastically  parallel  Day  of  the  Series, 
Day  Twenty,  10.32-45  (compare  the  second  day  with  the  sixth,  around  the  fourth,  the  central 
day),  contains  the  second  use  of  the  word,  at  10.37.  In  the  first  of  these,  two  chief  characters 
of  the  Old  Covenant  appear  with  Jesus:  in  the  second,  two  leading  characters  of  the  New 
Covenant  express  their  wish  to  be  seated  each  side  of  Jesus  in  his  "glory".  Just  as  in  the  first 
of  the  two  middle  Series,  where  days  two  and  six,  in  the  succession  of  days,  parallel  each  other 
for  feedings  of  the  five-  and  the  four-thousand  in  symbolically  messianic  feasts,  so  too  in  the 
second  of  the  two  middle  Series,  in  the  same  locations,  are  episodes  which  point  to  Jesus' 
messianic  status  and  function.  The  third  use  in  the  Gospel  of  the  word  "glory"  is  found  at 
13.26,27,  in  the  same  teaching  as  we  discerned  above  which  additionally  speaks  of  the 
sufferings  that  awaited  the  disciples.  It  is  a  saying  which  reflects  the  sayings  of  8.38-9.1.  It 
has  a  clear  parallel  also  in  14.62,  but  again  without  use  of  the  word  itself 
7)  TýV  pacytAEMV  TOO  0E00:  up  to  this  point  in  the  Gospel,  this  phrase  is  discovered  in  the 
Prologue,  and  in  the  parables  of  the  first  Series  only  (hence  1.15;  4.11,26,30).  On  this  first 
Day  of  this  Series  it  is  well  introduced  again  at  9.1:  it  appears  further  at  9.47, 
10.14,15,23,24,25  (the  only  other  uses  are  at  12.34,14.25  and  15.43).  In  this  Series  it 
appears  in  the  telling  of  the  first  and  third  Days  of  the  first  sub-Series,  the  middle  day,  and  the 
first  Day  of  the  second  sub-Series,  that  is  in  each  of  the  Series'  major  rhetorical  units'. 
Because  our  focus  is  on  fiterary-structural  issues  we  restrict  discussion  here  of  the  term  to  a 
summary  of  Mark!  s  use  of  it  in  this  Series:  "the  Kingdom  of  God"  will  come  with  the  glorified 
Jesus  and  with  power  (8.3  8,9.1)  and  will  only  be  entered/received  by  his  disciples/followers  if 
they  meet  certain  conditions  (9.47  and  following,  as  above). 
This  third  Series  of  Seven  Days  will  be  shown  to  be  structured  like  the  first  and  the  second. 
Day  Fifteen,  therefore,  as  Day  Eight,  begins  a  Series  and  begins  a  sub-Series  of  three  Days. 
8  We  noted  in  the  first  Series!  summary  that  the  middle  Days  of  that  Series  shared  similar  structurings 
and  contents.  We  observed  that  the  last  Day  of  the  first  sub-Series,  the  middle  Day  of  the  Series,  and  the  first 
Day  of  the  completing  sub-Series,  were  characteristic  of  ancient  rhetoric.  Whilst  they  represented  separate 
rhetorical  units,  they  related  and  overlapped  at  the  edges  (page  125).  These  three  middle  Days  of  this  Series, 
likewise,  contain  similar  contents  (teachings  on  the  kingdom  of  God),  and  relate  and  overlap  as  they  function 
in  the  same  way  structurally. 180 
The  force  of  the  argument  Mark  presents  for  this  Day  can  be  expressed  in  terms  similar  to  that 
of  Mack'  but  more  ffly  and  more  specificaBy.  Jesus  is  not  only  the  founder  teacher,  but  he  is 
also  the  crucified  and  risen  Christ,  predictive  prophet  and  apocalyptic  judge. 
Day  Sixteen:  9.2-29: 
The  day  begins  Kal  PET&  ýptpaq  Z4.  Clearly  there  can  be  no  argument  that  a  new  Day  in 
Mark!  s  telling  does  not  commence  here.  As  at  2.1,  and  8.1,2,  here  for  the  last  time  in  the 
Gospel  Mark  has  given  explicit  information  of  days  passing  between  the  telling  of  two  Days' 
reports.  Indeed  this  is  the  clearest  reference  in  the  whole  Gospel  because  it  numbers  them 
(even  at  8.1,2  the  matter  of  the  number  is  open  to  interpretationlý.  Because  it  is  so  specific, 
some  have  tried  to  interpret  the  reason  for  the  "six".  A  number  of  commentators  point  to 
Exodus  24.16  which  tells  how  Moses  and  Joshua  went  up  Mount  Sinai,  where  the  glory  of  the 
Lord  settled,  and  a  cloud  covered  it  for  six  days.  "  As  Taylor  points  out  Ex.  24.15f.  may  have 
coloured  the  account,  but  the  "temporal  statement  is  used  differently"  (compare  the  six  days 
that  pass  before  the  incident,  in  Mark's  account).  Day  Sixteerfs  literary  structure"  is: 
Aa  'Kai  PETa  ýptpag  14 
P  [a]  TrapaXopoavEt  6  'Iqaoog  [a  I  [.  a]  TO"v  nETPOV  [.  P1  Kai  T6VlaKwpov  [.  rl  Kai 
T6V  'Iwavvqv, 
[a]  Kai  dV  ýipn  aOTOO;  [P]  dc  6poc  6ýqMv  [PI  [.  a]  KaiLBILLY  [-d]  v6voug- 
Ba  Kai  PETC[IOPýWOq  EpTrpoaOEv  aOTCOV, 
'[a]  Kai  Tdl  lpaTta  allTOCJ  ýYEVETO  CYTtXPOVTa  [p]  Af:  uK&  Atfav  [p'l  dta  yv#f:  Og 
bTt  Tfig  yfig  ou  8uvaTat  OU'TWg  AEuKdvat. 
P,  "[a]  xat  40q  adTCRtg  'HAtac  o6v  Mwoatlt,  [a  I  Kai  ýMXV  CrUXAC(XOC)VTEg  TQP 
"Inuoo. 
B'  a  '[a]  Kai  aTroi(ptOEt'g  [p]  6  rVTpOg  AijEt  TO  '19coO,  [fV]'Pappt, 
[a]  [.  a]  xaXov  &Ttv  [.  c(l  ýpag  w?  8E  Etvat, 
jp] 
Kai  noulawpEv  TpdC  CTKqvd9, 
[P'l  [.  cd  aol  '  [.  Pl  Kai  MwoaE7L  '  [.  P'l  Kai  'HAlq  pl=-  Ilm  Pay 
'[a]  [.  a]  od  yap  i',  l'SEt  I-dl  Tt'  dlTOKPtOfi,,  [d]  [.  a]  gi<ýoPot  yap  Idl 
9  Mack,  Rhetoric...,  pp.  80,81:  concluding  his  examination  of  8.34-9.1,  he  summarises  the  roles  of 
Jesus,  as  that  of  "founder  teacher,  crucified  Christ,  predictive  prophet,  and  apocalyptic  judge".  Forthis 
summary  he  appears  to  be  reading  MarWs  Gospel  as  a  whole,  the  plot  for  which  he  usefully  defines  as  a 
combination  of  "martyrological  passion  narrative  with  an  apocalyptic  resolution".  I  read  these  roles  of  Jesus  to 
be  the  essential  disclosures  of  this  Day's  telling. 
10  See  under  Day  Six  and  the  discussion  of  night-crossings,  and  under  Day  Thirteen  (8.1-21). 
it  Taylor,  The  Gospel...,  p.  388;  Schweizer,  The  GoodNews...,  p.  181. 
12  In  his  Christological  exegesis  of  the  Old  Testament  in  the  Gospel  of  Mark,  Marcus  opens  each  of  his 
studies  with  line  by  line  presentations  of  the  texts  and  an  annotation  partitioning  the  verses.  Though  it  appears 
he  has  not  analysed  for  structure  beyond  this,  his  definitions  of'lines'  in  the  scanning  compare  well  with  mine 
in  my  analysis  of  9.2-8  and  9.11-13.  See  Marcus,  The  Way  of  the  Lord...,  pp.  80  and  94. 181 
Aa  7[al  K-al  vEýýAjj  [o(]  117tcrKt(jýoum  aOT6'tq, 
[a]  [.  a]  KaL  ýWVA  [.  C(I  &  IfiC  VEý811C,  [p]  OUT6;  ICTTtv  6  ul6q  tiou  6 
dyalTlIT6;,  [P*l  CCKOUET,  -  WTOO. 
P'  '[a]  [.  a]  Kait  i4al7tva  [.  dl  mptphýqxvot  [.  Pl  oddn  o6Uva  E't8ov  [PI  [.  a]  dAAa 
TOV  'I  qaO0V  [.  Pl  JAOVOV  [.  P*  I  PEO'  LaUT(BV. 
Ba  '[a]  Kait  KaTaoatvovTwv  aOT(ZV  TOO  6POK  [P*  I  8ti:  crTt:  t'XaTo  adTd'tg 
[a]  [.  altva  pTISi:  v't  [.  pi  "a  0  E7t8OV  Lpl  8tnyq'CFWVTat,  Vl  [.  a]  ef  pý  "TaV6-Ut6c 
-Tou  dVOP61TOU  1.01  LK  VEI(pLv  [.  P*l  dva(TTfi. 
Na]  [.  a]  xal  T6V  AOYOV  [.  Pl  ZxpaTTlaav  [.  frl  Trp6g  LaUTOOg  fc(l  [.  a]  CYUýTjTOOVTEg 
[.  Pl  Tti  ta-rtv  [P'l  T6  bc  vi:  xpQjv  dvao-rfiVat. 
B'a  "[al[.  a]Ka"ttITTIPW'TWvaOT6V[.  d]AýyovTi:  C,  [al[.  aluOTtAýYOUCFtVO,  typapwxId.  ý; 
[01  OTt  'HAtav  [.  [Yl  8E71  tAft-tv  TrpCoTov; 
`[a]  6R  Eýij  at3Tdltg,  Wl  [.  a]  [..  a]'HAfaC  [..  Pl  P&  MOV  ITPQOTOV 
[..  Pel  aTrOKaOtaTavEt  ITaVTa,  [.  Pl  [..  a]  Kat  TT@c  yýypainat  [..  dl  11711  T6v  ul6v  TOO- 
dvOpcOrrou  [.  P*l  [..  altva  TroAA&  Trd0io  [..  dl  Kai 
ý4,0, 
U81mlofl.; 
13  [a]  &Xdt  XEyw  6[rtv  [a]  [.  a]  O'Tt  Kai  'HAtaC  tA4Auftv,  [.  Pl  [..  a]  Kai  Inotilaav  adTo 
[..  dl  Ocya  40dov,  [.  P"I  [..  a]  KaWc  ytypaniat  f..  c(l  jiý  aOT6v. 
Aa  14  [a]  [.  a]  Kai  tXOOVTEg  [.  dl  7Tp6q  ToOc  paffijTdr,  [p]  [.  a]  Eltbov  [.  Pl  6XAov  TTox0v 
[.  frl  Tr,  -pt  allTOU'g  [P"I  [.  a]  Kai  [.  Pl  cyuCqToC)Y-ur,  [.  P'l  iTp6q  admdC.. 
"[a]  [.  a]  Kai  WoOg  [.  pl  Traq  6  6XAoC  186vTEC  al'lT6V  [.  IYI  i4EOapp4Oqaav, 
Vl  [.  a]  Kai  rpoavixovuc  [.  a  I  jcmaýOVTo  a6TOV. 
"[a]  Kai  hqpWýTqMv  adTOUg,  [cel  TL  OUCnTCLT,  -  Trp6C  a6m6;; 
r 
Ba  "[a]  [.  a]  Kalt  alTE1<ptOq  aOTCO  [.  C(I  itq  &  TOO-  XAou,  [a  I  [.  a]  At8acFxc[Af:,  [.  Pl  fivi:  yKa 
T6V  U16V  POU  IrpdC  Gý,  'E'XOVTa 
mTA=  &aAov- 
'acyEt  aOTOV,  [.  yl  Kait  "[a]  [.  a]  i(ait  O"iTou  I&  adTO'V  KaTaAdpq  #ptýn  [.  81  i(al 
Tpti'ýEt  TOU"q  680'VTag  [.  El  witi 
4qpatVETat  -  Wl  La]  Kalt 
Elt  iTaTo-tc  ImOnuar.  cou 
[.  Pj  Tiva  adTO'  tKO&wcytv,  [.  P*l  Kal  oOK  lcoWcw. 
"M  [.  a]  6R  a'lToKptOzig  aOTCi-tg  [.  dl  ALY-U,  [p]  I-Cd  'PC)  yi:  vEa  a'TrtaTog, 
[.  pl  9wc  Tr6TE  Trp6q  upag  Empat;  [.  IYI  LLcx6-u  dvi4opat  6pCov;  Lp'l-OpLu 
aOT6v  upoc  La. 
B'  a  "(a]  [.  a]  Kall 
-fivEyi(crv 
aOT6v  I-c(l  Trp6C  aOT6v.  [p]  [.  a]  i(at  l8w'v  allT6v  [.  a  I  T6 
Trv,  -Ov  E0069  cruvEcmapa4Ev  adTOV,  [frl  [.  a]  i(al  TrEGOV  1171  Tfig  Yfi; 
[.  Pl  IKUXLE-ro  [.  frl-4pjC=. 
[a]  i(al  IlTqPW'TqCYEV  To"v  raTýpa  WTOO,  [p]  T16CYO;  Xp6vo; 
&YTIv  [fV]  Oq 
TOOTO  YE'lovEv  allTQ; 
22  [a]  6R  ELTrEV,  Vl  [.  a]'Eic  iTat5t6OEv-  [..  a]  i(al  TroAAaKlq  [..  Pl  xal  ilý-u0p- 
aOT6V  E'PaXEv  1--P'l  Kal  dc  68aTa  [.  P*I'Lva  6TroXiaq  adTOV* 182 
Aa  [a]  'AAA'  EI-TLALD,  [p]  Do4oncyov  Aýay  [PI  aTrXayXvtaOE'tg  1ý,  ýpa; 
`[a]  6R  'IqaoOg  etTr,  -v  all'TCO,  [p]  Id  El  86via  fp*l  TrdvTa  8uvaT&-TO-TTiCTTE6ovTt- 
`[a]  La]  E606g  Kj2dý=  Lel  6'naTýp  TOO  Trat8tou  EXEyi:  v,  [p]  flicynOw-  lp)  WOz-L 
lJou  Th  dTricrTt'Q(. 
Ba  25  [a]  '186v  R6  'Iqcyot3g  [p]  OTt  11TUTUVTPýXEt  6xAoc  [P'l  [.  a] 
?  lrif:  Ti'pnaEv 
-To 
TP  dl(aO6pTy  [.  c(l  Aýywv  adTý, 
[a]  [.  a]  T6  &AaXov  wal  xwý&  1-rv,  -Oll  , 
[.  C(I  IYWI  bTtTdacyw  crot,  [P]  EtEAO-LLý- 
adTotQ  [P'l  [.  a]  Kal  pqi<tTt  [.  P]  EicyiAoq  E  1;  at3T6V. 
p"  2'[al  [.  a]  i(alt  i(pdtac  [.  Pl  iml  TroXXex  cmapd4a;  [.  P*l  ?  ýflAftv*  [p]  i(alt  iyiVETO  (LCri:  't 
VEICPO;,  [P"I  W"CYTE  TOO;  TroXXoO;  AýYELV  O'TL  &0avm 
B'  a  "[a]  '0  R  'IqcToOq  xpaTqaag  Tfiq  XEtp6g  all'TOO  [p]  Ay,  -tp  aOTOV,  [P'l  i(at 
%  J. 
"[a]  [.  a]  Kalt  ElcyEX06VTOg  aOT013  [.  C(I  Eig  olim  [p]  [.  a]  ol  paOllTall  a 
oToo  Kajý 
Mfay-  1-P'l  ITrilpW'TWv  adTOV,  fp"I  [.  a] 
"OTt  ýpEltq  [.  Pl  OOK  4SUVljQnwfýy 
[.  P*l  ZKOaXt-tv  at3TO; 
"'[a]  xal  E7tTrEv  aoTd-tq,  [p]  [.  a]  ToOTO  T6  YEVOg  [.  Pl  IV  008EVI  [.  P'l  5OValat 
Zý,  -Aodtv  [01  Ef  P)  IV  7TPOaEUXA.  Ti 
The  second  and  third  lines,  P  and  P  *,  of  the  Day's  introductory  part  A  (9.2abc)  exhibit 
historical  presents  in  a  now  observed,  classically  Markan  way:  see  Days  Eight  (6.1-29), 
Twelve  (7.31-37)  and  Fourteen  (8.22-26).  Overall,  the  Day's  telling  is  structured  in  two 
halves;  both  comprise  two  balanced  sections:  the  annotation  given  to  the  structure  is 
AA'/AA',  the  same  as  for  Day  Five,  where  AA!  /AA'  are  the  four  Day's  sections  which  each 
have  three  parts,  hence  otherwise:  ABB';  ABB/ABB;  ABB'. 
The  first  half,  9.2-13,  tells  how  Jesus  took  Peter,  James  and  John  (compare  also  5.37,13.3 
and  14.33  for  their  participation  in  special  events)  from  the  other  disciples  and  up  onto  a  high 
mountain  to  witness  his  transfiguration;  it  tells  of  the  ensuing  discussion  on  their  way  back 
down.  The  first  half  and  first  section,  9.2-6,  begins  in  A  with  a  temporal  clause,  a  defining  of 
the  primary  characters  and  the  place  they  go;  B  establishes  the  amazing  event  in  an 
introductory  part  and  two  completing  parts:  Jesus'  transfiguration,  the  bright  whiteness  of  his 
clothes,  and  the  appearance  of  Elijah  and  Moses;  and  B'  records  Peter's  response:  he 
addresses  Jesus,  "Rabbi"  (the  first  mention  of  the  word  in  the  Gospel:  for  others,  see  11.21 
and  14.45)  and  speaks  of  erecting  three  booths  for  then-4  not  knowing  what  he  was  saying, 
because  he  and  the  others  were  much  afraid.  We  observe  the  reverse  order  of  Moses  and 
Elijah  in  B'  from  B:  it  is  a  convention  of  ancient  rhetoric  which  indicates  the  author's  intention 
to  show  that  two  parts  are  in  correspondence. 183 
Between  vv.  6  and  7,  an  anastrophe"  can  be  identified  (shown  in  double  underline)  which 
connects  the  first  and  second  sections  of  the  first  half  and  serves  to  alert  the  reader  to  the 
beginning  of  a  new  presentation.  The  first  half's  second  section,  9.7-13,  therefore,  continues 
the  story,  which  teUs  of  a  cloud  and  a  voice  coming  out  of  it.  The  scene  and  the  words  of  the 
voice  are  reminiscent  of  the  scene  just  after  Jesus'  baptisn-4  told  in  1.1114  .  The  "Christ"  of  Day 
Fifteen  (8.27-9.1)  is,  in  this  Day  Sixteen,  the  "beloved  Son  of  God"  (see  also  1.1)  who  is  to  be 
"listened  to"  (we  note:  the  prophet"  whom  God  would  raise  up  like  Moses  had  to  be  listened 
to:  Deut.  18.14,15,17,18).  Suddenly,  the  cloud,  the  voice  and  Moses  and  EliJah  are  all  gone. 
Section  B  reports  the  descent.  Jesus'  command  to  them  to  be  quiet  about  the  event  until  "the 
Son  of  man  should  rise  from  the  dead"  causes  the  three  to  debate  the  meaning  of  "rising  from 
the  dead". Section  B'  reports  the  question  that  they  do  put  to  Jesus,  concerning  Efijah  and  the 
necessity  of  his  coming  first.  In  a  two  part  reply,  Jesus  speaks,  in  the  first  (P),  not  only  about 
EliJalYs  coming  but  also  about  himself  (and  his  own  suffering),  and,  in  the  second  (  P"),  about 
EliJah  (John  the  Baptist  is  inferred)  who  has  come  already  and  to  whom  "they  did  what  they 
wished".  Both  replies  include  reference  to  what  "is  written". 
The  first  half  of  the  Day's  telling,  given  its  variety  of  subjects  and  O.  T.  allusions,  is  clearly  a 
conflation  on  Marles  part  of  several  traditions  which  cover  a  number  of  issues.  Added  to  it,  in 
the  second  half,  9.14-29,  is  a  telling  of  an  exorcism  that  the  other  disciples  were  unable  to 
carry  out.  At  first  sight  there  is  little  to  connect  the  two  halves;  nevertheless,  the  second  half 
begins  with  the  return  to  the  other  disciples  (cf.  9.2b),  who  are  in  the  company  of  a  large 
crowd  and  'scribes'  (see  v.  II  for  this  further  connection  between  the  two  halves  of  this  same 
Day's  telling).  Further,  something  about  Jesus,  when  he  was  seen,  astonished  the  crowd.  The 
likely  interpetation  Mark  meant  his  audience  to  appreciate  was  the  'identification!  of  Jesus  with 
Moses  (who,  in  Ex.  34.29f,  reflects  the  'glory  of  God'  to  a  'large  crowd'  on  coming  down 
from  the  mountain).  The  first  section  of  the  second  half,  w.  14-22a,  tells  how  the  disciples 
were  not  able  to  cast  out  a  dumb  spirit  (in  v.  25,  it  is  a  'dumb  and  deaf  spirif):  the  second, 
completing  section,  w.  22b-29,  tells  how  Jesus  was  able  to  heal  him  and  how  Jesus  teaches  his 
disciples  that  such  healing  is  a  matter  of  faith  and  prayer. 
13  See  note  28  and  the  accompanying  text  under  my  analysis  of  the  Prologue. 
14  For  a  discussion  on  the  comparison  of  1.11  and  9.7,  and  as  to  why  they  are  not  in  structural 
relationship  in  the  Gospel,  see  page  59. 
is  Identification  maybe  being  made  by  Mark  with  the  prophet  of  6.15  and  8.28.  See  Fowler,  Loaves  and 
Fishes-,  pp.  126-128,  who  thinks  "there  can  be  little  doubt"  about  it. 184 
The  connection  between  the  two  sections  of  the  second  half,  between  v.  22a  and  v.  22b  is  an 
interesting  one.  The  one  speaking,  the  father  of  the  one  with  the  dumb  spirit,  answers  (in 
w.  21b,  22a)  Jesus'  question  (of  v.  21a)  and  goes  on  to  put  his  own  (v.  22b)  which  introduces 
the  theme  of  the  second  section.  The  two  sections  of  each  half  of  this  Day's  telling  are  well 
connected,  in  their  different  ways:  the  first  by  anastophe  and  continuing  story;  the  second  by 
continuing  story  and  continuing  speech. 
After  the  introductory  setting-change,  in  part  A,  w.  14-16,  of  place  and  characters,  and  its 
placing  of  Jesus  again  firmly  in  the  centre  of  the  new  scene,  part  B,  w.  17-19,  tells  what  the 
issue  is,  and,  as  we  seen  before  in  Days  Six  (5.1-20)  and  Seven  (5.21-43)  for  something  very 
similar,  Mark's  detail  of  the  boy's  sickness  is  impressive.  (V.  17,  At8daKctA,  -,  is  an  address  to 
Jesus  which  we  find  five  times  in  this  Series:  see  also  9.38,10.17,20  and  v.  35.  )  Part  B  ends 
with  Jesus'  lament  for  their  unbelief  and  a  call  to  "bring"  the  boy  to  him.  Part  13%  w.  20-22a, 
begins  with  the  boy  being  brought  to  him  and  continues  with  Jesus  questioning  the  father.  The 
concluding  section,  w.  22b-29,  begins  in  A,  w.  22b-24,  with  the  questioning  by  the  father  of 
Jesus'  ability  to  heal  the  boy  and  Jesus'  raising  the  matter  of  believing  which  evokes  from  the 
father  the  cry,  "I  believe;  help  my  unbelieP"  (It  is  the  cry  of  a  typical  disciple.  '6)  Part  B, 
w.  25,26,  reports  the  healing;  part  B,  w.  27-29,  completes  the  Day's  reports  with  Jesus' 
raising  the  boy  and  explaining  to  his  disciples  that  prayer  alone  succeeds. 
The  second  Day  of  this  Series  (Day  Sixteen),  therefore,  as  the  first  (Day  Fifteen),  for  its 
disclosures  of  who  Jesus  is  and  its  disclosures  on  active  discipleship,  finds  Jesus  instructing  his 
disciples.  On  the  soteriological  components  of  the  Day's  telling,  Schweizer  is  surely  right  that 
the  story  of  the  transfiguration  unites  "two  expectations  which  were  alive  in  Judaism:  the 
coming  of  the  prophet  of  the  end-time  who  is  like  Moses,  and  the  appearing  of  Elijah  at  the 
dawning  of  the  end-time""'  The  most  important  Christological  disclosure  of  this  Day's  telling 
is  clearly  that  Jesus  is  the  "Son  of  God". 
16  Hooker,  The  GospeL..,  p.  224. 
17  Schweizer,  Yhe  Good  News...,  p,  183.  The  other  commentators  of  my  selection  write  similarly. 185 
Day  Seventeen:  9.30-50: 
The  day  begins  with  words  featured  in  the  introductions  to  other  Days:  see  under  Day  Eight 
for  a  brief  discussion  on  6.1,7.24,9.3  0  and  10.1,  and  under  Day  Eleven  where  Mark's  use  of 
an  introductory  formula  for  these  and  Days  beginning  at  6.53,7.31,8.27  and  10.46  is 
established.  10.1  clearly  begins  a  new  Day,  hence  the  limits  of  this  Day  are  9.30  and  v.  50. 
Mark's  literary-structural  presentation  for  Day  Seventeen  is  his  commonly-used,  ABBI  plan  of 
three  sections,  and  is  presented  here: 
Aa  "[a]  La]  KdKe-tOEv  [.  Pl  IWO&TEQ  Lp"I  lTapETrOpEUOVTO  8ta'  Tqq  rctxtXatag, 
[Pl  La]  xait  odic  i'10r;  XEv  I-c(Itva  Ttg  YVd-t* 
VI  La]  lWaoiav  ya'p  TOOg  paOTIT&q  al'lT00  [.  c(l  icali  E'XE:  y,  -v  at3TO-tg 
[a]  La]  OTt  *0  Ut6q  TO  dvOpOTrou  iTapa5t8OTat  Ldl  diq  XElpag 
dvOpOTrwv, 
[01  lKat 
dlIOKTEVOQCTtV  adTOV,  [IYI  La]  xall 
dTroi<Ta-vOE!  c  I.  Pl  PETa  TPE7tg  Tlp,  -pag 
01  1  0,  avaaTilaETat. 
[a]  ol 
R  jYVOOUV  TO  p`ýVa,  [Pl  i(all 
IýOPOOVTO  [P'l  adT6V  ITTEPWIAGM. 
Ba"  Kalt  T'IAOov  Eig  K#apvaoup. 
p  [a]  xalt  &  Tfl,  O(Ktq  YEVOpEVoq  [p]  iTunpoka  allTOUg,  [PI  [.  a]  Tt  [.  Pl  &  Th  680 
[.  frI  8tExoytc,  -O.  OE; 
`  [a]  ot  R  icytwTrwv,  [01  [.  a]  Trp6g  &A&ouc  y&p  8trXEXOqcrav  [.  dl  &  Tfi  65cg 
Ttg  PEtýWV. 
B'  a  "[a]  Kai  xaOtoaq 
IN  ýý6VTJCTEV  TOOq  8w'SE:  Ka  [P'l  Kai  AEyEt  aOT6-tq, 
d  [a]  [.  a] 
Of  Ttq  OE  Eivat  TrPCOTO; 
E"CYTat  iTavTwv  Eo)(aToq 
[frl  i(at  iT(ivTwv  8tdwovog. 
36  [a]  F 
a  [.  a]  Kalt  Xapw'v  iTat8t'ov  [.  pl  'ECYTTIcrEv  aOT6  [.  P'l  &  pEcy  aOTCOV  [p]  Kat 
T  lvayi(aAtaap,  -voq  allT6  [IYI  EtTrEv  aOT6'tg, 
"[al"Oc  aV  ZV  TCOV  TOtOUTWV  TratSL'  HýnTaL  [p]  bit  TO  dvdp  Tif  lJou,  [P*l  IRE 
89XETaL- 
[a]  ical  bc  av  lpt  HxnTat,  [p]  ok  lpt  UXETat  [PI  dAAa  TO'v  aTroCYTEIXaVTa  PE. 
tv  Ttva  TO  a  [a]'Eýq  WTý  6  "lwavvTlg,  [p]  At8acncciAE,  [P'l  [-a]  E18011E 
dv6pan'  MU  I-PI  tl(P&AOVTa  8atpovia, 
[.  a]  Kat  ti(wAOopu  aOT6v, 
[.  dl  OTt  061(  4KOXOU'OEt  IllftV- 
ly  39  [a]  6R  'IqaoDg  ETTTEV,  [d]  Mý  KWA6f:  TE  aOT6V, 
B'  a  [a]  Ou'5f:  iq  yap  ftrTtv  [p]  [.  a]  o"g  Trotilmt  Suvaptv  I-c(l  b!  TO  M. 
[P*  I  [.  a]  icat 
8UVT]CrETat  I-PI 
TaXO  [.  p'l  Kcn(oXoyqaat  pv 
[a]  bc  Ap  ok  E'(yTtv  l(aO'  ýpcov,  [d]  ulTtp  ýp(Bv 
ianv. 
0f  If  (a]  [.  a]  bc  y&p  a5v  TToTtcFi3  upa;  iToTilptoy 
MaTo;  6V6VaTt  [.  P'l  OTt 
XptaTo()  lan,  Vl  [.  a]  c'(pll'v  AEyw  6[riv  [.  c(l  oTt  od  jlý  aiTOXE*CT7,1  T&  lltO()O'V 
adTOO. 186 
Aa  "[a]  Kall  bc  av  uKav8c(X"c'.  U  I-PI  E'va  TCOV  PtKP(BV  TOUTWV  [P'l  T(BV  171CTTEUOVTWV 
[E,  tg  Itid, 
[a]KccX6vlCYTtv  adTo  PdAAOV  [p]  Et"  nf.,  Oil(EtTat  pUXog  dvti<6g  [p'l  nEp-L 
-r6v  TpciXqXov  a6TOO 
[a]  xal  PEPAnTat  [d]  Etg  TýV  OciXacroav. 
Ba  [a]  "  Isd  Kall  Uiv  awavScAt'aU  aAx'  Etp  crou,  I..  dl  dTr6Kooov  aOT4v- 
[p]  La]  i(aA6v 
ICIIV  GE  [.  C(I  KUAAO  Fi(YFAOJ  IV  EIC  T&  ýwAy-  ýV  :7 
[O'l  [.  Cd  Y"I  Tag  Wa  Xeltpaq  'ExovT  [.  Pl  alTEXOt-Lv  dic  Thv  yiEvvav,  [.  P*l  Etlq  IQ 
Trop  T6  Ziuounov. 
Nal  "La]  iml  1&  6  Tro0c  cou-mv8di'Cu  cE,  Ldl  drr&oýov  aOT6v* 
[p]  [.  a]  KaA6v  I  t'v  a  I-c(l  d  i:  Aftltv  14v  Cwhy  XwX6v 
fp'l  [.  a]  ý  ToOg  Wa  TT08aq  E'xovTa  f.  dl  DAil0fivat  dC  TAv  ' 
Plal  "La]  Kaill  1&  6  6ýOaAIAC-aou  oxavSaXtCXI  -Ko  i:  aOT6v-  -QE, 
f.  dl  'Kp 
(p]  [.  a]  muAdv 
ý  6ILY  [.  C(-]  JJOVOýOCCAPOV  EI(YEXOE7LV  Elq  TýV  paatAEtaV  TOO  OEOC) 
[.  a]  I  Eda  6ýOaXpoOg  EXovTa 
[.  Pl  OX110fivat  EEC  T&  yiEvvav,  [.  P'l  "[..  a]  o'TTou 
6  crKw*XT14  allT6)V  OU'  TEXEUT4  [..  C(I  Kalt  T6  TrOp  od  ýO&vumr 
13'  a 
49  [a]  rl  aq 
yap  [P]  nupj  [PI  &Ata04auat. 
"[a]  KctX6v  T6  aAac-  [P]  I&  R  T6  &XaC  av6ov  YEVqTat,  TLvt  au'To" 
dpTUCFETE; 
WIEXEu  ly  LaUTdl;  aXa,  [d]  Kal  Elpqvf:  u=  L  &Wotc- 
The  opening  section,  in  its  first  part,  w.  30-32,  continues  the  theme  of  Jesus'  instructing  his 
disciples;  together  they  are  again  the  principal  characters  of  this  Day's  telling.  This  opening  is 
a  summary  of  their  journeying,  in  private,  and  of  what  "he  was  teaching"  as  they  passed 
through  Galilee.  The  teaching  is  a  re-telfing  of  Day  Fifteen's  predictions  of  what  will  happen 
to  him  and  again  the  response  of  his  disciples  is  one  of  continuous  non-understanding  and 
fear.  Parts  B,  w.  33,34,  and  B',  v.  35,  complete  the  introduction  to  the  Day.  Part  B  establishes 
the  geographical  location  as  Capernaurn"  and  the  setting  "in  a  house"";  and  reflecting  the 
earfierjourneying  (cementing  parts  B  and  Wto  A)  Jesus  asks  what  they  were  discussing  Iv 
Tq  6M  in  P;  and  they  do  not  reply  because  they  had  been  discussing  &  TA  686  who  was 
'the  greatest',  in  Part  B'  reflects  B  well:  Jesus  sits,  calls  the  twelve  and  what  he  says 
about  being  'first'  is  presented  in  the  form  of  a  protasis  in  W,  and  a  double  apodosis  in 
In  Section  B,  w.  36-41,  the  teaching  continues,  but  with  a  new  beginning:  Jesus  takes  a  child 
and  stands  him  in  the  midst  of  them.  The  child  is  a  lbeliever',  so  v.  42  suggests,  which  verse 
begins  the  parallel  and  concluding  section  B',  w.  42-50.  Again,  we  see  Mark's  constructive 
is  See  Days  One  and  Three  for  earlier  references,  1.21  and  2.2. 
19  See  also  for  "in  a  house":  2.1,15,3.19,7.17,24,9.28  and  10.10. 
20  For  a  discussion  on  the  importance  of  IV  Tfi  6WP  in  this  Series  of  Days,  see  1)  under  Day  Fifteen. 187 
hand  so  clearly  at  work.  In  section  B,  the  first  part  introduces  the  phrase  &rl  T(B,  6vopaTt' 
pou:,  this  sets  up  the  the  teaching  for  the  second  two  parts,  both  of  which  include  reference  to 
the  same.  In  section  B',  the  opening  part  introduces  o"q  d3v  a-Ko:  v8aA'aq  and  xcMv:  the  first  t 
of  the  two  completing  parts,  B,  comprises  three  very  similar  sayings  which  in  the  concluding 
sub-part  climaxes  with  entry  "into  the  Kingdom  of  God"";  the  completing  second  part,  B% 
links  fire  (from  before)  with  salt,  in  its  first  line,  and  in  its  concluding  two  fines  presents  the 
illustration  of  salt. 
With  this  collection  of  sayings  Mark  concludes  a  sub-Scries  of  three  Days  of  Jesus'  teaching 
addressed  to  his  disciples.  Hooker'  observes  that  9.41-50  possesses  a  unity  and  an  emphasis 
remarkably  close  to  that  of  8.34-38.  We  draw  attention  also  to  the  obvious  parallel  between 
8.31  and  9.3  1.  When  Mark  composed  Day  Seventeen,  he  had  Day  Fifteen  (8.27-9.1)  in  mind. 
Again,  this  kind  of  observation  tends  to  a  summarising  of  Mark's  plan  for  these  three  Days  in 
terms  of  an  ABA!  form.  That  they  are  a  threesome  of  Days  is  well  supported,  but  how  did 
Mark  himself  view  his  composition?  References  to  changes  in  geographical  place  (that  is,  as 
opposed  to  change  of  local  setting)  and  to  the  Days,  as  to  whether  or  not  two  of  the  three  are 
consecutive,  have  proved  futile  in  all  previous  cases.  We  will  not  be  discussing  such, 
therefore.  It  is  the  movement  of  the  story-fine  and  the  revelations  that  indicate  the  form. 
The  view  I  take  is  that  Day  Fifteen  is  clearly  and  emphatically  introductory.  It  introduces  new 
information,  in  the  Gospel  narrative,  both  about  Jesus  and  about  discipleship.  Day  Sixteen 
continues  these  two  themes  and  develops  them.  And  Day  Seventeen  in  completing  the 
sub-Series  returns  in  part  to  Day  Fifteens  Christological  disclosures,  thus  providing  an 
inclusio,  but  again  continues  to  develop  the  theme  of  discipleship.  In  all  three  Days,  in  the 
first  verses  the  focus  is  on  Jesus,  and  in  the  remaining  verses  the  focus  is  on  discipleship. 
When  we  look  at  the  presentations  of  the  Christological  disclosures  of  these  three  days,  we 
can  identify  another  important  link.  To  the  first  Day's  disclosure  that  Jesus  is  the  Christ 
attaches  the  command  to  silence,  on  the  part  of  the  disciples,  8.30  (here  the  Messianic  secret, 
specifically  the  Messianic  secret,  is  introduced).  To  the  second  Day's  disclosure  of  Jesus' 
transfiguration  glory  (and  his  Sonship  of  God?  )  attaches  a  second  command  to  silence,  till 
21  For  a  discussion  on  the  importance  of  "the  kingdom  of  God"  in  this  Series  of  Days,  see  7)  under  Day 
Fifteen  for  a  brief  discussion. 
22  Hooker,  7he  GospeL..,  pp.  230f 188 
Jesus  was  risen  from  the  dead  (9.9).  (They  had  to  be  silent  about  "what  they  had  seen",  and 
"heard"  too,  we  might  add  to  be  consistent.  )  At  the  beginning  of  this  third  Day's  telling 
(9.30,3  1),  we  read  that  Jesus'  teaching  of  his  diciples,  about  his  death  and  resurrection,  was 
for  them  only  to  know,  at  that  time23.  In  contrast  to  the  beginning  of  the  third  Day's  telling 
(i.  e.  Day  Seventeen's  telling),  9.30,  the  next  (Day  Eighteen)  begins  with  reference  to  "the 
crowds  who  go  with  him  again",  10.1.  Day  Eighteen  includes  no  reference  to  any  Messianic 
secret.  Clearly,  Days  Fifteen  to  Seventeen  are  a  sub-Series,  and  they  are  arranged  as  before  in 
the  earlier  Series,  in  an  ABB'  form. 
Day  Eighteen:  10.1-16: 
Commonly,  commentators  view  10.1  as  introductory  in  geographical  terms  to  a  collection  of 
naffatives,  based  on  topical  affangement:  " 
10.2-12  on  Adultery 
10.13-16  on  Children 
10.17-22  The  Rich  Man  and  Eternal  Life 
10.23-27  The  Conversation  on  Riches 
10.28-31  The  Question  of  Rewards. 
The  reason  I  break  after  10.16,  and  so  discern  this  Day's  telling  ends  at  v.  16,  is  that  a  new 
Day's  journeying  is  inferred  by  the  opening  of  10.17:  Kai  &Tropwoptvou  aOTOO  EIC  656V 
iTpoa8pcVW'v  Eig  Kai  YOVU17ET4aaq  aOT6V  ITTnPW'Ta  aOTOV,  At8aaKaXE  ayaOL.  It 
compares  with  10.32:  4PHcyav  R&  Th  68Q  dvaPat'VOVTEq  E1q*lEpoao'Aupa...  It  also 
compares  with  8.27d,  i<a't  &  Tfi  65w,  (the  Day  starts  at  v.  27a)  and  9.33,  V  &Tfi  65w  (the 
beg'  i  of  the  Day  is  9.30-32;  9.33  is  reflective  of  it).  To  these,  we  can  add  10.46  because  inning 
the  character,  whose  story  is  related,  sat  Trap&  Thy  &86y.  Hence,  we  may  discern  that  the 
beginnings  of  five  of  the  seven  Days  of  this  Series  employ  &  -rfl,  68ý  or  variants,  and  that 
Mark  used  the  term  in  such  a  position  to  signal  the  begmmgs,  or  to  reinforce  the  beginnings 
of  the  tellings  of  these  new  Days.  The  pericopae  of  10.17-22,23-27,28-31  in  the  table,  so 
separated  from  the  others  by  10.17,  are  the  A,  B  and  B'  sections  of  Day  Nineteen!  s  three-part 
presentation. 
23  The  "Messianic  secret"  is  discussed  below,  in  the  summary  of  this  Series  and  in  Chapter  8. 
24  Taylor,  The  GospeL,  p.  415.  Compare  J.  Jerernias,  Infant  Baptism  in  the  First  Four  Centuries,  tr.  by 
D.  Cairns,  SCM  Press,  London,  1971,  p.  50:  Jeremias  sees  10.1-31  as  a  pre-Markan  complex.  Kuhn  argues 
that  it  is  10.1-45  which  goes  back  to  an  original  complex  of  pre-Markan  material  containing  three  pericopae 
relating  to  divorce,  wealth  and  Position,  approx.  w.  2-12,17-32  and  3545  (H.  W.  Kuhn,,  Aftere  Samm1ungen 
im  Markusevangelium,  Vandenhoeck  &  Ruprecht,  GOttingen,  197  1,  pp.  146-19  1). 189 
Day  Eighteens  telling  is  organised  by  Mark  (here  also)  to  his  ABB'  scheme.  The  short 
introductory  section  A  (compare  that  of  Day  Fifteen,  and  others)  establishes  the  new 
geographical  location  in  a,  the  accompaniment  of  crowds  in  P,  and  a  common  activity  of 
Jesus,  which  is  teaching,  in  P'  (elsewhere  in  introductory  verses:  teaching:  1.21,6.2,  (8.2), 
9.31;  preaching:  1.39;  speaking  the  word:  2.2;  telling  them:  10.32).  Section  B  commences 
with  introducing  Pharisees  into  the  scene  who  begin  to  questiop  Jesus  about  the  law  and 
divorce,  "testing  him".  Section  B'  commences  by  relating  a  relocation  ("in  the  house  again", 
v.  10),  and  establishes  that  it  is  Jesus  and  his  disciples  who  are  now  present  only  (reminding  us 
of  scenes  described  in  the  previous  three  days).  Conversation  turns  to  the  matter  of 
remarriage,  on  divorce,  which  to  Jesus  is  adultery.  Into  this  same  setting  children  are  now 
brought,  and  they  become  an  illustration  (compare  Day  Seventeen,  9.30-50,  v.  36)  to  the 
disciples  of  how  they  must  receive  the  kingdom  of  God.  In  the  conclusion  to  the  Day's  telling, 
Jesus  is  "repeatedly  blessing"  the  children. 
present  the  literary  structure  of  Day  Eighteen.  The  levels  of  literary  order  follow  again  the 
app  "presentational  approach  of  Mark  at  his  higher  levels:  they  exhibit  again  his  careful 
creating  of  introductory  pieces  to  balancing  pairings  of  contents. 190 
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'[a]  Kall  Ldifty-  [01  dvaa-r  [P'l  [.  a]  E'pxETat  T&  O"pta  Tfig"lou8atag 
[.  P'l  [Ka"ll  TrzpaV  TOO  'lop8avou, 
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'[.  Pl  [..  a]  ical  E'aovTat  ot  &jQ  [..  pl  Eig  gdpxa  [..  p"]  ' wmýl 
[..  a]  W"CrTE  OOKETt  LIZIY-  &da  [..  P*l  dAAa  pm'  ac". 
%a]  o"  ou"v  6  OEo"g  MVEýEU4EV  I-d]  ZiVOPWlTOC  Pý  XWptýtTW. 
B'a  [a]  N.  cd  Kait  EIQ  TT'IV  olictav  [.  P]  17ciXtv  [.  P"I  [..  a]  ot  ImOnTal.  [..  Pl  TrEP't  TOUTOU 
[..  P*l  ITrinp(4Twv  aOT6v. 
[.  a]  )ca't  kyn  adTd-tq,  [.  C(I  [..  al"()Q  &M  diTOXOCY13  TýV  yuvd-tl<a  aOTOO  [..  Pl  iml 
ol  'U"  [..  P*l  liQtXaTat  &r'  aOT11V 
I.... 
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TOtOUTWV  I(TTitV  A  Oacythtfa  ToO  OwO. 
"[a]  dpýv  XEyw  6[rtv,  [p]  [.  a]  o"c  a5v  Vý  M49=  TAv  Oacrthtaymo  OEoQ  [.  dl  6; 
Trat8tfov,  [P'l  ou'  pq%  EtlaWq  Ei;  adTqV. 
[P'I"'[.  al  Kalt  ivayi<aXtad  Evog  [.  01  adTa  icaTEUXOYEI  I.  P'l  TLOEI;  169  p%  l7f  adT  cql 
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Day  Eighteen  opens,  in  10.1,  without  any  reference  to  &  Tq  66Q  (see  item  I  on  page  176). 
We  can  observe  the  complete  absence  of  this  Series'  familiar  feature  in  the  Day's  telling,  and 
also,  in  this  Series  of  seven  Days  so  far,  the  absence  of  any  new  Christological  disclosures  or 
predictions  about  Jesus.  The  opening  itself  is  very  similar  to  that  of  Day  Eleven,  7.24-30, 
which  is  the  middle  day  of  the  first  of  the  two  middle  Series  of  the  Gospel  (see  under  Day 
Eleven,  for  a  discussion  on  this).  The  common  opening  words  are  &Ctftv,  dvaaTag,  and 
E[g  Ta  'opt  a.  Clearly,  Mark  composed  one  of  these  two  days  with  the  other  in  mind.  That  in 
itself  suggests  that  it  was  also  in  his  mind  that  he  was  composing  here  the  middle  Day  to  his 
second  and  corresponding  middle  Series. 191 
The  Day  indeed  stands  alone  in  this  Series:  Pharisees  are  present  (in  w.  2-9,  the  first  major 
part  of  the  Day's  telling,  and  nowhere  else  in  the  Series)  to  "test"  Jesus  by  questioning  him  on 
marriage  and  divorce  (not  specifically  adultery).  In  the  second  and  final  major  part 
(w.  10-16)  in  a  new  setting,  "in  the  house",  the  disciples  question  Jesus  on  the  subject  which 
becomes  that  of  adultery;  they  then  cause  Jesus  to  be  "angry"  by  turning  away  those  who 
were  bringing  children  to  him.  'Marriage'  and  Tamily'  do  fink  the  two  major  sections,  and  the 
Day's  point  ends  on  discipleship  matters  again  (as  in  all  the  Days  of  this  Series). 
In  the  first  of  these  two  major  sections,  w.  2-9,  in  his  reply  to  the  Pharisees,  Jesus  quotes 
interestingly  from  Genesis  1.27  and  2.24,  connecting  them  together  in  a  way  which  to 
Ninehamý'  is  reminiscent  of  rabbinical  exegesis.  Because  of  my  interest  in  Genesis  1.1-2.4a, 
that  it  had  possible  influence  on  Mark's  choice  of  literary  structure  (see  page  22,  in  my 
Introduction),  I  find  this  matter  particularly  noteworthy.  Its  inclusion  here,  in  a  Series'  middle 
Day  and  turning  point,  does  suggest  that  this  reference  to  the  Genesis  account  of  creation  is 
indeed  significant.  It  is  especially  so,  because  the  middle  Day  and  turning  point  of  the  first 
Series,  on  'what  is  lawful  on  the  sabbatlY,  connects  clearly  also  with  the  creation  story,  in 
Genesis  2.1-4a,  its  epilogue.  This  matter  will  be  addressed  in  Chapter  8. 
On  the  inclusion  of  w.  13-16,  Isaksson  is  one  who  prefers  to  connect  it  to  10.1  -  12  and  regards 
the  two  together,  as  they  are  found  in  Matt.  19.1-15  as  a  church  marriage  catechism.  '  My 
literary-structural  analysis  establishes  this  fink:  'marriage'  (even  marriage  stability)  and 
, children!  are  the  subjects  (of  sections  B  and  B',  in  turn)  which  here  seem  to  be  linked  in  Mark's 
mind.  In  regard  to  the  exemplary  qualities  of  children  in  matters  of  discipleship  many 
suggestions  have  been  made.  They  include:  a  child's  innocence,  simplicity,  ingenuousness, 
and  receptiveness.  Barclays  traditional  stance"  that  'a  child  trusts  adults',  however,  still  offers 
the  most  strightforward  interpretation,  that  a  disciple  is  to  trust  God.  Entry  into/receiving  the 
Kingdom,  for  the  disciple,  promises  'repeated  blessing';  he/she  has  simply  to  allow  God 
continuous  rule  in  his/her  life.  Moral  and  salvific  issues  here  combine  in  Mark!  s  presentation. 
25  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  p.  265:  on  "For  this  reason",  v.  7,  he  notes  that  "Jesus  makes  it  refer  to 
something  different  -  the  fact  (in  Gen  1.27)  that  the  human  race  was  created  from  the  beginning  in  two  sexes", 
and  not  2.23,  that  woman  was  created  from  man. 
26  A.  Isaksson,  Marriage  and  Ministry  in  the  New  Temple,  Lund,  1965,  pp.  119,12  1. 
27  Wm.  Barclay,  Mark,  Daily  Study  Bible,  St  Andrew  Press,  Edinburgh,  1954,  p.  25  1. 192 
The  question  now  put  is:  how  does  this  middle  day  of  this  Series  of  seven  Days  function  as  a 
pivot  to  the  sub-Series  each  side  of  it  if,  that  is,  it  is  any  more  than  just  a  buffer  between  them? 
The  middle  day,  Day  Eleven,  of  the  first  middle  Series  looks  both  ways,  that  is  to  what 
precedes  and  to  what  follows  it.  We  might  expect  this  Day,  therefore,  to  perform  a  similar 
function,  especially  as  we  identify  Mark's  interest  in  starting  it  Eke  Day  Eleven. 
In  terms  of  the  major  component,  we  may  identify  the  subject  to  be  'discipleship:  marriage, 
divorce  and  adultry'  (not  'parenting'  as  such).  The  emphasis  is  on  what  is  ethical.  It  is 
"representative  of  the  kind  of  controversy  in  which  the  church  frequently  was  engaged,  as, 
e.  g.,  in  its  quarrel  with  Judaism",  says  Schweizer".  Children  then  feature  in  the  Day's  telling, 
but  as  an  illustration  of  a  salvific  point,  which  has  to  do  with  the  Kingdom  of  God.  In  the 
previous  Days  telling,  Jesus  uses  a  child  as  an  illustration  for  discipleship  teaching.  And  we 
note  in  the  day  following  that  Jesus,  for  the  only  time  in  the  Gospel,  addresses  his  disciples, 
"Children...  "  (10.24). 
We  may  make  the  observation  that  this  Series  re-introduces  the  concept  of  the  Kingdom  of 
God  to  the  Gospel,  in  its  first  Day's  telling,  at  9.1  (see  item  7  on  page  179).  It  is  a  term  not 
otherwise  found  in  the  Series  outside  of  the  three  middle  days.  Issues  are  raised  over 
"entering",  or  "receiving"  the  Kingdom  of  God.  In  Day  Seventeen,  there  is  one  reference,  at 
9.47  (on  entry);  in  the  telling  of  Day  Eighteen  there  are  two  references,  at  10.14,15  ("of  such 
(of  children)  is...  Vreceiving,  entry);  and  in  Day  Nineteen,  there  are  three  references,  at 
10.23,24,25  (on  entry,  three  times).  In  the  handling  of  the  Kingdom  of  God  concept  in  the 
central  Day's  telling  we  may  note,  therefore,  a  different  emphasis  from  that  of  the  Day 
preceding  and  the  Day-following,  which  mirror  each  other.  The  central  day  expresses  uniquely 
that  the  kingdom  of  God  is  a  gift  to  be  received.  The  Kingdom  of  God  is  to  be  full  of 
child-like  disciples,  who  receive  it  as  a  gift,  through  trusting  God.  All  discipleship  hinges  on 
this.  Day  Eighteen  is  a  hinge  day's  telling  in  itself,  therefore,  a  fulcrum  to  the  presentations  of 
'teachings  on  discipleship'.  There  is  more  to  the  argument,  however. 
The  opening  reference  to  the  Kingdom  of  God,  in  9.1  which  is  coupled  to  8.38  by  Mark,  in  the 
first  Days  telling  of  this  Series  is  further  illuminating.  This  first  Day  establishes  that  Jesus  is 
the  Christ,  that  he  is  to  suffer,  be  rejected,  be  killed  and  after  three  days  rise  again  (the  Series 
28  Schweizer,  Yhe  GoodNews...,  p.  201. 193 
variously,  but  consistently  reminds  the  reader/fisteners  of  this:  five  predictions  in  all  are 
identified').  Further  to  these  things,  Jesus  is  to  come  in  the  glory  of  his  father,  and  the 
kingdom  of  God  is  to  come  in  power  with  him.  These  'Christological-disclosures'  link-  firmly 
with  Jesus'  'teachings  on  discipleship',  but  fundamentally  they  make  it  plain  that  the  Kingdom 
of  God  (God's  rule)  becomes  possible  through  his  suffering,  death,  resurrection  and  return. 
Day  Eighteen  is  pivotal  in  this  Series  because  it  establishes  that  the  Kingdom  of  God,  secured 
for  all  by  Jesus,  is  a  gift  to  be  received.  The  Day  is  central  because  it  calls  for  this 
understanding  of  the  two  major  components  which  make  up  the  Series,  and  it  gives  guidance 
as  to  what  must  be  the  reader's/listeners'  response  to  these  matters. 
The  contents'  repetitions,  of  'children'  and  'the  Kingdom  of  God'  in  the  middle  three  Days  of 
this  Series,  may  be  judged  to  be  evidence  again  of  what  we  discovered  particularly  clearly  in 
the  first  Series  (see  page  125),  of  the  characteristic  in  ancient  rhetoric  whereby  smooth 
transitions  between  rhetorical  units  were  established  by  hook  words  and  phrases. 
Day  Nineteen:  10.17-31: 
For  the  arguments  for  seeing  10.17  and  10.32  as  beginning  new  Days,  refer  to  the  discussions 
under  Day  Eighteen. 
On  the  structure  of  10.17-3  1,  Taylor,  Schweizer,  Hooker  and  Best"  all  agree  that  these  verses 
form  a  Markan  whole,  and  that  they  divide  into  three  parts,  w.  17-22,  w.  23-27,  and  w.  28-3  1. 
Literary-structural  analysis  demonstrates  that  this  Day's  telling  is  indeed  constructed  in  these 
three  parts,  and  that  their  relationship  is  best  expressed  by  ABB'.  Bultmands  analysis  sees  the 
unit,  w.  17-22,  as  the  base  unit  (which  I  designate  A),  to  which  'supplements'  are  attached: 
w.  23-27  (my  B),  w.  28-30  and  v.  31  (together,  my  B  1).  31 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Nineteen  is  as  follows: 
29  See  4)  under  Day  Fifteen  and  the  features  of  the  Series. 
30  Taylor,  Yhe  Gospel-,  p.  424;  Schweizer,  The  GoodNews...,  p.  208f;  Hooker,  The  Gospel...,  p-239f; 
Best,  Disciples...,  p.  17. 
31  Bultmann,  Yhe  History-,  p.  20.  Hooker  allows  also  that  the  section  may  originally  have  been  these 
four  separate  units,  Yhe  Gospel-,  p.  240. 194 
Aa  [a]  'la]  Kal  LlTopwoptvou  al'lTO(3  [.  dl  EIC686V 
[.  a]  [..  a]  TrpoaSpcqiOv  c7tg 
[..  C(I  Kali  yovuTrETTlcyag  aOT6V  [.  dl  ITrqpWTa  aOTOV, 
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19  [.  a]  [..  a]  Tag 
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[.  c(l  [..  a]  Mý  ýovwcrqq,  [..  Pl  Mý  potXEUail;,  [..  yl  Mý  xAE'ý  q 
Tj 
ýjq, 
[..  El  Mý  dITOCrTEP  'agg,  [..  ý]  Ttpa  T6V  TraTEpa  [..  81  MTI  ýEu8opapTUP  'CFT  TI 
aou  icat  TýV  11TITc'pa.  I 
[frl'o[.  al  6R  1':  ýTj  aOTQ,  [.  P]  AtBauKaAE,  [.  P*l  [..  a]  TaGTalTaVTa  [..  Pl  ýýuAa4aprjv 
[..  P'l  &  VEOTTJTOq  POU. 
p'[al  "  [.  a]  6H  'lilco0r,  IpOAiOac  adia  [-P]  ýyamjmv  aOT6v  [.  P'l  ml  E'tTrEv  M31Q, 
[.  a]  'Ev  cyE  6cyupElv 
[..  a]  U'lTay,  -  ...  a]  ocya  bSdg-  -rrW'Agaov  &I  Kal  86g 
[Td-tgl  TrTWXdtq, 
iKall  EU4  OTJcFaupo'v  tv  o6pQrvQ3, 
[..  a]  Kall  8ropo  [..  dl  dKoXoOO,  -L  POL. 
[pe]22  [.  a]  [..  a]  6R[..  dl  ýTrl  To  Adyia  [.  01  [..  a] 
dTTqXOi:  v  [..  dl  AurroOpEvor., 
[..  a]  Av  Y&P  1--c(l  ianjiaTaTroMd.  TI  EM 
Ba  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  TrEptoXEýcWaoc  [.  c(l  6  'hj(YOQC  A4F-L  TCi-tg  [iaOT]Tdt;  at3TOG, 
[.  a]nCoc8uaKdAK[.  PlotT6(Xp4paTagxovTEC.  [.  P'],  -[cTAv-DacTiAE(av-ToO 
0  'ýEAEOcyovTat. 
-am 
Et 
[.  a]  ol  R  paOnTal  lOoUooC)vTo  [.  c(l  bTl  Td-tc  A6yotC  adToo. 
P  [a]  [.  a]  6R  'Inmk,  I-PI  naýtv  dTrol(ptOEI;  [.  P'l  ýý  ad-Td't;, 
[.  a]  TiiKva 
,  [.  Pl  [..  a]  TrQoý  8uowoX6v  hatv  [..  a  I  Etc  Thy  oautAufav  ToO  OEou  EtcrEXOE7tv' 
25  [.  pl]  [..  a]  EdKolT(Lepov  Law 
a]  i<cqiTlXov  [ 
... 
01  8ta  [Tq;  l  TPUVaXtt(g  [Tfi;  l  A#t8o;  JYJ  81EAOE7LV 
... 
a]  q  TrAo6utov  [ 
... 
PI  Elc  T4v  pautAdfav  ToO  OEoQ  P'l  E'toEXOE7tv. 
TE(;  Trpo  ly  [p,  ]  21  [.  a]  ot  R  lu-ptacCo;  IaETA4(xyowo  [.  Pl  Aiyoy  ";  LaUTOUg,  LI  Kai  Tit; 
86vaTaL  cFwOqvat; 
p'[al  "[.  a]  tjjDANaC  aOTd-t;  [.  C(I  6  'InGOOC  Xty-ful 
[P]  Flap(!  dvDpw'TToic  d86vaTov 
[IYI  [.  a]  &A'  ou'  7Tap&  OEO,  I.  dl  lTaVTa  y&p  &uy=  17ap&  To  OEQ. 
B'  a  [a]"  [.  a]'Hp4aTo  AEyEtv  [.  Pl  o"  IIETpOq  [.  P*l  aOTQ, 
[.  a]  '18oO  [-Pl  ýglq  ft4upu  [.  P*l  iTaVTa 
i<at  4KdouOupb  cot. 
[al'9[.  cd  fl'ýTj  6  'Iqao0g,  [.  P]'Apýv  XEyw  6ýrtv, 
[.  a]  [..  a]  oU'8Etq  tcrTtv  [..  c(l  a]  o"q  dflum  o[Ktay-  4  dbEAý06r, 
'pa  ThKv  dyp&(; 
...  Yl  "  MEAý&C  8]  T"I  priTipa  El  1"I  MTE  TI  TI 
Eva  tpoO  [.  frl  Ka"t  E'VEKEV  TOO  EdayyeAtou, 
, 
I-P]  La]  EKaTOVTaTrXaat'ova  [..  Pl  a]  Wv  I 
...  C(I  IV  To  Katpý  [frl"[.  al  texv  pr)  Adpq 
TOUTY  [..  P'l  a]  olidac  [ 
... 
PI  Kal  dbdýoOC  [ 
...  Yl  Wit  d8dý  81  Kal  pnTip 
[ 
... 
d  wit  TEKva  [ 
... 
ýl  xat  dypQOC  [ 
...  q]  PET&  8twypCov, 
[..  a]  Kait  &  TO  al(BVt  TO  IpXopEvw  [..  c(l  Cwhv  at'ovtov. 
PC  "  [a]  TroXXol  R  'ECTOVTat  [p]  TrpcoTot  ZaxaTot  [frl  Kal  [oil  LQX=  IrPOUTOL.  t 
Section  A,  part  a,  tefls  how  'on  the  way'  a  rich  man  'runs'  up  to  Jesus  to  question  him  about 
'inheriting  eternal  life'.  'Entry  into  life'  is  an  issue  twice  raised  by  Jesus  in  Day  Seventeen 
(9.30-50,  in  9.43,45),  day  three  of  the  first  sub-Series  (of  this  Series).  It  is,  therefore,  one  of 195 
the  correspondences  between  the  first  and  second  sub-Series  (of  this  Series),  for  this  Day 
begins  the  second  sub-Series.  (For  references  also  to  the  'Kingdom  of  God',  see  the  discussion 
at  the  end  of  Day  Eighteens  examination.  )  'Eternal  life'  is  a  phrase  which  is  found  again,  later 
in  this  D#s  telling,  at  v.  30  (and  nowhere  else  in  the  Gospel).  In  part  P,  the  rich  man's  address 
to  Jesus,  "Good  Teacher...  "  is  questioned  by  Jesus,  before  he  questions  the  man  as  to  his 
understanding  of  the  law.  The  part  concludes  with  the  mans  affirmative  answer,  prefaced  now 
by  "Teacher"  only.  Part  0"  completes  the  section:  the  man,  challenged  to  sell  what  he  has 
and  to  give  it  to  the  poor,  and  Mow  Jesus,  walks  away  sad. 
Section  A  (10.17-22)  introduces  the  issues:  1)  of  'riches  and  eternal  life'  (10.17,21,22),  which 
is  addressed  in  section  B  (w.  23-27);  and  2)  of  'giving  up  what  one  has  and  following  Jesus' 
(10.21),  which  is  addressed  in  section  B'  (w.  28-31).  Again  Mark's  three-part  rhetorical 
method  is  in  evidence,  whereby  A  sets  up  B  and  B':  it  distinguishes  w.  17-31  as  his  own 
composition.  It  is  difficult  to  define  which  if  any  of  these  units  (but  v.  31)  had  an  earlier 
separate  existence:  I  cannot,  therefore,  agree  with  Bultmann  that  sections  B  and  B'  are 
'supplements'  only,  nor  with  Hooker  or  others  that  the  parts  pre-existed  independently. 
In  Section  B,  part  a,  Jesus  raises  the  issue  of  riches  and  entry  into  the  kingdom  of  God  (three 
times  in  this  section:  the  phrase  is  synonymous  with  'etcmal  life').  Parts  P  and  P"  develop 
Jesus'  teaching  on  the  subject.  A  unique  address  by  Jesus  of  the  disciples  appears,  VKva  (see 
the  discussion  on  the  role  of  the  central  Day  of  this  Series,  Day  Eighteen).  In  Section  B',  part 
a,  Peter  raises  the  issue  of  leaving  "all"  and  following  Jesus,  and  parts  P  and  P'  develop  the 
teaching  of  Jesus  on  this:  leaving  "all"  (in  part  P)  is  both  possessions  (house  and  fields)  and 
family,  and  (in  part  P'),  additionally  status.  Giving  up  the  first  of  these,  nevertheless,  is 
rewarded  in  kind  "in  this  time"  (v.  30b),  and  with  eternal  life  "in  the  age  to  come"  (00c). 
On  10.17-31,  Mack  states,  "This  material  belongs  to  a  section  of  Mark  that  is  notoriously 
difficult  to  parse  (Mark  9.38-10.3  1).  The  section  falls  between  the  second  and  third  prediction 
units,  and  appears  to  serve  a  function  similar  to  that  of  the  "confession  of  Peter"  (for  the  first 
prediction  unit)  and  the  transfiguration  (for  the  second  prediction  unit)  by  preparing  for  the 
prediction  and  for  a  set  of  discipleship  sayings  to  fofloW.  02  My  observation  is  that  it  is 
expressedly  the  function  of  10.17-31.  Simply,  Mark  has  begun  his  second  sub-Series  of  this 
32  Mack,  Rhetoric-,  p.  54. 196 
Series  in  a  way  that  reflects  the  beginning  of  his  first.  (Knowing  Mark's  literary  structure  of 
both  Series  and  Days  makes  9.38-10.31  much  easier  to  parse,  as  other  passages  too.  ) 
Additionally,  we  may  note  Mark's  reference  to  "gospel"  in  both  these  Days#  te  ings,  at  8.35 
and  10.29.  Their  mention  further  links  these  Days.  Altogether  the  word  appears  only  four 
times  in  his  Gospel  narrative.  In  the  Prologue,  it  is  found  three  times  (1.1,14,15).  In  the 
longer  ending,  it  is  found  once  (16.15),  where  it  is  linked  with  "the  world"  and  "all  creation  03 
. 
Outside  of  this  third  Series,  it  is  found  only  in  13.10,  where  it  combines  with  "the  Gentiles", 
and  in  14.9,  the  middle  Day  of  the  final  Series,  where  it  is  linked  with  the  "world".  We  will 
see  in  Chapter  8  that  the  word  "gospel"  has  its  significance  in  terms  of  Mark's  overall  plan  for 
reasons  of  its  incidence. 
For  further  paraUels  of  the  teaching  content  of  this  Day,  see  my  presentations  on  8.34-37  (in 
Day  Fifteen)  and  9.35  (in  Day  Seventeen,  the  third  Day  of  the  sub-Series,  begun  on  Day 
Fifteen).  We  may  observe  too  how  Days  Seventeen  and  this  Day  end  with  concise  sayings, 
9.50  (on  "salt")  and  10.31  (on  "first"  and  "last")3'.  For  other  reasons  as  well,  such  as 
teachings  on  "the  Kingdom  of  God",  and  the  setting  which  after  a  Daýs  break  (in  the  middle 
Day  of  the  Series)  is  'on  the  waý  again  (as  first  introduced  in  Day  Fifteen),  we  may  observe 
that  this  Da3ýs  telling  does  indeed  function  in  Mark's  scheme  as  the  first  of  a  new  threesome  of 
Days. 
Day  Twenty:  10.32-45: 
The  Day  begins,  as  we  observed  under  Day  Eighte  - en,  with  another  reference  to  &  Tfl 
68Q  35, 
but  now'the  waý  is  qualified,  as  the  way'to  Jerusalenf.  This  Day  is  the  second  Day  of  this 
new  threesome  of  Days,  and  as  on  Days  Fifteen  (8.27-9.1)  and  Seventeen  (9.30-50),  it 
includes,  early  in  the  telling,  the  third  of  the  three  similar  'Son  of  man'  predictions  by  Jesus,  by 
which  he  says  what  is  going  to  happen  to  him.  Only  now  the  earlier  predictions  are  doubly 
33  See  my  discussion  under  Day  18  on  Genesis  and  the  creation  story,  and  its  possible  influence  in 
Mark's  arranging  of  his  "Gospel". 
34  9.34,35;  10.31  and  10.43,44  all  beg  comparison.  9.34,35  (in  Day  17),  in  response  to  "greater"  has  a 
single  saying  on  "first"  and  "last",  to  which  "and  servant  of  all"  is  attached.  10.31  (Day  19)  has  a  double, 
reverse  saying:  "first"P'last";  "last"P'first".  And  10.43,44  (Day  20),  in  response  to  "great"  has  "servant";  and 
in  response  to  "first"  has  "slave  of  all".  They  demonstrate  a  close  relationship.  They  clearly  link  sub-Series 
one  with  sub-Series  two,  but  in  the  last  of  these  is  the  final  Series,  development  of  the  issues. 
35  See  8.27,9.30/33,10-17  for  similar  Day-beginnings. 197 
qualified:  what  will  happen  to  Jesus  will  happen  to  him  in  Jerusalem  (w.  33,34);  and  what 
will  happen  to  him  (in  the  co-sequent  Day  of  the  following  and  final  Series)"  will  be  at  the 
hands  of  the  "Gentiles".  Section  A  records  these  matters,  and  in  part  a,  expressed  by  four 
imperfects  expressing  continuous  action,  Jesus  leads  the  way  to  the  astonishment  and  fear  of 
those  behind  himý".  The  Day's  presentation  is  another,  simple  ABB'  scheme".  The  contents 
set  it  apart,  however.  But  for  the  introduction  which  refers  to  "the  ones  following"  (v.  32),  the 
Day's  episodes  include  only  Jesus  and  "the  twelve"  in  the  telling.  And  here  attaches  an 
important  point.  Just  as  in  the  first  sub-Series  of  this  Series,  in  matters  of  Jesus'  disclosures  to 
his  disciples  of  his  death  and  resurrection,  (8.30,9.30,31)  and  of  his  Sonship  of  God  (9.9), 
here  also,  in  the  second  sub-Series,  we  see  that  Jesus'  disclosures  of  his  death  and  resurrection 
are  for  a  limited  audience.  Here,  expressedly,  it  is  to  "the  twelve"  alone. 
This  Day's  sections  are:  A,  w.  32-34;  B,  w.  35-41;  B',  w.  42-45.  Taylor,  Nineham, 
Schweizer  and  Hooker  all  describe  the  limits  of  these  units  as  w.  32-34;  w.  35-40;  and 
w.  41-45.  'o  The  reason  for  my  dfffering  with  them  again  is  due,  as  before,  to  discerning 
Mark's  rhetorical  method.  I  interpret  Mark's  method  in  such  a  way  that  v.  42  begins  section  B', 
with  Jesus  calling  his  disciples  to  him.  V.  42  (itself  an  [a]  [P)  [PI  structure)  best  introduces  the 
new  pericope  with  a  description  of  the  characters  present.  On  the  conclusion  to  section  B,  I 
read  vv.  40  and  41  as  performing  [P]  [PI  functions.  What  is'said'by  Jesus  (in  v.  40)  is'heard'by 
the  disciples  and  provokes  their  angry  response  to  James  and  John  (in  v.  41)  for  the  question 
they  had  put  to  Jesus  (in  v.  37).  Sections  B  and  B'  hold  together  well,  because  (in  B')  Jesus 
speaks  to  them  all  as  he  answered  James  and  John  (in  B).  Discipleship  and  the  want  of  seats 
of  "lordship"  and  "authority"  (as  James  and  John  wanted,  each  side  of  Jesus  'in  his  glory')  are 
not  compatible.  The  concluding  verses,  vv.  43b-45,  recall  the  predictions  of  the  introductory 
section  A:  servanthood  is  expected  of  disciples,  because  Jesus  himself  has  come  "to  serve  and 
to  give  his  life 
36  "...  the  Gentiles....  will  mock  him  and  spit  on  him,  flog  him  and  kill  him.  "  cf  Day  27:  the  Gentiles 
flog  Jesus,  mock  him,  spit  on  him,  and  kill  him. 
37  We  observe  in  v.  32  that  these  emotions  precede  the  third  prediction.  Could  it  be  that  the  disciples 
have  understanding  now,  hefore  Jesus  tells  them  in  more  detail  what  is  to  happen? 
38  For  other'simple  ABB'  constructions  of  Days  so  far  uncovered,  see  Days  Two,  Eleven,  Twelve, 
Fourteen,  Fifteen,  Eighteen  and  Nineteen.  Days  Seven,  Nine,  Ten  and  Seventeen  are  the  larger  'composite 
ABB'  constructions. 
39  Day  Seventeen,  9.30-50,  is  the  next  nearest  to  telling  that  only  Jesus  and  the'twelve  Were  present 
(vv*  30,35).  Jesus  sets  a  child  in  their  midst  (06),  so  others  are  about. 
40  Taylor,  The  GospeL..,  pp.  436-443;  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  277-280  (for  Nineham  10.32-52  should 
be  read  together);  Schweizer,  7he  Good  News-,  pp.  216-218;  and  Hooker,  The  GospeL,  pp.  244-246. 198 
Clearly,  this  Day's  telling,  the  second  of  this  sub-Series  of  three,  begs  comparison  with  the 
transfiguration  story  of  Day  Sixteen,  the  second  Day  of  the  first  sub-Series  of  three.  Day 
Sixteen  tells  about  two  who  meet  with  Jesus  in  his  glory.  Day  Twenty  tells  about  two  who 
would  sit  with  Jesus  in  his  glory.  The  first  are  Moses  and  Elijah,  representative  of  the  Law 
and  the  Prophets,  or  leaders  of  the  Old  Covenant.  The  second  are  James  and  John  who,  with 
the  other  disciples,  have  been  called  to  leadership  under  the  New  Covenant.  Specifically,  in 
Day  Twenty's  telling,  the  disciples  are  taught  by  Jesus  about  the  qualities  of  leadership  which 
he  expects  from  them.  His  illustration  is  not  that  their  leadership  must  be  like  that  of  the 
leaders  of  Moses  and  Elijah.  The  disciples  might  not  have  aspired  too  easily  to  such.  Rather, 
it  is  that  their  leadership  must  not  be  anything  like  that  of  the  leaders  of  the  "Gentiles"  (v.  42). 
In  v.  33,  Todic  WvEatv  is  well  translated  "to  the  Gentiles".  In  v.  42,  T@v  10v@v  could  be 
translated  "of  the  nations",  to  include  both  Israel  and  Gentile  nations,  because  Jesus  nowhere 
commends  Israel's  leadership  (see  6.34  for  an  indication  of  this). 
Under  the  examination  of  Day  Nineteen,  on  page  196,1  drew  attention  to  the  importance  of 
Mark!  s  distribution  of  the  word  "gospel"  in  matters  of  understanding  Mark's  plan.  Outside  of 
the  Prologue,  it  links  to  "the  world"  (in  14.9,16.15),  "all  creation"  (in  16.15)  and  "the 
Gentiles"  (in  13.10).  1  here  draw  attention  similarly  to  the  importance  of  the  word  meaning 
either  "Gentiles"  or  "nations".  References  include  the  above,  10.33  and  v.  42,  and  in  addition 
only:  11.17,13.8  and  v.  10.  These  are  found  in  the  second  and  third  Days  only,  of  the  final 
Series.  In  chapter  8,  we  will  discuss  Mark's  spared  use  of  both. 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Twenty,  with  its  many  corresponding  details,  is  viewed  as: 199 
Aa  [a]  "[a]Huav  R&  Th  680  (d]  dvaDatvovTf:  c  dc  "IEpoadAuva, 
[.  a]  xal  Alv  7Tpo4wv  aOToOg  6  ITICY00g,  [.  c(l  Kal  IOCqIPOC)VTO, 
[.  a]  olt  R  dl(OXOUOOOY=  [.  Cel  IýOPOOVTO. 
[a]  i(al  Trap6ap0v  Trd;  ktV  TOO;  8w'8EKa 
[P]  ýp4aTO  WIO-tq  AEYM 
[fr]  T&  VEXXOVTa  calio  (yuppatvm, 
p,  [a]33[.  al  [..  a]  O"Tt'1806  [..  c(l  dvaoaivoliEv  dc  'IEpocy6Xull 
[.  P]  [..  a]  i(al  6  utdc  Toldy0pwillou  iTapaSoOq'CYETat  Td^tq  dpXtEPEC)(YtV 
[..  P"I  i(at  TdIt;  ypappaTEOMV, 
[.  frl  ical  i<aTaKptvo0atv  allT6v  OavaTy 
[.  a]  Kait  Trapa&w'aouatv  auT6v  Tcatc  E'OvEcytv 
34  [.  Pl  Kalt  IgTrat4ouatv  WTa 
[.  P'l  Kait  141ITTOCTOUCYtV  MIQ 
[.  a]  Kalt  paaTty6coucrtv  adT6v 
[.  Pl  Kaill  dlTOKTEVOOCYIV, 
[.  P'l  Kal  PETa  TpEltq  ýVfpaq  exvaaTt4j(YETat. 
Ba  [a]  33  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kalt  10  ovTat  a&(ý  [..  Pl'ldxwOoc  xalt  'lw(ivvnc  [..  P"I  ot  ulolt 
Zcp6atfou  Lch  [..  a]  adTýJ,  [..  C(l  At8a(yKctAE, 
[p]  [.  a]  Mogv  [.  Pl'tva  o"  iav  aft&wu 
f  GE  [.  P*l  TrotrIcri3c  ý[rtv. 
, 
4my 
[P*I"[.  al  6-U  -lt'iTEv  adT  Ttf  UAETý  [jid  [.  P'l  notilaw  6ýrtv; 
p  [a]  31[.  al  ot  R  Jim  adTQ,  [.  c(l  [..  a]  &6Q  YlWtv  [..  Pl  a]  "Iva  a  crou  &  8EbQjv 
V  [...  c(l  Kal  a  tý  aptoTEpQjv  [..  P'l  i<aOtawlli:  v  &  Tfl,  864Tl  (YOU. 
"[.  a]  6R  "hiao"TrEv  aOTc!  Q,  [.  Pl  OOK  6118aTE  [.  fV]  Tt  alTElaft. 
[..  a]  86vacOE  TrtCtv  T6  TToT4ptov  [..  c(l  8  IyO  iTtvw, 
[..  a]  4  T6  OdTrTtcW  [..  Pl  8  IyO  Dan  [..  P'l  DaTrTwOflvat; 
[P'l"[.  al  ol  R  EltTrav  WTO 
, 
[.  c(l 
plal  [.  a]  6  81  'Inco0c 
dirrEv  aOTdLc, 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  T6  iToTnpiov  [..  Pl  8  IyO  Trtvw  [..  P*l  iTtE(:  Yoi: 
[.  P*l  [..  a]  Kal  To'  PaTTTLopa  [..  Pl  8  ýyO  DaTut'ColiaL  f..  P*l  pairtO04(YEGOE, 
[p]  40[.  al  [..  a]  T6  R  w0kyat  [..  Pl  &  8,  -Etw-v  pu  [..  P'l  ý  14  WwvOpiay  [.  Pl  oOl<  'Ecrrtv 
tp6v  8o()vat,  [.  P*l  dAA'  dtq  T'ITOtpacrTat. 
4[.  al  Kait  dKOUCFaVTEq  [-P]  ol  8EKa  T'l'p4aVTO  dyavaKTE7LV  [.  P*l  ITEPI  '1=60ou  Kalt 
'lwdvvOU. 
B'a  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  iTpoaKaAEcycqjEvoq  adToOc  [.  Pl  6  'IgcroC)q  XE'yEt  aoTo%,  [.  p,  ]  O'L'SaTf: 
[p]  La]  OTt  Ol  50KOC)VTEg  a'pXEIV  T&-ýOV&  Ldl-mawptcuouatv  aOTQ3v 
[PI 
43  Kai  ot  pEydXot  aOTCOV  JME4oucytdýOUCytV  aoTCOV. 
[a]  La]  00)(  OU'TWg  U  [.  Pl  ýGTtV  [.  P*] 
ev&yft 
EcyTat  6pGv  8tdKovoC,  [Pl  La]  &X'  bc  av  OýAn  I-PI  VE'yag 
, 
[.  PC]  V  [P'144  La]  Kall  O"c  c"1v  OýAn  I-PI  LYS4fly  divat  ITp@TOq  imat  TTdVTWV  8013XOC* 
p'[al  4'La]  Kall  y6p  6  utdC  Too_dvopoTOU-  [-Pl  OOK  "lXOi:  v  [.  P'l  8taKovil0fival 
[p]  dAXa'  8tcrKovilcyat 
TrI  La]  Kai  8oOval  TýV  ýuxýv  adTOO  [-Pl  XdTpOV  [.  P*l  dVTI  ITOXX@V. 200 
Day  Twenty-one:  10.46-52: 
This  last  Day  of  this  second  of  two  middle  Series  begins  in  a  manner  previously  much 
observed:  see  Days  One,  Two,  Three,  Six,  Eight  and  Fourteen.  All  begin  with  a  clear 
definition  of  a  new  geographical  location,  and  similar  presentation.  However,  none  is  as 
similar  for  its  opening  fine  as  Day  Fourteen  (8.22-26)  which  is  the  last  Day  of  the  first  of  these 
two  middle  Series.  We  compare  the  opening  lines: 
Day  Fourteen:  Kal  KpxovTat  -[C  BqOad(5av 
Day  Twenty-one:  Kai  ZpXovmt  EIC  'IEpt  XW 
For  a  discussion  on  the  other  similarities  of  these  two  Days,  for  the  only  reports  of  healings  of 
blind  people  in  the  Gospel,  see  Day  Fourteen. 
Additional  to  these  considerations,  there  is  also  the  identification  of  Mark's  use  of  the 
introductory  formula  as  discussed  under  Day  Eleven,  by  which  he  records  both  the  place  of 
departure  and  the  place  of  arrival,  thus  signifying  a  passing  of  days,  untold  by  him  which  the 
journeys  would  have  covered".  What  is  of  particular  interest  here  is  that  Mark  reverses  the 
order:  the  naming  of  the  place  of  arrival  precedes  the  naming  of  the  place  (the  same  place, 
Jericho)  of  departure: 
Kait  '.. 
_ 
EIC  'IEEPIX-O 
. 
Kalt  lKiTopwollbou  a(3TOG  d1ld  'IfPIX(J'-... 
Whether  we  should  interpret  days,  hours  or  just  n-dnutes  between  arrival  and  departure  Mark 
gives  us  really  no  clue  here.  Given  the  other  uses  of  this  introductory  formula,  however, 
which  infer  'days'  spent  in  journey-time,  and  given  that  Jericho  was  a  major  town  on  Jesus' 
route  to  Jerusalem  and  that  it  is  reasonable  to  consider  that  he  might  have  stayed  there,  it  may 
be  considered  more  likely  that  Mark  meant  the  interpretion  to  be  that  he  stayed  a  day  or  more. 
It  is  clearly  not  an  essential  detail  in  the  narrative's  purpose,  but  it  is  an  issue  Mark  himself 
raises  by  his  construction  and  one  which  caused  the  scribe  of  Codex  Alexandrinus  a  problem. 
He  was  persuaded  that  Kai  EPXOVTat  r;  lq  'IEpt  I  belonged  with  the  contents  preceding  it,  XW 
and  introduced  a  space  between  it  and  Mark's  next  line.  It  is  clear,  however,  from 
41  See  the  Days  beginning  6.1,53,7.24,31,8.27,9.30/33,10.1  for  their  similar  introductory  pieces. 201 
consideration  of  Mark's  rhetorical  method  (of  app',  and  his  repeated  use  of  the  introductory 
formula)  that  the  scene  is  set  in'this  fashion  for  the  telling  of  the  story  of  Day  Twenty-one. 
Mark's  introduction  is  10.46  in  full.  It  is  again  on  "the  way",  because  Bartimaeus  is  seated 
Trapa"  Tq'v  680'V. 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Twenty-one  is  viewed  as: 
Aa  Kai 
Epxovmt-Elc  'IEptXw' 
[a]  KaA"IKllOPEUOjJ&06'at3TOt3  dII6  'IEPtX  [p]  Kai  T(BVpaOTJT(7)v  aOT013  [P'l  Kai 
V oXAou  tKavou 
[a]  6  ulk  Ttpat'ou  BapTtpd'tOg  [p]  TUýMg  TrpocatTTIg  [PI  lKaOrITO  llaP&  ThY 
6my. 
Ba  [a]  "'Ta]  Kai  dKoucraq  [.  Pl  OTt'ITlaoOq  [.  P*l  6  Naýapqwq  to-rtv 
[p]  [.  a]  ýp4aTo  iKpdCEtv  [.  c(l  Kai  XEyEtv,  TI 
[P*l  [.  a]YILAauL&I-PI'lri(io,  3.  [.  P'lýAýria6vpE. 
[a]  "'[.  a]  icall  11TETtpwv  aOTQ  1TOAX01  [.  c(Itva  atwTTqaTI* 
[p]  [.  a]  6R  TroAAQ  VaXXov  ExpaCEv, 
[PI  [.  a]  YU  Aaut'5,  [.  c(l  Abladv  pE. 
fr[al  "'[.  a]  xalt  a-rexq  [p]  6  'IrlaoOC  Elt'TrEv,  [.  Pl  (Dwy&aTE  aOT6v. 
[.  a]  Kai  &VOOCII  TOSV  TUýAO'V  [.  Pl  94ovv:  C allTQ, 
[.  a]  E)apaEt,  [.  Pl  E'yEtpE,  [.  P*l  ýwvtt  cE. 
B"a  [alO  R  dTrOPC(A6)V  TO'  lpaTtov  adTOO  [p]  dvaTT?  184CFag  [frl  ýAOEV  ITp6q  T6v 
'ITIGOOV. 
[a]  51  [.  a]  icat  dITOI(Pt0c'iq  admtk  [.  C(16  'IIjCFOQ;  etlXv, 
[p]  [.  a]  Tt  cot  OEXetq  I-c(l  no  t  q'cyw; 
[frl  [.  a]  0R  TUýXO*q  Elixv  adTQg,  [.  P]  Pappouvt,  [.  P'I'tva  dvaWW. 
Plal  5'[.  al  iml  6  'lTlao()g  EItTrEv  adTa,  [.  PJ"YTrayc,  [.  P'l  ý  TTt'CTtg  Gou  aUrwK&  GE. 
[p]  [.  a]  xal  E606g  dviohoEv 
VI  [.  a]  iml 
4KOXOUOEt  adTQ 
idl 
&  Tfi  680. 
Again,  the  structure  is  in  a  simple  ABB'  form,  where  A  is  introductory,  B  is  the,  first 
development,  and  B'  is  the  second  and  completing  development.  In  literary-structural  terms  it 
is  a  perfect  example  of  how  Mark  writes,  and  of  how  any  rhetor  might  complete  a  sub-Series 
and  a  Series  at  the  same  time.  The  introductory  section  A  begins  with  an  emphatic  opening. 
Jericho  is  some  fifteen  miles  away  only  from  Jerusalem.  (The  fact  that  this  geographical 
disclosure  stands  alone  in  a  is  suggestive  of  a  pause  to  the  reader  in  his/her  reading  aloud  for 
Mark!  s  audience.  The  disclosure  itself  is  surely  a  matter  for  contemplation.  )  The  journey  to 
Jerusalem  is  now  so  very  near  to  its  end.  The  introductory  section  completes  the  details  which 
are  essential  to  the  story  being  told:  it  takes  place  when  they  leave  Jericho;  the  disciples  and  a 
42  See  the  Days  of  this  Series:  the  first,  third,  fifth  and  sixth  days  (Days  Fifteen,  Seventeen,  Nineteen 
and  Twenty)  and  the  presentation  of  the  matter  under  Day  Eighteen. 202 
"considerable"  crowd  are  present  (it  is  the  only  time  in  the  Gospel  we  read  h<avoO),  also  a 
blind  beggar  who  is  named  (unlike  the  vast  majority  of  the  characters  in  the  Gospel  to  whom 
Jesus  ministers),  and  who  sits  napa'  Týv  68ov  (the  Day's  telling  closes  with  a  second  mention 
of  this  significant  Series'phrase,  and  in  a  most  resonant  way).  ' 
Section  B  tells  how  the  blind  beggar  attracts  Jesus'  attention.  The  balance  of  this  presentation 
of  Mark!  s  app'scheme  is  impressive  indeed.  And  the  Christological  disclosure  is  no  less 
impressive.  In  part  a,  we  meet  firstly  with  a  title  for  Jesus  not  used  since  Day  One,  1.24:  the 
blind  man  hears  that  "it  is  Jesus  the  Naza  ene  , 43  (v.  47);  and  it  is  followed  by  another  title  not 
used  at  all  before  in  the  Gospel:  in  the  first  public  and  unrebuked  (by  Jesus,  that  is) 
recognition  of  its  kind,  this'blind'man  knows  ('sees)  who  Jesus  is:  he  is  the  "Son  of  David". 
Part  P  tells  how  he  is  "rebuked""  by  "many"  which  causes  him  "the  much  more  to  cry  out,  Son 
of  David  ...... 
(Firstly,  we  note  that  we  have  come  across  something  like  this  before,  in  7.36,  in 
the  same  second  sub-Series  of  the  first  of  these  two  middle  Sections,  though  there  it  is  Jesus 
who  is  ordering  silence.  Secondly,  we  note  that  Mark!  s  audience  hear  the  title  twice.  Mark  is 
promoting  the  application  of  this  messianic  title  to  Jesus".  )  Part  P'  concludes  section  B  with 
Jesus'  response  to  Bartimaeus  who  had  managed  to  catch  his  attention:  Jesus  said,  "Call  him"; 
and  in  indirect  and  direct  speech  (in  balancing  [P]  and  [fr  I  sub-parts)  he  is  called. 
Section  B'  tells  how  Bartimaeus  received  his  physical  sight.  In  part  a,  he  responds  to  the  call 
and  goes  to  Jesus;  in  part  P,  he  tells  Jesus  that  he  wants  to  see  again;  and  in  part  P,  he  sees 
again  (cf  'YTrayE,  ý  TrtcrTtq  aou  cY&rwi<&  aE  with  5.34,  the  same  words  of  Jesus  to  the 
woman  who  is healed,  though  OiTayi:  follows  ý  7TtaTtq  aou  atawidv  ar:.:  it  is  significant 
because  Day  Seven  is  the  last  Day  of  the  first  Series).  He  also  begins  tofollow  Jesus  (consider 
the  references  to  "following"  in  the  Series:  8.35,9.38  bis,  10.21,28  and  32)  &  Tfi,  68W  46. 
43  The  term,  "Jesus  of  Nazareth",  is  used  sparingly  and,  therefore,  significantly  by  Mark,  in  1.24,10.47, 
14.67  and  16.6.  It  is  to  be  found  in  an  introductory  sense  in  1.9,  "Jesus  came  from  Nazareth  ...... 
In  Chapter  8 
we  will  judge  its  importance  in  Mark's  presentation. 
44  1  agree  with  Rienecker  that  the  imperfect  here  represents  continuous  action,  though  it  is  border-line 
with  inceptive.  We  tead:  Bartimaeus  "begins  to  cry  out  and  to  say  .....  and  judge  "the  crying  out"  continues; 
hence  also  the  rebuking  begins  and  continues  too  (Fritz  Rienecker,  A  Linguistic  Key  ..  ). 
45  The  title,  "Son  of  David"  became  a  familiar  title  for  the  messianic  king  in  later  Jewish  literature  (its 
first  known  use  is  in  Pss.  Sol.  17.2  1)  and  would  have  been  understood  in  that  sense  by  Mark,  who  nevertheless 
demonstrates  later  that  it  is  not  a  fully  adequate  title  for  Jesus  (12.35-37). 
46  For  a  discussion  on  the  importance  of  1v  -rq  68q)  see  1)  under  Day  Fifteen. 203 
As  Hooker  says,  "The  story  is  an  appropriate  climax  to  a  section  which  has  spelt  out  the 
meaning  of  discipleship...  It  is  a  final  challenge  to  his  readers  to  join  Bartimaeus  in  following 
Jesus  on  the  road  (or 'way')  of  discipleship,  even  though  that  road  leads  to  Jerusalem  and  all 
that  happens  there  , 17.  It  is  a  fitting  climax  too  to  the  sub-Series  of  Days  Nineteen,  Twenty  and 
Twenty-one  which  after  the  middle  Day's  "testing"  of  Jesus  by  Pharisees,  and  its  teaching  on 
"receiving"  the  kingdom  of  God  as  a  gift  (in  Day  Eighteen,  10.1  -  16),  returns  to  Christological 
matters  and  teachings  on  discipleship.  This  Day's  setting  wen  succeeds  that  of  10.32:  Jesus  is 
now  only  fifteen  miles  from  Jerusalem  and  just  a  short  distance,  therefore,  from  his  journey's 
goal. 
This  sub-Series  of  Days  Nineteen,  Twenty  and  Twenty-One  exhibits  another  ABB' 
arrangement.  Day  Nineteen  picks  up  the  themes  of  the  first  sub-Series,  after  the  Series'middle 
Day's  different  emphases.  It  emphatically  makes  a  new  beginning  "on  the  way",  which 
becomes  in  the  second  Day  (Day  Twenty's  telling)  "the  way  up  to  Jerusalerrf',  and  in  the  third 
becomes  "the  way  out  of  Jericho"  (the  last  lap  of  the  journey  is  already  begun).  Days  B  and 
B'  in  turn,  in  their  introductory  geographical  statements,  develop  and  announce  with 
exactitude  what  was  only  an  opening  generality.  I  realise  that  this  argument  sits  uneasily  as 
we  have  learned  previously  not  to  define  the  structure  of  a  threesome  of  Days,  either  by 
geographical  location,  or  by  which  Days  are  consecutive,  and  not.  Nevertheless,  it  would 
seem  to  be  the  case  that  Mark  has  indeed  concluded  this  Series  in  this  manner,  simply  because 
the  Series  itself  does  report  Jesus'journey  to  Jerusalem,  to  the  cross  and  glory.  Clearly,  to  be 
consistent,  however,  we  should  look  for  an  accompanying  development  in  his  presentation  of 
Jesus'  teaching  of  the  disciples  It  is  this  that  established  the  ABB'  structure  of  the  first 
sub-Series. 
The  first  day  of  this  threesome  establishes  that  the  disciples  have  already  left  everything  behind 
to  fbHow  Jesus.  The  rich  man  was  not  prepared  to  do  that.  The  second  day  begins  with  Jesus 
spelling  out  what  is  going  to  happen  to  him  in  Jerusalen-4  but  two  of  his  disciples  still  want 
"glory"  for  themselves.  Though  they  say  that  they  are  able  to  drink  the  same  cup  and  be 
baptised  with  the  same  baptism  as  Jesus,  they  show  they  do  not  understand  what  Jesus  is 
asking  them.  The  third  Day  tells  how  a  "blind  man"  who  knows  something  of  Jesus'  status  has 
"faith"  to  be  healed.  People  with  "faith"  will  have  sight.  People  who  understand  will  follow 
47  Hooker,  Yhe  Gospel-,  p.  252. 204 
Jesus'  way  of  suffering  to  glory.  This  story  of  the  healing  of  blind  Bartimaeus  has  the  same 
function  as  the  previous  Series'  concluding  story.  Only  now  it  is  more  simply  interpreted; 
"understanding"  comes  through  "faith".  The  second  and  third  Days  of  this  Series  deal  with 
this  issue,  and  are  to  be  seen  as  a  pair  in  the  sub-Series.  The  structure  is  ABB'- 
A  Summary  of  the  Third  Series  of  Seven  Days: 
This  third  Series  of  Seven  Days  is  structured  ABA!,  where,  as  before,  A  represents  the  first 
sub-Series/threesome  of  Days  and  A!  the  last  sub-Series/threesome  of  Days  around  a  central, 
pivotal  Day,  B.  As  is  discussed  under  the  middle  Day,  Day  Eighteen,  this  fulcrum  to  the 
Series  is  established  neither  essentially  by  absences  of  Christological  statement  and 
oft-repeated  phrases  in  the  Series  (such  as  &  Tfi  65@  ),  nor  by  elements  of  story-content 
which  are  included  there  and  nowhere  else  in  the  Series,  such  as  the  "testing"  of  Jesus  by 
Pharisees  and  the  issues  of  marriage  and  divorce  concerning  which  Jesus  re-interprets  the 
Mosaic  Law.  The  Day  is  more  than  a  buffer  between  the  two  sub-Series  of  three  Days  for 
which  Jesus'  own  Christological  statements  about  his  suffering,  death  and  resurrection  and  his 
servanthood  undergird  his  teachings  on  discipleship.  The  middle  Day  both  interprets  and  is 
interpreted  by  the  Sub-Series.  The  kingdom  of  God  is  a  gift  to  be  received  like  a  child,  who 
trusts,  and  it  is  a  gift  of  Jesus,  as  a  result  of  his  suffering,  dying  and  resurrection,  which 
promises  repeated  blessings.  All  discipleship  hinges  on  receiving  this  gift. 
We  observe,  therefore,  in  this  Series  as  in  the  first  two,  that  the  'arrangement'  of  Days 
demonstrates  application  of  ancient  rhetorical  conventions  whereby  there  is  a  smoothing  of  the 
sharp  edges  of  the  transitional  central  turning  point  and  the  material  around  it.  The 
accumulated  evidence  from  the  examination  of  the  first  three  Series  of  the  Gospel  suggests  the 
possibility  of  a  modified  annotation.  Clearly,  Mark's  'arrangement'  could  be  summed  up  as 
three  three-Day  sub-Series  which  overlap,  where  the  first  sub-Series  is  described  by  ABB',  the 
second  by  ABA',  and  the  third  by  ABB': 
AB  B'  AB  B1 
AB  A' 
All  this  is,  of  course,  is  an  elaboration  only  of  the  summary  ABA!  Series  form,  but  it  does 
perhaps  more  clearly  express  Mark's  method,  that  is  what  he  had  in  his  mind  as  he  composed 
his  Series. 205 
Other  rhetorical  features  in  this  particular  Series  include  the  inclusio  of  the  first  and  last  Days, 
of  "the  Christ"  in  the  first,  and  of  "Son  of  David"  in  the  last.  We  have  seen  in  the  summary  of 
the  second  Series  (page  170)  already  how  a  fink-motif  smooths  the  transition  between  this 
Series  and  the  former  one  (the  two-stage  healing/the  two-stage  revelation),  and  how  an 
anastrophe  functions  in  the  same  way  between  the  ending  of  this  Series  and  the  beginning  of 
the  next  ("Son  of  David"P'our  father  David"). 
Clearly  the  defining  of  this  Series,  in  fiterary-structural  terms,  establishes  three  points  which 
arc  important  to  the  assessment  of  the  views  of  Wrede  and  many  others  on  what  constituted 
Mark's  "leading  idea",  or  purpose  in  constructing  his  Gospel.  For  them,  it  was  on  the  basis 
that  Jesus'  messiahship  was  to  be  kept  secret  until  after  his  resurrection  (the  key  verse  for 
which  is  9.9).  ý  The  three  points  are:  1)  the  first  Day's  telling  of  this  Series,  in  8.30,  introduces 
the  "Messianic  secret"  (specifically)  into  the  Gospel  for  the  first  time;  2)  the  last  Day's  telling, 
in  10.47,48,  implies  that  Jesus'  Messianic  status  is  a  secret  no  longer  (because  Jesus  himself 
did  not  rebuke  Bartimaeus  for  what  he  was  crying  out);  and  3)  between  these  we  read  about 
disclosures  which  were  for  the  disciples  alone,  about  other  aspects  of  Jesus'  divine  status,  also 
his  suffering,  death  and  resurrection.  What  Mark  has  given  his  audience  in  his  third  Series  is 
what  Jesus  wanted  his  disciples  to  know  at  this  stage  of  his  mission,  and  what  at  this  stage  he 
did  not  want  the  crowds  to  know.  The  logic  Mark  demonstrates  clearly  is  that  the  people 
could  not  have  been  told  what  was  going  to  happen  to  him  in  Jerusalem.  And  the  logic 
continues  surely:  it  could  only  be  after  his'death  and  resurrection  that  all  could  know  fully 
who  he  was  and  what  his  purpose  had  been  from  the  beginning.  The  people  could  not  have 
been  expected  knowingly  to  crucify  their  Messiah  and  the  Son  of  God  (to  which  9.9 
specifically  refers),  in  order  to  establish  a  new  Covenant  between  God  and  the  world". 
We  will  return  to  these  matters  in  Chapter  8.  For  the  present,  my  view,  shaped  by  the  above 
and  by  other  information  which  will  be  discussed,  is  that  a  restricting  of  public  information 
about  Jesus'  messiahship,  and  certain  aspects  about  it,  simply  had  to  be  maintained  until  after 
Jesus'  resurrection.  Only  then  could  there  truly  be  "good  news"  for  "the  world"9. 
48  14.24  is  supremely  important  in  this  regard.  In  the  telling  of  the  Passion,  in  the  first  Day's  telling  of 
the  final  sub-Series  of  the  Gospel,  we  find  this  single,  specific,  Gospel  reference  to  "the  covenant".  Jesus  fulfils 
Zech.  9.1  L  In  the  first  Days  telling  of  the  Series  and  of  the  first  sub-Series,  therefore,  Jesus'  entry  into 
Jerusalem  fulfils  Zech.  9.9.  We  will  discuss  this  and  other  features  of  Mark!  s  balance  in  the  following  Chapter. 
49  We  note  aspects  of  Jesus'  messiahship  that  were  told  to  the  crowd:  see  8.38-9.1,  in  the  context  of  8.34. 
This  verse  establishes  Jesuswant  of  the  crowd  to  hear  him  on  the  issues  too  of  8.34-37.  For'the  world'  and'the 
gospel',  see  16.15. 206 
The  title  I  give  this  Series,  following  the  style  of  my  titling  of  the  earlier  Series,  is  "The  Days 
of  Jesus'Joumeying  to  Jerusalem,  to  the  Cross  and  Glory.  " 
Again,  last  of  all  in  summarising  a  Series  we  give  consideration  to  the  number  of  days  Mark 
indicates  that  have  passed,  even  though  he  has  chosen  to  report  only  seven  in  full  in  a  seven 
Day  Series  format.  The  information,  where  he  supplies  it,  is  exclusive  to  his  Days' 
introductory  pieces.  Between  the  Second  and  the  Third  Series  there  is  clearly  no  information 
about  the  number  of  days  Jesus  stayed  in  Bethsaida;  he  may  have  left  there  the  day  following 
Day  Fourteen  of  Mark!  s  plan,  or  he  may  have  stayed  some  days.  Further,  the  journey  between 
Bethsaida  and  Caesarea  Philippi  of  about  36  miles  may  have  taken  two  days.  Between  the 
tellings  of  the  first  and  second  days,  Mark  informs  his  audience  that  "six"  days  passed  (9.2). 
(Though  he  has  been  specific  here  we  cannot  be  sure,  however,  that  the  number  has  not  been 
adopted  from  Exodus  24.16,  and  that  he  used  it  typologically.  )  Not  knowing  where  the  mount 
of  transfiguration  was  and  not  knowing  how  Mark  defined  Galilee  (refer:  9.30)  makes  it 
impossible  to  assess  the  days  of  Jesus'journeying  to  Capernaurn  prior  to  the  third  Day's  telling. 
The  fourth  Day's  report  is  prefaced  with  the  journey  Jesus  made  from  Capernaurn  to  Judea  and 
beyond  the  Jordan.  He  rises  (10.1)  'from  sleep'  and  began  an  80  mile  journey  which  could 
have  taken  him  four  to  five  days,  or  more  if  he  had  stayed  in  each  place  en  route.  At  the 
beginning  of  the  fifth  Day's  report  Jesus  is  "on  the  way",  but  we  are  not  told  where  so  there  is 
no  way  of  knowing  here  how  many  days  had  passed.  The  'way'  becomes  the  'way  to 
Jerusalem!  (in  10.32)  at  the  beginning  of  the  sixth  day;  again  not  knowing  the  place  of 
departure  or  the  place  of  arrival  before  the  day's  report  is  given  we  are  here  stymied  too.  That 
Jesus  and  his  disciples  then  arrived  in  Jericho  (and  maybe  stayed  a  day  or  two  before  leaving, 
at  which  point  the  event  of  the  seventh  day  is  told),  we  may  estimate  that  the  miles  travelled 
between  the  end  of  day  four  and  the  beginning  of  day  seven  were  10  to  15  only,  and  therefore, 
that  the  passing  of  other,  unreported  days  would  have  been  due  more  to  Jesus  staying  in 
places  en  route  than  on  actual  travelling. 
The  impression  we  gain  overaU  is  that  Mark  viewed  this  stage  in  Jesus'  mission  as  covering  a 
number  of  weeks.  It  is  not  so  much  the  total  number  of  days  that  counts,  but  the  impression 
Mark  gives,  by  his  method  of  story-teffing. 207 
A  Tabular  Summary  of  the  literary-structure  of  the  Third  Seven  Days: 
DAYS:  number  identified  in  series 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
1  , 
number  identified  in  Gospel  15  16  17  18  19  20  21 
chapters  and  verses 
8.27-9.1  9.2-29  9.30-50  10.1-16  10.17-31  110.3245  1  10.46-52 
SERIES'STRUCTURE  A  B  A 
DAYS:  in  literary-terms,  in  series  A  B  B'  A  B  B' 
DAYS'  sections  A  A  A'  A  A  A  A  A 
A'  A  A'  B 
B' 
DAYS'  sectional  sub-divisions  A  A  A  A  A  A  A 
B  B  B  B  B  B  B 
-11ý 
jr  JT-  13'  13'  B"  13' 
A  A  A 
B  B  B 
B'  IT 
-Hý  A  A 
B  B 
-IK 
B* 
A 
B 
13' 
DAYS'number  of  verses  13  28  19  16  4  7 
SUB-SERIES'number  of  verses  60  36 
SERIES'  number  of  verses  112 
Addendum  to  the  analysis  of  "The  Third  Seven  Days": 
No  new  signifiers  of  literary-structural  division  between  Days  are  identified  in  this'Series' 
analysis  that  were  not  identified  in  the  analyses  of  the  first  two  Series.  On  the  sizes  of  Mark!  s 
rhetorical  units  of  Days  we  observe  that  the  range  is  6om  7  to  28  verses,  a  factor  of  four  only, 
which  may  be  compared  with  a  factor  of  ten  for  the  first  Series  and  a  factor  of  just  less  than 208 
six  for  the  second  Series.  We  may  surmise  that  this  demonstrates  that  Mark  exercised  a 
greater  control  over  the  contents  of  his  Day-presentations  here  than  he  did  in  the  first  two 
Series.  It  begs,  of  course,  the  question,  "Why?  "  The  answer  may  be  that  he  created  more  of 
the  contents  of  these  Day's  tellings  than  he  did  in  the  earlier  Series.  His  repetitions,  and 
developments  of  Jesus'  predictions  about  his  suffering,  death  and  resurrection  may  well  be  said 
to  be  one  signal  that  implies  that  he  was  short  of  'tradition'  here. 
A  Comparison  of  the  Second  and  Third  Series  of  Seven  Days: 
Now  we  have  completed  separate  examinations  of  the  literary-structures  of  the  two  middle 
Series  of  the  Gospel,  we  can  determine  what  if  any  relationship  Mark  deemed  them  to  have  in 
his  overall  Gospel  scheme.  At  various  points  in  the  presentations  of  the  two  Series  already, 
we  have  touched  on  some  clear  points  of  contact  between  them.  Their  titles  again  are:  Series 
Two:  "Days  of  Increase  in  the  Mission  of  Jesus";  and  Series  Three:  "The  Days  of  Jesus' 
Journeying  to  Jerusalem,  to  the  Cross  and  Glory".  As  all  the  Series  are  structured  in  the  same 
way  as  each  other  (A:  B:  A!,  where  A  and  A!  represent  sub-Series  of  three  Days,  around  a 
central  pivotal  Day,  B)  there  is  no  structural  argument  for  seeing  Series  Two  and  Three  in 
parallel,  save  that  their  number  of  verses  overall  are  119  and  112  respectively  and  that  they  so 
compare  more  or  less  equally  for  size,  when  seen  against  Series  One  which  has  172  verses, 
and  Series  Four  which  has  239  verses. 
Under  the  examinations  of  Days  Eight  and  Fifteen,  we  saw  how  these  first  Days  of  both  Series 
begin  remarkably  similarly,  and  contain  common  subject  matter  on  the  questions  raised  in 
regard  to  the  identity  of  Jesus  (cf.  6.14b,  15  and  8.28),  and  on  the  death  of  John  the  Baptist  (in 
Day  Eight)  which  prefigures  what  Jesus  discloses,  for  the  first  time,  about  his  own  death  (in 
Day  Fifteen).  Both  opening  Days  introduce  issues  of  'discipleship'  which  are  developed  in  the 
Series.  Under  the  examinations  of  Days  Fourteen  and  Twenty-one,  the  last  Days  of  each 
Series,  we  noted  the  fact  that  nowhere  else  in  the  Gospel  are  there  to  be  found  stories  of 
healings  of  blind  people.  These  also,  are  illustrative  of  discipleship  matters,  as  many  scholars 
and  commentators  have  judged  previously.  We  note  here,  further,  that  these  two  Days,  in 
their  telling,  are  the  shortest  in  the  Gospel.  Given  that  the  central,  pivotal  Days  in  both  Series 
begin  in  very  similar  ways  (see  under  Days  Eleven  and  Eighteen),  the  two  middle  Series  not 209 
only  begin  and  end  in-  like  manner  but,  therefore,  also  begin  'turning'  at  their  centre  in  like 
manner.  We  observe  also  that  the  two  middle  Days  raise  issues  of  Jewish/Gentfle  tensions. 
Further  literary-structural  contact  between  the  two  middle  Series  is  established  by  the  contents 
of  the  second  and  sixth  Days  of  each,  in  terms  of  their  intra-Series  and  inter-Series 
relationships.  The  two  'feedings'  of  the  Second  Series  (in  Days  Nine  and  Thirteen)  and  the 
two  'glory-episodes'  of  the  Third  Series  (in  Days  Sixteen  and  Twenty)  provide  messianic 
disclosures  of  similar  kinds.  It  is  apparent  that  the  second  days  of  each  Series  reveal 
fulfilments  of  Jewish  expectations,  and  the  parallel  Days  focus  on  Gentiles. 
It  is  reasonable  to  conclude,  therefore,  that  Mark  composed  these  two  Series  each  with  the 
other  in  mind,  as  parallel,  central  Series  in  his  Gospel  narrative  scheme. 210 
Chapter  Six 
THE  FOURTH  SERIES  OF  SEVEN  DAYS  (11.1-16.8): 
Day  Twenty-two:  11.1-11: 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Twenty-two  is  viewed  as: 
Aa  '[a)  La]  Kal  OTC  LwtCouatv  [.  dl  Elc  'IEpoa6Avpa  [p)  La]  dr.  B90ýayý  I.  d]  mit 
BnOavt'av  [P']  [.  ýj  TrP6;  T6  "OpOg  [.  C(  I  TOV  'EXat(7jv, 
(Cd  dITOUTWEL  BUO  TCOV  pa0qTC3v  a6TO0  [al  'i<al  ALy-LL  a3Td-tq, 
fal'YTrayETE  [p]  Ell;  TýV  1(W'IlllV  [P'l  TAV  icaT&aVT( 
61AV. 
Ba  [a]  [.  a]  Kall  E606c  [.  Pl  Ehmopf:  u6pEvot  [.  P*l  dg.  aOTAV 
(p]  EOP40ETE  IT0JAOV  8E8ELIEVOV 
[p'l  [.  Cd  W  OV  [.  Pl  066E'tq  OU"ITW  dVOPWTrWV  [.  P'l  lKdOICYEV* 
[a]  Ada=  aOT6v  [d]  Kalt  ýipu,  -. 
[a]  La]  [..  a]  Kal  IaV  Tlq  [..  Pl  60v  [..  P"I  Ej=,  [d]  [..  a]  It  [..  Pl  IrOtEILTE  f..  P*l  TOOTO; 
[01  La]  Elmau,  [.  dl  [..  alO  KOptoc  [..  Pl  WTOO  [..  P*l  XpEt'av  EXet, 
[P"I  La)  mlt  COW`;  [.  01  aOT6v  dTTO07EAAEt  [.  frl  TratV  W 
B'  a  "[a]  Kall  dTrqXOov  101  [.  a]  Kalt  -upov  Tr@Xov  &&qdsDy  [.  Pl  iTp6q  OUpav  4w 
[.  P'l  bflt  TOO  dvý68ou,  [P'l  wit  AOoucrtv  aO:  Edv. 
Lcý  xat  TtVEq  [.  Pl  TCOV  &EI  t(YTqKOTWV  [.  P'l  EXEyov  aOT6-tg,  [p)  It'  notEltTE 
[r]  A60VTEC  T6V  TrQOAOV; 
9a)  ol  R  Elurrav  a6Td-tq  [P])ca0w'q  Jim  6  'Iqao0g,  [IYI  xal  #qKav  aOT06g. 
Aa  '[a]  Kalt  ýtPOUCYLV  T6V  TTGAOV  7Tp6q  T6V  "IqCYOOV9 
i(all  brtodMoucytv  aOTQ  i&igdna_a6TQv, 
[IYI  Kalt  bcdOicrEv  le  aOT6v 
'(a]  ical  iToXXol  (p]  Tet  tpdTta  c(OTGov  [fYI  Ecupwaav  Eig  TýV  68OV, 
ly  (a]  &Xot  R  aTtpaSaq  [.  Pl  iwýaVTEq 
[.  P'l  &  TCOv  a'ypw-v. 
p  Ba  '[a]  [A  Kal  ot  iTpoayoVTEg 
f.  o(I  Kal  ol  dKOXOUOODVTEg  E`Kpaýov, 
d  [a]  'C)aavv  - 
[P]  [A  EdXoyqpgyK  6  JpX6W_yDr 
_. 
[.  c(l  tv  dvOpaTt  l(UPIOU* 
NJYJ  [A  EdXoyjlptvil  A  lpxogbil  pacrtht'a  [.  C(I  TOO  TTaTPO'q  ApCov  AautS* 
[d]  [A  "  Qcyavy&  [d]  tV  TO_tq  Uý  LCTTOtq. 
B'a  "[a]Ka"t,  -IaqXOEVIPIEIC"1,  -poa6Xuva[fY)d-c.  T6lEpov* 
P  (a]  Kait  TrEptphý(ý  Evog  TraVTa,  Vl  6ýtaq  48n  OU'Gflg  Tqq  wtpaq,  C41  Tj 
p,  [a]  t4flAkv  [p]  Ei-Q  BAOaV(CCV  [p'l  PET&  TCOV  WSE-Ka. 
The  first  halP  of  the  Day's  teffing,  11.1-6,  describes  the  preparation  for  Jesus'  entry  into 
Jerusalem:  the  second  half,  11  .  7-11,  describes  the  entry,  and  signals  immediately  the  specific 
and  most  important  venue,  the  temple,  for  the  following  two  days. 
We  note  here  that  all  Mark's  opening  Days  of  his  Series  are'affanged'to  an  AA(ABB':  ABB')  form. 211 
The  opening  part  A  introduces  the  Day's  initial  setting,  about  two  miles  from  Jerusalem,  for 
the  beginning  of  the  preparatory  activity.  Jesus  will  enter  on  a  colt.  Parts  B  and  13%  each  in 
the  customary  three  parts  (of  a  introductory  and  P  and  P'  as  balancing  completions),  conclude 
the  episode.  Zech.  9.9  is  clearly  the  primary  Old  Testament  text  in  the  backgound  to  this 
Day's  telling.  Jesus  is  Jerusaleids  coming  King'.  With  this  O.  T.  allusion,  the  first  Day  of  the 
final  Series  begins.  Again  it  is  the  first  Day  of  a  three-day  sub-Series.  Significantly,  in  14.24, 
in  the  first  Day's  telling  of  the  balancing  three-day  sub-Series,  we  find  an  allusion  to  the  same 
coming  King,  Zech.  9.11.  In  the  setting  of  the  last  supper  we  read  lit.,  "this  is  the  blood  of  me 
of  the  covenant"'. 
The  Entry  begins  in  the  Day's  second  A  part  with  the  disciples,  in  a,  bringing  the  colt  to  Jesus: 
part  P  tells  of  the  preparation  of  the  colt  and  Jesus'  sitting  on  it,  and  part  P*  tells  of  the 
preparation  Eig  Týv  680v"  (the  detailed  correspondence  is  T&  lpaTta  WTOV).  Part  B  is  the 
part  which  actually  tells  the  story  of  the  entry:  part  a  reads,  "The  ones  going  ahead,  and  the 
ones  following  kept  crying  out  ...... 
But,  here,  Mark  breaks  briefly  from  his  usual  rhythm: 
instead  of  P  and  P,  we  denote  d  and  a  four  part  chiasm,  [a]  [P]  [PI  [a  1.  The  moment  is  one  of 
major  significance  in  Mark's  scheme:  the  whole  of  the  last  Series  covers  Jesus'joumeying  to 
Jerusalem;  and  the  Day's  telling  so  far  has  been  of  the  preparation  for  the  entry.  What  the 
people  cried  continually,  to  Mark  therefore,  warranted  a  chiasnP  for  the  sake  of  emphasis.  To 
Ps.  118.25,  or  more  particularly  to  the  parallel  LXX,  Ps.  117.26,  is  added  a  central  paralleling 
phrase,  "Blessed  is  the  coming  kingdom  of  our  father  David".  It  is  a  description  of  David 
which  is  unknown  in  Judaism,  but  one  which,  overall,  adds  a  messianic  ingredient  to  the 
passover  greeting.  As  we  have  seen  also,  in  the  summaries  of  Series  Two  and  Three,  it 
appears  contrived  by  Mark  to  function  as  an  anastrophe  with  "Son  of  David"  in  the  final  Days 
presentation  of  the  preceding  Series.  Part  B'  completes  the  Days  telling:  in  a,  the  momentous 
words  are  recorded,  "And  he  entered  into  Jerusalem,  into  the  temple";  in  parts  Pand  P',  a  big 
hint  of  bathos  appears  to  be  struck:  "looking  around  at  all  things,  late  now  being  the  hour", 
2  For  the  direct  references  to  "King"  in  the  Gospel,  as  the  title  pertains  to  Jesus,  see:  15.2,9,12,18, 
26,32.  All  these  appear  in  Day  Twenty-seven,  the  sixth  Day  of  this  Series,  the  Day  of  Jesus'  crucifixion. 
3  The  mention  of  "covenant"  in  the  Gospel  occurs  only  here,  though  covenant  issues  are  addressed 
throughout  all  the  Series.  We  will  discuss  this  later. 
4  See  1)  under  Day  Fifteen's  analysis  for  discussion  of  EI;  Ti)v  686v. 
5  Neirynck  notes  the  chiasm  also:  Duality-,  p.  173. 
6  Contrary  to  many  scholars  who  discern  chiasms  at  sectional  levels,  I  have  identified  only  one  chiasm 
before  now:  5.3-5,  which  is  at  detail  level.  Mark  clearly  knows  the  technique  as  he  applies  it  at  the  higher 
levels  of  literary  order,  but  chooses  to  use  it  very  sparingly  indeed  at  this  lower  level. 212 
"he  went  out  to  Bethany  with  the  twelve",  having  done  no  more  than  this.  ('Bethany',  in  the 
first  and  last  lines,  is  an  inclusio  for  the  Day's  telling.  )  For  Matthew  this  is  unacceptable:  to 
his  parallel  passage,  he  adds  immediately  Jesus'  clearing  of  the  temple.  Luke  follows  Matthew 
in  thisý  But  for  Mark  it  is  not  bathos.  O.  T.  prophecy  is  fulfilled  again:  see  Mal.  3.1.  (It  is  a 
particularly  important  allusion,  considering  Mark's  use  of  it  in  the  opening  of  his  Prologue. 
With  the  completion  of  the  same  he  opens  his  final  Series  of  the  Gospel  narrative.  )  Further, 
we  may  observe  that  the  "temple"  is  the  most  important  venue  for  the  next  two  Days' 
presentations9. 
Telford"  studies  particularly  the  relationship  between  the  temple  and  the  withered  fig  tree 
which  will  both  feature  in  the  two  Days  following.  He  cites  a  number  of  scholars'  views 
concerning  the  integrity,  at  the  redactional  level,  of  11.1-13.37,  and  he  says  of  it  that  it 
exhibits  "editorial  organisation"".  He  recognises  the  three-day  structure  as  the  chronological 
framework,  and  views  it  as  a  construct  of  Mark",  which  begins  and  ends  on  the  Mount  of 
Olives".  In  my  view  this  is  established  by  Mark  as  an  inclusio  to  demonstrate  the  limits  of 
this  three-day  sub-Series  of  this  seven-Day  Series. 
Day  Twenty-three:  11.12-19: 
Days  two  and  three  of  this  Series  (this  Day  Twenty-three  and  Day  Twenty-four  of  the  Gospel) 
begin  with  clear  references  to  new  Days  which  follow  in  sequence.  For  the  first  time  in  the 
Gospel,  at  11.12,  Mark  uses  the  phrase,  Kal  Tq,  iTrauptov.  11.20  sees  a  further  use  of  the 
word  7TPw'L;  compare  1.35  and  the  discussion  and  synopsis,  under  Day  One,  which  notes  its 
other  uses  at  the  beg'  i  of  Days  at  15.1  and  16.2  (Days  six  and  seven  of  this  Series,  Days  =mg 
7  In  my  view,  Mark's  Gospel  was  the  first  of  the  Synoptic  Gospels  to  be  written:  in  turn,  Matthew 
created  his,  based  on  Mark,  adding  his  own  material,  and  then  Luke  created  his,  based  on  Mark  and  Matthew, 
adding  his  own  material.  In  Sliced  Bread...  (p.  54),  I  support  Farrer  who  said  of  Q  source  that,  "To  be  rid  of  it 
we  have  no  need  of  a  contrary  hypothesis,  we  merely  have  to  make  St  Luke's  use  of  St  Matthew  intelligible" 
ýA.  M.  Faffer,  "On  Dispensing  with  Q",  Studies  in  the  Gospels,  Ed.  Nineham,  Blackwell,  London,  1955,  p-66). 
O.  T.  allusions  abound  in  Mark's  Gospel.  We  noted  many  in  the  Series  prior  to  this;  and  already  we 
have  discovered  Zech.  9.9  on  this  first  Day  of  this  new  Series  (and  Zech.  9.11,  one  of  the  fifth  day's). 
9  Nineham  (Saint  Mark,  p.  294)  considers  it  likely  that  the  tradition  attached  'the  cleansing',  and  that 
Mark,  "in  the  interests  of  his  time-scheme",  and  his  wish  to  attach  "the  fig  tree  story",  created  v.  1  1.  It  does 
look  like  that. 
10  William  R.  Telford,  The  Barren  Temple  and  the  Withered  Tree,  JSNT  Suppl.  Series  1,  JSOT  Press, 
Sheffield,  1980, 
11  Telford,  The  Barren  Temple...,  p.  39. 
12  Telford,  The  Barren  Temple...,  p.  41. 
13  Telford,  Yhe  Barren  Temple...,  p.  39. 213 
Twenty-seven  and  Twenty-eight  of  the  Gospel).  11.12  and  11.20  begin  reports  of  Jesus' 
withering  of  the  fig  tree  (told  by  Mark  in  two  stages,  but  by  Matthew  in  one  whole  as  he  likely 
conflatesMaries  material:  compare  Jesus'  entry  and  the  'clearing'  of  the  temple). 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Twenty-three  is  viewed  as: 
Aa  [a]  "[.  a]  Kalt  Th  Lrauptov  [.  Pl  i4EA06VTWV  aOTCOv  aTr6  BT10avtaq  [.  [Yl  i!  TrEtvacrr;  v. 
"[.  a]  [..  a]  ical  [8w'v  aui<hv  [..  Pl  dTr6  pcn(p6OEv  [..  P*l  E'Xouaav  ýOAAa  [-Pl  AXOEv  f:  1 
apa 
[.  IYI  TI  E6pla,  -t  tv  at3Tfi,, 
[frl  [.  a]  ical  IAOOv  1ý  aOThv  [.  P)  odkv  EupEv  -(  pA  ýOAA  6  y&p  i<atp6g  OUK 
qV  O'OKWV. 
"[(Yl  xalt  aTrOKPtOElq  [p]  eiTTEv  adTfi,,  [P"I  [.  a]  [..  a]  MTII(gTt  [..  dl  El;  T6v  allcova 
[.  dl  [..  a]  &  CFOO  [..  dl  P118E't'q  i(apTro'v  "'  ot. 
iKat  T'I'I(OUOV  01  tlaOTJTa't'  adTOO. 
Ba  Kai  KpxovTat  Elq  'IEpocoAupa. 
[a)  Kai  ElcEA00v  Eig  T6  Updv 
[p]  [.  a]  ýp4aTO  tKP&XEtV  TOUg  7TWAOC)VTag  [.  Pl  Kai  TOU'q  dyopaýoVTaq  [.  frl  &  T(ý 
tEPQ 
[.  a]  Kat'  Taq  Tpamýag  TCOV  xoAAuptaT(Bv  [.  Pl  Kai  TeXq  waOt8pa;  TCOV  1TWA06VTWV 
T&q  TrEptaTEpdtg  [.  P*l  KaTECTTPOEV, 
Plal"Kall  OOK  4ýIEV TI 
Ttva  Ttq  8tEVEYKq  aKEOO; 
8tet  TOO  IEPOQ. 
B"  a  [a]"  [.  a]  Kai  e8L'8acrKEv  [.  dl  Kai  E'XEyFv  aOTCRtq, 
[.  a]  06  yEypaTTTat 
[.  Pl  OTt  "0  OItK6C  poU  [.  P"]  [..  a]  o"LKoC  iTpOCYEUXfi;  Oq04CFETat 
[..  C(I  7Ta(YtV  Td'tg  'EOVEaIV; 
TrETrot  'KaTE  adT6v  mT  'Aatov  Xfl(YTCOV.  q 
[a]"  La]  Kai  ýKouaav  [.  Pl  ot  apXtEpE7t;  [.  frl  Kai  ol 
ypappaTE7tg, 
[.  a]Ka'L 
IýTJTOUV  [.  01 
Tr(Bg  adTOv  aTroXEawcytv* 
[.  P"I  IýOPOOVTO  )Ldp-  aOTOV, 
[.  a]  Trag  yda  6  oXAoq 
ý4EVA4CTCYETO  [.  dl  bTl  Tq,  8t8axfi  aOTOO. 
Plal  "'  Kai 
6Tav  ftt  IyLuo, 
[p]  LýElTOPEEUOVTO 
[Pel  E4U  Tfiq  ITOAEWq. 
Regularly,  scholars  speak  of  11.12-25  as  a  Markan  whole,  with  the  fig-tree  incident 
sandwiching  the  clearing  of  the  temple.  They  cite  3.22-30  and  5.21-43  as  other  examples  of 
Mark!  s  predilection  for  sandwiches",  but  I  have  demonstrated  already,  in  consideration  of 
Days  Five  and  Seven,  that  to  Mark  the  latter,  supposed  examples  are  not  'sandwiches'  as  such 
in  his  rhetorical  scheme,  because  they  have  their  introduction  in  his  introductory  sections,  A. 
That  is,  these  units  form,  in  the  second  of  these,  one  of  his  B  sections,  and  in  the  third,  one  of 
his  B'  sections,  of  his  ABB'  three-section  scheme.  Whereas  be  locates  these  pericopae  in  his 
tellings  of  individual  "Days",  here  the  two  stages  of  the  fig  tree  incident  are,  significantly,  the 
14  Bultmann,  The  History-,  pp.  232ff.;  Taylor,  The  Gospel-,  p.  465;  Nineham,  Saint  Mark, 
pp.  297-303;  Schweizer,  The  GoodNews...,  pp.  229-232;  Hooker,  The  Gospel-,  pp.  260-266. 214 
first  episodes  of  new,  successive  "Days",  in  the  greater  B  and  B'  scheme  of  his  first  sub-Series 
of  three  Days,  ABB'.  Days  Twenty-two,  Twenty-three  and  Twenty-four  form  his  first  full 
construction  of  his  final  Series  of  the  Gospel.  As  we  have  already  noted,  these  three  Days  link 
by  reason  of  reference  to  the  temple-setting,  and  the  consecutive  nature  of  the  three  Days.  A 
further  significant  link  between  these  last  two  Days  of  this  final  Series'  first  threesome  of  Days 
is  that  in  the  first  of  the  two,  Jesus  "clears"  the  temple,  and  in  the  second  of  the  two,  Jesus 
speaks  to  his  disciples  of  its  impending,  total  destruction. 
The  detailed  structure  of  this  Day  can  be  summarised  as  follows:  section  A  tells  of  their 
leaving  Bethany  (it  becomes  clear  at  the  beginning  of  B  that  the  destination  is  Jerusalem  and 
the  temple  again,  as  the  first  day  of  the  Series)  and  the  first  stage  of  the  acted-out  parable  of 
the  fig  tree;  section  B  tells  of  Jesus'  clearing  of  the  temple  of  every  trading  or  business 
activity;  and  section  B'  records  his  explanation  which  causes  the  chief  priests  and  scribes  to 
begin  seeking  how  "they  might  destroy"  him.  The  Day  concludes  similarly  to  the  Day  before 
it,  as  it  becomes  late,  6ýL 
We  observe  the  first  conflict  story  of  this  Series,  in  this  Day's  telling.  In  seeing  such  episodes 
grouped  in  the  First  Series,  in  Days  Three,  Four  and  Five,  I  referred  then  (under  Day  Four)  to 
those  that  we  would  find  in  Days  two  to  six  of  this,  the  final  Series.  I  discern  an  ordering  on 
Mark's  part  of  the  climaxes  of  each  Day's  telling  of  conflict,  in  Days  two  and  three  (completing 
the  first  sub-Series)  and  in  Day  four  (the  middle,  pivotal  Day  of  the  Series): 
Day  of  Series:  Day  of  Gospel: 
Daytwo  (Twenty-three):  IýTITOUV  TTCog  aOT6V  dTTOAýGWCYtV*  11.1815 
Day  three  (Twenty-four):  1ý4TOuv  adT6v  xpaTqcyat  12.12 
Day  four  (Twenty-five):  1ý4TOUV...  7TCOg  adT6V  tv  86Ay  xpaTqCTaVTEg 
V  If  alTOKTf:  tVWCYtV*  14.1 
IýTITU  TrCog  a6TO'V  ckatpwq  TrapaWt.  14.11 
Day  five  (Twenty-six):  TrapaStSOTat...  6  napa&Wg...  14.41,42 
Kai  tKpa'Tqaav  adT6v  14.46 
1ý4TOUV  KaTa'  TOO  'ITlaou  papTUptav 
Eig  TO"  OavaTCOcrat  aOTOV,  14.55 
Day  six  (Twenty-seven):  i(al  ýc-raupwcav  a6TOV-  15.25 
Kai  T6  1<aTaTTETaopa  T013  vaoO  15.38 
tapoOq  Eig  86o  dTr'  a'vwOcv  E'wq  KaTW. 
Is  Stephen  H.  Smith,  "The  Literary  Structure  of  Mark  11.1  -  12-40",  NT  31  (1989),  pp.  104-124:  he  sees 
the  connection  between  11.18  and  12.12,  but  because  of  the  I  im  its  of  h  is  study,  11.1-  12.40,  he  fai  Is  to  see  the 
others  of  our  listing,  and  hence  their  structural  significance.  He  further  identifies  the  three  days,  but  in  the 
case  of  the  third  day  (like  Dewey,  Markan  public  Debate...,  p.  152)  he  wrongly  sees  it  as  ending  at  12.44. 
Unless  section  limits  are  well  set  at  first,  rhetorical  analysis  can  lead,  and  does  lead,  to  all  manner  of  views. 215 
It  would  appear  that  Mark  deliberately  created  a  series  of  conflict  climaxes,  in  Days  two,  three 
and  four,  to  connect  with  Days  five  and  six.  An  obvious  link  is  made  between  Days  two  and 
six:  in  the  first,  they  seek  to  destroy  Jesus,  and  in  the  second  they  achieve  their  aim.  I  have 
added  another  phrase  also,  which  would  remind  the  reader/listeners,  in  Day  six,  of  the 
temple-clearance  of  Jesus  in  Day  two,  and  of  the  temple-destruction  pending,  in  Day  three. 
14.58  and  15.29  further  make  the  verbal  link  between  the  temple  and  Jesus.  Days  three  and 
five  have  their  link  too:  in  the  first  of  these,  they  seek  to  seize  Jesus,  and  in  the  second  they 
achieve  their  purpose.  The  turning  point  in  the  Series,  given  these  matters,  is  found  in  the 
middle  day,  Day  four.  The  Day  begins  and  ends  with  plottings:  the  chief  priests  and  scribes 
seek  how  they  may  seize  and  kill  Jesus,  but  the  feast  and  the  people  are  a  difficulty  to  them. 
Judas'  promise  of  betrayal  is  that  which  makes  the  difference.  Particularly  stimulating  in  this 
Series  is  the  Markan  structural  and,  therefore,  rhetorical  balance  between  Jesus'  clearing  of  the 
temple  of  all  things  which  pertain  to  the  old  sacrificial  way  of  Old  Israel,  and  the  establishing 
of  the  new  sacrificial  way  for  New  Israel,  through  his  own  sacrifice  on  the  cross. 
Under  our  discussion  of  the  middle  Day  of  the  First  Series,  Day  Four,  we  noted  the  comments 
of  some  scholars  that  the  death  plot  of  the  Pharisees  and  the  Herodians,  in  3.6,  appears  "too 
early  in  the  Gospel".  I  suggested  a  correspondence  then  between  the  conflict  stories  of  the 
first  Series  and  those  of  the  last  Series.  The  wording  of  3.6  and  the  key  phrase  61T@q  aOT6V 
-0  aTroX,  -CYWCYLV  compares  well  with  the  first  phrase  of  these  conflict-clinmes.  My  case  for 
seeing  the  First  and  Last  Series  of  the  Gospel  in  parallel  in  Marles  scheme  is  based  on  just  such 
details,  but  also  on  thematic  parallels  and  matters  of  scale.  We  will  return  to  such  matters 
once  we  have  completed  the  literary-structural  reading  of  the  remaining  chapters. 
A  note  may  be  added  here,  however,  that  the  above  correspondences  in  this  seven-day  Series, 
between  days  two  and  six,  and  days  three  and  five,  around  a  central  turning  point,  day  four, 
suggest  a  concentric/chiastic  arrangement  of  the  days: 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7  cf  1,2,3,  C,  3',  2',  1'. 
It  is  the  very  same  issue  which  arose  in  my  summarising  of  the  first  Series  (pages  124,125). 
The  issue  can  be  resolved  fully  only  when  we  have  looked  at  the  very  clear  relationships 
between  days  one  and  five  of  this  Series.  These  suggest  emphaticAlly  that  Mark  did  indeed 
create  a  three-part  chiasm  by  beginning  two  three-day  sub-Series  in  similar  ways,  around  a 216 
central  turning  point,  day  four.  Other  common  themes  and  details,  of  one  to  three,  and  five  to 
seven,  confirm  that  they  do  form  threesomes.  I  will  demonstrate  the  evidence  at  the 
appropriate  moments.  For  now,  it  may  be  said  that  the  Series'  structure  is  best  described  in 
the  following  terms  as  a  chiasm: 
A(ABB')  -B-  A'(ABB'). 
Or  in  terms  of  the  summary  of  Series  Three  (page  204),  it  can  be  expressed  also  by: 
ABB'  ABB' 
AB  A' 
where  days  three  and  five  again  (as  underlined)  smooth  the  sharp  edges  of  the  transitional 
central  turning  point,  according  to  the  conventions  of  ancient  rhetoric.  I  would  stress  that 
both  these  methods  of  annotation  are  only  elaborations  of  my  summary  ABA!  annotation  for 
this,  and  indeed  aU  the  Series. 
Day  Twenty-four:  11.20-13.37: 
The  Day's  telling  covers  ninety-four  verses,  more  verses  than  any  other  Day".  The  structure 
of  the  Day's  telling  can  be  represented  by  A:  A!:  compare  Days  1,3,4,6,8,13,15  and  22,  so 
far,  for  similar  structures.  The  structural  annotation  computes  to  an  ABB':  ABB'  scheme, 
where  the  A  sections  are  short  introductions  to  the  two  halves  of  the  Day.  We  present  the 
outline  structure  below  and  discuss  the  development  of  this  analysis. 
I-  -  On  the  app'  principle  of  how  the  text  divides,  I  was  led  first  of  all  to  the  judgement  that  the 
significant  break  in  the  Days  telling  lay  between 12-34  and  35,  with  Kai  00869  OOKETt 
ITOApa  aOT6V  tTTEPWTqCYat  which  ends  12.34.  The  first  B  sections  of  each  half  were 
begmnmg,  and  it  seemed  significantly  so,  with: 
11.27  Kalt  vEPXOVTat  TrdAtv  i:  tq  "lEpocoAupa.  Kal  &  TQ  IEP(B,... 
13.1  Kait  iKITOPEUOPEvou  adTO0  IK  TOO  IEPOC)... 
I  observed,  however,  a  feature  in  13.1/3  (which  I  had  come  across  before),  at  the  begmir  migs 
of  the  Prologue  and  of  the  Days'  tellings  at  the  openings  of  the  two  central  Series:  the  00 
sound.  Consider: 
16  The  Days  telling  is  twenty-four  more  verses  than  the  next  Day  which  is  Day  Five.  The  third  longest 
is  Day  Twenty-Six,  with  sixty-one  verses. 217 
[.  a]  Kalt  6KTTOPEuopEvo-u  adTQG  &  TCLQ  IEPQG  I-P]  AýyEt  aOTQ  [.  P'l  Eig  TOW 
PaOqTCOv  aftfL.  /... 
'[a]  Kaill  i(aOqpEvQu  aOTQQ  [P]  Eig  T6  %'Opog  TCOV  'BatCov  [Pl  l(aT&aVTt 
TOO  !  EpQfL. 
In  my  first  description  of  Mark's  scheme  for  this  Day,  the  oO  sound  did  not  begin  a  new  Day, 
or  a  new  Series,  or  even  a  new  section,  ABB',  because  it  began  aB  part.  The  question  arose, 
"Does  the  repetition  here  of  the  oO  sound  have  any  significance?  "  I  could  hardly  claim  that  it 
was  purely  accidental  when  Mark  exercised  such  great  care  elsewhere"'.  This  one  small 
feature  of  detaff  caused  me  to  consider  that  the  oO  sound  here,  even  though  it  is  not  so  fully 
established  (it  breaks  with  v.  2),  at  least  located  the  beginning  of  a  new  half  in  the  whole  Day's 
teflings.  Several  possibilities  were  entertained  but  only  one  alternative  to  my  original  proposal 
conunended.  itself  I  present  my  earlier  proposal  alongside  the  one  I  have  settled  for: 
My  earlier  proposal:  The  adopted  proposal: 
A  11.20-25  A  11.20-12.44  A  11.20-25 
B  11.27-33  B  11.27-12.17  A  27-33 
B'  12.1-12  B  12.1-12 
A 
---------- 
12.13-17  B'  13-17 
B  12.18-27  B'  12.18-44 
----- 
A 
----------- 
18-27 
B'  12.28-34  B  28-34 
----- 
A 
------------------- 
12.35-44  B'  35-44 
B  13.1-6 
-------------------------------- 
A!  13.1-37  A 
------------------- 
13.1-6 
-------  --------- 
B'  13.7-17  B  13.7-17  A  7-10 
B  11-13 
B'  14-17 
A  13.18-23  B'  13.18-37  A  18-23 
B  13.24-31  B  24-31 
B'  13.32-37  B'  32-37 
Previously,  I  was  identifying  that  neither  Dewey  nor  Stnith",  in  their  studies  on  the  literary 
structure  of  chapters  II  and  12,  discerned  'the  prinary  division'  between  12.34  and  v.  35,  or 
the  correspondence  between  11.27  and  13.1.  As  a  result  of  my  re-assessment,  I  have 
abandoned  these  notions  myself  I  continue  to  argue,  however,  that  their  schemes  overlook 
the  primary  Markan  rhetorical  structure  of  "Days"  which  delimits  this  third  Day  of  the  Series 
17  As  found  so  far  in  the  Prologue,  1.1-3;  the  beginning  of  Series  Two,  6.1;  and  the  beginning  of  Series 
Three,  8.27. 
19  Dewey,  Markan  Public  Debate...,  pp.  152-167;  Smith,  "The  Literary  Structure...  ",  pp.  104-124. 218 
as  11.20-13.37.  Smith  and  Dewey  define  "day  three"  as  ending  at  12.44.  For  them  there  are 
no  'days'  to  consider  here  beyond  those  at  11.1  -11,  w.  12-19  and  11.20-12.44.  They  do  not, 
therefore,  have  to  postulate  that  13.1  begins  a  new  day,  which,  of  course,  it  could  not  (Jesus 
would  have  had  to  have  spent  the  night  in  the  temple,  and  Mark  says  nothing  about  that.  ) 
Rather,  literary-structural  evidence  suggests  that  11.20-12.44  is  but  the  first  half  of  the  Day's 
telling,  and  13.1-37  is  the  second  half 
We  review  another  attempt  at  defining  Mark's  structuring  of  these  chapters,  that  of  Robbins". 
I  have  agreed  with  him  earlier  on  some  of  his  three-step  progressions,  but  here  I  cannot  agree. 
He  thinks  he  discerns  two  such  progressions  in  this  section  of  the  Gospel:  10.46-48; 
w.  49-52;  11.1  -11  and  13.1-2;  w.  3-4;  w.  5-37.  For  Robbins  all  such  three-step  progressions 
are  clues  to  the  formal  structure  of  the  Gospel.  His  analysis,  therefore,  leads  him  to  the 
erroneous  conclusion  that  the  last  two  sections  of  the  Gospel  are  10.46-12.44  and  13.1-15.47. 
(16.1-8  is  the  Conclusion,  to  him.  )  His  position  gains  little  support  from  my  selected 
commentators  and  it  gains  no  support  from  this  literary-structural  analysis  which  sees 
Day-presentations  as  all  important  in  Mark's  scheme.  In  our  examination  of  Series  Three,  I 
show  conclusively  that  10.46-52  ends  that  Series,  and  in  terms  of  three-step  progressions,  I 
demonstrate  that  11.1  -11  is  the  first  of  three  Days,  in  a  specific  sub-Series.  His  three-step 
progression  of  10.46-11.11  is  not  what  Mark  had  in  mind.  Neither  is  his  13.1-2,  vv.  3-4, 
vv.  5-37  progression.  In  Markan  rhetorical  ternis,  13.1,2  and  vv.  3,4  are  the  first  two  parts  of  a 
three-part  progression,  13.1-6.  The  closing  part  is  w.  5,6,  not  Robbins'w.  5-37. 
Lastly,  we  review  the  contribution  of  Paintex"  to  the  structure  and  the  functioning  of 
11.1-13.37  in  Mark's  scheme.  His,  most  recent,  commentary  begins  with  his  outline  of  Mark's 
Gospel.  In  his  introduction,  he  says  that  he  has  given  attention  "to  the  arrangement  of 
rhetorically  shaped  stories  into  collections  which  shape  the  plot  of  the  story"".  His 
sectionalising  is  as  follows: 
The  coming  of  the  King  11.1-11 
A  tale  within  a  tale:  fig  tree  and  temple  11.12-25 
Jesus'  authority  challenged  in  Jerusalem  11.27-12.12 
Opponents  and  questions  in  Jerusalem  12.13-37 
The  temple  and  the  Son  of  Man  13.1-37 
19  Robbins,  Jesus  the  Teacher...,  pp.  41-47. 
20  John  Painter,  Mark's  Gospel.  Worlds  in  Conflict,  Routledge,  London  and  New  York,  1997,  pp-xiii, 
154-179. 
21  Painter,  Mark's  GospeL..,  p.  ix. 219 
Firstly,  we  note  that  Painter  does  not  divide  the  material  in  terms  of  the  'three-days'.  Indeed 
on  this  matter,  he  comments  on  11.27ff.,  "Jesus'  return  to  the  temple  in  Jerusalem  is  described 
but  without  any  time  reference.  "  He  appears  not  to  consider  that  11.20-26  is  introductory, 
and  continues,  "Whether  this  was  a  day  or  days  later  is  not  significant  for  Mark...  "  It  is  not  a 
promising  start,  given  the  three  days  that  others  have  identified  in  11.1  -  13.3  7",  and  all  that  I 
have  been  uncovering  so  far  of  the  importance  of  Days  in  Mark's  scheme.  11.12-25  in  my 
reading  is  introductory  to  the  first  halfs  telling,  11.27-12.44.  The  second  episode  of  the  fig 
tree  establishes  the  Days  beginning,  as  the  first  episode  does  the  previous  Day's  telling  (for  fig 
tree  and  temple,  see  below). 
Secondly,  11.27-33  in  my  reading  is  introductory  to  12.1-12  and  12.13-17,  because  the  link  is 
established  by  12.13,  "And  they  sent  to  him  ..  11.12.1-12  is  balanced  by  12.13-17:  they  are  B 
and  B'parts  of  a  three-part  rhetorical  unit,  11.27-12.17. 
Thirdly,  we  may  observe  that  the  "questions"  cease  at  12.34,  but  Painter  continues  his 
"questions"  section  to  12.37.  Rather  unusually,  we  observe  that  two  of  his  titles  append  "in 
Jerusaled'.  In  my  reading  of  the  next  three-part  rhetorical  unit  12.18-44,12.18-27  is 
introductory;  12.28  makes  the  connection  with  it  ("...  and  one  of  the  scribes,  hearing 
... 
),  so 
that  the  B  part  is  12.28-34;  and  12.35-44  completes  the  unit  as  a  B'  part,  because  Mark 
presents  Jesus'teaching,  in  turn,  about  "the  scribes". 
We  consider  Painter's  outline  for  13.1-37: 
The  Lord  abandons  the  temple  and  predicts  its  desolation  13.1,2 
"When  will  these  things  be?  "  13.3,4 
Jesus'  answer:  "Watch  out,  be  alert"  13.5-37 
A'  Warning:  Dodt  be  led  astray,  the  end  is  not  yet  13.5-8 
B'  Warning:  You  will  be  delivered  up,  betrayed  13.9-13 
13'  Warning:  Flee  to  the  mountains  13.14-20 
Aý  Warning:  False  Christs,  false  prophets,  signs  and  wonders  13.21-23 
The  end  is  the  end  13.24-27 
Learn  a  parable  from  the  fig  tree  and  other  sayings  13.28-31 
A  parable  and  sayings  about  watchfulness  13.32-37 
22  See  page  212  for  Telford,  page  218-for  Smith  and  Dewey;  also:  P,  Thiel,  Drei  Markus-Evangelien, 
(AKG,  26),  Walter  de  Gruyter  &  Co.  Ltd.,  Berlin,  1938,  pp.  53-59,114,170-175;  E.  Hirsch,  F4hgeschichle 
des  Evangeliums.  Das  Werden  des  Markusevangeliums,  J.  C.  B.  Mohr,  Tilbingen,  (1940)  2nd  ed.  195  1, 
pp.  121-126;  K.  L.  Schmidt,  Rahmen...,  pp.  274-303;  M.  Dibelius,  Die  Formgeschichte  des  Evangeliums,  5th 
cd.  ed.  G.  Bornkamm,  J.  C.  B.  Mohr,  T11bingen,  1966,  p.  225;  Bultmann,  The  History-,  pp.  340-341;  J. 
Schreiber,  "Die  Christologie  des  Markusevangeliums",  ZThK,  58  (1961),  pp.  161-162;  E.  Wendling,  Die 
Entstehung  des  Marcus-Evangeliums,  J.  C.  B.  Mohr,  TUbingen,  1908,  pp.  144ff. 220 
In  the  first  three  lines,  Painter  replicates  Robbins  (for  my  response  to  Robbins,  see  above).  He 
then  presents  w.  5-23  as  a  chiasm,  to  which  three-parts  awkwardly  attach,  w.  24-37.  Mark,  it 
appears  from  literary-structural  analysis,  has  been  much  more  careful  in  his  planning  than  this. 
After  his  introductory  piece,  A,  to  this  half  of  this  Day's  telling,  13.1-6,  he  presents  two 
sections,  B  and  B',  which  each  comprise  three  parts,  with  introductory  repetitions  (see  page 
225). 
present  the  literary  structure  of  Day  Twenty-four,  beginning  with  the  opening  Section: 
Aa  "[a]  Kai  17apaTrop,  -u6lj,  -vo"  $1  ET80V  TAV  CTUIKqV  lp'l  týAPIQVPLM 
[a]  xat  dvapvTlo-0i:  lq  [p]  6  IUTpOq  ALya  aOTCP,  [P'l  "  Pappt, 
[a]  ItSE  ý  auKq  [p]  ýv  icaTqpdcyw  frl  AllpmTal. 
a  "[a]  ical 
dTToKpt0f:  'tg  [016  'ITIcoOg  Aiya  aOTd-tg,  [P'l  'EXETE  TTt'(]'TtV  OE00, 
"[a]  dpýv  Aýyw  OLrIV  [p]  OTt  o"g  a5v  ETITTj  To  OpEt  TOOTY,  [P"I  [.  a] 
'APOTITt 
[.  Pl  Kait  PATIOTITt  [.  P'l  Eig  TýV  OdXaacyav, 
[a]  Kalt  pA  8taKptOA  &  TA,  1<ap8tq  adTOO  [p]  [..  a]  &Xa'  17taTEUX)  [.  Pl  OTt  0  ACLW 
yt'vETat,  [P'l  ZaTat  adTo 
a  "[a]  8ta  TOOTO  AýYW  61fiV, 
P  [a]  [.  a]  7TdVTa  [.  Pl  O'ca  Trpoodgaft  [.  P'l  ical  at'Tf7tOIOE, 
10  [.  *lei  ta; 
-  [.  a]  TrtcrTEuETE  a  OT  apETE, 
Kalt 
pe  25  [a]  Ka't  OTaV  OTIj  0  ICETE  ITPOCFEUXOIIEVOt, 
[p]  [.  a]  fttfcm  [.  Pl  1:  1  Tt  EXETE  [.  P'l  1<aTa  TtVO;, 
[.  a]  It"va  i(at  6  TraTýp  6P(7)V  [.  Pl  6&  Td-tq  oOpavd-ig  [.  fV]  do  6ýrtv  -ra( 
I  TrapaTTTWpaTa  6pCov. 
See  Day  Twenty-three  for  a  discussion  on  the  two  parts,  and  their  placings,  of  Jesus'  withering 
of  the  fig  tree.  Essentially,  this  opening  section  of  the  Day  focuses  on  a  teaching  of  Jesus  on 
faith  and  prayer,  but  the  fig  tree,  now  "withered  from  its  roots",  is  illustrative  of  Old  Israel,  its 
leadership,  and  even  its  temple,  which  are  all  under  judgement  for  rejecting  hite.  The  reason 
we  can  explain  it  this  way  is  that  13.1-6,  the  opening  part  of  the  second  half  of  this  Day's 
24 
telling,  lies  directly  opposite  .  It  may  be  said  that  the  illustration  of  "this  mountain  being 
hurled  into  the  sea"  is  even  comparable,  for  scale,  with  the  temple  which  one  of  Jesue  disciples 
much  admires,  for  its  stones  and  buildings.  It  was  itself,  of  course,  standing  on  a  mountain. 
23  Our  commentators  agree  though  it  is  more  because  they  see  the  so-called  'sandwich'  of  the  fig  trce  and 
the  temple:  Taylor,  The  Gospel...,  pp.  458460;  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  297-302;  Schweizer,  The  Good 
News-,  pp.  229-233;  Hooker,  The  GospeL..,  pp.  260-266. 
24  Telford  sees  the  same  connection:  The  Barren  Temple-,  P-59. 221 
Aa  [a]  "  Kai  Epxowat  TrdAtv  Et'g  '  lEpocT6Xupa. 
[p]  [.  a]  Kai  TQ  tEp  TrEptnaTOOVTOg  all'TOO  [.  Pl  Kpxovmt  lTp6q  aOT6V 
[..  a]  ot  apXt,  -pt-tg  [..  Pl  Kai  ol  ypappaTtlig  [..  P*l  Kai  01  TrPECTp6TCPOt 
VP  [.  a]  Kai  fAEyov  aOT6,  [.  P]  La]  'Ev  Trotfq  ýýouotfa  [..  dl  TaoTa  Trotd(;; 
[..  a]  T"I  TL'q  CFOt  ggýKCV  I&  Zýoucytfav  Tadiny  [..  d]'Lva  TaQmmottr,; 
[a]"  La]  6R  'hjao0q  JUTEv  aU'Td't;,  Ldl  [..  a] 
'ETrEPWTqaW  6pd(ý  'Eva  Aoyov, 
[..  Pl  Kai 
diToKpt'OiITE  pot,  a]  Kai  IpQo  61flv  notg-It 
[ 
... 
P'l  Ta()T  nua, 
[p]  'o  La]  T6  PaTrTtapa  T6  'Iwdvvou  [.  01  It  oOpavo()  'v  [.  P'l  dvOp  TI 
[P'l  dlToKptOnTý  110t. 
P'[cd"  [.  a]  Kai  &EAOytýOVTO  l7p6q 
LaUTOOg  AiYOVTZq, 
[.  Pl  [..  a][  ...  a]  'E(ky  ELTrwIlEv,  [ 
...  c(l  'Eý  o6pavo(),  [..  o(l  [...  a]  ýptl,  [ 
...  al  Ata  Tt' 
[ou'vl  oOK  tTrtcrTEucyaTE  adTo; 
32  [.  1y]  [..  a]  a]  dAAd(  EITTw=,  C(]  'Fý  exvop(ýTrwv;  [..  c(l  a]  IýOPOOVTO  T6V 
w OXAOV,  a'TTC(VTEg  ydp  ETtXOV  T6V'!  WdVýjjy  oVTWq  P'l  OTt  1TPOýITTlq  9  TIV. 
[p]33  [.  a]  Kai 
dlTOKPtUVTEq  To  'ITICF013  [.  Pl  Aýyoucytv,  [.  P"I  WK  oltSapev. 
[IYI  La]  Kai  6'lTlaoOq  ALyu  adWilig,  [.  Pl  OA3&  iYO  Aýyw  6ay  [.  P'l  [..  a]  &  Trot'g 
týouut  [..  c(l  TaoTa  Trot@. 
Ba  [a]  '[.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  ýp4aTo  [..  Pl  adTd-tq  &  1T=aOoWl  [..  P*l  AaAeltv,  [.  c(l  [..  a]  "Agm-A6va  TI 
[..  Pl  avOpwiTog  [..  P*l  týUTEUCTEV, 
[p]  [.  ali(atTrEptýOTlicEvýpaypo'v[.  Pli(atwpu4Ev6lToX4vtov[.  P'li<atq')I(osopqcyEv 
Trupyov, 
[PI  [.  a]  Kai  ý4ESETO  adTO"V  YEWPY6-tC,  Lal  Kai  dTr,  -STlpTlaf:  v. 
[a]  '[.  a]  Kai  d1daTEIAEV  7TP6C  TOU'q  YEWPYOOC  TQ  KatpQ  8oOAov, 
[..  c(l  aTrO'  TCOV  KapnCov  ToO  durrEA  [..  a]  Ttva  17apd(TCov  ympyov  Ador 
3  [.  P'l  [..  a]  Kai  Aaý6v=  aOT6v  [..  Pl  E'8etpav  [..  fV]  Kai  ddcTTEtXav  xcvov. 
4  [.  a]  [..  a]  [ 
...  a]  Kai  Tr&tv  [ 
... 
P)  drýqmAEv  Trp6  aOToOg  P'l  Wov  SOC)AOV* 
[..  Pl  Kai(E7tvov  bcE#tAtwcyav  [..  P'l  Kai  4Ttpaaav. 
[..  a]  Kai  Wov  dTr&rT,  -tAEv,  [..  a  I  KaKE7tvov  dTATEwav, 
[..  a]  Kat  TrOAX06C  WOUC,  [..  Pl  "  PtV  8EPOVTEg  QK 
dlTOKTývvOvT,  -C. 
6[.  a]  [..  a]  a]  E'Tt  'Eva  E7ty,,  -v,  aI  ulo"v  dyaTTqT6v,  [..  Pl  a]  dll&YTEtAEv  aOTO"V 
V f:  oXaTOV[  ... 
PI  Trp6C  a6TOO-Q  P'l  XEYWV  [..  P'l  OTt  'EVTpaTrTIGOVTat  T6v  ut6  pou. 
7  a]  a]  &Elvot  R  01  Olt  YEWPYOI.  rl  Trp6q  LaUTOOg  EltTrav  [..  c(l  a]  OTt 
OUTOq  ICYTtV  0  KAjjPOV6pOý;  '  PI  SE43TE  eX7TOKTE(vwuEv  at3T6v,  P'l  Kai  ýpCov 
Eo-rat  il  KAilpovopta. 
'[.  IYI  [..  a]  Kai  AaDdvi".  [..  pl  drATEwav  aOTOV,  [..  P'l  a]  Kai  t4EPctXov  aOT6V 
I 
...  C(I  fl%w  TOO  duTrEA 
Plal  '[.  a]  Tt'  [OUIVI  ITOtq(YEt  "UptoC  dUlTEA&DQ; 
f.  c(l  [..  a]  IAEUCYETat  I. 
-PI  Kai  anoXt'au  ToOC  yEwpyo6C, 
[..  P'l  Kai  SWCTEt  TO"V!  ýJILEKY-a  61XXOtg. 
[p]  'o  [A  0OR  TýV  yp#ýV  TaUTTJV  MYVWTE, 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  At'Oov  O"V  dTrE8OKtpacav  oit  OtKo8opOC)VTEq,  [..  dl  06TOg  tyEV40n  E19 
KEý6ýv  ywvtag- 
[..  a]  Trapa  Kupfou  tYEVETo  aU"Tq,  [..  cel  Kai  ýaTtv  OaupaaTý  tv  6ýOaXpdltq 
ljpov; 
[.  a]  Kai  IýTJTOuv  adTO'V  lcpaTficat, 
[..  a]  Kai  ?.  Q0110myciv  Tv  Wov,  [..  pl  E'yvwaav  yexp  OTt  UP  c  aOToOq, 
T4v  mpaooA&  -tTrEv. 
[.  P"I  [..  a]  Kai  dýEVTEq  at3T6v  [..  cel  dTrfiXOOV. 122 
0  B'a[al"[.  a]Ka'tdTroaTýAAoucrtvlTo6c 
OTQY-[.  P][..  a]Ttvag[..  P]T(7)v(Dapiaatwv[..  P*]Kat 
TCOV  'Hpy8taW5v  [.  P'l  [..  a]  Two:  adT6V  dypEUCYWCFtV  [..  C(l  AOyqj. 
[P]  "[.  a]  Lol  iml  Wdvnc  [..  Pl  Aýyoucytv  adTQ,  [..  P'l  AIMCKMAE, 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  OL'8allEV  OTt 
dAnft  ei  [..  Pl  Kal  06  [IiAEL  Got  [..  P*l  TTEPI  od8t:  v6;, 
[.  frl  [..  a]  od  yap  PX,  -'TrEig  f:  lq  Trp0awTTov  avOpw'iTwv, 
[fV1  [.  a]  [..  a]  &A'  tIT'  &q0E(aq  [..  Pl  TIV  656V  TOO  0EO0  8t8d(YxEt(;,  [..  P'l  f4ECFTtV 
[..  a]  8oovat  i<qvaov  KaLa=t  [..  c(l 
[..  a]  MpEv  [..  dl  4-4  MpEv; 
P  [a]"  La]  6R  d8w'g  aOTCOV  TýV  6IT61(ptCYLV  [.  Pl  falnv  aOTd'Lg,  [.  P'l  TL'  VE 
TrEtpgETE; 
[.  a]  ýipuý  pot  8ilvaptov  [.  dl  Tva  l5w. 
[pw]  MOT  &-  t 
P  [a]  [.  a]  [..  a]  xalt  a3Td'Lq,  [..  Pl  Ttvog  ý  E(Kwv  aUTq  [..  P*l  Kal  ý  b7typ#91; 
[.  dl  [..  a]  ol  R  durav  aOTCO 
, 
[..  dl  KafcapoC. 
"[.  a]  6R  'ITIcoog  diTrEv  all'Td-tq,  I.  Pl  TA  KataapoC  d7T680TE  Kai-aapi  [.  P'l  Kal  a 
TOO  0EOO  Tý)  OEQ9. 
[P*l  Kall  14EOaupaýov  ýe  at3T(B,. 
In  part  A,  in  the  temple,  the  questioning  and  challenging  of  Jesus  begin  with  a  question  put  by 
the  chief  priests,  scribes  and  elders  concerning  Jesus'  authority  for  doing  the  things  he  does. 
They  had  not  believed  John  the  Baptist,  and  they  were  rejecting  Jesus.  In  part  B,  Jesus, 
presents  an  allegorical  parable  ("told  to/against  them",  12.12)  of  the  vineyard.  Old  Israel  had 
rejected  all  whom  God  had  sent  to  them:  it  would  make  the  'big  mistake'  of  rejecting  his  Son 
also..  The  section  ends  on  a  climactic  note  of  high  drama,  "And  they  sought  how  to  seize 
him...  "  (see  our  table  under  Day  Twenty-Three  for  the  significance  of  this  in  the  scheme  of 
Days);  it  also  sets  up  part  B'.  The  leaders  of  Old  Israel  seek  to  "trap"  Jesus  "in  a  word", 
12.13.  (They  fail.  He  was  too  good  a  match  for  them:  they  would  have  to  find  another  way. 
This  indeed  is  the  leading  subject  of  the  following  Day,  the  middle  and  pivotal  Day  of  the 
Series,  Day  Twenty-Five.  )  The  first  questioners  were  'sent'  to  Jesus  by  the  chief  priests, 
scribes  and  elders  (we  observe,  therefore,  the  B,  B'  relationship  of  the  two  completing  sections, 
and  we  observe  also  the  historical  present  of  Mark  with  which  he  most  frequently  begins  a 
new  section  and  so  introduces  new  characters):  they  were  the  unusual  alliance  of'heavies'of 
3.6,  who  had  wanted  to  destroy  Jesus  for  a  long  time;  they  were  Pharisees  and  Herodians. 
Their  question,  on  Caesar  and  the  tax,  is  the  kind  of  question  that  the  Herodians,  would  more 
likely  have  wanted  to  ask  than  the  Pharisees,  but  the  manner  of  the  questioning  suggests  that  it 
is  the  Pharisees  who  put  it  to  Jesus.  Jesus  replies,  asking  for  a  denarius,  a  Roman  coin...  The 
section  and  this  overall  B-construction  to  the  first  half  ends  with  "their  marvelling  at  him". 
What  follows  is  the  completing  of  the  Day's  first  half,  with  Section  B'. 22  3 
Aa  [a]  "[-a]  Kai'  gpXovTat  EaSSouKdtot  Trp6c  adT6v,  [.  Pl  O'tTtVEg  A6youutv  avacyTaatv 
divat,  [.  P*l  L.  al  icall  iTrTIPW'TWv  aOT6V  [..  C(I  AEYOVTE;, 
"[.  a]  At8aaKaAE,  [.  P]  MwocFhc  Eypaýcv  TI[rtv  [.  P*I..  al  OTt  MV  TtVO;  dftlý6c 
dTTOOaVT,  l  [..  Pl  Kai  xaTaAll7q,  Kai  tiý  TEKVOV, 
VI  [.  a]  Ttva  Adpq  6  dSEAý6c  adTOO  T4v  yuvdtiKa 
[.  Pl  Kai 
t4avamqaq  mppa 
[.  P'l  To  dk-AQ  adTOG. 
[a]  "[.  a]  Luid  MEAýolt  Y'Icyav- 
[.  Pl  [..  Cd  Kai  6  TrPGTO;  UdEv  yuvcCtK  xal  dTroOv4aKwv  [..  P'l  oOK  dMKEY 
anýpjl  - 
[.  IYI  [..  a]  xalt  6  SE6TEPO;  UaDEv  a6TAv,  [..  Pl  Kai 
dTrioavr-v  [..  P*l  VA  iKautAtTrow 
[.  a]  ical  6  TP  (TO;  w'Crau'TWg 
22  Kai  ot 
LTrTdc  oOK  ftflKav  (mtppa. 
.0  E'crXaTOV  7Tav-rwV  Kai  T'l  yu4 
dTriOavEv. 
[pe  ]23  [.  a]  [..  a]  Iv  Tfi  ava(yTacrf:  t  , 
[..  dl  [O"Tav  dvaaTCocFtvr, 
TtVOg  aOTCOV  E'CFTat 
f.  fV]  ol  y&p  L=&  E'aXov 
WTýV  YUVCCIK 
p,  [a]24  [.  a]  Iýtj  a13TOlt;  6  "lilcFo();,  [.  &]  [..  a]  00  8t&  TOOTO  TrAavacer.  [..  Pl  pm'  E186TE;  16r. 
- 
ypaýdc 
[..  P'l  WIft  TýV  86vaptV  TOO  0EO0; 
[p]25  [.  a]  [..  a]  Pl OTaV  Yd[p  IK  VEKP0JV  dvaaTCootv,  [..  Pl  o6TE  ycuoC)cFtv  1--Pl  Ou"TI: 
ygUtCo=4  [.  dl  [..  a]  &A'  Et'cFtv  [..  Pl  w';  a'yyEAot  Td-L;  oOpavd't;. 
[pt]26  [.  a]  [..  a]  Trfp'L  R  TQJV  VEKPQJV  [..  C(I  O"Tt  ýYE(POVTat 
[..  a]  Ok  avEYVWTE  Tq  t  P'PAY  MWO(dwc 
[..  d]  a]  b7l  TOO  PdTOU  [ 
...  PI  I 
....  a]  iT@q  E7tTrEv  adTo  6--ftbQ  I 
....  a7l  AEYWV, 
Pl  I 
....  a]  'EyW'  6  0,  -6c  "Appaa"  V 
PI  Kai  [61  QE6C  Icyad(K  Kai  [61 
Q&;  'I  aW  P; 
27  [.  pe]  [..  a]  W  OOK  E'OTtV  OE6(;  VEKPQ0V  [ 
...  C(I  &M  ý&TWW  [..  C(I  17OA0  TrAavaaOE. 
Ba  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  ITPO(YEA06V  [-Pl  Elq  T(BV  dKoucraq  aOTCOV  CTUýTjTOUVTWV, 
[.  a]  156V  [.  P]  OTt  IMACOC  dTrEi(pt'Oll  aOTdtg,  [.  P'l  bnp6Tnav  aOT6v, 
nota  ýaitlv  MoAh  7Tpw'Trj  TTaVTWV; 
[a]  29  [.  a]  [..  Cd  dlTEI(Pt"Orl  6  "IqaoC)g  [..  a]  OTt  nPO  10ILY, 
[.  c(l  [..  a]  [...  a]  'Awou,  -,  [ 
...  c(I'lapaTIA, 
[..  Pl  a]  KOptoC  6  OE6C  All(By  [ 
... 
d]  I(OpIQ  etg  tCFTtV, 
a]  Kai  M'aTrjj(yEtC  Kuplov  T6v  OE6y  mw  [ 
...  a7l  a]  Zý  &nC  The 
l(ap5tK  ao-u  [ 
....  yl  Kai  6ArjC.,  rqq  ýuXqq  ao-u  [ 
.... 
81  Kal  1ý  6XII(;  Tqg 
8tavotag  (you  El  Kai  14  Qxrlc  TfclQxdQQ  9-QQ- 
[.  a]  8EUTE'pa  all"TTI,  [.  01  'AyaTrA(Y,  -tC  T6viiAnalo-m  M-U  [.  P"I  c5C  (YEauTdv. 
[.  a]  VE(ýWV  TOOTWV  [.  Pl  aAýg  [.  Pol  OOK  raTtv. 
P'[al"[.  al[..  alica'tE7tiTEvaOTQ6  pguljaTEuQ,  [..  P]Kc(A(BC,  [..  fV]8t8acrKctXf:, 
[.  a  I  [..  a]  a]  &r  dAqOEtaq  etTrEq  OTt  FIC  &ITIV  P"I  Kai  oOK  K(yTty--dAk)-Q 
1TAT)v  adTOG* 
a]  Kai  16YXyLmdy  all'TO'V  [ 
...  C(I  PI  ýt  6ArlC  -rfic  Kap5ta(;  PI  Kal 
6AK  Tq;  Cruv&FEWg  frl  Kai  ?L  6An;  lfiý  (QXUK 
[ 
...  a]  [ 
....  a]  Kai  T66  dayalTaV-T6oV  TrAnatfov  [ 
...  aI  OC  LauT6 
I 
...  C(I  I 
....  a]  1TEPtGGOT'EPOV  t(TTtV  TTaVTWV  TCOv  6XoKaUTWpaTWV 
I 
.... 
P'l  Kai  OuatCov. 
"'[.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  6  'ITIcroog  lb-Om  [aOT6V]  [..  Pl  OTt  VOUVEX(B;  dl7EI(Pt'On  [..  P*l  ELlTEV 
allT(BI 
[.  dl  [..  a]  W  VaKpav  El  [..  dl  aTTo'  Tqq  pacytAE(ag  TOO  OE013. 
[.  a]  Kai  odbEIC  OOKffi  I-dl  tTOApa  at3T6v  hTEpwTficzat. 224 
B'a  [a]  '5  [.  a]  Kai  anoi(pt0ilig  [.  Pl  6  '19(yor);  EXEYEV  [.  fV]  8t8dCFKWV  &  TQ  lEp(B, 
IPI  [-a]  [-,  a]  rIG9  XEYOUCFtV  OL-YPQUjlajCtr..  [..  C(I  6Tt  6  XptCYT6g  dd-Q 
"[.  Pl  [..  a]  akdc  Aaul'S  ElTrEV  To  Trvf:  upaTt  T(P  6[yt'q),  [..  Pl  [ 
...  a]  EIMEv  J 
To  Kuptw  vu,  [ 
...  a7l  KaOou  &40v  Iglu  [..  p"I  a]  E'w;  a5v  W  TOO;  ýXOPOU; 
9D-u  [ 
...  c(l  617oxaTW  TCOV  7TOMV  QQU. 
"[.  frl  [..  a]  ak6c  Aau'18  A&EL  aOTO"V  Kuptov,  [..  dl  Kai  Tro0tv 
WTOO  &ITIV  UW(;; 
[P'l  Kai  [61  TroXOg  6xXoc  ftýUEV  a6TO0  ýUW;. 
[a]"  [.  a]  Kai  ev  Tfi  Maxt  adToQ  [.  c(l 
EXEyEv, 
[P]  [.  a] 
BAMETE  aTr6  T(BV  yp=paT9wv 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  TOV  OEXOVTWV  L. 
071  [ 
...  a]  Ly  aToAd'tg  ITEPtTraTt-tV  PI  Kai  acmaopoO;  ly- 
Td'tg  dyOPCCtg  y]  39 
Kai  npwmKa0E8pt"a;  Ly  Tcrtg  auvaywydtg  81  Kai 
rpmmxAtata;  LY  Tdtg  8EtlTVOtg* 
"[.  frl  [..  a]  ot  xaTEO`0t'OVTC;  T&g  olida;  TCOV  npLy  f..  dl  Kai  rpoýaaet  paxpa 
TrpOcTf:  uxOjjEvOt, 
[P*l  03TOt  ATIPýOVTat  TrEptO`CFOTEPOV  Kpt[ia. 
Plal"  [.  a]  Kai  KaOtaa;  xaTivcxvTt  TOO  yaCoýuAaKtfou  [.  Pl  tOEw'pEt  TT@9  6  6xXoc  WAXEt 
XaAK6v  [.  P*l  EIC  T6  yaCoýuAdKtoý- 
[p]  [.  a]  Kai  TroAXo't  TrAouatot  ZDaMov  lToAAd-  [.  Pl  "'  Kai  Mooou  Pta  Xjj'P-a  nTwXn 
EoaXf:  v  Am&  80o,  [.  P*l  6  taTtv  Ko8pdvTnc. 
[p,  ]43  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  TTpocrKaA,  -(YCqIEVO;  TOOg  liaOqT&;  adTOG  [..  Cel  EITTEv  aOTdt;, 
[..  a]  "A[iq'v  Atyw  UýrtV  [..  Pl  O"Tt  ý  Xr'pa  aUt'TTI  ý  TrTWXA  7TAt-tov  TTavTwv  EoaAf:  v 
[..  P'l  TCov 
PaXA6vTwv  -t'c  TLY40uAdmor 
44[.  pe]  [..  a]  TravTEc  yap  &MO  1TEpt(YCFEUOVTO;  a6Td-Ig  Eoc(Xov,  [..  Pl  aUtTll  R  ZK  Ift 
e  UCFTEpylaf:  w;  adTfi;  TTdvTa  oca  E7tXFv  ýDahv,  [..  rl  OAOV  T6V  Ptov  WTI;. 
I 
In  part  A,  Sadducees  (mentioned  here  only  in  the  Gospel),  come  with  a  wonderfully 
complicated  question  on  the  resurrection.  Jesus  replies,  with  reference  to  Moses,  and  does  not 
resist  concluding  intimidatingly,  "much  you  are  mistaken".  In  part  B,  one  of  the  scribes,  in 
approaching  Jesus,  is  more  sympathetic  than  cautious.  Having  questioned  Jesus  on  the 
principal  commandment,  he  concurs  with  his  reply  and  receives  something  of  a  commendation, 
"You  are  not  far  from  the  kingdom  of  God".  Part  B'  tells  how  Jesus,  in  his  teaching  in  the 
temple,  questions  the  scribes'  understanding  (consider  12.35,  Kai  aTro1<ptOE1q  6'lqaoO; 
EAf:  YF-v  ...  :  part  B'  relates  to  part  B,  for  "scribes")  of  the  Christ  as  David's  Son:  he  raises  the 
issue  between  the  Christ  and  David,  as  to  whether  the  Christ  is  "Son"  or  "Lord"  of  David:  he 
is  Lord  of  David,  and  all  his  enemies  "will  be  put  under  his  feet"  (the  quotation  is  from 
Ps.  I  10.1).  "The  large  crowd  heard  him  gladly.  "  In  the  two  balancing/completing  parts  P  and 
p',  Jesus  addresses  the  issue  of  true  devotion:  the  scribes  are  devoted  to  themselves,  not  to 
God  and  his  purposes  (theirs  is  the  "greater  condemnation";  they  are  the  Lord's  enemies);  and 
when  Jesus  is located  opposite  the  treasury  he  sees  a  poor  "widow"  (xqpa  is  a  verbal  link 
between  the  two  passages)  who,  in  contrast,  is  utterly  devoted  to  God. The  second  half  of  the 
Day's  telling  now  begins: 225 
Aa  '[a]  Kait  tKlTopEuoptvou  all'TOO  IK  TOO  Up-OD  [p]  Atya  WTý  fp"I  Elq  TCOV 
paOqTCjv  adTOO, 
[a]  At8aoicaAE,  [p]  ME  7ToTaTro*t  ý&n  [P'l  Kalt  TroTarral  a[Ko-&pC[L- 
P,  '[a]  xalt  o'lTlcyoC)g  EtTrEv  adTQ,  WI  [.  a] 
BA6TEIC  TaUTag  Tag  p,  -y6Xag  QjKQ&ogdý;; 
[.  Pj  [..  a]  od  IIA  d#Oq  [..  Pl  At'Ooc  [..  P"I  bit  AtOov  [.  P"I  "q  oO  IIA  i(aTCtAUOq,.  0 
3  Ba  [a]  Kai  xaOqpEvou  WTOO  [p]  El;  T6  "OpOg  T(7)VEXat(7)v  TOU 
I  EPOO 
[a]  [.  a]  ITrTIPW'Ta  aOTO*V  [.  Pl  xaT'  18t"aV  [.  Pcl  nETPO; 
Wl  [.  a]  Kai  'laKwpo;  [.  Pl  Kai  'lwdvvrjg  [.  P*l  Kai  'Av8pýag, 
[a]  ElTr6v  ý[rtv  [p]  Tr6T,  -  TaQTa  'KaTat,  [P'l  [.  a]  Kai  Tt'  T6  cyngEllov  [.  a  I  6Tav  PE'AAq, 
Ta()Ta  allVTEXt-to0at  Trc'cvTa. 
B'  a56R  'IqaoOg  'p4aTO  Aýyuv  aOTCi-t;, 
P  [a]  BA61EETE  [d]  PTI  TI;  6P6fq  ITAC(V4(Y]3* 
P,  6[Cd  ITOAAOIL  tAEUaOVTat  bTitl  TQ  6vopaTt  POU  [p]  AýYOVTE;  O'TL  'Eyw'  Elpt,  [P,  l  Kait 
iToAAoOc  TrXav4cFouatv. 
The  second  half  begins  with  the  above,  section  A,  with  Jesus  going  outside  the  temple.  In  the 
introductory  section  to  the  Days  telling  (11.20-22)  we  discover  some  clear  parallels  of  details 
and  construction,  which  suggest  that  one  has  been  written  with  the  other  in  mind: 
11.20-22  K-d  17ap  a  ... 
et8OV  TýV  CYUI(fiV...  Xýym  ako.,  "  PaPPt',  't& 
Crul(fi  ... 
Llngak.  AlyEt  adTO-tq... 
13.1,2  Kd  knopEuodvou  all'TOC)  &  TOO  1EPOO  AhEt  WTQ#...  At8daWctAE.  Tt&E 
TroTauolt  Moot...  6  'Inao0c  EtTrEv  at3TQ  ... 
It  is  the  temple  now  which  is  going  to  be  destroyed.  (Jesus  cleared  it,  the  Day  previously:  the 
judgement  of  God  is  upon  it.  )  In  part  B,  Peter,  James,  John  and  Andrew,  as  Jesus  now  sits 
opposite  25  the  temple,  question  him,  "When?  "  and  "What  wifl  be  the  signs  ... 
?  ".  In  part  B" 
Jesus  prefaces  his  answers  with  a  warning.  His  answers  come  in  this  halfs  overall  Sections  B 
(vv.  7-17)  and  B'(vv.  18-37):  the  first  question  is  addressed  inB,  and  the  second  in  B'. 
Section  B  clearly  answers  the  first  question:  all  three  parts  begin  similarly: 
13.7  "QIQLY-H  dXOUaqTE  TTWPOUg 
13.11  KaUm  a'ywatv  6pa;  iTapa8t8OVTE; 
13.14  "QJ2Y-&'t'8TjTE  T6  PSE'Xuypa 
Section  B'  answers  the  second  question,  and  its  three  parts  begin: 
13.18,19  npocrEux,,  ooE  8E...  at  Adpat  &Eltvat  O)CtOtc 
13.24  'AAAd  &  hatvatc  T  AVipatC  pETa  Týv  OMOtv  ii(Etvqv 
13.32  nEpt  u  Ttc  WPMALLm  fl"  The  Apac 
25  For  an  anastrophe,  or'hook  word'  smoothing  the  transition  between  the  two  halves  of  this  Ws 
telling,  compare  12.41,  KcrELOwn  TOO  y4oýuAaKfou,  and  13.3,  i(aTimn  TOO  IEP6-U. 226 
Section  B  is  presented  below: 
Aa  '[a]  [.  alOT(xv  R  CCKOUCFqTE  [.  Pl  ITOXiVOUC  [.  P*l  ical  d-Kodig  TroAtvwv,  [p]  Vý 
Opmlcft-  [P'l  [.  a]  St-L  ym:  cOat,  [.  Pl  &A'  OU"ITW  [.  P'l  T6  TiAOC. 
'[cd  La]  tyEpOdaETat  yap  [.  Pl  Mvoc  &  Nvoc  [.  P*l  1<a't  ýaatAnfa  bit  OaGtAdfav, 
[p]  La]  E'aovTat  uEtopoll  [.  c(l  KaTd(  T0TrOUq, 
[P'l  La]  E'(YOVTat  AtpOt'  Ldl  dPX4  W'5tVWV  Ta0Ta. 
"[a]  La]  5X&rmu  R  6pt-Lq  LaUTOU';  *  [.  Pl  TrapaUcrouctv  upac  Eig.  auvE8pta 
[.  P"I  i(al  Eir,  ouvaywyaq  8apqcyEaOe 
[.  a]  i(at  b7it  ýYEjIOVWV  Kal  pactAEwv  aTaO4crEoOE  [.  Pl  E"VEKEV  tPOO  [.  P*l  Eig 
papTUptov  adTd'tq. 
'o[P'l  [.  a]  Kait  Etlq  TrC'tVTa  Tdl  Efivn  [.  Pl  TrPCOTOV  [.  P'l  &I  KTIPUXOqvaL  TO' 
EjayyEAtov. 
Ba  "[a]  La]  Ka't-6Tav  a'ywcytv  6pCt;  TTcxpa8t86v=,  [.  Pl  pý  ITPOPEptpvaTE  Lp"I  Tt 
ACCA4alITE, 
IPI  1A  dAA'  0  biV  800fl,  6ýCtV  [.  Pl  &  II(EtVTl  Tq,  Wt'pqt  [.  P*l  TOGTO  AaAEITE, 
[P'l  [.  (ý  od  yap  iCYTE  UPEI;  01  ACaOOVTEC  [V]  &Ad[  T6  lTvEC)pa  T6  a'ytov. 
`[a]  [.  cd  xal  rrapaWaa  d-&EM6c  [.  Pl  d5dov  [.  P'l  Et;  OdVaTOV 
[p]  La]  Kal  TraTýp  La  I  T&vov, 
[P'l  [.  a]  Kait  LTMva(TT4(JOVTat  TEKva  [.  Pl  Ld  yovt-L;  [.  P*l  Kalt  OavaTW,  aoUcrtV 
aOTOUg' 
"M  i(al  E'CFEGOE  PtaOUPEVOt  UTr6  TraVTWV  [p]  8ta'  T6  owvopci  Pou. 
[P'l  La]  oR  UTrOPEL'va;  Et;  IýAOC  Ldl  OUTO;  aWO9'aETat. 
B'  a  "[a]  'OT(xv  50.89TE  T6  08EXuypa  Tqq  tpqpW'CYEWg  [p]  tCrTqKOTa  O'nou  oO  8ell, 
[P'l  6  dvaytvw'crKwv  VOEtTW, 
[a]  [.  a]  ToTE  Q!  &  Tq,  'lou5ata  [.  c(l 
#UYETWcyav  Eig  Ta  opTI, 
IPI  [-a]  6  18d  tiT't  ToO  8W'VaTOg  [.  Pl  pA  i<aTapaTW  [.  P'l  WIH  i:  t'af:  XOaTW  a,  ="  Tt  IK 
Tqg  oNtag  aOToQ, 
"[P'l  [.  a]  Kalt  &  Et'g  TOW  aypo'v  [.  Pl  g4 
bTtCFTPEýaTW  E(q  Tdt  617t'crw  [.  [Yl  c9pl(L  T60 
ipaTtov  aOToQ. 
"[a]  [.  a]  oualt  R  I-PI  idQ  iv  yacrTpl  tXoucyat;  [.  Pl  Kait  IDX  OqXaýo6mg 
[C(I  &  &ELVaLC  TdIC  &j9patc. 
We  noted  above  the  indicators  of  basic  structure.  Here  we  note  how  the  content  of  this 
Section  B  has  its  correspondence  with  Jesus'  aflegorical  parable  of  the  vineyard,  in  Section  B 
of  the  first  half  of  the  Day's  teHing.  Old  Israel  wifl  continue  to  "beat"  and  "put  to  death"  God's 
representatives,  but  the  one  enduring  ("for  Jesus'  sake",  v.  9;  "proclaffiýng  the  Gospel",  v.  10; 
through  whom  "the  Holy  Spirit  speaks",  v.  11)  "wifl  be  saved",  v.  13.  Again,  part  A  introduces 
the  issues  and  the  next  two  parts,  B  and  B,  complete  the  presentation. 
Section  B',  presented  below,  is  set  up  particularly  by  the  anastrophe  of  "those  days",  at  vv-17 
and  19  (note:  in  Markan  and  rhetorical  reversed  orders:  v.  17:  &  lim'vatq  Tdtiq  ýVýpatq; 
and  v.  19:  EICTOVTat  y6p  at  ýptpm  &Elvm).  Sections  B  and  B'  are  linked,  therefore,  by  an 
anastophe,  which  signals  the  end  of  one  division  and  the  beginning  of  another. 227 
Aa  [a]  is  [.  ai  npoat:  ux,  -ooE  SE  [.  dl  Tva  pA  ybriTaL  XELP(BVOg 
19E'CYOVTaL  y&p  aL  &dpat  IKCtvat  OX-10tC 
[.  a]  [..  a]  ola  ou'  yE'yovEV  TOtaUTq  [..  Pl  de  dpitfIC  KTt'CYEWC  [..  P'l  IFIV  EvKTI(YEV 
60  E6g 
[.  Pl  E'Wq  TOO  v0v  [.  P'l  Kal  oO  pA  yEvnTat 
[a]  20  xal  El  pA  ti<oX6DwaEv  Kuptoc  T&q  hpýpn, 
[p]  odK  a5v  IaAq  7Taaa  adp4. 
fol  [.  aldXXdt8ta:  [QO;  ZKXEKTOOC[.  PloOclýEXýýaTo[.  fV]eKoX6pwar-vT&(;  ' 
hjjipac. 
Plal  "[.  a]  [..  a]  Kaill  TOTE  ZCIV  TLq  61ftV  EtTrT  'SE  6  XplaT6C,  [..  P"I  b<  t,  , 1,  w"  L&  el 
[.  C(l  PA  7TtaTEU=* 
[p]  22[.  Cý  [..  Cd  ýyEpo&FOVTaL  y&p  [..  Pl  OEu86xptuTot  [..  P*l  i(al  OwSoTTPOýqTat 
[..  a]  Ka't"5w'aouatv  [..  Pl  cyinlit-t  [..  fV'f"lcat  TtpaTa 
[..  a]  Trp6q  To'  alToTrX(xvrxv 
- 
[..  Pl  El  8uvaTOV,  [..  rl  TOOC  &AEKTOOC. 
[pgl  23  [.  a]  upt-Ig  &  OAýJTETE.  [.  C(]  iTpo'-Ipnl<  6[riv  TrcivT  . 
Ba[a]24[.  a][..  a]'AXXaývli<Et'vaiCTd-tChliýpatc[..  Ce]IIET'aTýVOrtqlt  &dVIjV 
[..  a]  6  TIAtOg  12KQ-U20TJ'(7ETat 
..  a7l  Kai  ý  ar;  XTlvTl  od  Won  T6  ýýyyoC  aL3T 
[..  a]  a]  Kai  01  d(JTEPE;  ECFOVTaL  Too  o6pavoQ  nl,  nmTE;, 
[..  a*  a]  Kai  d  8uv4n;  PI  ai  tv  Td-tc-OoDavd-tc  pel  =AfJU0TjCFOVTaL. 
21  [.  a]  Kai  T6TE  OýOVTat  T6V  U16V  TOO  avOpw'iTou  [.  Pl  tpxopf:  vov  tv  vf:  #XaL; 
[.  P"I  PET&  8uv6jEwc  TroXXq;  Kai  86ýnC. 
[pl]21[.  a]  IKK  KaL  161E  (11TOCTTEXE7L  TOO;  ftyýXouC  [.  Pl  Kai  b7tcTuVd4Et  TOOC  Z  AE  TOO 
[adTOC)l  [.  P'l  [..  a]  IK  TCOV  TEcy(yapwv  avE[iwv  [..  Pl  dif  Wou  yfig  [..  IYI  E'wg  &Pou 
o6pavol 
[a]  21  [.  a]  'ATro'  R  Tfic  auKfic  [.  a7l  paOETE  :  EhV  apaDoX4v- 
[p]  La]  [..  a]  oTav  4&4  6  KXaSog  adTfl;  &TTaXO';  ycvqTat  [..  dl  Kai  &ýUq  Ta  ýuXxa, 
[.  C(I  YtV6CTKETE  611  ly)(OC  T6  OEPO;  eaTtV. 
[pg]29  U  [.  a]  O"TWg  Kai  UPE7t;,  [.  Pl  O'T(XV  1811TE  Ta0Ta 
6Tt  eyy6C  eany  tTr't  Oupat;. 
P'[al  30[.  al  c'qjAv  XEyw  6[CtV  [.  Pl  OTt  06  pq  mWjAaU  A  Mm  aU"Tq  PEXpt;  OU  Q 
lTaVTa  yEvilTat. 
3  '6  oupavo";  Kai  q  yq  nap,  -AEOcyowat, 
ot  R  Xoyot  pou  od  pq  impik-kowat. 
B'a  [a]  "[.  a]  flf:  pi  R  [.  Pl  Tfic  4pipaq  LuNric  [.  frl  I  The  6p" 
[.  a]  odbdc  1.8,  ý 
[.  Pl  oAH  olt  ayyE  gL  IV  o6pavQ-  [.  p'1!  2dft  6  ulog, 
El  A  6TraTTIp. 
[a]  "[a]  DA91TETE  [p]  ulTvE7LTE:  -  [p'l  oOK  cýj8an  ydp  Tr6TE  6  Katpoq 
IaTtv. 
34  [.  I[..  ]fI  L  Tj  Lav  au  aa  wg  avOpwiTog  dTro8qpo;  [..  dl  d#%L;  T  IV  OlKt'  OTOO 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  Kait  806g  TCRtg  8ouXotg  aOTOO  TýV  14ouctav,  [..  c(l  LKaaTy  T6  EIPYOV 
adTOO, 
[..  a]  Kai  TO,  OUPWPQ  IVETEt'XaTO  [..  c(l  Tiva  ypriyop-Q. 
[.  a]  [..  a]  ouv,  [..  dl  oOK  cHau  yd(p  6JWPIQQ  Tfig  o(Ktag 
PXETat, 
[..  a]  6ýt  [..  Pl  t  11  PECFOVUKTtOV  &EKTOPOýWV'ag  iTpwl, 
[..  a]  pý  MOv  t4afývqg  [..  dl  Opq  6pa;  1<aOE68ovT=.  u 
PC  31  [a]  8  81  61fiv  ALW, 
[d]  [.  a]  udatv  XEyw, 
Part  A  characterises  "those  days"  as  days  of  "distress"  and  as  "shortened"  for  the  sake  of  "the 
elect".  Jesus  also  warns,  as  before  in  v.  6  26 
,  that  others  will  come  to  mislead,  if  possible,  the 228 
elect.  For  OXIIýtq,  see  also  v.  24,  the  opening  piece  to  the  following  part.  Part  B  tells  of  the 
glorious  finale  which  follows  "the  distress",  the  parousia  and  the  angelic  gathering  up  of  the 
elect  from  every  comer  of  the  earth.  People  will  be  able  to  judge  how  near  the  event  is,  just  as 
they  know  from  the  "parable"  of  the  growth  of  a  fig  tree  when  summer  is  coming.  All  these 
things  will  happen  in  this  generation:  Jesus'  word  is  to  be  trusted.  Part  B'  amplifies  and 
completes  the  lessons:  it  begins  in  a  fashion  that  truly  cements  the  parts:  IlEpl  RM 
I*  pac  &Etvnc  ot  E  XYPUTTVt-LTc  and  it  is  71  TT1q  w5pag  o6ftlq  '8,  -v...  The  calliS  PA  'ITETE,  e 
reinforced  with  another  parable.  The  illustration  itself  ends  with  Iva  ypjIyDp-O  and  a 
command,  oUV...  Jesus  may  be  talking  only  to  Peter,  James,  John  and  Andrew, 
but  his  words  are  for  "all"  (so  Mark  presents):  8R  61flv  ALy-w,  nacytv  Xiyw,  ypnyopt-LTE. 
We  note:  the  teaching  ends  with  words,  YPIIYOPt-LTe  and  KaOEU80VTaq,  which  feature  again 
in  Day  Twenty-six,  the  chiastically  corresponding  Day  of  the  Series,  as  Jesus  gives  instruction 
to  Peter,  James  and  John  in  Gethsemane. 
Clearly,  the  length  of  this  Day's  telling,  in  terms  of  its  verses,  has  added  to  the  difficulties  of 
both  establishing  the  Day's  structure  as  well  as  presenting  it.  We  end  our  examination  of  Day 
Twenty-four  with  consideration  of  more  minor  matters  of  detail,  but  nevertheless,  useful 
testings  of  this  analytical  approach.  Two  chiasms  have  been  said  to  exist:  one  at  12.10,11  and 
one  at  12.35-37,  both  proposed  by  Marcus". 
The  first  is  at  12.10,11:  "The  Rejected  and  Vindicated  Stone",  the  quotation  of  Ps.  118.22-23 
from  the  LXX  (Ps.  1  17):  "Have  you  not  read  this  scripture: 
"A  stone  which  the  builders  rejected  A 
this  one  was  made  the  head  of  the  comer  B 
from  the  Lord  this  came  to  be  B' 
and  it  is  astonishing  in  our  eyes"?  A' 
We  compare: 
'Tqv  dv'yvwTf:,  [.  a]  odSt  TO  yp#Av  Tau  E 
[..  a]  At'Oov  o"v 
dTr,  -8oKtpacyav  ol  01KOSOPOOMEg, 
[..  dl  OU'TOg  tycvqoq  EjgKqaAAv  ywvt'ag- 
[..  a]  iTapa'  KupjoU 
tYE'VETO  aUt'Tq, 
[..  c(l  Kaii  'EuTtv  OauVaGTA  &  6ýOaAPO-tg  7,111COV; 
Marcus  argues  weakly  that  "parts  B  and  B'  speak  of  divine  action  of  vindicating  the  stone", 
and  that  they  are  "framed  by  two  human  responses  in  parts  A  and  R.  "  But  he  fails  to 
26  Part  A  of  this  13'  Section  (vv.  18-23)  links,  therefore,  with  the  introduction  (vv.  1-6),  in  this  way  also. 
27  Marcus,  The  Way  ofthe  Lord..,  pp.  II  If.  and  pp.  13  Of. 229 
recognise  the  Psalmist's  two  pairs  of  statements,  where  each  pair  is  traditionally  punctuated  by 
a  colon.  His  letter-designation  of  AB  and  B'A'  in  sequence  destroys  the  rhythm  of  the  verses. 
My  judgement  is  that  Mark has  not  diverted  from  his  rhetorical  method  to  incorporate  the 
quotation,  as  with  the  last  chiasm  demonstrated,  in  11.9,10.  The  quotation  in  structural  terms 
is  in  two  pairs  of  statements  which  are  well  described  in  Mark!  s  context  as  [.  P]  and  [.  P'  I  parts, 
introduced  by  La]. 
The  second  is  at  12.35-37:  "David's  Son  and  David's  Lord":  an  arrangement  around  a  quote 
from  Ps.  I  10.1:  And  answering,  Jesus  said,  teaching  in  the  Temple,  A 
How  do  the  scribes  say  that  the  Christ  is  the  Son  of  David?  B 
David  himself  said  in  the  Holy  Spirit,  C 
The  Lord  said  to  my  Lord/Sit  at  my  right  hand,  D 
Until  I  put  your  enemies/under  your  feet. 
David  himself  calls  him  "lord"  Co 
How  then  is  he  his  son?  B' 
And  the  large  crowd  heard  him  gladly.  A! 
We  compare: 
-yE. 
P"I  8t8d(YKWV  iV  To  I;  EP@,  B'a  [a]  "[.  a]  Kall  dTToKptOE'tg  [.  Pl  6'lqaoOg 
[.  a]  [..  a]  rMog  XEyouatv  Qq.  j..  dl  O"Tt  6  Xpt(YT69  U16Q  AW18  ?  CTTtV; 
[..  a]  ak& 
AaU't'8  etlTEV  &  TO  7TVEupaTt  TQ  &yt'(-Pl 
a]  EtTTf:  v  KUPLOC  TQLjL)  IKUPt'W 
dl  K60ou  &  k4t(Bv  VQu 
[...  a]  K"wq  d'v 
0@  TOOq  ýXOP06q  (IOU 
...  C(I  6TTOKaTW  T(BV  1TOWOV  90U. 
[..  a]  akdc  Aaut'8  Ity-a  aOT6V  IKOPIOV,  [..  c(l  Kal  TroOEv  a6TOO  LITLY 
U16;; 
[PI  Kalt  [61  TroAO;  oXAoq  4Kouf:  v  a6TOO  ýUWq.  T) 
I  judge  again  that  Mark  has  not  departed  here  from  his  usual  app'  rhetorical  style:  [PI  is  the 
completing  response  to  [P],  not  [a]  which  here  is  an  extravagant  introductory  statement,  in  its 
[.  a]  [.  P1  [.  P  "I  completion  by  Mark.  Further  to  t  his,  the  fine  which  follows  this  construction 
reads:  P  [a]"  La]  [..  a]  Kal  &  Tý  Waxt  aOToQ  [..  a']  MyEv...  and  it  is  another,  similar 
introductory  statement  (for  the  next  rhetorical  unit)  with  a  reversal  of  the  common  words 
which  demonstrates  the  common  functions  of  13'a  W"  La]  and  B'P  W"  La].  In  the  inner 
construction  of  [P]  an  identification  of  the  same  [A  [.  Pl  [.  P"I  ordering  is  made,  and  within  I-P]  is 
another  [..  a]  [. 
-P1  where  we  discover  parechesis  in  the  two  lines  of  both  [..  Pl  and  I. 
-Pl. 
Marcus  at  least  recognises  here  (cf.  his  quote  above,  from  Ps.  118)  that  the  quotation  is  two 
pairs  of  balancing  statements.  My  alternative  may  lack  his  'simplistic  appeal',  but  it  continues 
to  display  Mark's  app'  method  at  several  levels  of  literary  order;  it  pays  attention  to  much 
more  than  a  few  verbal  correspondences;  and  it  qualifies  the  unit's  fixing  in  its  literary  setting. 230 
Day  Twenty-five:  14.1-11: 
Given  that  the  first  three  Days  comprise  a  sub-Series,  this  fourth  Day's  telling  in  Mark's  final 
Series  of  seven  Days  occupies  'central'  place.  It  behaves,  as  we  might  now  expect,  as  a  hinge, 
pivot  or  fulcrum  to  the  material  of  the  sub-Series  of  three  Days  each  side  of  it.  The  Day 
relates  two  particular  turning  points,  the  plotting  of  Jesus'  arrest  and  death,  in  which  a  disciple 
shares  a  part,  in  betraying  him  (see  under  Day  Twenty-three,  the  table  of  conflict-climaxes), 
and  the  anointing  of  Jesus  "for  his  burial"  by  a  woman  who  will  be  remembered,  "wherever  the 
Gospel  is  proclaimed  in  all  the  world"  (a  unique  clause  in  the  Gospel  narrative).  In  contrast  to 
Judas  Iscariot,  literally,  "the  one  of  the  twelve",  who  will  be  remembered  for  his  treachery,  this 
sadly  un-named  woman,  "in  one  action  anointed  him  Messiah,  proclaimed  his  death  and 
resurrection  and  made  an  act  of  total  commitment  to  him  as  Lord".  " 
The  Day  looks  both  backwards  and  forwards.  Under  Day  Twenty-four  I  drew  attention  to  the 
fact  that  the  leaders  of  Old  Israel  set  out  to  "trap"  Jesus  (12.13)  but  failed  (12.13-34).  They 
had  to  find  another  way.  The  Day's  telling  begins  with  their  seeking  how  they  might,  by 
stealth,  seize  him  and  kill  him:  the  Day's  telling  ends  with  the  burden  shifted  onto  Judas  who 
now  has  to  look  for  an  opportunity  to  betray  him.  His  chance  comes  the  very  next  day. 
The  Day  begins  with  what  seems  to  be  a  simple  and  straightforward  temporal  reference9,  'PHv 
R  To"  Trao-Xa  Katl  Ta'  aýupapUa  80o  f1pipaq.  But  there  is  a  problem,  and  it  is  not  with  the 
combining  of  the  two  feasts,  for  they  had  already  become  one'o:  it  is  With  PET&  8UO  ýpi':  Pa;  - 
The  key  to  understanding  how  Mark  is  counting,  either  inclusively,  meaning  "the  day  before", 
or  counting  two  whole  days  on,  is  found  in  Mark's  references  to  Jesus'  predictions  that  "after 
three  days"  he  would  rise  (8.31,9.31,10.34).  The  three  days  are  clearly  Friday,  Saturday  and 
Sunday  (see  Days  Twenty-seven,  15.1-47,  and  Twenty-eight,  16.1-8):  he  is  counting 
inclusively.  This  Day's  telling  is  located,  therefore,  on  the  day  before  the  first  Day  of  the  Feast 
(14.12)  which  is  Mark's  Day  Twenty-six  which  follows  this  one.  At  first  sight,  the  Day  may 
appear  structured  to  a  chiasm,  but  discerning  Mark's  usual  ABB'  method,  we  see  how  A 
(vv.  1,2)  is  introductory  to  the  Day,  and  B  (vv.  3-9)  and  B'  (vv.  10,11)  complete  the  Day's 
telling  and  hold  together  for  reference  to  'place',  to  Inioney'  and  to  'true  discipleship'. 
28  Hooker,  77ie  GospeL..,  p.  330. 
29  See  under  Day  Two  for  a  listing  of  all  Mark!  s  Days  which  begin  with  temporal  references. 
30  11  Chron.  35.17;  Josephus,  Antiquities,  XIV.  2.1;  XVII.  9.3. 231 
On'place':  B  begins:  Kai  0'VToq  adTO0  Iv  Bq0avtq  ZV  Tfl,  ojKjq  ItPWVOq  TOG  AETrPOG 
unction  here  more  KaTaKEtjjEvou  a6TO0...  (parechesis  is  observable  in  w.  2,3  but  appears  to  f 
as  an  anastrophe  to  link  wl,  2  and  3ff.  );  B'  begins:  Kai  'lou8aq'ICYKaptLu'0  6  EIq  TCOV 
5W'8EKa  dTrfiAOEv...  On  'money':  the  annoyance  "of  some"  of  the  disciples  with  the  woman 
was  that  the  ointment  could  have  been  sold  for  over  "three  hundred  denarii"  and  given  to  the 
poor  (w.  4,5);  and  the  chief  priests  promised  Judas  "silver"  (v.  11).  The  closing  two  parts  P 
and  P',  which  balance  as  first  and  second  developments,  do  lend  support  to  the  view  that 
Judas  betrayed  Jesus  for  the  money.  Though  Matthew  does  not  mention  the  "three  hundred 
denarii"  in  relation  to  the  ointment,  he  does,  alone  of  the  Synoptists,  put  the  figure  of  "thirty" 
on  the  pieces  of  "silver"  (Matt.  26.9,15).  Xwould  appear  that  both  Mark  and  Matthew  saw 
the  monetary  connection  between  the  woman  and  Judas.  On  'true  discipleship':  the  greatest 
acts  of  generosity  to  Jesus  express  'true  discipleship'.  Discipleship  is  not  simply  being  listed 
among  his  followers,  even  his  closest  followers  are  capable  of  abusing  his  trust. 
The  literary  structure  of  Day  Twenty-five  may  be  viewed  as: 
Aa  '[a]  'rHv  U  [P]  T6  iTdaxa  i(all  Td(aupa  [p']  gj&A6Q_ýgtpac. 
[a]  i(al 
IýTJTOUV  ddpXtEpdý,  'Kal  ot  ypcqiVaTt-tg 
[P]  TO; 
WTOW  IV  80AY 
KpaT4aaVTE;  [P'l  aTroXTEtVWCYtV' 
V  '[a]  EXEyov  yap,  [P]  W  IV  Tfl,  LOPTfi,  [p*l  Wj=  EaTat  OOPUPOq  TOO  XaQQ. 
Ba  [a]  '[.  a]  Kall  O'VTOq  allTOa  [.  Pl  Ly  BqOavtq  [.  P]  LY  Tfl,  Ot"Ktq(YtPWVO;  TQQ  XEITPOU 
[.  a]  KaTaKEtpEvou  auTOD 
[.  Pl  'XoEv  yuvý  [.  P'l  ýXouoa  &60acupov  pupou 
vap8ou  ITtCYTtKfig  TTOAUTEXOC);  * 
(p']  [.  a]OUVTP't'ýauaT"V&6ýaaTpov[.  a]KaTEX,  -EvaOTOC)Tfi;  KEýaAfig. 
[a]  4  [.  a]  [..  a]  ýGaV  8E  TtVEq  [..  c(l  dyavaKTOC)VTE;  rp6;  LaUTOUq,  [.  Pl  Eig  Tt 
aiTwXEta  allTTI  iQQ-  lidpou  yEyovr-v;  [..  a]  j8uvaTo  Y&P  TOGTO  16-tWM 
Trpa0fivat  tiTavw  8qvaptWV  TptaKoatwv  [..  c(l  Kai  8oOfivat  Td-tq  17Twx.  ol;  - 
[p]  Kai  MPPtPGVTo  aOTq,. 
'[.  a]  6R  'IqaoC)g  dtmv,  [.  c(l  [..  a]  'AýETE  aOT4V*  [..  Pl  Tt'  WTfi,  K617oug  TrapýXETE;  qt0 
7 
[..  Pel  KaA6V  E"PyOv  ýpydaaTO  tV  IpOt'. 
pla  [.  a]  [..  a]  Trawou  yap  m6c  Tr-rwXoOC  KXLu  pE01  LaUTCOV,  [..  Pl  Kai  of'Tav  0ATITE 
[..  P"I  8Uvao0z  WTOiq  EU3  , 
[.  a]  lpt  R  od  TrdvToTE  KxETE. 
IPI  8l.  cd  o-  -EaxEv  ITrotfinuEr  [.  Pl  TrpoEXapf:  v  IJUP[M  T6  O'copa  [IOU  [.  P'l  Eig  TO'V 
tVT#taapov. 
'[.  a]  dpýv  R  AEyw  U[rtV,  [.  Pl  [..  Cd  O"17OU  ý&  lCqPUXOfi,  TO"  EdayyAtov  [..  C(l  Eig  o'AOV 
T  O*'v  x6opov,  [.  P'l  [..  a]  Kai  OF  tTrO  tn(TEV  aUTq  [..  Ce  I  XaXqO  '(YETat  1:  Ig  pvqpOauvov 
aO-rfi;. 
B'a  "[al[.  al  Kai  "lou8ag  lowapOO  [.  dl  6  r-Iq  -rGv8w'8Ei(a[plaiTflXOEV  TTp6q  T069 
dPXIEPE71C  [PTLva  allT6V  iTapa&dt  adTd-tq- 
[cd  ol  R  cn(ouaaVTEg  [01  tXapqcyav  [P*]  [.  a]  i(al  117rlyyEtXaVTO  [.  Pl  aoT@L 
I-P'l  dpyUptov  6oOvaL. 
P,  [a]  i(ait  1ý11'TU  IC(I  TrOg  WIT&  EOKatpwg  Trapa8dL. 2)  32 
Day  Twenty-six:  14.12-72: 
The  Day,  the  Gospel's  third  longest  in  the  telling,  begins  Mark's  final  threesome/sub-  Series  of 
"Days".  They  are  the  most  momentous  of  all  his  "Days".  The  hinge  day  of  this  Series,  Day 
Twenty-five,  in  looking  both  backwards  and  forwards,  may  be  considered  to  introduce  the 
Passion  narrative,  but  the  Passion  narrative  as  such  actually  starts  here,  with  the  introductory 
section,  14.12-16,  which  begins  with  Mark's  second  reference  to  the  Feast  (see  14.1). 
Of  immediate  interest,  structurally  speaking,  is  the  description  of  "preparation"  which  has  its 
clear  parallel  at  the  beginning  of  the  first  Day  of  the  first  sub-Series,  11.1-0.  The  two 
sub-Series  mirror  each  other,  in  their  openings.  The  common  details  are  substantial.  The 
Markan  ABA!  structure  to  the  "Jerusalem  Days",  where  A  is  the  first  and  A'  is  the  second 
sub-Series  around  the  middle  Day  B,  is  well  demonstrated.  We  compare  the  Greek: 
From  11.1-6: 
a 
dno(YrWa  660  TQjv  jjaOqTQ5v  adToO  xaltliýyu  aOTd-t; 
-, 
P  'Yl7dyETF-EI'C  ThV  WLInV  TýV  i(aTEvaVTt 
6PCOV. 
y  KaL  FU'00g  Et(mopEuOp,  -vot  El;  adTýV  OPTIGETE  ITCOAOV  8E8EVEVOV  1ý"  OEV  OOSEI; 
OuTrw  dvopwTrwv  tKdotcrev. 
6  AUaaTE  all'T'O'V  Kalt  ýtp&n. 
E  Irran,  0  Kuptoc 
Kgl  a  fiAOov  Kalt  Eupov  TrQoAov  86,  -U&oy 
1<at  Auoucytv  adTOV... 
0  ot  U  Elinav  aOTd^tc  KaWc  Elt7TEv  6'lqaoO; 
From  14.12-16: 
a  KaL  dTrouT9AAt:  t  ödo  Tüm  pctOnTüv  adToo  Ldl  iKalt  Uyi:  t  adTek, 
ß 
'', 
ylTä£T,  --Eig  TAV  11dAtv9 
%d  '*agt  üýCiv  "  OpwlTog  np  '  tov  "SaTO;  ßa(YT'  y  Km  TraVTfl  av  cqj  u  aýwv 
aKoAou0ýaaTE  adTCO 
LEITIGTE... 
'0  8t560XCCAOC  Kait  LKÜ  tTOtpaCFaT£  npLV. 
Kgi  Z4IAÜ0-V-  01  PaOllTa't  Kä  AAOOV  Eig  TAV  lTOAW  Kalt  f:  U"POV 
[01  imO(ýC  i:  "LTri:  v  adTd-tc 
Mit  11TOt'pCtCraV  TÖ  ITa(rXCt. 
Repeating  phrases,  words  and  endings  are  underlined.  The  details  and  the  constructions  of  the 
stories  follow  each  other  more  or  less  in  order,  up  to  the  last  lines.  There  is  no  doubting  that 
one  story  owes  i  ts  current  form  to  the  other,  and  there  is  every  good  reason  to  argue  here  that 
Mark  created  one  to  match  the  other  in  order  to  signal,  in  the  same  ways,  beginnings  to  this 
31  Neirynck  identifies  11.1-7  and  14.12-16  as  a  'Larger  pericope  Doublet',  Duality...  p.  13  5. 233 
Series'  two  threesomes  of  Days  (11.1-  13.37  and  14.12-16.8).  To  Schweizer,  it  is  more  likely 
14.12-16  which  Mark  created  because  Johns  Gospel  omits  it".  To  me,  it  is  more  likely 
11.1-6.  The  account  of  14.12-16  is  much  less  repetitive  in  its  detail  than  11.1  -6.  Further,  the 
details  of  14.12-16  are  important  to  the  following  reports  in  this  Day's  telling,  whereas  the 
details  of  11.1-6  (which  take  up  more  than  half  Day  Twenty-two's  verses)  appear  to  have  as 
their  primary  purpose  the  aim  of  affirming  that  the  prophecy  of  Zechariah  is  fulfilled.  " 
The  parameters  of  the  Day  are  14.12-72  34 
, 
by  way  of  the  initial  temporal  reference  and  dating 
(see  Day  Twenty-five  for  a  brief  discussion),  and  because  the  following  Day,  which  is 
consecutive,  clearly  begins  at  15.1  with  the  words,  Kai  EOOOq  Trpwt...  The  literary-structure 
of  Day  Twenty-six  is  in  the  form  of  an  ABB'scheme  overall. 
We  examine  the  first  section  (14.12-3  1),  designated  A  in  the  overall  scheme  for  the  Day.  Part 
A  (w.  12-16)  introduces  the  Day's  date  and  the  matter  of  the  disciples'  preparation  for  Jesus  to 
eat  the  Passover  in  an  upper  room  which  is  made  ready  for  them.  Part  B  (w.  17-25)  tefls  how 
"when  evening  came"  Jesus  and  the  twelve  shared  the  meal  together  (note  Z_pXETat).  At  table 
the  presence  of  the  betrayer  is  the  immediate  issue:  the  two  matters  which  complete  the 
table-scene  are  Jesus'  identification  of  his  body,  and  his  blood  of  the  'covenant',  with  bread  and 
wine;  and  that  he  wiH  not  drink  wine  again  until  "the  day  that"  he  drinks  it  "new"  in  the 
kingdom  of  God.  Part  B'  (w.  26-3  1)  tells  again  of  future  events:  on  the  Mount  of  Olives  he 
teRs  them  that  they  wiU  be  scattered,  but  that  (1)  after  he  is  raised  (2)  he  wiU  go  before  them 
into  Galilee  (compare  Day  seven  of  this  Series,  the  last  Day  of  the  Gospel  narrative,  at  16.7 
for  the  teffing  of  (1)  and  the  reminder  of  (2)).  The  balancing  concluding  pieces  fink  with  the 
opening  piece,  through  the  word,  aKav8aXtaO4aEaOi:.  In  the  first,  Peter  claims  he  would  not 
be  Eke  the  others,  but  Jesus  knows  what  wiU  happen  (as  at  the  beginnings  of  this  Day  and  Day 
Twenty-two,  11.1  -  11);  he  wiff  deny  him:  in  the  second,  Peter  'begins'  to  protest:  what  he 
says;  they  aH  'continue  to  say. 
I  present  the  literary  structure  of  Section  A,  14.12-3  1: 
32  Schweizer,  Yhe  GoodNews...,  p.  294. 
33  See  page  211  and  my  note  3,  for  an  additional  and  very  important  link  between  these  opening  Days  of 
these  sub-Series:  the  allusions  in  both  to  the  prophecy  of  Zechariah;  in  the  first,  Zech.  9.9  and  in  the  second, 
9.11. 
34  Heil  views  14.1-52  as  a  nine-scene  Markan  whole,  but  because  he  fails  to  establish  at  the  outset  the 
beginning  and  end  of  a  Markan  presentation  based  on  the  beginning  and  ending  of  "Days",  his  "narrative 
structure"  is  immediately  flawed.  See  John  Paul  Heil,  "Mark  14.1-52:  Narrative  Structure  and  Reader- 
Response",  Bib.,  71  no.  3  (1990),  pp.  305-332. 234 
Aa  [a]  "[.  a]  Kal-Tfi  7Tp6T]n  AdP9  T@V  dCOIIWV,  [.  Pl  O'TE  16  TTd(ZX  IOUOVý  [.  P*l  AýyoUcyly 
aOTO  ol  paOTITall  a6TOO, 
q  T6  [p]  [.  a]  IloO  OtAEtq  [.  Pl  alTeXOOVTEg  ftniudawliEv  [.  P'l  Iva  dcyX  t  dy,  17 
[P'I"[.  al  Kal  d(IT007WEI  SUO  TCOV  paOqTCUv'  WTOO  [.  c(l  Kal  ALYU  adTd-tq, 
[a]  [.  al'YiTayETE  EIC  ThV  HAW, 
LPI  Kai  dTraVT4CYEt  6[rtv  a'vOpwTTog  KEpdptov  u"8aTOg  pamdýwv* 
[.  P*l  dxoAouO  'cTaTE  aOT6), 
[p]  "La]  [..  a]  Kai  oTrou  U(v  ElcAOq  [..  dl  E'oTaTE  To  olKo8Ecm6Tq, 
LPI  [..  a]  OTt  "0  8t8aCFKCCAOg  AEYEL,  [..  C(I  1100  tCYTIV  T6  xaTdAupa  pou 
[.  P"I  [..  a]  o"17ou  T6  7TdaX  [..  Pl  [IET&  1-Cov  paOlITCOV  pou  [..  P'l  ýayw; 
[PT'  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  aOT6g  1-.  Pl  6ýf[V  [..  P*l  BEL4Et 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  dvayatov  pEya  [..  Pl  tuTpwpývov  [..  P*l  E'TOtPOV' 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  Kai  tKEI  [..  Pl  LTotpd(YaTE  [..  IYI  ýýflv. 
plal"Kal  i4fiMov  ol  paOnTal 
[P)  [.  a]  Kalt  AIAOov  dc  T&  Tr6Atv  LPI  Kai  E6pov  [.  P'l  xaOw'q  EITTEv  aOTd'tq, 
[P*l  Kai  hToipam  T6  TTdgX  . 
Ba  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  ftifac  yEvolltylic,  Ldl  KPXETat  PET&  T@V  8w'SEKa. 
"[.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  avaxEtpivwv  a(3TCUV  [..  P]  Kai  IuOtdvmv  [..  P'l  6  'ITIcroog  ElTrEv, 
[..  a]  'Aphy  Aýyw  61CIV  [..  Pl  oTt  LIC  la  611COV  TraPaSOCEL  [IE,  [..  P"I  6  tc)Otwv 
PET'  t[100 
N.  P'l  [..  a]  l'l'p4CXVTO  AUTrdo0at  L.  pl  Kai  AiyEtv  WTO  a  xaTa  Ek,  [..  Pol  M4Tt  lyw'; 
[PTO  La]  L.  a]  6R  EltTrEv  adTd-tq,  L.  pl  FIC  :  [Oy  8058,  ma,  [..  P'l  6  IppaITTOPEVOg  PET'  IPOO 
Etq  T6  TPUPALOV. 
Lol  L.  a]  O"TL  6  PtV  U16C  T013  dVOPO;  TrOU  UTrayEt  [..  Pl  i<aOw'g  y4paluat  [..  P*l  1TEpt 
a6TOO, 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  odal  R  To-dvOp6W  ?  i<ELvW.  L.  pl  8t'  o3  6  uldc  ToO  dv  p(jTro 
TrapaSt'8oTW  [..  P*l  a]  KaA6v  aOTCO  ...  c(l  el  ok  IyEvv4OTI  6  ZivOpwTTo  LKCMQ. 
[a]"  Kai  toOt6vTwv  aOT(BV 
[P]  [.  a]  AafQv  apTOV 
LPI  L.  a]  EOXoy4(yac  L.  pl  b<Aamv  [..  IY  I  Kai  98wi(Ev  adiQX 
[.  P"I  [..  a]  xal 
iltimvý'  L.  pl  AaPETE,  [..  P'l  TOOT6  ?  aTtv  T6  cova  go-u. 
[P'l"  [.  a]  xal  AaWV  TTOTq'p  tOV 
[..  a]  EOXaptaTilgor.  [..  pl  Mwn-v  adjoX,  [..  P'l  xal  'El7tov  t4  adToO  ITaVTEq. 
[..  a]  Kall  Elt  rrEv'adTd-t  q,  [..  Pl  ToQT6  ?IV  Td  dt  Va  ý=  Tqq  8t  aO  'Kqq  [..  P'l  T6 
hquwOVEVOV  6Trtp  TTOAACOV- 
Plal"Apýv  Aýy 
[p]  [.  a] 
OTt 
ýOKETt  LPI  00  Pý  [.  fV]  M'  tK  TOO  yev  'paTOq  Tfig  dpTrEXou 
[.  a]  EW;  Tflq  ýVtpaq  tKEtVq;  LPI  OTav  aOT6  lrtVW  Katv6v  [.  P*l  tV  Tfi,  paatAt:  tq 
TOO  OE00. 
B'a  [a]  16  La]  Kai  'pv  'cyaVTEg  Ldl  t4qXOOV  Eig  TO"wOpOq  TCOV  'EXatcuv.  uq 
[0111  [.  a]  Kai  Ai4fl  aOTd-tq  6  'Iqaot3q  LPI  OTL  IlaVTEC  cyKav8aAt(jO4cyEoOE, 
[.  P'l  L.  a]  OTt  yeypalWat,  [..  pl  naTgW  T6V  Trotpgva,  [..  P'l  Kai  Ta"  TrpopaTa 
8LauKopiTto0q'(YOVTat  - 
[01"La]  &Aa  PETa  T6  tyrpOfivaf  pe  [.  Pl  Trpoa4w  6ptxq  [.  P'l  Elq  TAv  raXtXat"av. 
P[al  "[.  a]  6-U  FIETPOg  EIýTj  adTo,  LPI  U  Kai  miy-T".  oxav8aAtoO4GovTat,  [.  P'l  dAA' 
OOK  IYO. 
[01  '0[.  al  Kai  Aiyn  adTC3  6  'IqcFoOg,  [.  d]'AVAV  Aýyw  cFot 
[.  a]  [..  a]  OTt  GO  (J  'PEPOV  [..  P*l  TaUTIj  Tfl,  VUKTI 
LPI  ITPlv  4  SIC  dAE'I(Topa  ýwvflcym  Lpl  io"EAUWmIa 
pe[a]31  [.  a]  LH  b<TrEptcyo@;  ZAaAct,  ' 
[p]  La]  'Ed(v  Uq  PE  1.01  auvaTToOave-Lv  cot,  LPI  00  p1l'  GE  'TraPV4(YOPQL. 
[JYJ  W'cyaUTWg  ft  Kai  lTaVTEq  EXEYOV. 235 
We  continue  with  the  Day's  Section  B  (14.32-46).  It  is  located  wholly  in  Gethsemane. 
Section  A  (w.  12-31)  has  introduced  two  matters  which  have  their  fulfilment  that  night:  the 
betrayal  of  Judas  (from  part  B  (w.  17-25),  in  section  A)  is  enacted  in  the  Day's  section  B 
(w.  32-46),  and  the  scattering  of  the  disciples  and  the  denial  of  Peter  (from  part  13'  (w.  26-3  1), 
in  section  A)  are  enacted  in  section  B'(w.  47-72).  The  Day  is  most  certainly  constructed  to  an 
ABB'sectional  scheme. 
Aa  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai-EpxovTat  [.  pl  Eig  )(WptOV  [.  P*l  OU  T6  ovopa 
rEoaipQ-vt, 
Kai 
ALYLI  Td'L;  paOnTdtg  aOTOO, 
[.  a]  KaOt"aaTE  Wt8E  [.  C(IE'Wg  TrpocEu4wpaL. 
[a]"  [.  cd  Kai  mpaAwOawt 
[.  pl  [..  a]  T6v  IVTPOV  [..  Pl  Kai  [T6V]  'laKwpov  [..  P*l  xat  [T6v] 
'IwavvTlv  1-p'l  PET"  adTOO, 
[p)  [.  a]  Kai  r'lp4aTO  [.  pl  &OappEloOat  [.  0"I  Kai  dSTjpovE7tv, 
VI  "[.  a]  Kal  at3TOLg,  [.  c(l  [..  a]  IIEPL'AUTrOg  IaTtv  ý  ýuX4  pou  Ewg  OavaTOU* 
"  )".  r  t3zý  1--pi  pff  [..  IYI  Kai  ypriyopt-ITE. 
Pal  "[.  a]  Kai  TTPOEXOW"V  PLl(p6V 
La7YETTUrTEV  b7l  Tq;  Yqg, 
[p]  [.  a]  Kall  uxETo  [.  01  Ttva  cl  8uvaT6v  &Ttv  [.  fV]  iTapEXOTl  aný'  WTOO  6P 
"[.  a]  Kai  'E  EyEv,  [.  c(l  [..  a]  [ 
...  a]  'Appa  [ 
...  c(l  6  TraT4p,  [..  Pl 
...  a]  iTaVTa  buvaT  cyo  t 
[ 
...  c(l  Trap&EYKE  TO"  7TOT4ptOV  TOOTo  d7f  lpoO,  a]  dAA'  06  It  IYO  UAW 
a7l  axa-TI,  ao. 
Ba  [a]  'la]  Kai  ýpXua.  L  [.  dl  Kai  -6Pt'GxEt  adToOC  KaOE68ovT", 
[.  a]  Kai  ALY11  TQ  ntTp(p,  [.  c(l  [..  a]  F.  Ipwv,  [..  Pl  KaOEMEtr.;  [..  P*l  oux  'taXuaag  Play 
iý=Y  yppyopnoat; 
[P"  I"  [.  a]  [..  a]  [..  dl  Kai  Trpog,  -6x,  -c0i:,  [.  Pl'tva  Vý  f"A09TE  Eig  Tri:  tpaopov* 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  TO"  gLY  TrvEOpa  TTpo0upov  [..  c(l  ý  &L  adtp4  aaOEvq'g. 
P  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  TrdXtv  drrEA00v  [.  Pl  upocrnOým  [.  P"I  T6v  adT6V  X6Xov  E[17w'v. 
[P]  "'[.  a]  Kai  1TdAtv  WOv  [.  Pl  6pu  adlToAý  KaOE65ovTm,  [.  P*l  qaav  yap  all'TCOV  01 
6ýOaApol  KaTapapuvopEvot, 
[P'l  [.  a]  Kai  oOK  ýIktcyav  [.  dl  Tt  dimptWatv  adT(B. 
P'[al  "  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  9PXETaL  T6  TptTOV  [..  dl  Kai  Vyu  a6Td-tq,  [.  Pl  KaOE68ETE  T6  AOtTr6V 
[.  frl  Kai  c'cvaTTaUr;  aOE; 
[01  [.  a]  aTTEXEt*  g"'XOEv  h  6p 
, 
[.  P*l  [..  a]  l8oO  [..  Pl  170pa8f8oTat  6  U.  t6g  TOO 
avOpwTrou  Efq  Taq  XtItpaq  TOV  6(VaPTWX6JV. 
[P'I"[.  al  tyr;  tpEaOE  [.  Pl  aywpEv-  [.  P*j  l8oO  6  napa6lbod;.  pE  qyytKEv. 
B'a  [a]  `  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai 
- 
EOOOC  [--Cý  I  EITt  a6TOO  AaAO0VTO;  [.  Pl  payt'vi:  Tat  'lou8ag  r;  lg 
T(BV  8w'8EKa  .I 
[p]  [.  a]  Kai  PET'  adTOO  [.  Pl  OXAoq  [.  P*l  [..  a]  gm  paxatpOov  [..  c(l  KaLtOAWY 
[.  a]  Trapdl  TCOV  dpxtEpEwv  [.  Pl  Kai  TCOV  ypappaTEWV  Lpl  Kai  TCOV  TrPEGPUTEPWV. 
[a]  '[.  a]  [..  a]  8E8W'KEt  R6  napaWoO;  aOT6V  [..  C(I  oucycyqpov  adTd^tg  [.  C(l  AýYWVý 
[p]  Lal  "Ov  a3v  ýtA4ow  [.  &]  adTOq  t(YTtV* 
[.  a]  [.  Pl  Kai  aTrayETE  [.  frl  dCyýaA@g 
Plal  "'[.  a]  Kai  IXOW'v 
[p]  [.  a]  TrpocycXOOjv  adTý)  [.  01  [..  a]  AEyEt,  [.  d]'Pappt,  [.  P'l  Kai  KaTEý(Aljcy  adTOV. 
[P*I"[.  al  ol  R  b7iPC(AOV  Tag  XE7tpa;  aOTQ  [.  C(I  Kat  tKpdTilcav  aOT6v. 236 
Section  B  (w.  32-46,  above),  in  its  three  parts,  displays  typically  Markan  introductions  to 
each:  the  first  begins  with  two  historical  presents;  the  second  begins  with  three;  and  the  third 
begins  with  Kalt  i:  600g.  In  the  first  part  A  (w.  32-36),  after  the  new  setting  and  those  with 
him  are  defined,  Jesus  first  speaks  to  his  three  disciples  and  then,  in  prayer,  to  his  father  about 
his  agony.  The  address  to  God  is  totally  new  in  the  Gospel,  'Appa,  6  TraTIP.  'Appa,  the 
Aramaic  and  intimate  expression  for  "father"  is  nowhere  else  found  in  the  Gospel  (its  use 
here,  given  the  nature  of  Jesus'  psychological  state,  is  most  appropriate).  For  "father" 
elsewhere,  in  respect  to  God,  but  nowhere  else  in  the  vocative,  see  8.38,11.25,26,  and  13.32. 
The  scene  Mark  paints  allows  the  reader/listeners  to  witness  the  intimacy  of  the  relationship 
Jesus  has  with  the  three  and  with  his  Father:  it  is  a  highly-charged  moment  which  we  are 
allowed  to  share. 
Part  B  (w.  37-42)  sees  Jesus  coming  and  going:  three  times  he  returns  to  the  three.  Each 
fiterary-part  records  a  return  of  Jesus.  It  is  a  story  beautifully,  movingly  and  yet  concisely 
told;  and  just  as  Jesus  is beginning  to  accept  that  the  three  should  be  allowed  their  sleep,  it 
ends  dramatically  with  the  betrayer  coming  near.  (We  note  the  verbal  correspondences  with 
the  conclusion  of  Jesus'  apocalyptic  teaching  of  chapter  13,  YPqYOPE7tTE  and  KaOEUSOVTaq, 
for  which  see  under  Day  Twenty-four,  page  228:  we  can  so  compare  the  last  Day  of  the  first 
threesome  of  Days  of  this  Series  with  this  Day,  the  first  Day  of  the  second  threesome.  ) 
Part  B'  (vv.  43-46)  opens  with  the  telling  of  the  arrival  of  Judas  and  a  threatening  crowd  from 
"the  chief  priests,  scribes  and  elders"  (of  Day  Twenty-four's  telling  again,  11.27).  The  betrayal 
is  told  in  the  two  balancing  and  completing  parts.  Jesus  is  seized. 
We  turn  now  to  Section  B'(14.47-72)  which  is  linked  to  Section  B  by  another  anastrophe:  we 
compare  Kat  I  lKpaTqaav  adTOV,  in  14.46,  and  Kai  o3K  &pavlaaTý  VE,  in  v.  49.  In  part  A 
(w.  47-54),  in  sub-part  a  Jesus  is  identified  as  a  "robber"  (see  also  11.17  and  15.27  for 
Aqo-rýv)  in  fulfilment  of  the  scriptures  (Isaiah  53.12?  ");  in  sub-part  0  Mark  records  the 
fleeing  of  Jesus'  companions  (in  fulfilment  of  14.27)  and  of  the  mysterious  young  MM36  who 
was  nearly  seized  (v.  5  1);  and  in  sub-part  P'  the  subjects  for  the  remaining  two  parts,  B  and  13' 
35  Marcus,  The  Way  of  the  Lord...,  p189:  Marcus  lists  allusions  to  the  Deutero-Isaian  Servant  Songs: 
14.10,18,21,4142,15.1,10,15  (53.6,12);  14.24  (53.12);  14.61,15.5  (53.7;  14.65  (50.6);  15.5,39  (52.15); 
15.6-15  (53.6,12);  we  would  add  14.48  (53.12). 
36  Compare  16.5:  it  appears  to  be  indicated  by  Mark  that  the  'angel'  who  was  later  at  the  grave  was  first 
present  at  Jesus'arrest.  We  will  return  to  this  under  Day  Twenty-eight. 237 
are  introduced  (in  true  Markan  fashion,  in  A,  his  introductory  piece),  which  in  Plal  is  Jesus 
before  the  sanhedrin  (part  B),  and  which  in  PIP]  and  [p'l  is  Peter  in  the  courtyard  of  the  high 
priest  (part  B'). 
Part  B  (w.  55-65)  teUs  of  Jesus  before  the  sanhedrin.  The  opening  piece  a  describes  how  the 
council  sought  any  kind  of  witness  against  Jesus,  who  remained  silent  in  the  face  of  false 
witness.  The  second  piece  P  records  the  high  priest's  direct  question,  literafly,  "You  are  the 
Christ,  the  Son  of  the  Blessed?  ""  Jesus  gives  a  very  direct  answer.  The  high  priest  needed  no 
other  witness.  Jesus  is  guilty  of  blasphemy.  The  third  piece  P  'teUs  of  the  sentence:  all 
condemned  him  to  death;  and  then  they  began  to  mistreat  him. 
Part  B'  (w.  66-72)  tells  of  Peter  in  the  high  priest's  courtyard,  in  sub-part  a,  and  later,  outside 
in  the  forecourt,  in  sub-parts  P  and  P',  as  he  attempts  to  remove  himself  from  the  'heat'.  For 
each  of  the  three  sub  parts,  read  one  'denial',  and  note  the  common  location  for  the  last  two 
parallel  sub-parts,  which  also  have  in  common  the  challenge:  compare  03TOg  Lt-JOILTOY 
taTtv  and'AA90@q  la  adT@v  Et. 
Aa  [a]  "'[.  a]  [..  a]  E7Lq  8E  [Ttgl  [..  Pl  TOV  TrapEaTqi(oTwv  [..  P'l  (Ma  61  EVOg  TAV  VdXal  p  acql 
[.  P]  ElTat(YEV  T6v8OC)XOV  TOO  dpXtf:  PEWg  [.  frl  i(ait  #f7thv  aOT013  To"  6Taptov. 
[.  a]  i(all  dTroKptOE'L;  [.  Pl  6'lqao()g  ilmv  al'lTd^ig,  [.  P'l  [..  al'f)g  1171  XqCTTTI'V 
14  WaTE  [..  Pl  PETa  jjaXatpGv  al  L6Xwv  [..  P'l  cFuXXapf7iv  VE;  11  K- 
[P'149[.  (ý  [..  a]  KaO'  ýPEPaV  [..  Pl  vpTIV  Trp6q  6pa;  IV  TQ  lEpG  [..  P"l  8t8aowwv  [.  Pl  xalt  rl 
va  TrXTlpwOCiatv  a!  yp#af  ou'K  LpaT  aaTý  pe-  [.  P'l  &A'  It 
[cd  "[.  a]  1<at  #EVTEq  aOT6v  [.  C(I  El'ýUYOV  TraVTEq  - 
[.  a]  [..  a]  Kal  vEavt'aKog  [..  dl  Tlg  auvqicoXouOEt  aOTQ  [.  01  [..  a]  TrEptpEPAljp&09 
atv8Ova  [..  dl  bit  yu[ivo(),  [.  rl  Kal  1ýaajaQm  adTOV* 
[PT'  [.  a]  6R[.  Pl  1<aTctAtTrO)v-,  Av  atv86va  [.  P'l  Wpv6c  Eýuycv. 
P"[(ý"[.  a]Ka'taTrqyayovT6v'ln(ToL3v[.  p]iTp6gT6iv  PXtEpla,  [.  P']KatCrUVE*PXOVTat 
[..  a]  TraVTE;  OL-dpXtEQa  [..  Pl  Kal  ol  TrpEaPUTEPOt  [..  IYI  Kalt  ol  ypcqipaTE7tg. 
IN"  [.  a]  iml  aTr6  pc(KpoOEv  [.  Pl  IKoXouOqcrf:  v  adTQO  [.  frl  EtWg  ZCFW  El;  1ý-y 
aOXAv  0  wjjý; 
-,  [P'l  [.  a]  icall  111V  ()Uyl(aO9'VEVO;  [.  Pl  PET&  TCOV  U179PETCOV  [.  frl  im"L  WpaLY6pUQQ  1TP6; 
T6  ýG;. 
37  Marcus  puts  the  case  for  restrictive  apposition  in  14.61,  that  is  that  there  ought  to  be  no  comma 
between  "Christ"  and  "Son  of  the  Blessed",  that  the  latter  phrase  qualifies  the  first  and  that  they  should  not  be 
read  as  two  separate  titles.  Mark's  rhetorical  method,  however,  does  not  allow  the  expressing  of  anything  so 
delicate  as  this:  it  demands  a  breaking  down  of  sentences  to  phrases  and  phrases  to  words.  It  is  a  process 
which  cannot  be  stopped!  We  necessarily  read  a  Pr  pair:  (P)  Are  you  the  Christ?  (fr)  the  Son  of  God?  See, 
Joel  Marcus,  "Mark  14.6  1:  "Are  You  the  Messiah-Son-of-God?  ",  NovT,  3  1,  no.  2  (1989),  pp.  125-142. 238 
Ba  (a]  "[.  a]  [..  a]  ol  R  dpXtEpE7tC  Kai  6'Aov  T6  ouvýSptov  1ý  'Touv  KaTd-Too-Irlaou  TI 
[--Pl  Elc  T6  OavaT(u'aat  a6TOV,  [..  P*l  Kai  WX  ilu'Plo-Kov' 
56  10 
. 
pl  Tro  Aolt  yap  ýýf:  uk  iKaT'  akoo, 
[.  P"I  xaL  ItcraL  al  papTupt-aL  I  ýCycxv* 
'la]  [..  a]  Kat  TtVE'  (ivacrrdvuý, 
f..  Pl  lýw8oliapTOpouv  Kaf-a  AýYOVTE; 
[..  a]  OTt  *HptLq  4Ko0crapEv  WTOO  XiYOVTOg  OTt'EyO)  KaTctxOCYW  T6v 
va6V  T013TOV  T6v  xnponounmv  [..  P'l  Kai  8td(TptCov  ApEpGov  &Aov 
dXEIPOIIOLIJM  O1`IKQ6QVIjCY0;  ' 
[.  P*l  [..  a]  Kai  008t  OU'TW;  'LCrq  [..  dl  4v  iýpapTupfa  aOTCOV. 
60  [.  a]  [..  a]  [  ...  a]  Kai  - 
dvaaT&c  [...  P)  6  dpXt,  -p,  -Or,  Eig  pýcov  [..  Pl  Innpoinlau 
T0"V'Irjcyot3v  [..  IYI  AE'Ywv, 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  OOK  dTroxptvia  WHY;  [..  C(I  Tt  OUTOt  cyou  xaTCq1(Xj2TUPOQCYLV, 
61  [.  pe]  [..  a]  6R  lutwim  (..  c(l  Kai  ok 
dTrEKp  LvaTo  odUv. 
[a]  [.  a]  [..  cdTr6Atv  [..  Pl  6  dpXtEpE6;  JjLqpiLý  WIT&  [..  P'l  Kai  A4zi  adTQ, 
(.  01  ZO-d  6  XptaT6g  [.  ý]  6Ul6g  TOO  ElJAOy?  jTOt3  ; 
[P]  "[.  a]  6  &'IqaoGg  EITTEV,  [.  Pl  'EyO  Et'lit,  [.  P"I  [..  a]  Kai  0ýEGOE  T6V  U16V  TOO 
9  dv0PW'TrOU  [..  Pl  IK  8E4tGv  xaOTIPEVOV  Tfiq  8uvapEwg  [..  P'l  Kai 
tpXOPEVOV  PETa 
T(BV  VEýEAGV  TOLD  oL)pavo(). 
[pt  ]  63  [.  Cd  [..  a]  6  8ý  dpXtEpEA%.  [..  Pl  8tapp  %aq  TOOg  XtT(7jvag  [..  P*l  a6TOo  Xiyi:  t,  TI 
[.  c(l  [..  a]  Tt 
'EyTt  XpEtav  E'XoliEv  Vgpj6pwv;  [..  Pl  '  AKoJcyal  Tfig  pAacyýTjvtfaq  - 
[..  P'l  Tt"  ulftv  ýatVETat; 
plal  [.  a]  OL  U  ITaVTEq  KaTEIKptvav  adT6V  [.  C(I  ZVOXOV  divat  OaVdTOU. 
[p]  65  [.  a]  Kai  "p4aVTO  TtVE;  tpTrTUEtv  aOT(B  [.  Pl  Kai  TrEptKaXulTTEtV  a6TOo  TO'  Ti 
TrpoawTrov  [.  P"I  Kai  xoA#IýUv  adT6v 
[PI  [.  a]  Kai  AcyEtv  al'lTQ0,,  [..  c(i 
npon'TEUCTOV, 
[.  P*l  [..  a]  Kai  O't  U179PýTat  [..  Pl  AaTrtopaaLv  [.  P'l  aOT6V  E'Xapov. 
B'a  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  O'VTOg  TOO  1UTPOU  [.  Pl  KaTw  [.  P*l  tv  Tfi  WAXI 
[P]  [.  a]  Epmat  tita  T@v  TratStuK@v  TOO  '!  pXlEpLK, 
[..  a]  ...  a]  Kai  l8oQcra  T6v  1UTPOV  [...  c(l  0cppatvoVEvov  [..  Pl  IVPAiýaoa  adTco 
[..  Pll  AEYEtl 
[..  a]  Kai  &)  [..  Pl  JIETa  TOO  NaýapqvoO  ýoOa  [..  P'l  TOO  "IqCFOO. 
[pg  ]68  [.  a]  [..  a]  6  8ý  4pv4craTo  [..  c(l  XEywv,  [.  Pl  W-u  Qlag  [.  P'l  [..  a]  ou'TE  &rtcYTcqiat 
[..  d]  cyo 
[a]  [.  a]  Kai  t4flAftv  [.  Pl  E4w  [.  p"I  Eig  T6  iTpoaUAtov* 
OMIT  [Kai  &EKTWP  týWVqCFEVI 
[p]61  La]  Kai  A  Trat8t'cyK  MoOm  aOT6v  [.  Pl  `p4m  IT&IV  XEYEtV  Td-tg  TrapE(:  FT@Cytv 
[.  P*l  OTt  OUTOg  t4-a6T@VlQTtV. 
[0*1'06  81  iTdAtv  4pydio 
Plal  La]  Kai  PETa  VtKp6v  [.  Pl  Tr&tv  olt  TrapFCEL@=  EXEYOV  To  nETPY, 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  'AAqWq  [..  Pl  ?t  aOT@v  Et,  [..  P*l  Kai  yap  rctAtAdtog  Elt. 
[.  a]  6R  jp4aT0  dVaftpaTtýEtV  [.  Pl  Kai  dpvuvat  Lpl  [..  a]  OTt  OOK  T6v 
CXVOPWTrOV  TOOTOV  [..  fY]  by  AýyETE. 
[PT'  La]  [..  a]  Kai  EOOOC  [..  Pl  &  5EuTipou 
[..  a]  a]  Kai  dvt:  pv4cjoq  [ 
... 
P1  6  FIETP09  P'l  T6  oqpa 
a]  t5g  etmv  P1  adT@  P"I  6'lqcrOC)g 
[..  Pl 
...  Cd  OTt  11ý1-y  &E  air,  I 
...  c(l  Tptc  gE  dTrapv4au* 
[.  frl  [..  a]  Kai  ImpaA&  [..  c(l 
EKAatEv. 
I  comment  on  my  note  in  the  text  above,  'OMIT':  clearly  [Kai  dX&TWp  tý&9arv]  in  v.  68 
has  been  added  later,  and  not  by  Mark.  whilst  it  is  supported  by  Codex  Alexandrinus,  it  is  not 239 
supported  by  Codices  Sinaiticus  and  Vaticanus  and  many  other  witnesses.  The  reason  is  clear 
as  to  why  it  was  added:  Mark  has  failed,  or  an  early  copyist  has  failed  to  report  the  first 
cock-crow.  The  "second  time  a  cock  crew"  is  in  v.  72.  We  can  be  certain  that  the  "first  cock 
crow"  is  added  where  it  is  now  by  someone  other  than  Mark,  for  three  reasons.  Firstly,  we 
observe  its  bad  positioning  in  the  story-fine: 
[a]  La]  i<al 
ý4qAOEV  [-P1  E'4CO  Lfrl  Eig  T6  TrpoauXtov-  [Kai  &EKTWP  iýW"V9aCV] 
"[.  a]  xal  hnat&anj  18o0aa  aOT6v  LPI  'p4aTO  TratV  AýYEW  Tolig  pEa-rCocitv 
IJ  LPI  O"Tt  OUTOq  ýý  aOTQV  &MV. 
706  RTr&tv_4PvEItTo,... 
The  story  flows  much  better  without  it.  Given  the  good  story-telling  position  of  the  second 
cock  crow  immediately  after  the  third  denial  (in  [PI  of  sub-part  P'),  its  use  here  really  does 
appear  out  of  place,  just  after  Peter  changes  location.  My  judgement  is  that  Mark  will  have 
placed  it  after  6  St  TrdXtv  Apvduo  to  complete  line  [PI  of  verse  70.  The  reasoning  is  based 
on  an  understanding  of  his  rhetorical  scheme  of  [.  a]  [.  PJ  [.  P'l  and  La]  Lal.  (Whoever  added  it 
where  it  is  now  did  not  know  Mark's  style.  ) 
The  logic,  therefore,  is  that  line  P  [a]  is  complete  without  the  phrase:  it  reads: 
P  [a]  [.  a]  ical 
i4fiXOEV  [.  Pl  Ew4W  [.  P*l  Eig  T6  TrpoauXtov- 
That  is  [.  a]  Kai  ý4qXftv  is  introductory  to  the  sentence,  and  in  its  own  way  it  is  complete.  To 
it  is  added  [.  P1  4w  which  qualifies  [.  a]  Kai  ý4qAOEv  in  the  first  place,  and  that  phrase  stands 
complete.  To  [.  P1  Z4w  is  then  added  [.  P'l  Eig  T6  TrpoauXtov  which  is  further  qualifying  of  [.  P1 
ZE4w  and  therefore  of  [.  a]  Kai  t4fiAftv  [.  Pl  ZE4w.  It  is  a  classic  three-part  Markan  construction 
where  the  first  part  is  introductory,  the  second  is  the  first  development  and  the  third  is  the 
second  and  completing  development.  The  phrase  Kai  dAEKTWP  týW`VqaEv  does  not  belong  at 
the  end  of  this  line  P  [a].  For  very  similar  reasons  the  phrase  does  not  belong  at  the  begminmi  g 
of  the  next  line  P  [P].  Why  it  is  judged  that  the  phrase  once  sat,  before  copyists  changed 
things,  in  line  [P'1  after  6_5ý  TrdXtv  4pvatTo  is  due  to  the  following:  1)  "denial"  and 
"cock-crow"  are  elsewhere  linked  (14.30  and  w.  71,72);  2)  Mark  places  the  second  [dAEKTWP 
IýW'vqaEvl  in  the  [PI  position  in  the  sub-part  p',  the  completing  sub-sub-part  to  the  story's  last 
part;  and  3)  &EXTWP  týW'vqaEv  after  6  8Lnd&YL_1iPA111D,  would  be  a  proper  Lal 
qualifying/completing  part  to  [.  a],  in  Mark!  s  method  of  presentation.  * 240 
A  third  reason  for  judging  that  icalt  (iXEKTWP  týW'vqaiw  is  added  in  v.  68  by  another,  is  that  it 
is  arguable  that  Matthew  and  Luke  identified  the  problem  of  the  missing  'first-crowing'  too, 
because  they  circumnavigated  the  problem  by  removing  the  word  "twice"  from  Jesus' 
prediction:  hence,  "Before  a  cock  crows  you  will...  "  If  there  ever  was  a  first  reference  to 
'cock  crow,  which  a  copier  subsequently  failed  to  copy,  I  judge  it  would  fit  appropriately  only 
after  6R  ndAtv  4pvduo,  in  the  first  fine  of  v.  70. 
Whatever  the  case,  the  Day  concludes  with  the  contritional  tears  of  Peter.  Thinking  on  what 
Jesus  had  said  he  would  do,  "he  begins  to  weep".  The  implication  of  the  Day's  telling  is  that 
the  last  activities  take  place  well  into  the  night  watches  (a  fire  was  fit,  14.54,  around  which 
people  could  warm  themselves,  in  the  cold  night  hours):  Mark  does  not  state  which  watch, 
but  what  he  does  say  is  that  the  events  of  the  next  Day  begin  early  (see  under  Day  One,  for 
our  discussion  on  the  way  Mark  uses  TTpwl  in  a  non-technical  sense,  of  the  fourth  watch  of  the 
night,  but  co-incident,  more  or  less,  with  sunrise). 
Day  Twenty-seven:  15.1-47: 
The  Day's  telling  begins  Kalt  r;  606q  Trpwl...  We  identify  a  dramatic  quickening  of  the  pace  of 
events.  The  form  the  Days  telling  takes  can  be  expressed  as  AW,  or  in  its  longer,  sectional 
fom-4  as  ABB':  ABB'  (see  also  Days  Twenty-two  and  Twenty-four  in  this  Series). 
The  first  half  of  the  Day's  teffing  (21  verses)  is  told  in  three  parts:  part  A  (w.  1-5),  Jesus 
before  Pilate;  part  B  (vv.  6-14),  Pilate  before  the  crowd;  and  part  B'(w.  15-21),  Pilate  pleases 
the  crowd:  Jesus  is  flogged,  mocked  and  taken  away  for  crucifixion.  The  second  half  (25 
verses)  begins  with  a  historical  present  and  a  new  location,  Golgotha.  It  is  told  in  three  parts: 
part  A  (vv.  22-32),  Jesus  is  crucified  at  the  third  hour  and  is  mocked;  part  B  (vv.  33-41),  at  the 
sixth  hour,  all  is  darkness  and  at  the  ninth  hour  he  dies  (women  followers  witness  his  death); 
and  part  13'  (vv.  42-47),  as  evening  comes  Oust  prior  to  the  sabbath  beginning),  he  is  taken 
down  from  the  cross  and  buried  (two  of  the  previously  named  women  witness  his  burial). 
The  presentation  of  the  Days  literary  structure,  which  follows,,  demonstrates  again  the  Markan 
rhetorical  app  "style,  which  he  has  employed  throughout  his  Gospel  and  applied  at  all  the 241 
principal,  lower  levels  of  literary  order.  What  is  different,  however,  is  that  some  significant 
verbal  details  are  confined  to  this  Day's  telling  alone  in  the  Gospel:  some,  of  course,  will  be 
due  more  to  the  nature  of  the  content  (the  crucifixion)  of  the  Day's  telling  than  to  deliberate 
planning  on  Mark's  part,  but  one  title  and  phrase  which  Mark  clearly  did  deliberately  use  is  his 
term  "King  of  the  Jews",  for  Jesus.  In  all  the  Gospel  it  is  only  presented  in  15.2,9,12,18  and 
26  (in  v.  32  it  is  "King  of  Israel").  As  he  has  shown  careful  control  over  his  presentations  in 
the  first  three  Series  of  the  Gospel  regarding  the  'secret  of  the  person  of  Jesus',  and 
demonstrated  the  same  careful  control  in  dispensing  with  'the  secret'  in  his  fourth  Series  after 
10.47,48  (the  public  and  unrebuked  affirmation  of  Jesus'  messiahship)",  it  is  more  logical  to 
conclude  that  Mark  deliberately  used  this  title  of  Jesus  here  than  that  this  term  was  already 
lodged  (solely)  in  the  tradition  of  the  crucifixion,  prior  to  his  receiving  it. 
Up  until  this  Series,  the  only  specific  application  of  the  word  "King"  attaches  (improperly)  to 
Herod,  in  6.14.1  said  in  my  note  37,  page  150,  that  it  may  have  been  a  deliberate  wrong  use 
of  the  term  by  Mark  in  order  to  set  Jesus'  kingship  as  greater.  In  11.1  -11,  Mark  begs  his 
audience  to  interpret  his  first  Day's  telling  of  this  Series  in  the  fight  of  Zech.  9.9.  He  begins 
this  Series  (and  first  sub-Series)  with  telling  us  that  Jesus  is  the  'coming  King.  In  14.24,  in  the 
Day's  telling  which  begins  this  sub-Series,  Days  Twenty-six  to  Twenty-eight,  Mark  begs  his 
audience  to  interpret  it  in  the  light  of  Zech.  9.11.  Jesus'  blood  seals  the  'kingly  covenant'. 
What  has  been  veiled  until  now,  is  spelt  out  here,  in  this  Days  telling.  It  is  the  "King  of  the 
Jews"  who  is  crucified. 
Another  word  which  is  found  here  only  in  the  Gospel,  and  only  once  unlike  the  phrase  above, 
is  located  in  15.10,  conceming  Pilate: 
tytVWOXEV  Y&P  OTt  8ta  fl6vovTrapaSc8w'i(Etaav  adT6V  ol  apXtEpE7tg. 
The  word  is  ý06vov,  meaning  "envy"".  It  is  immensely  important  because  it  explains  why 
Jesus  was  crucified. 
It  is  worth  first  noting  that  we  have  already  met  with  the  singular  use  of  two  words  in  Marles 
Gospel,  in  the  previous  Day's  telling:  in  14.36,  'Appa  6  iTaTqp,  and  in  14.24,  Tqq 
StaOTlicTig.  These  terms  are  immensely  important  to  understanding  Mark's  Gospel,  which 
38  See  the  discussion  so  far  on  the  'secret'  and  the  third  Series,  page  205. 
39  Anselm  C.  Hagedorn  and  Jerome  H.  Neyrey,  "  It  was  out  of  envy  that  they  handed  Jesus  over'  (Mark 
15.10):  The  Anatomy  of  Envy  and  the  Gospel  of  Mark",  JSNT69,  (1998),  pp.  15-56. 242 
carries  in  its  narrative  so  much  allusion  to  the  Old  Covenant  which  is  being  replaced  by  the 
New.  It  is  surely  the  case  that  Mark  chooses  to  make  very  clear  what  he  has  been  leading  up 
to  all  the  time.  Jesus  is  truly  the  Son  of  God  (see  also  15.39  of  this  Day's  telling),  and  his 
death  seats  the  new  covenant. 
The  same  important  function  applies  also,  in  15.10,  to  Mark's  use  of  "envy".  Hagedorn  and 
Neyrey'  demonstrate  emphaticaUy  in  their  paper  that  they  have  been  right  to  develop  a  full 
'anatomy  of  envy'  "to  indicate  how  pervasive  and  culturaBy  plausible  envy  is  in  a  document  of 
conflict  such  as  Mark's  Gospel".  They,  and  we  should,  consider  Jesus'  'growing  fame  and 
reputation!  for  its  attraction  of  envy  and  'the  growing  attacks  on  Jesus'.  "  Here,  in  a  single  use 
of  the  word,  Mark  makes  clear  both  the  source  of  the  conflict  he  has  been  telling  about 
throughout  his  narrative,  and  its  outcome.  As  a  result  of  envy,  Jesus  is  crucified. 
In  regard  to  the  'arrangement'  of  Mark's  presentation,  it  has  been  suggested  that  Ps.  22  has 
influenced  in  particular  the  course  of  the  telling  of  15.22-16.8  (according  to  literary-structural 
analysis,  15.22-47  is  the  second  half  of  this  Day's  telling,  and  16.1-8  is  the  telling  of  the  final 
Day  of  Mark's  narrative).  It  may  well  be  the  case.  Marcus"  sees  the  parallels  between  the 
psalm  and  15.20b-  16.7: 
Psahn  22  Mark 
Suffering  w.  1  -21  15.20b-37 
Worship  of  Gentiles  v.  27  15.39 
Kingdom  of  God  v.  28  15.43 
-----------------------------------------------  w  ------------------------- 
Resurrection  v.  29  16.6 
Proclamation  to  God's  people  vv.  30,31  16.7. 
The  comparison  of  15.43  and  v.  28  is  an  interesting  one,  given  the  nature  of  this  Daýs  unique 
but  six  times  repeated  disclosure  of  the  person  of  Jesus.  The  verse  of  the  Psalm  can  be  read: 
"The  Lord  is  King,  and  he  rules  the  nations"  (from  the  Good  News  Bible,  which  is  bolder  than 
most  translations).  It  may  have  influenced  Mark  in  his  choice  of  this  Day's  title  for  Jesus,  and 
the  teaching  that  pertains  to  it,  therefore,  on  the  person  of  Jesus.  Given  that  v.  29  of  the  psalm 
resonates  with  resurrection  notices,  it  may  wen  be  that  Mark  intended  the  interpretation  to  be 
40  Hagedorn  and  Neyrey,  "It  was  out  of  envy  ......  p.  56. 
41  Additionally,  Hagedorn  and  Neyrey  would  have  us  focus  on  'envy  which  begins  at  home  (Jesus' 
rejection  at  Nazareth)',  'the  disciples'  envy  of  a  rival  exorcist',  'envy  among  the  disciples',  Jesus'  teaching  on 
shunning  honour  and  avoiding  envy,  'secrecy  and  avoiding  envy,  'refusing  compliments',  and  'the  evil  eye  (of 
7.21)'.  "Itwas  outof  envy  .....  pp.  47-54. 
42  Marcus,  7he  Way  ofthe  Lord...,  p.  182. 243 
this:  that  whffst  they  put  to  death,  in  the  most  awful  way  possible,  their  Lord  and  King,  he 
was  raised  as  the  Lord  and  King  of  all  nations.  It  is  an  interpretation  that  squares  well  with 
indicators  of  this  in  the  Series  (e.  g.  and  so  henceforth:  11.17,13.27,14.9),  and  it  looks  like 
another  final  sub-Series'  clarification  of  the  kind  that  we  have  been  seeing  above. 
The  Uterary  structure  of  Day  Twenty-Seven  is  presented: 
Aa  [al'[.  al  Kai  1:  1306C  UWI  [-Pl  auppouAtov  not4cyaVTEý  [.  P'l  01  dpXtEpfjý, 
[p]  [.  a]  PETa'  T(BV  lTpEaPUTEPWV  [.  Pl  Kai  ypappaTEWV  [.  P'l  Kai  O'AOV  T6  CTUVESPtOV 
[P'l  [.  a] 
8T]aaVTEg  To"v'Iqcyot3v  [.  P]  diTTIv,  -yi<av  [.  P'IKat  Trap8wKay- 
MA&W. 
[a]  '[.  a]  Kal 
llTnPOTnCrEV  WTOW601MTOC,  [.  dl  llý  El  6  pa(ILAEOC  TOV 
"lou5at'wv; 
'[.  a]  Kai  KaTilyopouv  adTOO  [.  01  Ol  dDXLEPdC.  [.  P"I  iToAAa. 
Plal  '[.  a]  6  81 
niArxToc  1T&tv  IlTrIpOTa  au'ý&  [.  Pl  Atywv,  [.  P"1-0-dK  dTroKpt'vxl  oosgv; 
[p]  [.  al't8E[.  PllTOcra[p'laoul<aTriyopoC)(Ytv. 
[P'l  '[.  a]  6R  "ITlaoC)g  o6dTL  od8tý  drrmptl'011,  [.  c(l  w"an0aupdýEtvT6v 
rltAaTov. 
Ba  [a]  6[.  al 
KaT&  R  EOPTýV  [.  PJ  ddAmw  a6TO-Ig  E"va  Ucutov  [.  P'l  o"v  iTaPTJTOOVTO. 
'[.  a]  T'lv  Ro  Ai:  yopEvog  Bapapp6tq  [.  Pl  VETd(  TOOV  aTacTtaaTQ5v 
8E8Eljgvoc 
[..  a]  OwtTtVEg  [..  pj  &  Tfi  aTdcyEt  [..  pl  ýovov  TrElTotijimaav. 
v  '[.  a]  Kal  dvapaq  6  6xXoc  [.  Pl  qp4aTo  atTE7ta0at  [.  P*l  KaOw'q  bout  adTd-tq. 
[a]  %a]  6H  rltAdmar,  dTrEi(pt'Oll  akci%  [.  Pl  Xgywv,  [P"I  [..  a]  E)gXETr-  [..  c(l  dTroX6aw 
6[rtv  T6v  paatAga  TQjv  'lou8atwv; 
[p]  N.  a]  lytvwowEv  ydip 
[.  Pl  OTt  8tdc  ýOovov  [.  P*l  TrapakWiKetaam  aOT6V  01 
dpx  t  Epdr.. 
[PT'  [.  a]  a!  R  ('xpxtEpE-tc  dvEaEtcav  T6v  &A  [.  dl  liva  VaXov  i6y-flapaNlay 
dnoAdan  akd%. 
IY[al  "[.  a]  6R  ntXaIK  TrdAtv 
dTToKptOEI(;  [.  Pl  9AEyEv  ad  [.  frl  [..  a]  It  oulv  NAETE] 
Troulaw  [..  P'l  [O"V  AEYETEI  T6v  DacytAEa  T05V  'Iou8at'wv; 
[P]  "[.  a]  ot  R  TrdAtv  Expdav  [.  c(l  ITaOpwaov-LAi6y- 
[PT'  [.  a]  6  81  lltXaiaQ  ZAEyEv  adidQ,  [.  Pl  T-1  ydtp  blau  i(cncOv;  [.  P"I  [..  a]  ol  R 
TT,  -picra@g  Updav,  [..  dl  Y.  TaOpwcyov  akdv- 
B"  a  [a] 
151-al  6R  lltXa=  [.  Pl  POUAOpr;  VOg  [.  P'l  TfA-6)(W  T6  !  Kav6v  Trotficrat 
[p]  drdAucra  adTdIt  c  aNav, 
[P'l  [.  a]KatTraPg8WK,  -VT6V'Iqcyo0v[.  PlýpayEXXw"aag[.  Pel"tvaoTa 
[a]  16  [.  a]  [..  a]  01  R  aTpaTtGTat  dTr4yayov  adibY  [..  Pl  Eaw  TA;  -adM;, 
[..  frl  o  IcrTtv 
, 
[.  o(l  Kai  (JUyKaXOC)(YtV  O'XTJV  TýV  cmE7tpav. 
[p]  17  1  Kai  v8t8ucyKoucrtv  ak&TropýOp  [.  Pl  Kai  TTEputUactv  aOT@  ITAE4aVTE; 
aKavOtvov  anýavov*  [.  p'l  "[..  a]  Kai  qp4aVTO  dcmdýurOat  aOTOV,  XdltpE, 
[..  P*l  ýacrth-Q  T@v'lou8atwv- 
[P'I"[.  al  Kai  ITunToy  aOTO0  TýV  KE#(AýV  KCIA4Y  I-PI  Kai  MITTUov  adT@, 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  Kai  TtOEVTE;  Ta  yovaTa  [..  a  I  17PO(YEKUvouv  all'TQ. 
Y-14Y-ILQP-ýý  [.  P*  I  Kai  Plal  "[.  a]  Kai  O"TE  tvurat4av  aOTCO,  [.  Pl  ýýM)ZaY  QdTb  0 
M8wav  aOT6V  Ta'  lpaTta  allTOO. 
[p]  [.  a]  Kai  46OUGLY  at3T6V  [.  c(l  Iva 
[PT'  [.  a]  Kai  dYYOP,  -OOUCTIV  [.  P]  [..  a]  ngpdygY-T-d  Ttva  Itpwva  KupTlvcctov 
I. 
-PI 
dTe  eXYPOC),  [..  P*  I  T6V  TraTipa  'Ah4av8pou  Kai  "  Podýou, 
[.  P*I'tva  apTl  TO"V  0jaUg6v  adTo(). 244 
Aa  [a]  "[.  a]  Kai  ýgpouatv  allT6V  [.  P)  bTli  16V  IFOXYOOaV  16710V,  I-P'l  0'  taTtV 
pEOEpVqvEuOpevov  Kpavt'ou  TQ=Q. 
"[.  a]  Kai  IWOUV  adTý  tGPUPVtOPEVOV  OTtVOV,  [.  C(I  Oq  St  ou'K  t'Aapf:  v. 
[frl"'  [.  a]  Kai  aTaupoC)atv  adT6V  [.  Pl  Kai  8tapEptýOVTal  Td(  tpaTta  aOTOO, 
[.  P'l  [..  a]  PdXXOVTEg  KXfipov  bf  adTa  [..  C(I  Ttq  TL'  a'pq,. 
[a]"  [.  a]  4v  R  6pa-Tptnj 
[p]26  [.  a]  Kai  Lmupwaav  aOT6v.  [.  01  Kai  "'V  ý  IlRypaýA  Tfig  at'Tt'ag  aOTOG  q 
, 
*0  oaatXEOC  TOW  'lou8at'wv.  [.  P.  l  --. 
I  W-" 
--  fpf  ]27  [.  a]  Kai  dw  at3TO  crTaupo0atV  8Uo  ATjaTdq,  [.  Pl  Eva  IK  k4tcov  [.  P*l  Kai  Eva  t 
Edwvupwv  all'TOC). 
[a]  29  [.  a]  [..  a]  Kai  ol  napanopwogvot  IpAacyý  'Vouv  aOT6V  [..  Pl  KIVOOVTE;  Tat; 
KEýaAdtq  aOT(BV  [..  P'l  Kai 
XEYOVTE;, 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  Oda'  6-1(aTaXOwv  T6v  va6v  [..  c(l  Kai  01KO8011COV  &  TptCTLV  ýpEpatq, 
'o  [.  IY  I  [..  a]  mkov  cEauT6v  [..  c(l  KaTaOdc  dTr6  ToG  aTaupou-. 
[P13'  La]  [..  a]  6POt'Wq  Kai  olt  dpXt,  -p&!  Lr, 
tpTrat'ýOVTEq  7TP6;  &AjAOUq  [..  Pl  PET&  TCOV 
ypappaTEwv 
[..  frl  E'XEyov, 
[..  a]  'AAAou;  '  o'  8'vaTat  o6oar  -EawcyEv, 
[..  c(l  LauT6v 
-uu  [..  a]  I 
...  a]  6  Xpta-r6q  [ 
...  c(l  6  OacytX,  -Oc  'ImahA  [..  Pl  KaTapdTW  VOV  dII6  TOO 
aTaupoO,  [..  P'l  [ 
...  a]  tvat'8wpEv  [ 
...  a7l  Kai  TrtcrTEOawpt:  v. 
I  [.  a]  Kai  oit  auvf:  a-raupWjj&o  L  uOv  adTG  [..  c(l  (A  )vc  (8  t  ýov  adTOV. 
Ba  [a]  "  La]  Kai  yEvop'  to  FKTIJ;  [.  Pl  CFKOTO;  1)(iVETO  tý'  O"ATIV  TýV  YqV  [.  P'l 
v  wpac  lyam. 
"'[.  a]  Kai  Tfi  ivdTin  t5pg  [.  Pl  [..  a]  JD611ciEv  o  'Illcyoc);  [..  d]  ýwvfl  PEY 
[..  a]  [...  a]  Ekw-L  [ 
...  c(l  E2wn  [..  c(l  hpa  ucxoax0avt; 
[P'l  La]  o  IaTtv  pE0,  -p[ujv,  -uopevov  [.  c(]  [.  '.  a]  a]  *0  Odc  pou  d]  6-OL& 
[..  c(l  Elc  Tt'  IyKaTýAtTriC  III; 
'Pou, 
[a]35  [.  a]  Kat  TtVEq  TWV  ITaPE07qKOTWV  [.  Pl  [..  a]  dxo6caVTE;  [..  c(l  EXEyov,  [.  rl  [..  al'18r:. 
[..  d]'HAtav  ýwvtlt. 
p3l  [.  a]  [..  a]  5papw"v  8E  [..  dl  Ttq  [Kai]  yipfaag  oTroyyov  64oug 
[.  Pl  [..  a]  Tr,  -PtOE'tg  KC(Adaljy,  [..  Pl  I=TtýEv  a6TOV,  [..  P"I  XEYWV, 
[..  a]  'AýETE  [..  pl  18WPEV  El  E  'HALac  [..  P'l  Kakhlv  a6TOV.  Zp)(E= 
[P'j  3'[.  al  [..  a]  6U  'ITIcoOg  [..  pl  ft,  -1C  ýwvhv  pi:  ydAlIv  [..  p"I  1ý6wwcym 
31  [..  a]  Kai  T6  l(aTa7TETaopa  TOO  vaoO  tRLO'011  El;  86o  [..  Pl  dn'  a'vw0EV 
t, EWq  lKaTW. 
31  [..  a]  a]  '18w"v  R  P]  ly  P'l  6  Trapf:  o-rTli<w; 
[..  Pl  a]  14  IvaVTtaq  adTOC)  OTL  OUTWq  ?  ý6TVEUCFEV  EITTEV, 
[..  P'l  [...  a]  'AXq0Q)q  [ 
... 
PI  OUTOq  6  a'vOpwTTO;  I 
... 
P'l  U16C  QEOO  AV. 
fr[al"0[.  al'rHcyav  &,  Kal  yuvdti<i:  g  [.  Pl  dTr6  paxpoOcv  [.  P'l  OEwpoOcat, 
[p]  La]  [..  a]  tv  dtg  xal  Map  ta  h  M=8aXnyA  [--P]  ical  Map  lajý  'laiKw'POU  TOO 
ptKpot3xal'lWO`qTOq  'TTJ  w  41  [.  c(l  [..  a]  d"i  O'TE  i'jV  IV  Tq,  lin  p  pq, 
rawatog  [..  Pl  IKoAouOouv  adT(B  [..  P"I  l(al  8tTli<ovouv  a6TQ0, 
[P'l  La]  Kai  Wat  iToXXaL  [.  Pl  al  ouvavapauat  WTO  [.  P'l  El;  ,  lepoc&upa. 245 
B"  a  [a]  42  [.  a]  Kai  fi5ln  d0fac  nVopLinc,  [-Pl  Lrdt-&  Trapamu4,  [.  P*l  6  lcnv 
npocydMaTov, 
43  [.  a]  tXOW%  v  'Iwaft  [61  aTro'  'Aptpa0ata;  [.  Pl  EOGX4pWV  POUXEUTIg,  [.  P*l  Og  Kai 
aOT6g  ýV  ITPOCTSEXOPEVOg  T4V  pacrtWaV  TOO  OEOrJ, 
[.  a]  TOAP  'Gag  [.  Pl  E[CFqXOEV  7Tp6g  T6v  11  tAdTov  [.  P'l  i(a%  IT  'craTO  TA-0  9t,  9  Opla  TOO 
'19(YOO. 
P  [al'[.  al  6R  ntArxTK  Maupam:  v  [.  &]  t:  l  4&n  TEOvqKEv, 
[.  a]  Kai  iTpooKa;  kEcTc'qjEVOq  16V  KEVTUPI'WVa  [.  Pl  tTrTJPW"Tqcri:  v  aOT6V  [.  P*l  Ef  17&at 
aiTf:  O(xvt:  v- 
fpc]45  [..  a]  Kai  yvoU'g  dTr6  Too  1<EvTupLwvoC  [..  dl  Mwp  'cyaTO  T6  TTTColla  TO  'IWOAý.  Ti 
I 
P'[al'[.  a],  Ka'L  ayopacaq  crtv86va 
[.  Pl  KaOEXW'v  at3T6V  [.  P*l  IVEtXq(YEV  Tq,  CFtV86Vt 
[.  a]  Kai  E09KE:  v  adT6V  ZV  JIVrIpEtW  [.  Pl  0"  Alv  XEXaTO[ITIPEVOV  IK  TTETpaq,  [.  P'l  Kai 
TTPOCTEKOUXICYEV  AtOOV  b,  I  TýV  06UPCIV  T013  MIlEtOU. 
[pe  ]47  [.  a]  [..  a]  ýR  Mapta  4  May&c(Ailvrl  [..  c(l  KaLMapLajý'IWCYqTOq 
[.  c(l  [..  a] 
IOWPOUV  [..  C(I  1700  TEOEtTat. 
A  discussion  may  be  re-started  here  on  the  significant  correspondences  between  this  Day  and 
its  parallel  Day  in  this  Series,  Day  Twenty-three.  For  the  main  correspondence,  that  this  Day's 
telling,  in  Day  Twenty-seven,  represents  the  fulfilling  of  the  desires  of  Old  Israel's  leaders, 
stated  in  Day  Twenty-three  (specifically  11.18),  see  my  table  on  page  214.  For  the  suggestion 
that  Mark  may  have  deliberately  paralleled  Old  and  New  sacrificial  ways,  of  temple  clearing 
and  Jesus'  death,  see  page  215.  Here  in  this  Day's  telling,  we  do  find  the  clearest  possible 
connection,  in  15.38,  regarding  the  tearing  of  the  temple  curtain  right  at  the  moment  of  Jesus' 
death.  In  Day  Twenty-three,  12.1-8,  we  read  the  parabolic  equivalent  to  the  actual  event  of 
Jesus'  death.  Days  two  and  six  of  this  Series  do  connect  significantly,  just  as  under  Day 
Twenty-six's  examination,  we  saw  how  Days  one  and  five  of  this  Series  do.  These  common 
themes  and  details,  and  those  like  them,  demonstrate  not  only  the  balance  Mark  creates 
between  his  first  and  last  sub-Series  of  this  Series,  but  also  how,  by  his  balance  of 
presentations,  they  explain  each  other. 
We  may  also  see  how  Days  Twenty-six  and  Twenty-seven  connect,  that  is  days  five  and  six  of 
this  Series.  In  14.22-25,  we  read  about  Jesus'  institution  of  the  Lord's  Supper,  and  in  14-24a, 
we  read  about  the  particularly  significant  identification  of  his  blood  with  the  (Kingly) 
"covenant"  (of  ZechariaWs  prophecy,  Zech.  9.11).  His  death  of  Day  Twenty-seven  is  the 
shedding  of  his  blood  of  the  covenant  "for  many",  14.24b.  We  noted  on  page  215  how  Mark 
makes  the  flu-ther  verbal  link  between  Jesus  and  the  temple,  on  destroying  the  temple  and 
rebuilding  it  in  three  days,  14.58  and  15.29.  The  prophecy  of  14.27  is  fulfilled  on  the  same 
day,  Day  Twenty-six,  in  15.40,  but  the  absence  of  male  disciples  is  confirmed  in  Day 246 
Twenty-seven,  in  15.40,41.  These  common  themes  and  details,  and  those  like  them,  establish 
these  Days  as  the  first  and  second  of  the  final  threesome. 
Under  the  examination  of  Day  Twenty-five,  14.1  -11,  we  saw  how  this  middle  day  of  the  Series 
looked  both  backwards  and  forwards.  In  14.8,  Jesus  is  anointed  for  burial.  In  the  tel-ling  of 
Day  Twenty-seven,  in  15.42ff.,  Jesus'  body  is  placed  in  a  tomb.  In  14.10.11,  Judas  plots  to 
betray  Jesus;  in  Day  Twenty-six,  Jesus  addresses  the  issue  of  betrayal,  14.18,  and  later  in  the 
telling  Judas  betrays  Jesus,  14.43-46. 
The  final  Day  of  Mark's  telling  in  his  Gospel  narrative,  Day  Twenty-eight,  has  its 
correspondences  with  Day  Twenty-six.  We  observed  on  page  233,  the  duality  of  14.28  and 
16.7;  after  he  is  raised,  Jesus  will  go  before  the  disciples  into  Galilee.  Below,  we  will  see  a 
likely  further  correspondence,  regarding  "the  young  man"  of  14.51,52.  That  Day 
Twenty-eight  is  the  third  day  of  the  final  threesome  is  established  by  the  correspondence 
between  the  last  pericope  of  the  second  day  and  the  third  day's  three  parts.  In  the  opening 
parts  of  both,  we  read,  in  15.42,  about  the  onset  of  the  "sabbath"  with  the  evening,  and  in  16.1 
about  the  passing  of  the  11sabbath".  In  the  third  part  of  the  one,  in  15.46,47  we  read  about  the 
laying  of  Jesus'  body  in  the  tomb,  the  stone  that  was  rolled  against  its  door,  and  the  women 
who  saw  where  he  was  laid.  In  the  second  part  of  the  other,  we  read,  in  16.2,  about  the 
women  at  the  tomb,  in  16.3,4  about  the  stone  that  was  already  rolled  away  from  the  door,  and 
in  16.5,6,  about  the  emptiness  of  the  place  where  Jesus  had  been  laid.  In  the  third  part  of  the 
last  Days  telling,  in  16.8,  the  women  flee  from  the  tomb. 
Between  days  one  and  two  of  the  sub-Series,  we  notice  the  connection  between  the  lateness  of 
the  hour  as  the  telling  of  the  first  Day  ends,  and  the  early  beginning  of  the  second  Day.  The 
final  sub-Series  is  a  threesome  of  Days  best  expressed  again  as  in  all  the  Gospel's  sub-Series  by 
ABB'.  Where  A  is  the  first  Day  which  is  introductory:  Jesus  is  going  to  die;  but  he  will  be 
raised.  Where  B  is  the  second  Day,  the  first  development:  Jesus  dies  and  is  buried.  And 
where  B'  is  the  third  Day,  the  second  and  concluding  development:  the  tomb  is  empty  because 
Jesus  is  risen. 247 
Day  Twenty-eight:  16.1-8: 
This  Day's  telling  is  seen  as  the  last  of  the  Gospel  narrative  of  "Days".  Many  commentators 
include  this  resurrection  announcement  within  the  Passion  narrative  section;  some  separate  it43. 
But  whether  they  think  it  is  included  or  excluded  from  the  Passion  account  most  see  it  as 
concluding  Mark's  Gospel. 
Given  my  literary-structural  analysis,  and  the  evidence  for  Mark's  rhetorical  scheme  for  his 
Gospel,  based  on  Days  and  Series  of  Days,  16.1-8  may  be  judged:  1)  as  the  third  Day  of  his 
final  threesome  of  days,  Jesus'  Passion  and  Resurrection'  (14.12-16.8,  Days  Twenty-six, 
Twenty-seven  and  Twenty-eight);  and  2)  as  his  seventh  Day  of  a  seven-day  presentation  of 
"Jesus'  Jerusalem  Days",  his  fourth  and  last  Series.  What  particularly  confirms  this  is  that 
Mark'sfirst  Series  ends,  on  its  last  Day,  with  a'raising  of  the  dead'(see  Day  Seven,  5.21-43). 
Nowhere  else  in  the  Gospel  is  such  to  be  found.  The  outer  two  Series  of  the  Gospel  conclude 
on  the  same  story-lines,  just  as  the  inner  two  Series  conclude  on  the  same  story  fines  (on 
healings  of  blind  people). 
VA  is  introductory,  and  v.  2  begins  the  Day's  account,  with  which  Mark  ends  his  Gospel 
Narrative  on  a  note  of  tremendous  climax.  It  is  not  without  literary  and  theological 
significance  that  Mark  presents  this  episode  "very  early  on  the  first  day  of  the  week..  as  the 
sun  rose  vOS  .  This  last  Day's  telling,  in  the  clearest  possible  way  (compare  all  the  other  Days  of 
his  presentation),  begins  with  the  dawn  of  a  new  day,  and  a  new  week46(a  new  age). 
Under  the  discussion  of  Day  Twenty-seven,  I  drew  attention  to  one  connection  that  was  to  be 
made  between  the  first  and  last  Days  of  this  last  sub-Series,  the  "reminder"  for  the  disciples 
(and  the  reader/fisteners)  of  what  Jesus  had  said  (14.28),  given  at  the  tomb  by  the  mysterious 
vi:  avLaKoq  to  the  women  to  relay  (16.7).  The  vEavtaKoq  of  14.51,52  may  be  judged  to  be 
one  and  the  same.  That  he  was  wearing  a  atv8ova  whkh  he  had  to  leave  behind,  and  that 
Jesus'  body  was  placed  in  one  (15.46,  in  the  Day's  telling,  prior  to  this)  which  he  left  behind 
does  suggest  some  kind  of  a  correspondence  here.  Theyoung  manwho  was  present  at  the 
43  See  my  table  of  my  four  selected  commentators,  in  my  Summary  of  this  Series  which  follows  this 
tr  esentation  of  Day  Twenty-one. 
45 
Compare  Matthew  who  includes  a  Saturday  account  (Mt.  27.62-66). 
46 
For  a  discussion  of  this,  see  under  Day  One,  pages  68,69. 
Compare  the  Priestly  story  of  creation,  Gen.  1.1-2.4a:  creation  begins  on  the  first  day  of  the  week. 248 
tomb,  significantly  (to  Mark,  at  least")  had  been  there  at  Jesus'  arrest,  though  he  was  helpless 
to  change  the  course  of  events  over  which  Jesus  had  prayed,  14.35,36. 
I  present  the  literary  structure  of  Day  Twenty-eight: 
Aa  'Kalt  8tayE 
.. 
Q  (YaNdTou 
[a]  Map  ta  ý  May8ctATIvi'l  [PI-  i(al  Map  taý  [TOGI  'Icn(w'pou  [P'  I  Kalt  FctXwpq 
[a]  JyOpacrav  apw'VaTa  [P]  Tva  IAOoGaaL  [P'l  &Etýwcuv  at3TOV. 
Ba  [a]  '[.  a]  walt  At'(Xv  Trpwt  Tfi  Lita  TCov  caDoaTwv  [.  PJ  E'pxovTat  b7it  T6  14vilve-tov 
[.  P*l  dvaTEt'AavTOq  TOO  ýMOU. 
'[.  a]  Kall  E'AEyov-Trp6g  LaUTaq,  [.  Pl  Ttq  dTroKuAt'aEt  ýýRV  T6V  At*OOV  [.  P'l  &  Tfl; 
OUpaq  TOO  KYIIVEIQU; 
"[.  a]  Kai  dvapAiýacrat  [.  Pl  0CWpOOGtV  0"Tt  dTToKEx6AtaTat  6  At'Ooc,  [.  P*l  9'v  yap 
VEyaq  aý08pa. 
[a]  '  Kalt  E(aEXOoO(Yat  Eig  T6 
[.  a]  Elt8ov  vEavtcyKov  [.  Pl  Ka  TIVEVOV  ZV  Td-tq  8E4td-tq  [.  P'l  17EPtPEPXTJIIEVOV 
GTOAýv  AE:  UKIIV, 
[P'l  Kait  IýEkpoftj=. 
[a]  6  [.  a]  6  Bi  MyLi  a6Td-tq,  [.  C(I  Mý  MQU0000C 
[.  a]  [..  a]  'ITJCTOOV  ýqTCITE  T6v  NaýapTjv6v[..  P'l  T6v  laTaupwpEvov* 
!  YE,  Poq, 
[..  a]  OOK  'ECFTtV  Wt5E*  18  e 
6TOlTOq  [..  P'l  617ou  E0qxav  aOT6v. 
7  [.  a]  [..  a]  &Xa'  ulTayETE 
[..  Pl  E'tTraTE  Td-tq  paOqTd'tq  adTOO  [..  P'l  Kait,  TO  nETpq) 
[..  a]  OTt  npOdyEt  Wag  Elq  Týv  raXtXatav-  [..  Pl  &Ct  adTO'V  0#0`0E, 
[..  fV]  Ka06q  Et'iTEv  6[rtv. 
B'  a  '[a]  imit  IUAOoQcat  Wl  Eiýuyov 
dTr6Toc) 
[a]  Ei  XEv  yDp  allTa'qTpovoq  Wl  i(aiti  E'l(CFTacytg 
[a]  i(aili  o65Ev%t  OO&V  E?  tTTaV.  IC(I  IýOPOOVTO  Y4Q. 
Section  A  is  introductory,  in  its  telling  what  the  women  did  when  the  sabbath  was  over.  It  is  a 
classically  Markan  rhetorical  lead  into  section  B,  which  tells  what  they  fmd  at  'the  tomv. 
Section  B',  well  linking  with  section  B  in  a  classically  Markan  way  again,  reports  the  manner 
of  their  leaving'the  tomb'.  (The  last  imperfect  of  the  gospel  is  clearly  of  continuous  action.  )  48 
A  Summary  of  the  Fourth  Series  of  Seven  Days: 
The  Seven  Days  are  presented  by  Mark  as  two  sub-Series  of  threesomes  of  Days  (to  the 
'arrangement'  of  ABB)  around  a  central,  fourth  Day  of  the  Series,  to  form  another  overall 
Series'ABA'  scheme,  where  A  and  A!  represent  the  outer  sub-Series  around  the  middle  Day  B 
47  Matthew  and  Luke  omit  Mk.  14.51,52. 
48  For  a  discussion  of  this  Day  and  its  relationship  to  the  Passion  and  the  longer  ending,  see  Chapter  7. 249 
which  behaves  as  a  fulcrum,  pivot  or  turning  point.  All  four  Series,  therefore,  in  terms  of  their 
arrangement  of  Days  are  constructed  in  the  same  way.  Additionally,  we  observe  that  all  the 
opening  Days  of  the  Series  are  'arranged'  in  the  same  way,  in  the  form:  AW  (that  is,  in  the 
longer  annotation:  ABB':  ABB'). 
The  Title  to  the  Series,  in  the  manner  of  the  first  three,  with  a  view  to  brevity,  can  be  stated 
simply  as,  "Jesus'  Jerusalem  Days:  His  Passion  and  Resurrection". 
The  first  sub-Series  of  three  Days  are  consecutive  whereby:  in  the  first,  which  is  introductory, 
Jesus  enters  Jerusalem  and  the  temple;  in  the  second,  he  'clears'  the  temple;  and  in  the  third, 
inside  the  temple,  he  faces  various  challenges,  and  outside  the  temple,  he  speaks  of  its  coniing 
destruction  and  the  events  that  will  occur  at  the  last.  The  'hinge',  middle  Day  of  the  Series 
relates  two  particular  turning  points,  the  plotting  for  Jesus'  death,  in  which  a  disciple  shares  a 
part  in  the  plotting,  and  the  anointing  of  Jesus  for  his  burial  by  a  woman  who  will  be 
remembered,  "wherever  the  Gospel  is  proclaimed  in  all  the  world".  The  balancing  sub-Series 
of  three  days  relates  on  the  first  Day,  the  Day  the  Passover  is  sacrificed,  the  passover  meal 
which  Jesus  shares  with  his  disciples,  and  his  betrayal,  arrest  and  trial  before  the  Sanhedrin 
(Jesus  will  die,  but  he  will  be  raised);  the  second  tells  of  his  trial  before  Pilate,  his  presentation 
to  the  people,  his  death  by  crucifixion,  and  burial:  and  the  third  reports  his  having  risen  from 
the  tomb. 
In  terms  of  rhetorical  conventions,  we  observed  on  page  212  the  inclusio  of  'the  Mount  of 
Olives'  in  the  first  sub-Series.  Correspondences  and  details  were  established  throughout  the 
three  day  analyses:  for  a  summary,  see  pages  213,214.  The  second  sub-Series  was  established 
by  correspondences  of  theme  and  detail:  see  in  particular  pages  245,246.  The  middle  Day's 
rhetorical  function  was  discussed  on  page  230  and  232.  A  discussion  on  a  possible  Series' 
seven-day  chiasm  is  found  on  pages  214-216.  Such  an  alternative  summary  of  Marles  scheme 
was  rejected  principally  because  Days  one  and  five  of  the  Series  (Days  Twenty-two  and 
Twenth-six)  were  emphatically  constructed  each  with  the  other  in  mind,  as  introductory  Days 
to  new  sub-Series.  On  pages  228  and  236,  we  noted  the  major  correspondences  between 
Days  three  and  five  of  the  Series.  Each  side  of  the  central  Day  their  common  details  help 
smooth  the  transition,  after  the  manner  of  ancient  rhetoric,  from  the  first  to  the  second 
sub-Series. 150 
The  structural  scheme  of  this  Series  of  seven  Days  is  indeed  best  described  by  ABA',  but  here, 
we  pick  up  the  force  of  the  impressive  clarifications  of  the  second  sub-Series  of  three  days 
(see  pages  241-243),  particularly  of  Days  Twenty-six  and  Twenty-seven.  The  final  Day,  Day 
Twenty-eight,  is,  nevertheless,  the  crowning  of  the  three.  It  was  out  of  envy  that  the  Old 
Covenant  leaders  handed  Jesus  over  to  the  Gentiles  to  put  him  to  death.  Jesus  died  both  as 
"Son  of  God"  and  "King  of  the  Jews".  His  death  sealed  a  New  Covenant  with  the  world,  but 
it  was  his  resurrection  which  affirmed  him  Lord  and  King  of  all  nations. 
We  set  these  summaries  against  those  of  the  first  sub-Series.  Jerusalem  welcomes  its  Messiah. 
The  fig  tree  episodes  (which  spelt  judgement  for  Old  Israel  and  its  leadership)  coupled  with 
the  temple  clearing  (of  the  Old  Covenant  sacrificial  means  of  being  made  right  with  God),  and 
the  answers  Jesus  gave  to  the  challenges  put  to  him,  which  Mark  follows  with  Jesus'  telling  of 
the  temple's  destruction,  all  spelt  the  end  of  Judaism. 
The  middle  day's  'future'  anticipation  is  the  preaching  of  the  Gospel  throughout  the  world, 
while  Jews  plot  against  Jesus. 
The  dynamic  of  the  last  Series  is  represented  by  ABA!,  where: 
A  communicates  what  will  be  the  demise  of  the  Old  Covenant; 
B  communicates  the  future  preaching  of  the  Gospel  in  the  'world', 
against  the  present  plotting  of  the  Jews;  and 
A'communicates  the  events  which  establish  the  New  Covenant. 
In  ternis  of  Aristotelian  Greek  Tragedy:  A  is  the  'complication';  B  is  the  'turning  point';  and 
A'  is  the  'denouement'.  It  reflects  the  rhetorical  scheme  of  the  First  Series  (pages  124-126). 
For  further  discussion  on  the  comparison  with  Series  One,  see  the  end  of  this  Chapter. 
At  this  juncture,  we  usefully  compare  the  limits  of  the  Series'  three  parts  (A,  B,  A!  )  with  those 
of  the  'sections'  of  the  commentators  I  have  chosen  to  follow: 
A 
From  the  above 
Taylor'9 
Ninehamý' 
Schweizer" 
Hooker" 
11.1-13.37 
11.1-13.37 
11.1-12.44  13 
11.1-13.37 
11.1-13.37 
49  Taylor,  Yhe  GospeL..,  PP.  110,111,450-6  10. 
50  Nineham,  Saint  Mark,  pp.  287435,437448. 
51  Schweizer,  The  GoodNews...,  pp.  226-363. 
BW 
14.12-16.8  14.1-11 
14.1-16.8 
14.1-15.47  16.1-8 
14.1-16.8 
14.1-15.47  16.1-8 251 
Clearly,  the  delimiting  of  the  first  sub-Series  of  three  consecutive  Days  coincides  with  all  of 
them  for  its  beginning,  and  with  all  but  Ninehards,  at  its  close.  My  separating  of  the  middle 
Day,  from  14.12-16.8,  as  it  behaves  as  a  fulcrum  or  pivot  to  the  whole  Series'  presentation, 
appears  to  suggest  that  my  reading  is  very  different,  but  in  14.1  -11,  for  all  of  us,  the  Passion 
narrative  is  introduced.  For  me,  however,  it  also  looks  back  (two  Days'  tellings  of  conflict, 
particularly  the  failure  of  the  leaders  of  Old  Israel  to  "trap"  Jesus  "in  his  words",  lead  to  the 
necessity  of  their  plotting").  What  I  discern  to  be  Mark's  structure,  therefore,  is  not  so  very 
different  at  this  level  of  literary  order  from  theirs. 
It  remains  to  gather  up  the  information  of  the  introductory  pieces  of  the  seven  Days'  tellings  of 
this  Series  to  summarise  the  number  of  days  which  Mark's  presentation  covers  in  all,  of  the 
Jerusalem  stage  of  Jesus'  mission.  Clearly,  the  three  Days  of  the  first  sub-Series  are 
consecutive  in  his  telling.  At  the  beginning  of  Day  four  (14.1),  the  central  Day  in  the  Series, 
his  introductory  information  is  different  in  form  and  style.  It  requires  interpreting  by  recourse 
to  14.49,  because  Jesus  says  at  his  arrest,  "Daily  I  was  with  you  in  the  temple  teaching  and 
you  did  not  seize  me".  We  observe  that  the  first  sub-Series  covers  three  days  of  Jesus' 
appearances  in  the  temple,  but  only  the  second  and  the  third  qualify  as  days  of  his  "teaching" 
there.  The  question  is  now:  do  these  two  Days  constitute  "daily"?  As  we  understand  the 
term  today,  they  clearly  do  not.  The  story-line  of  this  Series  and  the  presentation  of  the  three 
consecutive  days  requires  that  we  interpret  that  Jesus  spent  other  days  teaching  in  the  temple 
which  Mark  has  not  reported.  It  follows  that  Day  Twenty-four  (11.20-13.37)  is  not 
necessarily  representative  of  the  last  day  that  Jesus  was  teaching  in  the  temple.  Days  likely 
pass,  therefore,  between  the  telling  of  days  three  and  four  of  this  Series.  But  Days 
Twenty-five,  Twenty-six  (14.12-72)  and  Twenty-seven  (15.1-47)  are  consecutive  (see  my 
discussions  of  the  introductory  pieces  of  these  Days).  On  the  activities  of  the  Saturday 
following  the  Friday  of  Jesus'  crucifixion,  Mark  simply  summarises  what  the  women  do  after 
the  passing  of  the  sabbath  (at  sunset)  in  his  introduction  to  Day  Twenty-eight  (16.1-8,  see 
16.1).  We  can  be  certain,  therefore,  that  the  Days'  tellings  of  Twenty-seven  and  Twenty-eight 
cover  three,  inclusive  of  the  Friday,  the  Saturday  and  the  Sunday  (refer  also:  8.31,9.3  1, 
10.34).  To  the  seven  Days  of  Mark's  telling,  therefore,  we  have  only  to  add  two  or  three  days 
between  the  third  and  the  fourth  Days,  and  a  day  between  the  sixth  and  the  seventh  Days  of 
his  telling.  The  Jerusalem  stage  of  Jesus'  mission,  which  Mark  told  in  just  seven  Days,  may  be 
52  Hooker,  The  Gospel-,  pp.  28-29,255-387. 
53  See  under  Day  Twenty-five  for  a  fuller  discussion. 252 
judged  to  be  about  ten  or  eleven  days  in  all.  We  observe  that  this  Series  which  is  by  far  the 
longest  in  Marles  telling  represents  the  shortest  stage  in  Mark's  presentation  of  Jesus'  ýnission. 
A  Tabular  Summary  of  the  literary-structure  of  the  Fourth  Seven  Days: 
DAYS:  number  identified 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
number  identified  in  Gospel  22  23  24  25  26  27  28 
chapters  and  verses  11.1-11  11.12-19  11.20-  14.  i.  n 
14.12-72  15.147  16.1.8 
13.37 
SERIES'STRUCTURE  A  B  A 
DAYS:  in  literary-terms,  in  series  A 
I 
B  B' 
I 
A  B 
- 
B' 
DAYS'  sections  A  A  A  A  A  A  A 
A'  A'  B  A' 
I  B' 
DAYS'  sectional  sub-divisions  A  A  A  A  A  A  A 
B  B  B  B  B  B  B 
-11- 
B' 
-Ir- 
B'  Jr 
-IK 
B' 
A  A  A  A 
B  B  B  B 
B"  13'  JK  B' 
A 
B 
B' 
DAYS'number  of  verses  I1  8  94  11  61  46  8 
SUB-SERIES'number  of  verses  113  115 
SERIES'number  of  verses  239 253 
Addendum  to  the  analysis  of  "The  Fourth  Seven  Days": 
It  can  be  said  at  the  outset  that  many  of  the  propositions  for  the  examination  of  the  text  of 
11.1  to  16.8  were  rehearsed  in  the  presentations  of  the  analyses  of  the  first  three  Series.  It  is 
only  in  the  telling  of  this  Series,  however,  that  Mark  employs  a  number  of  rhetorical  devices  to 
signal  the  beginnings  of  his  new  Days'  tellings.  These  are  found  at  11.12,11.20,14.1,12,15.1 
and  16.1,2: 
At  11.12  Aa  [a]  12  [.  a]  Kat  Tfl  ý7T 
11.20  Aa  21  Icd  Kat'-rrapcmop,  -u6tiEvot  Trpwl 
14.1  Aa  '[a]  'rHv  U  T6  iTdaX 
[d]  icai  T&  &Cupa  liET&  8do  ApipM. 
14.12  Aa  [a]  12  [.  a]  Kal  Th  11POID  hjlýPCX  TOOV  dýOLJWV,  [.  Pl  O"TE  16  116ax  fouov, 
15.1  Aa  [a]  '[.  a]  Kal  -OOOC  up.  &Lj 
16.1,2  Aa  'Kalt  8tayE  pQ  aaOOdTov.... 
Ba  [a]  '[.  a]  1<aL  Lay  Trpw'L  Tfi  IILCx  Tov  craW(jTwv 
--pxovTaL  bli  T6  livnudo-v 
dvaTEtXaVTOg  TOO 
ýMOU. 
AH  are  discussed  under  the  Days  they  begin,  or  referenced  there  if  they  were  discussed  under 
other  Days  because  they  added  to  the  discussion  of  other  Day  beginnings. 
In  every  other  way,  historical  presents  and  many  imperfects,  introductory  presentations  to 
sections  (parts,  sub-parts,  and  so  on),  correspondences  between  words  (phrases  and 
constructions),  thematic  correspondences  which  are  intra-  and  inter-  sub-Series  (Days, 
sections,  parts  and  so  on),  and  Mark's  continuous  use  of  his  app'and.  [a]  [al  presentational 
methods,  all  serve  again  in  combination  to  disclose  his  compositional  method  and  style. 
Lastly,  we  may  consider  from  the  table  the  range  of  verses  of  his  Day  reports.  The  shortest 
Days  in  the  telling  are  Days  Twenty-three  (11.2-19)  and  Twenty-eight  (16.1-8)  with  8  verses 
each.  The  longest  Day,  in  the  telling,  of  the  Series  (and  of  the  Gospel)  is  Day  Twenty-four 
(11.20-13.37)  with  94  verses.  I  identify  here  a  factor  of  difference  (the  largest  of  all  the 
Series)  ofjust  less  than  12.  This  observation  leads,  as  before,  to  the  conclusion  that  Mark  was 
much  more  interested  in  creating  structural  balance  to  his  Series  and  Days  than  he  was  in 
achieving  a  balance  of  their  size. 254 
A  Comparison  of  the  First  and  Fourth  Series  of  Seven  Days: 
Now  we  have  completed  our  separate  examination  of  the  literary-structure  of  the  last  Series  of 
the  Gospel,  we  can  determine  what  if  any  relationship  Mark  deemed  it  to  share  with  the  first 
Series.  Their  titles  again  are:  Series  One:  "Jesus'  first  Days  of  Mission,  confined  to  Galilee 
and  the  Region  of  its  Sea";  and  Series  Four:  "Jesus'  Jerusalem  Days:  His  Passion  and 
Resurrection". 
Under  the  examination  of  Days  Seven  and  Twenty-eight  we  paid  attention  to  the  fact  that 
these  alone  in  the  Gospel  tell  stories  about  the  raising  of  the  dead.  They  are  the  concluding 
Days  of  the  first  and  last  Series.  Days  One  and  Twenty-two,  which  begin  the  Series  exhibit 
correspondence  too,  in  1.21  and  11.11:  for  entry  into  a  town,  and  into  the  synagogue/temple. 
We  have  noted  above  that  the  middle  Days  of  the  two  series  (Days  Four  and  Twenty-five) 
correspond  for  the  plottings  against  Jesus  (3.6;  14.1,2;  w.  10,11).  In  the  fifth  Days  ofeach 
(Days  Five  and  Twenty-six),  Judas  Iscariot  is introduced  (emphatically)  as  the  'betrayer'  (in 
3.19)  and  he  'betrays'  Jesus  (in  14.43ff.  ).  The  third  days  of  both  Series  (Days  Three  and 
Twenty-four)  raise  the  issue  of  Jesus'  authority,  by  scribes  (in  2.6f  )  and  answered  by  Jesus  (in 
2.8-10);  and  by  chief  priests,  scribes  and  elders  (in  11.27,28),  though  this  time  Jesus  does  not 
have  to  answer  (11.29-33). 
An  impressive  number  of  correspondences  can  be  identified  between  the  two  Series,  but  then 
again  we  might  expect  such  because  they  cover  between  them  410  verses  of  the  641  of  the 
Gospel  narrative  (nearly  two-thirds  of  the  material).  What  is  particularly  impressive,  however, 
is  the  way  in  which  many  of  the  common  themes  and  details  correspond  in  order,  just  like 
those  we  have  mentioned  already  above.  In  195  1,  Faffer  saw  this.  ' 
He  discerned  a  steady  cyclic  development  in  Mark's  Gospel,  and  judged  the  structure  of  the 
Gospel  to  be: 
1.1-6.56  Two  double  cycles,  which  he  called,  "Little  Gospel" 
1.1-2.12;  2.13-3.12  /  3.13-6.6;  6.7-6.56 
7.1-9.1  One  double  cycle:  "Continuation  of  Little  Gospel" 
7.1-37;  8.1-26  (8.27-9.1) 
9.2-16.8  Two  double  cycles:  "Fulfihnent  of  Little  Gospel" 
9.2-10.31;  10.32-13.2  /  13.3-14.31;  14.32-16.8. 
34  Austin  M.  Farrer,  A  Study.. 255 
The  passage  8.27-9.1  is  set  in  parenthesis  because,  rather  oddly  (for  all  his  painstaking  efforts) 
he  was  not  able  to  place  it  with  any  sense  of  certainty.  What  he  was  assured  of,  however,  was 
that  the  book  is  a  unity;  that  it  is  composed  in  series  and  'cycles';  that  the  whole  scheme 
comprises  a  chiasm;  and  that,  whatever  his  sources,  Mark  dominated  them.  The 
fiterary-structural  analysis  I  have  been  doing  supports  these  statements.  Farrer  likewise 
attempted  a  Uterary-analysis,  but  his  approach  differs  from  mine  in  that  the  object  of  his  study 
1155  was  to  follow  "the  symbolical  and  interpretative  element  in  the  Gospel  to  the  farthest  point  . 
My  aim  has  been  only  to  identify  Mark!  s  signifiers  of  his  Gospel  plan  and  of  his  structures  at 
every  level  of  his  literary  presentation.  The  real  point  of  difference  between  Farrer's  results 
and  mine  stems  from  the  fact  that  he  identified  healing  miracles  as  the  prime  indicator  of 
Markan  ordering  whereas  I  identify  the  importance  of  Days. 
What  is  supportive  of  my  analysis  (and  my  view,  therefore,  that  Mark  created  his  first  and  last 
Series  of  the  Gospel  in  parallel)  is  the  number  of  correspondences  which  Farrer  sees  follow  the 
same  order,  between  1.21  to  5.43  '  and  11.1-  16.8  which  are  the  limits  of  the  outer  two  Series 
set  by  literary-structural  analysis.  Below,  I  list  his  observations": 
2.23-3.6  synagogue,  David...  11.1-19 
destroy  him 
crisis  in  the  synagogue 
3.1  withered  11.20 
3.6  Pharisees  and  Herodians  12.12,13 
3.7-12  left  synagogue  13.1-3 
ascended  mountain 
initiated  disciples 
3.22-26  false  prophets/kingdom  13.5-8 
3.28-30  the  Holy  Spirit  13.9-11 
3.31-35  mother  and  brothers...  13.12,13 
dissociation 
4.1-20  the  sower/endurance  13.13-20 
4.26-29  harvest  13.24-27 
4.35-41  sleeping/wake  13.32-37 
5.25-34  woman  who  touched  Christ  14.3-9 
5.21-43  Jairus'  daughter's  resurrection  16.1-8 
temple,  David 
destroy  him 
crisis  in  the  temple 
withered 
Pharisees  and  Herodians 
left  temple 
ascended  Mount  of  Olives 
with  the  twelve 
false  prophets/Christs/kingdorn 
the  Holy  Spirit 
brother,  father,  child,  parents... 
dislocation 
endurance 
harvest 
sleep/watch/wake 
woman  who  anointed  Christ 
Jesus'  resurrection. 
55  Farrer,  A  Study...,  p.  10. 
56  What  is  particularly  contradictory  about  Faffer's  approach  is  that  he  sees  the  correspondences  up  to 
and  between  5.2143  and  16.1-8  but  continues  with  an  attempt  to  complete  the  first  series  at  6.56  (knowing 
there  are  no  more  parallels)  on  the  basis  of  completing  two  double  cycles. 
57  1  summarise  them  from  Farrer,  A  Study...,  pp.  159-168. 156 2 
We  can  identify  twelve  correspondences  of  references  (approximately  twenty  verbal/thematic 
correspondences)  which  are  in  order,  verse  to  verse,  from  his  study.  We  may  observe  that 
parallels  found  in  3.7-4.41,  Day  Five,  He  diagonally  opposite  in  Mark's  scheme  those  which  are 
found  in  13.1-37,  Day  Twenty-four  which  is  Day  three  of  its  Series.  One  parallel  only  lies  in 
Day  to  Day  order:  it  is  5.21-43  and  16.1-8.  We  can  add  to  this  those  that  have  been 
mentioned  in  the  analyses  of  Chapter  3  and  this  chapter.  In  day  to  day  order  (Series  One  and 
Series  Four): 
1.21  synagogue  11.11 
2.5-10  forgive  11.25,26 
2.6-10  authority/reasoning  11.27-33 
3.6  a  plot  against  Jesus  14.1,10,11 
3.19  Judas  Iscariot:  betrayer  14.43ff. 
3.29  liable  14.64 
4.35-41  sleeping/wake  14.32-42 
5.1-20  Jesus'  victory  over  great  evil  15.1-16.8 
5.20  all  marvelled  at  Jesus  15.5,44 
temple 
forgive 
authority/reasoning 
a  plot  against  Jesus 
Judas  Iscariot:  betrayal 
liable 
sleep/watch/(wake) 
(Jesus'  victory  over  great  evil) 
Pilate  marvelled. 
4. 
These  are  found  in  Days  one,  three,  four,  five,  six  and  seven  of  both  Series. 
Other  correspondences  which  are  not  in  day  to  day  order  include: 
1.40  leper  14.3  Simon,  the  leper 
2.7'  blasphemy  14.64'  blasphemy 
2.19,20'  the  bridegroom  taken  away  14.46-15.47 
2  Jesus'  arrest... 
2.22'  wine  14.25'  vine 
3.28,4.12 
3  forgive  11.25,26 
4  forgive 
3.23,4.2-34 
3  teaching  crowd  in  parables  12.1,12 
4  teaching  crowd  in  parables 
explaining  to  disciples  13.3,28 
4 
explaining  to  disciples 
3.28-303  the  Holy  Spirit  12.36 
4  the  Holy  Spirit 
5.20  all  marvelled  at  Jesus,  12.17  they  marvelled  at  Jesus. 
Those  that  are  denoted  ',  however,  occur  in  the  last  Day  of  the  Series'  first  sub-Series  while 
those  that  are  denoted  2  (their  parallels)  occur  in  the  first  Day  of  the  second  sub-Series. 
Those  that  are  denoted  3  occur  in  the  first  Day  of  the  second  sub-Series,  and  those  that  are 
denoted  '  (their  parallels)  occur  in  the  last  Day  of  the  first  sub-Series. 
That  is  they  are  ordered:  they  correspond  cross-diagonally  opposite  each  other  around  the 
central  Days  of  the  Series.  This  can  hardly  be  a  coincidence.  With  certainty,  we  may  say  that 
Mark  deliberately  wrote  these  connections  into  his  narrative  scheme  in  this  way.  With 
certainty  too,  we  may  say  that  he  built  his  skeletal  plan  and  matrix  with  seven  days  across  the 
page  and  four  Series  down  the  page.  In  Chapter  8,  we  will  view  this  feature. 257 
The  number  of  references  of  common  material  has  increased  to  about  thirty,  and  the  verbal 
and  thematic  details  to  approximately  forty.  Ten  of  these  references  demonstrate  sequence, 
Day  to  Day  (Series  to  Series).  Sixteen  of  these  hold  relationship  in  diagonal  pairings  around 
the  central  Days.  Clearly,  Mark  has  balanced  some  of  his  material  vertically  Day  to  Day,  and 
some  diagonally  Day  to  Day,  between  these  Series.  He  has  balanced  sub-Series'  material 
vertically  too  (that  is  the  contents  of  the  first  sub-Series  of  both  Series  have  their 
correspondence,  likewise  the  second  sub-Series  of  both  Series).  For  a  first  sub-Series' 
example  of  one  of  these  consider  references  to  Jesus'  "authority":  1.22,27,2.10,  against  which 
compare  11.28,28,29,33.  In  regard  to  the  middle  Days  and  the  last  sub-Series,  we  can 
compare  usefully  the  ways  in  which  the  two  Series  crescendo  and  climax. 
After  the  middle  Day's  disclosure  of  a  threat  to  Jesus'  life,  in  the  first  Series,  in  the  concluding 
sub-Series,  we  read  firstly  how  all  "Old  Israel"  gathers  to  Jesus  who  at  thaftime  lays  down  the 
foundations  for  a  "New  Israel".  In  the  course  of  these  Days  he  demonstrates  great  power  and 
authority,  stilling  a  raging  storn-4  'doing  battle'  with  and  (amazingly)  succeeding  over  a  whole 
'legion!  of  evil  spirits,  healing  an  'incurable'  and  showing  himself  to  be  victorious  over  death. 
The  same  crescendo  and  climax  are  seen  in  the  turning  point  and  latter  half  of  the  Fourth 
Series.  After  Jesus  is  anointed  for  burial,  and  one  of  his  own  has  plotted  with  the  leaders  of 
"Old  Israel"  to  betray  hin-4  he  lays  down  the  foundations  of  the  "New  Israel"  (in  the  last 
supper,  Gethsemane,  through  his  capture  and  trial  before  the  sanhedrin);  on  the  Day  of  his 
death  he  'does  battle'  with  evil;  and,  at  the  last,  he  is  victorious,  over  death.  Both  Series 
conclude  in  ways  that  first-time  listeners  to  the  Gospel,  with  experience  of  first  century 
rhetorical  method,  would  have  "marvelled".  Using  Farrer's  terms,  we  may  say  that  I1  .1- 
16.8 
'fulfils'  1.21-5.43. 
Again,  as  for  Series  Two  and  Three,  for  suggesting  a  formal  relationship,  there  is  the 
fiterary-structural  argument  in  the  sense  that  these  two  outer  series  comprise  significantly 
more  verses  than  the  middle  two.  They  are  171  verses  and  239  verses  respectively  (compare 
119  and  112  verses  for  the  two  middle  Series  in  turn).  There  is  also  the  rhetorical  argument 
that  the  two  Series  exhibit  similar  interpretations  of  a  'complication',  a  'turning  point'  and  a 
'denouement'.  In  both  Series  the'complication'is  the  clash  between  the'old'and  the'new';  the 
, turning  point'  includes  plottings;  and  in  the  'd6nouement'  is  the  resolution,  the  'old'  is  going, 
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We  might  consider,  therefore,  another  kind  of  thematic  summary,  still  more  stimulating: 
First  sub-Series:  Turning  point:  Second  sub-Serics: 
Jews  and  the  Old  Covenant  Jews/Gentiles  the  New  Covenant  and  Gentiles 
It  is  the  case  that  this  reflects  the  last  Series  of  the  Gospel  (see  page  250),  but  does  it  reflect 
the  first? 
The  first  sub-Series  of  the  First  Series  establishes  the  beginnings  of  Jesus'  mission  in  Jewish 
territory,  to  Jews,  and  raises  immediately,  on  the  first  Day,  Old  Covenant  leadership 
inadequacies  (1.21,22).  It  ends  in  demonstrating  that  Jesus  is  replacing  the  Old  Covenant 
means  of  being  made  right  with  God  (2.5-7,10);  Jesus  will  die  (2.20);  and  the  Old  Covenant 
will  be  no  more  (2.21,22).  The  turning  point  concludes  and  climaxes  with  leaders  under  the 
Old  Covenant  (Pharisees)  and  leaders  under  the  domination  of  Rome  (Herodians)  plotting 
together  to  kill  Jesus  (3.6).  Mark  is  telling  us  that  both  Jews  and  Gentiles  would  be 
responsible  for  Jesus'  death.  The  second  sub-Series  begins  with  Jesus'  choosing  a  New 
Covenant  leadership  from  the  massive  and  totally  Jewish  assembly  (3.7-19).  Jesus'  mission 
proceeds  to  Gentile  country,  where  he  shows  himself  powerful  enough  to  defeat  the  world's 
evil.  It  ends  in  Jewish  territory  again,  where  Jesus  shows  himself  to  be  victorious  over  death. 
My  summary  thematic  presentation  is  reflective  of  Mark's  own  presentational  approach,  for 
both  of  the  outer  two  Series  of  his  Gospel  narrative.  This  immediately  raises  the  question, 
"Do  the  central  Series  reduce  thematically  in  the  same  way?  "  We  re-read  the 
literary-structural  analyses  of  Chapters  4  and  5. 
In  Series  Two,  the  first  sub-Series  tefls  of  events  in  Jewish  territory,  and  its  second  Day 
records  an  open-air  'banquet'  for  Jews.  The  turning  point  is  set  in  Gentile/Jewish  territory  and 
displays  a  Jewish/Gentile  issue.  The  second  sub-Series  is  set  in  Gentile  territory  for  its  first 
two  days,  but  ends  in  Jewish  territory  on  the  third.  The  second  Day  reports  an  open-air 
'banquet'  for  Gentiles.  It  is  clearly  the  case  that  Mark  has  employed  this  same  scheme  in 
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In  Series  Three,  the  first  sub-Series  may  be  said  to  be  set  in  Jewish/Gentile  territory,  but  it 
clearly  associates  Jesus  with  the  Jews:  in  the  first  Day's  telling,  he  is  "the  Christ";  and  in  the 
second  Day's  telling  he  is  the  one  who  fulfils  Jewish  end-time  expectations.  Mark  sets  the 
middle  Day  and  turning  point  of  his  Series  in  ambiguous  territory,  apparently  deliberately 
(10.1).  It  suggests  both  Jewish  ("Judea")  and  Gentile  ("beyond  the  Jordan":  the 
Decapolis?  /Gerasene?  )  territories.  And  the  Day's  telling  raises  an  issue  of  tension  between 
Jews  and  Gentiles  which  Jesus  addresses  with  reference  to  the  "beginning  of  creation".  The 
second  sub-Series  begins  in  the  same  territory  as  that  of  the  middle  Day's  telling.  Only  at  the 
second  sub-Series'  close  is  it  clearly  based  in  Jewish  territory  (compare  the  last  Day  of  the  first 
Series).  In  the  second  Day's  telling  of  this  second  sub-Series  the  word  "Gentiles"  features 
significantly  (this  Day's  detailed  disclosures  of  Jesus'  suffering  at  the  hands  of  the  Gentiles,  we 
may  note,  are  fulfilled  on  the  parallel  day  in  the  final  Series).  This  Series  also  follows  the  same 
plan. 
In  Chapter  8,  we  will  be  able  to  gather  up  the  results  of  all  these  analyses,  and  see  the  full 
matrix  of  the  Gospel  which  Mark  devised  before  he  wrote  a  single  word  of  his  Gospel.  Here, 
for  the  first  time,  we  can  at  least  summarise  the  primary  structure  of  the  Gospers  narrative. 
The  two  outer  Series  are  set  in  parallel,  around  two  middle  Series  which  parallel.  MaWs 
overall  scheme  for  1.21-16.8,  therefore,  can  be  described  as  a  chiasm:  ABBW,  where: 
A  represents  Series  One; 
B  Series  Two; 
B'  Series  Three; 
and  A!  Series  Four. 
The  analysis  of  the  text  of  1.1-16.8  is  now  complete,  but  for  summary  presentations.  Mark's 
Prologue  and  Gospel  Narrative  are  defined.  A  rigorous  literary-structural  analysis  has  been 
undertaken,  and  that  analysis  has  been  informed  and  interpreted  both  by  the  rules  of  ancient 
rhetoric  in  general,  and  by  what  has  been  discovered  of  Mark!  s  use  of  such  rhetorical 
conventions  in  particular. 
Now  we  must  give  consideration  to  the  fact  that  Greco-Roman  Literature,  the  Aristotelian 
Greek  Tragedy  Play,  and  much  Old  Testament  writing,  all  end  with  'Epflogues"'.  Rhetorical 
considerations  require  that  we  must  go  this  one  step  further.  16.1-8  isnoEpfloguein  ancient 
58  See  the  section  of  my  introduction,  "The  Cultural  and  Historical  Context  of  the  Gospel". 260 
rhetorical  temis.  It  has  not  the  characteristics  of  an  'Epilogue'.  16.1-8  is  fully  integral  with 
Mark's  narrative;  it  is  the  seventh  Day's  telling  of  the  last  of  four  Series  of  seven  Days.  After 
all  that  has  been  discovered  in  1.1-16.8,  which  accords  with  the  rules  of  ancient  rhetoric,  it  is 
inconceivable  that  Mark  cheated  rhetorical  convention  and  his  audience's  expectations  at  the 
last  by  not  producing  an'Epflogue'. 
We  can  entertain  two  possible  approaches:  1)  we  could  assume  that  it  is  lost  and  try  to  create 
one  ourselves,  which  would  reflect  his  Prologue  and  complete  his  Gospel's  presentation  in  the 
manner  he  suggests  in  his  Narrative;  or  2)  we  could  risk  an  analysis  of  the  longer  ending, 
which  most  scholars  today  say  is  not  Mark's,  to  see  if  there  is  anything  which  looks  remotely 
like  an  Epilogue  that  he  might  have  created  (the  other  endings  do  not  look  too  promising).  I 
opt  for  2).  1  will  give  consideration  also  to  some  of  Mark's  key  words  and  phrases  from  his 
Prologue  and  his  Narrative:  such  as  "creation",  "gospel",  "world",  "Gentiles",  "covenant",  and 
"Jesus  of  Naza  eth",  as  well as  his  predilection  for  "twos". 261 
Chapter  Seven 
THE  DAYS  FOLLOWING  (16.9-16,19-20a): 
The  longer  Ending:  16.9-20: 
Anyone  who  labels  this  longer  ending  'Markan'  and  views  it,  therefore,  as  an  original 
'Epilogue',  stands  against  a  great  weight  of  scholarly  opU*U*on'.  Principally,  the  arguments  go: 
it  is  absent  from  the  most  reliable,  early  manuscripts;  it  does  not  square  with  the  preceeding 
passage,  16.1-8;  and  its  language  is  different  from  the  rest  of  the  text.  We  will  consider  these 
three  basic  points,  and  then  the  issue  of  dependency,  before  proceeding  to  a  literary-structural 
analysis. 
The  absence  from  reliable,  early  manuscripts: 
The  longer  ending,  16.9-20,  is  clearly  missing  from  the  fourth  century  Codices  Vaticanus  and 
SaHaticus,  which  are  in  every  other  way  deemed  to  be  the  'reliable,  early  manuscripts'. 
Presented  in  three  columns  and  by  two  hands,  and  in  four  columns  and  by  three  hands, 
respectively,  they  are  the  only  two  copies  remaining  of  fifty  that  were  made  by  Eusebius  of 
Caesarea  with  the  help  of  his  friend  Pamphilus  (from  a  collection  of  earlier  manuscripts  to 
which  they  had  access).  An  historical  note  of  some  consequence,  tells  how  they  supplied 
Constantine  at  his  request  in  the  year  331  with  fifty  copies  of  the  Greek  Bible;  2  "fifty  copies  of 
the  sacred  scriptures"  were  "to  be  written  on  fine  parchment  in  a  legible  manner  and  in  a 
convenient  portable  form  by  professional  scribes  thoroughly  accomplished  in  their  art.  "  It  was 
Eusebius;  who  says,  "They  were  produced  in  threefold  and  fourfold  forms.  "  it  follows,  then, 
I  But  see:  B.  Mariani,  "Introduction",  Introduction  a  la  Bible,  Eds.  A  Robert  &  A.  Feuillet,  Desclee  & 
Co.,  Tournai,  Belgium,  1959,  p.  73,  and  K.  W  Clark,  "The  Theological  Relevance  of  Textual  Variation  in 
Current  Criticism  of  the  Greek  New  Testament",  JBL  85  (1966),  pp.  9-12,  who  consider  the  question  insoluble; 
E.  Linnemann,  "Der  (wiedergefundene)  Markusschluss",  Z7hK  66  (1969),  pp.  255-259,  whose  hypothesis  is 
that  Mt  28.16f  +Mk.  16.15-20  was  the  original  ending  (the  argument  against  his  view  is  that  his  hypothesis  is 
based  on  too  many  arbitrary  assumptions);  and  W.  P,  Farmer,  The  Last  Twelve  verses  ofMark,  Cambridge 
University  Press,  Cambridge,  1974,  who  considers  the  question  "still  open"  after  attempting  an  explanation  of 
the  differences  of  style  and  vocabulary  -  when  compared  with  the  rest  of  the  Gospel,  on  the  basis  that  Mark  in 
his  epilogue  handles  the  traditional  material  differently  (the  critical  judgement  of  his  work  is  that  he  did  not 
resent  a  strong  enough  case). 
Eusebius,  Life  of  Constantine;  Bruce  M.  Metzger,  The  Text  of  the  New  Testament:  Its  Transmission, 
Corruption  and  Restoration,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford,  1968,  p.  7;  also  IntDB,  p.  75  1. 262 
that  our  two  most  cherished  manuscripts  for  Mark's  Gospel,  with  characteristics  of  very  fine 
veHum.  and  size  which  conform  to  Constantine's  request,  were  copies  made  at  the  same  time, 
and  in  the  same  place,  and  from  the  same  earlier  manuscript  collection. 
Eusebius  himself  commented  on  the  longer  ending',  and  many  scholars  interpret  what  he  had 
to  say  as  indication  that  the  longer  ending  was  not  Markan.  When  asked  about  the  differences 
between  Matthew  28.1  and  Mark  16.9  on  the  timing  of  the  resurrection,  he  replied: 
"They  can  be  solved  in  two  ways.  "  (The  first  way  here  only)  "The  person  not  wishing  to 
accept  this  chapter  (the  passage  under  consideration)  will  say  that  it  is  not  contained  in  all 
copies  of  the  Gospel  according  to  Mark.  Indeed  the  accurate  copies  conclude  the  story 
according  to  Mark  in  the  words  of  the  young  man  seen  by  the  women  and  saying  to  them  Do 
not  be  afraid...  for  they  were  afraid.  For  the  end  is  here  in  nearly  all  the  copies  of  Mark.  What 
iv4  follows  is  found  but  seldom,  in  some  copies  but  by  no  means  in  all... 
It  is  emphatic,  even  excessively  so.  The  longer  ending  was  not  to  be  found  among  his  best 
Greek  manuscripts.  Nevertheless,  manuscripts,  which  did  include  the  longer  ending,  did  exist, 
and  he  knew  them.  Clearly  other  manuscripts  and  other  families  of  manuscripts  did  exist  also 
at  that  time.  ý  He  cannot  have  had  access  to  them  all.  Further,  if  Trocme  7  et  al.  are  right  about 
the  Gospel's  place  of  composition,  the  exemplar  would  have  started  its  life  in  Rome  and  likely 
have  been  there  at  that  time  (if  it  still  existed  then),  and  not  immediately  available  to  Eusebius 
in  Caesarea.  What  manuscripts  he  did  possess  which  included  other  endings  did  not  survive' 
so  we  cannot  assess  his  method  of  evaluation,  nor  his  choice  therefore,  of  the  ones  on  which 
he  based  Codices  Vaticanus  and  Sinaiticus.  It  is  troubling  to  note,  furthermore,  that  his 
judgement  on  other  issues  is  questionable.  Eusebius  was  not  exactly  free  from  error  in  his 
critical  judgement  of  early  material  on  the  Eastern  Church  on  which  he  wrote  most,  and  what 
3  Jerome's  letter  to  Hedibia  (Jerome,  Letter,  120.3).  which  deals  with  the  same  issues,  a  generation  or  so 
later,  appears  to  be  reiterating  Eusebius!  understanding.  it  is  not  judged  to  be  a  separate  witness. 
4  This  record  comes  from  a  lost  work  known  to  us  as  Gospel  Questions  and  Solutions  Addressed  to 
Marinus,  which  was  found  last  century.  See  Johannes  Quasten,  PatrolpýD,,  Volume  3.  The  Golden  Age  of 
Greek  Patristic  Literature:  from  the  Council  officaea  to  the  Council  of  Chalcedon,  (Utrecht,  1960)  repr. 
Newman  Press,  Westminster,  Md.,  1986,  p.  337. 
5  We  probably  have  all  heard  about  the  preacher's  sermon  margin  notes  which  say,  "Shout  louder  here, 
argument  weak.  " 
6  The  family  bf  Italy  and  Gaul,  from  which  came  Codex  Bezae;  and  the  family  of  Carthage,  from 
which  came  Codex  Washington  ianus. 
7  Troeme,  The  Formation-,  p.  242. 
8  No  manuscript  exists  today  from  before  the  fifth  century  which  includes  the  longer  ending:  see  for 
fifth  century  examples:  Codices  Alexandrinus  (A),  Ephraimi  Syri  (C),  Washingtonianus  (W),  and  the  5th/6th 
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little  he  wrote  on  the  Western  Church  does  suggest  that  he  knew  much  less  about  it,  and  its 
documents.  ' 
In  a  wonderfully  titled  book,  The  Last  Twelve  verses  of  the  Gospel  According  to  S  Mark 
Vindicated  against  Critical  Objectors  and  Established  (187  1)'0,  Burgon  appealed  to  patristic 
evidence  which  is,  in  fact,  much  earlier  than  the  manuscript  evidence  of  Eusebius.  We  can 
too.  V.  20  of  the  longer  ending  was  known  to  Justin  (Apology,  1.45)  in  about  AD155. 
Vv.  14,16,19  were  known  to  Tatian  (Diatessaron;  the  Persian  Gospel  Harmony)  in  about 
165.  Irenaeus  knew  v.  19  (Against  Heresies,  3.10.6)  in  about  180,  and  he  knew  that  it  came 
from  Mark's  Gospel,  for  he  writes,  "At  the  end  of  the  Gospel  Mark  says  And  so  the  Lord 
Jesus  after  he  had  spoken  to  them,  was  taken  into  heaven,  and  sat  down  at  the  right  hand  of 
God".  Hippolytus,  whose  life  and  work  spanned  the  turn  of  the  second  century,  knew  v.  16 
(Apostolic  Constitutions,  6.15)  and  w.  17,18  (Ap.  Con.,  8.1).  We  can  conclude,  therefore, 
that  manuscripts  of  the  Gospel  with  the  longer  ending  were  circulating  in  the  second  century. 
What  we  cannot  conclude  is  that  any  Gospel  manuscript  which  finished  at  16.8  was  circulating 
as  early  as  this. 
We  cannot  know  what  happened  to  Marles  own  exemplar  and  its  earliest  copies.  Certainly 
plenty  of  evidence  does  exist  which  shows  that  the  leaves  of  early  manuscripts  did  become 
worn  or  torn,  and  that  outer  leaves  became  totally  separated".  In  such  a  manner,  16.9-20 
could  have  been  lost,  and  the  re-discovering  of  it  later  because  the  Gospel  had  been 
memorised  is  quite  feasible  (see  my  Introduction,  for  the  mnemonic  qualities  of  ancient 
rhetoric).  Less  feasible  to  some,  however,  is  that  this  last  leaf  contained  these  verses  only. 
But  it  may  be  the  case  that  Mark  wrote  his  Prologue  on  one  leaf,  and  gave  his  Epilogue 
similarly  a  separate  page.  Clearly  it  is  not  for  us  to  know,  and  the  reasonable  counter 
argument  to,  all  of  this,  of  course,  is  that  the  exemplar  would  have  been  copied  before  it 
disintegrated.  -  Other  possibilities  also  can  be  entertained.  Farmer  raises  one.  He  asks,  "Were 
there  conditions  obtaining  in  Alexandria  under  which  the  last  twelve  verses  could  have  been 
ornitted  from  copies  of  Mark  deliberately?  ""  He  argues  cogently  from  patristic  documents 
9  "Eusebius",  The  Oxford  Dictionary  of  the  Christian  church,  ed.  F.  L.  Cross,  3rd  Ed.  Oxford  University 
Press,  1997. 
10  J.  W.  Burgon,  The  Last  Twelve  Verses  of  the  GospelAccording  to  S  Mark  Vindicated  against  Critical 
objectors  and  Established,  G.  Bell  &  Son,  Oxford  and  London,  1871. 
11  For  example:  Luke's  Gospel,  Bodmer  Papyrus  XIV,  P75  (175-225AD)  V.  Martin  &  F.  Kasser  (eds.  ) 
Cologny-Geneve  1961. 
12  Fanner,  The  Last...,  p.  59. 264 
that  the  discrepancies  between  the  endings  of  the  Gospels  were  causing  innumerable  problems. 
The  timing  of  the  resurrection  was  one  of  them,  and  in  this  matter,  Matthew's  Gospel  was 
viewed  as  the  tradition.  Vv.  17,18  were  causing  a  particular  problem  too.  It  was  not  anything 
to  do  with  the  resurrection  as  such,  but  to  do  with  spiritual  gifts  and  their  exercise.  The 
church  attempted  to  deal  with  their  troublesome  influence  by  containment  13 
,  but  there  is  no 
evidence  that  they  succeeded  with  this  approach.  Expurgation  of  vv.  9-20  maY  have  been  the 
church!  s  only  considered  recourse.  - 
In  summary  of  this  section,  we  must  simply  conclude  that  there  is,  therefore,  no  sure  evidence 
against  Markan  authorship  of  the  longer  ending  based  on  its  absence  from  'reliable,  early 
manuscripts'.  Scholars  who  maintain  that  the  last  twelve  verses  of  Mark's  Gospel  are  written 
by  someone  other  than  Mark  cannot  appeal  to  manuscript  evidence. 
2)  It  does  not  square  with  the  preceding  passage,  16.1-8: 
The  break  itself,  between  16.8  and  v.  9,  has  been  an  issue  which  many  have  attempted  to 
resolve  by  recourse  to  the  argument  that  w.  9-20  were  added  later,  and  not  too  cleverly  at 
that.  -  But  the  break  is  justifiable  simply,  given  my  analysis  of  1.21-16.8,  on  literary-structural 
grounds  because  at  16.81he  narrative  (organised  from  1.21-16.8  on  the  basis  of  a  presentation 
of  "Days"  in  four  "Series  of  seven  Days")  ends.  Further,  in  the  last  Day's  report,  16.1-8, 
Marles  application  of  his  ABB'  rhetorical  structure  is  identified  again  as  completed.  If  Mark 
had  written  anything  beyond  16.8  it  would  have  shown  a  disjunction  of  some  kind  with  16.1-8. 
The  argument  that  Mary  Magdalene  is  introduced  afresh  in  v.  9  as  though  she  were  not  already 
on  stage"  evaporates.  The  Day  of  resurrection  is  begun  to  be  retold  in  a  new  way  (and  with 
several  repetitions:  see  not  only  the  mention  of  Mary  Magdalene,  but  also  that  of  the  day  and 
also  the  timing  of  Jesus'  resurrection).  We  note  the  obvious:  Jesus  was  not  'on  stage'himself 
in  Day  Twenty-eight's  telling;  but  now  he  is,  in  v.  9.  The  'Epilogue',  if  that  is  what  vv.  9-20 
represent,  is,  therefore,  introduced  with  a  recapitulation  of  details,  but  for  a  new  purpose.  If 
this  is  of  Mark,  then  we  must  judge  that  he  established  both  an  appropriate  break  in  his  text, 
and  a  new  beginning.  Regarding  what  may  have  been  his  purpose,  we  can  deduce  from  the 
13  Farmer,  The  Last...,  pp.  66-72.  Fanner  quotes  from  The  Ante-Nicene  Fathers,  vii,  pp.  479481. 
Farmer  observes  also  the  Alexandrian  attempt  to  introduce  a  'cut'  in  Homer's  work. 
14  D.  C.  Parker,  7he  Living  Text  of  the  Gospels,  Cambridge  University  Press,  Cambridge,  1997,  p.  138. '165 
longer  ending  that  it  may  have  been  to  inform  his  audience  about  Jesus'  appearances  and  his 
final  commands.  For  a  possible  'Epilogue,  these  do  not  seem  out-of-place  aims 
Mark's  last  presentation  in  his  twenty-eight  Day  narrative  did,  of  course,  communicate  to  his 
audience  the  Gospel's  most  amazing  happening  of  all.  Its  ending,  with  the  report  that  the 
women  fled  from  the  tomb  and  told  no-one  anything  because  they  were  afraid  (16.8),  would 
have  been  totally  understable.  (That  there  is  no  resumption  of  the  theme  of  fear  and  silence  in 
v.  9  is  a  further  sign  of  disjunction,  but  it  is  no  signal  that  Mark  himself  is  not  writing.  )  To 
Hooker,  "It  is  Mark's  final  irony.  In  the  rest  of  the  story,  Jesus  has  commanded  men  and 
women  to  say  nothing  about  the  truth  they  have  glimpsed,  and  they  have  frequently  disobeyed. 
Now  that  the  time  has  at  last  come  to  report  what  has  happened,  the  women  are  silent!  "" 
Whether  or  not  this  is  truly  ironical,  we  may  judge  later.  What  is  raised  here  is  a  quesyion  of 
approach,  for  Hooker  goes  on  to  represent  the  views  of  many  when  she  says  that  the  longer 
ending  "does  not  attempt  to  deal  with  the  problems  caused  by  Mark's  abrupt  ending  (the 
women's  silence  and  the  unfulfilled  pron-dse  to  the  disciples  that  they  would  see  Jesus  in 
Galilee)  and  it  shows  no  reliance  on  w.  1-8.  it  16 
To  me,  the  focus  is  wrong.  The  last  sub-Series  of  the  Gospel  narrative,  14.12-16.8,  provides 
us  our  text  in  the  first  place  for  interpreting  the  longer  ending,  not  16.1-8.  Further,  before  we 
can  say  whether  or  not  this  is  truly  Mark's  'Epilogue'  we  will  have  to  interpret  it  in  the  light  of 
all  that  he  has  written  previously,  in  his  Prologue,  his  Series  and  sub-Series.  The  first  task  is 
my  business  here;  the  second  will  follow  at  the  end  of  this'chapter. 
From  the  longer  ending,  we  note  that  the  first  post-resurrection  appearance,  to  Mary 
Magdalene,  takes  place  in  Jerusalem  on  the  day  of  the  resurrection  (16.9).  In  the  Passion 
Narrative,  Mark  is  concerned  to  tell  us  that  she  and  other  women  who  had  "followed  and 
served"  Jesus  in  Galilee"  were  present,  when  no  male  disciple  was  anywhere  at  all  to  be  seen, 
because  they  had  all  "scattered"  and  "fled"  (see  14.27,50).  The  women  (Mark  tells  us  these 
things  because  his  choice  of  scripture  fulfilment  necessitated  this:  as  a  result  no  male  disciple 
could  be  present)  were  witnesses  to  Jesus'  crucifixion,  15.40f.,  and  to  his  burial,  15v.  47;  they 
prepared  themselves  to  go  to  the  tomb  and  anoint  the  corpse,  16.1;  and  they  only  were 
is  Hooker,  The  Gospd..,  p.  387. 
16  Hooker,  The  Gospd..,  p.  389. 
17  Compare  1.31  for  another  woman  serving  Jesus. 266 
witnesses  to  the  empty  tomb,  16.2-7.  The  men  who  had  fbHowed  with  Jesus  (beginning  in 
Galilee,  like  the  women)  were  nowhere  to  be  found  at  these  times.  Mary  Magdalene  and  the 
other  women,  at  least,  were  still  in  Jerusalem  on  the  day  of  Jesus'  resurrection. 
The  logic  of  the  story-line  of  the  longer  ending  is  that  Mary  Magdalene  first  had  to  find  the 
others  who  had  been  with  Jesus  before  she  could  report  to  them  Jesus'  appearance  to  her.  It  is 
the  case  also  that  she,  and  the  other  women  who  had  been  at  the  tomb  with  her,  would  have 
had  to  have  found  the  disciples  before  they  could  report  the  message  they  had  been  given  by 
the  "young  man"  at  the  tomb.  Mark  says  in  v.  8  that  the  women  said  nothing  to  "anyone 
because  they  were  afraid".  We  can  interpret  from  the  Gospel's  final  sub-Series,  the  Passion 
Narrative,  that  they  could  not  report  immediately  either  to  "the  disciples"  as  they  were  no 
longer  in  the  city,  or  to  "Peter",  who,  after  his  humiliation  (in  14.70)  is  nowhere  stated  to  be 
present  on  the  day  of  Jesus'  crucifixion.  The  last  time  we  heard  of  Peter,  he  was  a  broken 
man.  He  was  left  "weeping",  in  the  Gospel  account  of  14.72.  Not  surprisingly,  perhaps,  when 
Mary  reaches  them  with  the  message  of  Jesus'  appearance  (16.10),  she  finds  all  "those  who 
had  been  with  him  (Jesus)  mourning  and  weeping".  Further,  the  women's  earlier  message  had 
been  for  "the  disciples  and  Peter"  (16.7)  and  not  just  for  "anyone"  (16.8).  The  ending  of  the 
last  Day  (16.1-8)  of  Marles  telling  may  be  interpreted,  therefore,  as  one  of  apparent  irony 
only,  not  one  of  "Mark's  final  irony"". 
The  'longer  ending'  indeed  does  not  tell,  as  does  the  shorter  (and  much  later)  ending"9  that  the 
women  broke  their  silence  and  so  gave  their  message.,  What  it  does  tell,  in  16.10,  is  that  Mary 
Magdalene  had  to  "go"  to  report.  We  ask,  "Go  where?  "  -  According  to  14.28  and  16.7,  the 
answer  is  somewhere  on  the  way  to  Galilee.  In  14.28,  it  would  seem  that  Jesus  expected  his 
disciples  to  go  to  Galilee,  after  their  "scattering"  (see  14.27).  14.28  does  not  look  like  a 
disguised  command  of  Jesus  to  his  disciples  to  go  there,  nor  could  it  have  been  a  command  of 
any  such  kind  when,  as  it  is  expressed  by  Mark,  their  "scattering"  would  be  a  fulfilling  of  the 
scripture.  The  logic  of  the  story-line,  therefore,  is  that  before  the  women  were  able  to  report 
the  young  man's  message,  from  the  tomb,  to  Peter  and  the  disciples,  Jesus'  appeared  to  Mary 
Magdalene,  with  the  result  that  she  had  the  message  of  his  appearance  to  tell  as  well  as  the 
message  of  the  young  man  (cf.  Mt.  28.5-9).  In  the  longer  ending,  the  message  of  Jesus' 
appearance  eclipses  the  message  of  the  young  man.  (The  message  of  the  young  man  (16.7),  in 
is  See  note  9. 
19  Found  in  LT  099  0112  274wg  579  k  sý"  and  in  some  MSS.  of  sa  bo  aeth. 267 
its  repetition  of  Jesus'  earlier  statement  to  the  disciples  now  looks  more  Re  a  literary  device 
on  Marles  part,  than  a  matter  of  true  record'ý)  The  drift  of  the  longer  ending  is  freed  from 
journeý  and  '&3ý  concerns;  it  can  concentrate  on  the  real  point  for  Mark's  audience:  the 
believing  of  those  who  had  seen  the  risen  Jesus. 
The  longer  ending,  therefore,  tells  how  the  risen  Jesus  was  three-times  his  own  witness,  and 
how  the  disciples  twice  reacted  reasonably,  but  unbelievingly,  to  reports  of  his  being  seen. 
(We  observe  that  the  empty  tomb  does  not  feature  in  this  account.  )  Vv.  9-1  1,  vv.  12-13,  and 
v.  14  tell  of  appearances  of  the  risen  Jesus.  The  first  two  tell  of  the  reports  which  are  then 
given  and  the  reponses  they  attract.  In  the  third,  in  which  Jesus  appears  to  the  eleven,  we  are 
told  of  Jesus'  extreme  annoyance  that  the  reports  were  not  believed.  In  fact,  three  times  the 
audience  of  the  writer  of  the  longer  ending  hears  that  the  reports  of  witnesses  to  the  risen  Lord 
were  not  believed  (vv.  11,13,14). 
The  empty  tomb  was  not  in  itself  evidence  of  resurrection  (Matthew  picks  that  one  up:  see 
28.11-16  for  a  possible  alternative  reason  for  its  being  empty).  The  message  of  a  young  man 
in  a  white  robe  was  evidence  of  a  kind  21  (but  with  Mark's  account  we  are  left  wondering  who 
he  was  anyway;  when  we  read  Mt.  28.2  and  Lk.  24.4ff.  we  helpfully  find  angelic 
developments).  But  the  fact  that  Jesus  appeared  to  certain  people  who  could  be  identified, 
that  could  be  called  evidence,  though  it  was  still  evidence  which  could  be  rejected.  Hence, 
therefore,  we  observe  the  force  of  the  risen  Jesus'  remonstrating  with  his  disciples,  in  16-14, 
which  has  its  precursor  in  8.17f;  and  his  most  severe  remonstration  is  not  for  his  disciples 
alone  but  for  all  who  would  deny'  the  veracity  of  the  report  of  witnesses  to  a  face-to-face 
meeting  with  him,  after  his  resuffection.  2' 
20  Compare  Mark!  s  handling  of  the  story  of  the  withered  fig  tree.  It  appears  likely  that  he  created  11.11 
for  his  purpose  of  creating  a  break  (a  Day's  break,  in  this  instance)  so  that  he  could  introduce  his  next  Day's 
telling  with  the  first  episode  of  the  fig  tree  incident.  The  tradition  of  Jesus'  entry  into  Jerusalem  may  well  have 
connected  with  his  clearing  of  the  temple.  Likewise,  the  fig  tree  incident  may  have  been  one  whole  story  in  the 
tradition.  The  teaching  that  attaches  to  the  second  episode  (11.20-25)  looks  to  be  a  Markan  additon. 
21  Likely  the  same  mysterious  young  man  of  14.5  1  f.:  compare  the  first  and  last  days  of  the  final 
threesome  of  days  of  the  gospel  and  note  the  verbal  similarities:  in  14.5  1  C,  vi:  av(crKoq,...  impt  PEPATlv&0C, 
atv86vo:,  and  in  16.5,  vEav(cwov...  TrEptpEpATl4vov  =Aýv  AEMO;  for  further  references  to  crtv86va  see 
15.46,  in  the  passage  of  the  entombing  of  Jesus.  See  also  under  the  examination  of  Day  Twenty-eight. 
22  It  is  a  feature  of  Marles  Gospel  that  the  disciples'  place  in  the  company  of  Jesus  is  exemplary  to  the 
listener.  ý 
23  We  note  how  the  Prologue  is  not  just  written  to  inforni  but  to  draw  the  listener  into  taking  a  stand:  it 
would  appear  that  the  longer  ending  fulfils  a  similar  role. 268 
The  longer  ending  records  that  Mary  Magdalene  did  report  Jesus'  appearance  to  her  to  his 
disciples.  If  we  interpret  that  Mary  Magdalene  delivered  her  report  immediately,  we  interpret 
wrongly.  We  now  ask,  "How  could  she  have  done?  "  We  can  only  deduce  that  the  first 
section  of  the  longer  ending  (w.  9-1  1)  covered  several  days,  as  she  sought  out  Jesus'  disciples, 
either  in  Galilee,  or  on  their  way  to  Galilee  (Jerusalem  to  the  Sea  of  Galilee  is  about  87  miles). 
Likewise,  the  second  section  of  the  longer  ending  (w.  12,13),  we  may  deduce,  is  intended  to 
convey  what  happened  after  a  further  interval  of  time,  and  in  a  place  quite  different  from 
Jerusalem.  The  second  appearance  takes  place  as  "two  of  them  were  walking...  going  into 
(the)  country  And  we  note,  "they  went  away  from  there"  (the  place  of  the  meeting)  to 
report.  Of  the  greatest  support  for  Markan  authorship  of  this  piece  is  Mark's  repeated  motif  of 
"twos"  in  his  Prologue  and  in  each  of  his  Gospel  narrative  Series.  (So  many  scholars  readily 
argue  dependency  on  Lk.  24.13-35,  and  ignore  this  connection.  See  pages  55,56.  ) 
It  would  appear  that  the  "country"  of  Galilee  is  the  setting  for  section  two's  story.  The  third 
section  of  the  longer  ending  (16.14),  in  that  case,  would  be  similarly  set.  The  timing  of  the 
appearance  of  Jesus  to  the  eleven  would  be  possible,  therefore,  anytime  after  the  two  had  been 
able  to  return  to  the  group  and  report.  The  longer  ending,  given  the  sifting  of  its  inherent 
logic  (taking  into  account  information  from  the  Passion  Narrative),  reports  events  which  cover 
(Eke  the  Prologue)  a  number  of  days,  and  which  take  place  in  settings  on  the  way  to  Galilee 
and  in  Galilee. 
The  longer  ending  is  clearly  condensed  and  abbreviated,  but  it  is  in  the  style  of  the  Gospel  as  a 
whole  in  that  respect".  (Brevity  particularly  in  "an  Epilogue"  is  a  quality  which  Aristotle 
commends".  )  When  the  longer  ending  is  interpreted  in  the  fight  of  the  contents  of  the  last 
sub-Series  of  the  Gospel  (Days  Twenty-six,  Twenty-seven  and  Twenty-eight)  it  is  observed 
that  it  not  only  attaches  well  to  what  has  been  told  before  it,  but  also  what  has  been  told 
before  it  prefaces  it  and,  therefore,  interprets  it.  The  longer  ending,  or  its  first  section  at  least, 
is  looking  like  it  is  Mark's  composition.  What  we  have  seen  above  demonstrates,  whoever  the 
writer  is,  that  the  story  fines  and  details  that  we  have  focused  upon  are  complete  without 
temporal  and  geographical  details  ofjourneyings  (such  would  have  cluttered  the  presentation; 
and  such,  we  might  judge,  were  unnecessary  anyway  given  the  twice  repeated  location  in  the 
24  David  Hall  (The  Gospel  Framework..,  p.  54)  draws  attention  to  this  characteristic  of  abbreviation  in 
the  gospels  as  a  whole.  one  of  his  attacks  on  Schmidt's  thesis  is  based  on  this. 
25  Aristotle,  Ars  Rhetorica,  Ill.  ig  1420b:  consider  his  example,  "I  have  done.  You  have  heard  me.  The 
facts  are  before  you.  I  ask  for  your  judgement.  " 269 
final  sub-Series).  Essentially  therefore,  the  writer  has  been  able  to  focus  upon  the  two 
important  issues  that  follow  on  from  Jesus'  death  and  resurrection:  the  need  of  the  church  to 
believe  the  witnesses  of  the  risen  Christ;  and  the  need  of  the  church  to  preach  the  good  news 
everywhere  (w.  15,20a).  For  the  moment  we  have  given  attention  only  to  the  first  of  these. 
3)  Its  language  is  different  from  the  rest  of  the  text: 
Over  the  years,  much  has  been  written  about  the  differences  of  the  vocabulary,  style  and 
grammar  of  the  longer  ending  over  and  against  that  of  the  rest  of  the  gospel".  Farmer"judges 
that  the  most  exhaustive  studies  have  been  made  by  scholars  who  have  wished  to  disprove 
authenticity.  He  argues  that  they  have  been  selective  of  the  evidence.  In  singling  out 
Morgenthaler's  'word-statistical'  research  on  the  longer  ending"  for  special  attention,  Farmer 
demonstrates  that  it  does  not  lead  to  'clear  results,  as  claimed.  On  the  use  of  i<at  and  8c  in 
the  longer  ending,  for  example,  Morgenthaler  notes  that  Ka  L'  is  used  'on  average'  half  what  it  is 
elsewhere  in  Mark,  and  8E  is  used  over  twice  as  often.  Morgenthaler  notes  that  these 
frequencies  do  vary  in  different  parts  of  the  Gospel,  but  still  concludes  that  this  feature 
'certainly  speaks  for  the  unauthenticity  of  w.  9-20.  Farmer  points  out  that  Morgenthalees  own 
statistical  results  show  that  the  use  of  Kat'  is  greater  in  the  first  half  of  Mark  than  the  second, 
while  the  use  of  8E  is  greater  in  the  second  half  Farmerjudges  that  the  use  of  icat  and  8f:  in 
the  longer  ending  is  in  keeping  with  these  tendencies  in  the  Gospel. 
Many  scholars"  have  concluded  with  Morgenthaler  that  "A  style  is  written  here  (in  w.  9-20) 
completely  different  than  appears  elsewhere  in  Mark's  Gospel.  "  It  is  clearly  the  case  that  only 
one  of  the  nine  sentences  begins  with  Kaf.  For  comparisons  sake,  Morgenthaler  looked  at  the 
section  15.46-16.8,  and  noted  that  eight  out  of  the  sixteen  uses  of  icat  begin  sentences. 
Farmer,  however,  looked  at  15.35-45,  and  noted  that  out  of  the  fourteen  uses  of  wt'  only  two 
begin  sentences.  He  further  observes  that  Kat  is  used  twelve  times  after  15.39  before  it  is 
used  a  second  time  to  begin  a  sentence.  Farmer  counters,  therefore,  "It  is  the  case  that  icat  is 
26  E.  g.  and  so  henceforth:  Wellhausen,  Das  Evangelium-,  1909;  Taylor,  7he  GospeL..,  1952;  and 
W.  G.  Fanner,  7he  Last..,  1974. 
27  Farmer,  p.  79. 
28  Robert  Morgenthaler,  Stalisfik  des  Neutestamentlichen  Worischatzes,  Gotthelf  Verlag,  ZUrich,  1958 
29  Farmer,  The  Last...,  p.  8  1. 
30  My  selected  commentators,  Taylor,  Nineham,  Schweizer  and  Hooker,  all  agree  on  this  matter.  And 
Paul  Ellingworth,  "The  Dog  in  the  Night 
......  p.  127,  says,  "The  frequency  of  the  non-Kai  sentences  increases 
sharply  in  the  alternative  endings  of  Mark,  confirming  that  they  are  not  part  of  the  original  Gospel.  " 270 
used  with  greater  frequency  to  begin  sentences  in  Mark,  especially  in  the  early  chapters.  But  it 
is  not  true  that  the  use  of  xaL  and  8c  in  16.9-20  is  'completely  different  than  appears 
elsewhere  in  Mark's  Gospel'. 
01 
Fascinatingly,  it  would  appear  that  this  is  not  all  there  is  to  the  matter.  What  scholars  have 
continued  to  overlook  is  the  rule  of  ancient  rhetoric  on  the  Epilogue  which  states  that  its  style 
should  be  different  from  what  precedes  it.  Aristotle's  final  and  emphatic  point  on  the 
Epilogue'  may  be  translated:  1)  "The  end  of  the  whole  ought  to  be  free  from  conjunctions,  to 
make  the  hearers  aware  that  our  discourse  is  at  its  close";  2)  "Asyndeton  is  appropriate  for 
the  end  of  the  discourse  since  this  is  an  epilogos  not  a  logos"";  and  3)  "For  the  conclusion, 
the  disconnected  style  of  language  is  appropriate,  and  will  mark  the  difference  between  the 
oration  and  the  peroration"m.  It  would  appear  that  the  writer  of  the  longer  ending  was  aware 
of  this  rule.  The  lack  of  icat  introductions  to  sentences  is  no  reason  to  judge  that  it  was  not 
Mark  who  was  writing. 
Farmer,  examined  all  the  verses.  We  note  his  conclusions:  "Evidence  for  non-Marcan 
authorship  seems  to  be  preponderent  in  verse  10.  Verses  12,14,16,17,18  and  19  seem  to  be 
either  basically,  or  in  balance  neutral.  Evidence  for  Markan  authorship  seems  to  be 
preponderent  in  verses  9,11,13,15,  and  20.  "'  For  Parker",  who  addresses  these  matters  in 
less  than  a  single  page,  the  significant  feature  is  that  "as  many  as  seventeen  words  in  this  short 
passage  of  twelve  verses  are  either  not  found  in  Mark  1.1-16.8,  or  are  used  here  in  a 
non-Markan  sense.  "  For  him,  "the  argument  about  style  and  word  usage  is  cumulative.  " 
On  word  usage,  in  particular,  we  have  seen  in  the  analysis  of  the  final  sub-Series  of  the  Gospel 
narrative  how  Mark  is  still  introducing  there  new  words  and  phrases.  The  ones  that  were 
identified  on  pages  241,242  are:  "covenant".  "Abba".  "envy",  "King  of  the  Jews",  and  King  of 
Israel".  We  judged  that  he  had  chosen  deliberately  to  set  these  new  words  in  his  final 
sub-Series  because  he  was  sharpening  his  audience's  focus  on  the  strands  of  his  earlier 
31  Farmer,  Yhe  Last...,  p.  83. 
32  Ars  Rhetorica,  Ill.  19  1420b  (AristotelisArs  Rhetorical  ed.  Rudolfus  Kassel,  Walter  de  Gruyter,  Berlin, 
1976). 
33  Aristotle  on  Rhetoric:  .4  Aeory  of  Civic  Discourse,  tr-  George  A.  Kennedy,  Oxford  University  Press, 
New  York/Oxford,  199  1,  p.  282. 
34  W. Rhys  Robert%  "Rhetorical',  7he  Works  ofAristotle,  Translated  into  English,  tr.  ed.  W.  D.  Ross,  Vol. 
XI,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford,  1924,111.19  1420b. 
35  Farmer,  The  Last...,  p.  103. 
36  D.  C.  Parker,  7he  Living  Text...,  pp.  141,142. 271 
narrative  which  have  their  fullest  interpretation  in  the  Passion  account.  It  follows  that  if  Mark 
did  write  the  longer  ending,  or  much  of  it,  he  could  have  continued  with  the  same  in  writing  an 
Epilogue.  Additionally,  the  subjects  that  we  find  in  vv.  9-20  are  new  to  the  Gospel's  telling, 
and  include  post-resurrection  appearances,  and  final  commands.  New  themes  require  new 
vocabulary.  Still  on  evidence  of  word  usage,  we  also  noted  how  Mark's  Day's  tellings  in  his 
final  Series  began  in  ways  that  were  different  from  those  of  his  earlier  Series  (see  page  253). 
An  Epilogue's  sectional  beginnings,  we  might  judge,  would  require  introductory  descriptions 
that  were  different  from  the  Narrative's  text,  but  similar  maybe  to  the  Prologue's  text.  Already 
we  have  seen  the  introductory  function  of  v.  9.  We  shall  consider  below  the  supposed 
non-Markan  words  of  ME-ra'  R  TaOTa  (v.  12)  and'Ya-rEpov  R  (v.  14)  in  their  story  context, 
for  that  is  the  only  way  to  assess  them  properly. 
Firstly,  we  may  observe  John's  use  of  the  first  of  these  phrases,  MET&  R  Ta0Ta.  In  his 
Gospel  it  is  much  in  evidence.  Only  once  does  it  have  the  sense  of  "immediately  following"  (in 
in.  19.28).  Only  once  does  it  have  the  sense  of  "very  soon  after"  (19.3  8).  Elsewhere  in  Johns 
Gospel,  it  has  the  sense  of  "next",  "next  in  what  is  related",  and  what  is  more,  it  infers  a 
passage  of  days  between  the  pericope  which  precedes  it  and  the  one  which  it  introduces.  New 
sections  and  sub-sections  begir?  '  in  Johns  Gospel  at  Jn.  2.12,3.22,5.1,6.1,7.1  and  21.1. 
Interestingly,  we  note,  in  regard  to  the  last  of  these  references  (21.1),  the  setting  leaps  to  "the 
sea  of  Tiberias"  without  any  explanation  at  all.  In  Mark's  Gospel,  by  way  of  contrast,  we  have 
explanation  of  what  will  be  the  setting  of  "Galilee"  (in  14.28,16.7),  but  no  mention  of  the 
place  when  the  stories  are  being  told.  The  phrase,  METa  R  TaOTa,  in  the  longer  ending 
behaves  as  in  the  majority  of  cases  in  John's  Gospel,  but  it  does  not  look  as  if  it  is  dependent 
on  John.  We  may  observe,  in  1.14  of  Mark's  Gospel,  by  way  of  introduction  to  the  third 
section  of  the  Prologue,  something  very  similar  to  it,  Kall  PETa  TO'  ,  Which  is  followed  by  an 
aorist  passive  infinitive.  A  passage  of  days  takes  place  there,  before  the  introductory  phrase  to 
1.14-20.  We  have  also  by  way  of  comparison,  in  16.19,  V&  ou9v...  VET&  T6  , 
followed  by  an 
aorist  active  hifinitive.  The  use  Of  MET&  R  TaOTa  at  v.  12  in  the  longer  ending  cannot  be 
considered  non-Markan.  It  functions  in  the  way  that  the  passage  requires,  given  its  setting  in  a 
threesome  of  events  which  covers  several  days  in  the  telling. 
37  See  Palmer,  Sliced  Bread..,  pp.  87ff. 272 
The  second  of  the  two  introductions  may  read  as  "Finafly...  "  or  "At  the  last  ......  as  in  Matthew's 
use  of  U'o-rEpov  at  4.2,21.30,32,37,22.27  (cf  Luke,  in  his  parallel,  20.32),  25.11  and  26.60. 
The  writer  of  the  longer  ending,  therefore,  uses  the  word  which  is  the  one  most  appropriate. 
In  the  threesome  of  stories,  it  introduces  the  last  of  the  three  scenes  (v.  14).  In  terms  of  the 
Gospel  as  a  whole,  of  course,  it  introduces,  the  last  of  aH  its  scenes.  If  it  is  Mark  who  has 
written  this  longer  ending,  or  the  greater  proportion  of  it,  then  it  may  be  said  that  he  has 
chosen  for  the  opening  of  his  last  presentation-piece  of  the  Gospel  a  word  he  has  not  used 
before  in  aU  its  verses.  It  would  have  to  be  acknowledged  also  that  he  has  chosen  the  most 
suitable  word  available  to  him. 
In  terms  of  the  continuing  story-fine  of  the  Gospel  narrative  and  the  longer  ending,  we  might 
read,  therefore,  "At  the  last,  he  appeared  to  the  eleven  as  they  sat  at  table...  "  (v.  14)  When 
interpreted  in  the  fight  of  the  Passion  Narrative,  14.11-16.8,  the  scene  clearly  reflects  that  of 
the  last  supper,  beginning  at  14.17,18.  Also,  the  prediction  of  Jesus,  in  14.25,  is  now  about  to 
be  fulfilled:  "Truly  I  tell  you,  No  more  will  I  drink  the  fruit  of  the  vine,  until  that  day  when  I 
drink  it  new  in  the  Kingdom  of  God.  "  This  is  the  scene  of  his  ascension,  according  to  the 
longer  ending,  and  we  may  interpret  that  it  is  then  that  he  enters  the  Kingdom  of  God".  Again 
it  has  to  be  argued  that  the  longer  ending  is  interpreted  correctly  against  the  back-drop  of  the 
Passion  Narrative.  Similarly,  the  lack  of  a  place-name  for  this  scene  in  the  longer  ending  is  not 
problematic  because,  Mark  has  stated  twice  already  that  they  would  see  the  risen  Jesus  in 
Gafilee'9.  Further,  with  Mark's  use  of  &Etvqq  in  14.25,  we  have  a  verbal  connection  of  sorts 
with  &E  (vil,  in  v.  10,  and  &E  i  vog,  in  w.  13,20,  which  others  say  are  not  'used  absolutely'  at 
all  in  1.1-  16.8.  To  Fanner,  this  fact  is  one  of  the  features  that  sets  v.  10  aside  as  non-Markan. 
I  note,  however,  that  it  is  'used  absolutely'  in  7.20:  there  &ENo  is  clearly  the  singular  subject 
of  the  verb. 
Given  the  analysis  of  the  literary-structural  method  of  Mark  for  his  narrative  based  on  "Days", 
we  do  find  changes  of  place  at  the  beginnings  of  the  second  and  third  parts  of  many  of  his 
three-part  presentations,  but  because  they  are  confined  to  introducing  new  events  on  the  same, 
particular  "Days"  we  do  not  find  conjunctions  of  the  kind  that  we  meet  here  in  the  longer 
38  See  14.62,  also  8.38,9.1:  for  Mark's  understanding  of  the  Kingdom  of  God,  as  coming  from  heaven, 
while  Jesus  sits  at  the  right  hand  of  power.  39  The  first  is  at  14.28  and  the  "reminder"  is  at  16.7  (on  the  first  and  third  days  in  the  telling  of  Mark's 
last  sub-Series  of  days). 
40  Farmer,  The  Last...,  pp.  85,86. 273 
ending  which  reports  a  series  of  events  which  take  place  over  a  series  of  days.  Indeed,  both.  in 
the  Prologue  and  in  the  longer  ending,  we  discover  conjunction-constructions  which  are  not 
used  anywhere  else  in  the  Gospel  at  major  sub-structural  points.  Consider  1.9,  "And  it  came 
to  pass  in  those  days,  came  Jesus...  ";  and  1.14,  "And  after  John  was  delivered,  came  Jesus  ...... 
The  literary-constructional.  requirements  of  both  Prologue  and  the  longer  ending  are  different 
from  the  rest  of  the  Gospel,  because  they  each  cover  a  number  of  days,  within  their  thrce-fold 
structures. 
It  would  seem,  therefore,  that  it  is  not  enough  for  scholars  to  describe  these  sub-structural 
introductions  in  the  longer  ending  as  non-Markan  simply  because  they  had  not  been  used 
before  in  the  gospel.  Their  function  in  the  longer  ending  is  to  introduce  the  second  and  third 
closing  sections  to  the  gospel  and  so  report  events  which  took  place  over  several  days.  There 
is  no  reason  why  Mark  himself  could  not  have  employed  the  terms.  The  matter  of  authorship 
of  the,  longer  ending,  to  Farmer,  is  still  an  open  question".  Given  the  above,  authorship 
cannot  be  settled  by  reference  to  differences  with  1.1-16.8,  in  regard  to  its  vocabulary,  style 
and  grammar. 
4)  Dependency: 
On  the  issue  of  dependency,  Parker  begins  by  stating  that  the  longer  ending  is  "best  read  as  a 
cento  or  pastiche  of  material  gathered  from  the  other  Gospels  and  from  other  sources"".  He 
says  he  will  go  through  the  longer  ending  "verse  by  verse",  but  in  practice  he  groups  some 
together.  On  vv.  9-1  1,  he  speaks  of  the  'universal  tradition',  as  found,  in  Mark  16.2,  as  the 
initial  source  for  the  writer  of  the  longer  ending.  ,  He  says  that  Jesus'  appearance  to  Mary 
Magdalene  is  Johannine  tradition.  He  says  that  w.  10,11  are  based  on  Luke  24.1  Ob-  II  (with 
John  20.18  as  another  parallel).  He  says  that  the  reference  to  "mourning  and  weeping"  is  "an 
expansion  of  the  tradition"  and  adds  a  note,  "the  oldest  version,  the  Freer  Gospels,  lacks  the 
second  verb,  so  that  this  expansion  can  be  shown  to  have  grown  by  stages".  He  starts  his 
argument,  and  launches  into  it  as  if  the  issue  of  unauthenticity  ý  is  beyond  question.  Many 
commentators  do  the  same  and  assume  that  the  longer  ending  is  dependent  on  Luke  8.2  for  the 
statement  that  Jesus  saved  Mary  Magdalene  from  "seven  demons",  on  John  20.11-18  for  Jesus' 
appearance  to  Mary  Magdalene,  on  Luke  24.11  for  the  failure  of  the  disciples  to  believe  her 
41  Farmer,  The  Last...,  p.  109. 
42  Parker,  The  Living  Text..,  p.  13  8. 274 
report  (note:  of  the  empty  tomb),  on  Luke  24.13-3ý  for  a  much  shorter  story  about  "the  two" 
(the  stories,  I  note,  conclude  in  different  ways),  on  Matthew  28.19,  Luke  24.46-49  or  Acts  1.8 
for  a  commissioning  of  the  disciples  (and  in  the  case  of  the  Lukan  parallel,  a  heavenly 
co-operation,  for  which  compare  16.20b),  on  Acts  2.4,  etc.  for  speaking  in  new  tongues,  and 
on  Acts  28.3-6  for  picking  up  snakes. 
No  case  is  put  by  any  of  the  four  commentators,  to  whose  work  I  have  been  principally 
referring,  for  believing  dependency  is  this  way  about.  The  principle  has  been  established 
already  above.  If  the  longer  ending  is  to  be  assessed  for  authenticity,  it  has  in  the  first  place  to 
be  interpreted  by  the  Passion  Narrative,  and  in  the  second  by  Mark's  Gospel  as  a  whole.  Only 
when  that  has  been  done  might  we  be  able  to  say  that  we  have  established  a  sure  result.  Up  till 
now  I  have  been  following,  in  the  main,  only  the  first  path,  and  it  has  been  a  worthwhile 
journey.  Connections  abound  which  suggest  the  authenticity  of  the  majority  of  the  verses  of 
the  longer  ending.  But  putting  aside  this  methodolgy  for  the  moment,  there  is  still  a  case  to 
be  put  for  thinking  that  the  longer  ending  is  authentically  Markan,  and  that  dependency  is  that 
of  Matthew  and  Luke  upon  it,  for  their  endings  of  their  gospels  as  for  the  rest  of  their  gospels. 
Matthew  tells  how  before  the  women  (Mary  Magdalene  was  one  of  them)  could  report  their 
message  (the  same  as  in  Mark)  from  the  tomb,  Jesus  met  with  them  on  their  way  (Mt.  28.8,9 
cf  Mk.  16.8,9).  In  his  v-8,  Matthew,  it  appears,  simpUfled  Mark's  v.  8  and  made  it  less  difficult 
to  handle,  in  terms  of  continuing  story.  It  might  be  said  that  in  his  v.  9,  Matthew  dispensed 
with  the  longer  ending's  opening  phrase,  'Avac7T&g  R  TrPW1  TTPWTI.  1  cyappaTOU,  and  replaced 
'Mary  Magdalene'  with  the  'two  women!  for  a  clearer  correspondence  with  the  previous 
passage  on  the  'two'  (not  the  Markan  'three')  women  at  the  tomb,  28.1-7.  We  could  say  that 
he  thus  demonstrated  again  as  elsewhere  his  predilection  for  pairs,  see  8.28,21.2,5,  and  so 
on).  Matthew  then  created  his  v.  10  from  Mark's  0  and  his  own  earlier  development  of  it  in 
his  own  v.  7,  and  created  in  near  juxtaposition,  therefore,  a  pair  of  messages  about  seeing  the 
risen  Jesus  in  Galilee  (the  first  from  the  angel,  the  second  from  the  risen  Jesus)  for  the  women 
to  deliver  to  the  disciples.  It  appears  very  much  like  a  clarifying  of  the  geographical  setting  of 
the  longer  ending,  as  does  also  Mattliews  rather  mundane,  repetitive  mention  (by  comparison) 
of  Galilee  again,  in  his  v.  16.  In  w.  I  1-  15,  it  may,  be  argued  that  Matthew  addressed  a  flaw  in 
Mark's  witness  of  the  empty  tomb  (Jesus'  body  could  have  been  stolen  by  his  disciples),  and 
that  he  then  rejected  the  longer  ending's  ascension  scene  in  order  to  present  an  already  exalted 275 
Christ  who,  in  this  state,  re-visited  the  eleven  (and  presumably  could  visit  them  and  the  church 
again  and  again)  from  heaven".  The  longer  ending's  Jesus,  in  contrast,  lacks  this  (later  added) 
facility  because  he  takes  a  one  way  route  to  heaven  to  return  only  on  the  Day  appointed.  In 
the  scene  of  Jesus'  post-resurrection  meeting  with  his  disciples,  Matthew  records  "some 
doubted"',  and  it  does  look  as  though  it  might  have  had  its  origin  in  the  longer  ending's  v.  12, 
ýýav,  -pw"Oij  IV  tTEPq  POPýfi  . 
Further,  Matthews  v.  17  expunges  totally  any  reproach  Jesus 
may  have  had  for  his  disciples  (the  longer  ending's  w.  I  1-  14)  which  does  look  like  a  typically 
Matthaean  gospel  development  of  Mark,  in  presenting  Jesus'  disciples  in  a  better  light.  Also 
Matthew's  'great  commission'  (w.  18-20a)  looks  more  refined  than  the  longer  ending's 
w.  15,16,  so  the  longer  ending  could  have  supplied  him  with  the  idea.  Lastly,  Matthew's  final 
statement  (v.  20b)  looks  like  a  development  of  the  longer  ending's  final  statement  because  it 
reads  as  an  unmistakable  promise  to  the  continuing  church,  of  Jesus'  continuing  presence.  The 
longer  ending  could  be  interpreted  as  limited  to  the  time  of  the  apostles. 
Luke  tells  events  in  detail  which  the  longer  ending  tells  only  briefly.  Luke  reads  the  longer 
ending  as  if  it  only  covered  one  day,  and  represents  it  that  way  (Lk.  24).  Further,  it  would  not 
be  untypical  of  Luke  to  develop  a  story  based  on  16.12,13,  and  to  develop  a  "commissioning 
scene"  based  on  16.14-20,  in  order  to  set  the  two  in  parallel,  for  his  own  literary  purpos&s. 
At  some  stage,  of  course,  Luke  was  persuaded  to  write  a  secon&book:  the  longer  ending 
could  have  suggested  it  to  him,  but  in  regard  to  Mk.  16.17,18  it  looks  more  like  the 
dependency  is  the  other  way  about.  Lastly,  the  reference  to  Mary  Magdalene's  seven'  demons 
(M.  16.9,  cf.  Lk.  8.2)  discloses  a  numerological/numerical  interest  which  may  be  judged  to  be 
not  untypically  Markae.  i 
A  case  could  be  put,  therefore,  for  a  dating  of  the  longer  ending,  16.9-20,  earlier  than 
Matthew's  and  Luke's  Gospels,  and  for  these  Gospels  to  be  dependent  upon  it,  that  is,  the 
majority  of  its  versesP. 
43  For  example  of  which,  see  Saul's  conversion  in  Acts  9  (and  its  two  further  tellings,  in  chapters  22  and 
26). 
44  See  the  end  of  Mt.  28.17,  "but  some  doubted". 
45  See  Palmer,  SlicedBread..,  for  parallels  between  Lk.  24.13-32  and  33-53,  pp.  83f,  and  for  much 
evidence  of  Luke's  ability  to  create  stories  as  well  as  re-tell  stories  with  new  purposes. 
46  Compare:  the  woman  with  the  issues  of  blood...,  and  Jairus'  daughter,  both  'twelve'  years  (5.25,42) 
and  the  feedings  of  the  five  and  four  thousands  (6.30-52  and  8.1-2  1),  for  a  variety.  of  numbers. 
47  KUmmel  (Introduction...,  P.  100)  argues  that  Matthew  and  Luke  demonstrate  uneasiness  that  Mark 
could  not  end  at  16.8:  but  their  divergence  beyond  shows  that  Mark  already  ended  there.  My  reading  above, 
however,  takes  account  of  Matthews  and  Luke's  different  approaches  to  the  work  of  writing  their  gospels; 
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Issues  of  dependency  in  regard  to  the  synoptic  gospels,  Mark's  Gospel  and  longer  ending 
content  and  style  considerations,  'and  most  importantly  manuscript  evidence  have  all  been 
judged  in  this  century  to  establish  that  the  Gospel  was  intended  to  end  at  16.8,  as  it  does  in 
Codex  Vaticanus  and  Codex  Siniaiticus  and  a  number  of  later  manuscripts.  The  inclusion  of 
the  shorter  endingý'  between  the  gospel  and  the  longer  ending  in  some  manuscripts  has  also 
served  to  support  the  view  that  the  longer  ending  was  added  later,  and  not  by  Mark.  Further 
to  this,  while  many  scholars  have  recognised  that  a  number  of  the  themes  and  details  of  the 
longer  ending  have  their  contact  with  the  gospel  as  a  whole,  this  fact  has  been  used  to  justify 
"the  abrupt  ending". 
Some  of  the  longer  ending  material  on  the  role  of  the  disciples  has  its  clear  mention  in  chapter 
3.  "Preaching"  and  "believing"  in  the  longer  ending  are  much  covered  elsewhereý  That  Jesus 
would  be  raised  from  the  dead  is  severally  stated  in  the  narrative,  and  that  he  would  be  seen  by 
his  disciples  in  Galilee  after  his  resurrection  is  twice  stated.  "  The  otherwise  closing  statement 
that  the  women  did  not  report  what  they  were  told  to  report  "because  they  were  afraid"  has 
had  its  ob  ectors.  The  answer  that  they  have  received,  and  properly  so,  is  that  the  response  of 
fear  to  a  report  of  his  resurrection,  is  entirely  in  keeping  with  responses  found  elsewhere  in  the 
gospel,  to  the  healings  and  miracles  of  Jesus.  Likewise,  the  objection  that  a  gospel  would  not 
end  with  yap  has  been  met  with  examples  of  paragraphs  ending  this  way".  It  is  the  case  that 
since  1903,  -  when  Wellhausen  first  suggested  that  Mark  intended  to  end  his  gospel  at  16.8, 
objections  to  his  proposal  have  been  addressed  to  the  satisfaction  of  most  scholars  and 
commentators. 
This  compounding  of  the  justification  that  the  gospel  was  always  intended  to  end  at  16.8, 
because  the  longer  ending  material  is  much  to  be  found  already  in  the  Gospel,  tends  to  the 
foRowing  kind  of  views: 
48  See  note  19. 
49  We  observe  that  "baptism",  outside  of  the  Prologue,  is  only  mentioned  metaphorically  (10.38,39). 
so  We  note,  however,  that  Jesus'  violent  death  is  predicted  three  times  in  direct  manner,  and  a  number  of 
other  times  indirectly  (see,  for  example  2.20),  but  no-one  suggests  that  Mark  did  not  intend  Jesus!  death  to  be 
included.  Indeed,  Jesus!  death  and  resurrection  are  three-times  predicted  together  (see  8.3  1;  9.3  1;  10.34). 
51  Forexamples:  see  Lightfoot,  Locality  and  Doctrine-,  pp.  148,  and  The  Gospel  Message-,  pp.  80-97; 
and  Hooker  (The  Gospel...,  p.  391)  who  cites  Menander's  Dyscolos,  lines  437-8.  Others  are  still  adding  to  the 
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i)  The  story  ends  with  the  invitation  to  aH  to  "go  to  Galilee",  the  place  of  discipleship, 
and  that  "if  you  want  to  see  Jesus  then  follow  where  he  leads.  This  is  the  end  of  Mark's  story 
because  it  is  the  beginning  of  discipleship""; 
111D  Readers  or  hearers  of  Mark  know  the  disciples  did  see  Jesus;  they  also  know  that 
they  themselves  experience  his  powerful  presence  ...  ;  we  have  always  to  return  to  the 
beginning  in  Galilee...  It  is  a  continual  pflgriniage".  " 
iii)  "The  modem  reader  will  not  be  misled  by  the  call  (16.7)  to  follow  Jesus  who  has 
gone  before.  Discipleship  is  following  in  the  way  of  Jesus...  "'  (I  interpret  this  writer  to  mean 
that  Mark'sfirst  audiences  of  1.1-16.8  also  were  not  misled.  ) 
Clearly,  these  sin-fflar  views  are  representative  of  the  inevitable  end  of  currently  accepted 
scholarship  on  the  issues  addressed  in  1)  to  4)  above.  Rather,  my  studies  of  these  issues  lead 
me  to  judge  that  the  longer  ending  is  the  place  to  look  for  what  may  be  Mark's  original 
'Epilogue'.  Contrary  to  Painter,  I  do  not  think  that  the  longer  ending  is  "clearly  secondary"55;  I 
cannot  say  that  it  does  not  do  "anything  to  illuminate  Mark"";  and  I  cannot  accept  that 
"Whoever  compiled  this  ending  does  not  display  Mark's  dramatic  skills.  ""  We  turn  now, 
therefore,  to  the  text  of  the  longer  ending  and  subject  it  to  the  same  literary-structural  analysis 
that  the  text  of  1.1-16.8  has  undergone. 
Literary-structural  Evidence: 
Below,  I  present  the  literary-structure  of  the  longer  ending,  16.9-20,  as  it  exists  now.  It 
clearly  demonstrates  two  halves  consisting  of  three-part  presentations  of  the  kind  we  have 
encountered  elsewhere  in  Mark's  Gospel.  It  is  in  the  form  AW,  or  in  its  expanded  form  it 
reads:  ABB':  ABB'.  All  three  sections  of  the  first  half  are  linked  by  resurrection  appearances, 
reportings  and  their  being  met  with  "disbelief  '.  Again  the  important  common  words  have  been 
underlined.  The  first  section  A  (w.  9-1  1)  introduces,  by  first  report,  the  theme  for  the  other 
two  sections,  and  focuses  on  Jesus'  "first"  appearance,  to  Mary  Magdalene:  she  reports  to 
"those  who  had  been  with  him...  ";  they  disbelieve.  The  second  section  B  (w.  12,13)  records 
52  Hooker,  representing  the  views  of  others  (7he  GospeL,  p.  394). 
53  Best,  presenting  his  own  view  (Mark.  7he  GospeL.  -,  pp.  1320. 
54  Painter,  Mark's  Gospd..,  p.  216. 
55  Painter,  Mark's  GospeL..,  p.  215. 
56  Painter,  Mark's  Gospd..,  p.  216. 
57  Painter,  Mark's  Gospd..,  p.  215. 278 
"next"  the  appearance  of  Jesus  "to  two  of  them"  who  then  report  "to  the  rest"  who  disbelieve. 
The  third  section  13'  (v.  14)  records  "at  the  last",  Jesus'  appearance  "to  the  eleven",  and  his 
upbraiding  them  for  disbelieving  those  who  had  seen  him.  There  is  no  direct  speech  in  any  of 
these  reports  up  to  this  point;  they  are  compact  third-person  reports  of  the  writer.  In  the 
second  half,  section-A  (w.  15,16),  as  it  stands  now,  includes  direct  speech:  Jesus  sends  the 
eleven  out  into  the  world  to  preach  the  gospel:  a  pair  of  sayings,  on  those  "believing"  and 
those  "not  believing"  occupy  the  two  balancing,  closing  parts  P  and  P'.  Section  B  (w.  17,18) 
tells  of  "signs"  which  will  follow  those  who  "believe",  and  these  are  listed.  Section  B' 
(w.  19,20),  as  it  stands  now,  is  itself  again  in  three  parts,  which  record  Jesus'  ascension  (in  the 
first),  his  heavenly  seat  (in  the  second)  and  the  elevens  mission  and  his  working  with  them 
with  "signs"  accompanying  (in  the  third).  We  consider: 
Aa  [a]  [..  al'AvacyTd4  St  [..  dl  Trpwl  TrpOTtj  caDOdTou  [p]  Iýdvq  TrpOoTov  Maptq(Tfi, 
MaySaXilvfl,,  [P'l  TTap'  ýq  t'IKPEPAftEt"  LITTeX  8atpovta. 
Na]  &Etv!  n  TTopcuOE7toa  [p]  dr&yEtAu  TOIC  VEf  adTOO  YEVOVtVOtg 
[P'l  17evOoGat  Kait  icXatouaiv- 
[a]  i(d-Kt-tvo  &oUcavng  [p]  [.  a]  O'TL  Kal  tOEdOTI  I-P'l  67f  aOTqq 
[P"I  ATrt'aTinaav. 
Ba  I'M  [.  a]  MET&  H  TaQTa  [.  Pl  8ualv  14  aOTCOV  [.  P"I  TTEptiTaTOOCTtV 
[.  a]  iTopf:  uop"votq  [.  dl  t:  lg  dyp6v*  [P]  [.  a]  IýavEpArj  Lcel  tv  LTE**PQ(VOPýfi  E 
"[a]  lKeXI(t-tVOt.  d7TEXOOVTEg  [dLdlT4yyEtAav  Tdtc  AotTTd-t;  * 
[a]  ou'R  batvotc  Vl  btfauucrav.  ' 
B'  a"  [a]  'YaTEpov  81  [p]  dvaKEtp&ot;  aOTd^t;  [P'l  Td-t;  Eivfti(a  Zýcrvpiiift, 
[a]  icalt  OvEt8tcmv  IPI  T4v  diTtaTtav  adT  [P'l  xal  cncATIpoKapStav 
[Od  O'wTt  Tdlt;  OEauapE'votg  aOT6v  tyqyEpp&ov  Wl  oOK  Lifamaciv. 
Aa  11  [a]  Kall  FILITEV  MLDQIQ,  [p]  [.  a]  rIOPEUUVTEq  [.  dl  Eig  T6V  K6apov  aTraVT 
Tq,  KT'CFi:  t.  [fV1[-a]l<inp6ýaTET"  i:  Oayy'Atov[.  c(ITTacr  t  0E 
[a]  [.  a]  6  ntaud=Q  [.  c(l  xal  PaTrTtOOEIq  [0(1  CYW09'CTETat, 
P"  [a]  6R  dTrt(YT4=  [d]  KaTaxptO4CIETat. 
gact.  Ba  [a]  7-ingda  8c  [p]  Td'tC  7TtaTEucyaatv  [P'l  TaOTa  1Tapcn<oAouO4 
P  [a]  IV  TQ  6vOpaTt  pou  [p]  8atpovta  JKPaXoOatv,  [fV1  yXW'cycyatq  X64uouctv 
iicatvd'tq, 
P'  [a]  [.  a]  [Kai  IV  Td'tq  Xf:  palV]  [.  C(]  o#tq  dpOOCYtV. 
[P]  [.  a]  i(a"v  OavdatpOV  Tt  7Ttwcytv  [.  c(]  oO  Vý  adTOOg  pXaýq 
[P'l  [.  a]  I7TI  dppw'aToug  Xe-tpaq  ti7to4cyouatv  [.  c(l  ical  waMoq  94ouatv. 
ja; 
_ýJBAQCýC. 
[0]  B'  a  [a]  "0  l2v  ou'v  Kdp  -AaAb 
TOV  odpav6v 
[a]  Kai  tKdOtCYEV  101  tK  &400V  [P'l  TOO  OZOO- 
P*  'O[al  [.  a]  liallvot  R  t4EX06VTEg  [.  c(]  JK4pj4=  TravTaxoQ, 
[p]  [.  a]  TOO  KUPIOU  CYUVEpyOt3VTOg  [.  c(l  Kai  T6V  X6yov  pEpatO0VTOq 
[frl  5t&  TCOV  iTraKoXouooUVTWV  CZDJLEIWY. 279 
The  longer  ending,  as  it  stands  now,  has  the  appearance  of  a  Markan  composition.  That  is  the 
first  thing  we  can  say  about  it.  The  second  is  that  it  is  most  economical  in  its  presentation.  In 
each  of  its  sections  it  is  not  at  all  wasteful  of  words.  Asa  candidate  for  an  'Epilogue'  (afler  the 
manner  of  ancient  rhetoric)  it  is  suitably  succinct  and  to  the  point.  But  now  we  must  ask  if  it 
is  possible  that  another  writer  has  re-worked  it,  and  included  material  which  is  strange  to 
Mark.  In  section  1)  of  this  chapter,  we  noted  the  possibility  that  the  whole  of  the  longer 
ending  was  expunged  from  the  text  because  vv.  17,18,  of  all  the  verses,  were  problematic  to 
the  church  in  patristic  times.  In  section  2)  the  longer  ending  was  interpreted  by  a  re-reading  of 
the  Passion  Narrative,  14.11-16.8.  No  connection  between  vv.  17,18  and  the  Passion 
commended  themselves.  In  section  3)  attention  was  paid  to  key  features  of  the  vocabulary, 
style  and  grammar  of  the  longer  ending.  We  may  here  consider  the  fact  that  of  the  seventeen 
words  which  are  not  found  elsewhere  in  Mark,  or  are  handled  differently,  eight"  appear  in 
these  two  verses.  In  section  4)  1  noted,  in  regard  to  dependency,  that  it  was  more  likely  that 
vv.  17,18  were  constructed  by  reference  to  Luke's  writings  than  the  other  way  about. 
Additional  to  these  considerations,  there  is  the  principle  in  writing  today,  that  'one  does  not 
introduce  new  material  into  one's  conclusiotf.  It  may  be  that  it  was  one  of  the  rules  of  ancient 
rhetoric".  Vv.  17,18  (and  20bc,  therefore),  on  "signs",  do  represent  'new  materiar.  Any 
possible  link  with  6.7-13  is  tenuous.  Further  to  this,  these  verses  contradict  what  Mark 
expresses  in  8.12  ("no  sign  will  be  given"  this  generation).  Equally,  the  reference  in  13-22,  is 
not  exactly  positive  about  "signs  and  miracles",  in  the  church's  n-dssion  programme.  No,  the 
force  of  the  first  half  of  this  longer  ending  is  emphatically  on  "believing"  the  reports  of  Jesus' 
appearances  after  his  death.  "Believing"  and  "being  baptised",  in  the  second  halfs  telling  of 
the  longer  ending,  alone  reflect  this  and  the  Prologue's  similar  revelations,  if,  that  is,  we  read 
correctly  that  "baptism"  Will  continue  to  be  a  sign  of  "repentance".  "Preaching",  here,  is  the 
fundamental  task  of  the  'eleverf,  and  it  is  reflective  of  the  same,  simple  introduction  of  Jesus' 
mission,  in  the  Prologue  (1.14). 
It  is  true  that  as  they  stand  the  'signs  passages'  balance  each  other  in  their  current  positions  and 
as  such  have  the  appearance  of  Markan  arrangement.  But  a  simultaneous,  double  removal  of 
vv.  17,18  and  vv.  20bc  immediately  creates  a  better  balance  between  the  introductory  phrases 
Kai  EITTEv  aOTdtc  and  'o-pty  pET&  T6  AaAficat  ad  ,  which  have 
58  TrapcncoAouO4aEt,  ykkraa  OEtg,  OavdatV6v,  Tt  (separated  from  the  I  t;  Aa;  kij'aowtv  Kaiva1g, 
conditional  particle),  Trfwcrtv,  PA4xj,  ical  KaXc)g  Ztouatv. 
59  One  of  the  purposes  of  the  Epilogue  was  to  "review  what  you  have  already  said',  another  was  "to 
magnify  or  minimize  your  leading  facts",  Ars  Rhetorica  Ill.  19.  See  also  note  25,  on  the  issue  of  brevity. 280 
the  appearance  of  intended  balance,  in  the  normal  Markan  positions  of  B  and  B'.  By  removing 
from  the  existing  second  half  those  passages  which  speak  of  "signs"  that  will  follow  "the  ones 
believing",  and  "signs"  that  "accompanied",  we  observe  a  number  of  interesting  results: 
Aa  [a]  [..  al'Ava(YT&c  R  [..  dl  Trpwl  Trp6TU  cyaQodTou  [p]  lodyll  l7pQoTov  Maptý(Tfl 
May8oLATlvfl,,  [PI  iTap'  ý;  b(p,  -PATlK,  -t  LTrTa  8atpovta. 
Na]  hauNrl  TTopEuOE7t(ya  [p]  dnýyynAcv  TdItc  PET'  adTOO  YEVOP&Otq 
[P*l  TTEVOOO(Yt  imit  KAatoucytv, 
"[a]  1<dxt-tvot  dxouaaVTEg  [p)  [.  a]  OTt  4fl,  [.  Pl  Kai  10taOn  [.  P*l  6e  aOTq; 
[PI  AlTicur](Tay. 
Ba  12[a]  [.  a] 
MET&  &  TaC)T  8ucr'tv  ý4  aOTCOV  [.  P'l  1T,  -ptTraTO0CYtV 
[.  a]  17opEuop'votq  [.  c(l  a  ov 
[P]  [.  a]  IýavEpAll  I-C(l  LTEPQ(POPýj  E  dq  'yp 
"[a]  KdKdvot  dITEXOOVTEg  [C(]-(IlTdyyEtACCV  TOIC  A011TCi^tg* 
[a]  WR  kuvoic  [d)  btfauuaaý.  ' 
B"  cfal'4  [.  a]  "Y(YTEpov  R  [.  Pl  avaK,  -tpEvotg  aOTd-tg  Td'tq  EvSEKa  [.  P*l  ýýawpAjj, 
[.  a]  imit  w'v,  -t8ta,  -v  T&  dTriaTtav  aOTQjv  [.  dl  Kalt  (YKXqpoKap8tav 
[.  a]  OTt  Td-tq  OEUUU[ILYULL,  aOT6V  ýyijy,  -ppivov  [.  o(l  ok  btanucav. 
Nal"  [.  a]  Kall  itTTEv  adTolic,  [.  c(l  [..  a]  r1opwO&TEg  Elg  TO"V  I(O(JPOV 
[..  Pl  igjpdýaTE  T6  EdayyEAtov  [..  P'l  Tracyq,  TK-,  l  KTtGEt. 
"[.  a]  [..  a]  6  -aton6mC.  [..  dl  i(ait  PaITTtCYOElg  Lal  GWOn"CJETat, 
[.  a]  6  81  dTTtq-T4am  [.  c(l  xaTCn(PtOq'GETat. 
pe[al  19  [.  a]  *0  lity  ouv  KOptoC'Irlaao  EE9  Q  [.  pl  nETdt  T6  ActAficat-aOT  ic  [.  p  dv  AjpýOq  I 
T6V  oOpav6v 
[p]  [.  a]  xal  tK6.  OtGEV  1-C(I  11C  &4t&  TOO  OEQO. 
[P"fo[.  al  kt-IVOI  R  t4EAOOVTEg  [.  c(l  L4puýa  Traw  xoD 
The  literary-structure,  by  this  removal,  becomes  that  of  a  three-section  presentation,  where  all 
the  sections  now  contain  resurrection  appearances,  reportings,  and  a  focus  on  matters  of 
belief  It  results  in  the  word  Ldvot  appearing  in  a  repeated  and  emphatic  position  at,  or  very 
near  the  beginning  of  the  last  fine  of  each  section.  The  amendment  further,  and  most 
interestingly,  restores  what  were  very  likely  the  syllable-sounds  to  the  endings  of  the  last  two 
parts  of  the  Gospel,  so  echoing  the  way  the  Gospel  beginsýo,  icO  QEQJQ  and  naWaX&'.  The 
questionable  Trap'  ql'g  &PEPATIKEt  ftrT&  8atpovta  occupies  a  [P*1  setting,  and  appears  to  sit  in 
true  Markan  fashion  quite  comfortably  in  the  text.  It  can  be  maintained  that  it  is  Markan  for 
its  reference  to  "demons",  and  its  numbering  of  them.  "Seven",  as  elsewhere  used  in  the 
Gospel,  in  first  century  understanding,  represented  'fulfilment'  and  'completion.  it  would  not 
have  been  beyond  Mark's  intention  to  affirn-4  and  emphasise  Jesus'  power  to  defeat  evil,  in  this 
1 
60  For  this  feature,  turn  to  the  examination  of  the  Prologue,  and  also  to  the  examinations  of  the  opening 
Days  to  the  two  middle  Series,  and  of  Day  Twenty-four,  the  longest  in  the  telling  of  all  Days  (13-1/3  where  the 
same  aa  sound  would  appear  to  confirm  the  beginning  of  the  second  half  in  the  presentation). 
61  The  word  navTaXoG  is  used  by  Mark  previously  in  1.28. 281 
way  and  here  too.  It  is  a  sure  indicator  that  Jesus  has  My  and  completely  defeated  evil  now, 
by  his  dying  and  his  rising". 
It  would  appear,  therefore,  that  we  have  a  case  for  considering  this  reduced  longer  ending  to 
be  Mark's  original  Epilogue.  It  reflects  Mark's  method  of  structuring  better  than  the  longer 
ending  as  a  whole  does.  Even  though  there  is  not  much  balance  between  the  two  B  sections 
for  size,  there  is  nothing  new  in  that.  (Compare,  for  example,  Day  Twenty-eight's 
presentation.  )  This  case  will  be  strengthened,  of  course,  if  it  can  be  shown  that  the  Prologue 
and  this  Epilogue  behave  similarly  as  framing  pieces  to  the  Gospel's  narrative. 
Prologue  (1.1-20)  and  reduced  longer-ending  (16.9-16,19-20a)  compared: 
In  my  presentations  of  both  Prologue  and  longer  ending  I  have  given  some  attention  to  the 
fact  that  they  both  do  more  than  present  a  story-fine:  they  both  engage  the  listener  in 
identifying  with  the  disciples.  Now  we  can  see  how  both  Prologue  and  reduced  longer  ending 
each  break  down  structurally  into  three  parts.  We  have  noted  above  how  they  each  employ 
introductory  pieces  to  their  parts  which  arc  not  found  elsewhere  in  the  Gospel.  We  have  just 
seen  that  there  is  a  common  employment  of  parechesis,  at  the  beginning  of  the  Prologue  and  in 
the  concluding  of  the  reduced  longer  ending.  In  my  summary  on  the  Prologue,  I  estimated 
that  it  covered  fifty  days  or  thereabouts,  as  a  minimum.  We  may  judge  that  the  period  the 
reduced  longer  ending  covers  is  at  the  very  least  seven  days  (see  page  267).  We  note  that 
Church  tradition,  after  Luke,  suggests  forty  days,  and  forty  days,  of  course,  has  its  parallel  in 
the  Prologue's  forty  days  of  Jesus'time  in  the  desert.  I  have  contrasted  the  reportings  of  these 
two  elements  with  those  of  all  the  others  of  the  Gospel:  these  both  cover  a  number  of  days 
each,  whereas  the  other  primary  elements  cover  one  Day  at  a  time.  Thematically  and  in  some 
verbal  details  we  do  find  significant  correspondences  between  the  Prologue  and  this  reduced 
longer  ending.  They  are  listed: 
1)  The  mission  of  the  one  coming  before  Jesus  is  spoken  about  in  the  Prologue:  the 
mission  of  those  coming  after  Jesus  is  spoken  about  in  the  reduced  longer  ending. 
62  For  the  connection  between  the  dying  of  Jesus  and  the  defeat  of  evil,  see  my  summaries  at  the  end  of 
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2)  In  the  Prologue,  disciples  are  called  to  follow  and  a  promise  is  made  by  Jesus  regarding 
their  future  function;  in  the  reduced  longer  ending,  they  are  commissioned  and  sent  out. 
3)  In  the  Prologue,  the  heavens  open  and  the  Spirit  descends  on  Jesus;  in  the  reduced 
longer  ending,  Jesus  himself  ascends  into  heaven. 
4)  The  little-used  term  in  the  Gospel  of  "Lord",  is  applied  to  Jesus  in  both  the  Prologue 
and  the  reduced  longer  ending,  see  1.3  and  16.19  for  a  variant,  "Lord  Jesus". 
5)  The  phrase  "preaching  the  gospel"  is  common  also  to  both:  in  1.14,  it  is  what  Jesus  is 
doing  "in  Galilee";  in  16.15,  he  is  commanding  his  disciples  to  do  the  same;  and  in  16.20a  the 
reduced  longer  ending  indeed  concludes  with  their  preaching  "everywhere". 
6)  The  word  "baptism"  is  common  to  both:  in  both  Prologue  and  reduced  longer  ending, 
it  is  understood  to  have  salvific  importance  for  all  people. 
7)  "Belief'  is  also  important  in  both:  in  the  Prologue,  at  1.15,  Jesus  says,  "Repent  and 
believe  the  gospel  of  God";  in  the  reduced  longer  ending,  at  16.16,  he  makes  a  two-fold 
statement,  "The  one  believing  and  being  baptised  will  be  saved:  but  the  one  who  disbelieves 
will  be  condemned  tt63 
. 
8)  The  settings  for  the  two,  both  Prologue  and  reduced  longer  ending,  is  Galilee. 
9)  In  the  Prologue,  Jesus  calls  two  sets  of  two  brothers  to  be  his  disciples;  in  the  reduced 
longer  ending,  he  appears  to  two  disciples. 
It  can  be  said,  therefore,  that  the  Prologue  of  twenty  verses  and  the  reduced  longer  ending  of 
nine-and-a-half  verses  connect  in  these  ways.  What  remains  to  be  done  is  to  give 
consideration  to  some  of  Mark's  key  words  and  phrases,  and  to  consider  his  use  of  them 
throughout  his  Gospel  as  they  reflect  both  his  development  and  completion  of  his  themes,  and 
his  'arrangement'  of  them  in  Prologue,  Narrative  and  Epilogue.  If  the  reduced  longer  ending  is 
Marles  Epilogue,  it  will  demonstrate  a  sympathetic  use  of  them. 
We  observe  firstly  an  important  and  most  significant  difference  between  the  Prologue  and  the 
possible  Epilogue.  It  is  that  the  Prologue  emphasises  in  several  ways  that  Jesus'  mission  is  to 
the  Jews.  It  is  they  who  are  repenting  and  preparing  themselves  for  his  mission.  It  is  Old 
Covenant  scripture  and  Jewish  expectations  which  are  being  fulfilled.  And  it  is  Jewish 
territory  in  which  Jesus  is  set.  In  the  proposed  Epilogue,  it  is  the  same  territory  in  which  the 
stories  are  set,  but  the  mission  of  the  disciples  is  now  to  the  "world"  and  to  "all  creation",  with 
63  We  note  that  Luke,  in  his  parallel  opening  and  closing  sections  to  his  Gospel  makes  much  of 
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the  result  that  they  "preached  everywhere".  Clearly,  this  difference  between  the  Prologue  and 
the  proposed  Epilogue  can  be  judged  to  be  a  feature  which  weH  expresses  the  thrust  of  Mark's 
Narrative.  It  is  a  story  which  has  begun  with  the  Jews,  but  which  ends  with  the  "world". 
This  description  of  this  framing  well  establishes  the  paradigm  for  the  narrative  itself,  for  which 
for  each  of  its  Series,  Mark  presents  Jesus'  mission:  in  its  first  sub-Series,  to  the  Jews  in 
respect  to  the  Old  Covenant;  at  the  turning  point,  in  respect  to  Jewish/Gentile  tension  which 
focuses  upon  him;  and  in  the  second  sub-Series,  in  respect  to  the  New  Covenant  and  to 
Gentiles. 
We  have  seen,  under  the  examination  of  the  Passion  Narrative  in  Chapter  6,  how  the  word, 
"covenant"  is  used  only  once  in  the  Gospel,  in  14.24,  but  that  Mark's  use  of  the  term,  where  it 
does  appear,  spells  out  the  truth  for  the  very  first  time,  that  Jesus'  death  establishes  the  New 
Covenant.  Up  tiff  then,  the  Gospel's  first  three  Series'  second  sub-Series  had  been  pointing  to 
this  truth,  only  by  allusion  and  in  veiled  terms.  The  reference  in  the  Epilogue,  in  16.15,  to  the 
"world"  and  to  "creation"  puts  it  beyond  any  doubt  that  the  New  Covenant  is  not  just  for  the 
Jews  but  for  the  world,  for  Gentiles.  The  word  "world"  is  first  found  in  8.36  (in  the  first  Days 
teaching  of  Jesus  on  discipleship,  in  Series  Three).  Significantly,  it  is  next  found  in  14.9  (the 
middle  Day  and  turning  point  of  the  Fourth  Series).  Here  the  "world"  and  the  "gospel"  are 
linked  by  "preaching",  which  is  what  we  fmd  in  the  Epilogue  at  16.15.  The  Epilogue  is  in 
harmony  with  the  Fourth  Series,  which  at  its  centre  and  'turning  point'  reveals  (in  true  ancient 
rhetorical  style)  the  significance  of  what  is  taking  place. 
Earlier  use  of  the  word  "creation"  is  found  in  10.6  (the  turning  point  of  Series  Three),  and  in 
13.19  (in  the  apocalyptic  teaching  of  Jesus,  of  Day  three  in  the  final  Series).  There  is  more 
than  a  hint  in  the  Prologue  and  the  Narrative  that  Mark  understands  Jesus,  mission  as  that  of 
establishing  a  New  Creation.  In  the  Introduction,  we  noticed  the  possibility  that  his 
'arrangement'  and  'style'  had  been  influenced  by  the  Genesis  accounts  of  creation  and  new 
creation,  in  Gen.  1-11  (pages  21,22).  His  Gospel  opens  in  Genesis'  style.  The  Prologue 
begins  the  telling  of  'twos'  in  the  Gospel  (cf.  animals  entering  the  ark,  and  see  pages  55,56) 
and  the  proposed  Epilogue  (16.12)  completes  the  telling  of  "twos".  The  narrative  of  the  Flood 
for  its  'Twenty-seventh  Day'  (Gen.  8.14ff.  )  which  marks  the  moments  of  the  completion  of 
God's  judgement  of  the  world  and  its  evil  (v.  21),  and  of  his  work  of  new  creation  (see 284 
particularly  v.  17)  parallels  exactly  Mark's  Twenty-seventh  Days  telling  of  Jesus'  death.  (In 
13.30,31,  in  the  context  of  "this  generation",  Jesus'  "words"  -  cf.  Gen.  1.3,6,9  and  so  on  - 
contrast  with  the  passing  away  of  "the  heaven  and  the  earth".  )  The  proposed  Epilogue's 
reference  to  "creation",  in  16.15,  is  indicative  of  the  opportunity  the  world  now  has  for 
're-creatiorf,  and  it  is  synonymous  with  what  the  Gospel  as  a  whole  indicates. 
The  word  "gospel"  is,  of  course  introduced  in  the  opening  line  of  the  Prologue.  In  pages 
27,28  of  the  Introduction,  we  considered  political  and  historical  issues  which  might  have 
caused  Mark  to  begin  writing.  We  interpreted  there  that  the  late  60's,  and  the  year  70  in 
particular,  were  "bad  news"  for  the  Jews,  but  that  he  had  "good  news"  to  share  with  the 
world,  with  both  Jews  and  Gentiles.  God  had  made  a  New  Covenant  with  the  world,  which 
was  more  than  a  replacement  for  the  Old  Covenant  which  was  suffering  its  denýiise.  The 
Prologue  makes  clear  in  the  first  instance,  in  1.14,15,  that  the  "gospel"  was  for  the  Jews.  The 
next  mentions  of  the  word  "gospel"  are  not  until  8.35  (in  the  first  Day's  telling  of  the  first 
sub-Series  of  the  Third  Series,  which  goes  on  to  tell,  in  the  second  day,  about  Old  Covenant 
fulfilments  pertaining  to  the  Jews)  and  10.29  (in  the  first  Day's  telling  of  the  second  sub-Series 
of  Series  Three,  which  goes  on  to  tell,  in  its  second  day,  about  New  Covenant  foundations  laid 
down  at  the  hands  of  the  Gentiles).  Both  read  "for  the  sake  of  me  and  the  gospel".  The  next 
use  of  the  word  "gospel"  appears  in  13.10  (in  Jesus'  apocalyptic  teaching):  it  is  to  be  preached 
to  all  the  "Gentiles/nations".  In  14.9  (the  turning  point  of  Series  Four),  it  appears  again,  as  we 
noted  above:  it  will  be  "preached"  in  all  the  "world".  The  word  "gospel",  then,  is  found  extra 
to  the  Prologue,  at  significant  structural  points  in  the  Series'  tellings,  and  in  the  apocalyptic 
teaching  of  Jesus.  Its  use  in  the  proposed  Epilogue  is  entirely  in  keeping  with  Mark's 
employment  of  the  word  elsewhere.  His  emphasis,  at  the  last,  in  16.15,  that  the  "gospel"  is  for 
all  the  "world"  and  for,  all  "creation"  is  entirely  in  keeping  with  his  development  and  his 
completing  of  his  Gospel. 
We  have  begun  to  see  already  above  the  significance  also  of  the  word  "Gentiles"  in  Mark's 
Gospel.,  We  noted  in  the  summaries  at  the  end  of  Chapter  6  that  the  first  allusion  to  Gentiles  is 
at  the  turning  point  of  Series  One,  in  regard  to  the  Herodians  (who  are  under  Roman 
authority)  and  their  plotting  with  Pharisees  (under  the  Old  Covenant)  against  Jesus,  3.6. 
Gentiles  and  Gentile  country  are  also  only  alluded  to  in  the  First  Series'  second  sub-Series.  In 
the  Second  Series,  after  the  turning  point  mention  of  the  Greek  woman,  Gentile  country  and 285 
Gentiles  are  alluded  to  again,  but  more  strongly  than  before  (notably  again  in  the  second 
sub-Series).  It  is  not  until  10.33  and  10.42,  in  Series  Three's  second  sub-Series,  that  we 
encounter  uses  of  the  word  itself.  Most  significantly,  the  first  mention  of  the  word  "Gentiles" 
links  them  with  the  suffering  and  death  of  Jesus  (cf.  3.6,  for  the  first  hint  of  this):  Jesus  will  be 
handed  over  to  "the  Gentiles"  who  will  mock,  spit,  whip  and  kill  him.  Gentiles  indeed  do  all 
these  things  to  Jesus,  according  to  report  in  Series  Four's  second  sub-Series,  on  the  same  sixth 
Day  of  that  Series.  Further,  at  the  scene  and  at  the  moment  of  Jesus'  death,  it  is  a  Gentile,  "a 
centurion",  15.39,  to  whom  understanding  is  given.  (I  have  pointed  out  before  that  on  the 
sixth  Day  of  the  First  Series,  Jesus  demonstrates  that  he  is  victorious  over  great  evil.  That 
Day's  tefling  anticipates  this.  On  that  Day,  evil  is  expressed  as  "Legion",  a  Gentile  word  with 
the  same  characteristic  as  that  of  "centurion".  )  Further  employments  of  the  word  "Gentiles" 
appear  in  the  Fourth  Series'  first  sub-Series,  in  11.17  (the  Temple  was  always  intended  for  "aH 
Gentiles/nations":  Jesus  replaces  the  temple  with  himself,  14.58,15.29,  and  rights  a  wrongful 
practice),  - and  in  the  apocalyptic  discourse  again,  in  13.8,13.10  (in  the  first,  in  relation  to  wars 
soon  to  be  engaged,  and  in  the  second,  as  above,  in  relation  to  the  "preaching  of  the  gospel"). 
The  word  "Gentiles"  from  that  point  becomes  eclipsed  by  the  more  inclusive  word,  "world" 
(for  which,  see  above;  it  is  indisputably  inclusive  of  both  Jews  and  Gentiles).  The  use  of  the 
word  "Gentiles",  only  towards  the  end  of  the  Gospel  narrative,  sharpens  the  focus  on  what  we 
can  caH  Mark's  scheme,  by  which  the  "gospel"  is  presented  firstly  to  the  Jews,  but  which  by 
the  involvement  of  Gentiles  becomes  the  "gospel"  for  the  "world".  The  proposed  Epilogue 
weH  concludes  this  scheme. 
Finally,  we  consider  Mark's  use  of  the  phrase,  "Jesus  of  Nazareth"  (fit.  "Jesus  the  Nazarene"). 
In  the  Prologue,  Jesus  is  presented  as  the  one  who  "came  from  Nazareth",  1.9.  The  term 
"Jesus  of  Nazareth"  is  first  found  in  1.24  (in  the  First  Day's  telling  of  the  Narrative).  It  is  last 
found  in  16.6  (in  the  Last  Days  telling).  It  serves  in  one  sense  as  an  inclusio  in  the  Narrative. 
It  is  found  also  in  10.47  (in  the  last  Days  telling  of  Series  Three):  here  Mark  makes  it  plain 
that  "Jesus  of  Nazareth"  is  accorded  messianic  status.  It  is  also  found  in  14.67  (in  the  first 
Day's  telling  of  the  last  Series'  second  sub-Series),  where  it  corresponds  with  the  final  use  of 
the  term,  in  16.6,  as  an  anastrophe  (in  the  last  Days  telling  of  the  same  sub-Series).  In  16.6, 
"Jesus  of  Nazareth"  who  was  crucified  is  risen;  he  is  not  there  in  the  tomb.  In  the  proposed 
Epilogue,  Jesus  is  not  actually  named  at  all  until  the  final  scene,  where  just  as  he  is  "taken  up" 
into  heaven,  in  16.19,  he  is  named,  and  titled,  "the  Lord  Jesus",  for  the  first  and  only  time  in 286 
the  whole  Gospel.  (The  longer  ending's  use  of  this  tenn  is  not  as  strange,  or  as  foreign  to 
Mark,  as  scholars  have  supposed,  given  the  setting,  and  given  also  the  earlier  uses  of  the 
former  title  for  Jesus.  )  In  other  words,  in  the  Narrative,  Mark  presents  Jesus  as  "Jesus  of 
Nazareth".  In  the  Prologue,  Mark  tells  us  where  he  has  come  from,  and  titles  him  simply 
"Jesus".  In  the  proposed  Epilogue,  Mark  tells  us  where  he  is  going,  and  addresses  him  "the 
Lord  Jesus",  just  at  the  point  of  his  going  up  to  heaven.  There  is  evidence  of  Markan  intention 
here,  and  of  a  Markan  systematic  use  of  titling  for  Jesus.  The  Epilogue's  reverencing  of  Jesus 
with  the  title  "Lord",  at  the  last,  and  at  such  a  moment,  is  entirely  in  keeping  with  the 
story-fine  of  the  Gospel  which  in  its  Prologue,  in  the  scripture  quotation  in  1.3,  identifies  Jesus 
with  the  "Lord"  of  prophecy.  (For  other  references  to  "Lord"  as  it  pertains  to  Jesus  in  the 
Narrative,  consider  for  possibilities:  2.28,5.19,7.28,11.3,12.37.  ) 
With  these  word-studies  I  conclude  my  presentation  of  the  evidence  for  viewing  my  reduction 
of  the  longer  ending  as  the  original  Epilogue  of  Mark's  Gospel.  Presented  below,  in 
conformity  with  chapters  3  to  6,  are  summaries  of  the  common,  basic  literary-structural 
features  of  these  components  of  the  Gospel: 
A  Tabular  Summary  of  the  literary-structures  of  the  Prologue  and  the  revised  longer 
ending,  the  original  Epilogue: 
DAYS:  before  and  after 
P* 
Prologue  Ee 
Epilogue 
chapters  and  verses  1.1-20  16.9-16,19-20a 
Sections:  for  comparison  with 
the  narrative  text  A  A 
Sectional  sub-divisions  A 
B 
B" 
A 
B 
B' 
DAYS'number  of  verses  20  91/2 287 
Conclusion: 
To  the  arguments,  since  Wellhausen"  in  1903  raised  objections  to  the  longer  ending  and 
proposed  that  Mark  ended  his  Gospel  at  16.8,1  have  introduced  new  information  which  has 
come  from  a  literary-structural  analysis  of  the  text  itself,  and  I  have  introduced  illuminating 
references  to  rules  of  ancient  rhetoric  which  have  been  long  neglected.  It  is  true  to  say  that  if 
Mark  had  written  more,  it  must  have  been  an  account  about  an  appearance  (or  appearances)  of 
the  risen  Jesus,  to  the  disciples,  and  set  in  Galilee.  The  reduced  longer  ending,  seen  in  the 
fight  of  its  relationship  to  the  reports  of  the  last  threesome  of  "Days"  of  the  gospel  narrative 
(in  particular),  satisfies  these  three  criteria.  Furthermore,  in  regard  to  Mark's  overall  Gospel 
plan  and  purpose,  the  reduced  longer  ending  completes  what  the  Prologue  begins  and  what 
the  Gospel  Narrative  develops. 
As  a  result  of  Uterary-structural  analysis  and  attendant  investigations  of  the  Gospel  of  Mark, 
1.1-16.20,1,  therefore,  conclude  that  the  reduced  longer  ending,  16.9-16,19-20a,  is  the 
original  'Epilogue",  which  Mark  himself  did  indeed  write  to  complete  his  Gospel. 
If  we  now  ask  the  question,  "Did  Matthew  and  Luke  know  Mark's  original  Epilogue?  "  we  can 
at  least  answer  that  this  reducing  of  the  content  of  the  longer  ending  takes  nothing  away  from 
the  possibility  that  they  did.  Only,  in  regard  to  Luke's  second  book,  and  as  to  what  inspired 
him  to  write  it,  have  we  been  considering  the  possibility  that  he  knew  the  "longer  ending"  in  its 
entirity,  with  w.  17,18  and  v-20b.  But,  as  we  have  argued  in  4),  it  is  more  likely  that  it  was  the 
other  way  about,  that  Luke's  second  book  inspired  the  editor  of  the  longer  ending  to  add  to  it. 
What  is  fascinating  to  consider,  is  that  new  arguments  can  be  added  now  to  the  discussion 
under  section  4)  above  (on  page  274).  We  were  there  reviewing  the  possiblity  of  Matthew's 
and  Luke's  rehandling  of  the  longer  ending.  Given  the  reduced  longer  ending,  it  is  not  the 
removal  of  w.  17,18  that  particularly  raises  new  issues,  but  the  removal  of  v.  20b  that  does. 
The  ending  of  Mark's  'Epilogue'  reports  the  ascension  of  Jesus,  and  the  elevens  leaving  to 
preach  everywhere.  (We  have  considered  already  Matthews  possible  reasons  for  rejecting  the 
ascension  scene.  )  It  may  well  be  that  Matthew  reacted  to  Mark's  ending  (or  Matthew's  church 
did)  which  clearly  could  be  interpreted,  without  v.  20b,  that  Jesus'  'is  not  here  anymore'. 
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Without  v.  20b,  there  is  no  'accompanying  Jesus'.  The  argument  might  go  this  way  that 
Matthew  replaced  the  ending  of  vv.  19,20a  with  one  which  assured  the  church  of  Jesus' 
continuing  presence  (see  Mt.  28.20b). 
Finally,  given  my  arguments  and  my  conclusions,  for  believing  that  Mark's  Epilogue  is  now 
'found',  I  present  what  I  consider  is  a  likely  re-construction  of  the  events  which  led  to  its 
becoming  'lost'  in  the  Longer  Ending.  It  is  mostly  suggested  by  the  historic  documents  and  the 
manuscripts  to  which  we  have  access  today: 
Mark's  Gospel,  1.1  -I6.16,19,20a,  was  circulating  in  the  churches  from  the  early  seventies.  It 
was  the  first  compilation  of  its  kind.  It  was  received  gladly,  but  it  attracted  a  number  of 
criticisms,  chief  among  which  was  that  its  Epilogue  could  be  interpreted  that  "Jesus  was  no 
longer  present  in  his  church".  This  and  other  deficiencies  prompted  the  contributions  of  both 
Matthew  and  Luke.  In  additon,  these  two  writers  had  much  more  teaching  tradition  to  share 
than  Mark  had  included. 
Sometime  after  Luke's  second  book  was  written,  Mark's  Epilogue  was  revised,  by  addition 
only  of  w.  17,18  and  v.  20bc.  It  was  carried  out  by  someone  who  was  sympathetic  to  his  style, 
but  who  was  not  aware  of  his  parachesis,  or  who  thought  it  comparatively  unimportant.  The 
amendment  attempted  to  resolve  the  chief  deficiency,  as  described  above.  It  attempted  also  to 
give  the  church  a  warrant  for  experiencing  signs  and  miracles  in  its  mission  work.  Material  for 
the  amendment  came  from  the  editor's  reading  of  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles,  and  a  legend  on 
drinking  poison  without  harmful  effect  (16.8,  a  second  reference  to  which  is  not  found 
66  anywhere  in  the  New  Testament  ). 
Mark!  s  Gospel  with  this  longer  ending  (w.  9-20)  began  to  circulate  in  the  early  part  of  the 
second  century.  During  this  phase  of  the  Gospel's  life,  patristic  sholars  began  noticing  and 
addressing  the  difficulties  caused  by  differences  between  the  longer  ending  and  Matthew's 
Gospel  in  matters  of  the  tuning  of  Jesus'  resurrection  (by  then  Matthew's  Gospel  was  being 
65  Compare  Mt.  28.16-20  (for  which  see  my  earlier  arguments),  and  Luke's  second  book  for  the  "Acts  of 
the  Holy  Sprit".  Consider  also  that  Mark  expected  Jesus'early  return.  Matthew  does  likewise,  and  his 
emphasis  on  obedience  (28.20)  is  as  important  as  the  other  changes  he  makes  to  Mark's  ending. 
66  But  mentioned  by  Papias  (Eus.  HE,  3.39)  of  Barsabbas  and  in  a  well-known  legend  concerning  St. 
John  (Acts  of  John,  xx,  cf.  MR  James,  Yhe  Apocryphal  New  Testament,  Clarendon  Press,  Oxford,  1924),  and 
in  many  stories  attested  by  Theophylact  (v.  H.  B.  Swete,  7he  Gospel  according  to  St.  Mark,  3rd  Ed.  Macmillan, 
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viewed  as  the  tradition)67  .  Vv.  17,18,  also  began  to  attract  criticism  for  the  trouble  that  they 
were  causing  in  the  church  (regarding  spiritual  gifts  and  their  exercise).  Attempts  to  contain 
this  trouble  failed.  It  was  decided  eventually  by  the  Church  leaders  in  Alexandria  that  the 
longer  ending  should  be  expunged  altogether". 
Copies  of  the  reduced  Gospel,  1.1-  16.8,  began  to  be  made  and  to  be  circulated.  A  few  copies 
of  the  Gospel  with  its  amended  Epilogue  existed.  They  were  not  destroyed.  They  simply  lay 
in  storage.  No  copies  of  the  original  Gospel  were  being  made  by  then.  Copies  had  been  so 
well  read  that  they  had  disintegrated  with  use,  and  they  were  beyond  further  useful  reference. 
In  various  centres  throughout  the  mission  field,  collections  of  manuscripts  began  to  be  made. 
In  the  fourth  century,  Eusebius  had  access  to  one  such  collection  of  manuscripts.  Most  of  his 
copies,  and  his  best  copies  at  that,  were  of  1.1-16.8,  but  he  did  have  some  copies  of  the 
version  with  the  longer  ending.  In  the  year  331,  Constantine  requested  "fifty  copies  of  the 
sacred  scriptures".  Eusebius,  naturally,  made  copies  of  the  best  manuscripts  available  to  him. 
Gospel  Questions  and  Solutions  Addressed  to  Marinus69and  Codices  Vaticanus  and  Siniaticus 
are  testimony  to  this. 
A  century  later,  in  Alexandria,  the  "longer  ending",  the  edited  original  Epilogue,  was 
discovered  in  the  much  older  manuscripts,  and  w.  9-20  were  added  back.  Codex  Alexandrinus 
is  testimony  to  that.  Elsewhere,  by  then  other  endings  were  being  written  and  attached,  with 
the  result  that  copies  began  to  be  made  and  to  circulate  with  more  than  one  ending.  Other 
manuscripts  are  evidence  of  this. 
In  summary  of  the  analyses  and  conclusions  of  this  Chapter,  contrary  to  the  great  weight  of 
scholarly  opinion,  the  Epilogue  of  16.9-16,19-20a  is  not  only  original  to  Mark,  but  also  as 
important  to  Mark's  Gospel  as  his  Prologue.  It  completes  its  framing,  and  it  completes, 
therefore,  his  presentation. 
67  See  notes  3  and  4  of  this  Chapter. 
68  Refer  to  note  13  of  this  Chapter. 
69  See  note  4  of  this  Chapter. 290 
Chapter  Eight 
THE  GOSPEL  MATRIX  OF  DAYS  AND  SERIES  OF  DAYS: 
The  Results  of  Literary-structural  Analysis: 
We  gather  up  the  results  of  the  fiterary-structural  analyses  of  the  preceding  six  chapters  and, 
for  the  first  time,  take  a  look  at  the  Markan  Matrix.  The  Table  below  summarises  my  fmdings 
in  regard  to  the  schematic  arrangement  of  Days  and  Series  of  Days  in  the  Gospel  Narrative, 
1.2  1-16.8. 
Table  1:  The  Primary  Schematic  Structure  of  the  Gospel  Narrative: 
a  12  34  56  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28 
b  12  34  56  7  1  2345  67  12  34  56  7  12  34  567 
c  AB  B'  AB  B'  A  B  B'  A  B  B'  AB  B'  AB 
' 
B' 
' 
AB 
'  ' 
B'  AB  B' 
'  ' 
d  A  B  A!  AB  A'  A 
IB 
A!  A 
IB  I 
N 
e  A  B  B'  A! 
f  I  M  2 
119  3  112  4  239 
Key:  a  Days  of  the  Gospel  narrative; 
b  Days  of  the  Series  of  seven  days; 
C  Days  in  sub-Series  of  threes; 
d  Series  of  Days:  the  three  sections  of  each; 
e  Series  of  Days  of  the  Gospel  narrative; 
f  number  of  verses  of  the  four  Series. 
The  information  for  this  table  is  found  in  the  written  and  tabular  summaries  of  chapters  3  to  6. 
Clearly,  what  is  demonstrated  is  a  regular  and  systematic  presentation  on  Mark's  part  in  his 
construction  of  the  Series,  in  the  number  of  Days  they  comprise,  and  in  the  arrangement  of  the 
Days  within  the  Series.  In  terms  of  the  Series'  numbers  of  verses,  the  middle  two  Series 
balance  for  size  (compare  verses  119  and  112)  and  the  outer  two  reasonably  balance  as  the 
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Again,  from  the  written  and  tabular  summaries,  but  this  time  taken  from  chapters  2  to  7.  we 
can  establish  Mark's  Series'therne  plan  and  basic  structure  for  the  whole  of  his  Gospel: 
Table  2:  The  Markan  Matrix:  His  Series'  Theme  Plan  and  Basic  Structure: 
I  Prologue:  I 
1.1-20 
SERIESA:  Jesus'  First  Days  of  Mission,  con  fined  to  Galilee  and  the  region  of  its  Sea: 
Day  I  Day  2  Day  3  Day  4  Day  5  Day  6  Day  7 
1.21-38  1.39-45  2.1-22  2.23-3.6  3.7-4.41  5.1-20  5.21-43 
Sub-Series:  A:  1.21-2.22  B:  2.23-3.6  A':  3.7-5.43 
SERIES  B:  Davs  of  Increase  in  the  Mission  of  Jesus: 
Day  I  Day  2  Day  3  Day  4  Day  5  Day  6  Day  7 
6.1-29  6.30-52  1  6.53-7.23  1  7.24-30  1  7.31-37  8.1-21  8.22-26 
Sub-Series:  A:  6.1-7.23  B:  7.24-30  M  7.31-8.26 
SFRIFSHI.  -  The  Davs  of  Jesus'  Journevine  to  Jerusalem,  to  the  Cross  and  Glory: 
Day  f  Day  2  Day  3  Day  4  Day  5  Day  6  Day  7 
8.27-9.1  9.2-29  1  9.30-50  10.1-16  10.17-31___  1  10.32-45  1  10.46-52 
Sub-Series:  A:  8.27-9.50  B:  10.1-16  A':  10.17-52 
SERIESAI:  Jesus'  Jerusalem  Davs:  his  Passion  and  Resurrection: 
Day  I  Day  2  Day  3  Day  4  Day  5  Day  6  Day  7 
11.1-11  1  11.12-19 
_1 
11.20-13.37  1  14.1-11  14.12-72_  15.1-47  6.1-8 
Sub-Series:  A:  11.1-13.37  B:  14.1  -11  X:  14.12-16.8 
I  Epilogue:  I 
16.9-16, 
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For  the  "Days"  and  the  "Four  Seven-Day  Series"  of  the  Markan  Matrix  presented  separately 
and  more  comprehensively,  see  the  two  appendices.  In  these  charts  it  will  be  seen  also  that 
this  narrative  of  Four  Series  of  Seven  Days  is  framed  by  both  Prologue  and  Epilogue.  All 
these  presentations  afford  a  horizontal  reading  (across  the  page)  and  a  vertical  reading  (down 
the  page)  which,  with  annotations,  well  demonstrate  the  overall  form  and  contents  of  the 
Gospel.  We  may  describe  the  whole  as  Mark's  "rhetorical  plan".  In  my  summaries  of 
Chapters  6  and  7,1  found,  nevertheless,  that  the  Gospel's  basic  thematic  plan  could  be  reduced 
meaningfully  to  a  few  words.  For  the  first  time,  this  is  presented: 
Table  3:  The  Prologue:  The  Gospel  appears  to  be  for  the  Jews 
The  scheme  for  each  of  the  four  Series: 
first  sub-Series:  Jews  and  the  Old  Covenant 
turning  point:  Jews/Gentiles 
second  sub-Series:  the  New  Covenant  and  Gentiles 
The  Epilogue:  The  Gospel  is  for  the  World. 
I  risk  stating  this  so  simply.  Some  will  say  that  there  is  mention  of  "Jews"  here,  and  allusions 
to  "Gentiles"  there.  Yes,  but  the  above  does,  nevertheless,  reflect  Mark's  thematic  thrust  for 
the  three  parts  of  each  of  his  four  Series'  presentations,  and  it  does  reflect  the  effect  that  his 
Narrative  has  upon  the  difference  between  the  themes  of  his  Prologue  and  his  Epilogue.  In  the 
outer  Series,  as  I  have  identified  in  my  summaries  of  the  four  Series,  Series  A  and  A'  display 
Markan  'arrangement'  after  the  manner  of  an  Aristotelian  understanding  of  the  structure  of  a 
Greek  Tragedy:  the  first  sub-Series  is  the  'complicatiorf,  the  middle  day  is  the  'turning  point', 
and  the  second  sub-Series  is  the  'denouement'.  The  middle  two  Series,  B  and  13%  simply 
display  the  same  balance  of  contents  structurally.  I  arn  not  tempted  to  describe  them  in  the 
same  way  as  Series  A  and  X.  Here  too  "rigidity"  and  "flexibility"  on  Mark's  part  is  exhibited. 
According  to  Best',  both  Faffer  and  Carrington  envisaged  "rigid  planning"  on  Mark's  part, 
though  they  came  to  very  different  conclusions.  Farrer'  suggested  a  scheme  based  on 
numerology  in  relation  to  miracles  and  five-paragraph  sectionalising.  Carrington'  pursued  the 
possibility  that  the  order  of  the  material  was  dictated  by  the  liturgical  needs  of  the  church.  The 
I  Best,  Mark.  the  Gospel  as  Story,  p.  107. 
2  Farrer,  A  Study  in  St  Mark.. 
3  P.  Carrington,  77ie  Primitive  Christian  Calendar:  A  Study  in  the  Making  of  the  Markan  Gospel, 
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Markan  matrix  which  is  presented  here  (Prologue,  four  Series  of  seven  Days,  Epilogue)  might 
properly  be  described  as  "rigid",  and  Mark's  presentational  method,  for  its  ABB'  form,  is  one 
that  might  be  termed  "rigid",  but  the  evidence  shows  flexibility,  nevertheless,  on  Mark's  part  as 
he  composed  his  Day-reports.  His  "rhetorical"  and  "rigid"  plan  did  not  strait-jacket  him.  We 
consider  this  feature  in  the  next  few  summary  tables: 
Table  4:  Number  and  Order  of  Verses  of  "Days": 
Day  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
14th  24th  I  Oth  19th  2nd  12th  8th 
Series  A  18  verses  7  22  12  70  20  23 
5th  8th  7th  24th  24th  Ilth  28th 
B  29  23  27  7  7  21  5 
18th  6th  13th  15th  16th  17th  24th 
B'  13  28  19  16  15  14  7 
20th  22nd  I  st  20th  3rd  4th  22nd 
A'  11  8  94  11  61  46  8 
The  range  of  verses  is  from  5,  for  the  seventh  Day  of  Series  B,  to  94,  for  the  third  Day  of 
Series  X.  The  factor  of  difference  is  nearly  19.  On  this  basis  alone,  it  would  be  improper  to 
call  Mark's  compositional  approach  "rigid".  Even  when  we  consider  the  numbers  of  verses  of 
Days  within  the  Series  themselves  (as  we  perhaps  should,  judging  their  weight  within  the  local 
setting  of  each  Series  and  not  the  Gospel  as  a  whole)  the  ranges  are  still  more  variable  and  the 
factors  of  difference  are  still  greater  than  we  might  have  expected  them  to  be  in  a  planned 
presentation: 
Range: 
Series  A:  7  to  70  verses 
Series  B:  5  to  29 
Series  B':  7  to  28 
Series  A':  8  to  94 
Factor  of  difference: 
10 
just  less  than  6 
4 
just  less  than  12. 
From  these  results  of  analysis,  because  the  factors  of  difference  are  less  for  the  two  middle 
Series,  we  mayjudge  that  Mark  exercised  greater  control  over  these  Series  than  the  outer  two. 294 
Table  5:  Number  and  Order  of  Verses  of  Sub-Series  of  three-somes  of  Days  and  of 
Verses  per  Series  of  Seven  Days: 
A  B  A' 
Series:  A:  B:  B'  A:  B:  B'  Totals: 
6th  2nd  2nd 
A  47  12  113  172 
4th  8th  3rd 
B  79  7  33  119 
5th  7th  4th 
B'  60  16  36  112 
2nd  I  st  I  st 
A!  113  11  115  239 
Again  we  discern  a  Series'range  overaH  of  112  verses  for  Series  B'and  239  verses  for  Series 
W,  and  a  sub-Series  range  of  33  verses  for  the  second  (A')  of  Series  B  and  115  verses  for  the 
second  (N)  of  Series  A'.  Mark's  "rhetorical  plan"  has  not  strait-jacketed  him:  where  he  has 
had  more  material  to  present,  his  rhetorical  method  has  been  flexible  enough  to  cope  with  it. 
A  ewas  discussed  in  the  summaries  of  the  analyses  of  each  Series,  it  is  necessary  to  conclude  LO 
that  Mark  was  not  as  interested  in  quantitative  balance  of  composition  as  he  was  with 
completing  his  constructions,  whether  at  the  level  of  ABA!  (for  sub-Series  A,  pivotal  Day  B, 
sub-Series  B'),  or  at  the  level  of  ABB'  (for  the  sub-Series:  Day  A,  Day  B,  Day  B'),  or  at  the 
level  of  his  Day  compositions  (which  we  will  summarise  below).  Though  we  have  noted 
above  already  that  the  inner  two  Series  compare  well  for  overall  size  and  the  outer  two  also,  it 
is  not  so  much  in  terms  of  their  number  of  verses,  but  rather  in  terms  of  their  contents, 
thematic  and  detailed,  that  balance  is  perceived  in  turn  between  the  inner  two  Series,  the  outer 
two  Series,  and  also  the  Prologue  and  Epilogue: 295 
Table  6:  Fundamental  Correspondences  between  the  Series'  Days,  Prologue  and 
Epilogue: 
p 
A  2  3  4  5  6  7 
kt  m  Ix  (y)  H  Gtx  (z)  n  F 
B  2  3  4  5  6  7' 
As  B  w  c  Sw  D  E 
B'  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
Ar  B  v  c  rv  Dp  E 
X  2  3  4  5  6  7 
kq  m  Iu  (Z)  H  Gqu  (y)  np  F 
E 
In  this  table,  I  have  attempted  to  represent:  by  same  capital  letter  annotation,  the  primary 
correspondences  between  Days  in  the  balancing  Series;  by  same  lower  case  letter,  significant 
further  correspondences  Day  to  Day;  and  by  bracketed,  lower  case  letters,  the  principle 
diagonal  relationships  of  Days.  The  table  attempts  to  summarise  those  correspondences  that 
we  observed  in  the  Series'  summaries  (see  the  concluding  presentations  of  chapters  5,6  and 
7).  The  two  charts  of  the  separate  Appendices  display  some  of  the  salient  points  of  contact 
between  the  Series  and  the  Days.  Mark  has  employed  rhetorical  techniques  whereby 
correspondences  establish:  in  the  first  place,  the  beginnings  and  ends  of  his  Series;  in  the 
second,  the  beginnings  of  his  Series'  sub-Series;  in  the  third,  'transitional  smoothings'  in  Days 
three  and  five  of  his  Series,  around  a  central  Day  four;  and  in  the  fourth,  relationships 
between  his  outer  Series  which  are  of  a  diagonal  kind.  Further,  consider  my  extended  list  of 
Farrer's  identifications,  of  progressive  and  corresponding  details  in  the  comparison  of  the  First 
and  the  Fourth  Series  of  Seven  Days  (in  chapter  6):  many  do  not  correspond  Day  to  Day. 
Mark  has  exercised  freedom  too,  and  has  not  been  bound  to  balancing  every  detail  and 
sub-theme  in  his  scheme.  But  what  it  clearly  suggests  is  that  as  he  composed  one  Series,  he 
had  the  other  to  hand  as  he  did  so.  He  was  guided  by  it,  but  he  did  not  feel  required  to  follow 
it  slavishly.  It  is,  of  course,  impossible  to  summarise  here  all  the  many  correspondences,  and 296 
the  functions  of  them  all.  My  analyses  of  the  Days  themselves  will  have  to  be  gone  through 
again  and  again. 
In  the  same  vein,  we  can  consider  the  structures  of  Mark's  Days,  Prologue  and  Epflogue,  as 
taken  from  the  summary  tables  in  chapters  2  to  7: 
Table  7:  The  Structures  of  the  Gospel's  Component  Parts: 
p 
A 
A  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
A/W  A  A/A!  A/A'  jkN/,  AA'  A/A'  ABB' 
B  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
AW  ABB'  ABB'  A  A  A/A'  A 
B'  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
A/A'  AA/AA'  ABB'  A  A  A  A 
A!  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
AW  A  AW  A  ABB'  A/A'  A 
E 
A 
Mark  has  not  "rigidly"  stayed  with  the  same  presentational-pattern  for  each  component  part  of 
his  scheme,  though  we  can  discem  that  his  Prologue  and  his  Epilogue  follow  the  same 
arrangement  as  each  other,  and  most  significantly,  perhaps,  also  his  first  Day's  tellings  of  each 
of  his  Series.  He  has  begun  his  four  Series  "rigidly",  but  he  has  not  kept  "rigidly"  to  repeating 
the  same  throughout.  He  has  kept,  however,  to  his  ABB'  rhetorical  method  throughout,  by 
which  he  created  his  scheme's  component  parts  to  a  variety  of  forms.  They  are  fisted  below,  in 
their  fornis  and  occurrence: 
Style  IA  13  times  used 
2  A/A!  10 
3  AA!  /AA!  2 
4  ABB'  5 
use  above  the  sarne  annotation  as  in  the  sumrnary  tables  (at  the  end  of  chapters  3  to  7).  Each 
of  the  letters  above  represent  an  ABB'  form  Style  I  is,  therefore,  Mark's  simple  style,  ABB', 
which  he  has  used  most  of  all.  The  remaining  styles  are  compound  versions: 297 
Style  2  ABB/ABB'  (in  an  A/A'sequence) 
3  ABB':  ABB/ABB':  ABB'  (in  an  AA'/AA'sequence) 
4  ABB':  ABB':  ABB'(ffi  an  ABB'sequence). 
We  now  chart  Mark's  rhetorical  styles,  for  each  level  of  Literary  Order,  and  we  discern  both 
'repetitioif  and  'varietý: 
Table  8:  The  Gospel's  Literary  Orders: 
I 
P:  A:  B:  B'A':  E 
The  Gospel:  comprising  Prologue, 
Gospel  Narrative  and  Epilogue 
2 
A:  B:  BI:  A'  The  Series  of  the  Gospel  Narrative 
'  I 
A:  B:  A'  Series,  in  sub-division 
41  (ABB')  (-)  (ABB')  Days  in  Series  of  sevens 
51  A;  A/A'-,  AA/AA';  ABB'  Days'  sections 
61  ABB'  Days'  sectional  sub-divisions 
7  app';  apyy'p'd  sub-sectional  divisions 
8  [a]  [P]  [P*I;  [a)  [d];  [a]  [p]  [fV1  [d]  parts 
9  [.  a]  [.  P1  [.  P'l;  [.  a]  I.  c(];  [.  a]  [.  P1  [.  yl....  U1  sub-parts 
10  [..  a]  [..  Pl  [..  a]  [..  c(];  [..  a]  sub-sub-parts 
II  [ 
...  a]  [ 
... 
PI  [ 
... 
P,  1;  [ 
...  a]  [ 
...  C(I  sub-sub-sub-parts 
At  the  lower  levels  of  Literary  Order,  we  observe  Mark's  fundamental  employment  of  his 
rhetorical  style:  denote  it  ABB'  or  app",  no  difference  is  intended  to  be  expressed,  save  that 
the  lower  case  Greek  is  used  in  my  presentations  of  the  results  of  my  fiterary-structural 
analysis  for  each  Day,  once  the  sectional  and  the  sub-sectional  divisions  of  the  Days  are 
defmed.  (The  table  itself,  in  other  words,  reflects  the  annotational  method  I  used  throughout 
my  examinations  of  the  text  in  chapters  2  to  7.  )  This  chart  demonstrates  how  at  the  lower 
levels  of  literary  order,  Mark  does  employ  two  altematives  to  his  app'  method:  apyft,  which 
is  a  listing  of  parts;  and  apyy"P'a',  which  is  a  chiasm  of  parts.  He  in  fact  uses  these  very 
sparingly  indeed.  Only  at  level  five  (AW,  AA!  /AA!  ),  and  at  the  lower  levels  of  8  downwards 
Oal  [al,  etc.  ),  does  he  exhibit  a  further,  and  frequently  used  method,  which  is  a  simple 
parallelism  of  parts  (see  page  22,  for  similar  examples  from  the  Genesis  creation  account). 298 
We  briefly  discuss  these  presentational  methods.  Undoubtedly,  Mark's  preferred  method  of 
presentation  is  that  of  app"  (and  at  other  levels:  [a]  [P]  [P'  I  and  so  on)  where  a  is  the 
introductory  part,  P  is  the  first  development,  and  0'  is  the  second  and  concluding/completing 
development.  It  is  found  in  profusion,  and  there  is  much  indication  that  he  filled  out  his 
presentation  to  achieve  it,  again  and  again:  consider  two  examples: 
11.1  [a)  Kai  OTE 
, 
tyytýouortv  Eig  'li:  poa6AuVa  [P]  Ef;  BqOýayý  Kai  B90avtav 
[PI  Trp6g  T6  "OpOg  TCOV  'EAatCjv...,  and 
12.35  [.  a]  Kai  diToKptOEL;  [.  P1  6  '19coOg  EAqEv  [.  P'l  8t8aCFKWV  &  TQ  IEPQ... 
The  [a]  [al  method  of  presentation  (at  literary  level  order  8,  and  below,  [.  a]  Lal  and  so  on)  is 
used  regularly  by  Mark,  but  its  use  is  particularly  associated:  in  [a]  introducing  direct  speech, 
and  in  [al  reporting  the  speech  itself,  and  with  the  beginnings  and  endings  of  sections  where 
an  emphasis  is  intended  (for  good  examples  of  this,  see  the  beginnings  and  endings  of  the  three 
sections  of  the  prologue).  Only  once  in  the  whole  of  the  Gospel  does  Mark  use  his  [a]  [al 
method  of  presentation  at  literary  level  order  7  where  it  is,  therefore,  designated  am'.  It  is 
found  at  11.9,10,  where  it  introduces  (in  a)  and  presents  (in  ce)  a  chiasm.  It  is  at  the  point  of 
Jesus'  entry  into  Jerusalem,  where  Mark  demonstrates  a  preference  to  accentuate  the  telling 
(of  the  shouts  of  the  crowd)  with  a  different  form  of  construction,  for  maximum  effect. 
He  used  'chiasms'  very  sparingly  indeed.  Contrary  to  Dewey,  Marcus  el  al,  who  read  many 
chiasms,  or  concentric  structures  in  Mark!  s  Gospel,  in  the  details  and  in  the 
'medium-structures'  (we  shall  call  them),  my  literary-structural  examination  of  the  text  has 
revealed  only  two  detailed  chiasms,  5.3-5  (aPyy`P'a7,  the  description  of  the  demoniac's  state) 
and  I  1.9b,  10  Oal  [P]  [PI  [a"  1,  see  above),  and  none  at  the  level  of  'medium  structure'.  In  the 
planning  of  his  Series,  however,  Mark  did  employ  chiasm  in  that  he  established  a  middle, 
pivotal  Day  as  his  'turning  point',  around  which  he  created  sub-Series  of  three  Days,  in 
balance.  In  the  planning  of  the  Gospers  framework,  he  also  employed  chiasm,  centring  two 
balancing  middle  Series,  around  which  he  placed  two  balancing  outer  Series,  all  of  which  he 
framed  with  the  Prologue  and  the  Epilogue.  Chiasm  is  one  of  Mark's  literary  tools,  but  his 
employment  of  it  is  near-restricted  to  the  higher  levels  of  literary  order,  and  not  the  middle  or 
lower  orders.  - 
As  with  chiasms  so  also  Mark  used  'listings'  very  sparingly:  I  find  them  only: 299 
in  Series  A,  at  3.16-19:  [..  a]  1--tl 
at  4.3b-8: 
at  4.14-20: 
in  Series  B,  at  7.21b,  22: 
the  appointing  of  the  'twelve'; 
the  parable  of  the  'sower'; 
the  interpretation  of  the  parable; 
six  plural  and 
six  singular  ternis  (on'what  defile'). 
Five  fistings,  in  four  references,  are  aU  that  Mark  created. 
In  the  analysis  of  the  Gospel  text  (chapters  2-7)  1  identified  a  number  of  rhetorical  devices 
which  Mark  employed  as  signifiers  of  his  structuring,  in  opening  new  Days'  tellings  and  in 
organising  his  Days'  reports  into  sections.  They  were  discussed  as  they  arose  out  of  the  text 
and  were  summarised  at  the  conclusions  of  the  presentations  of  the  Series  in  which  they  were 
identified.  (See  particularly  the  Addendums  of  the  first,  second  and  fourth  Series.  )  We  review 
only  one  of  these  devices  here,  that  of  parechesis,  Mark's  repetitions  of  the  oO  sound. 
Examples  are  found  at: 
Prologue:  1.1-3 
Series  B:  6.1 
Series  B':  8.27 
(Series  A'  12.36 
13.1/3 
14.2/3 
Epilogue:  16.19b,  20a 
the  opening  of  the  Gospel; 
the  opening; 
the  opening; 
quote  from  Ps  I  10.1  in  Day  24; 
the  opening  of  Day  24's  second  half, 
the  opening  of  Day  25); 
the  closing  of  the  Gospel. 
It  may  be  recognised,  of  course,  that  the  genitive  absolute  wherever  it  is  used  repeats  the  oO 
sound,  but  the  identification  of  parechesis  depends  on  other  than  this  in  the  above  cases.  The 
genitive  absolute  is  found  at  16.1,  the  beginning  of  a  new  Day's  telling  (the  last  in  Mark's 
presentation),  but  the  oO  sound  there  is  not  developed  by  Mark:  he  does  not  intend  his 
audience  to  differentiate  it  there  from  other  sounds.  Parechesis  is  a  feature  of  Mark's 
presentation  with  which  he,  fiteraUy,  begins  and  ends  his  Gospel,  and  with  which  he  identifies 
for  his  audience  the  two  openings  to  his  middle  Series.  In  the  longer,  concluding  Series  A,  he 
retains  one  usage  which  he  finds  in  a  quotation  from  the  Psalms  (12.36),  he  introduces  one 
(which  we  may  note  is  not  complete,  for  reasons  of  v.  2's  separating  of  the  sounds)  to  begin  the 
second  half  of  his  longest  presentation  of  a  Day  (Day  Twenty-four,  11.220-13.37,94  verses), 
and  includes  another  (which  is  not  complete,  for  reasons  of  v.  I's  omission  of  the  sounds)  at 
the  beginning  of  the  middle  Day's  teffing  (Day  Twenty-five,  14.1  -11).  It  may  be  judged  that 
Mark's  creation  of  parechesis,  where  it  is  complete,  is  wholly  consistent.  it  so  proves  to  be  an 
important  rhetorical  device,  which  we  can  find  amongst  historical  presents,  imperfects, 300 
three-step  progressions,  opening  fonnulae,  etc.,  in  his  well-equipped  (rhetorical)  tool  box. 
Without  it,  we  would  be  without  major  supporting  evidence  of  structural  division. 
Fundamental  to  completing  the  exercise  of  gathering  up  the  results  of  literary-structural 
analysis  is  a  consideration  of  what  Mark  understood  to  be  the  total  number  of  days  Jesus' 
mission  covered.  In  his  telling  of  only  four  Series  of  Seven  Days,  there  is  indication  that  he 
presented  his  work  so  as  to  suggest  that  he  was  telling  only  the  most  significant.  At  the 
conclusion  of  the  analysis  of  each  of  the  Series,  I  explored  the  introductory  pieces  to  each  of 
the  Days  which  are  the  only  points  in  the  Gospel  narrative  where  Mark  included  information 
of  this  kind.  Because  the  Prologue  and  the  Epilogue  each  cover  a  number  of  days,  their  full 
texts  had  to  be  considered  also.  The  following  is  a  summary  of  estimates  made: 
Prologue:  fifty  days; 
Series  A:  many  weeks; 
Series  B:  several  weeks; 
Series  B':  several  weeks; 
Series  X:  ten/eleven  days  minimum; 
Epilogue:  seven  days  minimum. 
Due  to  the  fact  that  Mark  has  not  attempted  to  define  the  passing  of  days  with  the  same 
exactitude  in  all  cases  (as  in  1.13,8.1/2,9.2,11.12,20,14.1,12,15.1,16.1/2),  and  due  to  the 
fact  that  some  of  these  may  be  more  symbolic,  or  typological  than  historical  (e.  g.  1.13:  "forty 
days";  and  also  9.2:  "And  after  six  days"),  we  should  not  attempt  to  add  up  the  days  and  the 
weeks  of  Jesus'  mission  with  a  calculator,  and  pretend  that  we  have  a  view  on  Mark's 
understanding  of  how  long  it  actually  took.  Rather,  this  is  as  far  as  this  exercise  should 
properly  go.  We  may  estimate  only  that  Mark  might  have  understood  the  story  he  tells  (in 
Prologue,  twenty-eight  Days,  and  Epilogue)  to  have  covered  possibly  twelve  months,  or  so  4. 
For  Mark!  s  travelogue  of  Jesus,  see  my  map  on  the  following  page  which  plots  the  Gospers 
mentions  of  geographical  places  according  to  Days  and  framing  sections. 
In  the  light  of  all  these  results,  we  now  revisit  the  issues  that  were  addressed  in  the 
Introduction,  the  issues,  that  is,  that  have  been  taxing  Markan  scholarship  for  the  whole  era  of 
modem  biblical  critical  studies. 
4  Schmidt  suggests  a  minimum  of  one  year:  Der  Rahmen...,  p.  190.  He  and  Hall  (The  Gospel 
Frame%vrk..,  p-55)  make  much  of  2.23-28,  for  its  suggesting  a  harvest  time  in  the  year  previous  to  the 
Passover.  Without  it,  they  both  say  that  Mark's  telling  could  have  covered  only  a  few  months.  InIDB  Vol.  2, 
on  "Harvest",  p.  527,  suggests  a  date  up  to  the  end  of  June:  that  would  suggest  an  occurrence  for  this  scene, 
nine  to  ten  months  before  the  Passover. 301 
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Fundamental  Questions  in  the  Study  of  Mark's  Gospel,  Re-visited: 
In  my  Introduction,  I  presented  the  case  that  fundamental  questions  remained  unanswered  in 
regard  to  Mark's  Gospel,  even  though  the  methodological  tool-box  of  biblical  critics  was  full 
to  overflowing.  A  brief  survey  of  the  findings  of  scholarship  on  Mark's  leading  idea.  and  on 
his  theological,  literary  and  compositional  abilities  shows  that  there  is  the  widest  possible 
range  of  views,  and  much  contradiction.  Though  many  had  been  examining  Mark's  Gospel,  by 
many  different  approaches,  an  analysis  of  the  text  of  Mark's  Gospel,  and  the  text  alone  was 
still  needed,  if  progress  was  to  be  made  on  these  issues. 
Now  that  my  literary-structural  analysis  of  the  text  is  completed,  and  that  the  results  of  it  have 
been  gathered  together,  the  fundamental  questions  can  be  re-visited  to  see  if  there  is 
indication,  or  not,  of  its  being  helpful.  For  the  purpose  of  this  critique,  I  consider  the  five 
aspects  of  the  practice  of  ancient  rhetoric,  as  presented  in  my  Introduction:  'inventiod, 
'arrangement',  'style',  'memory'  and  'delivery.  I  have  two  reasons  for  taking  this  approach. 
Though  my  analysis  of  Mark's  text  has  been  fundamentally  literary-structural  from  the 
beginning,  it  has  been  informed  increasingly  by  the  rules  of  ancient  rhetoric,  as  Mark  more  and 
more  demonstrated  himself  to  be  an  exponent  of  the  ancient  writing  art.  A  full  rhetorical 
analysis  appears  now  possible:  it  will  be  furthered  itself,  therefore,  by  this  kind  of  concluding 
examination.  Additionally,  any  assessment  of  Mark's  skills  and  abilities  is  only  appropriately 
made  with  true  regard  to  the  practice  and  purpose  of  rhetoric  in  the  first  century.  My  analysis 
does  demonstrate  that  Mark  was  well  schooled  in  ancient  rhetoric'.  His  skills  and  abilities  in 
literary  and  theological  matters  cannot  be  properly  compared  with  twentieth  century 
scholarship,  in  the  first  instance. 
'Invention': 
'Invention'  in  ancient  rhetoric  is  the  first  stage  of  composition  when  thoughts  and  arguments 
are  marshalled,  and  when  basic  themes  are  chosen.  The  'leading  idea',  or  the  purpose  of  the 
5  Best,  Mark.,  the  GospeL,  p.  107;  see  also  Kennedy,  New  Testament  Interpretation-,  P.  102:  in 
discussing  whether  or  not  Mark  may  have  used  the  methods  of  the  rhetoricians,  they  say  that  we  must  allow 
that  even  if  Mark  had  not  attended  a  school  where  rhetoric  was  taught  and  it  is  most  unlikely  that  he  had,  some 
of  the  broader  principles  of  composition  would  have  percolated  down  from  these  schools  to  the  general  public. 
My  analysis  shows  that  we  can  be  more  certain  than  this. 
We  recall  Tolbert's  arguments  (Sowing  the  GospeL..  )  for  the  two  major  formative  influences  of 
Greco-Roman  rhetoric  and  popular  culture,  on  Mark.  See  my  Introduction,  pages  18,19. 303 
book  is  established  at  this  stage.  'Invention!  was  the  conceptual  stage  in  the  process  of 
composition.  Decisions  had  to  be  taken  on  the  subject  to  be  elaborated,  and  how  it  was  going 
to  be  promoted. 
Table  3  above  may  be  said  to  disclose  what  Mark  chose  primarily  for  his  literary  and 
theological  task.  And  it  will  have  been  one  task.  The  theme  of  his  book  was  "Good  News". 
His  book  would  demonstrate  how,  in  the  beginning,  it  was  presented  to  the  Jews,  but  in  the 
end,  it  was  for  presenting  to  the  whole  World.  The  Prologue  would  cover  the  former,  the 
Epilogue  the  latter,  and  in  his  narrative  between,  he  would  develop  a  series  of  presentations 
which  would  begin  with  the  Jews  and  Old  Covenant  issues;  they  would  develop  through  a 
turning  point  concerned  with  both  Jews  and  Gentiles;  and  he  would  end  them  with  the 
Gentiles  and  New  Covenant  issues.  (My  reading  of  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles  well 
demonstrates  something  very  similar:  the  scheme  is  'Jerusalem/Antioch/Rome).  The  "bad 
news"  that  he  would  counter  would  be  the  Fall  of  Jerusalem,  the  destruction  of  the  temple, 
and  what  appeared  to  be  the  end  of  Judaism.  He  would  re-interpret  it  as  Good  News  not  only 
for  the  Gentiles,  but  also  for  the  Jews. 
His  exchange  of  the  word  "world"  for  "Gentiles"  in  the  concluding  of  his  last  Series,  and  his 
use  of  the  word,  "world"  in  his  Epilogue,  would  show  that  the  New  Covenant  was  for  all,  not 
just  the  Gentiles.  He  would  show  how  both  Jews  and  Gentiles  were  complicit  in  the  death  of 
the  story's  central  character.  Through  this  death,  his  audience  will  know  that  God  establishes 
the  New  Covenant.  In  presenting  Jesus,  at  the  point  of  his  dying,  as  the  Son  of  God,  he  would 
demonstrate  that  for  the  "world",  it  was  an  act  of  New  Creation  like  that  at  the  time  of  Noah. 
The  creation  account  would  have  its  reference  and  allusion.  He  would  show  how  God  should 
be  seen  to  have  dealt  with  evil  in  the  world,  in  this  new  way. 
For  his  supporting  arguments,  he  would  explore  possibilities  in  the  Old  Covenant  scriptures, 
particularly  the  Genesis  account  of  creation,  and  I  and  2  Kings  for  the  earlier  prophets,  but 
also  the  Psalms  and  the  Prophets  as  well,  which  he  would  use  by  allusion  and  direct  quotation, 
and  maybe  by  reference  too. 
6  Palmer,  Sliced  Bread,  pp.  49-86. 304 
For  his  presentation  of  his  argument,  he  would  choose  to  tell  his  story  in  Series  of  "Days".  as 
in  the  creation  account'.  The  'twenty-seventh  day'  in  his  account  would  replicate  that  in  the 
account  of  Noah,  as  a  day  of  new  creation.  The  book  would  be  expressive  of  the  "Day  of  the 
Lord"'.  a  day  of  both  judgement  and  salvation.  A  teHing  in  Days  would  be  understood  not 
only  by  the  Jews,  but  also  by  the  Greeks  who  had  their  epic"  about  their  origins,  which  was 
told  in  Days. 
'Arrangement': 
'Arrangement'  was  as  important  and  creative  a  process  as  'invention'.  In  actual  practice,  each 
influenced  the  other  in  the  work  of  composition.  The  task  was  to  establish  order  so  that  the 
themes,  their  content,  and  their  development  could  be  expressed  clearly.  There  were  standard 
skeletal  outlines  to  choose  from,  but  developments  of  these  were  possible.  Once  established, 
the  outline  would  normally  have  been  hidden,  so  that  the  story  unfolded  smoothly. 
Tables  I  and  2  represent  Mark!  s  'arrangement'.  Tables  4  to  8  qua*  his  'arrangement'  with 
descriptions  of  the  end  results  of  his  compositional  process.  He  chose  for  his  narrative, 
1.21-16.8,  a  scheme  of  four  Series  of  seven  Days;  and  for  each  of  his  Series,  he  chose  two 
sub-Series  of  three  Days  which  would  He  each  side  of  his  middle  Day  and  'turning  point'  of  the 
Series.  It  is  likely  that  Mark  Bed  this  Series'  scheme  simply'off  the  peg'.  It  is  representative 
of  Homer's  scheme  for  his  Iliad  (Books  2-8;  9;  10-23:  three  Days;  one  Day;  three  Days)", 
and  we  can  deduce,  therefore,  that  it  had  been  used  many  times  over  in  the  intervening  eight 
centuries.  In  creating  his  four  Series  in  the  form  of  ABBW,  it  is  again  likely  that  he  chose  it 
from  a  stock  of  standard  outlines.  Both  these  'arrangements'  are  described  today  as  chiastic". 
7  See  my  Introduction,  pages  21,22,  and  Chapter  Seven,  pages  283,284,  but  also  page  124:  Mark  does 
not  present  a'week'of  days  as  such  for  each  Series;  rather  he  presents  a'stage'fphase'  in  the  mission  of  Jesus, 
which  is'completed'by  his  telling  of  specifically'seven'  Days. 
8  Gen.  8.14-9.17. 
9  See  note  4  in  the  examination  of  the  Third  Series  and  Day  Fifteen,  and  discussion  in  the  text  on  the 
suggestion  of  Best,  and  in  particular  of  Marcus  who  considers  the  Gospel  to  be  "The  Way  of  the  Lord".  For 
"the  Day  of  the  Lord"  and  "the  Day  of  Judgement",  see  Isaiah,  Jer.,  Lam.  Ezk.,  Hos.,  Joel,  Amos,  Zeph.  and 
Zech.;  for  "the  coming  of  the  great  and  dreadful  day",  see  Mal.  4.5. 
10  Homer's  Iliad.  It  has  been  viewed  as  the'Old  Testament'  of  the  Greek's  (A.  Sinclair,  p.  xiii)  because  it 
isjudged  to  have  presented  to  an  ancient  people  their  origins  -  in  ancient  myths,  legends  and,  as  a  result  of 
archeological  discoveries,  much  history  too.  We  may  judge  from  the  contents  of  his  Gospel  that  Mark's 
theological  work  similarly  and  creatively  combines  these  three  elements  too,  for  the  purpose  of  presenting  the 
origins  of  what  was  expected  to  be  (and  what  has  proved  to  be)  a  new,  universal  nationhood.  See  also  my 
introduction,  pages  23,24. 
11  See  my  Introduction,  page  23. 
12  For  earlier  designations  for'chiasm',  see  Ian  H.  Thomson,  Chiasmus...,  pp.  12-16. 305 
Table  2  demonstrates  Mark's  use  of  this  'arrangement',  for  presenting  four  stages  in  Jesus' 
Mission.  As  we  have  seen  in  the  summaries  of  Chapter  6,  the  outer  two  Series  balance,  by 
way  of  a  prefiguring  in  the  former,  and  a  fulfillffig  in  the  latter.  The  summaries  of  Chapter  5, 
demonstrate  the  balance  between  the  two  middle  Series.  Mark  demonstrates  employment  of 
'chiasrn'  (like  Homer")  in  his  larger  constructions.  His  use  of  them  elsewhere,  in  what  I 
describe  as  the  lower  levels  of  literary  order,  is  restricted  to  two  (see  page  298). 
Because  Mark  creates  a  compound  of  the  two  chiastic  forms,  and  creates  a  'four  times  seven' 
scheme,  we  have  to  consider  if  he  intended  that  his  scheme  carried  meaning".  As  we  have 
seen  already,  under  Day  Thirteen,  in  Series  Two,  Mark  does  well  demonstrate  an  interest  in 
numerology  (see  8.16-21).  He  sets  the  numerical  details  of  the  'feedings'  in  such  a  fashion  as 
to  create  a  numerological  conundrum,  which  requires  solution  by  those  who  are  listening  (for 
my  solution,  see  under  Day  Thirteen).  As  'seven'  is  a  sacred  number  in  many  of  the  world's 
religions,  and  as  it  stands  for  Tulfilment'  and  'completion'  in  Hebrew-usage"  we,  who  have  not 
been  encouraged  in  the  modem  Western  world  to  think  in  these  terms,  do  have  to  consider 
seriously  Mark's  reason  for  using  it  in  his  rhetorical  plan.  Given  also  the  meaning  of  'four' 
which  is  another  sacred  number  expressing  'universality'  in  many  of  the  world's  first  century 
religions  (in  Hebrew-terms  expressive  of  the  'four  winds'  and,  therefore,  the  four  points  of  the 
compass),  we  do  have  to  consider  the  possibility  that  Mark  intended  a  'deep  meaning'  for  his 
'four'  by'severf  narrative  scheme.  Such  symbolical  arithmetic  translates,  'the  fulfilment  for  the 
world  of  the  divine  plan'.  It  does  at  least  accord  with  the  leading  idea  expressed  above. 
FinaUy,  we  observed  in  the  summaries  of  Chapters  3  and  6,  and  in  the  summary  above  (page 
292),  that  the  three-part  arrangement  of  Mark's  outer  Series  can  be  read  as  the  'complicatiod, 
the  'turning  point',  and  the  'denouement'  of  the  Greek  Tragedy  play.  It  is  another  form  which 
he  could  have  lifted  simply'off  the  peg. 
13  For  examples  of  balance  we  have:  from  Homer's  first  book,  'the  treatment  of  Chryses,  and  from  his 
last  book  (the  twenty-fourth)'the  treatment  of  Priam';  and  from  the  same  books  in  turn  also,  'the  burning  of 
the  Achaian  ships'and'the  burning  of  Hector's  body'.  From  book  three,  'the  meeting  of  Menelaos  and  Paris!, 
compare  from  book  twenty-two,  'the  meeting  of  Hector  and  Achilles.  And  from  book  six,  'the  arming  of  Paris, 
compare  from  book  sixteen,  'the  arming  of  Patroclos'.  Homer's  chronological  scheme  makes  the  balancing 
"absolutely  explicit".  See  page  23  again. 
14  Consider  Rev.  18.11  ff.:  "the  merchants  of  the  earth  will  weep  and  mourn";  no-one  will  buy  any  of 
their  'twenty-eight'  items  of  trade.  Or  consider  the  twenty-eight'  days  of  the  lunar  month:  here  the  possibility 
that  Jesus,  or  his  mission,  is  likened  to  "the  lesser  light  to  govern  the  night"  (Gen.  1.16)  is  not  too  likely, 
compare  the  "sun  of  righteousness"  (Mal.  4.2). 
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,  style,: 
'Style'  was  also  a  matter  of  choice  to  the  rhetor.  There  were  many  methods  he  had  to  choose 
from  to  present  his  material  in  the  course  of  his  composition.  Mark's  first  choice  is 
unmistakably  an  ABB'  presentation.  See  Table  1,  for  his  application  of  this  in  his  sub-Scrics  of 
Days.  See  Table  7,  for  his  use  of  it  for  structuring  his  Gospel's  main  components:  Prologue, 
Days,  and  Epilogue.  Compounds  of  the  same  are  used  in  a  variety  of  ways.  See  Table  8,  for 
its  use  at  levels  of  literary  order,  4  down  to  11. 
Again  we  have  to  ask  if  he  meant  any  significance  in  using  it.  We  might  see  in  these  'threes' 
another'divine  number'.  'Threes'abound  in  Mark's  Gospel:  consider  the  mentions  of  "Peter, 
James  and  John".  Jesus'  three  days  in  the  tomb,  etc.,  etc.  ).  Next  to  the  number  'seven',  the 
number  most  frequently  used  in  connection  with  sacred  matters  is  'three.  This  number 
naturally  suggests  "the  idea  of  completeness  -  of  beginning,  middle  and  end".  "  Or  it  might  be 
that  Mark  adopts  the  scheme  simply  because  of  its  use  elsewhere,  as  in  the  Genesis  'creation 
account',  and  I  and  2  Kings".  The  latter  is  perhaps  more  likely. 
Very  occasionally  only  (see  above,  pages  297,298)  does  Mark  diverge  from  this  'style',  with 
listings  (five),  and  chiasms;  (two).  In  his  composite  Day  structures  (A/A',  AA/AA!  ),  he 
combines  it  with  simple  parallelism,  and  employs  the  same  also  in  his  lower  orders. 
'Style'  too  refers  to  the  matter  of  a  rhetor's  choice  of  grammar,  syntax,  and  the  selection  of 
ba  lancing/connecting  words.  At  the  end  of  Chapters  3  to  6,1  have  surnmarised  those  features 
of  'style'  that  Mark  chose  to  employ  to  signify  new  Days.  Elsewhere,  we  have  seen  how  he 
uses  parechesis,  anaphoras,  anastrophes,  historical  presents,  imperfects,  inclusios,  dualities, 
non-i(at,  sentence-beginnings,  three-step  progressions,  etc.  which  signify  sectional  and 
sub-sectional  beginnings  and  endings,  and  relationships.  Mark  employs  a  whole  armoury  of 
rhetorical  conventions  in  his  compositional  work. 
'Style'  like  'arrangement'  was  important:  as  a  matter  of  aesthetic;  also  for  its  mnemonic  value; 
and  for  its  persuasive  effect.  Marles  use  of  much  parataxis  and  koine  Greek  will  have  been  a 
choice  he  made,  in  order  to  ensure  'popular'  attention  to  his  presentation. 
16  Int.  DB,  Vol.  3,  p.  564. 
17  See  my  Introduction,  pages  17,18  and  23. 307 
'Memory'  and  'Delivery': 
We  take  'memory'  and  'delivery'  together.  'Arrangement'  and  'style'  will  have  assisted  the 
reader's  memorising  of  the  story,  for  natural  delivery",  taking  account  of  breathing  rhythms, 
the  need  for  movements  of  quiet,  reflective  presentation,  and  others  for  crescendo  and  climax. 
Mark  had  to  produce  his  "Gospel"  for  public  performance,  in  an  oral-aural  culture.  It  is 
proper  that  we  remind  ourselves  of  this  fact. 
Mark's  Literary  and  Compositional  Abilities: 
For  Mark's  audience,  therefore,  there  is  order  in  the  presentation,  but  it  is  not  tedious.  In  the 
Introduction,  we  asked,  "How  was  a  Gospel  to  function"  in  a  first  century  world  of  few 
readers  and  of  few  book-owners?  We  deduce  that  Mark's  plan  and  method  were  much 
influenced  by  the  requirements  then.  If  any  literature  was  to  stand  a  chance  of  popular 
circulation,  it  had  to  have  a  good  story-fine;  it  also  had  to  be  written  in  such  a  way  that  it 
could  be  well  presented  orally.  It  needed,  therefore,  a  rhythmic,  repetitive  structure  and  an 
engaging  style.  Mark's  Gospel  has  'the  story'  and  the  technical  qualities  for  popular  listening. 
Mark  has  been  credited  in  the  past,  with  creating  a  new,  literary  genre,  Gospel,  but  we  note 
Bultmands  judgement  which  has  been  supported  by  many  over  the  years,  that  "Mark  is  not 
sufficiently  master  of  his  material  to  be  able  to  venture  on  a  systematic  construction  himself.  "" 
Meagher,  much  more  recently,  has  judged  Mark's  Gospel  to  be  "a  clumsy  construction",  that  it 
has  "an  air  of  great  ordinariness"  and  that  it  "is  not  egregiously  bad...  nor  memorably  good"  as 
a  literary  work".  It  would  seem  that  not  a  few  judgements  of  Mark's  literary  and 
compositional  abilities  will  need  to  be  revised.  Mark  should  be  credited  not  only  with  creating 
a  new  literary  genre,  but  also  with  taking  from  Greco-Roman  rhetorical  technique  all  that  he 
is  In  her  article  on  "The  Gospel  of  Mark  as  an  oral-Aural  Event:  Implications  for  Interpretation",  7he 
NewLiterary  Criticism  and1he  New  Testament,  eds.  Edgar  V.  McKnight  and  Elizabeth  Struthers  Malbon, 
Trinity  Press  International,  Valley  Forge,  Pennsylvania,  1994,  Joanna  Dewey  usefully  reminds  us  that  Mark's 
composition  would  only  take  an  hour  and  a  half  to  two  hours  to  read.  She  describes  it  as  a  "quite  customary 
duration  for  oral  performances...  Furthermore,  good  storytellers  could  easily  learn  the  story  of  Mark  from 
hearing  it  read  or  hearing  it  told.  "  (p.  146)  But  she  goes  on  to  conclude  that  "in  oral-aural  cultures  before  there 
is  any  written  text,  or  when  a  written  text  is  recycled  back  into  oral  circulation,  there  is  nofixed  text  that  is 
used  in  oral  performance.  "  (p.  157)  This  must  be  a  matter  for  conjecture,  surely? 
19  Bultmann,  The  History...,  p.  350. 
20  See  note  26  in  the  Introduction. 308 
needed  to  'create'  a  connected  narrative"  which  would  popularise,  in  the  first  century  cultural 
mifieu,  his  churcWs  message. 
Contrary  to  what  many  scholars  have  said,  Mark!  s  Gospel  does  have  the  appearance  of  being  a 
kind  of  'day-to-day'  account  of  the  story  of  Jesus,  as  from  his  baptism  and  focused  on  his 
mission,  passion  and  resurrectioe.  The  Gospel  does  appear  to  consist  of  Days  as  if  taken 
from  a  diary,  and  as  such  this  would  seem  to  be  expressive  of  Mark's  intention,  to  present  his 
story  of  Jesus,  from  its  beginning  to  its  end,  as  a  heavenly  story  which  is,  nevertheless, 
well-earthed  in  the  human  space-  (Palestine)  and  time-frame  (Days).  That  Mark  gave  his 
serialised  story  an  artificial  structure,  as  Schmidt  suggested  long  ago,  cannot  be  in  doubt:  the 
many  correspondences  of  Days,  and  Series,  in  the  matrix  clearly  demonstrate  that  his 
presentation  is  schematic. 
It  would  seem  that  his  primary  literary  purpose  was  to  create  a  'connected  narrative'  which 
would  tell  the  Good  News  of  Jesus  Christ,  the  Son  of  God.  In  his  Prologue,  Mark  tells  how 
Jesus  came  to  begin  his  mission  and  begin  calling  followers  to  himself.  In  his  first  Series,  he 
describes  the  first  days  of  Jesus'  mission  and  demonstrates  the  authority  and  power  of  Jesus 
and  his  ability  to  draw  crowds  to  himself.  -  he  also  shows  how  his  presence  and  activities 
stirred  up  the  leaders  of  Old  Israel  against  him,  and  how  Jesus  laid  the  foundations  for  New 
Israel  which  would  grow  from  small  beginnings  to  be  big  in  the  world.  In  the  second  Series, 
Mark  demonstrates  how  Jesus'  mission  extended,  and  how,  by  recourse  to  numerological 
presentation,  Gentiles  were  not  excluded  from  the  New  Israel  in  formation;  further,  the 
crowds  stayed  longer  with  him  and  were  larger  in  number.  In  the  third  Series,  he 
demonstrates  that  the  Messiah  necessarily  took  the  way  of  suffering,  death  and  resurrection,  in 
order  to  establish  New  Israel.  Jesus  had  much  to  teach  his  would-be  followers  about  the  way 
they  should  live  too.  In  the  fourth  Series,  Mark  tells  of  the  events  in  Jerusalem  that  led  up  to 
and  included  Jesus'  passion  and  resurrection  by  which,  in  his  own  person,  he  replaced  the 
institution  of  the  old  temple  (which  in  AD70  was  destroyed')  and  its  sacrificial  means  of  being 
made  right  with  God,  and  so  replaced  the  foundations  of  Old  Israel  with  those  of  New  Israel. 
The  Epilogue  tells  how  the  disciples  came  to  be  restored  to  Jesus  (after  having  deserted  him) 
21  See  Luke  1.1,2:  "connected  narrative"  would  seem  to  be  a  Lukan  description  of  Mark's  work. 
22  See  note  59  in  the  Introduction,  and  discussion  in  the  text. 
23  1  hold  to  the  view,  with  Hooker  (The  Gospel-,  p.  303),  that  Mark  was  writing  soon  after  the  fall  of 
Jerusalem  and  the  destruction  of  the  temple  in  AD70.13.21-23  suggests  it  is  so,  for  the  'false  signs'  that  will 
further  be.  See  also  14.58,15.29  and  v.  38  for  an  identification  of  Jesus  with  the  temple. 309 
and,  after  Jesus'  ascension  how  they  began  continuing  Jesus'  mission.  Mark's  Good  News  is 
for  both  Jew  and  Gentfle. 
Just  as  he  introduced  his  Gospel  with  the  words,  "The  begHU  Mig  of  the  Good  News..  ",  so  too 
the  Gospel  ends  with  a  continuation  of  the  story,  for  which  Jesus'  followers/discipIcs  bear  the 
burden,  until  the  Day  of  judgement  which  no-one  knows  but  'the  Father',  when  Jesus  will 
return  in  power  and  glory.  Marks  interest  in  the  coming  "Day",  is  exhibited  particularly  in 
13.7-37,  and  reflects  much  of  the  visionary  statements  of  the  O.  T.  prophets.  His  reasons  for 
writing  in  "Days"  may  be  judged  to  be  both  literary  and  theological. 
Mark's  Gospel  is  at  once  both  an  evangelistic  appeal,  which  would  provoke  commitment  on 
the  part  of  the  hearers,  and  an  educational  tool,  which  would  raise  issues  and  encourage 
question  and  answer.  To  the  evangelistic  appeal  a  warning  is  attached.  The  Gospel 
announces  the  coming  Day  of  the  Lord,  and  of  judgement  that  will  attend  it.  God  himself  has 
communicated  with  humankind  in  the  person  of  his  Son,  in  whom  is  'the  fulfdment  of  the 
divine  plan  for  the  world'.  Jesus'  mission,  passion  and  resurrection  are  disbelieved  at  peril. 
We  may  judge  it  likely  that  Mark's  reasons  for  writing  when  he  did  were  to  do  with  the  fact 
that  eye-witnesses  of  the  fife  of  Jesus  were  dying  out  (see  the  Introduction,  pages  25  to  28), 
but  were  also  much  to  do  with  the  two  events  of  the  fall  of  Jerusalem  and  the  destruction  of 
the  temple  which,  in  themselves,  will  have  promoted  the  view  that  Judaism  had  no  future.  If 
we  are  right  that  Mark  had  been  writing  soon  after  AD70  (see  above)  it  could  be  argued  that 
he  seized  (or  was  given)  his  opportunity  to  promote  the  new  universal  faith  out  of  the'ruins'of 
its  forebear,  and  provide  this  'good  news'  for  the  universal"  church's  dissemination. 
To  us  today,  who  have  never  before  been  fully  introduced  to  the  art  of  rhetorical  writing,  it 
seems  incredible  that  anyone  could  write  as  Mark  did,  employing  a  style  of  presentation  at  so 
24  It  is  presently  the  case  that  many  commentators  and  scholars  are  content  to  think  of  Mark  as  writing 
for  a'particular'  community  (see  Hooker,  The  GospeL..,  p.  4)  as  a  pastor  and  theologian.  Literary-structural 
analysis  which  exhibits  the  influence  of  ancient  rhetoric  shows  him  to  be  more  likely  a  writer/theologian 
(whether  a'disciple  of  Peter  or  not')  who  was  commissioned  like  Luke  was  (Lk.  1.3).  Mark's  universalistic 
leading  idea  contains  no  distinctively  local  appeal,  and  his  naming  of  only  Jairus,  Bartimaeus  and  Simon  the 
leper,  out  of  all  those  to  whom  Jesus  ministered,  hardly  can  be  said  to  display  knowledge  of  any  local  church's 
membership.  He  was  likely  writing  in  Rome  and  could  even  have  witnessed  the  return  of  Titus  with  the  spoils 
from  the  temple.  (See  note  52  in  the  Introduction  for  Trocm?  s  support  of  Rome  as  the  place  of  Mark's  writing, 
but  also  for  the  emphasis  again  that  the  Gospel  was  for'his  church's  own  use). 310 
many  levels  of  literary  order  simultaneously.  Incredible  too  by  our  standards  of  popular 
composition  is  Mark!  s  ability  to  cover  his  canvas  with  broad-brush  themes  from  the  beginning, 
only  at  the  last,  so  dramatically,  to  highlight  their  meaning  with  key  words  (like  "covenant", 
"Abba",  and  "Son  of  God"),  and  linkages  of  key  words  (like  "gospel"  "is  preached"  "in  all  the 
world").  In  summarising,  it  is  tempting  to  describe  Mark  now  as  aTterary  artist',  but  his  work 
of  composition  is  simply  equal  to  that  of  many  first  century  writers,  whose  schooling  initially 
had  been  in  Homeric  rhetoric". 
Mark's  Theological  Abilities: 
In  my  Introduction,  I  noted  the  wide  range  of  opinion  that  there  is  on  Mark's  theological 
abilities.  To  Bultmann,  Mark  was  simply  a  coflector  or  hander  on  of  traditions,  "not  a 
theologian";  whereas,  to  Marxsen  and  Schweizer,  in  turn,  he  was  a  profound  interpretor, 
whose  theology  may  also  be  used  on  the  contemporary  scene.  (See  pages  12-14  of  the 
Introduction,  for  these  and  other  views  too.  )  Literary-structural  analysis  has  made  the 
difference  on  a  number  of  previously  open  issues  in  regard  to  Mark's  Gospel;  we  ask  now,  "In 
what  ways,  if  any,  might  it  influence  our  attitudes  to  Mark  as  theologian?  " 
Literary-structural  analysis  clearly  establishes  that  Mark  exercised  full  control  over  his 
presentation.  Tradition  did  not  control  him.  The  evidence  demonstrates  that  Mark  was  the 
writer  of  his  Gospel  and  not  simply  the  editor  of  tradition.  It  follows,  therefore,  that  he 
himself  exercised  full  control  over  the  Gospers  theological  developments  and  that  he  was 
solely  responsible  for  his  'leading  idea'  which  is  both  literary  and  theological.  He  has  to  be 
credited,  therefore,  with  selecting  and  developing  Old  Testament  texts  and  with  applying  titles 
to  Jesus  where  he  thought  they  were  appropriate  to  his  Gospel  scheme. 
In  the  past,  a  number  of  scholars  have  confidently  separated  so-called  "tradition"  from  Mark's 
so-called  "editorial  hand"  or  "construction"  (though  they  have  displayed  little  agreement).  The 
process  was  hazardous  enough,  but  now,  given  that  the  stamp  of  Mark's  rhetorical  method  and 
purpose  can  be  seen  on  all  the  Gospel  material,  the  separating  of  what  is  tradition  from  what  is 
editing  will  be  a  task  which  few  will  now  dare  to  tackle.  The  bottom  line  is  that  Mark  is  to  be 
23  See  Introduction,  note  42,  A.  Stock. 311 
credited  with  full  compositional  control  over  the  tradition  and  the  theology  of  his  Gospel.  It 
follows,  therefore,  that  if  we  discover  any  lack  of  "a  coherent  and  consistent  theology"  it  is 
down  to  Mark  himself  for  any  ability  he  lacked,  or  it  is  down  to  us,  either  for  misreading  Mark 
or  for  expecting  too  much  refinement  in  what  is,  when  all  is  said  and  done,  the  first  writing 
ever  of  a  Gospel.  He  wrote  his  Gospel,  not  for  the  purpose  of  twentieth  century  study,  but  for 
first  century  proclamation  of  the  Good  News  of  Jesus  Christ  the  Son  of  God  (1.1).  It  was 
Good  News  which  in  the  beginning  was  presented  to  the  Jews,  but  in  the  end  was  to  be 
presented  to  the  World.  The  Good  News  was  that  God  had  made  a  new  Covenant  with  the 
World.  Jesus'death  and  resurrection  sealed  the  New  Covenant,  and  it  signalled  a  time  of  New 
Creation  for  the  World.  The  Good  News  countered  the  'bad  news'  of  Jerusalem!  s  fall,  the 
temple's  destruction,  and  the  apparent  dernise  of  the  Old  Covenant,  so  much  so,  that  one 
wonders  if  there  would  have  been  any  "Good  News"  at  all  without  the  Jewish  War. 
Under  'Invention'  above,  I  am  satisfied  that  I  have  captured  the  salient  theological  features  of 
Marles  leading  idea  for  his  Gospel.  In  this  regard,  we  consider  Wrede's  work  of  1901, 
principal1y  because  it  has  continued  to  be  influential  throughout  the  biblical-critical  era.  His 
judgement  was  that  Mark's  leading  idea  was  the  constructing  of  his  Gospel  on  the  basis  of  a 
dogmatic  theory  of  a  messiahship  which  was  to  be  kept  secret  until  after  his  resurrection.  On 
page  205,1  join  forces  with  Wrede,  and  address  the  problem  with  which  Mark  had  to  grapple 
in  his  presentation.  Jews  and  Gentiles  could'not  knowingly  crucify  the  Messiah  and  Son  of 
God,  in  order  to  establish  a  New  Covenant  between  God  and  the  World.  Equally,  it  could  not 
be  that  they  had  no  opportunity  of  knowing  who  Jesus  was,  during  his  Mission.  Mark's 
problem,  and  his  solution  are  immediately  apparent. 
In  the  third  Series,  these  matters  are  given  an  airing  by  Mark.  After  the  confession,  "You  are 
the  Messiah",  silence  is  demanded  (8.30).  Afler  the  mountain  disclosure  of  Jesus  the  'Son  of 
God',  silence  is  demanded  until  after  the  resurrection  (9.9).  Telford,  in  his  work  on  The 
Barren  Temple  and  the  Withered  Tree  (p.  262)  says  of  10.46-12.37  (which  bridges  the  third 
and  fourth  Series),  that  "it  is  in  many  respects  damaging"  to  Wrede's  thesis,  "The  Secrecy 
motif  rather  than  presenting  Jesus  as  the  concealed  Jewish  Messiah,  serves  to  present  him  as 
the  concealed  Son  of  God.  "  Given  these  observations,  we  may  discern  another  point  of  the 
26  Best,  Disciples-,  pp.  46f. 312 
greatest  importance.  Mark  presents  Jesus  to  the  Jews  as  their  Messiah;  he  presents  Jesus  to 
the  Gentiles  as  the  Son  of  God. 
A  short  word-study  is  clearly  required  (it  completes  the  study  of  Mark's  key  words,  begun  on 
pages  282-286): 
For  "The  Christ"P'Son  of  David"",  as  designations  for  Jesus,  see  1.1,8.29,9.41,10.47,48, 
11.10,12.35-37,14.61,62,  and  15.31,32: 
in  1.1,  its  use  has  no  specific  attachment,  either  to  Jews,  or  Gentiles  as  such;  in  8.29*,  9.41,  it 
is  for  the  disciples  to  know;  in  10.47,48,  Bartimaeus  knows;  in  11.10,  Jerusalem's  crowds 
know;  in  12.35-37,  the  temple  crowds  know;  in  14.61,62,  the  high  priest  wants  to  know,  and 
Jesus  tells  all  the  Sanhedrin;  and  in  15.31,32,  chief  priests  and  scribes  mock  (they  really  did 
not  know,  they  could  not  believe  Jesus  for  his  answer). 
For  the  "Son  of  God"  as  a  designation  for  Jesus,  see  1.1,11,3.11,5.7,9.7,  (12.6  bis.  ),  and 
15.39: 
in  1.1,11,  its  use  has  no  specific  attachment,  either  to  Jews,  or  Gentiles  as  such;  in  3.11,  Jews 
and  Gentiles  are  present  and  hear,  "You  are  the  Son  of  God"  (3.7,8  define  the  crowd  mix;  cf. 
3.8  and  10.1  for  "beyond  the  Jordan";  and  3.8  and  7.24  for  "Tyre  and  Sidon";  in  both  the 
connecting  stories,  Gentiles  are  present,  and  the  issues  are  Jewish/Gentile  ones);  in  5.7, 
Gentiles  hear,  "Jesus,  Son  of  God  of  the  Most  High"  (it  is  Gerasene  and  "pig"  country);  in 
9.7*,  it  is  like  1.11,  but  it  is  for  Peter,  James  and  John  only  to  know,  until  after  the 
resurrection  (9.9);  in  12.6,  the  use  of  "son"  is  parabolic  and  allegorical,  for  the  temple  crowd; 
in  15.39,  Jesus'  dying  provokes  the  Gentile  "centurion"  to  affirm  Jesus  "a  Son  of  God". 
It  is  significant  that  the  references  in  8.29,  to  Peter's  identification  of  Jesus  as  "the  Christ",  and 
in  9.7,  to  God  caffing  Jesus  "my  son"  (hcnce,  my  asterisks  above),  occupy  the  first  and  second 
Days  respectively  of  Series  Three.  The  central  point  of  Marles  scheme  has  just  been  passed. 
Both  Jews  and  Gentiles  were  complicit  in  Jesus'  death,  but  to  Mark  they  'associate'  with  Jesus 
in  these  different  ways.  It  is  astute  of  Mark.  The  connection  between  the  Jews  and  the 
27  The  titles  for  Jesus,  in  Day  Twenty-seven,  of  "King  of  the  Jews"  (15.2,9,12,18  and  26)  and  "King  of 
Israel"  (15.32)  attach  further  messianic  status  to  Jesus.  Seemypage241.  The  Royal  Psalms  (for  example, 
especially  Ps.  2,  to  which  Mark  refers  in  Day  Twenty-seven's  telling)  were  interpreted  "in  later  times  as 
thoroughly  messianic":  InIDB,  Vol.  3,  p.  361. 313 
Messiah  is  supported  by  Old  Covenant  scriptures  (he  could  appeal  to  thcsc).  11c  had. 
however,  to  create  the  connection  between  the  Gentiles  and  Jesus.  But  it  was  easy  to  do. 
Caesar  Worship",  and  Emperor  Worship'  were  such  that  the  sacramentum  of  the  Roman 
Soldier  was  "Caesar  is  Lord";  Caesar  was  a  "Son  of  God".  Mark  chose  to  affirm  to  Gentiles 
that  Jesus  was  the  one  to  worship.  Additionally,  we  observe,  in  12.13-17,  that  Pharisces 
(leaders  under  the  Old  Covenant)  and  Herodians  (leaders  of  Israel  under  Roman  authority) 
together  try  to  trick  Jesus,  over  paying  tribute  to  Caesar. 
We  have  noted  already,  in  Chapter  2,  that  literary-structural  analysis  defends  the  phrase  "Son 
of  God"  textually,  in  the  opening  verse  of  the  Gospel,  1.1.  In  this  opening  fine  of  his  Gospel, 
Mark  is  telling  us  something  more  than  we  have  understood  before.  His  Gospel  is  for  both 
Jews  and  Gentiles.  He  has  written  it  so  that  both,  in  their  different  ways,  may  know  the  Good 
News  about  Jesus.  The  secrecy  motif'o,  -  of  Jesus'  Messianic  status  and  of  his  status  as  Son  of 
God,  which  Wrede  identified,  is  not  Marles  leading  idea  as  such,  but  it  attends  it  very  closely. 
To  put  it  succintly:  the  findings  of  literary-structural  analysis,  informed  by  the  rules  of  ancient 
rhetoric,  demonstrate  Mark's  profound,  creative  theological  ability.  He  may  not  have  written 
his  Gospel  to  everyone's  abiding  satisfactioný%  but  it  was  the  first  to  be  written,  and  as  such  its 
importance  to  the  Churclfs  understanding  about  its  beginnings  is  without  parallel. 
28  IntDB,  Vol.  1,  p.  479. 
29  IntDB,  Vol.  2,  pp.  98,99. 
30  The  restricting  of  information  (on  the  Kingdom,  on  who  Jesus  is,  and  on  what  he  has  been  doing,  or 
will  be  doing)  is  found  in  the  Gospel  only  in  the  first  three  Series,  and  in  the  following  Days: 
Series  One:  1234167 
Series  Two:  89  10  11  12  13  14 
Series  Three:  1ý  J1  17  18  19  20  21 
All  the  underlined  Days  contain  a  secrecy  command  of  Jesus.  Only  the  double-underlined  Days  contain  a 
command  to  keep  quiet  about  his  identity  specifically  (at  1.25,34,3.12,8.30,9.9).  Additionally,  Days  5,17 
and  20  which  are  italicised  contain  expressions  which  inform  Mark's  audience  that  it  was  for  the  disciples 
alone,  and  not  the  crowds,  to  know  certain  things,  such  as  the  meanings  of  the  parables,  and  the  matters  about 
Jesus'  suffering,  death  and  resurrection,  before  events  took  place.  Others,  who  had  been  healed,  had  been  told 
not  to  say  anything,  at  1.44,3.12,5.43  (witnesses  to  the  raising),  7.36  (witnesses  to  the  healing),  and  8.26. 
These  are  to  be  found  in  the  telling  of  Days  2,5,7,12  and  14,  some  of  which  are  represented  by  a  single 
underline,  that  is  where  they  do  not  contain  other  'secrecy  statements. 
31  Consider:  1)  the  first  re-writing  of  his  Gospel  with  additions,  by  Matthew;  2)  in  turn,  Luke's  second 
re-writing  of  his  Gospel  and  of  Matthew's  simultaneously;  3)  the  amendments  to,  and  then  the  expurgation  of 
the  original  epilogue;  4)  its  neglect  over  the  centuries,  as  it  was  viewed  as  subordinate  to  Matthews  and 
Luke's;  and  5)  the  judgements  of  scholars  over  the  last  one  hundred  years,  concerning  Markan  inconsistencies. 314 
The  Agenda  for  Future  Work: 
Clearly,  this  literary-structural  exercise  demonstrates  that  there  is  now  much  further  work  to 
be  done.  A  re-appraisal  of  all  critical  methodologies  and  of  much  Markan  scholarship  appears 
to  be  required.  Of  the  tools  of  critical  investigation,  it  is  plain  that  structural  and  rhetorical 
criticism  have  proved  much  more  valuable  in  this  exercise  than  source,  form  and  redaction 
criticisrn.  The  Commentaries  of  Taylor,  Nineharn  and  Schweizer,  which  were  chosen  for  their 
different  approaches,  and  with  that  of  Hooker,  for  their  scholarship  and  insight,  proved  most 
valuable  in  the  process  of  examining  the  text,  but  their  usefulness  lay  more  in  their  detailed 
consideration  of  Mark's  writing  than  in  their  understanding  of  how  the  Gospel  was  put 
together.  Because  of  this  discovery  of  the  Gospers  form,  it  does  mean  that  much  Markan 
scholarship  will  need  to  be  re-visited  and  re-assessed.  And  much  that  is  presented  immediately 
above,  based  on  the  results  of  literary-structural  analysis,  Will  require  a  great  deal  of  further 
consideration  too. 
Effort,  in  the  past,  has  been  expended  on  an  ever-increasing  range  of  tasks:  it  may  be  that  it 
can  be  more  focused  now.  Also,  what  has  been  done  here  for  Mark,  requires  to  be  done  for 
other  writers.  Clearly,  all  books  that  were  produced  in  the  latter  half  of  the  first  century, 
whether  or  not  they  found  their  way  into  the  canon  of  Holy  Scripture,  require  similar 
structural  and  rhetorical  analysis.  The  work  has  been  begun,  of  course,  and  I  have  made  my 
own  contribution  too,  before  now,  on  the  Gospels,  Acts  and  the  Revelation  to  John",  but  the 
development  of  the  study  of  book-structures  is  a  matter  of  the  greatest  importance  if  we  are  to 
understand  the  theology  of  these  writers",  and,  therefore,  what  it  is  that  their  books  represent. 
it  is  plain,  as  a  result  of  this  exercise,  that  we  should  suspend  all  judgement  on  any  writer's 
purpose  or  leading  idea,  theology,  compositional  and  literary  skills,  until  we  have  established 
his  book-framework  and  his  rhetorical  style.  We  need  not  be  hesitant:  all  the  writers  of  these 
books  did  have  a  plan,  and  a  presentational  method. 
On  Mark!  s  Gospel,  we  may  judge  that  the  following  jobs  specifically  are  waiting  to  be  done: 
32  Palmer,  Sliced  Bread...,  1988. 
33  Others  who  are  saying  the  same,  from  their  standpoints,  are:  N.  Perrin,  "The  Evangelist  as  Author: 
Reflections  on  Method  in  the  Study  and  Interpretation  of  the  Synoptic  Gospels  and  Acts",  BR  17  (1972), 
pp.  5.18;  Stephen  H.  Smith,  "T'he  Literary  Structure...  ",  1989;  Greg  Fay,  "Introduction  to  Incomprehension...  ", 
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1)  On  Reading  Mark  now: 
Principally,  for  the  purpose  of  reading  Mark  now,  the  work  of  textual  criticism  can  be 
developed.  What  is  not  of  Mark,  and  what  is  of  Mark,  from  the  many  mss.,  because  of  the 
uncovering  of  his  rhetorical  method,  can  be  more  easily  assessed  than  before.  In  the  analysis, 
for  example,  of  Day  Twenty-six,  in  14.68,  the  phrase,  "and  the  cock  crowed"  in  the 
Nestle-Aland  text  (which  is  not  supported  by  Codices  Vaticanus  and  Sinaiticus)  simply  does 
not  fit  Mark's  [.  a]  [.  P1  [.  P'l  scheme.  (See  under  Day  Twenty-six  for  my  interpretation  that  the 
phrase  once  had  its  place  at  v.  70.  )  It  is  simply  one  of  those  phrases  which  some  mss.  witness 
to  and  others  do  not. 
Translation  is  the  next  job  of  work  on  my  fist,  if  Mark's  Gospel  is  to  be  read  and  heard  as  it 
was  meant,  by  more  than  ancient-Greek  scholars.  It  would  be  a  hugely  challenging  task  to 
repeat  Mark's  app"rhetorical  style  (if  not  to  the  eleventh  level  of  literary  order,  at  least  to  the 
ninth  or  tenth),  but  it  would  be  respectful  of  his  endeavours. 
Presentation  comes  next.  The  Gospel  is  deserving  of  a  complete  revision,  of  paragraphs, 
annotations,  headings  and  sub-headings.  Readers  today  should  have  access  to  its  structure, 
and,  therefore9'  have  opportunity  to  read  according  to  it.  Literary-structural  analysis  further 
demonstrates  that  the  Gospel  has  its  own  lectionary  scheme  built  in:  no  other  reading  schemes 
are  needed  now,  save  that  for  church  purposes  of  Sunday  public-readings  and  for  group  study 
there  remains  a  need  to  allot  the  Gospel's  elements  for  successive  reading. 
2)  Understanding  Mark  now: 
If  Mark  is  to  be  understood  by  the  many,  the  above  would  go  a  long  way.  In  addition,  a  new 
commentary  based  on  the  Greek  analysis,  would  be  useful.  Clearly,  a  'true'  translation  would 
be  usefully  incorporated.  And  the  commentary  would  have  to  be  an  exegetical  commentary: 
an  ordinary  one  would  not  do!  It  would  have  to  take  account  of  the  kind  of  exegesis  Mark 
intended  by  his  balances  of  intra-'and  inter-Series'  tellings  of  Days  and  themes  and  details  of 
Days,  and  his  constructions  of  his  Series.  The  commentary  would  necessarily  have  to  engage 
the  reader  in  issues  of  midrash  and  historiography  too.  Matters  of  tradition  and  history  will  be 
required  to  be  re-addressed  in  the  context  of  first  century  story-telling  and  literary-method. 316 
And  such  matters  as  David  Friedrich  Strauss  raised  in  the  nineteenth  century,  on  myth  and 
history  in  the  Gospels',  will  have  to  be  revisited  too. 
New  study  courses  for  individual,  group,  sunday  school  and  church  use  will  be  required.  And 
in  this  age,  when  fewer  people  than  before  are  reading  for  long  sittings,  and  when 
communication  is  more  visual  than  written  or  spoken,  the  assistance  of  not  just  a  chart,  but  an 
art-work,  or  a  series  of  pictures,  even  a  tape-slide  presentation,  would  be  entirely  proper. 
Structured  literature  clearly  lends  itself  well  to  artistic  reproduction;  see  the  following  page 
for  my  own  attempt.  35 
3)  Sharing  Mark  now: 
In  the  assessment  of  Mark's  purpose  above,  we  judged  that  the  Gospel  was  fundamentally  an 
evangelistic  appeal  and  an  educational  tool.  We  have  addressed  the  second  of  these  two 
features,  now  we  address  the  first,  its  evangelistic  appeal.  Often,  copies  of  Mark's  Gospel  are 
distributed  today  at  evangelistic  meetings,  or  amongst  members  of  uniformed  youth 
organisations  and  sunday  schools,  primarily  because  it  is  the  shortest  Gospel,  but  also  because 
it  has  inner  momentum.  Its  benefit  also  may  be  judged  to  be  that  it  does  not  include  any  long 
'speeches'.  '  In  its  presentation  of  four  stages  in  the  mission  of  Jesus,  and  its  disclosure  of  the 
nature  of  his  mission  and  its  meaning  for  the  world,  it  is  to  be  recommended  still  today...  but  in 
the  presentation  which  will  reflect  its  form,  and  in  the  new  'illuminated'  translation  which  will 
be  the  uncut,  Markan,  vigorous  version  that  it  was  always  meant  to  be. 
Mark's  Gospel  was  prepared  for  the  popular  market,  with  a  little  re-packaging... 
34  David  Friedrich  Strauss,  Das  Lehen  Jesu,  kritisch  bearbeilet,  2  vols.,  I  st  ed.  TUbingen,  1835-36,4th 
ed.  Tabingen,  1840;  Eng.  Tr.  by  George  Eliot,  The  Life  ofJesus  Critically  F_xamined,  SCM  Press,  London, 
1973. 
35  1  devised  my  own  some  time  ago  now,  after  I  (nearly)  discerned  the  basic  framework,  and  it  has  been 
useful  in  both  church  and  group  work.  It  also  translated  well  to  a  coffee-table  sized  jig-saw  in  thick  card.  (For 
the  purpose  of  presenting  it  here  it  has  been  amended.  ) 
36  Compare  Eusebius'  early  record  which  seems  to  bemoan  the  fact:  Mark  "adapted  his  teachings  to  the 
needs  of  the  moment  and  did  not  make  an  ordered  exposition  of  the  sayings  of  the  Lord.  ",  HE  iii.  39.15,  also 
Bettenson,  Documents...,  p.  27. 317 
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